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Letters
Inspiration!
Editor:
I was wondering if anyone else has
noticed that holding their newborn asleep
in their arms while sitting in the sweet
spot opens up the music and makes it
more beautiful than they could have imagined? Ihave been experiencing this for the
first time this past week.
It is an expensive tweak, and the baby's
being asleep seems to be key. Crying is
still good, but the soundstage tends to collapse, since movement around the room
is usually required.
John Valium)
johnvahymo@yaboo.com
Intoxication?
Editor:
One of the best tweaks Ican think of costs
only about $20. While listening to your
favorite recording (works with LP or CI)),
pour yourself agood but inexpensive glass
of red wine (other beverages work too)
and pick up acopy of Stereophile. After
about 10 minutes of reading awonderful
review about agreat piece of equipment,
you will notice that your system starts to
sound better and better.
For best results, make sure you savor
every word that describes the tonal and
sonic characteristics of the piece under review. Iam doing further research to see if
this tweak has agreater effect on tube gear.
The cost is about $7 for a copy of
Stereophile and $13 for adecent bottle of
wine. If you are asubscriber, the cost is
even less —or you can spend more on the
wine. Try it. It really does work.
Mike Ritter
mike_ritter@men(ormcom
Adulation...
Editor:
Ienjoyed Richard Lehneres April 2000
review of Joni Mitchell's Both Sides Now
(www.stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?
444). I'd appreciate seeing more of his
reviews. While I'm at it, I'd like to see
more reviews of classical recordings. And
Sam and Mikey rule!
Vic Sudik
proptius@alltelmet
Botheration!
Editor:
John Adcinson's "As We See It" in February
was ahappy reflection of some of the ideas
we discussed at the High-Resolution Audio
Workshop at the December 2001 AES
Convention. We all feel that DVI)-Audio
and SACD have the potential of delivering
awonderful consumer listening experience.
Stereophile, March 2002

However, Iwish Iwas Neil Young's
"mastering engineer," as JA wrote, but Iam
not. Iam Neil Young's producer. Cheers.
Elliot Mazer

flation-adjusted cost for this system in
today's dollars.
What is the point of this calculation?
Back in the 1960s, $2487.95 would have
been considered, market-wise, quite high.
My apokeies .fiy the error; 'th: Aia:er.
—JA
Only those with large bank accounts
and/or uncompromising tastes would
Less bang for the buck?
have spent this kind of money for a"hi-fi"
Editor:
system. Today, however, $1129529 would
I've always wanted to write a letter to
not be considered an excessive amount of
Stereophile about the price of high-end
money for the average audiophile to
items these days. Rather than complain, I spend on asystem. [It's actually the median
only want to point out the discrepancy
value ea 2002 Stereophile reader's system. —
between the price of high-end audio in
Ed.] It certainly would not represent what
the late 1960s and now.
one would have to pay for an "ultimate"
For instance, let's take aselection of system (as it did in the 1960s).
high-end components that constituted a
In the case of preamps, amps, etc., Ibesystem from about 1965 to 1969:
lieve there has been asignificant attempt
turntable, Empire 598G, $225; cartridge,
to overprice, at least in the tube world. I
Shure V-15, $39.95 (maybe $65.95 list
know of no amplifier manufacturer who
price); preamplifier, McIntosh C-22,
is actually spending money on research to
$279; power amplifier, McIntosh MCdevelop new and better tubes, but Isee
275, $440; interconnects, Belden cables
plenty of them making slight changes to
with Switchcraft metal phono plugs (solwell-worn designs and then overpricing
der 'em yourself), $3; speaker cables, 10'
them. Some of these changes result in siglengths of 16-gauge zip cord, $1; loudnificant audible differences and some do
speakers, KLH Model 9, $1500/pair.
not. We do have better passive compoTotal system price: $2487.95
nents today, with associated higher costs,
While not everyone might agree with
but none to justify, Ibelieve, the price of
my selection of components —some might
some offerings Isee out there (cg, $40k
choose other speakers and turntable and
single-ended monoblocks). In solid-state,
cartridge, while some might substitute
most of the real improvements are made
Marantz or other electronics — no one
by the chip and transistor designers, not
could argue that this system did not reprethe amp designers.
sent the top of the High End, at least in
Things arc different in the sourceprice, for its time.
component and loudspeaker worlds, of
Let's take that $2487.95 and adjust for incourse. As to the latter, agreat deal of
flation. Using the CPI inflation calculator
progress has been made in the last 30 years.
(wwwjsc.nasa.govIbu2/inflateCPLIimil)
Iwould not say that it is "easy" to design a
between the years 1969 and 1999, the latest
very costly speaker that performs well, but
available, we get $1129529 as our init is probably easier to do this than to
design amoderately priced speaker that
performs better than last year's design.
Letters to the Editor should be sent as
Therein, however, lies the trick, Ifeel.
faxes or e-mails only (until further
Even today, not too many people will
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
spend $80k on apair of speakers, given the
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
fact that they will likely be "obsolete" in
marked otherwise, all letters are asfive years or less. Speakers do not hold
sumed to be for possible publication.
their value for resale beyond the first few
In the spirit of vigorous debate
months after they have been purchased. (I
implied by the First Amendment,
have apair of Vandersteen 3s in perfect
and unless we are requested not to,
shape that Ibought five years ago that I
we publish correspondents' e-mail
cannot seem to even give away!)
addresses. Please note: We are unable
For front-end components, though, it
to answer requests for information on
seems as if you can charge just about anyspecific products or systems. If you
thing and get away with it. This is just
have problems with your subscripanother way things are different from the
"old days": lis the mid-1960s, Ampex intion, call toll-free (800) 666-3746, or
troduced anew professional-grade audio
write to Stereophile, P.O. Box 53117,
Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
recorder, the MR-70. This machine was
praised by the likes of Willi Studer, who
11

Letters
Danish
Editor:
In his January review of the Revel
Performa M20 loudspeaker, John Atkinson wrote, "I do not remember the
Germais speaker having..." (referring to
the Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk2). Where
did that come from? Dynaudios arc Danish, not German.
Name withheld by request
Baxtercarolyn@aotcom

"Thanks," and it suggests the following:
"I think you should consider modifying
your editorial approach to your letters section. It's the one part of the magazine that
feels too folksy and amateurish.... Stop
printing letters that criticize your editorial
direction and choices." Say what? First the
letter says "You should consider modifying your editorial approach," and then it
says, "Stop printing letters that criticize
your editorial direction and choices."
"Don't print long letters.... generally
First, tny apologies for the confusion over
restrict letters to acouple of paragraphs."
Dynaudio. They are indeed aDanish company.
Let the record show that the nine columnIhad gotten my wires crossed, due to the compainches and 10 paragraphs devoted to this
Sensible shopping?
letter make it one of the longest in the
ny'sjo' under, WiUried Ehrenholz, being German.
Ldttor:
Second, Istand by what Isaid when Iwrote that January "Letters."
John Marks was so right, in "The Fifth
Revel's &do.nna M20 loudspeaker reddines
"Print letters from informed and articuElement" in January (pp.55-59), that there
value. Yes, it has slight flaws. But you would
late readers only." The writer may be wellis alot of unfair competition out there. As
have had to spend very much more than
informed, but such statements as "Use the
asmall distributor of pro and home audio
$2000/pair cien hue years ago to have obtained
extra editorial pages freed up from these
the sanie combination eneutrality,freedont jtvin
products in "little" Austria, Ihave more
changes for more equipment (or, better,
than once had to feel that kind of storm. I grain, dynamic rate low-frequency cvtensio,u,
music) coverage" do not seem informed
adhere to aphilosophy of strict and absoand sheer musicality.
—JA
about the costs of producing aletters seclute service to the customer: Never in
tion vis-à-vis the cost of an equal number
Value for money
eight years have Itaken one schilling for
of editorial pages. Ialso feel that saying that
Editor:
any repair or service for products distribStereo Review "was not an audiophile maguted by me; everybody is offered free lisI'm not awriter of letters to editors. Only
azine" is not avalue judgment that an intening in his own system (including me
once before have Itaken the time to express
formed reader would make.
advising and offering any help necessary);
my opinion in apublication —in Stereophile,
"Use www.stereophile.com as aforum
and if there comes any incompatibility
years ago. In fact, Idon't care if this e-mail is
for more extended reader dialog." Since
with newer products after the purchase,
printed or not. I
just read "As We See It" in
that is the role the magazine's website
there Iam to help, without any hesitations
the January 2002 Stereophile. Isimply feel
presently plays, Ionce again question
or costs for solving the problems.
compelled to let John Atkinson know that I whether the reader is informed. Articulate,
And what is happening? Customers
believe his is the most sane voice in the pubyes; informed, perhaps.
surfing the Web find distributors in bigger
lishing world of audiophilia.
As Isee it, "Thanks" proffers suggescountries with prices that, at most, pay for
Ilove music. Ifantasize about someday
tions that, if enforced, would not allow its
postage and phone service — Iam speakbeing in the financial position to acquire
publication, which in my estimation qualing of 10% gross margins here — and,
some of the very-high-end equipment I ifies it as an Irish bull.
without any home trial or any after-sales
vicariously read about in Stereophile. Iwas
The penultimate (just trying to demonservices, they buy. If that weren't enough,
slightly stunned but mostly amused when,
strate that I'm an informed reader) parathey also call me or my dealers to tell
afew pages later (p.9), Iread the lead comgraph says, "I could summarize all of these
them how proud they arc, after having
ment in that issue's "Letters": Matt's dissuggestions this way: Create aletters sectaken all from me that is possible in sysmissal of Stereophile in "Short and Sweet."
tion that is worthy of Stenvphile." Ithink it
tem matching and trial — and even deBut then, publishing all points of view is
has already done so, for along time. And
noising their systems—to have been able
only one of the attributes that make Stereoone sign of its worthiness is how often it
to find "our" products cheaper out there.
phile so entertaining, so valuable as arearouses controversy, discussion, argument,
And guess what — years later, they are not
source, and so enjoyable.
rage, and other such activities that may
even ashamed to ask me to take back the
I'm sure others will think me naïve or
lead to epiphanies and aperçus. (How's
now-used products when they think
plain stupid, but I'd renew my subscription
that for being informed?)
Paul A. Alter
they'd like to buy something new.
if only to help ensure that the magazine
Pittsburgh, PA
Oh God, sometimes Idoubt that abig
continues. Stereophile is not "commercialpalter@juno.wm
proportion of our so-very-esteemed cusfree," like National Public Radio, and sure,
tomers really deserve all our service and
I'd love it if Ididn't have to wade through
The wrong music?
efforts!
Hans Hinter
so many advertisements while settling back
Editor:
hatts.hirner@telering.at
to read the magazine. But in today's world,
Ihave noticed in almost all reviews of
in which we are bombarded by ads trying
small or large speakers, high-end ampliSee this issue's 'As We See It"Pr John Marks' to separate us from our disposable income,
fiers, CI) players, etc., that not only your
jitrther thouqhts on this subject.
—JA
Ithink Stereophile is eminently worth it.
distinguished magazine but also other
Burt Kirson
similar American or British magazines use
Holy smokes!
burtkirson@earthlinkmet jazz, vocals, or country music. You rarely
Editor:
use heavy classical music. (By "heavy" I
It's apuzzlement
Holy smokes! Ihaven't heard the Revel
mean piano concertos and symphonies.)
Performa M20 loudspeaker (January
Editor:
'The reason that Iam writing is that I
2002, pp.82-89) yet. But Idoubt that it is
Iam an admirer of Irish bulls (examples:
think the challenge to aspeaker, aCD
"Redefining Value," as claimed on that
"It is hereditary in our family to have no
player, apower amplifier, or apreamplifier
issue's cover. A slightly flawed minimonichildren" or "'That place is so popular that
is abig orchestra, not asmall ensemble
tor for $2k? Ithink John Atkinson needs a nobody goes there any more"). So Iwas
(chamber music, string quartets) or jazz or
serious reality check.
intrigued by aletter in the January 2002
apiece of vocal music. It is only the large
Nanti' &address withheld by request
Stereophile (p.17). The letter is titled
symphony orchestra that can really reveal
once said he could design arecorder that
might equal the MR-70, but not surpass it.
You would have thought that all of the
recording companies of the time —RCA,
CBS, DG, Philips, and the like — would
have discarded their old machines and
bought MR-70s. This did not happen. The
MR-70 was marketed at about twice the
price of the standard of the day, Ampex's
own 300-series recorder. As aresult, the
MR-70 had aquite limited production run
and then quickly went out of production.
Go figure!
Bard-Alan Finials
bfinlatt@hotmaitcont
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Letters
the transparency of aspeaker, the resolution
of aCl) player.
Khalil Tiqyarah M.D.
mostafir_eido@terramet.lb
The right music?
Editor:
Being 37 years of age, Istill listen to rock:
AC/DC, Led Zeppelin, Boston, Rush,
Sammy Hagar, Lenny Kravitz, and abit of
Metallica thrown in for good measure. In
future, it would be of good comfort if such
music were included in Stereophile's component reviews. Remember, JA, there is
an up-and-coining generation of listeners
to pass the torch to. May it burn intense
and loud.
Andrew EKink'
akinek@juno.m.
Where's the music?
Lditor:
Bob Olhsson's letter in the December,
2001 issue (p.12) inspired nie to write. Yes,
there arc always exceptions, but Ihave been
seriously distressed by the state of the music
industry for along time now. Today's recording artists arc perfonners rather than
musicians. To be successful, they must
either look great or have agimmick. Music
and talent have nothing to do with it.. can
you imagine James Taylor getting arecording contract if he were starting out now?
This has become acrisis for me. Since
the radio plays 99% drivel, compounded
by poor sound quality, Ino longer listen to
it. Iknow there must be good new music
out there but Idon't know how to find it.
Yes, there are record reviews but Idon't
find them very helpful. Iseem to recall
someone saying, "Writing about music is
like dancing about literature."
While Istill enjoy my older music, I
can only listen to it so much before Itire
of it. (After all, Ihave been listening to
some of it for 25 years.) This has caused
me to scale back my purchases of audio
equipment—what good is the equipment without good music? It would be
nice if the major music companies were
run by people who love music more than
money.
Darrin !infirm
N. Sioux City, SD
daninAngman@trikenetworks.com

resolution copy will be available to those
with CD recorders.
So why is there such ahullabaloo about
copy protection? Arc the critics pirates who
want to offer illegal digital copies to consumers? If so, Ihave no sympathy. Are they
audiophiles who fear that the encoding distorts the analog playback? This is aworry,
though Ihaven't heard it yet. Or, as Isuspect, are they naïve consumers who overestimate the difference in quality between
copies made by digital vs analog processes?
Is it possible that the record industry is encouraging this hoopla in order to foster the
perception of digital as some Holy Grail in
the face of the analog revival?
Isuspect the latter two explanations,
and encourage confused consumers to
conduct alistening comparison test between CDs and CD copies made from the
analog outputs. I'm betting they won't
hear adifference. Either way, you won't
hear me complaining about copy protection until Ihave to record CDs by playing
them back through speakers, through the
air, using microphones. Now that is loss of
resolution.
Ben Bacon
bIlhigonensn.com
Let your ears do the listening

Thank you for such awonderful and informative magazine. Ihave just subscribed to
Stereophile and look forward to years of good
reading. Ido have acomment, though.
Note that Ido not consider myself an
audiophile, but rather an audio enthusiast.
Ido not pretend to know all of the subtleties of amplifiers, etc. Heck, Ibarely
know the difference between aviolin and
aviola! Ido enjoy music immensely, however, and think that Stereophile readers
could benefit from amore scientific process of review. Here is what Ipropose:
When any testing/review is done on a
product, say an amplifier, have it donc in
a "blind" comparison. Meaning, you
would not know that you were listening
to aKrell, an Adcom, or aSony along
with your reference amp. Ithink that if
someone else was switching back and
forth and not letting you know what amp
you were listening to, the results could
Copying the music
well be different.
Any scientific experiment is done like
Editor:
this. Even the Pepsi Challenge was set up
John Atkinson's response to aletter in the
in this way. (
.
1picked Coke, by the way...
January issue (p.12) bears repeating: No
maybe proofthat Iam all wet.) Ithink that
digitally encoded copy protection yet
this methodology would eliminate any
devised prevents consumers from copying
predisposition toward aparticular product.
CDs onto the medium of their choice
Another example is loudspeakers. Place
using the analog outputs of aCD player.
afew pairs behind a"screen," then comThis must be obvious to home-recording
enthusiasts and most audiophiles, but I pare them. Again, not knowing that you
were listening to B&W Nautilus 802s
believe all the attention given to the issue
would then eliminate your brain telling
encourages misunderstanding among
you how it should sound compared with,
average consumers. The only type of CD
copy we will be unable to produce at
say, the Thiel CS2.3s.
Just let the speakers do the talking and
home is that which could carry the
"DDD" label; DAD copies will still be
your cars do the listening.
Andy Match
aciganiut@aoLcorn
possible. This means that a very-highStereophile, March 2002

Ajoke?
Editor:
Why are audiophiles even thisiking about
multichannel audio? Home theater has
never been anything more than amarketing ploy. New models and gimmicks come
along every year. Iguess high-end audio
companies now realize that three times the
money can be made peddling six-channel
audio. What ajoke.
The idea of aplane flying through your
living room is dumb, but the idea of sitting
in the middle of the musicians? Well, it
defeats the whole idea of the musical performance. The best part is that the record
companies are hiding the introduction of
music encryption behind the pretext of offering us better sound quality. These guys
sure are smart.
Kevin Norton
Thousand Oaks, CA
NortonKP@aoLcom
Some fine notes!
Editor:
Richard Lehnert's choice of ECM's Motimur
for "Recording of the Month" in January
(www.stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?
495) could not be bettered. The rich architecture of Bach's chorales has never seen a
more compelling, though unconventional,
perfonnance. This is music even an inferior
system can't damage.
Fred Johnson
Dallas TX
fivjco@juno.cont
Parting notes?
Editor:
After spending thousands of dollars on
components, Ihave quit the high-end
hobby. The endless search for the next
component just takes away from my
enjoyment of music. Ihave been listening
to music for 50 years and have come to
the conclusion that the High End has
done nothing but take the fun out of
music. Beethoven's Fifth on 78s on a
portable in the 1950s was more fun than
all modern components put together. At
least, in my opinion.
Dan McGrath
thedane9@homecom
Afinal note
Editor:
On Wednesday, Iburied my Dad. He had
aveteran's burial service at Calverton National Cemetery. During the ceremony,
with the Navy honor guard standing by at
attention, "Taps" was played on an outdoor sound system that produced just
about the worst-quality sound Ithink I've
ever heard —distorted, crackly, and truly
painful to the ears of adevoted audiophile
with awonderful high-end system. But I
learned once and for all — it's not the
sound system, folks, it's the music.
I'll never forget that lousy sound system — or the extraordinarily beautiful
music it played as we sent my Dad off to
his final resting place.
Gary A. Schmidt
hoverlover@earthlinkmet
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vinyl, and running back to tuck into one
of In Living Stereo's three demonstration analog front-ends. When Ivisited
ILS, that's exactly what Isaw Mikey
Freiner doing.
US: COLORADO
Barry Willis
Genesis Technologies, one of the audio
industry's most respected naines
throughout the 1990s, has ceased operation and has filed for protection from
creditors under Chapter 7of US bankruptcy law. The company's website
(www.gen-tech.com) has gone dark.
Genesis was more than amillion dollars
in debt near the end, according to a
source familiar with the situation, who
spoke with me in late December on
condition of anonymity.
The bankruptcy petition was filed in
late November in Colorado, the company's base of operations, according to
minority shareholder Mark Schifter,
founding partner of Perpetual Technologies. Schifter hopes to resurrect the
brand name and bring some Genesis
products back to market once the legal
problems arc sorted out, he mentioned
in atelephone discussion December 20.
The brainchild of designer Arnie
Nuclei', Genesis Technologies produced
anumber of market-leading products,
including some that attained Stereophile
"Recommended Component" status.
Nude11's Genesis loudspeaker designs
evolved from work he did in the 1970s
and early '80s with Infinity, whose
Infinity Reference System (IRS) once
dominated the ultra-high-end loudspeaker market. Genesis also pioneered
the benefits of digital reclocking and upsampling with its Digital Lens, another
breakthrough product, which helped
make CDs sound more musical.
Technical prowess, unfortunately,

doesn't guarantee business success.
Schifter said he was "incredibly disappointed" that Genesis Technologies had
been unable to get back on track. "The
last dinner Ihad with Arnie, where we
discussed the bankruptcy, was one of the
saddest nights of my life," he confessed.
Our anonymous source believes that
Genesis Technology will be able to discharge its debt in bankruptcy court.
"The name still has market value," he
said. "I understand that afinancier plans
to buy the name, logo, designs, and

Nudell's Genesis
loudspeaker designs
evolved from work
he did in the 1970s and
early '805 with Infinity.
other intellectual property and revive
the brand, similar to what happened
with Sonic Frontiers."
Schifter confirms that prediction,
revealing that he may be the buyer: "At
this point Ibelieve Ihave a99% chance
of acquiring the intellectual property
while discharging the debt. If all goes
well, we will bring Genesis Technologies, LLC back as Genesis Technologies, Inc., with fewer SKUs at much
lower prices." Schifter has already researched having Genesis products built
in China, where labor costs are far lower
than in the US.
Schifter intends to pass the savings on
to customers. "We want to offer the 350
Special Edition at $19,900/pair and the
501 at $6990," he said. The 350 previously sold for $35,000/pair, the 501 for
$13,000. Such drastic price cuts might

Calendar
article in the January Stereophile on the
Cantus CD project can find more info
and photos from the session at
www.visi.com/- asm/Gallery/SdFair
2001/Cantus/cantus.html.
NEW YORK

•March 4-9: In Living Stereo (13 E.
Fourth St., NY), will celebrate its
public grand opening. Each day will
include seminars featuring representatives and designers from the
store's various product lines. For
18

more info, call (212) 979-1273, or
visit www.inlivingstereo.com.

jump-start business for the next-generation Genesis. Schifter also expects to
offer the 928 powered subwoofer for
about $1200 retail, asubstantial discount
from its former price of $1700. Drivers
and components will all be sourced
from previous vendors, the only difference being that assembly will take place
in China.
A revived Genesis Technologies will
support asmall network of dealers, probably no more than ahalf-dozen in the
US. The products will also be sold over
the Internet. "You can't ignore the online
market anymore," said Schifter.
Independent contract manufacturer
Cullen Circuits, which previously assisted in the manufacturing and repair of
some Genesis products, will continue to
provide non-warranty repairs for Genesis electronics (but not loudspeakers),
according to owner Rick Cullen. Customers can contact him by e-mail at
cullen99@pacbell.net.
US: WASHINGTON, DC
Barry Willis
The use of elliptical plastic ports in some
loudspeakers has proven expensive for
Hannan International Industries.
On December 20, the Washington,
DC-based audio conglomerate confirmed that afederal appeals court had
upheld a 2000 decision that found
Harman in violation of patents held by
Bose, Inc., of Framingham, Massachusetts. In 1998, Bose launched the patentinfringement suit against Harman's JBL
Inc. and Infinity Systems over the use of
the elliptical ports. Harman contested
the suit and lost in September 2000, but
decided to appeal the judgment. Products with the disputed feature were discontinued two years ago.
"We expect our appeal to be successful," Harman CEO Bernard Girod had
said then. "If, however, the judgment is
not reversed on appeal, it will not have
material consequences for the company.
We have provided for such contingencies in our business plan." Damages at
the time were reported at $5.7 million.
That figure has risen to $8 million with
the recent appeals-court affirmation of
the patent violations.
Hannan officials say they will pursue
further appeals, and that the US Patent
and Trademark Office will reexamine
the patent covering the elliptical port
design, which has been used by other
manufacturers — although Bose has
sued only Hannan.
Bose has along-established reputation
for dominating its market niche and for
staunchly defending its trademarks and
stereophite, march
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other intellectual property. Years ago,
Thiel Audio was on the losing end of a
threatened trademark-violation suit
brought by Bose over the use of numbers with decimal points as model
names —such as the "Bose 22." The
legal section of the Bose website
(www.bose.comAegaV) contains along
list of registered terms and model
names. Other manufacturers are strongly urged to review the list to be sure they
arc not in violation.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Where does music contefrom?
It's the sort of question achild might
ask, yet most adults will struggle to
come up with aconvincing answer. Unless, that is, they've already read amodest paperback, Big Bangs, by British
musician, composer, and broadcaster
Howard Goodall.'
Inspired by being asked just that
question on alive radio panel show, Big
Bangs is the book version of the TV
series of the same name, made for Britain's Channel 4, which identifies and
examines five "Big Bang" moments in
the history of Western music.
Icaught and enjoyed afew of the TV
programs, which of course had some
powerful illustrative advantages over the
written word. But Igot much more
from the book's greater scope —its richer supply of background anecdotes and
analogies, and the opportunity to study
the more complex ideas at one's leisure.
Best of all, the book brings abreadth of
perspective that continually surprises
and delights, while challenging one's
own imagination to come up with other
musical milestones.
The first of Goodall's "Big Bangs"
was the 11th-century invention, by
Guido of Arezzo, of asystem of musical
notation. Although our culture draws
heavily on the literary and philosophical
legacies of classical Greece and Rome,
those cultures' lacks of any form of
musical notation mean that we know
virtually nothing of their music. A millennium ago, music could be written
down for the first time ever — something that led to amajor shift in power
and influence away from practicing
musicians and toward composers.
Big Bangs demonstrates how music
evolved from the sacred to the secular,
encompasses the invention of opera,
and does not shy away from such relatively difficult but crucial concepts as
1ISBN 0-099-28354-9, £7.99. Vintage UK. Random
House. Web: www.randombouse.co.uk/vint.,ge.
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the invention of Equal Temperament.
Goodall's strong mission to explain runs
throughout the book: there's neither
preciousness nor pretension, and all
musical jargon is carefully defined.
Goodall himself works mainly in the
classical milieu, but his knowledge and
appreciation of music are wonderfully
eclectic. His examples and analogies are
drawn from every genre and age, a
breadth of reference that serves only to
strengthen his arguments and widen
their application.

tailers may be seeing the light regarding
pricing. A December 27 report by Ellis
Mnyandu of the Reuters news service
says that $9.99 may "soon be astandard
offer at music stores as retailers slash
prices in abid to battle the scourge of
online music piracy."
Mnyandu mentions that the competition is hot for consumers' dollars —
especially from DVD movies, which can
be found discounted to prices similar to
CDs at full retail. Consumers understand that movies cost tens of millions of
dollars to make, and sec $18 for aDVD
US: YOUR LOCAL CD HUT #1
as something of an entertainment barBarry Willis
gain. The same can't be said for music
2001 was ableak year for the music inCDs that may have cost only afew hundustry. Of the major labels, only Unidred thousand to produce —especially
versal Music Group managed to turn a in view of the fact that most CDs are
profit. Sony Music reported operating purchased for only two or three favorite
losses of $91 million for the last two
tracks. Music fans and audio-industry
quarters, and Bertelsmann's BMG journalists have been saying for years
Entertainment posted aloss of $70 milthat CD prices arc too high.
That situation may be changing.
"Music software CD prices may soon
"Music software CD
permanently decline to $9.99, given
weak sell-through of new artists and
prices may soon
continued Internet piracy that appears
unstoppable," Merrill Lynch retail anapermanently decline
lyst Peter Caruso told Mnyandu. The
to $9.99, given weak
industry initially responded to aslowing
market by raising prices, to the point
sell-through of new artists
where top-line new releases now list for
$17.99. That strategy appears to have
and continued Internet
backfired, as evidenced by massive losses at most of the major labels. A decline
piracy."—Merrill Lynch
in prices may spark aresurgence in buying, but it will also likely result in perlion for the year. EMI was $77.6 million
sonnel cutbacks at the labels, along with
in the hole for the first half of the year,
the possibility of mergers and joint venand is still reeling from an ill-conceived
tures to conserve cash.
$80 million contract with pop diva
Some high-profile music retailers
Mariah Carey, whose film Glitter have already gotten on the discount
crashed and burned, as did the soundbandwagon — Virgin's Megastore in
track recording. Even if the British
New York's Times Square is reportedly
music conglomerate can escape the conalready selling many popular hits for as
tract, as it is reportedly attempting to do,
little as $10 each. Others have yet to get
it will emerge at least $10 million short
with the program. Tower Records' San
on the gamble, according to an analysis
Francisco stores, for example, still sell
by Jeff Leeds in the Los Angeles Times.
Roger Waters' Amused to Death for
Other companies are eliminating
$17.99, even though it is available at
marginal operations. On December 17,
nearby Best Buy outlets for $11.95.
Warner Music Group announced that it
Musicians in general aren't helped by
would close its Sire label, with some
high prices. Only top-tier recording
artists on its roster to be assigned to
artists earn as much as $1 per disc; most
other WMG labels and others to be let make between 50 and 75 cents —
go entirely.
approximately 18% of each disc's gross
Industry executives almost unani- profit —out of which they must pay
mously attribute the losses to the ease of back development, production, and
downloading free music, but music
marketing costs to the labels. The situlovers blame the lack of compelling ation leaves most performers at breaknew releases —and the high cost of even or worse, given that 90% of most
CDs. Nothing much is likely to happen
releases make no profits. Sales and maron the artistic front, but there are indiketing consume the bulk of any CD's
cations that some labels and music resales revenue.
Stereophile, March 2002
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and MP3 tiles, by upsamplmg them to
24-bit/96kHz. Superior picture quality
is also promised, though you don't need
to hook up avideo display in order to
navigate the DVD-A menus. Three
stages of audio buffering decouple the
drive from the output and keep jitter to
aminimum.
Meridian's 861 processor, also now
in Version 3 form, incorporates
increased digital processing power of
400 MIPS (million instructions per
Meridian's 800 V3
second), and the ability to supply up to
ten 24/96 outputs. It's expected to
gets the best out of
decode "high band" encrypted MHR
data direct from an 800, but can also
US: YOUR LOCAL CD HUT #2
lesser formats such as
deal with multichannel analog inputs
Jon Iverson
Dolby Digital and MP3
from an SACD player, for example,
Just before the New Year, Universal
immediately converting these into its
Music Group officially revealed that it is
files, by upsampling
48/96 pro-audio—style internal digital
the first major label to include restricarchitecture. The MHR datalinlc pretion technology as amatter of standard
them to 24-bit/96kHz.
serves "metadata" (flags, etc.); the 861
policy with its CD releases intended for
can thus automatically recognize its
the US market. The company says it
software sources and be set up to proalso plans to embed restriction technolOther labels testing restricted CDs in- vide different bass-management protoogy in all of its releases by spring 2002.
clude BMG and Sony, neither of cols — for example, between movie
A variety of labels, including Universal,
and music sources. At amore sophistiwhich have yet announced plans for
have been testing the restricted-CD
cated level, it can make the best match
releasing limited-use discs in the US.
waters in Europe and with stealth rebetween source material recorded in
leases in the US, with mixed results.
any geometric configuration, and any
The statement cornes on the heels of UNITED KINGDOM
chosen speaker array.
Paul Messenger
Universal's announcement that, in conIn last month's "Industry Update," I
Although the 800 and 861 are naturjunction with Sony, it had finally
al partners, it has long been possible to
mentioned the ludicrous situation that
launched its Pressplay Internet-based
has arisen from the paranoia of the
connect Meridian's source components
music-subscription service in the US on
record industry, which has prohibited
directly to its DSP-equipped digital
December 19. Universal says that
the fitting of digital outputs to SACD
loudspeakers. This is still the case:
Pressplay will reach limited audiences
Meridian anticipated copy-protection
and DVD-Audio players. The result is
initially, though the company planned
approval for its MHR datalinks some
that said players end up wastefully
to widen the availability of its service
duplicating the bass-management and
time ago, and for the past three years has
after the New Year.
been fitting its digital speakers with the
other DSP functions already included
Universal says the first restricted CD
in multichannel preamplifiers as amatrelevant software to decode encrypted
to be released will be More Fast &Furious,
MHR data (see JA's review of the
afollow-up to the soundtrack to The Fast ter of course.
Meridian has found away around that
Meridian DSP8000 in the November
& the Furious movie. The label is using
difficulty in the new Version 3models of 2002 Stereophile).
Cactus Data Shield technology from
their prestige 800 series, which began
Midbar, along with aproprietary music
shipping at the end of 2001. These in- THE INTERNET #1
player called EverAd to play additional
corporate a new "high band" digital
Barry Willis
embedded compressed digital tracks
When it comes to digital music players
that are also restricted and incompatible
interface that has been accepted by the
and the future of computer-based entercopy-protection entity (4C) because the
with other media players.
digital audio data —known in this case as
tainment, the computer industry appears
One side effect of this approach is
to be going in two directions at once.
MHR, for Meridian High Resolution —
that, according to Universal, the CD will
Apple Computer has recently made a
not be playable on "a small number" of are carried in encrypted form.
Thanks to their PC-style modular
strong move into the portable music
Cl) players, as well as DVD players,
architecture, all 800-series models are
arena with its $399 iPod, aplayer that can
game consoles, and computers using the
fully upgradeable to Version 3 specs.
store as many as 1000 songs. The comMac, Linux, or older Windows operatpany is also rumored to be developing
The 800 V3 is a full multichannel
ing systems.
DVD-A player, but with all the features
software and computer-based editing
Restricted CDs have begun to raise
equipment for the pro-audio industry.
the ire of the National Association of needed to make the most of any optical
Hewlett-Packard is attempting to
Recording Merchandisers (NARM), a disc format. CD data, for example, are
move into the upscale home music marprocessed via onboard memory storage,
trade group representing music retailwhich ensures very low jitter and sorts
ket with its $1000 de100c Digital
ers. But in a letter to its sellers,
Entertainment Center. A computer/
out any copy-protection nonsense that
Universal's Jim Weatherson wrote,
audio recorder, the de100c lets users
"Our goal is to closely partner with the
might be polluting the code. The 800
retail community in combating the ilV3 also works hard to get the best out download and store music files, as well
of lesser formats such as Dolby Digital
as burn and play CDs. The de100c is
legal copying of compact discs. We
The indentured servitude faced by
many musicians has provoked arebellion, with some artists going to direct
marketing in order to increase their
share of profits. Others have campaigned
for more equitable contracts with the
labels. In order for that to happen in a
market where sales are declining, the
labels could be forced to thin their ranks
of overpaid executives. Will those who
make the music and those who enjoy it
benefit from the pressure the industry is
now under? The coming year may provide the answer.
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share in your concerns and in response
are pleased to be the first company to
launch acampaign to confront this explosive and damaging trend."
Universal says that, unlike previous
restricted-CD releases, these discs will
have awarning sticker, and adds that it
is encouraging retailers to offer exchanges to disgruntled customers.
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carried by mass-market outlets Circuit
City and Best Buy.
Belt-tightening as aresult of ageneral slump in the computer industry
has other firms moving in the opposite
direction. Dell Computer has pulled its
MP3 player from the market. Known
as the Internet Music Box, the player
debuted in June 2000 at a price of
$199. Sales were disappointing, and
Dell eventually began offering the
player free with some of its computers.
Last month, Gateway deleted its
Connected Touch Pad, aWeb-surfing
appliance, as part of an overall cutback
in entertainment devices. Another victim of the slump is Intel's consumerelectronics division, launched acouple
of years ago by the chipmaker with a
big public relations campaign. The
division will be phasing out its inventory, including digital audio players
over the next few months.
Japanese electronics giant Pioneer
Corporation appears to believe in arosy
future for digital entertainment products. The company has just signed a
joint-development deal with San
Francisco-based Mcdiabolic, Inc., to
develop what the partners call a"complete line of networked digital entertainment devices." The multi-year agreement will have Pioneer incorporate the
Mediabolic ONE platform into new
entertainment products, according to a
November 9announcement.
Despite the legal shackles slapped on
Napster, the MP3 format is alive and
well, and file-sharing continues unabated. If the experience of the past two
years has proven anything, it's that the
music-loving public has a seemingly
unquenchable thirst for music to go.
Two highly touted music sites
backed by major record labels are likely
to stumble right out of the gate, because
their offerings won't be portable. Long
in development and late in debuting,
MusicNet and Pressplay won't make
their music available in the popular format. Instead of the by-default MP3
standard, the commercial download
sites will format their tunes as Windows
Media files, chosen for its compatibility
with DRIVI ("digital rights management," or copy-prevention) technology
and its ability to carry aself-termination
code that will make downloaded songs
expire after the rental period.
The short and nasty is that for
approximately $10 per month per subscriber, MusicNet (a joint venture by
EMI, AOL Time Warner, and BMG
Entertainment) and Pressplay (Sony and
Universal) plan to let members down22

load music to their computers, but nowhere else. The sites' offerings will be
coded in such away as to inhibit export
to any external device, aresult of industry fears of losing control of distribution.
Pre-launch publicity has it that the
sites — originally scheduled to debut in
fall 2001 —will function very much on
the cable television model, in which
subscribers pay amonthly fee to stay
connected — or, more accurately, on the
pay-per-view model, in which you have
to pay again if you want to see amovie
asecond time. It's not clear how this
offers any benefit to music fans, who
with little effort can find the music they

The mutually
dependent audio and
music industries have a
long adversarial history.

want for free on the Internet through
the use of peer-to-peer file-sharing services, many of them originating outside
the US and therefore beyond the reach
of American copyright law. (The ineffectual pursuit of copyright violations
has led some companies to push for legislatively mandated hardware solutions.)
After numerous delays, Pressplay and
MusicNet should go live sometime this
winter. Mans- observers are predicting
that they will quickly go nowhere. The
disconnect between what they are planning to offer and what the public clearly
wants is enormous, and an ill-conceived
business model by MusicNet and
Pressplay will further hammer the music
industry's battered bottom line. The prelaunch assessment of MusicNet and
Pressplay has therefore been almost
entirely negative. They will undoubtedly
attempt to overcome the resistance with
costly advertising and public relations
campaigns, while at the same time facing
competition from digital satellite radio
services Sirius and XM, which will get
fully under way in the coining year, each
of them predicting amonthly subscription fee of about $10. Other music services, such as cable-delivered DMX,
offer plenty of value for the same price.
The consumer-electronics industry
has traditionally rushed to provide people with equipment that they want —
the proliferation of MP3 players is
simply the latest example. The mutually dependent audio and music

industries have along adversarial history; the origins of the current conflict
lie in the introduction of the cassette
recorder in the early 1970s. The divergent agendas of electronics manufacturers and music companies were at
the heart of the Secure Digital Music
Initiative's inability to come up with a
workable model for copy protection.
THE INTERNET #2
Jon Iverson
Sam Tellig loves 'em and consistently
sings their high-quality/low-buck praises
as acheapskate favorite ($6.99 per CD!).
And now, classical music label Naxos of
America has signed an agreement with
Liquid Audio for the latter to digitally
distribute downloads of selected Naxos
recordings to leading retail and music
websites in the Liquid Music Network.
Naxos says it plans to begin offering
downloads from approximately 200 titles
from its extensive catalog of 2400 CDs,
with more new releases added each
month. The tracks will be pulled from
the Naxos American Classics Series,
Naxos Historical Series, and other popular Naxos catalog titles.
Once encoded, the label says, the
tracks will be available for download via
retail stores and music websitcs, including CDnow, Gallery of Sound, Dimple
Records, The Music Network, Musicland Group, Homer's Music, Face The
Music, Compact Disc World, and Mainstreet Music. Playback of the audio files
will require the Liquid Player software,
which can be downloaded for free from
Liquid Audio. Naxos adds that its tracks
will be exportable to portable devices
and burnable to CD-R.
Naxos' Vincent Pcppe says that his
label's "extensive catalog of significant
classical recordings" makes it the leading
classical independent label. The new
agreement with Liquid, he says, "will
benefit Naxos in two important ways.
First, online retailers will be able to use
promotional downloads to drive sales of
Naxos CDs. Second, we will strengthen
our relationship with online classical listeners, who will be able to purchase
downloads of our recordings from leading sites. The sound quality and security
of the Liquid Audio system make it an
ideal solution for us."
PORTUGAL: LISBON
José Victor Henriques
The Audioshow 2001 took place in
Lisbon, Portugal, September 28-30, and
attracted more than 10,000 visitors. All
the major American and European
brands were present. Think of any
Stereophile, March 2002
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Exceptional Sound
No Exceptions
Rotel's separate components
have long been regarded as
exceptional. Why should our
receivers be anything less? The
RSX1065 surround sound reciever
is an uncompromising, all-inone, multi-channel amplifier,
tuner and preamp-processor
designed to deliver everything
you expect from Rotel. Loaded
with performance, the RSX1065
features a true 5 x 100 watts per
channel (8 ohms, all channels
driven, 20Hz -20kHz @0.03%THD),
seven channels and second
zone capability, RS232 interface
for custom installation
ap1Iti ons and plenty of audio
and video inputs and outputs to
satisfy the most demanding
videophile. The RSX1065 provides
exceptional sound in an elegant
space-saving design. Hear it at
your authorized Rotel dealer.

www.rotel.com

resh New Approach
toDigital and Analog
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SLP-2002
Fully Balanced Vacuum Tube Preamplifier

After years of traditional hi-fi, you've heard it played
loud. You've heard bass. You've even heard detail. But
nothing—nothing—can match the jaw-dropping, soulstirring thrill of acombined Cary Audio digital and analog component that captures the very heart and passion
of the music. Over the last several years we have been
reappraising what hi-fidelity is and can be. In this spirit,
we are pleased to announce the new generation of the
CD-303/200 and CD-306/200 CD players. These new
Cary players feature the new Pacific Microsonics PMD200 digital filters along with up sampling rates to 192
kHz. The new Carys rival any CD players available on
the market today!
When it comes to analog, nobody even comes close to
the Cary sound. The analog sound from the new SLP2002 vacuum tube preamp is absolutely spectacular. The
SLP-2002 is a true balanced preamplifier with every

feature one would desire and expect from a Cary. We
have even put output transformers on board for earphone
listening. This new preamplifier has analog, motorized
remote control and even acinema by-pass switch.
We believe in fresh and new approaches to hi-fidelity.
We hope you believe as well. Contact your local Cary
dealer for fresh new Carys.
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111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com
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Harpa's Lusitana speaker, driven by
Jeff Rowland amplification

brand — it was there. Mentioning all of
them would be endless.
Lisbon witnessed the Portuguese
début of B&W's new Nautilus 800
loudspeaker, driven by Spectral amplifiers. Other recent arrivals in the
Portuguese market include Red Rose
Music, Manley Labs, Klipsch, and
Pièga — but, hélas, not the Halcro amps
and Wisdom speakers that had so impressed nie at Home Entertainment 2001
in New York last May. Word of mouth is
that someone is working on that.
Like everywhere else in the world,
crowds were mostly drawn to the bright
lights of video projection rooms. Sales of
A/V systems are now ten times those of
conventional two-channel stereo systems, and the tremendous success of
Krell's LAT 1and 2loudspeakers, driven by powerful Krell amplification and
assorted A/V electronics and voted
"Best Music & Film Sound," showed
the way of the future. For the times they
are a-changin'
And yet, at the end of the day, audiophiles enjoyed gathering around the
more romantic examples of homemade
hi-fi equipment, some gear born out of
pure idealism. They joined such creators as Rui Borges (whose awesome
turntable resembles the famous VPI) to
exchange new concepts and ideas, most
of which will never become reality.
But, through perseverance, some always do — sometimes with abang.
There was aliteral bang in the case of
Harpa, anew line of high-end speakers
Stereophile, March 2002

made in Portugal by two young Portuguese engineers, Carlos Matos and
José de Sousa. There are three models:
the Trio, the Quartet° (three- and fourway designs, respectively, as their names
imply), and a superb seven-way top
model, the Lusitana, voted by visitors
the 2nd Best Sound at the Show. This
result was unexpected, considering the
tough competition, but it surprised no
one who'd had achance to actually listen to the Lusitanas.
Driven by Jeff Rowland amplification and an all-analog front-end consisting of aBasis Debut/Graham/Benz
LP (a rare cartridge also made in
Portugal, by Luís Pires), the Harpa
Lusitana sounded full-bodied, fast,
clean, and transparent, with powerful,
extended, articulate bass. Seldom have I
heard the sibilants in Hugh Masekela's
live Stimela album sound so perfectly
reproduced through a speaker — the
impact of the drums' crescendos was
awesome, the voices real. And the emotion in Masckela's performance was oh!
so moving. At the end of the album, the
crowd cheers and applauds the band. So
did we.
Like its smaller sisters, the floorstanding Lusitana is atruncated pyramid with

Update

aclosed enclosure made of 19mm-thick
MDF. The cabinet is internally braced
and stands on aplinth with high spikes
that allow the "7th Element," adownfiring 8" woofer, to breathe. The six remaining drive-units arc aligned on the
same axis on abaffle tilted 10° for perfect
time alignment. After much experimenting, it was found necessary to use —in
addition to the Vifa silk-dome tweeter —
aVisaton supertweeter mounted on a
custom-made chassis, aligned (most
unusually) below the midrange unit to
give the higher harmonics extra sparkle
and air. The 5" midrange unit and three
front-firing 8" woofers, each mounted in
its own isolated chamber, are custommade by Audax. The crossovers use premium-quality components, including
multi-wire coils and point-to-point soldering with no printed circuit boards.
Internal wiring is by TARA Labs.
The Harpa Lusitana is ahigh-efficiency speaker with asensitivity of 94dB/
W/m and anominal impedance of 6
ohms, and can be easily driven by any
high-quality 5W single-ended triode
amplifier. It costs about $8000/pair, depending on finish: Norwegian white
birch, cherry, oak, beechwood, and black
undianhuno (golden mahogany).

RELEASE THE POWER!
with
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etitord - 14 Palladian PowerKord - 10 Palladian "I was astou •
jn i
ate improvement in detail,
separation of voices •¡ILI
ments, soundstage width and depth,
and most especially by
e increase in bass articulation. Sudden
musical synergy—as if by magic." - "It's spooky how much is
revealed when the Palladians are in the system. The effect can
only be compared to cleaning a picture window until its absolutely
transparent, or adjusting a lens until the focus is razor-sharp."
Barry Willis — www.stereophile.com
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Exclusive, patented S4X Driver-Control Technology and high performance drivers deliver clear
accurate, undistorted sound and TRUE deep bass.

Experience
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Induction Dynamics has created the ultimate
high-end, home theater loudspeaker system
designed from the ground up for digital
surround sound.
Induction Dynamics has achieved an unmatched
level of sound quality with S4X Driver-Control
Technology that inductively couples crossover
coils and optimizes the performance of each
driver. This unique combination of revolutionary
technology and ideal, ultra-low distortion,
drivers creates sound that is precise and free
of distortion.

_

S4X Driver-Control Technology is excEetign'alfy ..- :compact, allowing this patented, hth-end
technology to be transferred into in-wall and
on -wall formats.
The high-performance subwoofers generate
TRUE deep bass. The compound push-pull
subwoofer configuration eliminates lowfrequency distortion and generates deep bass
in asmall cabinet.
Induction Dynamics loudspeakers have the
power-handling capability and dynamic range
to crank up the volume to extremely high levels
and still get clear, undistorted sound throughout
the sonic spectrum. You'll enjoy an unparalleled
cinematic experience because you'll hear all the
sound...thunderous effects, subtle details, and
clear dialogue.

Induction Dynamics' extensive line of high-end
loudspeakers makes it easy to create the ultimate
home theater syw You can use any combination of
in-wall, on-wall and freestanding loudspeaker models, and get the same perfectly matched, audiophile-quality sound.

e

INDUCTION

DYNAMICS

For product information and nearest dealer. visit
www.inductiondynamics.com or call 913.663.9770.
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he didn't want to make "me-too" transmanufacturers for pricing stuff so high!
'm not abstaining from SETs. Istill
former-coupled tube amps, like everyAs you probably know, Vladimir
love the immediate, alive, involving
one else. (I know, Iknow — Ijust told
Shushurin emigrated to the US and
sound of single-ended triode amps.
But SETs can be frustrating, especially
you last month that output transformers
started Lamm Industries, in Brooklyn.
can do nice things.)
Not surprisingly, he chose the 6C33CB
if you're not inclined to be horny — to
like horn speakers, that is. My mighty
for his tube amp designs, including
his single-ended ML2 monoblock
Sun Audio SV-2A3 puts out 3.5Wpc,
and such "flea power" shrinks one's
($29,290/pair). That amp uses one
loudspeaker options. There's no way I
6C33CB for voltage regulation, and
can shine the Sun on my reference
another as an output tube.
Quad ESL-989s, for instance, or
Another Russki, Victor Khomenko,
mate it with the Sonus Faber
formerly of Leningrad and now of
Wilmington, Delaware, picked the
Minima FM2s 1in our living room.
A few conventional speakers can
6C33CB for his first tube amp: the
Balanced Audio Technology (BAT)
get it up with low-power SETs —including some models from JMIab and
VK-60, since replaced by the VK-75
Triangle. Triangle's Titus, Antal, and
($6000). Why not? A great tube, and
more than bulletproof— bombproof. In
Zerius (see below) perform more or
the event of nuclear war, the 6C33CB
less okay for me with the Sun's
would keep working. Unfortunately,
3.5W. Still, even with these speakthe solid-state parts of the VIC-75's cirers, one might want to put SETs on
cuitry would not.
steroids...or Viagra.
These days, you don't have to
There arc various ways to
be Russian to use the 6C33CB.
achieve more power and still stay
Anybody can buy the tube now —
single-ended.
In his now-classic 805C monofrom New Sensor in New York
block, Cary Audio's Dennis Had
City, the Sovtek importer, and
from others. Graaf, of Italy, has
does it by using a300B tube as a
adopted the tube. So, too, has
driver for an 845 output tube,
Tenor Audio, of Canada.
claiming 50W, albeit with risAnd so has Joule Electra, of
ing distortion. While in Italy
North Augusta, South Carolina.
last spring, I heard superb
"No other tube is so well suited
sound from several Unison
to build OTLs with," declared
Research models, also using the
Jud Barber. Just as he'd suspected
845. The tube is also afavorite
from those articles in Glass Audio.
of Bel Canto Design here in the
Joule Electra Stargate: dig those Soviet-era output tubes!
"I'm told there are warehouses full of
US. Nice tube — lots of space. But
these tubes in Russia."
About the time Jud stilted his comthe 300B and 2A3 tubes strike me as
pany, he began to read about the
Oh?
having more immediacy, more presJud says the 6C33CB is not currently
6C33CB tube in Glass Audio. He told
ence, greater rez.
in production. Does the tooling still
There are other tubes you can build a me it was once asecret tube — first seen
in the West only when aMIG 25 pilot exist? Could production be ramped up
SET around, including the KT88, now
again if stocks run low? If Iowned an
defected, along with his plane. Nice
available from anumber of sources, inamp using this tube, I'd stock up on
story, and possibly true.
cluding Svetlana and Sovtek. Speaking
spares, just in case it becomes aCold
For sure, the 6C33CB was not exof Russkis, there's also the Soviet-era
ported to the West until the collapse of War relic. Otherwise, you might have to
6C33CB, amilitary tube that continues
strip aMIG jet.
the Sovyetskii Soyuz, nor was it for sale
to sec service in MIG fighter planes,
to Soviet consumers. What do you
Jud finally got his hands on the tube
where it's used for voltage regulation.
think — they had high-end hi-fi shops
and found it was the perfect tube for
Enter Jud Barber, ofJoule Electra. Jud
OTLs. He designed his Grand Marquis
in the Worker's Paradise? To the extent
and his wife, Marianne, founded Joule
monoblock around it. (The amp sells
homegrown high-end existed at all, it
Electra in 1991 to produce OTL (outfor aprincely $15,000/pair.) He also
was guys like Vladimir Shushurin proput-transfonnerless) amps. Jud told me
designed astereo version, the VZN-80
ducing knockoffs of Western tube gear
($10,000).
in clandestine laboratories. You could
1Ibought apair of these following atrip to Italy. Ihad
ahunch they'd soon he discontinued. and they Were—at
Why so expensive?
go to prison for making hi-fi —which is
the end of 2.001. See Larry Greenhilrs review in the
Jud told me that it takes about 100
where I'd like to send some Western
April 1993 Stertopitih.
Stereophile, March 2002
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hours to build aVZN-80, and twice that
for apair of Grand Marquises. "I wanted
to build something less expensive," he
continued. "It seemed obvious that the
6C33CB, the mainstay of our OTLs,
would make a terrific transformercoupled amp. The 6C33CB allows the
primary impedance to be as low as 200
ohms and the turns ratio to be as low as
4:1. That means we could use atransformer whose primary has very few
turns. It also means we could use very
large copper wire.
"We got the output transformers
built. Each one weighs 25 lbs. With few
turns and large wire, we achieved very
tight coupling of the primary to the secondary, and this gave us large currentcarrying capability.
"Our first effort was a push-pull
class-A triode amp developing 40Wpc
into 4and 8ohms," said Jud. "The two
6C33CBs were biased at 200 niilliamps
each, allowing adissipation of 80W into
the primary core."
Jud was pleased with the results, so he
modified the output topology to deliver
30W single-ended.
"Immediately, the character of the
Stargate sounded so close to that of our
OTLs that we were astonished," he
told me.
Some people might need or prefer
the push-pull version, however. And
some fat cats might splurge on both
versions: apush-pull pair down below,
on the bass, and asingle-ended pair on
top, for the midrange and treble. So
Jud offers both: saine chassis, same
look, same price of $5500/pair.
Ihaven't heard the push-pull version,
but I'll bet it sounds more dynamic.
Pushing and pulling does that: it stretches the music, dynamically. But with
push-pull amps — I'm talking generally
now — Idon't hear quite the same SET
sound. Some of the inner detail and harmonic immediacy are lost. Jud seems to
agree. "Midrange magic," he says of the
SET version.
My listening room was crowded
when the Stargates arrived, so Iput
them, temporarily, in our living room. I
was using the Sonus Faber Minima
FM2 speakers, whose sensitivity is rated
at alow 84dB. Iwas amazed that the
combination worked as well as it did,
especially harmonically. But dynamically, the FM2s wanted to be goosed with
more juice.
Limited in its ability to play loud and
go low, the Minima FM2 is like another
classic minimonitor, the BBC-designed
LS3/5a: it needs some power to get
going, preferably 50W or more, yet can't
28

make good use of more than 100W or
so. What's special about the Minima?
The imaging, the coherence, the exquisite top end. Why has this great loudspeaker gone almost unnoticed in the
US? It doesn't go low or play loud, but
what it does, it does superbly.
Ilet the Stargates cook for awhile,
then moved them upstairs. A pair of
Triangle Zerius speakers, with asensitivity rating of 93dB, had arrived from
France. Notv Ihad acombination going.
Ialso used my Rega Jupiter CD player
and aConrad-Johnson 17LS line stage.
(Didn't have time to fiddle with phono
this month.)

But with push-pull

amps

I'm talking

generally now
Idon't hear quite
the same SET sound.
Jud wasn't surprised that Ipreferred
the Triangles to the Sonus Fabers with
the Stargates. You need aspeaker with a
sensitivity rating of 90dB or better with
these amps, he suggested. Think SETfriendly brands like JMlab or Triangle.
Itried my Purest Sound Systems 500
passive preamp, but Iwelcomed the
added dynamics and authority of the
Conrad-Johnson active line stage. Again,
Jud wasn't surprised — although he
pointed out that the Stargate should perform well "unassisted"; it with apassive
preamp. The Stargate has 27dB gain, he
told me, so almost any CD player or digital processor should be able to drive the
amp directly.
But the gain from agood active line
stage could help compensate for arelative lack of dynamic get-up-and-go. No,
I'm not singling out the single-ended
Stargate for criticism — this relative lack
of oomph seems to be ageneral characteristic of SET amps. (Yes, Iknow: One
should use inherently dynamic, highsensitivity horn speakers; then this isn't
aproblem.)
Iasked Jud to fill in more details
about the Stargate's design.
"The Stargate uses the same driver
that we use in our Mts. Icall it a
Balanced Differential Mu Stage. There
are two 6DJ8 tubes. The first is aphase
inverter for the positive-going side of the
differential amplifier. The second 6DJ8
amplifies the positive and negative
halves of the signal. The top tube is a

5751, which is a l2AX7 equivalent. It
acts as the Mu follower. The Mu follower drives the left and right gain tubes
for each half of the amplifier. These gain
tubes are 6350s. With one positivegoing and one negative-going, the 6350s
are capacitive-coupled to the 6C33CB
output tubes. The output tubes operate
in parallel to drive separate windings of
the output transformer.
"The Mu follower is aclassic circuit
topology and is sometimes referred to as
a totem-pole design," Jud continued.
"The circuit is usually configured with a
low-gain, high-transconductance tube
sitting on top and the gain tube sitting
on the bottom. The gain tube typically
has high gain, but medium to low
transconductance.
"What happens in the Mu follower is
that the top tube on the totem pole acts
as avery-high-resistance buffer for the
triode sitting below it. The arrangement extracts all the gain possible from
the triode tube. The plate of the lower,
triode tube connects to the cathode of
the upper tube." The Stargate's supply
rectification (conversion of AC to DC)
is solid-state.
Like those of other Joule Electra
products, the Stargate's fit and finish
are excellent, and its parts quality looks
to be high: gold-plated input jacks,
Cardas speaker binding posts, etc. Each
amp comes with Audio Points (spiked
cones) and protective cups to receive
them. Nice touch. These hold each
amp rock-steady. Jud Barber doesn't
shave costs!
I especially like the bias arrangement. Each Stargate has an illuminated
digital meter, near the tubes. The critical thing is to keep the 6C33CB tubes
properly biased, at between 15 and 20.
The "factory preference" — le, Jud's
preference —is 17 to 18, which translates to 170-180 milliamps, avalue that
would toast acivilian KT88 or 6550
output tube. To set the bias, push abutton and turn aknob.
There's also aprovision for adjusting
the bias of the driver stage — that is, the
front two tubes. Using the small screwdriver (supplied), you adjust atrim pot.
Easy and straightforward. But Ididn't
have to touch the driver-stage bias.
Meanwhile, the bias of the output tubes
needed only minor tweaking and then
held, more or less, rock-steady.
Through the Triangle Zerius speakers, the Stargates were wonderfully alive
in their harmonic presentation, with superb resolution. Iheard no softening of
the sound. When arecording was not so
great, Icould hear it. But when areStereophile, March 2002

THE KOMRI.
PREVIOUSLY
UNHEARD
TECHNOLOGY.

This uncompromising full-range loudspeaker
is designed to let you hear every pure note
and every subtle nuance of the live musical
performance captured by the recording.
The Komri five-way loudspeaker utilises newly
developed loudspeaker technology for the sub-bass,
bass, midrange, high-frequency and super highfrequency drivers. Two completely independent
servo controlled bass drivers incorporating Linn's
Class-V Active Servo Bass technology drive the
lowest frequency range. The four upper range
drivers have been mounted closely together in
an optomised acoustic array.
To find your nearest Linn specialist
where you can experience
the Komri for yourself visit
www.linninc.com
or call 888-671-LINN.

LINN
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cording was superb, the Stargates really
shone. I was transfixed by Thomas
Quastoff singing Schubert's Schwanengesang (Deutsche Grammophon 289 471
030-2, but available from BMG
Classical Music Service for around $8,
so don't pay $15). I've heard this great
German bass-baritone singing these
very saine lieder in concert, and boy, this
was close. Very close.
Iswitched over to my reference Quad
ESL-989
speakers — a somewhat
tougher load for the Stargates—and got
closer still to the sound Iremember live.
Much to my delight, the Stargates had
little trouble driving the Quads, and the
combination was. well, stellar. Yes, I
could get the Stargates to clip with the
Quads if Icranked the volume way up.
But at normal listening levels —even listening to Erich Leinsdorf's recording of
Mahler's Symphony 5 (RCA Vic-trola
Cl) 60482-2-RV, out of print), Ihad
adequate, if not overly generous, power
to drive the Quads.
Ikept the Quads in the system. Over
and over, with classical music, jazz, and
with pop recordings from the 1920s and
'30s, the Stargates delivered: harmonic
immediacy, great delicacy, superb resolution, and very good, if not excellent,
bass extension. The sound was just lush
enough, and Iheard real bite from brass
instruments when required.
By the way, Idialed in some feedback
when using the Stargates with the
Quads, for tighter, better-controlled
bass. There's afeedback adjustment button on the back of each amp. At the 3
o'clock position, there's zero feedback.
To dial in feedback, turn the button
counterclockwise, with maximum feedback obtained at 6o'clock, which gives
you 6dB of feedback. Iset the dials at 12
o'clock high, for 2dB of feedback.
"Higher feedback will reduce the
brightness of the amplifier and tighten
the bass somewhat," writes Jud in the
instruction manual, "but at asacrifice of
bloom and ambience recovery. Lower
feedback will result in more detail in the
soundstage and add musicality to the
overall presentation."
Compared to the 845 output tube
(in various amps), the 6C33CB seemed
to offer greater bass control, more definition, and a slightly less spacious
soundstage. Who knows? The 845 may
introduce a specious spaciousness — a
fuzzy, phasey quality that Ifind far from
unpleasant. The 6C33CB seems to be
more controlled, more buttoned-down,
more precise.
I've heard Joule Electra's Grand
Marquis amps only at shows, and not
Stereophtle, March 2002
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recently, so Idon't know for sure how
close the Stargates get you to the GMs'
sound. But, based on what Idid hear, I
take Jud Barber's word when he says the
Stargates get you close for afraction of
the price.
Ididn't hear quite the same stunning harmonic presentation that I've
heard with my Sun Audio SV-2A3, or
quite the same degree of inner detail.
But the SV-2A3 was unable to drive
my Quad ESL-989s to satisfactory volume levels with sufficient dynamics.
The Stargates did.
Sure, a very-low-powered SET
delivering 3, 5, or 8W might be preferable in some respects. And yes, asingle
output tube might be preferable to a
parallel pair of output tubes, as in the
Stargate. But the bottom line is that
30W means alot more flexibility than
3W. And there's no way I'm going to
trade my Quad ESL-989s for apair of
high-sensitivity horns.
You may have to go out of your
way to hear the Stargates, but it'll be
worth the effort. This is what highend audio should be about: small
companies making superior, handbuilt products based on belief and passion rather than marketing.
Triangle Zerius 202 loudspeaker
Ifirst heard about this new budget
floorstander ($1095/pair) when my
wife, Marina, and I visited Triangle
Electroacoustique last spring. The
speaker replaces the Zephyr. Its name is
the Zerius.
"Zeriously, Renaud?"
"Something is funny?"
Triangle's sales manager, Alain
Chlous, is fluent in English. Alas, he,
too, failed to see or hear that, in English,
"Zerius" is afar from serious name.
It's the name of a star, Triangle's
founder, Renaud de Vergnette, explained, completely.. .serious. I was
laughing so hard Iwas shaking. Even
Marina, whose native language is
Russian, caught what was happening
and couldn't suppress asmile.
"C'est ridicule!" Ialmost said, but that
would have been rude. Icaught myself.
"I tried to tell them!" This was
Richard Kohlruss, of VMAX Services,
the North American importer of Triangle. Richard, anative Montrealer, is
fluent in English and French.
"Zeriously, Richard? Z,ey sink ziss is a
perfectly good name for a loudspeaker?"
Enough laughing — because it might
be at your expense (if you pass up the
Zerius) rather than Triangle's. And

Triangle Zerius: azeriously good
speaker, sez Sam.

when Iget over it, the name is actually
fun. Besides, it's not as if "Zerius" is emblazoned all over the speaker.
For just over $1000 —or an even
grand, if you wiggle adiscount —you
get a three-way speaker that stands
about 39'/2"high by 8" wide by 11"
deep, and is relatively lightweight at just
under 40 lbs. Standard finishes are
Sienna (medium-cherry vinyl sides with
brownish-orange, curved wooden front
baffle) and Carbone (medium-cherry
vinyl sides with dark-gray curved wooden front baffle). For $200/pair more
you can get Ebony (real anigre veneer
with dark, maroonish-brown front baffle). Two separate chambers arc built
within. The bass-driver chamber has a
front-firing reflex port, and the midrange driver and tweeter chamber have
asmaller, rear-firing port.
All drivers arc made in-house, as is
customary with Triangle. The 1"
31
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Systems, Ltd.

Show Report
CES 2002

High Performance
Audio Components

High Resolution
Audio Amplification

High Resolution
Digital Electronics

We initially ran our show report in the January issue, which was quite afeat,
considering we had to write it two months before the show! Turns out that reality
far outstripped our wildest expectations. Here's what really happened:
The Arcam AV8
home theater
preamp/processor
was honored by the
TechTV cable
network as one of
the top high-end
audio products at
the show. Making the cut to become
one of the three finalists, we received
an invitation to the awards banquet,
where one of the judges told us he felt
the AV8 offered better performance
and features than processors at twice
the price. They were particularly
impressed with the way the AV8

techtv

Aesprit, Aegis, & Aego
High Performance
Speakers

High Resolution
Loudspeakers

Turntables, Arms
& Cartridges
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For additional
information,
including the
location of your
nearest dealer, visit
our website at
systems.com

CONTACT

AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.
8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658
INWVV.AUDIOPHILESYSTEMS.COM

handled analog audio —providing a
direct path and totally shutting off
most of the microprocessors to reduce
internal digital noise, allowing the AV8
to perform as ahigh-end analog
preamp. Production is expected to
begin in May with aprice in the
4to 5k range. Arcam was also
presented with the Sound Stage
Debut Product of the Year award
for their A85 integrated amplifier.
Verity Audio teamed up with Arcam to
produce what we would argue was the
best "high-end on abudget" system.
The new $2,100 Arcam FM1 A32
integrated amplifier was aperfect
match to the new under 5k Verity
Tamino loudspeakers. Sources included
the award-winning Arcam FMJ CD23
and a Nottingham Space Deck
turntable fitted with optional Wave
Mechanic power supply and the
"heavy" upgrade kit.
Stereophile was on hand to present
dCS with the digital product of the
year award for their Purcell upsampler.
In their demo suite dCS used aVerdi
transport, Purcell upsampler, and Elgar
DAC to playback both CDs and SACDs.
When playing CDs they were
upsampled (or more properly
"converted") to DSD. Amplification
was supplied by Nagra and speakers
by Verity.

Nagra was making an equally
convincing sound with their PL-L
remote-controllable preamp and a pair
of VPA tube amplifiers. When not
playing master tapes on their studio
Nagra-D digital tape deck, or CDs on a
dCS Verdi transport, they were blowing
people away with 1/8" tapes of Ella
Fitzgerald live at the Montreux Jazz
festival made (and played) on the
"fit-in-your-pocket" $8,000 SNST-R
miniature tape recorder. (It's so popular
with intelligence agencies that we've
nicknamed it the SiNiSTeR.) Visitors also
received asneak peak at the Nagra
DAC and DAP, a pair of digital
processors designed for stereo and 7.1
channels respectively that are due out
late this year.

Nagra SNSTR Miniature Tape Deck

Acoustic Energy launched their new
Aegis Evo series of loudspeakers.
Presented as an evolution of their
award-winning Aegis series, these new
speakers feature significant
performance improvements as well as
crossovers configured for bi-wiring and
bi-amplification. But the real hit at AE
had to be the Aego 5demonstration.
This miniature surround sound system
filled the room with amazing sound.
Talk about realism —the demonstration
ended with aclip from White Christmas
during which it actually snowed in the
room —really! You had to be there.
And last, but not least, Audiophile
Systems received an award from Inside
Track magazine for their outstanding
results in this year's dealer survey,
largely a measurement of the quality
of asuppliers' customer service.

Sa m's
titanium-dome tweeter (the "202") is
the same as that used in Triangle's
Celius model, which Ienthusiastically
reviewed in the October 2001 issue. k's
partially covered by aphase plug on the
front, but this plug doesn't actually
touch the dome's surface, of course.
The plug (Triangle calls it a"lens"), said
to improve dispersion and provide better integration with the midrange driver, is surrounded by adimpled plastic
horn that is likewise intended to improve dispersion.
Both the 61
/
4"midrange and the 6
1
/
4"
bass cones are made of fiber-oriented
cellulose pulp (in doped paper), but
their peripheral suspensions are different. The midrange driver's suspension is
made from cloth saturated with latex,
while the bass driver uses amore pliable
surround of coated polymer. Both cones
are built into injection-molded aluminum baskets for high rigidity, and
their voice-coils are wound in two layers: one on the outside, the other on the
inside of aKapton support.
The midrange driver covers avery
wide frequency range: 800Hz-6kHz.
The bass driver takes over below
800Hz, the tweeter above 6kHz. The
frequency response is stated as
50Hz-20kHz, ±3dB, and the nominal
impedance is given as 8 ohms with a
minimum of 4ohms. Sensitivity is stated as 92dB/W/m. A good 30-50W
amplifier should suffice to drive the
Zeriuses in most rooms, and the speaker even played reasonably well, as Isaid,
on 3.5W from my Sun Audio SV2A3.
Iused the Zerius in my main listening room, putting the Quad ESL-989
loudspeakers aside for atime. Iused the

Contacts
Joule Electra, 103 Lark Lane,
North Augusta, SC 29860. Tel:
(803) 279-6959. Fax: (803) 2796461. Web: www,joule-electra.com.
Triangle Industries, Avenue
Flandres-Dunkerque, Z.I. les
Etomelles, F-02200 Villeneuve St.
Germain, France. Tel: (33) 03 23
75 38 20. Fax: (33) 03 23 75 38 21.
Web: www.triangle-fr.com.
VMAX-Services, P.O. Box 570,
Chazy, NY 12921. Tel: (800) 7718279, (514) 932-7786. Fax: (514)
931-8891. In Canada: P.O. Box 8,
1217 Greene Avenue, Montreal,
QC H3Z 2T1. Tel: (514) 9311880. Fax: (514) 931-8891. Web:
www.vmaxservices.com.
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Rega Jupiter CD player, ConradJohnson 17LS line stage, and various
power amps: C-fs MV60, my reference
McIntosh MC2102, the aforementioned Sun Audio SV2A3, and, of
course, the Joule Electra Stargates —all
tubed. I also used the McIntosh
MA6900 integrated and, briefly, the
Belles 350A solid-state amp. Like the
Celius, the Zerius took to tubes.

The Zerius worked the
customary Triangle magic:
very good low-level
resolution and avery
tight, fast, controlled
sound overall.
After the usual (+100 hours) period of
break-in Iexpect with Triangle speakers,
the Zerius settled in to work the customary Triangle magic: very good lowlevel resolution and avery tight, fast,
controlled sound overall. For floorstanders, the Z,eriuses spread a deep,
wide soundstage in my listening room. I
was impressed, even though Ididn't
think that the Z,eriuses came up to the
standard of Triangle's Celiuses, which
cost $1995/pair. With the Celiuses I
heard greater low-level resolution and
somewhat greater refinement in the
upper midrange and treble.
Iplayed atrick on my pal, Val, the
audiophile from Minsk, long resident in
Queens. Iled him into my darkened listening room. He couldn't clearly see the
speakers. Isat him down and played
some Rachmaninoff— Symphony 2,
with the National Symphony Orchestra
of Ireland, conducted by Alexander
Anissimov (Naxos 8.554230).
"Nu, shto, Valety. Skolka stoyit?" So,
Valery, what do you think they cost?
(The speakers, that is.)
"Dyecit tees/mats dollarov?" Ten thousand dollars?
"Bozhe moi!" (My God!) "Just over one
thousand, Val."
But the Zerius was not so refined as
the Celius. The treble was alittle more
ragged — something I really noted
when I turned to my Quads (the
Celiuses had been returned, making a
direct comparison impossible). Also, I
felt that the Celius handled power better than the Zerius, playing louder without distorting.

Space

Ithink the Zerius merits aClass B
recommendation in "Recommended
Components" — mighty good for a
$1095/pair speaker. The low-level resolution was about as good as I've heard
for under $1500, and imaging and
soundstaging were excellent. The bass
was controlled and tight, if not particularly extended. (That's intentional. Renaud de Vergnette does not want deep
bass vibrating the cabinet and muddying
the sound.) The Zerius does not require
you to spend zerious — ah, serious—
money on amuscle amp.
All of the amplifiers Iused worked
well, including, to some extent, the Sun.
The Stargates really shone. So, for that
matter, did the McIntosh MA6900,
whose output transformers may take
the edge off n-ansistory sound; and the
Belles 350A, whose sound is remarkably tubelike.
Subjectively, the Zerius did not
offer the smoothest, most refined
midrange and treble, nor did Iexpect
it for the price. The speaker did offer
things that Ihighly prize, including the
ability to play well with modestly
powered amps. The sound was fast,
clear, clean, with no music trapped in
the box. "Open," Iguess, is the word.
Most other box speakers sound muffled by comparison.
Tube amplification might work best.
If you go solid-state, Isuggest brands
like Musical Fidelity and Audio Analogue —or possibly Cairn, Rotel, Rega,
Denon, or NAD. The YBA Integré
might be agood choice, too, if alittle
pricey — my friend Matt uses this
French-made integrated with his Celius
speakers and loves the combination. As
for thin- or hard-sounding solid-state
amps, avoid them.
Nowhere in hi-fi does personal
taste play agreater role than in choosing aloudspeaker. Room interactions
play a major role, too. The Triangle
Zerius may not be for everyone, but
what speaker is? Iapplaud Triangle for
offering great value for money and an
alternative to the muffled, boxy, somewhat dead sound that I hear from
many box speakers.
Do watch your amplification. With
the McIntosh MC6900, I found
myself giving the 10kHz treble tone
control aslight downward twist. And
given its low price, some will be
tempted to mate the Triangle Zerius
with mediocre, even raunchy-sounding electronics. But if you choose
your associated electronics with care,
you'll find this a fine loudspeaker.
Zeriously.
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GRAND SPEAKER SERIES BY CALIX

4-WAY 5UNIT •20Hz-35KHz •6f188db •SIZE

CALI><.
TAIPEI

1601-Ix58VVx950(cm) •WEIGHT 136KG

CALIX TECHNOLOGY CO

FL6 -3 NO 3, LANE 28, SEC.2. SHINSHENG N RD .TAIPEI. TAIWAN

TAINAN :NO 128 JEN HO ROAD, TAINAN CITY. TAIWAN
web: www.calix.com.tw e-mail :calix@ms29.hinetnet

TEL886-0936379278

FAX:886-2-2571-7203

TEL .886-6-290-8959
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OWD ERE D EGGNOG, TUNES

read the headline on the front page of a
holiday season New Kirk Timm It was a
story alxxit Marines in Afghanistan who
were spending Christmas in the newly reopened American embassy. The place
had been quickly abandoned in 1980 and,
incredibly, when the American soldiers
entered the building, they found everything left just as it had been
more than 20 years before.
So, said the Timm the poor
deprived soldiers listened to
The Who and Led Zeppelin
on vinyl while drinking reconstituted eggnog.
Wouldn't it have been
funny had one of the soldiers been avinyl addict?
"Wow, that's an original
UK Track pressing of Who's
New! Keep yer greasy paws
off the grooves, private!
Here, lemme check the stylus pressure before we play
it..."
Sarge tweaks the 'table
and the uninitiated get their
first taste of black plastic.
"Damn, that record sounds better
than my CD! How can that be? I've
never heard Entwistle's bass sound so
kick-ass!"
Unfortunately, the story didn't catalog the embassy's vinyl collection or the
make and model of turntable. Whatever happened to "All the news that's fit
to print"?
Iwas about to fire off one of my typically heated letters to the editor when I
stopped myself, thinking maybe "tunes
on vinyl" was simply astatement of fact,
and not necessarily linked to the "powdered eggnog." Maybe Iam growing up.
ON

VINYL,"

Another Armor-All Debacle?
At the risk of getting into some hot
water, may I suggest you consider
steam-cleaning your records? Igot an
e-mail from areader telling me about
the Eureka Hot Shot 350A, a small,
handheld steam-cleaning device that he
uses to "pre-spot" LPs before cleaning
them with avacuum machine. The Hot
Shot is supposed to be used on greasy
Stereophile, March 2002

stove tops, showers, toilets, or, using the
supplied accessories, on upholstery. "To
clean LPs, Iwas told to avoid all attachments and shoot straight from the bottle," he wrote.
It sounded wacky, but when it comes
to cleaning an LP, I'll try anything that
sounds like agood idea. Iordered aHot
Shot from avacuum-cleaner website for
about $75. When I'd finally gotten up

and thus have agrimy, filmy, difficultto-remove substance on their surfaces.
Steaming also worked very well on
mildewed records. About 10 years ago I
rescued aReader's Digest set of Music (Ole
World's Great Composers from awet basement. The outer box was trashed, but
the records seemed okay, although there
was powdery stuff all over many, and
with some, the paper inner sleeves were
stuck to the grooves. A
mess. Until the Hot Shot
arrived, I'd never found the
time or the will to try to resurrect the set. The steam
softened the paper and loosened the gum, making both
easy to remove. A second
shot of steam, drying with a
soft cloth followed by the
Disc Doctor's regimen, a
final vacuuming, and the
records were once again
playable, and mostly quiet.
'The e-mailer who suggested the steam process
wished to remain anonymous, but said that he'd
pulled dure copies of the
same album that he had. One
copy was sealed, one was used and had
been cleaned (but not with steam), and
the third was used and steam-cleaned.
Guess which sounded best to him?
Ihaven't had time to do an A/13/C
comparison, nor will Ilikely ever, but
based on the results Igot from cleaning
acrud-encrusted LP of Johnny Cash's
Any Old Way the Wind Blows (Columbia
KCS 32091), I'd say the Eureka Hot Shot
350A is avaluable weapon in the war
against dirty vinyl. If you're wondering
about the Hot Shot's ability to clear off
the white, scummy residue that sometimes leaches out of the polybags used
by London, Columbia, and some other
labels, so am I! Iknow Ihave some of
those somewhere, but couldn't find any
in time for this month's column.
Remembering the furor over Sam
Tellig's recommendation of treating
CDs with Armor-All in the late 1980s, I
hereby offer this steam-cleaning disclaimer: Iwill not be responsible for
readers who damage their LPs with the
Hot Shot.
PHOTOS MICHAEL MEIJER

,il
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Steam your vinyl troubles away!

Pre-steaming worked
particularly well on
mistreated used records.
the nerve to try it, Itilled it with distilled water, plugged it in, and when it
started steamin' about three minutes
later, Icradled adirty record in one arm
and, with my other hand, gave the vinyl
quick shots of steam from the Hot Shot.
For obvious reasons, you should avoid
steaming the label; my aim was good
enough to do that, butjust in case, Ikept
an absorbent towel handy.
The idea is to loosen ground-in dirt
and caked-on crud to make it easier for
the cleaning fluid to float the pollutants
in suspension so the vacuum can suck
them away. The steam was hot, but not
hot enough to melt or warp the records.
Pre-steaming worked particularly
well on mistreated used records, many
of which come without inner sleeves
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Zero Dust—like butta.

Brushless Stylus Cleaning: The
Mozno Zero Dust
It's acircular mound of semi-gelatinous
goop in abox, onto which you gently
lower your stylus. After afew seconds,
you lift the stylus, and it's as clean and
residue-free as the proverbial whistle —
or baby's butt. In fact, ababy's soft skin
is what manufacturer Mozno likens
Zero Dust to. The dirt left on the transparent mound is testimony to the effectiveness of the process.
The Zero Dust's cover contains a
magnifying glass so you can see just how
much schmutz the goop has removed.
When the goop is so populated with dirt
you can't find aclean spot upon which
to plop your stylus, you wash it off with
some detergent and let it dry. It's then as
good as new. Upside: no potentially dangerous brushing, and no fluids. Downside: if you like to leave your platter
spinning, you'll have to stop it each time,
or find another steady surface upon
which to perform the operation.
Never raise the Zero Dust to the stylus. If your movement is anything other
than vertical, you might do serious damage. I'm only speculating about this, as I
(obviously!) haven't tried it. The Zero
Dust costs around $70 and is available, I
believe, from the usual analog accessory
dealers. Music Direct carries it. Highly
recommended.
(Despite Zero Dust's effectiveness,
every so often Iclean my stylus with
Disc Doctor stylus cleaner and asoft
brush, just in case. Guess
atraditionalist.)
VPI Extended Aries turntable with
JMW Memorial 12.5 tonearm
It's been afew years since I've reviewed
a VPI product, and because Ididn't
think the reasonably priced Aries
($2600 for Extended version) had been
covered in Stereophile, I asked VPI's
36

Harry Weisfeld to send
me one.
Given the space constraints of this column, I'm
happy to say that most of
what you'll need to understand about the Aries'
technical details were well
covered in Brian Damkrogees recent review of the
special left-handed version
of VPI's TNT Mk.5 (December 2001, p.139.). The
Aries uses asimilar bearing
(the one supplied with the
TNT IV), platter, and
standalone motor in acase
afew inches shorter and 4
lbs lighter. And, of course, the 12.5 tonearm ($2800) is the same.
The biggest differences are the suspension and plinth. The TNT is suspended. The Aries rests on four corner

It's acircular mound
of semi-gelatinous goop
in abox, onto which you
gently lower your stylus.

been upgraded since the original version Ireviewed afew years ago.
BD's review covered the workings,
upgrades, and setup quite well, so I'll get
right to the point: You can save agreat
deal of money by buying the Aries instead of the TNT, and Ibet you the
sound is very, very close. But if you're
not super-careful about what you place
it on, and if you don't level it precisely,
you won't get what you paid for.
The Extended Aries will not fit on a
standard rack, so Ihad to use one of the
Grand Prix Audio acrylic platforms atop
my new Finite Element stand, which has
built-in tuning forks and makes everything I've placed on it sound better. .but
that's for another time. The Aries on the
acrylic was adisaster: despite the motor's
rubber feet, it fed back into the plinth
and right up into the arm — especially
when the second contact point near the
armrest was screwed down for extra
rigidity. Remember: With an essentially
suspensionless design, rigid mounting is
a two-way vibrational street! A highpitched motor whine was clearly audible
under the music.
The solution for me was to put an
A.R.T. carbon-fiber composite Q
Damper under each of the four cones,
and four Wagner (Division of DiversiTech) vibration dampers under the
motor. Someone handed me the nonaudiophile Wagner dampers at apress
event, and they sat on ashelf until the
problem with the Aries. Idon't know
what Wagner makes them for, but boy,
did they work! Using my trusty stethoscope, Ifound that the motor noise had
been completely blocked from reaching the plinth.
Speaking of the motor, the turntable
ran slightly slow —probably less than
1%. Iadded VPI's SDS motor controller
($1000), which I'd bought afew years

cones that used to be hard-mounted to
the plinth, which is 2"-thick MDF
stiffened with a 10-gauge steel plate
bolted to the bottom. Now the cones
are attached with a Neoprene sandwich in away that allows for some horizontal give. The 12.5 arm (".5" refers
to an upgrade, not an added half inch
of length) is bolted directly to the
plinth. As with the top-of-the-line
TNT V-HR, there's no changeable
armboard for added rigidity. The
Extended Aries is very
similar, then, to aTNT
V-HR minus the air suspension and flywheel. At
$5400 including arm, it's
amuch better value than
the TNT version, don't
you think? Which is not
to say it sounds as good.
(I didn't have both here
to compare.)
As I unpacked the
Aries and easily set it up,
it was obvious to me that,
since I'd last had aVPI inhouse, the firm's quality
of fien'finish had gone
way up — especially of
the arm, which has also
VPI Extended

Aries turntable with JMVV Memorial 12.5 tonearm
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How "trickle-clown"
became a"downpour".
li&grs new 600 Series 3loudspeakers have arrived in a
downpour of our best technologies.

Once reserved for our incomparable S40,000 Nautilus
loudspeakers our new 600 Series 3incorporates 8&W's world
renowned Kevlar drivers, Nautilus tapered tube tweeters, all
new aluminum bass drivers, and audiophile grade air core
crossovers. The result is unmatched performance and value.

Here's your opportunity to soak up some serious sound. Hear
the new 600 Series 3at your authorized B&W dealer.
Dollar for dollar they simply can't be beat.

138&W
www.bwspeakers.com
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ago, and brought the speed up to precisely 33 1
/
3rpm. Adding a precision
motor controller to any top-shelf turntable is ano-brainer; if Iwere buying an
Aries, I'd get it with acontroller.
Iput the higher-resolution Helikon
SL cartridge on the JMW arm and the
regular Helikon on the Simon Yorke/
Immedia/Vibraplane combo and did lots
of listening. The first conclusion was easy
to reach: Today's JMW/Aries combo is
much better than the JMW/TNT
combo Iauditioned a few years ago.
How much of the improvement was a
result of the arm's upgrade, the improved
bearing, other 'table refinements, or all of
these, Idon't know. But the bass tightness
and textural resolution were much
improved, and much closer to the performance of the Yorke than Iremember
the TNT Iowned being when Ireviewed the original JMW arm. Background noise was never aproblem with
the TNT; once I'd eliminated the feedback, the Aries, too, presented jet-black
backgrounds. Ifound the bass performance of that original combo pretty
warm and fuzzy compared to the Yorke/
Immedia's tight, focused, rhythmically
assured bottom end.
Still, the lower-resolution, lowerfocus Helikon on the Yorke outresolved the SL on the Aries/JMW-12.5
combo. Kick drums in particular still
had more focus, definition, textural context, and rhythmic "pop" through the
York/Immedia combo, but the difference wasn't nearly as pronounced as it
had been afew years before. When I
reversed cartridges, of course, the differences between the two presentations
were more apparent.
The sonic picture the Aries/JMW12.5 painted was still big, assured, and
relaxed, but far more detailed overall,
with faster transients and
far greater rhythmic excitement than the original ann
delivered with my TNT It
took but afew seconds to
switch phono-cable leads
between the two 'tables,
and after afew tracks the
comparisons became predictable — but not before
the non-biased (no antiskating) JMW pointed out
to me that, after removing
the SL to use it on the
JMW, I'd overcompensated
the Immedia arm for skating during a hasty setup.
The JMW's center-image
positioning and focus were
far more convincing, as was
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the overall lateral soundstaging. (Now
there's aquote ripe for misuse!) Idialed
back the antiskating on the Immedia
and saw the error of my ways.
While Ibelieve that no antiskating is
better than improperly designed and/or
set-up antiskating, Istill think skating is
real and that antiskating is a benefit.
(Twisting the tonearni wire loop to create a counterforce is simply not an
acceptable solution.) At the end of the
record, the JMW ann flew in toward
the spindle, as you'd expect with no
antiskating. That told me the stylus was
biased toward the inner groove wall. Of
course, with too much antiskating
applied, the opposite wall will get the
excessive force, so take care when setting antiskating on your toneann.
As one reviewer put it, the original
JMW arm — with its laid-back, smooth,
soft, and (I felt) uncertain presentation—
sounded as if the music was struggling to
get out. The 12.5 edition on the VP! Aries
was still not for aspeed'n'detail freak like
me, but the music flew out unimpeded.
Compared to my reference, the images
were bigger, richer, somewhat rounder
and softer the pace somewhat slower. But
the sound was compelling, the presentation substantial, with form and rhythmic
solidity —all things I'd had trouble finding
with the original design. And tonally, the
arm was far more neutral than the original, because it wasn't weighted down in
the midbass/bass region.
Ifound the original tonearm's performance deficient in some ways. Ican't say
that about what Iheard from the JMW12.5/Aries combo. Its presentation differed from that of my reference, and
from what Iprefer, but Icould hear
where many listeners might prefer it. I
listened through the same two sides of
Frank Sinatra's Live at the Sands (Reprise

Benz Micro Glider L2

Corner

2FS 1019) on both rigs, and they sure
sounded different, but both had
strengths and weaknesses. One thing's
for sure: I'd avoid using softer, mellower
cartridges with the JMW/Aries combo.
The JMW-12.5/Extended Aries
combo is easy to set up and to use,
especially if you like to tweak VTA
with every record (I pity you), and
especially (because you can change
perfectly set-up armtubes in seconds) if
you want to use more than one cartridge — say, amono Helikon or Grado
for your mono LPs. At $5400, this is
VPI's most attractive high-performance package. And you can easily
upgrade the bearing to the Mk.V.
There's more to talk about with this
combo in afuture column.
Benz Micro Glider L2 moving-coil
phono cartridge
Another significant upgrade of afine,
reasonably priced performer, Benz
Micro's Glider L2 ($795) incorporates
some significant improvements, including a 6 by 401.1.m nude, line-contact,
low-mass stylus, side-bonded by hand
to the laser-trimmed edge of a solid
boron cantilever. A new high-tech 0ring damper of soft butyl rubber is said
to provide better consistency, longer
life, and greater resistance to temperature variations. A change to the rear
pole-piece assembly is said to make it
easier to adjust azimuth during manufacturing. The tracking angle has been
reduced to 20° from 22°, allowing the
anntube to be more parallel to the
record surface. And the new 24K goldplated aluminum frame makes the bodiless Glider L2 look good. The L2 has a
moderately low output of 0.4mV and
an internal impedance of 12 ohms, with
loading recommended anywhere between 100 ohms and 47k
ohms. It weighs 6.8grn and
tracks at between 1.8 and
22grn. (Also available are
M2 and H2 versions, with
0.8mV and 2.5mV outputs, respectively.)
Yes, but what did the
Glider L2 sound like? I
carefully mounted the
nude L2 in aGraham armtube and tracked it at
2.0gm in the Graham 22
tonearm loaded at 47k
ohms. The 40-hour breakin period was anything but
painful.
The
original
Glider was competent,
sweet-sounding, and reasonably detailed, but was
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also, for my tastes, boring — especially
on top, where it lacked transient snap.
The Glider L2 is so much better overall that it wouldn't have been out of
line to have renamed it altogether.
However, the original Glider was a
very popular cartridge for many reasons; Idon't blame Benz Micro for
sticking with the old name.
While the change in tracking angle
means the arm doesn't have to be
quite as far down in back as before, it
still needs to be down somewhat.
When Iran the arm with the tube parallel to the record, the prodigious bass
was sloppy and uncontrolled. With the
arm dialed down abit, the bass locked
into place to provide afine foundation
for the music. That tells me that
though the Glider L2 is not an expensive cartridge, it should be treated like
one — don't mount it on an arm
whose VTA you can't adjust, or your
chances of getting the most from the
L2 will be acrapshoot.
Once everything was dialed- and
broken-in, Isat down for many hours
of listening pleasure. The L2 proved a
far more interesting cartridge than the
original Glider. The top end was more
extended and more detailed, with
more shimmer to cymbals and bite to
brass. It was still on the smooth, slightly warm side compared to some other
cartridges, but this balance struck me as

In Heavy Rotation
1) Muddy Waters, Folk Singer,
Chess/Classic 180gm Quiex
SV LP
2) Bill Evans Trio, Sunday at the
Village Vanguard, Analogue Productions 180gm LP
3) The Byrds, The Prejlyte Sessions,
Sundazed 180gm LPs/CDs (2
each)
4) Radiohead, IMight Be Wrong:
Live Recordings, Parlophone import LP
5) Built to Spill, Ancient Melodies
of the Future, Up LP
6) The Strokes, Is This It, RCA
180gm LP
7) The Byrds, Sanctuary e Sundazed 180gm LP
8) Misha Mengelberg Quartet,
Four in One, Songlines Hybrid
SACD
9) Jim O'Rourke, Imigni(lcance,
Drag City LP/CD
10) Mercury Rev, All is Dream, V2
180gm import LP
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ideal for the kind of systems and
turntables it's likely to be used with.
As with the VPI Aries, the L2's
fien'finish arc much better than the original; Ibelieve the line in the manufacturer's blurb about "better consistency"
was in answer to acriticism of the Glider
that Iheard often: that there was sampleto-sample mechanical and sonic variation. The L2 appears to be amuch more

MBL
beyond the boundaries
of convention...

Though the Glider L2 is
not an expensive
cartridge, it should be
treated like one.

refined product, and it sounded that way.
I played Dead Can Dance's Into the
Labyrinth (4AD 3013) and found the bass
performance impressively deep and
well-controlled, while the shaker had
the correct "woody" overtones, without
smear. Lisa Gerrard's ululations were
well-textured; Icould easily hear what
she was doing with her upper throat to
achieve them. The sound was properly
fleshy without being warmed-over.
The differences between the $795
Glider L2 and multi-thousand-dollar
cartridges were detail, speed, and resolution of depth. Image sizes were somewhat bigger than life and the overall
focus was slightly soft, but with the bigger images came abig, exciting soundstage. Overall, the Glider's harmonic
depth and complexity were very satising; even snobby audiophiles used to far
more expensive spreads will have no
problem spending afew hours with the
L2 tracking their vinyl.
A Glider L2 will set you back only
$600 if you trade in one of Musical
Surroundings' other cartridges, $650 if
you trade in anyone else's. Given the
Benz Micro Glider L2's high build
quality and sonic performance, it's a
good deal whether you've got an old
Glider or an old shoe to trade in, or
nothing at all.
And finally...
Acoustic Sounds has licensed some
metal parts originally used in Fantasy's
outstanding OJC series of jazz and
blues LPs. The new records are being
pressed at RTI on 180gm vinyl and are
available for $20 each. Check out the
Acoustic Sounds website: www.acoustic
sounds.com.
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eresa of Avila (1515-1582) is
acknowledged as a saint by the
Roman Catholic Church. She is
additionally accorded the rare (espedally for amystic) distinction of recognition as a"Doctor" of the Faith. On a
somewhat less exalted level, but perhaps
resonating even more clearly with the
truth of common human experience,
Teresa (who had Jewish ancestry; why is
that not surprising?) is credited with
coining the phrase "Be careful what you
pray for, you might get it."
Even before the Wilson Benesch Discovery loudspeakers Iwrote about in my
January column had cleared customs,
Teresa of Avila had in some cosmic way
become patroness of this project, which,
if your memory needs refreshing, was to
put together an extremely high-resolution system capable of making the most
revealing comparison possible between
the SACD remastering of Glenn
Gould's 1981 Goldberg Variations (itself a
re-recording of repertory Gould had
blazed atrail with in 1955) and its "Red
Book" 16-bit/44.1kHz CD original.
Be careful what you pray for...
Gould's 1981 performance was the
result of a protracted and thoroughgoing reconsideration of the aesthetic
premises of the legendary recording of
the Goldbergs he had made in 1955. To
simplify to acriminal extent (in view of
the sprawling nature of the subject matter), 1 Gould came to believe that his
1955 recording failed —through a"lack
of deliberation" —to do justice to what
he increasingly perceived as the mathematical relationships creating an essential unity among the variations.
Once having posited a common
numerical basis for each section's structure, Gould concluded that the contrapuntal variations, in particular, needed
IThe simple, wistitl Aria that is the subject of the 30
variations is most likely not even by Bach. Bach was no
mere tunesmith; his creativity here consists in crafting
variations not so much on the melody but on its underlying harmonic structure, especially the movement of
the bass line. Bach's genius lay in recognizing that hidden potential, and also in recognizing that, after stretching that potential to include everything from virtuosic
exaltation to searing tragedy, the human spirit experiencing this work would need the anchoring consolation of areprise of the Aria in unadorned form. A classy
website dedicated to the Goldhere is www.a30a.com.
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the breathing room that aslower, steadier musical pulse can provide. Each listener will have to decide for him- or
herself (with the proviso that the more
studying you do, the more likely your
conclusion will be worthwhile) whether
the 1981 results arc the fruit of artistic
growth, or the product of unnecessary,
neurotic self-criticism.

The 1981 Goldberg
recording remains uniquely
fascinating and evocative,
not the least because
of Gould's humming
and singing.
Regardless, the 1981 recording remains uniquely fascinating and evocative, not the least because of Gould's
humming and singing. (And also because of the poignancy of Gould's having died of astroke before the recording
could be released.) Ihave mentioned
before (March 2001) that one of my
touchstone equipment-evaluation tracks
is the Aria of Gould's 1981 Goldbergs on
CD, in large part because Gould's humming and singing challenge both asystem's resolving power and its timbral
accuracy. Gould himself was as troubled
by his humming as he was by his inability to curb it, in which effort he even
underwent psychotherapy.
Pluses and Minuses
My initial impressions of the SACD remastering of the Goldberg Variations were
paradoxical, to say the least. On the
good side of the ledger: the exceptionally dynamic, percussive start of
Variation 1— in the past — has always
splintered into pieces, to the extent that
Ihad concluded that this was duc to
uncorrectable digital overload. (Gould
really nails it, to emphasize that Bach
was not following the usual course of
taking "baby steps" while building variations of increasing complexity and
range.) On the SACD, Variation l's
punched-out first note (which Istill
think jumps the bar line abit) is now

Marks

just aquestionable artistic decision and
not an engineering goof. So far, so good.
The minus side of the ledger is
where the paradox manifests itself. The
SACD has more resolving power.
Unquestionably. One visitor said it
sounded like Gould's humming had
been "turned up in the mix." Icertainly
hope that is an impossibility!
But there is also more noise. The
noise level so surprised me that I
phoned John Atkinson to tell him
about it and discuss possible explanations. When Isaid that the SACD had
alot more noise, John (giving me more
credit for such things than Ideserve)
initially thought Iwas looking at aspectrum analyzer, and commented on the
substantial out-of-bandwidth (ultrasonic) noise that is asignature of DSD's
sampling rate and filtering. Feeling a
mite sheepish, Isaid, "No, through the
speakers." Ah-ha.
Regrouping abit, JA speculated that,
given the age of the recording, it had
been done by CBS on an early Sony
digital system without an S/PDIF output. Sony of today might therefore not
have been able to get adigital signal
directly off the video tape. But that
would mean only that the converter's
analog outputs were used — which
should not make any more noise than
any other piece of professional audio
equipment. What Iwas hearing was
more like analog tape hiss.
That opened up the possibility that,
as was the case with many early digital
recordings, editing equipment was not
available, or not up to certain tasks, so
the signal may have been bounced to
analog for certain edits, then put back to
digital. Were that the case, one could
then speculate that the original CD release may have involved some filtering
to erase those fingerprints, so to speak
(sec sidebar).
Ialso must confess that atruly rigorous comparison between "Red Book"
and "Red Book redone for SACD"
must wait for another day, because the
Accuphase DP-100/DC-101 two-box
SACD player Iwas using for these comparisons employs anon-defeatable upconverting scheme when processing
"Red Book" data. Drop in the CD and
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don't like it when choruses today make
women whose voices are low enough to
sing the tenor parts wear tuxedos. Telling
Freud to take ahike, Itook aJungian
approach (synchronicity) in trying to figure out why that thought had arisen
unbidden. Turning my attention to the
disc —which Ihave owned for at least 10
years— Isuddenly realized that Iwas not
hearing afruity-voiced tenor but rather a
slightly hooty contralto.
Increasing the Magnification
Always as alast resort, Iconsulted the
Siltech USA's Bob Dragounis, himself liner notes. Bingo. With Siltech's Forbes
Lake interconnect in the system, there
having written a college paper on
was anew degree of resolving power,
Gould's Goldberg reconsiderations, was
quite eager to join in the detective fun.
which worked on asubconscious leve1.2
Adding $5000 worth of discrete runs
He sent down a 1
in pair of Siltech's
(as distinct from biwiring with one
Forbes Lake Signature Series interconnects (www.siltechcables.com). The varicable) of Siltech G3 100 and G3 120
speaker cables added aslight degree of
ous cables in Siltech's new ne plus ultra
line are named after silver and gold
treble extension vis-à-vis Nordoses Red
mines, at least one of which one would
Dawn (a totally unfair comparison in
need to have inherited to regard the
terms of price), and removed a little
Forbes Lake's $3500 price tag with anywhitish grain in the lower treble.
thing approaching equanimity.
Given that nothing exceeds like exThe next morning Iwas listening to
cess, who was Ito turn down US importer Philip O'Hanlon's offer of the
some chansons from the early 1400s, and
although Iwas not really paying attention
loan of a $25,000 pair of Halcro
dm58 monoblock power amplifiers?
to them, Isuddenly had aclear mental
image (and emotional reaction) of how I In they went.
Wowee. Zowec. "Amazing" was
what my wife said.
So that Icould fully utilize the HalThe Master-tape Experience
cros' commanding reserves of power,
the Goldbergs had to give way to Mahler,
why the hell does he think the
or at least Jamiroquai. And there was
sfar as Ican tell, those who
fetishize master tapes usually
length of his former girlfriend's hair
more than just raw power on tap: the
haven't had much hands-on
is any of his business? But just having
reprise of the flute solo in the last moveexperience with them. The problem
listened to it again, Isay: Let he or
ment of Jerry Bruck's recording of the
isn't so much last-minute fixes as it is
she who has never over-invested in a
Mahler-Wheeler Symphony 10 brought
undocumented and forgotten lastfragile object cast the first stone.)
tears to my eyes. But even on the Goldminute fixes. Case in point, if memBrian Wilson's father thought the
bergs, the Halcros' speed, phase coory serves: The tempo change and
song was too much of adowner, and
herence, and tonal trueness unearthed
key modulation in the instrumental
also thought that the lower key
more information, primarily room
segment of Eric Clapton's "Layla"
made Brian sound less like ateenambience.3 The Halcro amps sound
are not "on the master tape." A conager and more like an adult. So they
musically authoritative (in that regard,
sensus developed at the LP mastersped up the master tape.
they are among the top three in my exing session that the song was too
Brian Wilson later recalled in an
perience), are remarkably uncolored but
long and dragged abit. Simple fix:
interview that the song was in C and
very liquid, and excel at re-creating a
At that point, speed up the (analog)
was sped up to D. Hmmm. Ihave
tape while cutting the LP lacquer.
both versions, and to me it sounds
2This vignette proves ro my satisfaction why "doubleYou get akey modulation, with a like e-minor sped up to f-minor.
blind testing" is adelusion, at least when it comes to
audio. Experiencing art is amatter of perception. Perfaster tempo thrown in for free.
Several websites claim G sped up to
ception is the result of the action — both conscious and
In much the same way — and,
A-flat. That there can be such confuunconscious —of the mind on sensation. The narrowing-down of both sensation and cognition that is an unagain, relying on amind like asteel
sion is abackhanded compliment to
avoidable side effect of the double-blind process seems
trap but unfortunately filled with the harmonic complexity — and amto me inevitably to disconnect us from the riches of the
subconscious mind, which otherwise might be ready to
dead rats — the master tape of the
biguity — of Wilson's song. You can
help resolve or at least shed light on such issues — .
as I
Beach Boys' (actually, Brian Wilview the chord structure of the faster
believe in this case it did. Ican imagine sonic audioson's) "Caroline, No" (from Pet version as A-flat major tending
philes — the irrationally rationalist ones Idiagnosed last
fime out — breaking into Marcel Proust's kitchen and
Sounds) is in one key, while the single
toward minor, or as f-minor tending
saying, "Now wait just aminute, sir. and put on this
and the album track were released in
toward major. Or just call it modal.
here blindfold. We have sonic other cookies we want
you
to smell,. for our rigorous double-blind ABX test."
another. (In acurmudgeonly frame By the way, Brian: I think most
Yeah, right.
of mind, I'd be tempted to call the
women look great with short hair.
3On the grounds of sound alone. I'd rather listen to
song whiny and manipulative —
—John Marks
Gould's Gans on CL) than to Murray Perahia's on

what you hear is the CD, upconverted
in the PCM domain. Ah me. Nonetheless, differences remain. The SACD
is more detailed, while the CD — upconverted —is atouch warmer.
What threw matters into abit of a
tizzy was my reading (and participating
in) a thread on the www.audio
asylum.com SACD bulletin board about
a"ghost orchestra" on the 1981 Goldbergs
SACD. Ihad already observed that the
noise seemed somewhat variable, and
even seemed to "pump" on some tracks,
but Ihad never listened loud enough to
make out (Good Lord, how loud those
people must listen» what is, on close examination, yessirree, an orchestra playing in the background of track 16:
Variation 15. In the right channel only.
Now, when Isay in the background, I
mean backeund. As in, Gould is playing
the piano in your room just about as
loudly as a piano can be played, and
three rooms away, someone is quietly listening to classical music on atinny radio,
with the door almost closed.
But there is — unquestionably —
something there. If your system has high
enough resolving power, you'll hear it,
even from across the room. Once you

hear it, you can't ignore it. Unlike
Gould's humming, this artifact is not
part of the gestalt of the original artistic
event. So be careful what you pray for.
With the help of colleagues — one in
particular — in the professional audio
community, Ihave come up with anondisprovable hypothesis that appears to
explain this phenomenon. But first, an
update on the system.

A

SACO, the sound of which lfind glassy and closed-in.
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The
humming, which displayed no jumps.4
An informant who sometimes worked
in that studio —in the same time frame,
when it was also rented out to other
labels —provided the most likely explaCase Closed?
Most of the explanations for the ghostnation. My source says that CBS's engiorchestra phenomenon that have been neers back then were robustly immune to
constructive criticism, to the point of dissu 14
1ested don't hold up. CBS's 30th
Street Studio was formerly achurch. dainfully refusing to investigate the
There was one big room, and no other friendly heads-up that one channel of
place in which to record. (The studio their eight-channel board was wired out
closed in 198L Gould's Goldberg Variations of phase with the rest.
was the last music CBS recorded there.)
My source (who is not General AlexSo the "sound leaking in from another ander Haig) tells me that CBS didn't like
session" (modified Grassy Knoll) theory the engineers in the tape operations room
doesn't work.
to be "idle" when asession was going on,
Re-use of aused and erased master so they had to keep themselves busy.. by
tape (Rosemary Woods I) doesn't make dubbing safety copies of recently edited
sense, either — the video deck would master tapes. My source does not know
not sync up to an incompletely erased for sure, but suspects that use of patch bays
scan with anew scan on top of it, let at both the control-room and tape-ops
alone recover music from underneath.
ends (instead of going for direct, isolated
Re-use of aused and incompletely connections) resulted in one channel of
erased analog tape as an editing mule tape dubbing leaking into the adjacent
(Rosemary Woods II) looked good for a channel of Gould live, so the crosstalk is
on the original master. Cage dosee
while, but anew pancake of 1
2 "AGFA
/
cost only $50 back then, the crosstalk is
Denon (not Telarc) was the first label
on only one channel, and Icouldn't correlate the comings and goings of the
4Extensive, intense listening to this SACD destroys the
ghost orchestra with likely musical edit fiction that all of Gould's studio recordings were built
points or, more important, Gould's up from countless takes that were later micro-edited.
three-dimensional space. They catapult
to the top of the Class Alist in my book.
(www.halcro.com)
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to make and release LPs from all-digital
sources, but for many years Denon
always simultaneously backed up on analog, as that was the "best practice" for the
time. So, my questions: Are there unedited Gould Goldberg Hpure-analog safeties
somewhere? Are they crosstalk-free?
Of course, with anod in the direction
of St. Teresa of Avila, remember that
1981 was when whale products had just
been banned but synthetic binder substitutes were not yet reliable. The analog
tape stock might now be parchment,
the music ahandful of iron filings...
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and
despair!
11w lone and level sands stretch far
away.
The important thing is that Gould's
phrasing of the Aria —at the beginning
and, even more so, so subdued in the
end — is one of the most priceless artifacts of human civilization. One you
should not be without. In either format.
Questions? Comments? Expressions
of disbelief? jmrcds@jmrcds.com
CI
5Idid ask Sony's publicist whether Sony could shed
any light on the matter. As of this writing, they could
not, and it would be unfair to whip Sony for CBS's sins
of 20 years ago.
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"With Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway II interconnect in
place of the old cable, there was asignificant change:
The bass firmed up and rejoined the music, the midrange
took on a richer, more full-bodied texture, and the top
remained extended, detailed, and ultra-revealing, but not
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quite as bright."
"Later, Iinserted the Harmonic Technology Pro-9 speaker
cables, and things improved even further in the same
directions."
"Finally, Isubstituted Harmonic Tech's Magic Woofer
speaker cables, which are intended for full-range use and
for the woofer half of a bi-amped or biwired system."
"The sound had grown more musically satisfying with
each cable upgrade, but with the Magic Woofer cable,
the system finally began to communicate the music's
emotional center...."
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nlight of the horrific events of September 11, it seems
like asurreal memory: abeautiful day in lower
1 Manhattan.
But it was. There wasn't acloud in the sky on that
Saturday in late August 2001, and though the sun was
out, it wasn't too hot. In the small but tree-filled chine
of City Hall Park, sunshine seekers, music fans, tourists, and
passersby were among the 2000 or so who took in Chris Potter's set at the J&R Jazz Festival.
Besides the music, there was the view: the Brooklyn Bridge
to the northeasr, beyond the bandstand, the steeple of St. Paul's
Church; and, to the southwest, the towers of the World Trade
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Center. It was aday that argued for living in New York City.
Coining on after veteran singer Little Jimmy Scott, tenor
saxophonist Potter, then 30, led asplendid band with longtime associates Kevin Hays on piano, John Patitucci on bass,
and drummer Ben Pcrowsky. Aspirited vocalist like Scott can
be hard to follow, especially for an instrumentalist, no matter how engaging. But Potter, who blends jazz' past with its
wide-ranging present, is acomposer and improviser whose
deep, probing work is now engagingly accessible as well. With
his buoyant, alternately dark and luminous tone, he seems to
have developed aknack for getting to an audience and taking it along for an invigorating ride.

The Starlet

"The Starlet offers so much in the way of
perceived value that Iwouldn't have balked
if they said it cost another $1,500."
Ken Kessler
Ultimate Audio. Winter 2001
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Chip Stern
Stereophile, December 2000
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tunes built on compelling rhythms and songs with aprofound,
singing lyricism; between Potter the reveling extravert and his
more introspective side.
The rhythm-oriented numbers are subtly complex eargrabbers. The riveting "Mind's Eye," for Michael Brecker and
Joe Lovano, is in 11/4 and based on two Latin grooves that all
but defy the listener to remain motionless. For Coltrane there's
an edge-pushing blues, "The Source," that's underpinned with
awily version of the New Orleans second-line beat. And "The
Sun King" 's two undulating sections revolve around aflowing 15-beat cycle.
The quieter numbers include "Gratitude," asweet ballad written for "all the
Past Masters" and played without
improvisation."Body and Soul," naturally
for Hawkins, is avocal-tinged, mellifluous duet of bass clarinet and bass. And
the tender, ethereal "Vox Humana" is
dedicated to Omette Coleman.
The top-drawer music on Gratitude
can be appreciated on several levels: the
alternating catchiness and endearing
quality ofthe themes; the robust rhythms
and their juxtapositions; the improvisations by each of the bandmembers; and
the overall ensemble playing, which is

Now, with major-label support, Potter has toured Europe:
Florence, Paris, and London in spring 2001, and Viene, France
and the North Sea Festival in the summer. He's also toured
Canada — festivals in Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver —
and the States, working New York's Iridium, Los Angeles'Jazz
Bakery, and, in September, the Monterey Jazz Festival. Audiences large and small have been very positive — during several sets Iheard at theJazz Bakery and at theJ&RJazz Festival,
listeners touched by Potter's playing smiled, nodded, and
shouted. Potter has felt it deep down.
"It's been great to play this music live,
and I've been extremely happy with the
response. I'm just hoping Ican build up
enough of an audience to keep it going.
I'm less afraid, just going for it, playing
what feels best right in the moment, letting the music carry you somewhere."
Being the man in charge has also
allowed Potter to realize more of his potential. "As much as Ienjoy playing with
guys like Dave Holland, there's music I
want to express that Ican't do any other
way. There's acertain sound I'm going
for, and leading my band's the place I
need
to go to continue that. And I'm also able
to show my personality more. That's

Gratitude boasts a resounding, very present,
third-row sound that has both impact and detail.
simultaneously tight and loose.
The album may not be amasterpiece, but it has atimeless
quality. In many ways, it's Potter's Saxophone Colossus, his Giant
Steps—the wondrous, definitive albums by Rollins and Coltrane, respectively. As well,
Gratitude boasts aresounding,
very present, third-row sound
that has both impact and detail.
It easily got one of my votes for
2002's "Records To Die For."
Gratitude has helped Potter
gain more recognition — before
its release, he was better known
as afirst-call sideman. Since moving to New York from South
Carolina in 1989, when he was
18, he has performed and/or
recorded with Red Rodney,
drummer Paul Motian's Electric
Be-Bop Band, the Mingus Big
Band, guitarist Jim Hall, pianist
Renee Rosnes,Steely Dan, trumpeter Dave Douglas, bassists
Dave Holland and Patitucci, and
many more. He also occasionally
led aband in New York and on
the east coast. But until Gratitude,
he wasn't known as Chris Potter,
saxophonist, composer, and jazz
artist extraordinaire.
Stereophile, March 2002

what's important, that's what
you're there to communicate:
who you are."
Like mostjazz musicians, Potter can't make aliving simply as
abandleader, he relies on other
gigs to fill in his schedule. There
are the recordings — with, say,
Patitucci (on the bassises latest,
Communion), Rosnes (on her
superb AsWeAreNow), and Ryan
Kisor (the superlative Power
Source)—and appearances, occasionally with Douglas and others,
but mostly with Dave Holland.
For three years, Potter has
been amember ofthe Dave Holland Quintet, alongside vibist
Steve Nelson, trombonist Robin
Eubanks, and drunune r
Billy ICilson, and has made two albums
with the band: PrimeDirrctive and
the new Not for Nothin'. Potter
extols the challenging music that
the bassist explores and the way
he brings everyone together. "He
really tries to cultivate it as aband,
trying to make it asituation we
all want to be involved in. He uses
the strengths of all the members.
That's the way it oughta be."
Music seems to have almost
always been aPotter priority.
51
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ot since Sonus Faber's Amati
Homage loudspeakers took
up residence in my listening
room has apiece of audio gear elicited so many "Oohs," "Aahs," and
"Wows" from friends as Hovland
Company's dramatic-looking, EL34driven Sapphire power amplifier —
especially when it was switched on
and glowing orange and blue. It drew
unsolicited attention and admiration
even when turned off. Not that, on or
off, its unusual looks didn't also have
their share of detractors. As with
Hovland's chrome-façaded, bluebacklit HP-100 preamplifier, some
found the Sapphire too shiny, too
gaudy, and generally just too much.
Mc, I'm thumbs-up on the Sapphire's
looks — Ifound myself staring at it
incessantly. But anything that draws
such intensity of response, whether
love or hate, must be doing something
right. B&O shouldn't have amonopoly on striking-looking audio gear.
But looks alone don't sell hi-fi equipment in the specialty audio market —
especially when you're asking $7800 for
a40Wpc two-channel amplifier. Hovland knows this, so they've fortified the
82-lb Sapphire with innards to match its
fancy skin, as well as some interesting
design twists. They insist that, for the
most part, fonn follows function in the
design, even when it looks as if it doesn't.
For instance, the chassis is said to act as a

Description:

Hybrid

bipolar/FET/

vacuum-tube stereo power amplifier. Tube complement: two 12AU7,

vibrational sink. The glass column
around each output tube is not there just
as avisual accent —it's aconvection
chimney designed to more efficiently
draw heat away from the tube. (The
instructions caution you to never run the
amplifier without the chimneys.)
What's Going On?

What sort of small high-end audio
company has the audacity to make its
first amplifier a40Wpc job selling for
almost $8000?
Hovland Company has been around
for more than 20 years. Chief engineer
Bob Hovland worked as adesigner for
Maranta before that, so even though this
is the company's first commercially marketed power amplifier, there's agreat
deal of history and design experience
behind it. The company, best known for
its cables and MusiCap capacitors —and,
lately, for its HP-100 preamp — first
exhibited apower amp back in 1993, but
never put it in production. The Sapphire
grew out of that prototype, the most
intensive design work on it taking place
over the past two or three years, according to Bob Hovland. When Iasked him
why he chose EL34s for the output, he
said that they were on the "top of the
list, musically."
He also told me that while the two
pairs of tubes arc working in push-pull,
the Sapphire is not your classic Dynaco
or Williamson circuit. The amp has no

age

gain: 26dB into 8 ohms.

Dimensions: 18.5" W by 8.125" H
(with feet) by 17.5" D. Weight: 82 lbs

four EL34. Output power: 40VVpc

net, 97 lbs shipping.

into 8 ohms (16dBVV) (80W, 19dBVV,

Serial number of unit reviewed:
1013.

when bridged to mono). Frequency
response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.2dB.
Harmonic distortion: <0.1%, 20Hz

Price: S7800. Approximate number
of dealers: 25. Warranty: 3years parts
& labor, 90 days tubes.

and IkHz, <0.2%, 10kHz, at 1VVpc;
<1%, IkHz, <1.5% 30Hz, <3%
10kHz, at 40VVpc. S/N ratio: 82dB

Manufacturer: Hovland Company,
1545A Pontius Avenue, Los Angeles,

(A-weighted) ref. 1W out. Input sensitivity: 910mV for 40W output.

CA 90025. Tel: (209) 966-4377. Fax:
(209) 966-4632. Web: www.hovland

Input impedance: 680k ohms. Volt-

company.com.
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global-feedback network. Rather, the
feedback used is "nested" in asmall portion of the amp around the gain structure, with each output and driver tube
having its own separate and entirely independent feedback network. In more
conventional, "global" designs, feedback
is applied from the speaker terminals
back to the front of the amp.
Hovland says that since the point of
feedback is to compare the output and
input and reconcile the two, there is
always uncertainty when the feedback is
being handled by more than one device,
especially at lower power. The Sapphire's design allows feedback to be
applied independently to each tube.
Therefore, Hovland contends, the amp
operates more linearly than had been
believed possible. It won't "test" differently, he said, but functionally, it behaves as amore linear circuit.
As well as apair of EL34s for each
channel, the hybrid Sapphire uses a
12AU7 vacuum tube and small bipolar and FET transistors at each
channel's input and driver stages. The
design is essentially dual-mono; the
"overbuilt" — nearly 25 lbs — custom
power transformer has separate windings for each channel, and is capable
of delivering more current than a
40Wpc amplifier would ever require.
"Sounds better that way," said Hovland, who added that custom filter
chokes were developed for the Sapphire, and that the design of the highvoltage power supply was "critical" to
the amp's claimed high performance. I
asked if he'd also used high-speed
diodes; Hovland said no, they can make
the music sound "stressed."
Construction includes acombination
of point-to-point wiring and printed
circuit boards in avery neat, even elegant layout. Resistors, power-supply
capacitors, and other components are
chosen through careful auditioning
(including, according to Hovland, different lot runs from the same manufacturer). Of course, all caps are Hovland
MusiCaps and internal wiring is Hovland, including the Generation 3
shielded, silver-plated interconnect.
Stereophile, March 2002
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Hovland Sapphire power amplifier

1
All components —circuit boards, ceramic tube sockets, input and output
facilities, transformers —are attached to
the main chassis, a1"-thick plate of tempered aluminum alloy supported by
three tapped aluminum cylinders that
protrude through holes machined in the
bottom chassis cover. Conical feet can be
screwed into the cylinders for better
Stereophile, March 2002

mechanical coupling to the support.
(This is one amplifier you don't want to
isolate via its bottom plate, so devices
like Symposium Acoustics Rollerblocks,
which need achassis bottom for support,
are out.) Tubes and transformers protrude through chassis cutouts, the transformers neatly encased in aluminum.
The aluminum back plate features a

pair of RCA input jacks and side-byside five-way binding-post sets, with 4,
8, and 16 ohm impedance posts for each
channel. In adeparture from most tube
amps that feature output transformer
taps of multiple impedances, Hovland
fixes the positive terminal and varies the
negative, claiming it sounds better that
way. Also on the back is abridging
55
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Hovland
switch for converting the Sapphire to an
80W monoblock.
Setup
Each of the six tubes comes labeled for
its intended socket; the Russian-made
Electro-Harmonix output tubes are
matched pairs. After you apply stick-on
felt protectors to the walls of the circular chassis cutouts, you insert the four
glass convection cylinders, polished
ends down.
One problem you might encounter,
depending on where you site the Sapphire, is the minimal clearance afforded
by its cylindrical feet. Iwas unable to
secure the speaker-wire spade lugs to
the binding posts from below; the stiff
wire wouldn't clear the shelf. Insertion
from above was impossible because of
the main chassis' overhang, nor was it
possible to connect from the side because of the proximity of the multiple
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One problem you might
encounter, depending on
where you site the
Sapphire, is the minimal
clearance afforded by
its cylindrical feet.
Switch the Sapphire on from its sidemounted switch and the blue light
show begins. After ashort warmup, you
check the bias using the meter mounted
on the top plate. Hovland uses aunique

adjustment scheme featuring an idlecurrent attenuator and abalance pot for
each channel. Using ascrewdriver to
flip through the five-position bias
switch ("Off' plus one for each tube),
you note the meter position for each.
Ideally, it should be centered for each
tube. The precise procedure involves
setting for sufficient current and balancing each channel's pair of tubes.
Once you get the hang of it, setting
the bias is not difficult — unless, as I
experienced, one of the tubes is bad
out of the box. Then, agreat deal of
confusion occurs, because getting the
bias correct and balanced between the
two tubes is almost impossible. Hovland assured me that my experience
was "unique." Idon't doubt it. Once I'd
been sent areplacement pair, setting
the bias was easy, and it didn't drift
during the two months Ihad the Sapphire for review.

ts

carefully adjusted the Hovland
3Sapphire's bias before performing
any measurements. This is more difficult than you might expect, due to
some interaction between the settings. After you have adjusted the bias
for the second tube in each pair, you
need to readjust the first. The manual,
however, is well-written and informative on the procedure.
The Sapphire's input impedance
measured ahigh 68k ohms at lkHz,
this dropping to astill high 36k ohms
at 20kHz. The amplifier didn't invert
polarity with the red speaker lead connected to the Common terminal, as
intended by Hovland. The voltage
gain into 8ohms was 27dB from the
16 ohm output-transformer tap, dropping to 25.5dB from the 8ohm tap
and alow 22.7dB from the 4ohm tap.
The output impedance from the 16
ohm tap was avery high 3.55 ohms
across most of the audioband, rising to
4.3 ohms at 20kHz. The picture
looked alittle better from the 8ohm
tap, at 225 and 2.6 ohms, respectively,
while the source impedance from the
4ohm tap was 1.4 ohms at llcHz, rising to 1.55 ohms at 20kHz. Even so,
there was significant modification of
the amplifier's response due to the
interaction between this highish
source impedance and the manner in
which the loudspeaker's impedance

Stereophile, March 2002

taps. Only by hanging the back of the
amp over the edge of the Grand Prix
Audio Monaco stands could Iget sufficient clearance to attach the lugs.

Sapphire

changes with frequency. This can be
seen from the top dashed trace in fig.1,
which reveals ±0.9dB response variations with Stereophile's standard simulated speaker load.
Fig.1 also shows that the amplifier's
ultrasonic response rolls off earlier
with decreasing load impedance,
though even in the worst case, driving
2ohms from the 16 ohm tap, the response at 20kHz is down by only
0.6dB. However, you can see in this
graph that aresponse peak develops
between 100kHz and 200kHz, implying aparasitic resonance of some
sort in this region. Fig2 shows that
this resonance adds asmall degree of
overshoot and ringing to the squarewave response. Its subjective conse-

.•••••. •Magee., 1.,.••••
"

quences are hard to predict, but
sources with relatively high amounts
of ultrasonic energy, such as SACD,
are best avoided with this amplifier.
Channel separation at lkHz (fig3)
is okay at 90dB (L-R) and 78dB
(R-L), though the crosstalk increases
with frequency at 6dB/octave, due to

0 0,

0 10

0

Fig.2 Hovland Sapphire, 8ohm tap,
small-signal 10kHz squarewave into
8ohms.
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Fig.1
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Hovland Sapphire, 4ohm tap,
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into dummy
loudspeaker load, IW into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, 4W into 2ohms
(1dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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Fig.3 Hovland Sapphire, channel separation
(I0dB/vertical div., R-L dashed).
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Hovland

Sapphire

Full-figured
Judging by the many nights Ihappily
spent listening to — luxuriating in —the
Sapphire's sound into the wee hours, I'd
say this was one of the best-balanced
amplifiers I've heard.
If the recently reviewed (December
2001) Kora Cosmos monoblocks, another enjoyable listen, were on the fast,
lean side of the tube amp continuum,
and had me wishing for more generosity on bottom, the Sapphire turned
out to be on the full-figured side. That's
not to say it was "slow" or "warm" or
"soft," for it wasn't. It did sound "rich,"
however, and not the best match for the
Amati Homage, which has asimilar
personality. Its sound was far more
complementary to the Audio Physic
Avanti Ill's fast, detailed, more linear
presentation —a combo many HE2001
attendees heard in one of the Sound by
Singer rooms. Ialso found that the fast,

detailed Discovery Cable Essence interconnects and speaker cables were abetter match than the combo of Harmonic
Technology Pro Silway II interconnects
and Magic Woofer speaker cables,
though they, too, worked well.
Icould never confuse the Sapphire's
slightly underdamped but well-defined
and powerful bass presentation with
that of asolid-state amplifier, but, perhaps because of its hybrid nature, the
amp's bass never sounded flabby. It did
sound full, though, and well-fleshed-out
on the bottom.
That lush, full-bodied sound extended right to the very top, giving the amp
asolid, seamless, harmonically generous
presentation that for the most part
seemed complete, and nearly ideal. In
the end, though, Iconcluded that the
Sapphire lacked the last word in air,
ambience, and openness that the Koras
possessed (though the Koras' bass lean-

ness was instantly noticeable). Isay "in
the end" because the Sapphire's balance
was so cannily crafted that Ididn't
notice what was missing until Ireinserted my reference Musical Fidelity NuVista 300, which, while adding air and
ambience, sounded positively bleachedout harmonically by comparison —
until my ears adjusted to its leaner but
equally beguiling presentation.
Idon't mean to suggest that the Sapphire sounded closed-in or dull. It
didn't — its portrayal of high-frequency
transients was naturally "fast" and detailed. Nor did it sparkle or shimmer —
qualities Ican live without, especially
when compensated for, as by the Sapphire, with an extremely impressive
and unusually effective expression of
instrumental solidity and weight without bloat or thuddiness. The Sapphire
was always inviting, always compelling,
and never boring — something dull- or

Measurements
the usual capacitive coupling between
the channels. Note, however, the
peaks at 60Hz, 120Hz, and 180Hz in
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Fig.4

Hovland Sapphire, 4 ohm tap,
THD+noise (%) vs frequency at (from
top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W into
2 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load, 1W into
8 ohms (right channel dashed).

*lb

this graph, due to the presence of
power-supply noise in both channels
that Icouldn't eliminate, no matter
how Iarranged the grounding in my
test setup. Even though the highest in
level of these peaks, at 60Hz, is still
74dB down, Istill don't like to see
hum like this in an amplifier's output.
In an e-mail Ireceived from Alex
Crespi, Robert Hovland wrote, "We
are aware that there is avery slight
amount of measurable 60Hz hum
component on the output line. However, the amplifier will meet its published S/N specs if the test criteria in
the specs are followed. In our opinion, reducing this hum further will
negatively affect the attractive musical
qualities of the Sapphire."

1.10.1à.p sever«. 'Ito
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Figs.4-6 show the Sapphire's smallsignal THD+noise percentage plotted
against frequency from the 16, 8, and 4
ohm output taps, respectively. Points
to note from these graphs are that the
Hovland amplifier is not happy driving
impedances much below the nominal
output-transformer tap rating, and that
the distortion drops below 0.1% only
with the 4ohm tap driving 8ohms.
Note also the rise in THD in the midand low bass. The right channel, however, is alittle more linear than the left,
which might suggest that rd set its output stage bias alittle more optimally.
(The bias meter was centered for all
tubes.)
Despite the fairly high level of
THD, fig.7 reveals that this is mainly

éea«

2

,2
Fig.5
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Hovland Sapphire, 8 ohm tap,
THD+noise (%) vs frequency at (from
top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W into
2 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load, 1W into
8 ohms (right channel dashed).

Fig.6 Hovland Sapphire, 16 ohm tap,
THD+noise (%) vs frequency at (from
top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W into
2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load, 1W into
8ohms (right channel dashed).

Fig.7 Hovland Sapphire, 4ohm tap, IkHz
waveform at 1.8W into 4ohms (top),
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom, not
to scale).
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W): 8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms:

ffusor panels.

—Michael Fremer
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Hovland
of field was limited. On the Tony Bennett and Miles Davis albums, the
Weavers' Reunion at Canugie Hall, BelaJimte at Ginugie Hall (RCA's original or
Classic's reissue, LSO-6006), and other
recordings famous for soundstage
depth, the Sapphire produced aforeshortened soundstage with fewer backof-hall ambient cues. On Lii'e at the
Blackhawk, the Koras pushed Miles'
horn dramatically forward; I could
almost "see" him standing at the mike.
The Sapphire's presentation was somewhat more solidly 3D, but farther back
on the soundstage, and on alateral line
with the other instruments.
On Bela/ante at Canugie Hall the Ushaped panoramic picture of the hall's
seating was greatly diminished. When
Belafonte admonishes his musical director to "never turn your back on the
audience," then has him deliver the chorus to "Matilda," the director's off-mike
performance usually places him way
back, behind Belafonte. Not so through
the Sapphire. Judging from their closetogether speaker setups at CES, I'm not
sure the Hovland guys arc as concerned
about spatial presentation as they arc
about tonality and harmonics (though
the HP-100 does awonderful job of
delineating space). Ithink most Stereophile readers would agree that if you
can't make the music sound right, who
cares about the space in which it occurs?
While it may have limited recordings'
senses of space, the Sapphire got the
music right —its harmonic and textural
presentations were world-class.

Sapphire

Condusion
The Hovland Sapphire is an extremely
accomplished, well-balanced hybrid
amplifier designed by people who listen carefully and who have clearly
achieved their musical goals for this
amp. The two enjoyable months I
spent with the Sapphire had me reevaluating my reference equipment and listening preferences.

music you listen to. Regardless of musical genre or how loud Iplayed it, Inever
succeeded in pushing the Sapphire
beyond its limits in my room.
When Ireplaced the Sapphire with
my reference Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
300, the space, depth, and air increased,
and the bass became somewhat more
solid and powerful (as only asolid-state
amp can provide), but there was adefinite loss of harmonic richness, image
solidity, and weight. The Nu-Vista
The two enjoyable months 300's midband was definitely leaner
and less vivid, which caused strings and
Ispent with the Sapphire
female vocals to lose some of the velvety magic I'd become accustomed to
had me reevaluating
with the Sapphire.
How will a$7800, 40Wpc hybrid
my reference equipment
amplifier fare in today's audio marketand listening preferences.
place? Given the Sapphire's undeniably
compelling, almost seductive musical
performance, its ability to sound far
l'in a"spatial" kind of guy, but Inever
more powerful than its specs indicate,
missed—and would gladly give up—
and its stunning looks, I'd say it will do
the portrayal of depth and ambience that
quite well.
the Sapphire fell somewhat short of
Of necessity, areviewer's system
delivering effectively, in order to get the
can't be the same as one used for pure
image solidity, dimensionality, and
listening pleasure. There arc distincweight it got so right. Couple that with a tions between RCA's original pressing
luxurious harmonic spread that avoided
of Tchaikovsky's "Pathétique" and
drowning in its own richness, transients
Classic's reissue, and if acomponent
and sibilants that were cleanly and natucan't reveal them, Ican't use it as arerally rendered, and solid, reasonably
viewing reference, even if it delivers
well-damped bass performance, and the
nothing less than months of "pure lisSapphire constituted an almost ideal
tening pleasure" — which is what the
music amplifier.
Sapphire gave me. If there's space on a
Will 40Wpc be enough for you?
recording, areviewer needs to hear it.
That depends more on speaker efficien- Also, since atube amp's frequency recy and room size than on the kind of sponse usually varies with the impedance of the loudspeaker it's driving, I
don't see how areviewer using atube
amp as areference can give any loudHum & the Hovland HP-100
speaker an absolutely fair shake.
So as much as Iloved the Sapphire,
I'm sticking with Musical Fidelity's Nunmy drool-drenched review of natured ball-busting, telling me that
Vista 300 as my reference power amplimy mention of the hum had caused
the HP-100 in the November
fier. And as much as Ilove the Sonus
2000 Stereophile, Icomplained about the company much grief, with
Faber Amati Homages' overall musical
many e-mails and phone calls coman almost-inaudible hum in the
presentation, they're not as suitable as a
phono section. After I'd bought my ing his way from concerned and
reviewer's reference as the more tonally
review sample, Hovland made a hesitant potential buyers. When I
neutral and revealing Audio Physic
asked Crespi what he'd told the
production change in the movingAvanti Ills (which, with continued use,
coil transformer, so Isent my unit callers and e-mailers, he said, withhave warmed up considerably on the
back to be upgraded. You might out affect, "I told them Mikey's got
bottom). Ironically, the Nu-Vista/Amati
some grounding issues." Oh.
think they'd have taken the opporand Sapphire/Avanti combos both sound
tunity to fix the hum, but they just
Of course, when Icranked up
more pleasing than what I'm left with as
changed the transformer and sent the volume on my HP-100, Crespi
areference rig: the Nu-Vista/Avanti. But
couldn't deny the hum. Fortunatemy HP-100 back still humming.
the Nu-Vista/Avanti is more revealing,
ly, he'd brought along aspare HPAfter the Home Entertainment
and thus more useful for reviewing.
100 — he wanted me to hear anew
2001 show last May, Hovland's Alex
That's how aproduct as good as the
kind of resistor in the stepped volCrespi came back to my place with
Hovland Sapphire can shake things up.
an early-prototype Sapphire so I ume attenuator. We switched preWhile it's not as "spatial" as I'd like,
amps, and the hum was gone.
could hear it at home for a few
the Sapphire is, like Hovland's HPNo comment.
—Michael Fremer
hours. While we were hooking it
100, quite special, and well worth an
up, he decided to get in some goodaudition.
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Rotel RB 1080 power amplifier

W

hat could be easier to review
than apower amplifier? No
features or functions aside
from inputs, outputs, and a power
switch. So when Jonathan Scull asked if I
could help out by taking on the Rotel
RB 1080, which another reviewer hadn't
been able to get to, Iaccepted the assignment. Before Icould click my heels and
say "FedEx!" twice, Rotel's 200Wpc RB
1080 had appeared.
l'in old enough to remember the
Dyna Mk.I I, which for the first time
allowed impecunious audiophiles who
had ogled Marantz and McIntosh
equipment to acquire a power amp
capable of driving nearly any speaker on
the market. Later, in the 1980s, the
Adcom GFA-555 rewrote that declaration of independence for Krell cravers,
its 200Wpc capable of driving nearly
any contemporary speaker.
Today, 200Wpc is still alot of power,
and is not commonly available for
$1000. So despite the changing times,
the Rotel RB 1080 offers alot of watts
per buck. Moreover, the 1080 is far
from astripped-down device. Its sculpted front panel is decidedly more stylish
than those of its utilitarian ancestors. It
offers selectable balanced (XLR) and
unbalanced (RCA) inputs, and has an
input for low-voltage, remote power
control. In fact, the made-in-China
Rotel RB 1080 looks like ahigh-end
amp, with specs to match.
The accompanying CD-ROM and
DVD-ROM take the new owner on a
simulated 3D fly-by tour of the 1080's
innards, the pilot's voice describing
points of interest along the way. Once
past the Rotel-manufactured 12kVA

Description: Solid-state stereo power
amplifier: Line-level inputs: 1 pair
RCA, 1 pair XLR. Outputs: 1 pair of
multiway speaker binding posts per
channel. 12V signal switching input
and output for remote power control.
Output power (continuous): 200Wpc
into 8 ohms (23dBVV), 20Hz-20kHz
at 0.03% THD max, both channels
driven. Input sensitivity for full output:
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Rotel RB 1080 power amplifier

toroidal power transformer, we fly over
Vishay and Roederstein metal-film resistors, fancy slit-foil film capacitors designed by DNM's Dennis Morecroft,
multiple power-output devices, and
steep, cliff-like heatsinks that run from
front to back on each side of the chassis.
These inboard heatsinks do their work
well; the sculpted front-panel extrusions,
which look like heatsinks, are just pretty.
Playing in the Big Leagues

Ibriefly skimmed the Rotel's instruction
manual (more warnings against stupid
misuse than anything else), unpacked the
amp, and plugged it into my main system. Iused my usual balanced interconnect (AudioQuest Python) and speaker
cables (AudioQuest Granite) to patch the
RB 1080 in between the Sonic Frontiers
Line-3 preamplifier and the Revel Studio
speakers, pushed the button on the
Rotel's front, and off we went.
The 1080 was virtually noiseless (except for the music), and my first impression was of asomewhat soft, dry sound
lacking in dynamics. Balance across the
audible spectrum was smooth, with
tight, impressive bass, but there seemed
to be alack of presence. The treble was

1.5V RMS. Input overload level: 5V.
Input impedance: 32k ohms. Distortion at 1W: 0.02% max at full power,
0.01% max at half power. Frequency
response: 15Hz-100kHz, +0.5dB/-3dB. S/N ratio: 116dB, A-weighted.
Damping factor at 8 ohms: 1000.
Power consumption: 550W.
Dimensions: 17
W by 5
15 '1"D. Weight: 37 lbs.

2"

clean and detailed. Such hastily formed
opinions arc as often wrong as they arc
right; in the case of the 1080, they were
mostly right but definitely incomplete.
With the unlikely load of the Revel
Studios, the $1000 Rotel had two discrete personalities. At low levels, such as
one might use for casual listening, the
characteristics were as described above. I
was persistently bothered by amicrodynamic compression that sucked life
out of the music, even though the really
big moments did not lack for impact. I
was also disturbed by areticence in the
treble that, by contrast, made the
extreme treble transients of cymbals and
triangles seem abit over the top.
But when Iturned up the volume, the
1080 came to life. The glossing-over of
small dynamic changes was replaced by a
clarity of inner detail that can happen
only if subtle dynamics are not lost. Even
allowing for the presence-region shifts
that arc the concomitant solely of playing
louder, the Rotel-Revel combo became a
bit more forward at high levels as the treble smoothed out. And, except for the
sacrifice of domestic tranquility, nothing
was lost in macrodynamic potential as
the RB 1080 drove the Studios to quite

Serial number of unit reviewed:
72563 05311.
Price: 5999. Approximate number of
dealers: 140.
Manufac-turer: Rotel of America, 54
Concord Street, North Reading, MA
01864. Tel: (978) 664-3820. Fax: (978)
664-4109. Web: vvvvw.rotel.com.
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impressive levels, and on down into the
nether reaches of the lowest bass.
Whether it was the dynamic and emotional extremes of Mahler's Symphony 5
(Zander/Philhannonia, Telarc 2SACD60569) or the deep, debited sonorities of
Sera Una Nadie (M•A Recordings
M052A), the Rotel was capable of truly
impressive performance — but only
when played at substantial levels. When I

turned down the gain, the sound faded
into pale miniatures.
After the Rotel had spent a few
weeks with the Studios and aweekend
in the country with the Paradigms, the
even more wildly inappropriate B&W
Nautilus 800 Signatures arrived. The
RB 1080, which was still cooking in the
system, was given the job of driving this
"statement" loudspeaker. Mirabile ¿iciu, it

turned out that the 1080 was abetter
match for the N800s than for the Revels. This could have been because the
N800s arc more forward-sounding than
the Studios, or arc an easier load to
drive. (Dunno about the latter —that's
John Atkinson's job to determine).
Nonetheless, the RB 1080 displayed
fewer symptoms of its bipolar personality with the N800s —its behavior was

Measurements

A

fter the usual one-hour preconditioning at one-third
power into 8 ohms, the Rotel RB
1080's chassis was pleasantly hot.
However, the shrouded internal
heatsinks (not those on the front
panel) were way too hot to touch,
which Iassume is why they're protected from prying fingers.
The RB 1080's input impedance,
measured at lkHz, was to spec at 34k
ohms (unbalanced) and 38k ohms
(balanced), and the amplifier didn't
invert signal polarity at either input.
The voltage gain (into 8ohms) was
28.4dB via the unbalanced RCA jack.
This is slightly on the high side for a
THX-certified design, but 6.7dB
lower via the balanced XLR jack,
which is very unusual.
The output impedance was very
different in the two channels, measuring a superbly low 0.05 ohms
from the right channel but asignificantly higher 0.23 ohms from the
left. Assuming the amplifier didn't
malfunction during KR's auditioning, this suggests aQA problem at
the Rotel factory. Nevertheless, even
from the left channel, any response
variations due to interaction between this source impedance and the
manner in which the loudspeaker's
impedance varies with frequency
(fig.1, top trace) are no more than
±0.15dB. The other traces in this
graph show that there is also a
025dB imbalance between channels
(presumably due to the difference in
output impedance), but that the response is flat within the audioband,
rolling off to —3dB at 110kHz.
(These responses were taken using
the balanced input; the response via
the unbalanced input, not shown,
was identical.)
With such a flat audioband response, it is no surprise that alkHz
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squarewave was reproduced with an
excellently square shape (fig.2).
However, if you look very closely at
this graph, ahint of overshoot can be
seen. This is more clearly visible on
the leading edges of a10kHz squarewave (fig.3).
The Rotel features very low harmonic distortion at moderate power
levels. Consequently, to examine
how the THD varies with frequency,
Iused a high level of 25V RMS,
which is equivalent to 78W into 8
ohms. The results are shown in fig.4.
Even at this highish power level, the
THD+noise percentage remains
below 0.02% across the band into
both 8and 4ohms from both channels. Only into 2 ohms (top trace)
did the level of distortion rise significantly, but even then, it was still
below 0.1%. The harmonic content
of that distortion (fig.5, lower trace)
consists of third and higher harmonics. At very high powers, however,
the distortion content is very unusual in that it consists of the fourth,
eighth, 12th, and 16th harmonics
(fig.6), with very little of the usual
second and third harmonics.
Nevertheless, the RB 1080 offered very low levels of intermodu-
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lation distortion, even at an output
power close to clipping with the
demanding mixture of 19kHz and
20kHz tones (fig.7).
The Rotel has sophisticated output
protection, in addition to 6.3A fuses
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Fig.2 Rotel RB 1080, small-signal lkHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.3 Rotel RB 1080, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.1

Rotel RB 1080, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into dummy loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 4W into
2ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Rotel RB 1080, THD+N (%) vs frequency
at 25V into (from bottom to top):
simulated loudspeaker load, 8ohms,
4ohms, 2ohms (right channel dashed,
5dB/vertical div.).
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Rotel
exemplary. David Johansor and the Harry
Smiths (Chcsky SACD225) was vivid,
with tremendous kick. Even with only
two channels, Ifound the Rotel-B&W
combo to be very convincing, despite
my having just attended arecording
session with the same group in the
same recording venue. In fact, Iused
the 1080 for about two weeks with the
N800s, and never felt the need to

in the positive and negative voltage
rails for each channel. Nevertheless,
during the high-power testing, Iblew
the rail fuses when Iwas testing the
amplifier's continuous output into 2
ohms. Even after I'd replaced these

/0

I

20

Ter n ms

Fig.5 Rotel RB 1080, IkHz waveform at 37W
into 4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).

switch to one of the other amps on
hand —I was curious to do so, but felt
no urgency. The N800 made it clear
how good an amplifier the Rotel was;
only those intimately familiar with the
N800's performance with other amps
would notice any lapse from the speaker's optimum performance.
But I'd be misleading you if Igave the
impression that one would ultimately

fuses, the amplifier would not turn on
again —even after I'd let it cool down
and had reset it with the front-panel
Power button. As aresult, Icouldn't
measure the RB 1080's channel separation, S/N ratio, and power output
on toneburst signals. However, Idid
examine its power capability in continuous drive with just one channel
driven, using the Miller Audio Research Amplifier Profiler.
The results into 8and 4ohms are
shown graphically in fig.8. Below
500mW or so, the calculated THD
percentage (this FFT-based measurement does not include any contribution from noise) drops with increasing
power, presumably because it is
crossover-related. But distinct drops
in the measured THD level can be
seen at around 210mW into 8ohms
(red trace) and 420mW into 4ohms
(black trace), both equivalent to an
output voltage of 1.3V RMS. In addition, temporary increases in THD (to

RB

1080

want to get by by using the Rotel RB
1080 to drive the Revels, or even the
B&Ws. The 1080 was not the last word
in soundstage openness or grain-free treble, and always retained aslightly withdrawn mid- to upper treble. Switching
swiftly between power amps in less than
aminute, it became apparent that amps
such as the Simaudio W-5, the Bel
Canto eVo, and the Sonic Frontiers

still negligible levels, however) can be
seen in both traces at powers equivalent to an output voltage of 4.2V. I
have no idea to what this behavior is
related, but Ido wonder if it correlates with KR finding the amplifier to
have different sonic characters at high
and low powers.
Fig.8 shows that the RB 1080 clips
quite suddenly. However, this is at
very high power levels. Using the
conventional 1% THD definition of
clipping, the Rotel puts out 291W
into 8ohms with one channel driven
(24.6dBW), 558W into 4 ohms
(24dBW), and even 800W into 2
ohms (23dBW)! Considering its
modest price, this is one powerhouse
of an amplifier. But, as Rotel recommends in the handbook, the RB 1080
is best used with speakers whose
impedances don't drop much below
2ohms.
—John Atkinson
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Rotel RB 1080, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 153W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7

Rotel RB 1080, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
234W into 4 ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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Fig.8 Rotel RB 1080, distortion (%) vs continuous output power into 8 ohms (red trace) and
4 ohms (black).
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FOR THE FIRST TIME, these
classics have been issued on
180-gram virgin vinyl and
pressed at RTI.

.
ikee

1STORY

JOHN
LEE
HOOKER

LEGENDARY

ORIGINAL
JAZZ CLASSICS

LPs
.10111•11.11,

Sonny Rollins Way Out West
SACD =CAPJ 7530 525.00

Sonny Rollins Saxophone Colossus
SACD =CAPJ 7079 S25.00

Johnny Griffin The Little Giant
LP =AAPJ 136 $20.00

John Lee Hooker That's My Story
LP =AAPB 538 $20.00

MIIIM111111111111.11.11

Bill Evans Trio
Sunday at the Village Vanguard
LP =AAPJ 140 S20.00

GENE
AMMONS

BLUE
GENE
,
it*
Bill Evans Trio Waltz For Debby
SACD =CAPJ 9399 $25.00

Miles Davis Quintet Cookin
SACD =CAPJ 7094 $25.00

The analog transfers on these

using the latest
third-generation
Analog-to-DSD

sonny rollins, milt jackson
thelomous monk, horace silvei
percy heath, kenny clarke

converters by Ed
Meitner of EMM Labs. They were
specially-modified for Doug Sax

C11 ET

PRESTIGE 7109

at The Mastering Lab. These
titles are among the best-selling
and most-legendary in the
Fantasy catalog.

Thelonious Monk Thelonious Alpne
In San Francisco
LP =AAPJ 231 $20.00

BAGS GROOVE
MILES DAVIS

Super Audio CDs were done

SUPER AUDIO CI)

Gene Ammons Blue Gene
LP =AAPJ 192 S20.00

Chet Baker Chet
SACO =CAPJ 1135 $25.00

Miles Davis and the
Modern Jazz Giants Bags Groove
LP =AAPJ 245 S20 00

Sonny Rollins and the
Contemporary Leaders
LP =AAPJ 340 $20.00

,•

irniTçnri çouNnsti
PO Box 1905 •Salina. KS 67402-1905
PH 785-825-8609* FAX 785-825-0156

•
,

To order SACDs or LPs, call Acoustic Sounds today. Ask for aFREE catalog.

/1-800-716-3553 www.acousticsounds.com
Exclusive mail-order dealer

Rotel
Power-3 did not suffer from the 1080's
minor foibles in low-level microdynamics and treble reserve. Furthermore,
those other amps ably demonstrated that
the Revel and the B&W arc capable of
truly transparent treble, detailed and
finely drawn, which the RB 1080 merely outlined. On Cyndee Peters' "House
of the Rising Sun" (Test CD 4, Opus3
CD 19420), the ultimate delicacy of the
triangle and brushed cymbals eluded the
Rotel but not the other three amps.
But the votes did not go all one way.
Sheer power was not alimitation for
any of the amps, the 1080 included.
Moreover, at the bass end of Béla Fleck's
infamous "Cosmic Hippo" (Fhkht of the
Cosmic Hippo, Warner Bros. 26562-2),
the Rotel was simply world-class, nearly
approaching the Simaudio, and making
the otherwise super Bel Canto sound
just abit overripe and less controlled in
comparison. (Could this be related to
the ltI3 1080's damping factor of 1000 vs
the eVo's 100?) And while Ican't seriously suggest the permanent use of the
$1k Rotel with the B&Ws, Iknow Ican
sucker-bet discerning listeners with this
combination ... because Ihave.

bright; the slightly reserved Rotel 1080
complemented them very well, and
greatly tamed the Studio/20's slightly
emphasized bass. That this was
increased control and not premature
rolloff was confirmed by the RB 1080's

With everything Imatched
it with—whether fairly or
unfairly—the Rotel did
adequately to superbly.

extended bass performance with the
Studio/60, not to mention with the
Revel Studio and the B&W 800. The
Rotel 1080 and the Studio/60 made
for the most complementary combination: the Rotel soothed the slightly
extraverted Studio/60 at both ends of
the spectrum, produced extended and
convincing bass, and seemed to have
infinite reserves of power for microand macrodynamics.
Iran through the varied and fascinating selections on Opus3's Test CD 4and
found the distinctions between the CD
and SACD layers as readily apparent
Pick on someone your own size...
through this modestly priced combo as
When Iran the RB 1080 via its unbalanced inputs with more compatibly
through the big system. If Ihad room
for atwo-channel amp in this usually
priced speakers, such as the Paradigm
Reference Studio/20 or Studio/60, I multichannel system, the Rotel Rit
1080 would be apermanent fixture.
had no complaint. The Rotel provided
all the power the Paradigms could hanConclusion
dle, and Iheard no low-level limpness.
In pure engineering terms, it would
The Paradigms' tweeters arc a bit

RB

1080

seem that it should be easy to make a
good power amp at nearly any price.
With the big budget of ahigh-priced
amp, the designer-manufacturer can
attend to all the fine details and still provide substantial output power. As the
budget decreases, compromises must be
made, and the usual one is in power
output. Unfortunately, compromises in
tonal balance and subtlety are sometimes encumbered as well, and the resulting tonal inaccuracies are often
flaunted as a distinctive "character."
Even some pricey power amps arc
guilty of this.
No such compromise was evident in
the Rotel RB 1080. Sure, it was less
than an ideal match for speakers costing
10 times its price, but it did better than
Iwould have guessed. With everything
Imatched it with—whether fairly or
unfairly — the Rotel did adequately
to superbly.
The Rotel RB 1080 is as powerful an
amp as almost anyone needs, and did
not suffer from significant coloration or
tonal imbalance. Only the nth degrees
of treble grain and reticence separate it
from the very best power amplifiers. I
can't think of an amp for even twice its
price that I'd prefer.
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We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

Associated Equipment
Two-Channel System
Analog source: Ileybrook TT2
turntable, SME III tonearm, Ortofon SME3OH cartridge.
Digital sources: CAL Audio CL20 DVD/CD player, Meridian 50824 CD player, Sony SCD-XA777ES
SACD player, Mark Levinson
No360 DAC.
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers
Line-3
preamplifier,
Audiolab
800OPPA phono stage, TacT RCS
2.0 digital EQ/room correction.
Power amplifiers: Bel Canto eVo
2002 monoblocks, Simaudio W-5,
Sonic Frontiers Power-3.
Loudspeakers: Revel Ultima Studio, B&W Nautilus 800 Signature.
Cables: Interconnect: AudioQuest
Anaconda Balanced, AudioQuest
Python Balanced, JPS Balanced
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Super-Conductor 2. Speaker: AudioQuest Granite. AC: PS Audio Lab
Cables.
Multichannel System
Digital sources: Philips SACD
1000 SACD/DVD-V player, Technics DVD-A10 DVD-A player, Technics SH-A500D DD/DTS/DPL
processor.
Preamplifier: Sony TA-P9000ES.
Power amplifiers: Bryston 9B-ST,
Theta Intrepid.
Loudspeakers: Paradigm Reference Studio/60, Studio/20.
Cables: Interconnect: Harmonic
Technology multichannel prototypes, Alpha-Core Goertz MicroPurl Copper. Speaker: Goertz MI 2
Veracity.
—Kalman Rubinson

LAS Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist
ACOUSTIC ENERGY •AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •MHO
•ATLANTIS •BASIS •B&K •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •
CLASSE •CHESTRON •DRAPER •DUNLAVY •OWIN •EGGLESTON •ELAN •EOUI.-TECH •ESP •FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA
•GRADO •GRAHAM •GRAND PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
TECHNOLOGY •HERRON AUDIO •JEFF ROWLAND •NIMBER
SELECT •LEVINSON •MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAO •
ORACLE •PIONEER ELITE •POLYCRYSTAL •PROCEED •PSB •
REL •REGA •REVEL •SONANCE •STEWART •SUMIKO •
THETA DIGITAL* TRANSPARENT •VIDIKRON• AND MORE

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Mo-Fri 10 -7 Sal 10 -5:30
2337 essuusne Rd. Ste. 6. Bel Air. CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.ambrosia.com
information &large salaam, of pre-owned electromcs
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The Power of Simplicity.

The new high fidelity multi-channel analog preamplifier from
Bel Canto enables your system to source avariety of formats
without adding additional digital signal processing. The
flexibility of the PRE6 gives you the power to source
2sets of multi-channel inputs for up to 8channels
of balanced output, while also providing ample
2-channel inputs. The PRE6 achieves anew
level of performance and system integration. Experience the power of simplicity, whether you're interested in 2channel or multi-channel audio,
the new PRE6 integrates easily
into your system, allowing
you to experience new
and exciting formats.

Bel Canto Design 212 Third Avenue North Suite 345 Minneapolis MN 55401 USA
www.belcantodesign.com T 612.317.4550 F. 612.359.9358
0 2002 Bel Canto Design. PRE is aTrademark of Bel Canto Design

bel canto
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Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE
tube monoblock power amplifier

T

he VK-150SE stands tall at the top
of Balanced Audio Technology's
range. It and its smaller brother,
the identical-looking VK-75SE stereo
amplifier (or, sans the Special Edition
mods, the plain VK-75), 1 arc related to
BAT's first amplifier design, the VK-60.
The company's partners, Victor Khomenko and Steve Bednarski, eventually
realized that they'd made enough upgrades to the VK-60 to warrant anew
model designation, and in 2000 they discontinued the VK-60. Bednarski explained that while the VK-60 accepted
the upgrades with good results, the BATboys felt that, in order to fully realize the
full potential of the 6H30 SuperTile, a
new platform would be required. Enter
the VK-75SE and VK-150SE.
The main chassis of the VK-150SE is
steel, and its overall build quality has
resulted in atight, nonresonant package.
The front of the casework is highlighted
by ablack-and-silver faceplate machined
from two pieces of solid aluminum. And
on top is adished aluminum "wing," as
BAT calls it. The wing incorporates
cooling vents, plus open arcas under the
wing's leading outer edges that enhance
natural convection cooling.
Each half of the wing houses one
6H30 SuperTubc, which, according to
Khomenko, functions as the heart of the
Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE tube monoblock power amplifier
amplifier circuit and is supported by a
6V6 tube used as acurrent source. This
either. There are two sets of speaker
in the '150SE is the other half of the diftwo-tube initial gain stage sits on apigbinding posts. Again, with the VKferential topology.
gyback board atop the main channel
150SE you can use either set. Moving
'Round back, the VK-150SE is simboard and is powered by its own dedicatthe spades around according to the indied supply. This, according to Victor plicity itself. There arc two balanced
cators will give you 4or 8ohm output
XLR inputs, one per channel for the
IChomenko, endows the stage with high
transformer taps.
VK-75SE. With the '150SE you can use
current capability, high transconductance, and low plate resistance, allowing
the VK-150SE to "track amplitude
changes in the musical signal with vanDimensions: 17" W by 8" H by 24"
Description: Tubed
monoblock
ishingly low error."
D. Weight: 90 lbs.
power amplifier. Tube complement:
A second row of three 6SN7 tubes
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
six 6SN7, four 6C33-C-B, two 6H30,
function as the second gain stage and
075000143 & 144.
two 6V6. Inputs: balanced XLR only.
behind them arc two chunky 6C33-CSpecified output power: 150W into 8 Price: S17,000/pair. Approximate
B tubes. Everything is mirror-imaged
number of dealers: 55.
or 4 ohms, >3% THD (21.8dBVV).
on the other half of the chassis for what
Manufacturer:
Balanced
Audio
Input sensitivity: 1V. Input impedin the '75SE is the second channel and
Technology, 26 Beethoven Drive,
ance: 100k ohms per phase. Fre1See Robert Ikutsch's report in the July 2001 SW« ,
phile (p.85) for the VK-60 to VK-75 takeoff. and the
VK75 to 75SE jump to lightspeed.
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quency response:
7Hz-200kHz,
—3dB. Power consumption: 1000VA
(500VA idle).

Wilmington, DE 19807. Tel: (800)
255-4228. Fax: (302) 999-8818.
Web: vvww.balanced.com.
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How's it sound?
1placed each amp, all 90 lbs of it, rather
gingerly on a PolyCrystal stand. No
other footers were used or even contemplated. I'm not that crazy.
Throughout Jacques Loussier Trio Plays
Debusq (Telarc Jazz CD-83511), numerous bells are struck with various intensities. With the BAT VK-150SEs in the
system, the superior cleanness, shimmer, and decay of the bells were immediately noticeable and quite pleasurable.
But is it good to notice something in the
playback that jumps out at you? As an

audiophile, Isay yes — as long as it adds
to the musical enjoyment and doesn't
become annoying over the long run. I
never tired of hearing this album. Ever.
It was the same with the acoustic tailback decay of the vibes' shimmer on this
recording—via the BAT monos they
sounded fast, elegant, delightful, sensuous to experience, and quite lifelike.
How 'bout For the First Time, by the
Count Basic Trio (Pablo PACD-2310712-2)? Good Lord, does this old Pablo's
restraint and beauty make me shiver
with pleasure. Try the bass line on

"Blues in the Alley." The VK-150SE did
it incredibly well for atube amp, with
deep, delicious, powerful, strong fundamentals going way the heck down to the
deck. The transition from the upper
bass to the lower midrange was just
about perfect: tuneful, tight, full, no
slop, deep, powerful, with fine delineation of leading edges, and excellent
and rich follow-on harmonics; more
full, weighty, round, and — ultimately,
surprisingly —deeper than the Paravicini M100A monoblocks that Ireviewed
in January or even the Linn Klimax.

Measurements

The

big BAT VK-150SE offered a
healthy 26.6dB voltage gain into 8
ohms from its 8ohm output-transformer tap, arather lower 24.8dB
into the same load from the 4 ohm
output. The input impedance was a
very high 170k ohms and the amplifier inverted absolute polarity (pin 3
of its input XLR appears to be wired
"hot"). The output impedance was a
moderately high 1.3 ohms from the 4
ohm tap, this increasing to 2.3 ohms
from the 8ohm tap. As aresult, there
was a significant ±12dB response
variation with our simulated loudspeaker load (fig.1), resulting from the
interaction between the amplifier's
source impedance and the manner in
which the load's impedance varied
with frequency. Even from the 4ohm
output, the response variation was
±0.8dB, which will be audible.
However, into resistive loads, the
VK-150SE's response can be seen
from fig.1 to be fiat across the audioband, with awell-controlled ultrasonic rolloff free from resonant
peaks and reaching -3dB around
120kHz. This is ahigh frequency
when you consider that, used as a
monoblock, the amplifier has two
output transformers in series with
the load. The shape of a 1kHz
squarewave (not shown) was essentially perfect, while that of a10kHz
wave (fig2) revealed ashort risetime
and afreedom from overshoot.
Plotted against frequency, the level
of THD+noise from the VK150SE's 8ohm tap remained below
0.1% at midrange and treble frequencies into a16 ohm load, but rose progressively at low frequencies and
with increasing output current
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(fig.3). As expected, the picture was
better from the 4ohm transformer
tap (fig.4). At low currents, the distortion content was heavily secondharmonic (fig.5), but third and higher harmonics appeared with lower
impedances and correspondingly
higher currents (fig.6).
This behavior is shown somewhat
differently in fig.'7, the spectrum of a
50Hz tone driven at a fairly low
level into 8 ohms from the 4 ohm
tap. Both second and third harmonics lie at -64dB with respect to the
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Fig.3 Balanced Audio Technology VK-1505E, 8
ohm tap, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
10kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into
4ohms, 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8ohms,
0.5W into 16 ohms.
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Fig.1

Balanced Audio Technology VK-1505E,
8ohm tap, frequency response at (from
top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into
dummy loudspeaker load, 1W into
8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 4W into
2ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.).

o
Fig.2 Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE,
8ohm tap, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.

Mr

Fig.4 Balanced Audio Technology VK-1505E,
4ohm tap, THD+noise (%) vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W
into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V
into simulated loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8ohms, 0.5W into 16 ohms.

Fig.5 Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE,
4ohm tap, IkHz waveform at 1W into 8
ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Balanced
The BAT's well-formed, fast, big, and
hi.vitriotts tube-driven bass fundamentals
got my attention and kept it! The Krell
FPB 350Mc comes closest in the solidstate world to what the BAT was doin'
with tubes. Both sounded delicious,
wideband, and in control; the Krell simply had more authority down under. Of
course, the BAT lacked the leadingedge impact in the bass that gives the
Linn Klimax such slam.
Bill Evans' Piano Player (Columbia/Legacy CK 65361) sounded fine,
the VK-150SEs laying out abeautifidly

fundamental (0.06%). As implied by
figs. 4and 5, the distortion rose quite
rapidly at higher powers. The second
harmonic reached 1% at 40W into 8
ohms, for example. Repeating the
spectral analysis for a fairly highlevel lkHz tone (fig.8) reveals that
the second- and third-harmonic products rise to -50dB (0.3%), and are
now joined by higher harmonics.
Similarly, using the BAT to drive
an equal mix of 19 and 20kHz tones
into 4ohms from the 4ohm tap to
just below visible clipping on an

Audio

recorded piano. Or take the first two
cuts from side two of Duke Ellington's
indigos LP (Columbia CS 8053). You'll
be in shock as you're instantly transported to the set of a1940s filin noir. But
instead of aB flick's had soundtrack,
Ellington, sitting straight at his grand
piano, transfixes all and sundry with his
mastery of his huge-sounding instrument. The size of the soundstage, the
cushions of air around each petfonner,
the utter truth of timbre, the glow from
within, the swing and timing that tubes
do so well — all were p2.1ectly rendered

oscilloscope screen (fig.9) indicates
that the VK-150SE is not happy with
this admittedly demanding test. It
produces both a moderately high
level of intermodulation products
and ahigher noise floor around the
fundamental tones.)
Figs.10 and 11 plot the percentage
of THD+noise against continuous
output power from the 8and 4ohm
taps, respectively, into 16, 8, 4, and 2
ohms. It can be seen that the amplifier meets its specified power delivery
at 3% THD into a matched load.

Technology

VK-150SE

by the VK-150SEs. What an unmitigated joy. These amps were not
euphonic pigs with which to play harsh
CDs or digitally mastered LPs in a
search for Golden Honey Glaze.
'Then, unable to help myself, Iwas
back listening to Ellington's Such Sweet
Thunder, and Ray Nance's trumpet was
driving me crazy as usual, coming so
perfectly formed from the middle of the
orchestra, which was spread out on a
hue soundstage. In fact, it was abit like
sitting on the edge of the stage and
catching the rehearsal. Icould almost

Below that clipping point, however,
the distortion rises with output power
in afairly consistent manner. It can
also be seen that the distortion rises
more quickly with level and the maximum power is reduced, the more
extreme the mismatch between output transformer and load.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.6 Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE,
4ohm tap, IkHz waveform at 2W into
4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).

Mf,
Fig.8 Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE,
4ohm tap, spectrum of IkHz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 40W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).

Fig.10 Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE,
8ohm tap, distortion (WO vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to
top at 1W): 16 ohms, 8ohms, 4ohms,
2ohms.
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Fig.7 Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE,
4ohm tap, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at 7W into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE,
4ohm tap, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 57W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.11 Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE,
4ohm tap, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to
top at 1W): 16 ohms, 8ohms, 4ohms,
2ohms.
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sec the Duke, sleeves rolled up, hard at
work. (No matter how fastidious he
was, he musta rolled up his sleeves once
in awhile.)
While Iwas enjoying vinyl, Ispun
the cover tune of "Mood Indigo" and
listened for the essential blattiness of the
horns. It made this audiophile feel good
to hear them like that as the clarinet
provided asmooth, soothing sound —
striking an almost ladylike sonic pose in
relation to the big, brawlin' trumpet.
Just delightful.
And the midrange, like almost everything coming through the BATs, was
textured, colorful, and lovely enough to
make me toss my wig into the next
room and start to dance.
The MJQ's take on "It Don't Mean a
Thing," from For Ellington (East-West
90926-2), was athing of wonder: wide,
not terribly deep, Connie Kay's perfectly rendered drums driving the
music with urgency and awhole lotta
air, with fabulously shimmery but
quickly damped cymbals. If you've got
music that can make it with a solo
cymbal, you've got good music, pure
and cymbal — er, simple.

VK- 150SE

The big thrill for me on this recording was Milt Jackson's vibes, especially
the way he plays 'em in "It Don't Mean
aThing." He's into it, and Iwas party to
it. Each note is lovingly struck — no,
dedicated. The accompanying tap on the
snare's rim sounded so quick, so natural
and impactful, the whole round and
delicious but not at all euphonic (heaven forbid). The last few seconds of this
track oughta be in amuseum, they're so
fine and real —and that bell tap at the
end puts paid to the time and money
you've invested in your system.
Finally, when Iswitched from Synergistic Research's Discrete Shielding on
the front-end components to SR's Active Shielding with their Designers'
Reference interconnect, by the way,
everything took on amore spacious
character. The bells were that much
more shimmery and present, the piano
had atad more power, tonal color, and
dynamics, and the bass was abit more
defined and in control. There was a
drive, an urgency to the sound that was
lacking in Discrete Shielded interconnect mode. The sounds of the piano
and bass were totally captivating — as

were the drums for their impact, dynamics, tonal color, speed, fullness of
tone, and extreme palpability.
Just take my plastic and make sure
it's here by this afternoon
The Balanced Audio Technology VK150SE monoblocks were fantastic amps
to listen to, especially when matched
with BATs still-stunning VK-50SE preamp. But while I'd long held Victor
Khomenko and partner Steve Bednarski
in high esteem, I'd always felt they hadn't
quite reached the pinnacle of what's possible in terms of nuance and finesse.
With this monoblock amplifier, BAT
has reached the pinnacle of nuance and
finesse and more. While the VK-150SE is
anything but cheap at $17k/pair, its
super-accomplished and refined, ever-somusical presentation gives agood run to
anything out there I've heard in the
$15k-$20k range. This is afirst-rank
amplifier, absolutely the best and most
successful of the BAT designs I've heard,
especially considering other super-amps
that are out there.
Is the stereo version as competent?
Read RD's assessment in his July '01

The BAT VK-D5SE CD player
here's plenty of nail-biting over
Tdigital
these days, and with good

mandated changes in the power supply to accommodate those juicereason: SACD, DVD-Audio, "Red
suckers. You also get a24-bit (rather
Book" CD...it's enough to get an
than the previous 20-bit) DAC secaudiophile totally confused. Balanced
tion and digital filter.
Audio Technology's solution to the
The VK-D5SE's bass had excellent
dilemma is the VK-D5SE, a$6000
definition, leading-edge snap, roundone-box player that simply gives you,
ness, fullness of tone, and afine inteaccording to BATman Victor IChogration of the entire bass region into
menko, the best playback possible of the soundscape. No bumps or grinds,
that big collection of 16-bit/44.1kHz just impressive bass and atransition to
CDs bending your shelves.
the midrange that was without anomThe VK-D5SE is an updated veraly of any kind. This was especially
sion of BAT's VK-D5, that Ireviewed
apparent on Air's 10,000 Hz Legend
in the May 1998 Sterrophile. 1It uses the
(Source/Astralwerks 8 10332 2).
latest-generation Philips transport, a There's tremendously deep bass to be
fast reader with CD-ROM specs that found on this recording, my friends.
makes slightly different noises from
The midrange has always been a
the average CD player —curiously, it strong point with BAT CD players,
won't do athing until it finishes readand this one was simply to die for —
ing adisc's Table of Contents, which
maybe even the state of the art for a
occurs mercifully quickly.
"Red Book" player. It was smooth as
One big change is the VK-D5SE's
could be, yet very detailed, warm,
use of 6H30 SuperTubes instead of flowing, attractive, alluring — like a
the VK-D5's 6922s, which in turn
gorgeous babe in atight dress. Playing
the MJQ's For Ellington proved it.
The BAT player's highs have been
1To upgrade your VK-D5 to aVK-D5SE: 24-bit
the subject of some debate among
architecture — $800; that plus 6H30 tubes, an upaudiophiles. Right off the BAT, Imust
graded power supply, and asix-pack of capacitors —
$1200.
say that the VK-D5SE did not sound
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"dark," as another writer recently
claimed. Iturned out the lights and it
still wasn't dark! But here's where the
absolute spoilage it has been my privilege to enjoy came to the fore. There
is no way in heaven or hell that a
straight 16/44.1 machine, even one
costing $6k, can better the $19k dCS
Purcell/Elgar Plus combo — or, for
that matter, the $28k Accuphase DP100/DC-101. It just ain't in the cards.
So the VK-D5SE's highs bumped up
against the limitations of 16/441. The
sound was ever so slightly grainy and
somewhat—a tiny tad —less elegant and
musical than 24/192 or SACD. But for
what the VK-D5SE is —a straight
16/44.1 machine—bravo. It was more
than fine. For me, however, it was alitde opaque and somewhat less pellucid
up top than what I've become accustomed to.
So sue me. This is agreat 16-bit/
44.1kHz CD player. If dropping a
bazillion bucks on much more expensive up-over-around-and-through
oversamplers isn't an option for you, I
highly recommend Balanced Audio
Technology's VK-D5SE.
Enjoy! Idid.
—Jonathan Scull
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Perreaux.The name sends shivers through audiophiles who wish they could
afford the best from ahi-fi legend. And now you can. Mature technology, innovative
circuits, and stunning design unite in Perreaux's brand new E-Series components
— now brought to you at consumer-direct prices by Audio Advisor!

Perreaux FIDDi High-Current, High-Power Integrated Amp.

Perreaux E160 Professional Duality" Power Amp.

Remote controlled high-current 160WRMS MOSFE1' power

five years ago, Perreaux started out making rugged amps

Twenty-

amp offers stunning sound with astunning chassis. Black

for local rock bands. The new E160 continues this tradition

finish: $1495. Bright-Chrome finish: $1595.

of durability — then adds startlingly clear audiophile

Perreaux ECD2 CD Player.

Built using only the best-

sound. Black finish: $1495. Bright-Chrome finish: $1595.

sounding digital audio components, then torture-tested

Perreaux [JR "Audiophile" AM/FM Tuner.

for maximum reliability, the ECD2 lets you fall in love with

tional reception, remarkable sonics, and full remote control.

your CDs all over again! Black finish: $1495. Bright-Chrome

Black finish: $995. Bright-Chrome finish: $1095.

finish: $1595.

Perreaux EP "True Wireless" Remote Preamp. With wireless remote and virtually wireless circuitry the EP preamp
gives new meaning to the term wireless! Black finish: $995.
Bright-Chrome finish: $1095.

Visit the Perreaux

Offers excep-

Order Direct and Save!
You won't find these outstanding values in any store (not
at these prices!), but you can order them directly online or
by calling 800-942-0220.* All products are covered by out
exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee.

Store online at: www.audioadvisoncom/perreaux

audioadvisor.corn
*Hours of telephone operation: Mon-Tues 9-8PM •Wed-Fri 9-7PM •Sat 10-5PM •Sun 12-5PM. All times are EST.
Audio Advisor, Inc. 4717A liroadmoor SE, Kentwood, MI 49512-5361 •Phone:(616) 656-9584 Fax: (616) 656-9592 •sales aaudioadvisor.com

"Follow-Up," or his original review in
Vol.18 No.12. Listen to both versions at
your local dealer, then try to think of a
way to tell your sweetie you've just
spent $17k on amps. Do /think the VK150SE is worth the price. In every single
way there is to judge such amplifiers,
the resounding and unequivocal conclusion is: yes.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Forsell Air Force
One turntable, van den Hul
Grasshopper GLA IV, Koetsu
Rosewood Signature Platinum,
Clearaudio Insider cartridges.
Digital source: BAT VK-SSE, Linn
Sondek Cl)12 CD player Wadia 270
CD transport and 27ix D/A converter dCS Purcell D/D converter
and Elgar Plus D/A converter, Acc
uphase DP-100 SACD/CD transport and DC-101 D/A converter.
Prearnplification: Conrad-Johnson Premier 15, phono preamplifiers; Mark Levinson No.32
Reference, BAT VK-50SE, Lamm
L2 preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB
350Mc, Linn Klimax Mono 500,
Paravidni M100A monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: JMIab Utopia,
Linn Koniri.
Cables: Interconnect: Synergistic
Research Designers' Reference
Discrete and Active Shielding,
TARA The One ISM Onboard.
Cardas Golden Reference. Speaker:
AudioQuest Everest, Cardas Golden
Cross, XL0 The Limited. AC:
PS Audio Lab Cable, Synergistic
Research Designers' Reference
Master Couplers 2, Coincident
CST, Audience PowerChord, First
Impression Music.
Accessories: Cardas and Ensemble
Power Point power extenders, ASC
Studio Traps, Argent RoomLenses.
API Ultra Enhancers, PS Audio
P300 and P600 Power Plants with
MultiWave upgrade, AudioPrism
Quiet Lines and Isobearings, Signal
Guard II platforms, Silent Running
VR series platforms and isoDomes,
Black Diamond Racing cones, DH
Labs Cones and Squares, Norclost
Pulsar Points, Bright Star Air Mass
and Big Rock combo, PolyCrystal
amp stand, equipment racks, cones,
and cable towers, LP #9 stylus
cleaneç Zero Dust stylus cleaner.
—Jonathan Scull
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At New York's HE 2001 show,
attendees cast their votes
for the Best Sound.
Despite the elaborate displays of
price-no-object systems,
aslender pair of speakers
in amodestly-sized room
stole the show by winning the
hearts and minds of the listeners.
Best of all, they're only $7499 per pair.

So now you can afford to
take the best sound home.

Feb. 28. 1995 U.S. Patent 5.393.933 (roerla Speaker Cable
May 1.2001 U.S Patent 6.225.563 Micro Purl. 102
"WOW! , The Mu° Purl AG and Tnode Quartz 2are
Just plam AWESOME M110 foot tall. flammg lettersM I
never dreamed interconnects could make as much
'improvement as (or more so than) acomponent
upgrade Wow guys...you done good."
Charles Stuckey
Ijust installed your Micro Purl Interconnects
between my CO player and headphone amp, and my
system never sounded so good No coloration or distorbon, only an unforced, natural presentabon
within a three dimenponal soundstage. All this
from interconnects which cost far less than some of
the well known brands I've tried."
Paul Bubny July 6, 2001
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A true balanced Symmetrical Power System
by Dick Sequersa
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The Amazing New losephAudio RM33si
Winner, Best Sound At Show, HE 200'

JosephAudio
US Tou.
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Alpha-Core BP30
1000 Watts
8Outputs
Toroidal, balanced
Isolation transformer
Electrostatic shield

FREE (800) 474-4434

I
NTERNATIONAL/ FAX (631) 424-7086
Box 1529 MELVILLE,

NY USA11747

www.josephaudio.com

Alpha-Core, Inc.
915 Pembroke Street • Bridgeport, CT 06608
800 836-5920 •(203)335-6805 •iuii(203)384-8120

PRODUCED UNDER LICENSE FROM MODAFFERI

www.alphacore.com

ACOUSTICAL LABS US PATENT #4771466

Makers of GOERTZ speaker cables •Made in U.S. A.
Patented Worldwide
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The Finest in Hardware and Software

t's
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That Matters Most
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We listen to music and equipment like you
do: always seeking the best sound. Were
always trying new hardware and tweaks to
find which ones make areal difference
and, simply put, are worth the price. Our
top priority is to make sure you'll be satisfied. We guarantee you'll be happy with
our recommendations.
Our new catalogue has hundreds of fullydescribed high-end products from cleaners
to cables to cartridges to conditioners. Call
us for afree copy or request it online at
www.amusicdirect.corn.
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We do our best to have everything in stock
and available for immediate delivery, all at
the best prices you'll find anywhere.
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We specialize in heavyweight vinyl,
superb-sounding compact discs, and the
new high-resolution formats SACO and
DVD-A. We have music in every genre from
historic classical to contemporary soul.

••••

We search out new artists, labels, and
recordings in addition to the titles you read
about here in Stereophile. Our new website
is updated regularly with the best in new
releases. You'll also find detailed reviews
in our catalogue, and you can speak with
our knowledgable audiophile sales staff
six days aweek. We love music as much as
you do.
We're looking forward to your call.

800-449-8333
Attention Analog Lovers: Call us for information on the new ZYX line of cartridges from Japan
Music Direct
318 N. Laflin St.
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Music Direct features the finest accessories and hardware from: Acoustic Zen, Adcom, Alison, Argent, Audio Prism,
Audioquest, Basis, Bedini, Benz Micro, Billy Bags, Black Diamond Racing, Bright Star, Cardas, Clearaudio, Creek,
Custom Power Cord, Disc Doctor, Dynavector, EAR, Echo Busters, Grado, Harmonic Technolgies, Last, Lightspeed, Lyra,
Mango, Michell, Monster Cable, MSB, Music Hall, Nitty Gritty, Nordost, PS Audio, Rega, Roomtunes, Salamander,
Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Sony SACD, Sota, Standesign, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Vans Evers, VPI, ZYX
and many more.

800 449.8333 orders
312 433.0200 Illinois
312433.0011 fax 24hr
md@amusicdirect.com

We also carry one of the world's largest inventories of domestic and import vinyl, CDs, SACDs, and DVDAs from:
Acoustic Disc, AIX, Alto, Analogue Productions, Audioquest, Blue Note, Chesky, Classic, Delos, DMP, Dorian, ECM, First
Impression, Four Men With Beards, Groove Note, JVC, M•A, Mapleshade, Mobile Fidelity, Mosaic, Nairn, Proprius,
Reference, Silverline, Simply Vinyl, Sony, Speakers Corner, Sundazed, Telarc, Water Lily, WEA and many others.

www.amusicdirect.com

Equipment
Brian

Report
Damkroger

Wadia Digital 861 CD player

fin

ylife is characterized by periods of relative calm interrupted by huge transitions.
This last year has been adoozie, with
changes in just about every aspect of my
life: new cars, motorcycles, and guitars,
new jobs and relationships, and, finally,
the contemplation of across-country
move. With alittle bit of luck, all of this
upheaval will end in along period of
relative calm.
There have been similar, if not so
major, disruptions in my audio world
over the years — "audio epiphanies"
that have opened my ears and mind to
new ways of thinking. One such event
was my review of Wadia Digital's
entry-level 830 CD player (Stereophile,
October 1999: www.stereophile.com/
showarchives.cgi?156). Before then, I'd
been convinced that anything that cost
more than agood $1000 CD player
wasn't going to be that much better.
Well, the fact that the 830 IMS that
much better made it impossible to go
back, regardless of the cost. I've auditioned anumber of excellent Cl) players since hearing the 830, and while
some have equaled or even bettered it
in some ways, none has matched its
incredible focus and dynamic precision.
Occasionally Iwould find myself thinking, "If only Icould mate this tonal
richness, or that holographic soundstage reproduction, with the Wadia
830's dynamic precision and focus..."
My musings found their way to
Wadia (now under new ownership),
who responded, "Brian, you don't need
to mix the 830 with someone else's
player; you just need abetter 830. Don't

Description: Remote-controlled integrated CD player with multiple, userselectable digital inputs and volume
control. Inputs: 4 digital, S/PDIF
(BNC), TosLink, ST-glass and AES/EBU
(XLR). Outputs: 2 analog, singleended (RCA) and balanced (XLR); 4
digital, S/PDIF (BNC), TosLink, STglass, and AES/EBU (XLR). Output impedance: 51 ohms. D/A conversion:
32x upsampling, using 4 Burr-Brown
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Wadia 861 CD player

corporating only acool-looking blue digital readout, the CD drawer, and aset of
five tiny buttons—volume up and
down, track forward and back, and a
AHigh-Tech Tank
central button for Stop and Open/
Even right Out of the box, it's obvious
Close. The user's primary interface is the
hefty aluminum remote, which controls
that the Wadia 861 is something spethe standard transport functions and all of
cial — its heft and finish are beyond the
the additional operations necessary to use
usual high-end standards. Its chassis is
the 861 as adigital preamp, including
massive, constructed of thick, silky,
brushed-alumintun slabs and support- volume, balance, phase invert, and source
selection—the onboard transport or one
ed at its corners by large-diameter aluminum towers. The overall effect is a of four auxiliary digital inputs.
The remote control also allows the
sort of Teutonic luxury, perhaps evocauser to select among three digital filtertive of a top-of-the-line Mercedesing and interpolation algorithms. The
Benz. My review unit was finished in
standard, or default, algorithm is v2.4 of
Wadia's trademark black, with silver
Wadia's patented DigiMaster spline-fit
corner towers, but the 861 is also availinterpolation algorithm, which is deable in silver.
signed to minimize the temporal smearThe 861's front panel is simple, in-

forget, the 830 was the bottom of our
line. Why don't you listen to our 861
and see what you think?"

PCM-1704 24-bit DACs (2 per channel) and 3 user-selectable interpolation algorithms. Digital resolution: 21
bits. Power consumption: 25W.
Dimensions: 17" (430mm) W by 7"
(180mm) H by 16" (410mm) D.
Weight: 48 lbs (22kg) net, 55 lbs
(25kg) shipping.
Finishes: Black, silver.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
086 100 4984.

Price: $7950 ($1500 as an upgrade of
the Wadia 860). Approximate number of dealers: 45. Warranty: 1year
for transport mechanism, 5years for
all other parts.
Manufacturer: Wadia Digital, adivision of Audio Video Research, Inc.,
795 Highland Drive, Ann Arbor, MI
48108. Tel: (734) 975-4217. Fax:
(734) 975-4299. Web: www.wadia.
com.
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How to turn a $10,000
into a $40,000 system!

People are unique. As much as we may seem alike superficially, our
tastes, moods and styles vary as do the sands in the desert.
That's why the cookie-cutter, one-size-fits-all sales approach
just does not work. Bringing together people with the audio/video
system of their dreams calls for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer we custom tailor our business to fit your needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning the world's most enjoyable
audio video easy.
How to Buy a $40,000 System for a $10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into your home easier than
Sound by Singer. Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you get what
you want now with a limited initial investment. You can buy your
dream state-of-the-art component surrounded with blue-chip demo
components (fully warranted, of course) which you can trade in item
by item towards your next desired component for up to two years
from the date of purchase. Our payment plans fit your needs and
your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25% of retail value? Sound by
Singer has away to help realize cost savings of up to 45% and help
save the world at the same time. Call for details and aquote.

investment

•Delivery *Super System Set-up
*Custom Installation *Home Theater
Design 'Audio/Video Cabinetry
'Home/Office Trials
*Customer Service Programs
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The Best Customer Demonstrator Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the road not taken. With our Zero
Error In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare. Buy both
and evaluate them for up to seven days in your
home and return the one you don't want for a
full refund. With our Preferred Customer Demo
Plan,we can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
1
for any of the components we have on the floor.
WHIGH-ENO
AUDIO/VIDEO
DONE
RIGHT
At Sound by Singer, we make your
18
East
16th
Street
New
York
NY
10003
(212)
924-8600
audio dreams come true!

S(
)CTNI) by SINGER:I;

Now 6 Months 0% Interest Fmancing!

www.soundbysinger.com

Wadia
ECO3 anti-static fluid (label side) and
cleaned with Music Fidelity DiscSolution (data side).
The Wadia 861 performed without
ahitch during its tenure in my system.
Setup was asnap, and although the remote's vast array of buttons was initially daunting, aquick skim through the
owner's manual was all Ineeded to feel
completely at ease with it. Iparticularly
liked the 100-step digital volume and
balance controls, and the associated
level readouts for each channel. The
controls not only facilitated the 861's
feeding an amplifier directly, they
made it possible to trim the volume
and balance much more finely than by
using the preamp alone.

Based on my experience of the
Wadia 830, Ianticipated that the 861
would have aclear, temporally precise
sound, and Iwasn't disappointed. The
first thing Inoticed —and the first thing
visitors commented on —was the 861's
incredibly clean, clear sound.
The JVC XRCD of the Modern Jazz
Quartet's Concorde (JVCXR-0203-2)
showed the Wadia off beautifully. Milt
Jackson's vibes were brighter, richer,
and noticeably more vibrant through
the 861 than through other players.
His initial mallet strokes were more
detailed and better-defined, providing a
much more descriptive, tangible portrayal of the instrument. Ile decaying,
pulsating tones were more dramatic as

Digital
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well. The pulsations seemed to be larger in amplitude and more harmonically
complex, giving the instrument more
life and presence and making other
players sound abit muted and muffled.
John Lewis' piano, Percy Heath's bass,
and Connie Kay's cymbals were similarly
clearer and more vivid through the 861.
At the opening of track 4, amedley of
Gershwin tunes, Heath runs through a
series of midtempo passages traversing
his instrument's range. With the 861
there was awonderfully crisp sense of his
fingers working the strings. The initial
sliding contact was distinctly audible, followed by asharp transient as the string
was plucked, eventually blooming into a
lush mix of string and body resonances.

Measurements
ence component remaining close to
—90dB, even into 600 ohms (fig.8).
This spectrum was taken with Filter
A: Iextended the plot up to 25kHz to
show the leakage of the aliased component at 24.1kHz (44.1kHz minus
20kHz), duc to the filter's poorerthan-usual stop-band attenuation.
Finally, Iexamined the Wadia 861's
rejection of word-clock jitter using the
Miller Audio Research Jitter Analyzer
and aCD-R carrying the analytical
signal, this ahigh-level Fs/4 (11.025
kHz) sinewave over which is overlaid
the LSB toggling on and off at alow
frequency (229Hz). (It is important to
note that, contrary to what you may
have read on the Usenet newsgroups,
this signal must be undithered to maximally excite wordclock jitter in the
DAC under test.)
The solid trace in fig.9 shows a
high-resolution spectrum of the
Wadia's unbalanced analog output
while it decodes data fed to its digital

input by aPS Audio Lambda CD
transport via a6' electrical S/PDIF
link. (ClockLink was turned off for
this measurement.) The absolute jitter level is alow 190 picoseconds, and
the main jitter components are the
pairs of sidcbands at ±229Hz — clearly data-related and indicated with red
"4" numerical markers — and ±16Hz
(purple "1," circled in magenta).
Repeating the test using the 861's
own drive actually increased the jitter
to 191.6ps, which is still low in absolute terms. This surprised me, considering that the internal transport

benefits from Wadia's ClockLink topology, which should reduce the
DAC's susceptibility to word-clock jitter. Iturned the front-panel display off
and the measured jitter level dropped
to 176.4ps. It appears that there is
some interference between the display
and the WA circuitry with the internal CD transport but not with external digital sources; while the measured
jitter levels are low in absolute terms,
there is still some noise-floor contamination, as can be seen from the redcircled spikes in the grayed-out trace
in fig.9.
-John Atkinson

1000

0000

Fig.8 Wadia 861, Filter A, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-25kHz, 19+20kHz
at OdBFS into 600 ohms (linear
frequency scale).

Stereophile, March 2002

Fig.9 Wadia 861, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal, PS Audio Lambda 2
transport via 6' Apature S/PDIF link (11.025kHz at -6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz).
Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out trace is similar
analysis for internal CD playback.
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ANALOG ABCs

Analog Gear from Aesthetix, Benz and Clearaudio

clearaudio aurum beta mk 11*

I

clearaudio Champion

Benz Glider Series 2

clearaudio insider gold*

clearaudio Champion Level 2

clearaudio Master Reference

Musical Surroundings Phonomena

clearaudio Basic phono stage

phono stage and battery power supply

Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer

Benz Titanium Automatic Watch

Aesthetix lo Mk II phono stage

clearaudio Exact stylus guage

*Stereophile recommended components

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC.
5856 CoIleae Ave.. Suite 146. Oakland. CA 94618 ohone: 510.42060379 fax: 510.420.0392 www.musicalsurroundinas.com

Wadia
end seemed extended and clean, but did
lack the last little bit of air. Aback-to-back
comparison with the Moon Eclipse was a
bit of amixed bag: The 861 seemed to reproduce cymbals more cleanly and with
more inner detail, but the Moon Eclipse
located them more firmly in space, with
more dimensionality and abetter sense of
the surrounding air.
Idid nearly all of my listening to the
861 using the default DigiMaster decoding algorithm Idid, however, experiment abit with the two alternative
algorithms, both said to improve highfrequency performance at the expense
of reduced temporal precision. I
plopped in my high-frequency test disc,
Ernestine Anderson's Never Make Your
Move Too Soon (Concord Jazz CCD4147), cued up the second track, "What
aDiffrence aDay Made," and worked
my way through the three algorithms,
listening carefully for how well each reproduced the subtle pressure differences
and circular motions that Frank Gant
uses on his cymbal.
Sure enough, Algorithm B, said to
have the flattest high-frequency response, did make the cymbals ever so
slightly more prominent, and better
delineated Ganes subtle movements. I
then tried Algorithm C, which is designed to "retain the high-frequency
performance of algorithm B but with a
more relaxed presentation overall."
Here, the differences in high-frequency
performance were smaller, I'd hate to go
too far out on alimb by describing them.
What was more obvious with algorithms B and C, however, was that the
overall presentation seemed to come
apart slightly. Anderson's vocals no
longer seemed to be coming from asingle, solid source, and the piano lost

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VPT TNT V-HR
turntable/tonearm, Grado Statement Reference and Benz-Micro
LO4 cartridges.
Digital sources: Wadia 861, Simaudio Moon Eclipse, Parasound CDP1000, Marantz CD-63SE CD players.
Preamplifier: VAC CPA1 Mk.III
Power amplifiers: Classé CAM350, Mark Levinson No20.6, VTL
Ichiban monoblocks; VAC Renaissance 70/70.
Loudspeakers: Magnepan MG3.6/
R, Impact Technologies Airfoil 52.
Cables: Nirvana S-X Ltd., Nordost
Valhalla.

Stereophile, March 2002

focus, precision, and inner detail. Ilike
high-frequency extension, but I'm not
willing to trade away coherence and
that glorious Wadia precision for alittle
bit more top end. Your results, as they
say, may vary—but I'll stick with the
default DigiMaster scheme.
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output of another CD transport is probably irrelevant, given the Wadia's superb
onboard transport, but the digital inputs
and decoding functioned just fine.

Summing Up
The Wadia Digital 861 is unquestionably asuperb CD player, and, at $7950,
competitive with other units in its price
The VVadia Digital 861 is
range. It's beautifully built, adelight to
use, and adds the bonus of also being an
beautifully built, adelight
excellent and versatile digital preamp.
Combined with atop-quality amplifier
to use, and adds the
and speakers, the 861 would make an
outstanding — and simple — system.
bonus of also being an
All of the trademark Wadia virtues I
so admired in the 830 were present to
excellent and versatile
an even greater extent in the 861. Its
digital preamp.
dynamic precision, detail resolution, and
clarity were outstanding—the best I've
ever heard. These attributes combined
with excellent reproduction of image
Ialso tried using the 861 as adigital
preamp. It worked beautifully running
and ambience, aslightly forward perspective, and awarm tonal balance crestraight into either the Classé CAMate avivid, engaging presentation.
350 monoblocks or the VAC RenaisThe Wadia does have adistinct persance 70/70. In fact, the direct mode of
sonality, however, and it may or may
operation further improved the 861's
precision and detail, and cleaned up the
not dovetail with aparticular system,
sound abit across the board. Ilisten to a performance, or listener's preference. I
value soundstage reproduction very
lot of LPs, so my normal configuration
highly, so Iwas probably abit more
is to run everything through the fullfunction VAC CPA1 Mk.III. Were Ia sensitive to the Wadia's sonic thumbprint than another listener might be.
digital-only kind of guy, however, I'd
run the 861 straight into an amplifier
My listening notes are full of comments
like "incredibly engaging performance,
and be done with it.
but...," followed by some comment
Iexperimented abit with other digital
sources as well, feeding the digital outregarding image or soundstage subtleties. The 861's soundstaging wasn't at
put from other CD players into the 861
all bad; it just wasn't, in some cases, the
and using the latter as the DAC and outbest I've heard. Interestingly, whenever
put stage. Ifound that this brought the
Ilistened off-axis, where the soundperformances of the other units — the
Maranta CD-63SE, for example —closstage and image information were less
of factors, Iwas constantly aware of
er to the 861's, but not all the way there.
Using the 861 as aDAC to process the
how much more engaging the Wadia's
presentation was than most other players I've used.
The Wadia Digital 861 is definitely,
as promised, "a better 830," with signifiAccessories: Duo-Tech Cable
cantly better detail resolution, aricher,
more complex harmonic structure, and
Burn-In device, Bright Star isolation
even better soundstage and ambience
systems, MIT Z Systems and
Nirvana AC isolation and AC delivreproduction. It wasn't quite my sonic
holy grail, however —not quite acomery systems, AudioPrism Noise
bination of the best features of all the
Sniffer and Quiet Line AC line filother CD players I've tried.
ters, VP! HW16.5 record-cleaner,
But as the 861 itself shows, with its
Nordost ECO3 and Music Fidelity
alternative decoding algorithms, there
DiscSolution CD treatments, Tipare always going to be tradeoffs and
toes, Sumiko Fluxbuster and Needle Nektar, Sheffield/XL° Test &
compromises. And while the 861
might not incorporate the best of
Burn-in CD, Synergistic Research
everything, or even the best match for
A/C Master Couplers and Refermy system and listening preferences, it
ence Master Couplers, Echo Busters
room-treatment products.
certainly represents aset of tradeoffs
that Icould happily live with. High!
— Brian Darnkroger
recommended!
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New Alloy
Finish

Established 1979

aka DOCIFOR
800.229.0644

11,
Rega Planet $950 2001 Budget Component Of
the Year Runner-up .'
-Stereophile 12./01
Rega Jupiter
$1.895 "2001 Digital Product Of the Year Runner-up" -Stereophile 12/01

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com
Dealer inquires welcome for

clearaudio
Koetsu
Insider Gold $7.600 Urushi $4.000

Ortolon
Kontrapunkt B

Benz-Micro
ACE

Grado
Master

'0

Dynavector
DV-20X

Acoustic Signature, lsophon, Ortofon, Disc Guards, Molly Toes & Molly Connectors

•
Lyra
Helikon S1.995

Benz-Micro
Glider 5795

Ortofon
Jubilee $1.750

Ortofon
Kontrapunkt A $600

Grado
Sonata ,;()S

Ortolon
MC 25FL S4Th

Sumiko
Celebration
$1.500

•
Acoustic Signature
Final Tool $2000
7001 Analog Product Of the
Year Runner-up -Stereophile

Rega
Exact 5595

AO Amazon $1.995 1m pr

AO Anaconda $995 lm pr

AO Python 5495 1m pr

AO Viper 5195 lm pr

Rega Planar 25 $1275

clearaudio
Aurum/Beta S
/45/
*

•
Project Perspective 5999

New
Audio-technica
0C-9 0 5399

Rega
Super Elys S395

Benz-Micro
Gold/Silver 5350

Sumiko
BPS $349

#11

Goldring
1042 •

Shure
V15 VxMR 5325

clearaudio
Aurum/Beta

Ortofon
X5-MC 5325

AO Coral.5129" lm pr
Dynavector
10X4 S3.50

Diamondback

see

lm pr

Music Hall MMF-7 $995

Grado
Platinum $300

AO Copperhead

sae 1m pr

AO Sidewinder

Project Wood Classic S749
Plateau

AILJ
4

Ortoton
0M-30 .285

Ortofon
X3-MC S275

Ortofon
MC 15 5250

<11111

egg
Ortolon
0M-20 $195

Grado
Silver •-•

„

Denon
DL-160 $180

Ortolon
XI-MC

Grado
Gold $180

Denon
DL-110 5140

Sumiko
Blue Point $249

XT A4 Ise
4shelf
$299^

1
11111
b
Rega Planar 3 $750

raty Grey

Rega
Elys 5225

Mini Pro Fully Auto. —5689

I
d

XT A5
5shelf
$405

Plateau
GS A4
4shelf
5199Rega
Super Bias $175

1.5F1 Semi Auto
$475
1.5 Semi Automatic _5395
1.0 Manual
$239
Record Master Manual 5259

Benz-Micro
MC20E 2 51 •‘3

GS A5
5shelf
$270

harman/kardon

Rega
Bias S125

DVD 50 5 disc OVO/CO 5599
FL 8380 5disc CD . ..5249

Stanton
681 EEE
Vestax
BOT-2500
$450

Z•111•1•••111•1•1.1

CDR 30 CD-R/RW
CDR 20 CD-R/NW

. ..5599
... .5499

AVR 8000 A/V 110w x552.499
AVR 520 A'V 75w x5 ..5899
AVR 320 A'V 55w x5 ..5699
AVR 220 A'V 45w x5 .
AVR 120 A V 40w x5 ..5399

mmMI.M11...M.mmm

Grado
Red •,

Audio-technica
440 ML

Shure
M97xE $99'

Ortofon
OM 10 590

Grado
BIM`

78 rpm
DC 520 Tape Deck ....5299

3470 Receiver 100w x2 5399
3370 Receiver 70w x2 .5299

Established 1979

Hero 5180 m pr

Order On-Line! www.needledoctor.com

PBJ $86 m pr

"Molly Toes" Gold 56 each

www.needledoctor.com •e-mail mfo@needledoctor.com •612 378 0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E, MPLS MN 55414
Final Lab
DARUMA-311

II

Cardas Dual Banana

Pentagon
$15,000 pr

599 3 pc

Demo Set

Isolation
Bearings

$6.000 pr

-

.$23 ech

VIBRAPCID
$6 each

AO Dual Banana
$30 2pr
M RP-202 Locking Banana S7 pr
AO Little Feet

$45 4 pc

AO Big Feet
569" 4 pc
AO Self-Stick Sheet .. .520
Blu-tak
$10
Auric
Illuminator
M BP-214 Dual Banana.510 2 pr
Monster X Terminator $30 pr

Creek
5350 SE

Rega
RB-900

$995

RB-600

$695

RB-300

$425

RB-250
$325
Incognito Rega Upgrade 5250
clearaudio

"I used

».• •
Ear

$1500
2001 Budget Component Of
The Year's -Stereophile 12/01
•

$390

speakers
for the
past year.
But. now I'm running
lsophon." -Jerry Raskin
410.-

Glide
$24"

Turbo
$100
Rega Tonearm

41.

"1"••••

New Acoustic Signature
Tango Phono Preamp mm/mc

ALLSOP

M RP-201 Locking Banana $15 pr

List Price

$1 000

Introductory Price

Orbitrac

AO BFA/CE Banana ..$20 4pc

Incognito

M BP-221 Banana

Easy Riser Nut

$12

Stereophile

Easy Riser

$49

Rec .Comp.

$3 pr

834P Chrome tom mc 51,295
834P Black mm
. 5995
834P (mm only
$795

Gruv

Counterweight

••

these
amazing

•

.$600

Thorens
TD-190

39-

.15 7i3

S570

Rega Planar
.
510 1001,

DISC GUARDS
Discwasher

Motor Kit
S155

CD Laser Lens

RingMat

Cleaner

590

AO 1002 Bolt/Banana .$18 4pc

517"

Kimber RCA Ultraconect $30 pr

6 Brush System

Cardas SLBR RCA
S14 pr
M RP-138T Locking RCA $14 pr

Grado

M RP-137T Locking RCA $10 pr

2/3 Upgrade

AO Carbon Fiber Brush $15
kuutit...

„

•

RingCap
$30

RS 1 . .5695

Lehmann Audio
Black Cube mmmc

. 5595

PWX Power Supply .. $279
Music Hall MMF-5

eil7,1'

RS 2 . .5495

Hunt EVA f.1K 6
525
London Decca Not Shown $25

SR325 ..5295
AO

SR225 ..$200
SR125 ..$150

.

5499

Music Hall MMF-2.1

$299

Pro-ject 1.2

$319

SorboGel

SR80....$95

Mat

Monolithic

SR60
.569
Sennheiser HD 600

$95

PS-1 mm/mc

$399

HC-1 Power Supply ... 5259

Sennheiser HO 433
M RP-154T Locking RCA

.$7 pr

Sound

M RP-151T RCA

55 pr

Organization

Sweep

Z560 .. .5350
5 Shelf

Record

M BP-202 Dual Female .510 pr
M RP-148-2 Male 2 Fem. $13 pr

Cardas

Discwasher

$24

DJ Brush System

$20

D4 Record Fluid

$3"

55.111235.47)x
14.2"d x18.1‘v

Kab Stobe not shown ...585
Creek OBH-9 mc

$249

Creek OBH-8SE mm
AO 1010 3 16 -spade ..56 8pc

Creek OBH-8 mm

AO 1014 1,4 -spade . .56 8 pc
AO 1056 5 16 -Spade

STR 100 78
#1 Power Cleaner

$169"

FL-4A 5139"

4 Shell
SL-5A star

4 Shell
FL-5A 5159"

5 Shell

5 Shell

M AD-008G 35Y2 RCA S5 ech

$229

STR8-50 manual

$159

Pro-ject
Phono Box mmmc
B-Tech BT-26 mm

#2 & #3 Combo Kit . ..550"

Apollo
WTI Wall Shelf
WTI Pro Wall Shelf
WT2 Wall Shelf

$125
. 5195
$175

Rega Shelf Rega only . 5159

Sota Reflex Clamp

S189

Sota I-Clamp
J.A. Michell Clamp

$68
$50

Clever Clamp not shown $35

F-25

H-25

V-25

589-

S114 -

5219'

Technics SL-B022 _5209"

Disc Doctor
Miracle Record Cleaner

Discwasher VRP Rice Paper

Miracle Cleaner ..521' pint

Record Sieves

..549" 100

Miracle Cleaner .533' quart

J. A.

12" Poly/Paper

. ..$44 100

Miracle Cleaner 554" 1,2 gal

Michell,

Hall.

Record Brush

Philips,

Linn,

Music

Pionner.

Pro-ject,

Revolver.

AudloPrism
Quiet Lines
$25 ech

XLO TPC

.541"

100s of Turntable Belts .Call

Sota.

Thorens, Technics & more!

Caig ProGold
S9'
Cardas TC2 Torumat ..520'
Kontak Contact Cleaner $40

#4 & #5 Combo Kit.

#1, #2, #3, #4 & #5 . ..5125

AR. Bic. Dual, Gemini,

Rega.

AO Binding Post Wrench $7'

51 ech

.514°

#5 Stylast Preservative $28"
#1 & #2 Combo Kit . ..563
#1, #2 & #3 Combo Kit .583"

M AJ-320 Chassis Mount .56 pr
Cardas Caps S6 pr .$33 12 pc

AO RF Stoppers SR 560 4pc
AO RF Stoppers JR 539 8pc

#3 Record Cleaner.
#4 Stylus Cleaner .

STR8-60 manual

Gemini XL-100 semi . 5100

#2 Record Preservative $212
DB DBP-10 Protractor ..549
clearaudio Protractor ..5150

5449

STR8-80 78 rpm,manual $299

534"

#1 Power Cleaner . . 5203
#2 Record Preservative $35'

Plateau

SL-4A

DJ Pro
StantonTable!

Zerostat 3
$60

AO P814 I4 spade ..515 4pc

..S20 8pc

5199

Milty

56 8 pc

AO P8M 14 -or 5 16" .515 4pc

Monster M Spades

.5325

O.

Prices subject to change without notice Sonic pictures are representations of products

.

quiet
hoe

Stylus Cleaner

$34" pr
$24"

Lyra
SPT Stylus Cleaner . ..545
Onzow
Zero Dust Stylus Cleaner S70
Stanton
VC-1 Brush 33/45/78

Technics SL-BD20 _5169"
Teac PA-688 fully auto $149"

12" Paper Inner .. _522 100
Headshell Leads
AO HL -5

..520 rre

Sumiko HS-29 520
clearaudio ..550
Stanton H4 Headshell

..515

Sumiko HS-12 Headshell $40

.525

SC-4 Stylus Brush & Fluid $10
SC-4 Stylus Fluid
$4

Denon
Shure SF-G2

525

DP-26F fully automatic

.5150

www.elusivedisc.com

One call, one click for all your audiophile IS,' CD, SACD, DVD, Hardware & Accessory needs!
Best Products, Best Prices, Best Service...Guaranteed!
New Featured Audiophile Recordings!

Audiophile LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's. Visit our webstore for more!

6roove_Nole _Reads

AUDIOPHILE LP'S

AUDIOPHILE CD'S

Analogue Productions Lp's •$17.49 8 up!

Analogue Prod. Alum, Gold Cd's -515.99/529.99!
Audiophoric Alum'Gold Cd's -S15.99./524.99!

GRV1011 Jacintkaush Life

Classic Records 33•45rpm Lp's •SI 7.99 8up!
Decca 180g Lp's •SCALL!

The beautiful and talented Jacintha's new
recording features her signature, seductive

EMI Alto Testament La's -519.99!
Groove Note Records 180g Lp's -529.99!
King Super Analogue Lp's -SCALL!

artistry of Bill Cunliffe (piano), Anthony Wilson
(guitar) and Dmitri Matheny flugelhorn) in
several highlighted solos Available on dual layer,
multichanneVstereo SACD 524.99, 180g 2LP set
(33 w/bonus 459m) 529.99 18Alum. CD $15.99!

Audioquest Aluminum Cd's $13.99!
Chesky Aluminum Cd's -$13.99!

DCC 180g Lp's -SCALL'

voice painted against the silky background of a
full string section and the superb instrumental

Jacinthes voice with string
accompaniment!

Classic Records 180g LP's

DCC Gold Cd's

SCALL!

First Impression Gold HOCD's -S19.99!
First Impression xrcd2 Cd's $24.99!
Groove Note Gold Cd's -$24.99!

Mobile Fidelity 11speed Lp's -SCALL!
Premonition 1p's $29.99!

JVC xrcd xrcd2 Cd's -S25.99! 4or more 524.99ea.

Speaker's Corner 180g Lp's •SCALL!
Simply Vinyl 180g Lp's -529.99!

Mobile Fidelity Gold Cd's -SCALE!
Premonition Cd's -$14.99!

Vivante Records 180g Lp's

Reference Recordings Cd's -S13.99!

529.99!

5R52032 Count Basic/Chairman of the Board $26.99
5R52074 Armstrong 8 Ellington/Together for the First Time $26.99
C58192-0 Dove Brubeck Quartet/Time Out $26.99
CHS1483 Muddy Waters/Folk Singer $26.99
RTH2001 Various Artists/Almost Famous Motion Picture Soundtrack $39.99

Other upcoming releases
TELSAM60532 Sinatra 8, Riddle/Nice 'n Easy $24.99 (SACD)
GRV1010 Benny Walloce/Moodsville $24.99 (SACD) $29.99 (2 180g LP's)
BMG743218 Belolonte At Carnegie Hall SCALL (SACD)
FIM048 Five Great Songbirds (Jocintha, Patricia Barber, ....) $24.99 (SACO)
GRVSA1008 Anthony Wilson/Our Gang $24.99 (SACD)

Visit our website or call for complete music listings!

New Turntables, Cartridges & Headphones!

AUDIOPHILE SACOS -Multichannel 8 Stereo

AUDIOPHILE 24 96 Music DVD'S

Analogue Productions SACD's -$24.99!

Analogue Productions DAD's -529.99!

Audioquest SACD's •$22.99!
Chesky SACD's SCALE!
Delos SACD's •$24.99

Chesky DAD's -SCALL!
Classic Records DAD's -$24.99!

dmp SACD's -SCALIA

AUDIOPHILE DOD-AUDIO DISC'S

First Impression SACD's •$24.99 8up!

Surrounded By DVD-A's -524.99!

Groove Note Records SACD's -S24.99!
Sony SACD's -SCALE!
Telarc SACD's -$24.99!

Teton &Chesky OVO -As -$24.99 ,
Labels also available Alto, Blue Note, CBS Half Speed, European
Imports, M8K, Mosaic, Nautilus, Three Blind Mice, d2d, half speed,

Turtle Records 8Opus 3SACD's -527.99!
Water Lily SACD's -S24.99!

Out of Print Lp's and more! Don't see it, please contact us! Prices
shown reflect most single title, ni -print releases 1Prices may varyl

Analog/Digital Hardware & Accessories! Visit our webstore for more!

Clearaudio Turntables

PHONO CARTRIDGES Call for trade-in 8package pricing!

TURNTABLES 6TONEARMS -Call for package pricing!

Benz Micro Series 2(all models) •starting at $174.99 1

Clearaudio's Champion,

Cleoraudio (all models) -starting at $249.99!

Basis turntables Rego tonearms -starting al 51399.99!
Clearaudio Turntables -starting at S999.99!

Champion Level 2and Solution
tables combine line German
craftsmanship with

Grado (all models) -starting at 534.99!
Koetsu (all models) -starting at 51499,99!

Sumiko Project 1.2, 1, Wood Classic 8 Perspective -SCULL!

Lyra Cartridges (all models)
Sumiko BPoint .BPoint Special. Celebration -SCALL!
Let our Analog specialists design opackage with you!

VPI TNT (all models) w JMW 12 or 12 5tonearm •SCALL!

PHONO PREAMPS -Call for package pricing!
Phonomena Benz-Lukoschek PP1 1.9 -SCALL!

Nitty Gritty 1.0, 1.5. 1.5FI, Mini Pro I(vinyl finish) •SCALL!

Clearaudio phono stages starting at $399.99!
Creek OBRO 90611-85E 95E starting at $169.99!
Sumiko Phono Box -5119.99!

Nitty Gritty 2.0, 2.5, 2,5FI. Mini Pro 2(wood finish)
VPI HW•16.5 Semi Automatic Cleaner -SCALLI
VPI HIV-17F Fully Automatic Cleaner -SCULL!

outstanding value! All tables
feature acrylic platters 8
plinths, outboard motors and
awesome sound. The Champion
can be upgraded to the
Champion level 2. while the
Solution supports up to 3
tonearms and can be upgraded
to the Master Solution. Please
call or visit the webstore for
incredible values on these

Music Hall 2.115/7 Turntables -starting at 5269.99!
VPI HW-I 9(all models) vf.Rega or AO tonearms •SCALL!
VPI Aries w..IMW 10 or 10.5 toneorm

SCALL 1

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES

AMPS, CD PLAYERS a TUNERS

CABLES AND POWER CORDS

Creek CD-43 MKII CD Player -SCALL!
•Creek CD-53 CD Player -SCALL!

Audioquest Interconnects (all models)
Audioquest Speaker Cable (all models)

Clearaudio Phono Cartridges -German,

Creek 5350SE Integrated Amplifier -SCALL!
Creek 143 FM Tuner -SCALL!

Audioprism Foundation Power Cords •SCALL!

precision made Aurum Beta SMK II phono cartridge
from Clearaudio features a3.5mV output, special RF lead
body and possess an immediate, direct sound that is full

ANALOG ACCESSORIES
100 Pack Anti-static Inner Sleeves -529.99!

Clockwise Champion 1, Champion, Solution

Outstanding tables!

of energy and excitement! With a cartridge trade-in
program available, pricing is extremely competitive! We
carry the entire line of Clearaudio moving coil and moving magnet phono
cartridges. Visit our webstore or call for complete pricing and information.

SCALL!

Audioquest Video Cable (all models)

DIGITAL ACCESSORIES
Audioprism CO Stoplight Pens -516 99! 3or more S14.99 ea!
Audioprism CD Black Light Mat •534.99!

100 Pack Japanese Resealahle Outer Sleeves •S29.99!
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -514.99!

Auric Illuminator CD System •$36.99!

Benz-Asthetix Cartridge Demon •S179.99!

Bedini Dual Beam Ultra CD Clarifier -SCALL!
Purist Audio System Enhancer -$109.99!

Cardas Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in 8 Demog Lp •$12.99!
•Cardos 01.08 RCA Signature Caps •529.99 8 up!

Grado Headphones •Grado

headphones can reproduce

as natural asoundstage from stereo recordings and provide
as much listening pleasure os agood pair of speakers do.
With Grado headphones, you will hear recordings with
greater clarity and with deeper bass thon others! Grado

Cartridge Man Digital Stylus Force Gauge -$299.99!

POWER FILTERING 8CONDITIONING

Clearaudio Alignment Gouge -S149.99!

Audioprism Foundation I, II 8 III -SCALE!

Expressimo Audio Rego AO heavyweights -579.99!
Gruv Glide Record Treatment -524.99!

Audioprism Quiet Line MK? Filters -S24.99 each!
Audioprism ACFX Amplifier Filters •SCALL!
Quantum Products Symphony ,Symphony Pro SCALL!

Hi -Fi News 8Review Test Lp •529.99!

headphones are the antithesis of mass production, as each

RUB Speed Strobe •S79.99!
Milty Zerostat Gun 554.99!

Grado headphone is hand-assembled and closely scrutinized
to meet full performance specifications in the U.S.A.

Orbitrac II Record Cleaning System -S34.99!
Record Research Labs LP#9 Stylus Cleaner -524.99 1

Pricing lar Headphones starts at only 39.99! Grado Phono
Cartridges starts at lust $34.99! We carry the full Grado line
of products, call or visit our webstore for the complete list.

Grado RS-1
headphones,

Quantum Products ElectroClear AC Filters -SCALL!

Record Research Labs Vinyl Wash 32oz •$24.99!

the pinnacle of

Record Research Labs Deep Cleaner .5oz -524.99 1
Vihrapod Isolators (for all components) •55.99 each!

headphones'

VPI Synchronous Drive System 8Record Clamps -SCALL!
•VPI Dropped Counterweight for all IMW arms •519.99!

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-782-3472
•
4020 Frontage Rd.
Anderson, IN 46013

Fax: (765)608-5341 Info: (765)608-5340
Hours: M-F 9am-6pm & Sat 11am-4pm EST

e-mail us at:
elusales@netdirect.net

LOUDSPEAKERS &HEADPHONES
Epos Mt? Bookshelf Speakers -$799.99!
Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -SCALL!
Grado Headphones (all models) ,RA-I Amplifier

SCALL!

Call or visit our webstore for more hardware. accessories
8tweaks! •denotes new items this month!

CURRENT }
CATALOG
FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING: (Average cost based on weight)
UPS GiouncliPnority Mail: 1-4 LP,'CD S5-57
LP'CD 50c ea
UPS 3-Day Select: 1-3 LP/CD: $10-$12 (add. LP/CD SI 00 eachl
UPS 7,, ,1 Day A.. 173 LP CD 515 SI 7 ad.! LP CD S"31 1
FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL, E-MAIL
OR FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND COSTS!

Follow-Up
Jonathan
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15
Series 2phono stage
Like the Series 2 Conrad-Johnson!
16LS line stage and the mighty ART
2preamp, C-ps Premier 15 Series 2
phono stage contains faster-acting
rectifier diodes in its main powersupply and improved DC regulators.
These "significantly higher-current"
units have aquarter of the "on" impedance, according to C-J's Lew
Joluison. In addition, certain "noncritical" resistors were found to be
sonically important and were upgraded. The "captured" AC cord and
connector have been uprated to hospital level, and the internal wiring is
now "an even better-sounding type,"
according to Johnson. The Premier
15 Series 2 currently retails for
$4795. Original 15s can be upgraded
to "2" status for $575, which includes
aset of fresh tubes.
The Series 2's sound was more
clearly revealed as Irotated cartridges,
preamps, amps, and cables around it in
my system (see my Balanced Audio
Technology review elsewhere in this
issue). Its bass was deeper and tighter
than the original Premier 15's, as Icould
easily hear on Air's 10,000 Hz Legend LPs
(Source/Astralwerks 8 10332 2). The
midrange was more detailed and textural, as heard on Schubert's Trio 1in Bflat, Op.99 (Stern/Rose/Istomin Trio,
Columbia Masterworks MS 6116). And
the upper midrange and highs in the
MJQ's The Last Gwen (2 LPs, Atlantic
SD2-909 1198) were more extended
and linear. The timing was tight on the
button, Ithought, listening to Charles
Mingus on Ah Um (Columbia/Classic
CS 8171). No one could call the Series
2's sound "sweet," but it clearly laid out
the music entirely unmolested by man
or beast.
The Series 2 was somewhat more
detailed than the original Premier 15 —
in The Last Gnicert, the length of the decay of Milt Jackson's vibes in the venue's
acoustic gave me goosebumps. Each bar
1The original Premier 15 was reviewed ter
by Michael Freiner in July 1999 (V0122 No.7).
Conrad-Johnson Design, Inc.. 2733 Merril« Drive,
Fairtic, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax: (703) 5605360. Web: v‘-ww.conradjohnsondesign.com.
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& Wes

Conrad-Johnson Premier 15 Series 2 phono stage,
shown with Premier 171_5 preamplifier (top).

The Series 2's bass was
deeper and tighter than
the original edition's.
was struck so distinctly, creating abubble of acoustic information that billowed out, then passed very naturally
into the noise floor. Complicated passages were perfectly presented, with no
confusion or smearing.
No question about it, the Series 2was
more accurate, and isn't that what
everyone wants? No embellishments,
just the unvarnished truth of what's on
the vinyl? Well, the price of such accuracy was aslight lack of bloom from top
to bottom in comparison to the "Series
1," but despite that there was plenty of
gain, and the Series 2was just as quiet as
its progenitor. High gain, low noise —
just what you want in aphono stage,
tubed or otherwise.
I tried getting back some of the
bloom by running the Premier 15 into
the 16LS line stage Ihad on hand, but
that design, too, has been transmogrified
into its own Series 2, and showed much
the same tonal tendency. (I'll offer afull
report on the 16LS in afuture issue.)

Phillips

The Lamm L2 sounded no wanner,
but that preamp's presentation is anything but warm. Iwound up getting
the best sound from the 15 in asystem comprised of the supremely
competent Mark Levinson No32
Reference preamp, the van den Hul
GLA IV cartridge mounted to the
Forsell Air Force One turntable/
toneann, and Linn Klimax power
amps on Linn's Komri loudspeakers.
The articulation of Mingus's powerful hands plucking his bass sailed
right through this system, just as
Percy Heath's bass had on The Last
Concert. But overall, the Series 2's bass
was ever so slightly dry in comparison to the original Premier 15's —
tighter, more articulated, more harmonic, more palpable. But the
acoustic tailback died out faster than
with the original 15, which perhaps
was what created that impression of
tight but slightly dry. Inoted the
same in the midrange and highs.
Which is "better": a more accurate
component when your system already
sounds analytical and dry, or aunit that
might warm things up just ahair, with a
touch more acoustic bloom? We are supposed to be enjoying ourselves, after all.
Every little quibble Ihad with the
original Premier 15 has been addressed
in the Series 2. But I'd spend my own
hard-earned cash on the first Premier
15, for its slightly more lush presentation. At least the way Ihave my system
balanced at the present. After all,
through careful choice of components,
stands, wires, and all the requisite audiophile effluvia one does voice asystem to
something, we hope, pleasing to the
music-loving soul in all of us.
It seems to me that the sounds of the
very best components are moving so
close to each other that it's getting harder and harder to tell whether you're listening to atubed or asolid-state unit. It's
all abalancing act anyway. If your system
is abit dry and analytical, if you're in
need of a"wet" rather than adry phono
stage, forget the Series 2Premier 15. If,
on the other hand, your system sounds
wet and bloomy and could use some
precision and directness, well, buddy, it's
Miller time!
—Jonathan Scull
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RME Digi96/8 PAD computer
soundcard
When Iread John Atkinson's reviews of
the Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe
(Vo123 No.9) and RME Digi96/8 Pro
(Vo123 No.11 and Vo124 No.1),2 Irealized that soundcard technology had
matured far faster than I had been
aware. For about the price of amainstream CI) player, anyone with areasonably powerful computer could add
multitrack digital recording technology
to his bag of tricks.
2 RME products are made by 1MM Elektronik,
Leipziger Suasse 27. 09648. Mittweida, Germany and
are distributed by X-VISION AudioUS, 241 Federal
Plaza West, 4th 'Floor, Suite *406. Youngstown. OH
44503. Tel: (330) 747-3862. Fax: (330) 747-3865. Web:
www.xyisionaudio.com, www.nne-audio.comienglish.

As someone who had lusted after the
most modest project studio for years —
and since Iwas in the market for anew
computer — Iknew that ahigh-quality
soundcard was in my future. But I
wanted one with analog-to-digital processing. Fortunately, RME released the
$599 Digi96/8 PAD — essentially the
same as the Pro board reviewed by JA,
but enhanced by the addition of an
A/D input.
Before Ibought my new computer, I
consulted RN1E's website (www.nneaudio.com/english) and followed their
hardware recommendations. Iwound up
installing the Digi96/8 PAD in an
Aberdeen-sourced Pentium HI 800M Hz
with 30GB of hard drive, running
Windows ME, Sound Forge XP Studio 5,

Las Vegas Audio LE, and Acid Pro 3.0.
Installation was asnap, and Windows'
plug'n'play function immediately recognized the device and made all the appropriate connections.
Digital source components basically
consisted of my computer's Toshiba SDM1402 DVD-ROM drive, Flextor
Flexwriter 16/10/40 CD-RW, and my
ancient but still serviceable Aiwa HDS1 DAT recorder. Analog inputs were
primarily my Fender Custom Shop
Telecaster, a DiMarzio/Kramer Strat
knockoff, and an Apex 430 condenser
pressure-gradient (cardioid) microphone — all fed through an ART Tube
MP microphone preamp. The card's
digital output fed aPerpetual Technologies P-3A DIA processor. Ialso used

Measurements

O

tiler than the addition of atwochannel A/D converter, RME's
Digi96/8 PAD is identical to the second sample of the Digi96/8 Pro I
reviewed in the November 2000 and
January 2001 issues. Irefer readers to
those reviews (both reprinted at
www.stereophile.com/showarchives
.cgi?299) for measurements of its
DIA section.
To test the card's ADC, Idrove it
from the unbalanced analog outputs
of my Audio Precision System One
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DSP. The program used was CoolEdit
Pro (www.syntrillium.com), which
can operate at sample rates of up to
96kHz, the fastest the RM.E is capable
of. I also used RN1E's excellent
DIGICheck program (www.stereo
phile.com/showarchives.cgi?299:4).
The resultant WAV files stored on the
host computer's hard drive were analyzed by using the RME card's AES/
EBU output to feed either the Audio
Precision's digital input or the digital
input of aPrismSound DSc-ope 2.
Ilooked at the card's A/D and DIA
frequency response from its analog outputs. The result, with a96kHz sample
rate, is shown in fig.l. Flat in the
audioband, the response has aslight rise
parent above the audioband, before
sharply rolling off in the transition band
above 40kHz. The analog input

impedance was afairly low 9.7k ohms,
which will not be aproblem, other
than with tubed sources that might
have ahigh output impedance at low
frequencies. The sensitivity, however
was quite high, only 124V RMS being
required to drive the input to digital
full-scale. (Internal jumpers can be
removed to reduce the sensitivity to
6.9V RMS and increase the input
impedance to 50k ohms.)
Set to 24-bit precision—and DIGICheck both confirms that all 24 bits are
active and indicates that the sample rate
is within ±5Oppm — the Digi96/8
PAD's A/D converter offers low linearity error down to below -100dBFS
(fig2). As aresult, the waveform of a
-90dBFS lIcHz sinewave, converted
with 24-bit precision (fig3), is excellent, if alittle noisy. Spectral analysis of

100
• 0000

Fig.1

• 00

RME Digi96/8 PAD, A/D/A frequency
response at -12dBFS from headphone
jack, 96kHz sampling (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Pig.? RME Digi96/8 PAD, left-channel
departure from linearity, 24-bit data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 RME Digi96/8 PAD, digital-domain waveform of IkHz sinewave at -90dBFS, 96kHz
sampling, 24-bit data. (Note that the displayed waveform includes the reconstruction filter
behavior. The actual sample values are displayed as black dots.)
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the card to feed the TosLink input of
my computer's desktop companion, the
Yamaha PET RP-100 receiver (reviewed by JA in Vol22 No.12). Loudspeakers were either Linn Tukans
connected to the Yamaha, or Paradigm
Reference Active 40s fed by the P-3A's
analog outputs (via aRadioShack TRSplug-to-twin-RCA adapter and arun of
AudioQuest Platinum). Volume control
was provided by aMcCormack Micro
Line Drive (reviewed in Vol.18 No.6).
Like the PRO model, the PAD employs aD-cormector-terminated breakout harness with coaxial digital in and
out (S/PDIF) via RCA jacks,
AES/EBU in and out via male and
female XLR connectors, and analog out
via an in-line TRS jack — but the PAD

also incorporates analog
input via another TRS
jack. It's areally simple syswm to use, if you have the
foresight to mount your
computer where access to
the rear panel is relatively
simple. (Those flying leads
are very short.)
I, of course, had not
sited my computer so intelligently. Ispent half an
hour moving documents
and effluvia around on my
actual desktop in order to
gain access to the wiring
harness, and by the time I
did, Iguess Iwas just running on instinct. Noting
RME Digi96/8 PRO computer soundcard

the WAV file representing this signal
(fig.4) indicates that the only distortion harmonic present with this lowlevel signal is the third, with asmooth
noise floor indicating that the RME's
converter is properly dithered.
Performing asimilar spectral analysis for alkHz tone at -1dBFS (fig.5)
shows that the third harmonic (at a
very low -105d13) is joined by a
smidgen of second harmonic (at
-118dB!), but the noise floor remains
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Fig.4 RME Digi96/8 PAD, digital-domain
spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-24kHz,
at —90dBFS, 48kHz sampling (linear
frequency scale).

white and free from spuriae. (It
should be noted that these results
indude the residual distortion in the
Audio Precision's analog output.)
However, when the analog input
level was raised to just below digital
dipping (fig.6), many more harmonics appear, these joined by enharmonic products as well. The THD+noise
percentage, calculated by the DScope
software, rises from -1013dB for
lkHz at -1dBFS to -93.6dB at
-0.05dBFS. As with most A/D converters, the top ldB of the PAD's
allowable dynamic range should be
avoided, except in emergencies.
When Imeasured the Digi96/8
Pro's D/A stage, Ifelt it was okay
for monitoring but that the card's
digital output would be best fed to
an external audiophile DAC for the
best sound quality. The PAD's A/D
stage, however, offers excellent performance; you'd have to spend
much more to get an appreciable
improvement.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.5 RME Digi96/8 PAD, digital-domain
spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-24kHz,
at -1dBFS, 48kHz sampling (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.6 RME Digi96/8 PAD, digital-domain
spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-24kHz,
at -0.05dBFS, 48kHz sampling (linear
frequency scale).

the female XLR, Ijust grabbed amike
cable and ran it from my ART mike
preamp to the "professional" connection. Trust me, it made sense at the time.
Naturally, when I tried to record
voiceovers or direct-injected guitar
lines, Ikept getting a "CHECK INPUT
FUNCTION" prompt — and then Irealized that I'd plugged the preamp output
into the card's AES/EI3U digital input.
This, Ireckon, is what they mean by
"intuitive" operation. Even when I
made an egregiously bone-headed connection, the RME's protective features
showed me the error of my ways.
Other than my own stupidity, I
found nothing to complain about in
the RME's set of functions. Operation
really is intuitive, and the unit worked
in conjunction with all of my musicediting and -creation programs.
The A/D input worked marvelously.
While Imight have wished for more
character in the recordings of my guitars, Ihave to admit that the threadbare
tone recorded was, in fact, what Isound
like. It's going to take alot more than a
digital soundcard to improve that.
Recently, I've been attempting to learn
how to produce recorded music reviews
àla National Public Radio, in which the
reviewer describes and analyzes arecording, using musical examples under and
around his or her commentary.
This is harder than it sounds. You've
got to be prepared, but you can't write
everything out in advance or it sounds
as if you're reading. The goal is aconversational tone —just a guy talking
about music he likes.
The technical part of the process,
however, was easy as pic. Idigitized my
voice with the RME on one track while
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Sonic Horizon

Giving the word "Value" a new meaning in

the world of High End Audio Cables

Skyline v2.0 Interconnect Cables

Sonic Horizon

Skyline v3.0 Power Cord

Through the end of May 2002 we
will be once again be accepting
trade-ins of your old interconnects
toward the purchase of the

exceptional Sonic Horizon Skyline
version 2.0 interconnect. Skyline is
unquestionably the highest value
interconnect in the line, with sonics and features normally found in far
more expensive cables. It features HSO-EGC silver/copper
conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, MSC conductor technology, the
proprietary STAT-CORE technology, and genuine WBT precision
machined locking RCA plugs. Call or e-mail for the trade-in value of
your current interconnect. Al! brands accepted.

$179"

The Skyline power cord is an incredible value! It makes other $300
power cords look like.., well, you know what we mean. It features
HSO-EGC conductors, dual independent ground isolated shields
with double RFI-Zero noise suppressors, Teflon dielectric, and the
proprietary Z-Stat treatment. And then there are the plugs, the part
that some cord manufacturers really try to avoid talking about.
Skyline is fitted with the state-of-the-art Audio Grade WattGate 330
AC plug and the WattGate 350 IEC plug. You simply can't get better
plugs than the WattGate. When purchased alone the plugs retail for
$180, and they are worth it! For more information on the Skyline
power cord and the WattGate plugs, please visit
www.sonichorizon.com

Daybreak v3.0 Speaker cable
•Silver/Copper HSO-EGC Conductors
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•MSC -Multi Spectrum Technology
•Z-Stat Treatment
•Direct Silver BEA bananas or spades

Sonic Horizon

Sonic Horizon

$169.95 8' pair

$299• 95 2meter

THE LEGENDARY LINE OF SOTA TURNTABLES GETS OUR HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
Package Price $569

S0111 Moonbeam

SOTI1 Comet

package

The Moonbeam is an astonishing Product! Every
aspect of this machine was designed to extract
the highest possible performance obtainable in
this price range. From its unique platter design, to
the internally damped plinth, the Moonbeam is
clearly top of its class. When you buy our special
Moonbeam package you get the following....
• SOTA Moonbeam turntable •SOTA VLMT tonearm
• GoWring 1006 Cartridge •LAST Stylus Cleaner
• AP Carbon fiber record brush • Professional Setup

package

More of agreat thing. The
Comet maintains the same
design goals as the Moonbeam,
refined to a higher level of
precision. It's fitted with their
ultra-high molecular weight, one
piece platter and the highly
•SOTA Comet w Coldring 1042 Cartridge
acclaimed S-250 tonearm
•LAST Stylus Cleaner
Package Price $839
•AudloQuest Carbon Fiber brush
•Professional Setup
Regular pece.. $1320

It's Back! eflic Horizon
Handcrafted Audio Cables

tosettOte

tesdss
ee°
Only
$499.95
Or'gnu] II.,

We once again have a limited supply of the unbelievable N.E.W. A20.1
power amps. This little 20 watt Class A amp designed by Nelson Pass
compares with bigger amps costing many thousands of dollars. For low
power applications, we have never heard anything that even begins to
approach the wonderful sound of the A20.1 for this kind of price. Last
time we had these amps there were many extremely disappointed
audiophiles when we ran out. Act quickly so you're not left out. It's an
extremely unique piece of equipment. It's covered by a 1year warranty
from the builder.

HCM

Audio

$199.95 2Meter
Sonic Horizon

Hurricane AC Power Cord
•Huge 11 AWG design wEGC Conductors
•Dual Independent Ground 'so Shielding
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 8215 Hospital Grade AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IEC Connector

Daybredle »C Power Cord

$99.95 2Meter
Sonic Horizon

•Big 13 AWG design e, [CC Conductors
•Dual Isolated Independent Shields
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 5266 AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IEC Connector

877-234-3465 •530-891-8326 •Fax 530-345-7269
We ship
wwwwww.StOcnnilCahuOc\iiiceOctoirn.corn
anywhere
in
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
the world!
e-mail: sales(a)hcmaudio.com

the software imported the two-channel
musical data from my computer's drives
on to other tracks, keeping it all synchronized correctly. How did they
sound? Aside from the fact that no one
can really judge how accurately his own
voice has been recorded, it sounded
great. The production values, at least,
were pro quality.

NEW NAM
Revolutionary Evolution

Such minor

Presenting the new NAIM entry level Series 5
audio components.

inconveniences seem

Audition Series 5now at Innovative

asmall price to pay
for the immense flexibility

Illustrated CD5 Compact Disc Player
1 iplegrated amplifier

and ease of use of the
RME Digi96/8 PAD.
As for creating music, the RIV1E was
about as glitch-free as it could possibly
have been. Icould play back WAV files
from Acid Pro —or import my own performances to Acid or Sound Forge—
without even having to think real hard.
If the process were any more transparent
to the user, it would be telekinetically
operated. As it was, sometimes it
seemed close to that.
And here, at least, Ican positively
state that the RME seemed to input
(and output) sound that was aperfect
clone of what I'd produced from the
instrument. I'd certainly hate to do a
blind test.
And yet, given all the processing
power at our disposal in today's generation of digital home studios, operations that used to be extremely simple
on analog tape remain vexingly out of
reach. For instance, on my old openreel, Icould record atrack at half speed
to lay down abass line on my guitar. It
took alittle practice and coordination,
but if even /could do it, you kiwis ,it
was simple. To get bass on my current
projects, it looks like I'll have to buy a
cheap bass. And Iused to be able to get
some cool distortion effects by simply
pressing my thumb against the tape
reel while recording. Try that with a
hard drive.
But such minor inconveniences
seem asmall price to pay for the immense flexibility and ease of use of the
RME Digi96/8 PAD. For what really
counts —accurate and easy recording
and playback of your own music projects —it delivers the goods. It can even
overcome user error — and without
raising its voice. It's everything JA said it
was, and now, with the addition of an
A/1) input, it's even more. —Wes Phillips
Stereophile, March 2002
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Analogue Productions Originals
JIMMIE LEE ROBINSON: ...all my life
APO 2011 SA (SACD/CD), APO 2011 (45rpm LP).
Katsuhiko Naito, eng. AAD/AAA Tr: 60:00
WILD CHILD BUTLER: Sho' 'Huff
APO 2015 SA (SACD/CD). David Baker, eng. MD. Tr:
60:36
HARRY 'BIG DADDY' HYPOLITE: Louisiana
Country Boy
APO 2016 SA (SACD/CD). Katsuhiko Naito, eng.
MD. IT: 59:40
HENRY GRAY: Henry Gray
APO 001 (45rpm LP) AM
PINETOP PERKINS: Pinetop Perkins
APO 002 (45rpm LP). AAA.
LAZY LESTER: Lazy Lester
APO 003 (direct-to-disc LP). AAA.
WILD CHILD BUTLER: Wild Child Butler
APO 004 (direct-to-disc LP). AM.
All above: 2001
prods.

Chad Kassem, Jimmy D. Lane,

T

alk about intimate. These blues
recordings put you right up on the
front porch, next to Miss Ida's
rocker. All that's missing arc the bugs,
but you'll never notice, because these
old masters bring the sweat, smell, and
swagger of the real thing right into your
living room.
There's a marvelous Alan Lomax/
Moe Asch/Sam Charters—style vibe to
this recent gush of blues releases from
Chad Kassem's Analogue Productions
Originals label — but those pioneers of
authentic Americana never had an
acoustic space half as sumptuous as
Kasscm's Blue Heaven Studios, aretrofitted church in Salina, Kansas. Nor did
they have such classic microphones as
the AKG C-24 to capture the church's
Stereophile. March 2002

substantial yet subtle ambience. Employing aminimalist selection of mikes
and the best elements of classic analog
technology, APO does afirst-rate job of
documenting these venerable maharajahs of the folk blues heritage.
These audiophile recordings represent ascat-of-your-pants approach to the
depiction of an acoustic event, captured
live to '/," tape at 30ips (though in the
case of the Lazy Lester and Wild Child
Butler LPs, they went direct to disc with
acutting lathe at 3P3rpm). The LP version of Jimmie Lee Robinson's ... all my
le, and Henry Gray and Pinetop Perkins,
were mastered at 45rpm from the original analog recordings, while Butler's sho ,
'me and Harry Hypolite's Louisiana
Country Boy are hybrid SACD/
CD releases.
My only reference for acomparison
of LP to SACD was Robinson's ...all my
/j/— fitting enough, as it and Butler's
Sha' '1•14 are the pick of this very fine
litter. There's adown-home feel to this
fine set of originals (the title tune) and
classic covers by Muddy Waters, Howhie Wolf, and Little Walter ("I can't
stand your cookin' and you ain't goodlookin', I'm gone ... "), as Robinson displays astoryteller ease and akeen car for
instrumental nuance.
As for the acoustical realism and overall resolution of the APO releases in
general and Robinson's session in particular, the patronizing notion that "duh
blooz" somehow benefit from primitive
production values is annihilated by the
chamber-like clarity of these proceedings. In ashoot-out between SACD and
the 45rpm LP, the digital and analog

Notes

masters are both incredibly clear and
dynamic. The SACD sounded brighter,
more open and forward, the 45 warmer,
more meaty and laid-back: more air rs
more wood, transparency vs tone, solidstate vs tubes, Technicolor CinemaScope
vs black-and-white film noir, surreal vs
pretty damn real.
Ile super resolution of the DSD
process offers aGod's-eye view of the
big picture — but then, God only knows
why the sonic impact of those old analog
artifacts add such awelcome touch of
danger, uncertainty, and the poetic...
analog sweats the small details that come
so easily to digital. Digital is breathtakingly big, alive, and accurate, but, dare I
say it, analytical.
Elsewhere.. all, me, so much to kvell
about, so little space. The visceral impact
and resolution of APO's analog recordings more than hold their own
against the best of modern digital, and
the very best might be those employing
the most retro technology. But there's
nothing archaic about the sound of
APO's direct-to-disc recordings. The enhanced dynamics and low noise floors
are particularly evident on Wild Child
Butler's acoustic and electric sides: you
can feel his vocals rock the rafters of the
church with agutsy, chesty sound; ditto
his harp. And despite amodest volume
level, there's tremendous power to the
bass, drums, and electric guitar. Better
yet, on the naked (voice, harp, footstomps) of "My Baby Done Put Me
Down" you can make out all manner of
low-level ambient cues —they give this
performance a chilling immediacy, all
the better to reinforce the decidedly
99
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mixed emotions of Butler's final stanza:
"All Ican do is wish you well /All Ican
do — hitch!— is wish you well."
The Henry Gray and Pinetop Perkins
performances are very satisfying, and the
sound of these 45rpm masters is quite
good, though Ifind the distant perspective on the piano and the skewing of the
mix toward the vocals amite disconcerting. A great-sounding room, but abit
too much of it in the mix for my taste.
Despite my fervent enthusiasm for the
pure analog presentation of APO's artists,
the label's SACDs are nothing to get
sniffy about — comparatively bright
compared to LP, but positively warm and
cuddly in contrast to standard PCM fare.
skewing of perspective on the twotrack analog masters of Harry "Big
Daddy" Hypolite's Louisiana Gnontty Boy
well serves this bearish-voiced veteran of
Clifford Chenier's band as he navigates a
superb selection of zydeco and swamp
blues selections —to particular effect on
the title tune and agospelish cover of
Choices "I'm Coming Home." The
rhythm section has just the right degree
of presence, and the way the Hammond
B3 organ floats in and out of the mix
makes for an exceptionally deep, textured soundstage, and afine complement
to Hypolite's laid-back Louisiana stylings.
By contrast, on the slanunin' "Open
Up Bak" from Wild Child Butler's Sho'

'Nitll; the bass and drums step forward in
amore edgy, aggressive manner redolent
of the Chicago blues, with bassist Bob
Stroger and veteran Windy City/Paul
Butterfield/Highway 61 drummer Sam
Lay adding just the right proportions of
snap, crackle, and pop — dig Lay's snakecharmer's beat on "I Got to Go (Sweet
I
)addy-0)" — while co-producer/guitarist Jimmy D. Lane (son of Chicago's
own Jimmy Rodgers and afixture on all
of these sessions) fleshes out each
arrangement with such authenticity that
they party like it was 1959.

Chesky Records
BUCKY PIZZARELLI: Swing Live
Bucky Pizzarelli, electric guitar; Allan Vache, clarinet;
Peter Appleyard, vibes; Michael Moore, bass;
Bernard Purdie, drums
Chesky SACD 223 (surround SACD/CD). 2001. David
Chesky, prod.; Barry Wolifson, eng.; Nicholas Prout,
mastering. DDD. TT: 60:00

W

hile some jazz recordings tend
toward the hot, David Chesky
reproduces the live jazz experience from asonic perspective less visceral yet perhaps more audiophile in its
execution. Chesky's recordings presume
acertain level of authority on the part of
the sound system: apower amp with real
rojosic and dynamic headroom; apreamp

Playback System
Analog sources: Rega Planar 25
turntable with RB600 tonearm,
Grado Statement Master cartridge,
Marantz PMD430 rissette recorder.
Digital sources: Sony SCD-777ES
SACD/CD player, California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD/CD player and
Delta 24-bit/961cHz tubed DAC,
Musical Fidelity A3 CD player.
Preamplification: Blue Circle
BC22 phono preamplifier, Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista, Blue Circle
Galatea, VTL 5.5 preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300, Mesa Baron.
Integrated amplifiers: Mesa
Tigris, Linn Classik, Musical Fidelity
A3, NAD C370, Simaudio I-5,
Arcam DiVA 85.
Loudspeakers: Joseph Audio
RM33si Signature, Meadowlark
Shearwater Hot Rod, Joseph Audio
RM7si Signature.
Cables: Interconnect: Synergistic
Research Kaleidoscope, Resolution
Reference Mk.II, and Designers'

Stereophile, March 2002

Notes

Reference (with Active Shielding);
Monster Cable Sigma Retro; JPS
Labs Superconductor 2. Speaker:
Synergistic Research Resolution Reference Midi and Designers'
Reference biwire, Synergistic Research Designers' Reference and
Alpha Quad (with Active Shielding),
JPS Labs Superconductor 2, Monster Cable Sigma Retro. AC: JPS
Labs Aluminata and Kaptovator,
Acoustic Zen Krakatoa; JPS Labs
Power AC Outlet Centers, JPS Labs
1Captovator Outlet Center, Synergistic Research Designers' Reference
Master Couplers2.
Accessories: Equi=Tech 2Q Balanced Power Transformer, Monster
Cable AVS 2000 Automatic Voltage
Stabilizer, PolyCrystal Equipment
Racks and Amp Stand, Signal Guard
II Isolation Stand (turntable), Shakti
Stones, PolyCrystal Cones, Argent
Room Lens, Echo Busters Bass
Busters and Absorptive and Diffusive Panels.
-Chip Stern

with smooth, transparent detail; and a
digital front-end capable of ahigh degree
of resolution and frequency extension. So
where jazz engineers pump things up to
sound really huge on asmall-scale system, Chesky's quiet, dynamic recordings
presume that the system is able to do the
heavy lifting. That explains the low mastering levels, dry, airy dynamics, and frequency extension of this live Direct
Stream Digital (l)SD) recording, now
available on ahybrid SACD/CD playable in both two-channel stereo and surround sound [also titis issue's "Recordin (y .
the Month"— Ed.].
Ifirst experienced the Benny Goodman Sextet-styled goodies on this
Manhattan club recording via aunique
6.0-channel system in Chesky's mastering suite. The center channel and subwoofer were replaced by two elevated
speakers roughly adjacent to the listener's chair, which had the effect of deepening my perception of the sweet spot so
that reflections off of the rear and side
walls conveyed arealistic, three-dimensional portrayal of an acoustic space that
seemed to put nie in the middle of the
audience. Impressive.
But the two-channel version is also impressive. Even in standard Cl) mode, the
presentation is vividly holographic, the
perspective of this recording more distant
and less point-source than studio DSD
recordings I've heard from DMP and
Telarc. Neither Peter Appleyard's vibes
on the left nor Bucky Pizzarelli's guitar on
the right seem to emanate directly from
the speaker, while Bernard Purdie's
drums and Michael Moore's acoustic bass
recede convincingly behind Allan Vache's
clarinet to flesh out the center fill. The
band's joyous performances of "Lester
Leaps In" and "Limehouse Blues" are
emblematic of the recording as awhole:
in SACD mode, not only does the depth
and breadth of the soundstage open up,
but there's even a spacious sense of
height. Icould hear deeply into the collective texture of acoustic drums and bass
101
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Last week, Iwas in bed with my wife
when she whispered in my ear "what turns you on?" I
thought carefully about my answer. "Finding a stash of
Mullard I
2AX7s! Talk about HOT!" She laughed, "Stop!
Now... what REALLY turns you on?" OK... think man, think.
"Uh... the Cary SU -80 Signature? Switchable from triode
to ultralinear on the fly!"
According to her, Igot two wrong answers. But they're right to me,
and this sofa doesn't feel too bad. If you're an occasional sofa-sleeper,
you're my kind of audiophile. Here's some more woody material.
A P.S. — Don't forget. We seek out special buys and show
pieces at great prices to get you back into the "big bed."

Cary SLI-80 Signature $2999
Hands down the hottest integrated amp we've ever sold!
All tube, 80 watts ultralinear, 40 watts triode, switchable on the fly
to match your taste and speakers •Tube headphone amp built in
Pre-amp out so you can bi-amp or add a powered sub •Wireless
remote control •Point to point wiring inside with premium parts.

TUBES! Upscale Audio

re-tubes more preamps and power amps

than anybody. The largest inventory in North America of rare new
old stock Telefunken, Mullard, Amperex, RCA and more. And
current production? Svetlana, Ej. Sovtek, and all the usual suspects.
The difference is our whacky-obsessive attention to detail and test
equipment. $21,000 Spectral Dynamics FFT analyzer, and Tektronix 570

IN STOCK NOW
Audible Illusions, Sonic

curve tracer. Our tube burn in and matching rig custom built by Eric
Barbour exclusively for Upscale Audio. Power tubes burned in for your
protection.We DO NOT use your amp as atube tester.

Frontiers, Avantgarde,
Bel Canto, Manley,
Cary, B&K, Anthem,
Chang, Coincident
Speaker Technology,
Tannoy, Nordost,

The NjoeTjoeb 4000 CD PLAYER

New dual mono op-amps, atube outputstage with twice the filter caps.
itter reducing Supercrystal, toroidal transformer, AC Noise Killer, and
digital out. Visit our web site at www.upscaleaudio.com to get further
information, and to place an order.

PS Audio, Basis, Benz,

All considered, the Njoe Tjoeb represents a
fantastic bargain — aclear 100 on our value

Ah!, Audio Electronics
Supply, Sumiko, Plinius,
Soliloquy, Antique Sound

$579

for the money scale. — Dick Olsher, Senior Editor,
4.9 out of 5stars at www.audioreview.com
www.enjoythemusic.com

Labs, Musical Fidelity,
Triangle, Sunfire, Balanced
Audio Technology, Rega,
Acoustic Energy, DH Labs,
Kimber, PSB, and more!

UPSCALE
AUDI
nene tubes • highest f

www.upscaleaucilo.com
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and lightly amplified rhythm guitar —a
lost art in this day and age, but rendered
hem with swinging conviction.

Classic Records
MILES DAVIS: Kind of Blue
Miles Davis, trumpet; Cannonball Adderley, alto sax;
John Coltrane, tenor sax; Bill Evans, VVynton Kelly,
piano; Paul Chambers, bass; Jimmy Cobb, drums
Columbia/Classic CS 8163-Q (LP). 1959/2001. living
Townsend, orig. prod.; Fred Plaut, orig. eng.;
Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Mark Wilder, remix
eng. AAA. TT: 45:44
JIM' HENDRIX: The limi Hendrix Classic Singles
Collection
Rock The House RTH-1007 (10 45rpm singles).
1998. Janie Hendrix, John McDermott, prods.;
Eddie Kramer, orig. eng.; George Marino, 45rpm
mastering. AAA.

N

o need to rehash the musical
glory of these classics from
Classic Records, the audiophile
imprint dedicated to preserving and enhancing the glory of analog chestnuts on
the finest audiophile pressings.
With Miles Davis' Kind ofBlue, Classic
has released what Ihope is the last vinyl
reissue of this beloved recording that an
audiophile need ever own. This speedcorrected (per the latest Columbia/
Legacy Super Bit Mapped CD version,
CK 64935) Kind of Blue inaugurates
Classic's new Quicx SV (Super Vinyl)
Stereophile, March 2002

series. The CD's soundstaging is deeper
and more forward, but the sense of the
room's profound silences is more warmly portrayed on vinyl. Compare the
CD's italicizing of Wynton Kelly's piano
work on "Freddie Freeloader" and Bill
Evans' on "Blue and Green" with the
LP's textured, cozy decay. Don't get me
wrong — the CD's exceptionally refined, transparent, and spacious sound
permits an extreme close-up of Evans'
mechanics. But on the LP, it's as if Evans
is off to one side in his own little acoustic
nook, peeking out dynamically from behind the left speaker. The effect is more
intimate and alluring, not so much digitally eyeballed as ... overheard.
Not that analog can't deliver the visceral grandeur of the big picture, up close
and in your face. For those who came of
age on the groundbreaking songs contained in The Jimi Hendrix Classic Sistqles
Gillection, this limited-edition boxed set
of 10 45rpm singles — each with its own
rootie-tootie picture sleeve and spindle
adapter —is one of the most profound
audiophile events you'll ever experience.
Listening to "Fire," Ifelt as if Iwere sitting in engineer Eddie Kramer's lap,
directly behind his console, at the whitehot instant of creation. The added speed
and groove size conveys degrees of slam,
weight, and tone to Mitch Mitchell's
snare and kick that Inever thought to
experience in this life, and brings such
focus to Noel Redding's bass that, for
once, Hendrix's guitar parts sound in
scale with Redding's thundering accompaniment instead of overwhelming
them. Hot damn! And it's eerie how
much more soundstage depth and sense
of venue there are on the spectral flip
side, "The Wind Cries Mary."
Proceeding straight through to later,
more technically advanced recordings
such as "Rainy Day, Dream Away," b/w
"Still Raining, Still Dreaming," and
"Freedom," b/w "Angel," the sound is
revealing and defining — true reference
points for rock production values, and
meant to be played loud.., and then
louder still. All in an adorable package
that mimics the look of Hendrix's 4-by12" Marshall amp combo, right down to
casters and handles. Awesome!

Heads Up
SPYRO GYRA: In Modern Times
Jay Beckenstein, saxes; Scott Kreitzer, tenor sax; Barry
Danielian, trumpet, flugelhorn; Andrew Lippman,
Randy Andos, trombone; Julio Fernandez, guitars;
Tom Schulman, keyboards; Scott Ambush, electric
8 acoustic bass; Joel Rosenblatt, drums; David
Charles, Marc Quiñones, percussion
HUSA 9061 (surround SACD/CD). 2001. Jay

Notes
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Beckenstein, prod.; Doug Oberkircher, eng.; Scott
Hull, mastering. DDD. Ti': 60:52

F

ile this one under "if you like this
sort of thing." Spyro Gyra has been
making the same album for 20
years: here's the shuffle, here's the urban
ballad — and don't forget the Latin,
happy jazz, and yuppie funk tunes. Saxophonist and front man Jay Beckenstein
brings alyric tone and melodic focus to
the proceedings, but little else in the way
of harmonic or rhythmic distinction.
Through any number of personnel
changes, Spyro Gyra has always maintained asolid core of musicians, but on
those rare occasions when I'm in the
mood to don this sort of sonic apparel, I'd
rather slip on one of Fourplay's custom
silk creations than an off-the-rack rayon
shirt from the Spyro Gyra Collection.
Still, you have to acknowledge the
craftsmanship Spyro Gyra brings to
their music. With this recording, they
offer ample evidence of the audiophile
potential of the new DSD technology
in amore or less pop-fusion production.
In Modern Times is a hybrid multichannel/stereo recording playable on all
SAC!) and CD players, and in terms of
sheer sound, its wealth of instrumental
detail and room-shaking dynamics is
pretty damn impressive.
Imanaged to find acouple of arrangements that didn't activate my jazz snob's
gag reflex. Iwas particularly taken by
Scott Ambush's lazily grooving "The
River Between" —built on aserpentine
stereo wash of percussion and the composer's leviathan upright bass. It's illuminated by ashifting web of keyboards that
affords Beckenstein the opportunity to
go skywriting with his alto sax and languidly glide down to earth. It's such an
idealized sonic canvas that after awhile
it begins to sound larger than life, hyperacoustic. Non-electronic instruments are
jacked up big and loud and clear, and a
pearly inner glow suffuses electric
instruments — the techno-aura surrounding Julio Fernandez's guitar on his
arrangement of "Open Door" suggests
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Quarter
some artificial interaction with aspacious
acoustic. And if there's one thing — or
five — that DSD imparts to such proceedings, it's air, depth, dynamics, aremarkable degree of transparency, and a
palpable sense of venue, even if it is tantalizingly fake and digitally reconstituted.
In Went Times is such an audiophile
dog-yummy for two-channel rigs that
even /began to relax my all-points papal
interdict against Spyro Gyra. So Itied a
sweater around my waist, bought an expensive Rolex on credit, and visualized
how it all might sound in multichannel
surround from behind the wheel of a
new Lexus on aweekend drive out to
the Hamptons. Lay out my tux, Jeeves.

THE
DAVE :' BECK
iFITET
AT CA NEOE
HALL

Columbia/Legacy
DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: At Carnegie Hall
Dave Brubeck, piano; Paul Desmond, alto sax;
Eugene VVright, bass; Joe Morello, drums
Columbia/Legacy C2K 61455 (2 CDs). 1963/2001.
Teo Macero, prod.; Fred Plaut, Anthony Janel‘
Harold Terowski, Frank Bruno, orig. engs.; Didier C.
Deutsch, Darcy M. Proper, Russell Gloyd, reissue
prods.; Darcy M. Proper, remastering. MD? IT:
105:35

"Castilian Drums" is an object lesson in
the melodic potential of the multipercussion kit, as he skillfully manipulates pitch like ahand percussionist. As
Morello builds the dynamic intensity
ever so patiently, it's fascinating to hear
how the stage image broadens and grows
less localized, the room reverberations
and microphone bleed combining to create an immense sonic spread.
Likewise in this holographic depiction
of an expansive acoustic space, you can
plainly hear the warm, airy sound of Carnegie Hall every time Paul Desmond's
alto sax floats to the fore —particularly on
"Blue Rondo à la Turk," where Desmond's gritty blues phrasing and funky,
airborne swing belie his laid-back, drymartini reputation. As for the leader, his
oblique harmonic segue into "Pennies
from Heaven" and some skittering Cubist
runs illustrate what ayoung Cecil Taylor
might have derived from listening to
early-'50s Brubeck, while the pianist's
joyous roots in Harlem stride and big
band are plainly evident in his resounding
rhythmic passages on "St. Louis Blues."
Some of Columbia/Legacy's recent
releases, such as Miles Davis' Miles Davis
at Newport 1958 and Jazz at The Plaza,
function more like audio verité compared to this Brubeck set. "Here it is,
warts and all," those pristine remasterings seem to say, without untoward gainriding, compression, or EQ to disguise
palpable flaws in the original masters.
And while the gain structure of the Brubeck set may seem fairly hot by audiophile standards, it's quite musical by jazz
standards. In the end, nothing here detracts from the acoustic and emotional
purity of that event of 2/23/63.

T

his set is what being an audiophile
is all about. This superb 24-bit remastering of the classic Dave Brubeck Quartet's unedited Carnegie Hall
performance of February 21, 1963 is perhaps the best all-around document of
their contrapuntal interplay, rhythmic
equipoise, harmonic sophistication, and
melodic elegance. It's asplendid overview of the band's polymetric repertoire,
with commanding interpretations of traditional standards and blues in both rootsy and posmiodern veins.
As revealed by the excellent engineering work of Fred Plaut and the
Columbia team, each player's virtuosity
and refined touch shine through. The
immense body, warm tone, and chewy
articulation of Eugene Wright's bass on
"King for Day" is reproduced to perfection, with enormous immediacy and
center fill. Joe Morello's epic solo on
Stereophile, March 2002

Tdart
JIM HALL: Jim Hall & Basses
Jim Hall, acoustic &electric archtop guitars, 12-string
acoustic guitar, percussion; Scott Coley, Charlie
Haden, Dave Holland, Christian McBride, George
Mraz, bass
Telarc CD-83506 (CD). 2001. John Snyder, prod.;
Jack Renfler, eng. DDD. TT: 68:26

Notes

cross-section of virtuoso bassists.
Hall switches among D'Aquisto acoustic and electric archtop guitars, and
even aTaylor flat-top acoustic 12-string
(likely with built-in mic and piezo electronics). The Taylor provides afascinating
sonic contrast throughout the album — as
on Hall's coy, swinging choruses on "Besame Mucho," his usual bassist, Scott
Coley, demonstrating asumptuous tone
and perfect time. Sometimes Hall evokes
asound that suggests a12-string but is
actually aharmonic doubler, as on the
blucsy changes of "Dog Walk," where he
suggests asound halfway between steel
drums and Toots Thielemans' harmonica
over Christian McBride's muscular
groove. On "Abstract #3" (with George
Mraz and Scott Coley), Hall uses his 12string like amodern sculptor to create
flinty melodic clusters, jangly intervals,
and quirky triadic movement — he even
adds atouch of percussion, moving about
the soundstage from mike to mike to create different perspectives for the arco and
pizzicato basses.
This recording employs afairly conservative soundstage: guitar hard right,
bass hard left in adry, close-miked acoustic that's quite wann and intimate
despite the relative absence of room ambience. Hall generously showcases each
man at his best: Dave Holland's long,
fluid lines and counterpoint on "End the
Beguine" and "Sam Jones"; George
Mraz's broad palette of articulations and
lyrical rhythmic conception spurring
Hall on in "All the Things You Are"; and
on atruly epic reading of Billie Holiday's
"Don't Explain," engineer Jack Renner
captures Charlie Hadetes pliant, chewy
attack and enormous depth of tone as
few others have. Having stood shoulder
to shoulder with both Hall and Haden as
they've played — and having played
these particular instruments myself— I
can assure you without hyperbole that,
on this performance as throughout this
recording, the resolution and accuracy of
the DSD technology are breathtakinglii
intimate and real.

A

relaxed elegance of line, asophisticated sense of tune and tempo,
aknowing approach to space, a
rapturous purity of tone — all have long
distinguished the work of guitarist Jim
Hall, and make him an ideal candidate
for audiophile recording sessions. Now,
within's Hall &Basses, the innovative guitarist-composer has expanded on his
superb body of work for Tclarc with his
most intimate, varied, and personal recital, pairing himself with a brilliant
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Recording of the Vonth
21416 DISC
BUCKY PIZZARELLI: Swing Live
Bucky Pizzarelli, guitar; Allen Vaché, clarinet;
Peter Appleyard, vibes; Michael Moore,
bass; Bernard Purdie, drums
Chesky 11:12113 (CD), SACD223 (hybrid
multichannel SACD). 2001. David Chesky,
prod.; Barry Wolifson, Nicholas Prout,
engs. DOD. IT: 60:00
Performance ****
CD Sonics ***'6
SACD Sonics ****'/, (two-channel),
(multichannel)

K

MULTI -CHANefflettlO

eith Jarrett recently made
the observation that jazz
critics don't talk about
swing anymore. Jarrett speculated that critics either fail to recognize swing when they hear it, or
assume it as agiven. As acritic
who has not been outspoken on
the subject of swing, Isu est
two additional hypotheses. First,
in postmodern jazz, swing is often an implicit or even sublimated element. Second, the term has lost its hipness.
Current critics may feel that to describe ajazz performance as "swinging" would be like an art critic describing
apainting as "pretty." There are connotations of damning
by faint praise.
Which brings us to Swing Live, an album whose sole raison d'être is its heroic forward propulsion. With Swing Live,
even jazz critics who couldn't swing if you hung 'em will
find themselves tapping and bobbing to abody-stirring,
soul-throbbing, spirit-lifting energy that can only be called
by one name.
Bucky Pizzarelli came up in the pre-Charlie Parker
1940s and later toured with Benny Goodman. For the
post-Parker generations ofjazz listeners, Pizzarelli's music,
with its uniform phrasing and equal weight given to four
beats of the bar, will probably sound quaint. But Pizzarelli's
quintet, with instrumentation similar to that of Goodman's
small ensembles, plays the Swing Era style with expertise,
authenticity, and passion.
The most compelling voice in this band is not the
leader's guitar but the clarinet of Allen Vaché. The clarinet
has not been amajor instrument in jazz for over 50 years,
but in the hands of amaster like Vaché, its pure, keening
squeal is still an urgent summons. (Presumably, the Pied
Piper played the clarinet, and Benny Goodman once
caused crowds to riot.)
In his role of rhythm guitarist, Pizzarelli's locked-in yet
supple drive is the primary source of this music's groove.
When he solos, no matter the tempo, he plays lines that
sound both inevitable and relaxed. Peter Appleyard on
vibes belongs here because his spontaneous melodies are
inseparable from his rhythmic accents.
Chesky Records has released Swing Live in astandard
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BOUND

CD version, and also in ahybrid
multichannel version that will play
regular CD, two-channel SACD,
and multichannel (4.0) SACD.
(There is also aDVD-Audio version, not reviewed here.) Chesky
stands for minimalist milcing and
undisturbed signal paths. One of
the reasons that audiophiles stay
hooked is that there is no such
thing as One Truth in matters of
recorded sound. Instead, there are
Truths. Chesky's truth is to recover and religiously protect ambient
cues, in order to re-create asense
of the space in which the recording was made. Choosing atruth
involves tradeoffs. Chesky sacrifices bass impact and the excite-

ment of close focus.
Your present reviewer has never been astrong fan of the
Chesky sound — the bass and drums often sound too far
away. What Iam apparently supposed to hear as depth I
hear as off-mike. That said, any viable audio truth can be
enjoyed on its own terms. Once your brain has adjusted,
the pale, error-free purity of the Chesky sound creates
unique pleasures.
Swing Live was recorded before a live audience in
Makor, asmall New York venue. In the CD version,
Michael Moore's bass and Bernard Purdie's drums are soft,
yet the ensemble is depicted with undeniable verisimilitude, like actual eavesdropping from asmall distance.
When you switch to the two-channel SACD version,
something quietly miraculous happens. Because SACD
delivers more low-level detail and dynamic contrast, suddenly it is much less necessary to live without incisiveness
and immediacy to get Chesky spaciousness. On "Limehouse Blues," the collisions of Appleyard's mallets on the
metal bars of his vibraphone are richer, more complex
events. Vaché's clarinet is smoother and yet has more zeal.
Pizzarelli seems to strum harder.
But the real fun begins with the multichannel SACD
version. Chesky engineers Barry Wolifson and Nicholas
Prout use the two rear channels strategically and tastefully,
for rear-wall reflections and crowd noise. The clapping and
shouts from the enthusiastic audience surround you in a
seamless wrap. On "Dinah," when Vaché enters for his second solo after Pizzarelli and Purdie trade fours, and the
audience around you erupts, the rush is intense — and, for
listeners who have previously lived in atwo-channel world,
it is new. It is the difference between perceiving the event
from an external vantage point and being there. And once
you've been there, it's hard to go back.
-Thomas Conrad
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display strong, sometimes virtuosic melodic features. On
two of the most appealing
STRAVAGANTE
tracks, the Purcell Quartet is
joined
by His Majestys Sag,
eziefele.WeffleigetifeefeeitUe.:,».,....
butts & Cornetts (four of the
former, two of the latter) for
some rousing Gabrieli-like
canzonas by Giovanni Picchi.
Dario Castello's remarkably
virtuosic Sonata Sesta for violin, trombone, organ, and chitarrone requires afearless and
highly accomplished trom4leree
•
kete,e..7;51;.'1.`:-.;:ece AsY:
bonist
to successfully pull off
THE PURCELL QUARTET
its wild runs and leaps. The
Robert. Woolley •His Majesty Sagburts & Co nctis
uncredited soloist doesn't disCHANDOS early music
appoint, nor does violinist
Catherine Mackintosh, who,
here and throughout the program, neatly trims her own thorny lines to
smooth-edged, golden-toned strands.
Another highlight is Frescobaldi's
CAPRICCIO STRAVAGANTE
eyebrow-raising chromaticism in his
Catizon Terra. He's outdone in this
Volume 2
technique by Biagio Marini, who, in
Works by Frescobaldi, Marini, Picchi, Stradella, Vitali,
his 11-minute-long Passamezzo Conothers
certato (from Op.8), also doesn't hesitate
The Purcell Quartet; Robert Woolley, organ, harpsichord; His Majestys Sagbutts &Cornetts
to throw all manner of rhythmic and
Chandos CHAN 0670 (CD). 2001. Martin Compton,
imitative tricks at the two violins, reprod.; Ben Connellan, eng. DOD. Tr: 69:04
Performance
quiring them and the partnering chiStinks ****
tarrone to constantly change roles as
apriccio Stramonte Vol.2 projects leader and follower while always rethe same energy and enthusiasm maining very close together. It's atour
for this 17th-century Italian in- de force, and the three players seem to
strumental music that these players de- relish its challenges, never letting enermonstrated on 1441. (The title is taken gy or rhythmic vitality wane.
Frescobaldi again toys with little
from awork by Carlo Farina that appeared on the first disc.) That this pro- chromatic touches in his Capriccio del
ject isn't just another gig is evident in Seetto, aquirky but absolutely delightthe care with which hundreds of small ful little gem performed here with gusto
details —a lift of bow here, aphrase by solo harpsichordist Robert Woolley.
ending there — are executed. Although Giovanni Vitali's Capriccio Sopra Dodici
each of these 18 selections has individ- (from Op.7) is aset of variations on a
ual charm — and, in afew cases, formi- ground bass that's reminiscent of but far
dable challenges—none is a master- more charming and inventive than
piece; less committed performances Pachelbel's inexplicably ubiquitous (somight have left us less impressed with called) canon.
If you liked Capriccio Stravagante VoLl,
the music's possibilities.
First, you notice the sound, which you'll definitely like Vol.2. If you haven't
allows you to distinctly hear each instru- heard this music before, you'll find it
ment but (unlike many chamber re- immediately accessible, tuneful, rhythcordings) also places you at adistance mically engaging, good for background
that leaves sufficient room for the tim- or more careful listening, and high on
bres of the ensemble to blend. You get the scale of pure entertainment.
—David Vernier
true impressions both of the brilliance
of the upper violin registers and the
mellow twang of the chitarrone's
PUCCINI
plucked bass strings.
The program itself is ahodge-podge,
Tosco
but holds together by virtue of the inAngela Gheorghiu, Tosca; Roberto Alagna,
strumentation —usually one or more
Cavaradossi; Rug,gero Raimondi, Scarpia; others;
Chorus & Orchestra of the Royal Opera House,
violins, an occasional solo or accomCovent Garden; Antonio Pappano
panying organ, abass violin or chitar- EMI 5 57173 2 (2 CDs). 2001. David Groves, prod.;
Simon Rhodes, eng. DOD. TF: 114:12
rone —and because most of the works

CAPRICCIO
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his is the soundtrack to amotionpicture version of Tósca, to be released soon. As arecording of an
opera on CD, it stands handsomely and
proudly on its own. Perhaps because it's
part of acinematic project, it has an
extra whiff of theatricality; whatever
the cause, this Tosca fairly leaps out of
the speakers. The engineers have outdone themselves. Just try the opening
chords — Idoubt you'll ever hear brass
played louder or recorded better than
this. And instrumental detail and the
voice/orchestra balance throughout
are excellent.
This is anasty story, and Antonio
Pappano leads ataut, cruelly conceived,
exciting reading that builds —particularly in the second-act Tosca-Scarpia
exchange — to near-hysterical climaxes.
Tosca, for all her strength, is avictim,
Scarpia is a monster, and Pappano
makes sure we never forget the brutality. The beginning of the last act is a
brief respite, and is as lovely as you'll
ever hear it, with atrue evocation of
dawn — and sadness — and a boy-soprano shepherd who should be famous.
Angela Gheorghiu is a tremendous
Tosca, as fiery as Callas and as caressing
as Tebaldi at her best, but the reading is
Gheorghiu's own. She sings the final
words of Act II with acombination of
amazement, horror, and relief that is
unique. The unusual grain in her voice
continues to fascinate, and she can sing
at any dynamic level. Happily, she
never goes for the cheap vocal effect,
refusing to wring emotion where
there's no need to, and thereby making
the big, genuinely distraught moments
all the more powerful.
Alagna is slightly more generic, and
forces the voice at times (and so loses
quality in very soft singing), but Icarp:
His is asplendid Cavaradossi, and he and
Mrs. Alagna play off one another beautifully, turning their exchanges into real
conversations. Raimondi is at apoint in
his career where he must husband his
resources (it's somewhat doubtful that his
bass voice was ever totally suitable for the
baritone Scarpia), and while there are
instants of true vocal distress, more often
he manages to turn his weaknesses into
dramatic strengths. This is asnide Scarpia
whose malice and authority are presumed; when he does yell, it's terrifying.
The rest of the cast is quite good, and
the Covent Garden forces are at their
very best. This is adynamite performance — highly recommended.
—Robert Levine
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rock/pop
THE dB's
Stands for deciBels &Repercussion
Collectors Choice Music CCM-250-2 (CD). 2001.
Alan Betrock, The dB's, Roger Becharian, Scott Litt,
Chris Stamey, prods. MD.? TT: 78:33
Performance ****
Sonics ***

O

benefit of hindsight is that
time occasionally reveals how
what seemed like a footnote
was actually alandmark. The dB's emerged in the midst of the late-1970s New
York new wave/punk explosion, but
never achieved the success or the legendary status of so many of their peers.
However, this reissue in one set of the
two releases by the group's original lineup begs, if not insists, for reassessment.
Even in their day, these albums sounded refreshing and inspired for their sharp
reconfiguration of the pop-rock sound.
Today, both sound like masterworks rich
in imagination, potency, musicality, and
sheer pop appeal. In ajust world, The
dB's would be as esteemed as their obvious heroes, Big Star, and as influential as
The Replacements. Had the cards fallen
differently, the group might have enjoyed
the popularity of such popish contemporaries as Squeeze and Split Enz. But given
how invigorating these recordings now
sound, perhaps The dB's were just too
progressive in their rocking pop to hit the
top back then.
As veteran New York City writer
Scott Schinder recounts in his liner
notes, The dB's were an inconsistent
live act that sometimes stumbled into
the career pitfalls that lie in wait for inne

Stands for

genious artists. The quartet's 1981 debut, Stands làr deciBels, is an audaciously
keen advancement of all the rocking
pop that came before, as well as a
statement of sheer originality. It was
soon followed by Repercussion, which
stands as one of the smartest and most
harrowing, yet comforting, romantic
breakup albums of all time.
Although The dB's stamped their mix
of influences with something distinctly
their own, one can hear such Brit-pop
giants as The Beatles, The Kinks, and
'The Who echoing in their sound, as well
as the flavors of the band's own era.
Among these 25 sparkling gems arc
tracks that stand shoulder to shoulder
with the best of The Beach Boys ("She's
Not Worried"), Squeeze ("Happenstance"), The Kinks ("Storm Warning"),
and Big Star ("From a Window to a
Screen," "Nothing is Wrong").
Two decades later, The dB's' songs
arc so compelling, their sound so visionary and classic, that it may now be time
for the group to reunite to claim the
throne they so obviously deserved.

Reviews

Kelly Hogan hops to it on Because It Feel Good.

The only twang conies in the album's
single Hogan original, "Sugarbowl,"
KELLY HOGAN
which is also its only near-rocker.
Throughout, Because It Feel Good's
Because It Feel Good
sonic hallmark is a deliberately loneBloodshot BS 079 (CD). 2001. Kelly Hogan, David
some, echoey spaciousness — Hogan
Barbe, prods., engs.; Rob Miller, eng. MD? TT:
sounds as if she's singing in agymnasi33:21
Performance ****
um — and this mannered, well-built voSonics ****
cal album is rare for the way it makes
rock songs sound like standards. It also
long with Neko Case, Kelly
Hogan is the class of the 'raker- benefits from co-producer David
native vocalist niasses. On Be- Barbe's smarts and Andrew Bird's
almost too-pert and pretty string
cause It Feel Good, Hogan forsakes the
arrangements.
-Robert Baird
twang and grabs hold of the torch. The
subject of this rich tapestry of hurt and
doubt is relationships, and, arranged for
MICK & PAUL
maximum vocal drama, the
MICK JAGGER: Goddess in the Doorway
album glides along at alush,
Virgin 8 11288 2 (CD). 2001. Muck Jagger, Marti
swoonish, mid-tempo, held toFrederiksen, Matt Clifford, Lenny Kravitz, VVyclef
Jean, Jerr 'Wonder" Duplessis, prods.; Chris Potter,
gcther by Hogan's voice, which
prod., eng.; Rich Chycki, Max Keyes, Henry Hirsch,
here shows its whispery, feathAndy Grassi, engs. MD? TT: 56:51
the _
_
ery sides to great effect.
Performance **
deciBels/Repercussion
Sonics ***
"Strayed" is a he-beenfoolin'-hisself tune, and HoPAUL McCARTNEY: Driving Rain
Capitol CDP 5 35510 2 (CD). 2001. David Kahne,
gan assumes amale persona to
prod.; Mark Dearnley, Jaime Sickora, Kevin Mills,
sing "an alley cat and bumble
engs. MD. TT: 67:17
bee to your panther, to your
Performance ***
Sonics ***
wasp" and "never thought I'd
be one of those men with pinnsonic people's minds, the essential
indicator of rock'n'roll preference
ups on the wall for all to see."
will always be: Are you aBeatles
She executes the mid-tune
fan or aStones fan? Nearly 40 years
hairpin curve with ease.
"Please Don't Leave Me Loafter that question was first posed, the
battle goes on with these nearly simulnely" is arock aria complete
with strings, and a human
taneous solo releases by Mick Jagger
and Paul McCartney.
whistle is used as an instruWith the Stones still something of a
ment in "(You Don't Know)
The First Thing About Blue."
going concern, you can hear on Goddess
—Rob Patterson
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the studio shortly before they were recorded. There are even acouple of silly
love songs, including the title track and
"Heather," both of them directed, no
doubt, at the new Mrs. McCartney.
And "Freedom," the charity song
tacked on at the end, is simply halfbaked, however well-intentioned.
Still, there are some worthwhile
moments. "Back in the Sunshine
Again" has anice, bluesy feel, as does
the hymnlike "From a Lover to a
Friend." Even the blistering, proglike "Rinse the Raindrops," which
clocks in at over 10 minutes, shows
sonic renewed spirit in the old boy.
The loose, spontaneous feel —
the album was recorded in two sesin the Doorway the degree to which
Jagger feels shackled to his role as singer sions, with musicians largely unknown
to McCartney and producer David
of the band's age-old anthems. Goddess is
filled with songs about complicated love
Kahne — is an interesting approach,
relationships (something he'd know a but, as with most of Sir Paul's postBeatle albums, alittle more tightening,
thing or two about) and spiritual questalittle more editing, and Driving Rain
ing (which, coining from the narcissistic,
id-driven Ja14:,er, strikes afalse chord).
could have been asuperior work. As it
is, afew standout tracks will likely stick
Musically, only a few of these tunes
with listeners for awhile; the rest will
would be at home on aStones album.
fall by the wayside soon enough.
On Goddess, Jagger instead tries to craft
— Daniel Durchholz
some credible adult pop, aided occasionally by the rhythms of the exclusive
clubs he can get into and we can't.
CHARLEY PATTON
Considering how badly Jagger wants
Treasures & Tributes
to step out on his own here, he seems to
need alot of help. Perhaps to conjure a CHARLEY PATTON: Screamin' and Hollerin' the
Blues: The Worlds of Charley Patton
little Santana-like magic (and pull in
Revenant 212 (7 CDs). 2001. John Fahey, prod.; varsome younger fans), he invited Matchious engs. AAD. TT: 7:53:00
box Twenty's Rob Thomas to co-write a Performance *****
Sonics ***
song ("Visions of Paradise"). Lenny
DOWN THE DIRT ROAD: The Songs of Chancy
Kravitz and Wyclef Jean supply some
Patton
needed help, and old-guard buddies Pete
Telarc CD-83535 (CD). 2001. Randy labbe, prod.;
Townshend and Joe Perry sit in as well.
various engs. AAD. TT: 54:19
Performance ***
Sometimes the mix works nicely —
Sonics***
as in "God Gave Mc Everything," the
ballsy rocker with Kravitz, and "Hidee played for spare change in
Mississippi juke joints and at
away," an island-grooving track aided by
house parties, weddings, and
Wydef. But mostly these songs are too
picnics. He recorded only near the end
slick, and not at all cohesive (too many
of his life. His music wasn't rediscovered
cooks in the control room) or emotionuntil die 1960s. Known as adifficult
ally acute. The troubles of a middleman obsessed with women and illegal
aged and disaffected rock star simply
substances, life and death, sin and rearen't our concern.
demption, he wrote and performed
Or arc they? Yesterday, all Paul Mcsongs that helped create the language
Cartney's troubles seemed so far away.
But since his last album of original matewe now call the blues.
No, l'in not talking about hint. But in
rial, 1997's Flaming Pie, he's lost his lovethe wake of the earnest mythology
ly Linda to cancer, found himself awash
that has grown around his
in grief and loneliness, and remarried.
protégé over the last
Those emotions play out on many of the
several
decades,
tracks on Drivit,q Rain, which are darker,
Charley Patton has
moodier, and more experimental than
been reduced to the role
we've come to expect from the heretoof "Robert Johnson
fore perpetually sunny ex-Beatle.
influence." The man once
Alas, the writing isn't very good. Some
called the Masked Marvel
songs, like "She's Given Up Talking" and
remains a slightly out-of"Tiny Bubble," sound as ifjotted down in

H
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focus specter.
It was time for are-examination, and
now along conies Screatnin' and Hollerite
the Blues: 71,e Worlds of.Charley Patton,
which collects practically every known
fact about Patton in one 7-CD set. In its
completist zeal and obsession, it raises
the bar for ambition in boxed collections.
Screamin' and Hollerin' is actually the
story of two people. Guitarist, composer,
and historian John Fahey was an early
Patton advocate. His quest began in the
1950s, yielded apublished study of Patton's music in 1970, and culminated
with this set, which Fahey produced.
The project was completed after Fahey's
recent death by Revenant's Dean and
Laurie Blackwood, who dedicated the
set to him.
As its subtitle, list' Worlds of Charity
Patton, suggests, the set is much more
than just Patton's collected recordings.
It's an attempt to put his music, career —
his entire existence—in aclearer context, contradictions and all. The notes arc
extensive and exhaustive. Besides the requisite comprehensive recording notations and the text of Fahey's original
1970 study, essays by Dr. David Evans,
historian Edward Komara, and Fahey
deliver awealth of data new and old, as
well as arguments and suggestions about
the elusive singer's place in history.
Patton's own recordings, both solo and
with disciples Willie Brown and Son
House, among others, comprise much of
discs 1-5. Discs 6and 7, subtitled Charley's Orbit, include selections by more
than 20 Patton contemporaries and audio
interviews with students Howlin' Wolf,
Booker Miller, and Pops Staples, and
H.C. Speir, who recorded Patton.
Remembered as an enthusiastic and
comical visual performer who played
his instrument behind his back and between his legs, Patton developed a
rhythmic style that, perhaps out of necessity, included using the guitar as both
astringed and arhythm instrument. He
added aslide, often using the sound as
another voice to mimic, or "sing," a
lyric. Patton's use of other voices was
quite sophisticated — he often used a
second and even athird voice as asides,

equal parts call-and-response and
Greek chorus.
Patton's songwriting, too, holds up. A
dozen contemporary artists interpret his
tunes on Down the Dirt Road: The Soues of
CharIcy Patton, and they illustrate the
enduring strengths of the material.
Snooky Pryor's intense "Pony Blues" is
the kind of unhinged performance you
hear in Patton's own interpretations. Joe
Louis Walker's "Sugar Mama" offers a
glimpse into how Patton might have
performed plugged in—as a bawdy,
slide-guitar hustler. The stoic, defiant "I
Shall Not Be Moved," as rendered by
Paul Rishell and Annie Raines, and
Charlie Musselwhite's whispery, meditative "Pea Vine Blues," are solid examples of Patton's versatility. His "Poor
Me," as done by Graham Parker, would
have fit nicely on any early GP and the
Rumour album. Throughout, Randy
Labbe's spare production values arc in
keeping with the material.
The worst criticisms of Patton are
that some of his compositions seem
sloppy and unstructured, and that he
occasionally fell back on standard musical and lyrical patterns. But, like current
protégé Bob Dylan, Patton revisited
and reinterpreted his songs over the
years, adapting and refining them for
any situation.
Dylan picked up Patton's careful eye
for detail and talent for capturing contemporary events in song. These traits
arc nowhere more apparent than in Patton's two versions of "High Water
Everywhere" on Screamin' and Hollerin',
each afirst-person account of the confusion, death, and dislocation of the
1927 Mississippi flood. "Lord, the water
is rollin', got up to my bed," Patton
sings, his guitar banging around like a
log in swollen current. "I thought I
would take atrip, Lord, out on the big
ice sled." (Dylan's own surreal account
of the 27 deluge, "High Water (for
Charley Patton)," appears on his latest
album, "Love and The)
Patton had the extreme misfortune to
work for parsimonious record companies, and the available recordings come
from scratchy 78s. Though aHerculean
effort has been made to eliminate surface noise, listening to Patton can be a
chore at first. But using the printed
lyrics, especially during early listenings, I
was surprised at how easy it was to pick
up on his unique phrasing and deepSouth patois.
Housed in an ingenious reproduction
of an album of 78rpm shellacs, the CDs
themselves attached to "records" of
heavy cardboard, Screamin' and Hollain' is
114

the most comprehensive and meticulous
presentation of amusical subject yet presented in aboxed set. k's meant to entertain, surprise, provoke, and be generally
wallowed around in.
To call Charley Patton a Robert
Johnson "progenitor" cheapens his legacy —Patton was ageneration older, and
the most popular Delta blues performer
of his time. Spend some time with
Saramire and Hollerin' tlw Blues—it makes
apersuasive argument that old Charley
did aheck of alot more than just set the
table for young Robert. -Leland Rucker

...

Performance *****
Sonics ** to

T

he talc of cornetist Leon "Bix"
Beiderbecke, the brilliant but selfdestructive genius from Davenport, Iowa — great white hope, apotheosis of the jazz age, and sad exemplar of
the many musical deaths-by-excess to
come—is one of American popular
music's dark sagas. A distinctly different
stylistic flavor from Louis Armstrong,
Beiderbecke is remembered musically
for his unmistakable tone; ahandful of
unforgettably buoyant solos in tunes
like "I'm Coming Virginia," "Royal Garden Blues," and his opus, "Singin' the
Blues"; and an original piano oddity entitled "In aMist."
TOM WAITS: Used Songs: 1973-1980
Given his musical gifts and the carElektra/Rhino R2 78351 (CD). 2001. Jerry Yester,
Bones Howe, orig. prods.; Richie Moore, Geoff
wreck allure of his life story, BeiderHowe, others, orig. engs.; Dan Hersch, Bill Inglot,
becke's recorded catalog, much of it now
remastering engs. ADD? TT: 77:02
out of copyright, has appeared in anumPerformance *****
Sonics ****
ber of different forms over the years. Bix
A greasy, hip, piano-playin' loner, a aficionados can find the same recordings
canny tuncsmith, acancerous growl, a issued by JSP, Columbia, Milestone,
broken heart: in the '70s, gnarly national
Classics, and RCA, as well as by aslew of
treasure Tom Waits was all that and
budget labels from Australia to Belgium.
more. That was back before the theatrics
This seven-disc set from Mosaic contook over. When Waits still wrote songs
centrates on the cream of Bix's career:
without banging or shouting. When he
the nearly 70 tracks he and saxophonist
tried to sing. When he was alittle hunFrank Trumbauer recorded, as leaders
grier, alittle more eager to please.
Now, 16 years after Asylum Yeats, lus
first Asylum best-of compilation, comes
this 17-track collection. Taken as acompanion piece to his Island years best-of,
1998's Beautiful Maladies (Island 314 524
519-2), Used Songs makes for atidy little
Waits primer. But nothing about Waits
is tidy or ever will be. My advice: Get
the full albums for the library, but play
this disc at parties when you're BBQ'ing
aFilipino Box Spring Hog or trying to
talk down ajumper. I'll put it this way:
"Jersey Girl," "01' 55," "(Looking for)
The Heart of Saturday Night," "Heartattack and Vine." Straight killa, no filla.

short takes

- Robert Baird

jazz
BIX BEIDERBECKE
The Complete Okeh and Brunswick
Bix Beiderbecke, Frank Trumbauer,
and Jack Teagarden Sessions
(1924-36)
Mosaic 211 (7 CDs). 2001. Michael Cuscuna, exec.
prod.; Scott Wenzel, prod.; Doug Pomeroy, audio
restoration; Doug Pomeroy, Andreas Meyer, John
R.T. Davies, Jack Towers, disc 8tape transfers. A-D.
TT: 8:21:18
Available by mail-order only: Mosaic Records, 35
Melrose Place, Stamford, CT 06902.

Forever Young -Bix at the height of his powers.
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of and sidemen in small groups, for
Okch (owned since 1926 by Columbia)
between 1927 and 1929, the year of
Beiderbecke's death. Added to these are
Okeh sessions led by Trumbauer after
1929, Columbia sessions led by Texas
trombonist and vocalist Jack Teagarden,
and Brunswick tracks cut by a band,
The Three "Ts," featuring Trumbauer,
Teagarden, and Jack's trumpeter brother, Charlie Teagarden. While the Teagarden tracks swing (thanks in large part
to underrated drummer Ray Bauduc)
and the Trumbauer cuts are an interesting history lesson, it's the Bix tracks that
are transcendent.
Given the widespread availability of
the Beiderbecke catalog, the big question about this set is its sound quality.
According to producer Scott Wenzel,
70-80% of the tracks were taken from
nietal parts now housed in the Sony
vaults, the gaps filled in with clean 78s
and previous CD and LP reissues. The
set's chief sonic competition is the ongoing Beiderbecke reissue project on
Sunbeam, directed by famed engineer
John R.T. Davies, who also did the JSP
restorations and transfers. (Several
tracks from the Sunbeam project are the
aforementioned CD masters used to
complete the Mosaic set.) In general,
after extensive A/I3 comparisons, the
transfers by Doug Pomeroy sound
cleaner and brighter, while the Davies
Sunbeam versions have atouch more
wannth and presence.
As jazz staggers through one of its
more fallow periods in recent memory,
the music's glorious past continues to be
vital thanks to the exhaustive efforts of a
number of reissue labels, and the best of
these is the venerable mail-order-only
Mosaic Records. Although the style of
music or particular player represented
by agiven Mosaic box may not be your
cup of tea, these limited-edition boxes,
whether in LP or CD format, are without equal in terms of packaging, liner
notes, and sound.
-Robert Baird
JOHN SCOFIELD
Überjam
John Scofield, electric guitar; Avi Bortnick, rhythm
guitar, sampling; Karl Denson, saxophone, flute;
John Medeski, Mellotron, organ, clavinet; Jesse
Murphy, bass; Adam Deitch, drums
Verve 314 589 356-2 (CD). 2002. John Scofield,
Jason Olaine, prods.; Joe Ferla, eng., mix. DOD. Tr:
58:45
Performance ****
Sonics ****
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ne thing about aJohn Scofield
record: you know it's aJohn
Scofield record. Pick any album — from, say, What We Do (1993,
Stereophile, March 2002

The old man and the three John Scofield's jammin'

Blue Note 99586) through A Go Go
(1998, Verve 314 539 979-2) and Works
for Me (2000, Verve 314 549 281-2) —
and you hear an evolving, nuanced, fiery
guitarist with an immediately recognizable style and sound, whether he's
whamming on aflunk groove or slyly
wending his way through changes. And
his compositions, be they hosting abackbeat or swinging with heft, boast amix
of the playful and the serious as hell that
is easily identifiable as Seo.
Funk rock meets hip-hop on the
meaty
Funk,,
but the jazz presence is
hefty enough that the album is not really adeparture for Scofield. It's the kind
of record that diehard belioppers who
like to shake it now and then (like yours
truly) can get with —a solid mix of fun,
intellectuality, 21st-century sounds and
moods, and Scofield's typically imaginative guitar work.
It's also very much aband record.
Scofield wrote about half the tunes, the
bandmembers the others, and all were
arranged by the group. While Scofield's
lead and solo work still dominates,
equally essential are the dynamic drumming of Adam Deitch, Avi Bormick's
thumping rhythm guitar and deft employment of pre-recorded samplesjesse
Murphy's pliant bass lines, and John
Medeski's keyboard fills and solos.

The
themes,
almost all of which arc driven by a
backbeat variant, are brief, not much
more than setups for the solos, but the
harmonic and, particularly, rhythmic
underpinnings arc often intricately structured. Take "Acidhead," which starts
eerily with sitar-like Scofield and sampled voices that recall George Harrison's
intro to "'Within You Without You."
Then, after Medeski's solo on Mellotron
(a precursor of the modern keyboard
synthesizer), in which his sound seems
to melt into globs of tonal matter,
Scofield improvises with asteely tone,
leading to ariff that resembles "Big Rock
Candy Mountain."
"Animal Farm" has patches of densely textured, on-and-off guitars and
spaces of more aural openness; during
the latter, the leader plies agleaming,
115

crying tone. "Offspring" moves from
amid-'60s rock stance to contemporary funk/hip-hop jazz; Scofield,
shifting sounds several times, delivers
short and longer ideas that sizzle as
they dance over the urgent beat. The
jazz-rooted "Snap, Crackle and Pop"
finds the guitarist sometimes using a
heavily processed sound, pushed by
Bortnick's hard-punched guitar fills.
Other numbers arc simpler. "Tomorrow Land" floats along as aquasishuffle; Scofield plays the pretty
theme with awarm, singing sound,
then switches to wah-wah for his solo.
Überjam is sonically intriguing and
stimulating: there's the range of Scofield's guitar tones, the other players'
sounds, and the world of ambient
noises —from whistles and bleeps to
vocal snippets and low, intentionally
distorted tones — that dart in and
around everything (though not
always, thank goodness). There's a
lot to listen to — you'll appreciate the
detail and the presence as your system gets agood workout.
—Zan Stewart
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HENRY THREADGILL
Everybody's Mouth's aBook
Up Popped the Two Lips
HENRY THREADGILL 8 MAKE A MOVE:
Everybody's Mouth's oBook
Henry Threadgill, alto sax, flute; Brandon Ross, guitars; Bryan Carrott, vibraphone, marimbas; Stomu
Takeishi, basses; Dafnis Prieto, drums
Pi PI 01 (CD). 2001. Henry Threadgill, prod.; Robert
Musso, eng. DDD.
50:31
Performance ***'/,
Sonics ****

swing lests. They both feature odd instrumental combinations —particularly
Zooid's acoustic guitar/oud frontline
supported by tuba-and-cello bass lines —
as well as new compositions in complex
(read: lyrical, mysterious, jarring, transporting) arrangements that arc unHENRY THREADGILUS ZOOID: Up Popped the Two
mistakably Threadgillian. In other words,
Lips
both CDs are recommended, if only to
Henry Threadgill, alto sax, flute; lose Davila, tuba;
Liberty Ellman, acoustic guitar; Tank Benbrahim,
hear arare vein of sonorous adventure in
oud; Dana Leong, cello; Dafnis Prieto, drums
jazz. Threadgill's latest efforts offer alterPi PI 02 (CD). 2001. Henry Threadgill, prod.; Robert
Musso, eng. ODD. TT: 45:28
natives to the blandness that passes for
Performance ****'/,
much of the jazz vanguard these days.
Sonics ****
Make aMove's eight-track set, Everybody's Mouth's aBook, makes for great
ntil signing with Pi Recordings,
Henry Threadgill had been journey music, with pockets of contemwithout arecording contract of plation and plenty of unsettled motion.
any kind for several years. Considering
Like Omette Coleman, Threadgill
that he's one of improvised music's most doesn't write music that settles into the
significant composers, the situation was
background at aparty. It demands that
atravesty. Of course, Threadgill himself attention be paid to its humor, distress,
wasn't exactly eager to enter into apact urgency, and pain. Threadgill's singular,
with any company unwilling to let him
often clipped voice on alto sax (a plainexercise his idiosyncratic voice. Pi, a tive cry) and flute (a wafting sweetness)
New York—based upstart, apparently
is the thread that unifies the album,
liked what it heard when Threadgill dewhich features Bryan Carrott providing
livered these recordings as candidates
adreamy and at times edgy vibraphone
for the label's first releases.
backdrop, Brandon Ross playing light
As might be expected, the albums —
and heavy on acoustic and electric guione by Threadgill's long-term Make a tars, Stomu Takeishi thumping out turMove ensemble, the other by his latest
bulent electric bass lines, and Dafnis
band, Zooid — are not easy-listening
Prieto pounding on his trap set in the

U
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most dramatic moments. Each bandmember has his share of solos,
though not in the traditional jazz
sense — they're either long excursions that are more like extended
meditations, or short openings that
color the compositional weave.
Opposites attract throughout.
Everybody's Mouth begins slowly and
mysteriously with "Platinum Inside
Straight," followed by the uptempo
"Don't Turn Around," which opens
with Takeishi's ready-to-funk bass
tremors and Prieto's scampering
drum rhythms. The tune is driven by
Threadgill's pressing sax and Ross's
dirty, ragged musings on electric guitar. More hopeful and more dramatic is "Burnt 'Til Recognition,"
Threadgill leading the way on flute
again above aplayful and at times
bright soundscape nonetheless shadowed by the inherent storminess of
the composer's vision. "Where Coconuts Fall" is bookended by instru- mental comedy (imagine miniature
and gigantic coconuts being lightly
dropped and violently thrown
down), but is gut-wrenchingly loud
and raucous in the middle. Likewise,
the fast-paced "Shake It Off" rocks
with Ross rawness, while Threadgill's flute playing is his loveliest on
this disc. "What to Do, 'What to Do"
begins with Ross's FX-drenched guitar,
its waters then troubled by Threadgill's
alto-sax agony. The recurring beautybeast dichotomy of the tunes keeps the
album from becoming predictable.
This alternating rhythm also characterizes Zooid's Up Popped the Two Lips —
perhaps the most Dali-esque album title
in jazz history. Yet Threadgill & Co. aren't
musical surrealists but alchemists, creating
anew alloy of sound by stirring up apeculiar instrumental mix. Recorded two
months after Everybody's Mouth, this CD
features Threadgill's boldest break from
convention. Zooid comprises Liberty
Ellman on acoustic guitar, Tank Benbrahim on oud, the bass team of tubaist
Jose Davila and cellist Dana Leong, and
drummer Prieto —all of whom are spotlighted, though always in the service of
Threadgill's compositions.
Tim) Lips is zoo-like in the sense of its
living, breathing beauty and its imaginative eccentricities. But it's also a playground of improvisational freedom,
evidenced in the music and by the name
of the band. According to the dictionary,
azooid is any organic body or cell capable
of spontaneous movement and thus
existence independent of the parent
organism. Threadgill is the father, his
Stereophile, March 2002
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rituals into the style that has since become known as salsa.
According to producer-annotatorJordi
Pujol, Pozo was an elusive character, a
footloose loner whom nearly everyone
liked but hardly anyone knew well. Born
in aHavana ghetto, he rose from bootblack and petty criminal to become one
of Cuba's best-known drummers and
dancers, and the star of the show at the
newly opened Tropicana nightclub.
He first attracted attention in
Havana's comparsas, the percussion
troupes that marched through black
neighborhoods during carnival parades.
The conga drum had only recently been
introduced to Cuban popular dance
bands, and Pozo had to overcome racism
in order to reach mainstream Cuban
audiences. His friend Miguelito Valdés,
the first singer to make "Babalir ahit,
first recorded one of Pozo's compositions in 1939, but Pozo was unable to
join Valdés' band at the time because, it
is said, his skin was too dark. Instead,
Pozo made his recording debut the following year with aradio orchestra.
El Tambor de Cuba divides Pozo's
career according to his roles as composer, Cuban-music performer, and jazz
collaborator. Disc 1, Bleu, Blot, Blen, comprises recordings of his compositions —
by artists such as Miguelito Valdés, Tito
Rodriguez, Machito, and Dizzy Gillespie —on which Pozo himself does
not play. Disc 2, Timbera, La Timba es
CHANO POZO
Min, is devoted to Pozo's own strictly
El Tambor de Cuba
Latin recordings as aleader and sideTumbao Cuban Classics TCD 305 (3 CDs). 2001.
man. The third, The Cu-Bop Days, conJordi Pujol, prod. No eng. listed. MD? TT: 3:40:01
sists mostly of his work with Gillespie's
Performance **** 1
2
/
Sonics ** 1
2
/
big band and ends with afew posthumous tributes. The division is sensible
o the extent that Chan° Pozo's
enough, but the overlapping chronoloname is known in the US at all,
gy, especially of the first two discs,
he's remembered as the Cuban
makes it difficult to follow Pozo's bioconga player and composer who helped
graphical narrative through the music.
Dizzy Gillespie create the "Cubop"
Blot, Bien, Bien features some of the
sound of the late 1940s. Pozo spent less
leading Cuban and Cuban-American
than two years in this country, achieving
bands of the 1940s, including Orquesta
brief fame for his drumming and dancing and leaving alegacy of classic Latin- Casino de la Playa, Orquesta HavanaRiverside, Cuarteto Caney, and Machito
jazz compositions, among them "Manteca" and "Tin Tin Deo," before being and his Afro-Cubans —groups that lit
the fuse of the following decade's
shot to death by adrug dealer in Harmambo explosion. Pozo's distinctive
lem in December 1948.
compositional style is evident from the
More than half acentury after his passfirst track, Miguelito Valdés' original reing, anew boxed set, El Tambor de Cuba,
cording of "Blen, Bien, Blen" with the
throws this shadowy figure into the spotOrquesta Casino de la Playa. The song
light, illuminating his life and music with
(heard again in versions by Xavier
three CDs and arichly illustrated bookCugaes orchestra and, on disc 2, by Pozo
let containing adetailed discography and
and the Orquesta Hotel Nacional) deepalong, carefully researched biographical
ens the African aspects of the basic
essay. As the set reveals, Pozo made imCuban son by incorporating Santería
portant contributions not only to jazz but
chants with lyrics in the Yoruba language.
to Cuban music itself, bringing motifs
Other disc 1highlights include Machfrom Afro-Cuban rumbas and Santería

bandmates the offspring who have the
liberty to move where they want in these
pieces, which are more songlike than the
compositions on Evetybody's Mouth.
The lighthearted leadoff track,
"Tickled Pink," opens with an old-timey
feeling evoked by the banjo-like oud and
plodding tuba, and develops with slapdash drumstick beats and Threadgill's
mischievous flute lines. After the beautifully orchestrated "Dark Black" (with its
fine bowed cello intro), levity returns
with "Look." On "Around My Goose"
there's Davila's captivating melodydrone tuba solo, Threadgill's aching but
never distressed alto sax, and Leong's
voice-like cello bowing. Other highlights
include Ellman's acoustic guitar flight on
"Did You See That," Threadgill's alto sax
leading in an irregular march the agitatedly comic parade of "Calm Down," and
the entire band's contributions to the upbeat and uproarious "Do the Needful,"
which closes the show.
Like another imaginative improvisational beauty, the Keith Jarrett Trio's
Inside Out, Henry Threadgill's highly irregular yet immensely entertaining Up
Popped the Tuvo Lips made it onto my
Top Ten list for 2001.
-Dan Ouellette.

etc.

T
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ito's hit recording of "Nagiie,- the young
Tito Rodriguez (later Tito Puente's main
bandleading rival) singing the irresistible
"Boco Boco," and two different versions
(a third is heard on disc 2) of"El Pin Pin,"
Pozo's celebration of the end of World
War II. There are also apair of what were
to become Latin-jazz standards, recorded
by Dizzy Gillespie after Pozo's death:
"Guachi Guaro," with abig band, and
"Tm Tm Deo," with a sublime sextet
including John Coltrane, Milt Jackson,
Kenny Burrell, and Percy Heath.
On Timbera, La limbo es Mia, Pozo
leads several groups of his own and is
featured as apercussionist in afew others. Most striking are four tracks of pure
Afro-Cuban rumbas and Santería chants
recorded in New York with only vocals
and percussion, where Pozo displays a
rhythmic mastery that's yet to be surpassed. Overall, the material, more than
half by Pozo, is catchier than on disc 1,
and includes classics like "Conga de los
Dandys" (with the Orquesta Hotel
Nacional), "Ave Maria Morena" (with
Pozo's own Conjunto Azul, featuring
the great trumpeter Félix Chappottín),
and "Seven Seven" (with the legendary
Arsenio Rodriguez), which helped
inspire the mambo and salsa eras, not to
mention the revivalism of the Buena
Vista Social Club.
The Cu-Bop Days contains the recordings that brought Pozo international
faine, but in some ways is the least impressive disc of the set, if only because it's
the most familiar (at least to jazz fans).
The brash modern harmonies sound strident compared to the mellow Cuban
progressions, and on straight-ahead bebop tunes Pozo, struggling with an unfamiliar beat, provides instrumental color
without much Cuban flavor. Three versions (two live, one studio) of the landmark "Cubana-Be, Cubana Bop" with
Dizzy Gillespie's orchestra display how
Pozo steadily enlarged his role in what
began as amodernistic but not especially
Cuban-sounding composition by Gillespie and George Russell. More effective
are "Manteca," with Gillespie, and "CuBa," in which Pozo is teamed with Art
Blakey in James Moody's band.
The sound quality is not nearly up to
contemporary standards: the percussion
sounds muffled, and there's background
hiss. The Cuban arrangements have a
dated feel, not unlike that of big-band
jazz from the same period. But the more
one listens, the more timeless the music
sounds; in the end, Charm Pozo emerges
as a seminal influence on both Latin
music and jazz, living up to his legend
and then some.
-Larry Birnbaum
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VPI Extended Aries/JMW-12.5
Editor:
Thank you for reviewing the Extended
Aries/JMW-12.5 tonearm. Michael
Fremer has succeeded again in making
me do what Iloathe: go to the computer and respond.
Idon't think anyone who knows MF
and me would say that we agree on what
is realistically reproduced sound in the
home. Michael's "tight, focused, rhythmically assured" is my "lean, dry, and uninvolving." Ihave avery simple test: When
Iam listening and Iget goosebumps, the
hair on the back of my neck stands up,
and Iam up at 2am instead of sleeping, it
is right.
Now the technical problems with the
review:
•When Icompare products, Itry to eliminate as many variables as possible before
coining to a conclusion. The Simon
Yorke was on akilobuck, 200-lb, air-suspended tabletop recommended by the
turntable's importer, while the Aries was
on apiece of acrylic. If MF had called VPI
about the motor noise because of the
shelf the Aries was on, MF would have
been told to stick a$1.99 mouse pad under the motor. Does anyone remember
that VPI jettisoned acrylic tabletops nine
years ago for use under turntables? We all
know that the low end of a'table is vastly
more affected than any other part of the
sound by the structure the 'table sits on. If
it was an air-suspended TNT-V, it would
not have mattered, but the Aries is definitely helped or handicapped by what it
sits on. Definitely ahandicap in this case,
and probably abig one.
•Get over the antiskating thing:
1) MF wrote, "At the end of the record,
the JMW arm flew in toward the spindle." If Iwere MF, Iwould check to see if
the diamond is on the cantilever! How
can atonearm fly in toward the spindle if
the stylus is in the groove at 1.8gm tracking force? Impossible!
2) MF then wrote, "Twisting the tonearm wire loop to create acounterforce is
simply not an acceptable solution." To
whom? Why was it perfectly normal for
the magazine's senior editor to write that
bending the wires and binding the headshell finger-lift is an acceptable way to set
azimuth on aBritish toneam? MF and I
have had this argument many times, and
MF was wrong then and still is. Mechanical antiskate is audible and does not
give the sound Iwant from the JMW.
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3)The Hclikon tracks in the JMW as dies
on railroad tracks. Ihave never had acarnidge run away at the leadout grooves! I
find it fascinating that MF will not let this
go. How come Audio Research, ConradJohnson, BAT, Neartield Acoustics, Merlin, your own Brian Damkroger, Tony
Cordesman, Harry Pearson, Roy Gregory
(who purchased two for reviewing purposes), etc., etc., etc., do not have problems
with this? The Black Beauty, one of the
highest-compliance MC cartridges ever
made, has no cantilever deflection with
the JMW-12. If MF would set up the
JMW-12.5 according to the manual, he
would have one of the best-tracking, most
liquid-sounding arms in the world.
•The TNT HR is quieter than the Aries
and is probably one of the quietest 'tables
ever made. The background is pure black.
Is it worth the extra money? Is the Insider
Reference Gold Wood worth the extra
money over the Insider? "Yes" to both.
Forget the old TNT—it has been out of
production for over five years.
•VTA adjustment is not for the "I pity
you" crowd. Idemonstrated to a room
filled with people at HE2001 last May that
they could hear a0.006" change in VTA.
If you cannot change VTA easily and on
the fly, you will never get the cartridge
positioned correctly.
VP! thanks MF for his positive comments about the Aries/JMW. However,
MF did not convey to the reader the
smoothness, lack of grain, depth, lateral
soundstage, and ability to reproduce live
ambient space that the Aries turntable can
achieve. MF also did not convey the utter
ease of setup with this combination, a
problem that plagues almost every other
turntable currently available. Due to the
unique design of the toneann, VPI can install the cartridge at the factory, eliminating avery potential flaw in the setup. If
you think most customers have the ability
to wring the most from acartridge, you
are definitely drinking too much wine.
Try spending more time with the
Aries/JMW and compare it to any 'table
with two of the same cartridges and
stands. That's the way VPI does it. Acoustic memory is an oxymoron; never
trust it.
Harty Weisfild
President, VPI Industries
Hovland Sapphire
Editor:
The team at IIovland Company wishes
to thank Stereophile for its feature on the

Hovland Sapphire hybrid power amplifier, and Michael Fremer for his flattering review of our unique amplifier.
Knowing Mr. Freiner personally —and
having read his reviews for many years —
we know him to be athoughtful writer and
listener, and one who tells it straight. Certainly, his review of our HP-100 preamplifier [November 2000] (since adopted as his
reference), in which he hailed its "delicacy,
transparency, and harmonic completeness"
and said, "This isn't anew flavor, it's a
whole new dish!," underscores his understanding that Hovland products arc very
different from other designs, and that our
goals arc accomplished with regard only to
what is true in the recording.
Michael's review, while containing
much praise for the Sapphire, also shows
that our amp was something of an enigma
to him He said that everything seemed so
right: harmonic balance, texture and detail,
instrument weight and solidity, speed —
even dynamics that surprised him from a
40Wpc amp. Yet it is clear that he was left
unsatisfied by alack of dramatic soundstage-depth portrayal in his system, and
that the weight of the final presentation in
his setup was abit heavy (though he took
pains to say it was never slow, bloated, or
thuddy). We should point out that the
early Sapphire unit (shipped to him at the
very end of September 2001) had powersupply filter chokes that were from our
pre-production run. Sapphires shipped
since October 15, 2001 have aredesigned
version. Ironically, the change traded off
some bass heft for abit more ambience
and openness.
We arc sure Michael would be quick to
acknowledge that reviews in such ahighresolution system as his — with comparisons to other components at the edge of
the art —are, by necessity, atypical microscopes that can often exaggerate aparticular perspective. Of course, that is just
what readers want to know about aproduct that purports to break new ground:
how does it perform in relation to other
pinnacle gear?
While MFs review makes clear that
the Sapphire held its own—and was
superior in some areas — his concerns
over soundstage depth and overall air
clearly indicate to us that, despite his fine
efforts at tuning, those final factors in getting an audio system to make magic just
did not align for him in the way we know
they can with the HP-100/Sapphire/
Avanti III combination.
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How can we know this? Well, as MF
pointed out, we did use the Audio Physic
Avanti Ills at the HE2001 show in New
York last May (in fact, it was the exact pair
that he uses), and again in January at CES
in Las Vegas, with no serious foreshortening of depth. Combine that with the experience that Alex Crespi and MF had at
MFs place just after HE2001, wherein
they found that the still-lean-sounding
Avantis distinctly preferred the fuller
sound of the Harmonic Technology
Magic Woofer cables over apair of detailed (and, to our cars, more spacious)
Hovland Reference speaker cables that
were brought along. We do now wish that
we had sent along our speaker cables with
the reviewed production Sapphire, as the
air and depth he missed would likely have
been more present with his now fully broken-in Audio Physic speakers. Still,
Michael did say, "if you can't make the
music sound right, who cares about the
space in which it occurs?" and "the
Sapphire got the music right —its harmonic and textural presentations were
world-class."
All this is, of course, not meant to diminish our appreciation of Michael's enthusiastic review. Rather, it is to highlight
the perhaps obvious fact that assembling
and critically balancing amusic system ultimately demands that all elements in the
playback chain, from source to room,
work together without false effect.
Knowing how interactive this sometimes
is, one cannot envy hard-working audio
reviewers who are committed to: a) getting the most out of asystem and component, b) finding interesting ways to
describe the process and result, and c) getting enough sleep to tell about it. We
know Michael to be one of the most honest, egoless, and tirelessly dedicated in the
trade, and for that and his evaluation of
the Hovland Sapphire, we take our hats
off to him.
A brief comment about John Atkinson's measurements and conclusions: The
Sapphire, being ano-global-feedback design, does allow for abit more measured
distortion (yet nowhere near as much as
from many of the more limited-bandwidth single-ended-triode amps you have
previously tested), but in the end, we feel
this results in a more natural and unprocessed rendering of the music. The
ultrasonic resonance at around 150kHz is
an unavoidable byproduct of our leading.
edge output transformer design — we
were not able to eliminate it while still
delivering speed, coherence, and linearity
in the audioband and critical surrounding
octaves. Besides, there is little music content in the ultrasonic region, and, as is
apparent from the otherwise sharp 10kHz
squarewave, the Sapphire is quicker with
transients than typical tube amplifiers.
In conclusion, we wish to thank the
great many of your readers who have

taken the time to audition Hovland products, and those who have chosen to integrate one or more into their personal
systems. We pour alot of ourselves into
each and every piece (not to mention an
unusual sum of expensive materials and
labor), and find the greatest reward in the
many comments ofjoy expressed to us by
music lovers who grace their homes with
Hovland components.
Robert Hovland, Chief Engineer
Michael Gares, co-En
gineer
Jeffny Tbrilein, Industrial Design
Alec Crespi, Sales &Marketirw
Hovland Compati) ,
Wadia 861
Editor:
We would like to thank Stereophile and
Brian Damkroger for an excellent and
in-depth review of the Wadia 861 CD
player. It is clear from Brian's comments
that he spent agreat deal of time understanding the design and sonic merits of
this product.
At one point in the review, Brian describes the 861's ability to pull the listener into the music: "As the complexity of
the junglescape increased with each succeeding creature's entry, I felt myself
drawn in, pulled inexorably deeper and
deeper into this strange other world."
This capability is one of our goals; we
consider his statement acompliment of
the highest order.
We do have one point of contention. It
has been our observation that when alistener prioritizes soundstage over other
sonic attributes, the new algorithms are
ideal. In the development of this new feature, we invested hundreds of hours quantifying the relationship between transfer
function and soundstage reproduction.
We're disappointed that BD didn't experiment more than "a bit" with the two
alternative algorithms, Band C. If he had,
we believe he would have discovered that
the Wadia 861 has the unique capability of
becoming his "sonic holy grail" —including the soundstage.
What is remarkable about the Band C
algorithms is that we were able to maintain optimal impulse response with only a
minimal amount of tradeoff necessary to
achieve flat frequency response. In fact,
the temporal precision achieved with
algorithm B or C is significantly superior
to that of any IC-based filter system we
have measured.
There is no such thing as perfection
(BD's "sonic holy grail") in high-end
audio reproduction. But with the sonic
strengths inherent in this product, and the
flexibility of choice of selectable algorithms — at this price point — we believe
the Wadia 861 has the unique ability to
exceed expectations.
Again, we would like to express our appreciation to Stereophile for taking the time
to examine and share with its readers the
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unique technical and sonic merits of our
digital products.
The stall -of Wadia
A Division of Audio Video Research
Balanced Audio Technology
VK-1 50SE
Editor:
We would like to thank Jonathan Scull for
his superlative review of our reference
VK-150SE monoblocks. Jonathan has immense experience in reviewing audio
equipment in the upper echelon of the industry. In this context, it is very gratifying
indeed to read that, "With this monoblock
amplifier, BAT has reached the pinnacle
of nuance and finesse and more."
With regard to the measurements, the
difference in gain between the 8 and 4
ohm output taps is normal, and something
that one would expect in an amplifier
using output transformers. In addition, all
of our equipment is non-inverting by design. We checked the review samples, and
they were indeed non-inverting.
But these are minor quibbles in the context of such afine review. Thank you again
for ajob well done!
Steve Bednarski
Balanced Audio Technology

sales@psaudio.com, or use our automatic
dealer locater at www.psaudio.com.
Again, agracious thank you for the thorough review, and asuggestion — based on
Robert's finding that the Power Port version of the Ultimate Outlet outperformed
the non-Power Port version—that a
"Follow-Up" review of the P300 Power
Plant with Power Ports might be timely
and worthwhile.
Paul McGowan
President, PS Audio

Final Laboratory Music-4
Editor:
As the US importer for Final Laboratory, I
would like to thank Michael Fremer for
his very thoughtful review of the Music-4
phono stage [January 2002]. Mr. Freiner
could not have described any better the
qualities that make this unit so special;
namely, its unparalleled "transparency,
purity, speed, detail, and delicacy," as well
as the way it manages to "float asoundstage." These qualities arc equally apparent
in Final Laboratory's Music-5 preamplifier
and Music-6 power amplifier, both of
which can also be used with either DC or
AC power supplies.
While the Music-4 should perform
spectacularly in any high-resolution audio
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet
system, Mr. Fremer's speculations are quite
Editor:
correct: the Music-4 often shines most
First and foremost, we must express our
brightly in systems using low-power amplideep appreciation to Robert Deutsch and
fication (be it Final's own 10W amplifier or
Stereophile for their comprehensive review
more "traditional" single-ended triode
of the Ultimate Outlet [December 2001].
designs) and high-efficiency loudspeakers.
We appreciate Sorophile's dedication to
Indeed, in the context of such systems —
truc musicality and the state-of-the-art
and particularly when using this phono
equipment required to achieve it.
stage with the matching Music-5 preampliOur Power Plant regenerative devices,
fier — the relatively low gain (40&3) of the
as noted in the review, have taken the
Music-4 typically ceases to be an issue.
audio-video world by stomi. We arc espe(As an aside, the pair of attenuators is
cially proud of the "2000 Accessory of the
not meant for adjusting the overall gain
Year" award the P300 received from Stereophile, and of the "Editors' Choice Platinum
level, but rather for fine-tuning the balance between the left and right channels,
Award" the P600 received from Stereophile
as not every single LP or cartridge is perGuide to HOIIIC 71water in January 2001. We
fectly balanced. Under normal circumare now very pleased to see our more afstances, it is recommended that both atfordable Ultimate Outlet following in its
tenuators be set to maximum.)
famous siblings' footsteps.
Final Laboratory's audio designs are
In his review, Robert mentioned that a
class-AB amplifier should, as arule, draw
unusual by almost any standard, but their
goal of achieving "freedom from the
twice the amount of energy required to
mechanicalness...that seem[s] to define the
produce its rated output. While this is cerreproduction of music" is very easy to
tainly true, our Power Plants arc actually
understand. As reflected in Mr. Fremer's
about 20% more efficient than the average
enthusiastic comments on the Music-4 —
class-AB design. As aresult, they do not
as well as in recent rave reviews of Final's
draw as much power as the review asother electronics — it would seem that
sumed. The Power Plant's efficiency is
they have been quite successful in the purmuch closer to 65%, considerably reducsuit of this goal. So again, and on behalf of
ing the resultant heat loss.
all the good people at Final Laboratory,
As to termination options for the Lab
many thanks for your consideration of this
Cable and the newer Mini-Lab Cable, both
unique product.
Brian Bowdle
arc available with either a15 amp or a20
Venus Hi-Fi, wwwvenusle.com
amp IEC —not only a15 amp option, as
the review indicated. Iwould also point out
that this product is available direct from PS
Benz Micro Glider 12 phono
Audio, as stated, but also through any of our
cartridge
85 fine audio-video dealers across the US.
Editor:
For dealer locations, consumers can contact
'flunks to Stereophile for this forum to furus toll-free at (877) 772-8340, by e-mail at
Stereophile, March 2002

introducing

LP & LD STORAGE
Upholding the valued quality
and design integrity of our
STORAdiscline of fine furniture
we now offer custom shelving
for your LPs and LDs.
The shelves are strategically
angled to easily view acollection
for daily access or permanent
archival use. Multiple shelves in
various dimensions are available.
800.848.9811

www.storadisc.com
davidson-whitehall
290 ML.K Jr. Dr, SE, AS, Atlanta, GA 30312
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Components
that define
the present
Systems that
anticipate
the future
COMPETITIVE • COURTEOUS • EXPERT

(
800 )947— hifl

4434

Authorized dealer for the finest audio A video brands:
ADA

DVDO

MIT

Aaron,
Athena
ATI
Allantec Technology
Audio Control
Audio Power

Epos
Energy Yentas
Fanfare
Faroudra
Focus Enhancements
Fonts

Mondor Audio
MSS
Nordost Flathne
Parasound
Perpetual Tech
Pioneer Plasma

Auchoquest
Bag End
Balanced Audio
Bello
Bright Star
Bryslon
Cary Audio
Celestion
Crnepro
Clearaudio
Creek
Drearmasion

Goertz
Grado
Hagler
Harrnan Cardon
Harrnono Tech
laino
Johda
KEE
Vonber Sable
Magnum Dynalab
MAC
Meridian

ProAc
PS Audio
Rega
Rem,
Salamander
Sharp
Sony
Strarghtwoe
Thorens
Toe
Toshiba
X1.0
and more

local 310.517.1700
fax

310.517.1732

Our 24' year'

www.reference-ay.com
e-mail: rav@reterence-au corn
2861 W. 234th st. Dept. SP. Torrance, CA 90505
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ther inform the reader of the specifics of
the Benz Micro Glider L2. This informanon, previously provided to the reviewer,
should explain why the Glider L2 is "so
much better" and a"significant upgrade of
afine, reasonably priced performer." Specifically, the Glider L2's moving coil has
two-thirds less mass than the original Glider and abetter stylus.
Thanks to the dealers and consumers for
their continued interest in quality handmade analog products. Also thank you for
your patience in sometimes waiting for
these products to be delivered. As you read
the response below, you may more deeply
understand what accounts for the excellent
consistency of Benz cartridges.
The original Benz Glider was introduced in 1993 and thousands have been
sold. It retailed for $750, had a0.9mV output (3.54cm/s) produced by athree-layer
coil wound with 1811m-thick, high-purity
copper wire on airon cross. The stylus was
a mirror-polished elliptical. Albert Lukaschek, the designer of the TAS Golden
Ear recipient Benz PP-1 phono preamp,
purchased Benz Micro from Ernst Benz in
1994. In 1998, Albert developed anew
rear pole-piece with locking azimuth/tension adjustment. This new locking device
allows more precision in the final manufacturing process and improved quality
control of perfectly tensioning the coil
against the damper while maintaining
ultra-accurate azimuth. The other advantage was this new pole-piece yielded much
greater efficiency of the generator, producing up to 50% more output.
The Series 2Gliders ($795) were introduced in 2000. The Glider L2 under
review uses asingle layer coil of 191.tm copper wire with an output of 0.4mV. The
Glider L2 was prompted by the introduction of high-quality, reasonable-cost phono
stages providing 60dB of gain, such as the
Phonomena. The Glider M2 with two layers of 19txm wire (one third less mass than
the original) is designed for phono stages
of 45-58d11 gain, typically tube units such
as the ARC or CJ. The Glider H2 (six layers of 1811m copper wire) is designed for
phono stages of less than 45dB gain and
typical MM-type phono stages. Owners of
aSeries 1Glider can upgrade/exchange to
anew Glider Series 2for $600.
Our philosophy is to use the lowest output Benz cartridge compatible with one's
system. In theory, the lower the output the
better, but the right cartridge is the one
that best matches one's phono preamp and
system. If phono stage gain or system characteristics demand higher output levels,
those models will provide best performance. This is akey reason the reviewer
preferred the Glider 1.2 in his system.
Series 2Gliders use the Geiger 2(FG2)
fineline stylus. These are face-bonded at
the bottom of the shank to a028mm
solid boron cantilever at the Benz factory.
The cantilevers are produced at the fac122

tory using boron rod that is diamond cut
and ground to precision. The face bonding of the stylus is preferred due to the
short shank of the FG2 stylus. On the
Benz Ruby and Ref 2Silver, the FGS stylus is used —it has even amore radical tip
profile. The FGS' longer shank allows for
side bonding.
The Series 2damper is sourced through
Musical Surroundings. The older dampers, supplied by along-closed division of
Sony in Japan, were flat rubber pads. The
Series 2 damper is manufactured in
Southern California by an aerospace supplier. It is a30 butyl rubber 0-ring. The
wound coil is tensioned against the
damper with aspecially made hardened
steel piano wire called "music wire." The
coil tensioning is one of the most critical
aspects in cartridge production.
All manufacturing is done under microscope. Each completed cartridge is graphed
on aB&K paper recorder with JVC 1007
test record. Albert Lukaschek personally
auditions every Benz handmade cartridge,
as has been his practice since 1994, with
Stax Electrostatic headphones using familiar music recordings covering the entire
musical spectrum. This must be donc at an
ambient temperature of 23°C (73°F) to assure the damper's correct properties. Albert determines if the coil/damper tension
is perfect or if the cartridge must go back
to production for fine tuning of the suspension. This is greatly facilitated by the
new locking rear pole-piece.
We appreciate this opportunity to respond and to provide music lovers the
means to enjoy music in their homes.
Garth Leerer
President, Musical Surroundings
Rotel RB 1080
Anyone who thinks writing areview is
easy should consider for amoment just
how difficult it is to move around large
pairs of loudspeakers!
We are so very grateful to Kalman
Rubinson for taking the time to use the
B&W N800 loudspeakers ($16,000/pair)
in his review of the Rotel 11B 1080. The
B&W and Revel speakers he uses in this
evaluation weigh hundreds of pounds
each so it's no small task to move them
around! In many cases it would be unusual for abuyer of the B&W N800's to consider matching the system with the Rotel
RB 1080 but this review proves that
B&W does offer a perfect "window"
through which to listen to this amplifier.
Using them does illustrate what agreat
product this amp truly is.
Rotel has been designing and manufacturing amplifiers for 40 years and the company offers abroad line of models from the
least expensive 50W unit, to the massive
400W. Music and its reproduction is the
goal of Rotel and as stated in the review,
our engineers are free to use components

from anywhere in the world, regardless of
cost, which they feel will offer the balance
of agreat performance for amodest outlay.
For an amplifier engineer, having the
ability to build and design their own transformer is ahuge benefit and having the
freedom to select the finest British-made
supply capacitors makes for asuper product. Don't let the erroneous watts factor be
an issue; for an amplifier and certainly a
receiver to really be able to output power
it takes alarge transformer and even bigger
power supply capacitors. There is no short
cut to sustained power delivery if the transformer and caps are small — then the fundamental power will be less.
The RB 1080 is a balance between
phenomenal power delivery and musicality all put together in acabinet for
$999. We do believe that the matching
preamp or source does need careful
matching because this amplifier conceals
nothing, therefore we advise consumers
to seek out low-noise, clean, wide-band
designs as matching partners.
A last point and it's an apology to the
readers—in our zeal to show Rotel's
prowess in marketing materials to this reviewer, we included apromotional DVD
that is normally restricted in distribution
to dealers only and it is not packed as a
standard item with our amplifiers as
might have been indicated in the review.
Thanks again to John and Kalman for
moving all those big speakers around and
for their kind words.
Michael Bartlett
VP &General Mamer Rote( Electronics
47 Laboratory responds to readers'
criticisms
Editor:
On behalf of 47 Laboratory, Iwould like
to respond to some of the letters in the
December 2001 issue of Stereophile. 47
Laboratory's design policy and products
are certainly controversial and seem to
provoke extreme likes and dislikes among
some audiophiles. I have encountered
both of these reactions from the time we
began importing these products. Whether
people like it or not is their choice, and I
cannot control their reactions. But when
an accusation is voiced based on pure or
on amisunderstanding of the product, I
would like to respond.
Mr. Murdey ["Good grieff" p.15] seems
to think 47 Lab priced the PiTracer so
high to get "the reputation of being a'big
league' player." This is contrary to the
intention of 47 Lab. The priority of Junji
Kimura, 47 Lab's designer, is to create
whatever product he wants to create without worrying about the marketing and
sales figures. For this reason, he does not
want 47 Lab to become abig company
whose marketing strategy is given priority
over the designer's intention, or for 47 Lab
to become another big high-end brand
naine that has to repeat model changes
every year to maintain sales figures. Their
Stereophile, March 2002
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HOME PAGE

A WHOLE NEW CATEGORY OF STEREO COMPONENT

STEREO
WORKSTATION

NO MATTER HOW GOOD YOUR SYSTEM IS
YOU STILL NEED A STEREO WORKSTATION
VISIT THE REST OF THIS WEB SITE AT

digiphaseacom
TO FIND OUT WHY

Gaincard amplifier hasn't been changed
since its debut almost seven years ago and
is still selling constantly, nor have any of
their products received amodel change
since they were introduced to the market.
The reason for this is that they simply
don't have to. 47 Lab does not introduce
products that need to be upgraded often;
once aproduct is introduced to the market, it remains as its final word in the category.
Mr. Murdcy also claims that 47 Lab
products "seem to be priced at three times
what one might reasonably expect for
what they are." Iwonder if he has actually seen any 47 Lab products, let alone
heard them. They may seem expensive
for the size, but each product is hardwired
by hand (the minimizing of the circuit
prohibits the use of automatic soldering),
and most of the casings are machined
from aluminum blocks. The $1800 power
supply contains ahand-wound, custommade transformer weighing over 8lbs. It
took 12 years of R&D to finally develop
the mechanism of the PiTracer. If these
facts amount to abad-to-average sound,
Stereophile, March 2002

you can certainly say they are falsely engineered and overpriced, but we have yet
to encounter one criticism that discredits
the sound these components produce.
About Mr. Lichter's claim ["Questions," p.15] about the massive head unit
of the PiTracer: junji Kimura says it is to
catch and accommodate the tremendous
amount of vibration emitted by the laser
assembly and actuator coil. In the case of
the analog turntable, it is said to be ideal
for the base to have 10 rimes the mass of
the platter. That is, if the platter weighs 3
lbs, the base should weigh 30 lbs.
Consider the ratio of the mass of the diamond tip on acartridge stylus to the tonearns. junji Kimura's idea is to give
enough mass to the mechanical base that
supports the laser head and the platter. It
seems, interestingly, that his ideas are
based more on the design of the conventional analog turntable, while most
CD transport mechanisms arc designed
assuming that "digital data, since it's just
0or I, shouldn't be affected by the mechanism of how it's retrieved."
When somebody comes up with an un-

conventional idea that fails to deliver the
result, we call it a"wrongheaded idea."
When that idea delivers better result, we
simply call it a"great idea."
}add Stgoshi, Salatra Systems
US distributor, 47 Laboratory
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matter how exotic your audio system may be, its
c,cess will depend on your room's ability to allow

the re-creation of the original acoustical space.
Echo Busters will help you realize the full potential of your
system with our complete line of treatment packages.
14ohm-94db
Sensitivity
$7999.US/pr

Pictured below:
5Echo Buster panels
4Corner Busters
$639 enough for most average rooms

"

TOTAL
ECLIPSE
Loudspeaker

Pictured above:
4Bass Busters
$215 each
"t have tried many accessories that I
can't imagine being without, but the Echo Busters
are more indispensable than any of them."
— Dr Kelly Tang

EH
BUSTE

COINCIDENT
Speaker Technology

DECORATIVE A(OUS11(11. TREATMENTS

Call 1(888) ECHO BUST (1-888-324-6287) or (631) 242-6100
940-0 Grand Blvd., Deer Park, NY 11729
Fax: (631) 242-7717
E-mail: into@echobuslers.com
w‘wiechobuslers.com

www coincidentspeakercom
Tel (905) 886-6728 fax. (905) 886-26
Eme,Etn El ,str,butor inquines welcome

Hirrevew' Presents

BEST BUY OF THE YEAR
2001 AWARDS
Accessories

AURIOS MIB

Hi Fi Review Presents
Best Buy Of The Year 2001 Awards
Accessories

Aurios MB

auriosmib.com
MEDIA

AC

(FS
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SAKURAS_TEMS

S

2660 County Rodn O • Wood, dlo. WI • 51078 • P 800 R30 15, 3, • I

I`, 68;3

2 Rocky Mt Rd, Jefferson, MA 01522
tel /fax 508-829-3426
emall sakurastms @aol corn www sakurasystems corn
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The first to introduce
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peakers
erica
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eptional Service and
tomer Satisfaction
or over 30 years

Authorized Distributor for Canada & U.S.
#713-2895 Derry Road East
Mississauga, Ontario L4T I
A6 Canada

dry 74/Ado

Voice: 416.244.6200 Fax: 416.246.0829
Email: info@morishita.net

www.morishita.net

fIR11111010.COM

liv at Erand Prix Audio

7
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merlin
m...

c systems inc.

Tel 716-367-2390
Fax 716-367-2685
Post Office Box 146
4705 South Main St.
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
www.merlinmusic.com
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Grand Prix Audio equipment isolation systems were born from the
desire to produce asuperior, performing and appearing, audio video equipment stand utilizing state-of-the-art-englneering and raCecar technology.

949-587-1065

www,g'ra.ndprixaudio.com
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NO LOCAL DEALER?
DROP SHIPMENTS
FROM LARGEST U.S.
DEALER

0%

NO LOCAL DEALER?
ty
tet."
1.,

Drop shipments from
largest U.S. dealer
Call for demo specials
Easy in home auditions

•Audio Research •Billy Bags
•Dunlavy •Grado •Krell •Lexicon
•Monitor Audio •Monster Cable
•NH T• Nordost •Pass Labs
°Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Rega
•Runco •Velodyne •VPI
•Wilson Audio •Wadia •Zoethecus

No payments for
Six Months
Storewide

•Home Theater Standard mk1
•KAV-1500 300w. x 5 Amp.
Factory sealed
Five year warranty
Authorized dealer
Shipable anywhere

11'

BILLY BAGS .

PELO-STANDS'
Special Pricing

\
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The 2.9 IS asmaller version of the
$4500 flagship 3.3. The
3.3s 12" woofer has been
replaced with an equally astounding 10" unit, and coupled to the
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, famous

Customizable
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Pictures, Prices, Info

Incredible Savings On:

Interest

Frames

same

0

3.3.

Drop Shipable

$84999
SAVE s400 ea.

PRO 15

Audio-Video
audiovideologic.com L•0•G•11•C
Trade-ins 8, Specials

AUDIO NEXUS
our Online Seminar Series and listen to lectures and inteniews
f from world-famous audio/video manufacturers over the Internet. More
information is available at htto://www.audionexus.com/online.shtml
AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable -Class A- speakers you
will ever hear The new Tempollli and Virgo Ill are now available.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Come
audition the brand new VT-I00 Mk Ill amp and the LS-25 Mk II preamp, both of
which use the 6H30 super tube we've been raving about.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use that fabulous 6H30 tube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clanty to your music. The VK-75 and VK-755E tube amps and
the VK-6200 multi-channel amp are their newest offenngs.
BRYSTON Want great, yet affordable electronics? They offer afull line of

tweeter,

midrange

and

upper bass driver as the
aled
nty
FivFeacyteoary, warraanty
Authorized dealer

3025 100th St.
Des Moines. IA 50322

515-727-2279

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
power amps, preamps, and integrated amps, including their newest, the
9BST 5-channel amp and the SP-I theater processor. Many are critically.
acclaimed, and all have an unmatched, 20-year warranty.
CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding, the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to audition their brand new
Premier I7LS prearnp, and you'll soon understand what the term "musical"
really means.
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
REVEL It's so hard to find speakers which are both musical and accurate,
but Revel excels in both areas. They have bookshelf, floor-standing, center
channel, subwoofer, and surround models for building either an audio or
home theater system. Their sound is spacious, dynamic, and powerful, and
the reviews have been great. Come discover them for yourself.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship Model 5will engulf you
in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC-I
center channel and VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Pro-Ject
PSB •Richard Gray's Power Co. • Revel •Rogue •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

Trade-ins Accepted
Consultations
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We
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ship Anywhere

908-277-0333
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spendor,
QuadJA Michell, Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark.
Ruark, Koersu, Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation,
Goldring. and more. Always lots of used gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
wwwg(nembinaudio.(om.
ATTENTION SPENDOR ANI) QUAI) OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio, www.chapteraudio.com. QS&I)
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or
Rand); QS&D, (540) 372-3711, 1;av (540)372-3713, e-mail
,isandd@aotcoon.
unvmqsarUld.coon.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call &sperm Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, lax (310) 826-8577, Sande.
AUDIO ART, EST 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Class& Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Vbicelax (804) 358-5300, e-mail AndioAnUSA@aoLcom.
AUDIO UNLIMITED offers Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix. Air Tight, Anthem, ASC,
Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder, Bunnester, Cary, Chang,
Clearaudio, Conrad-Johnson, EAR, Electrocompaniet,
Graaf, Grado, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, Loewe HI )TV,
Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Musc, Nagra, Pathos, PS
Audio, Rep, Shunyata Research, Soliloquy Spendor,
Tannoy. TARA Labs. Totem, Transfiguration, XL°,
YBA, Zoethecus, and more. Call John Bank's at (303)
691-3407, hey (303) 922-0522, 2341 W Yale Am,
Eneleimod,.C.0 80110
GREATEST FM ANTENNA — Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Stemphi/c-recommended (October 2001) vertical dipole antenna. Built to outperfiirm and outlast all
others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-8637, other locales
inquire (716) 683-5451, lax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at ww4mhire.coon.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art... soon to
include AM.
CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL Audio Physic.
EAD, Inunedia. Vibrapods, Lyra, Wireworld, Klyne,
Power Snakes. Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray, YBA,
Needle Nectar, Ilerron Audio, Analysis Plus, MYA,
Arcatu, Edge Electronics, Aurios. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. More info at wunecomer
audio.mon or (503) 643-7512.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS— highly regarded modifications since 1979. Awesome Platinum series with exotic PI
resistors. Ultra-natural Signature Mods
with Hyperfast diodes, Blackgate caps, nuire. Add
Hyperfasts, Blackptes, Platinum to any component!
Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy, B&K,
Dyna tubes, and Hafler! Single-ended PA-3 front-end
boards for Fidler amps --comparable to today's best!
24/96 DVI) players with 24/96 digital output from
$795. Musical Gutters, 49 Jason Gum, Sc Charles, MO
63304, (636)447-0040, latest newsletter at WWW.IIIIISkal
(011eIriSed111.

VTL MB-250 MONOBLOCK AMPS. MIT cap
upgrade, ($7500) $4500-, Accupha.se DP-55 CI) player.
($4000) $2000; CAT SL1 Ultimate preamp with
phono, ($6000) $4200. (248)681-8218.
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alón,
Argent. Art Audio, Atlantis, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Basis, BDR, Benz-Micro, Cary, Chang.
Clearaudio, Creek, Echo Busters, Goertz, Graham.
Harmonic Technology, Magnum Dynalab, Marchand.
Music Hall, Ocellia, Oracle, QS&R Reference 3A,
Rega, Rethm, Saverline, Soliloquy. Stax, Thor. Transfiguration, Wavac, Wavelength. YBA, and more! (510)
732-1204, wumwoundeallery.com.
VACUUM TUBES ANI) III-END AUDIO in
South Florida!!! Low-noise matched sets our specialty!
New Tesla KT88, Valve Art EL34, 6922 Mil-spec
(61123n-EB), 100(h of tubes in stock!!! Art Audio amps
and preamps, highly reviewed, on display! Luxor power
cords, interconnects, and conditioners. Morels tonrams and Amazon turntables. Auditions by appointment. ATSI Advan6Ke Tube SerViCeS, Lake Wm& FI, (561)
434-3799, lellneffilbel111111.4 01.
,

McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding upgrades are available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and
ALI) preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760)732-0352 or see www-SMiAndio.ionc

ituittilli WWWUSEDCABLECOM
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We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
BRITNEY SPEARS NAKE1) is a dream These
dreams are obtainable: Alón, AMC, Anthem, Antique
Sound Lab, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Audio
Research, Benz, CAL Cambridge. Clearaudio, Creek.
Hovland, JA Michell, Manley. Music Hall, Nordost,
PmAc, PS Audio, Quad, SME, Synthesis, Quicksilver,
Wavac, Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-Fi, (480) 9219961, www.mheaudio.com.

RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Conunercial,
$5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more
characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with order, by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Sreimphile
Classified Ad lkpartment, Stephen Mcjias,
PRIMEDIA, 110 Fifth Ave., 5th Floor,
New York, NY 10011. FAX: (212) 8862809. ONLINE: r1.4fi eds@st
ereophil exorn.
DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the May 2002
Sterrophi/e, you must submit it by March 1,2002.
Please Note: Phoned-in ads arc not
accepted. Please plan on fixing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

Mart

MARANTZ SA-14 SACI)/CL) PLAYER, mint condition, $2100. Pert; (281) 218-6713.
PREMIER TUBE ANI) ANALOG: Déjà Vii Audio
Ltd. Alón, Audio Note. Benz-Micro, Cary, EAR, Fi,
Hovland, Koetsu, Myryad. Nairn, Roksan, Rega,
Solikupy, Spendor, Transfiguration, XL°, and much
more. Custom home theater and HDTV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. DC's leading
source. (703)734-9391, www.ihinmandio. lllll .
COUNTERPOINT UPC: RAI )ES: 24-bmt/96-l92kI lz
upgrade for DA-10. Sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zem-feedback 6$N7 triode upgrades for
SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. Sr uneteaharianaudiicuirm
MICHAEL ELLIOTT'S NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These are listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranties. Sold
direct. no dealer markup! Call Mike at (760) 945-0356
or visir ommeariaaudio.com.
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your leisure! Showcasing Millennium series. Travel reimbursement with
purchase. Also Anna-Sphere. Thor, Wolcott, Inner
Sound amps, JoLida, Walker Audio, Magnan, Furtitech, Shunyata Research, Analysis Plus, Warner
Imaging, Clayton. Gradient. Private auditions.
AudioKincis, (504) 866-1730, wn ,
waudiokim,i,,,om.
ATTRACTIVE PRICES—BEST QUALITY stereo
and home-theater components: Audio Research, Classe,
Collins, Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, McIntosh. Meridian,
Proceed, Totem, 'Thiel, Revel, JMIab, EgglestonWorks.
)ynandio, Ihirland,133:W, Aerial, and others. Factorysealed with manufacturers' warranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Mbar Audio, (310) 891-6866.
EUROLAB PREMIER TURNTABLE, Morth DP-6
toneann, both recipients of Tilgs Golden Ear Award,
2001. Review in TAS 132! The Schroder tonearms are
also making their debut this year. Piton° stages: Art
Audio, PhonoMax, Consonance.
AllealUe1111111S
LLC, (973) 875-8705, andadrubeanlilinklia, www.audio
achuncemenis.com.
NAGRA SERVICE: Experienced factory-authorized
Nagea calibration, re-hiasing, maintenance, and repairs.
Freshly serviced, used, warranted Nageas for sale (see
listings/photos in the "Consignment" section of our
website). For more infomation, visit WWWIre11511111i0A 111
and call Tray Audio m (800) 241-8994.
,

EXPRESSIMO AUDIO KICKS IT UI' 10 notches
with the hottest Rega high-performance tonc.inn iccessories on the planet. Different Heavy Weights, 2
HeX-Tretne end stubs apply more torque. OL version available. Expressieno 2X-Trente Rep tone: lllll
cable is liquid and inky-black! Several versions.
Cable! $175, installed $225. Always!! Add THW-VTA
for another $75. wiyuccapressineriasidirtfout
Buy somewhere else and you paid too much! Buy
original! Buy American.

LPs, CDs, Tapes
IIIGIIEST PRICES PAID for classical and jazz Ll's.
Will travel. Please contact Albert fen Brink al A Classical
Raoul, (201) 488-9323, or e-mail mlassrec@aolcom.
VISIT WW1EAl DB 1PHILILP-CD.DE collection.
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Wanted
TUBE
commeroal tube and I
speakers,
sonic. current "high-end Altec, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (850) 3140321,.etx (850) 314-0284, e-mail SatutySound@aol.com.

Award Winning

CASH PAID FOR USEI) AU1)10/VIDEO equipment. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Ikaler for AudioQuest, Kindler }Cable, Lexicon, Marantz, Monitor
Audio, Panasonic, Paradigm. Paradigm Reference,
Phase Technology, Sherbourn, StinFire, Toshiba. Siens,
',Fading Owlet (Sime 1984), 320 Old we
PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, lax (215) 886-2171.
1
,
14.bsite (aide
E-111,111:SW@ISIO.00111.

RA,Jettkitttowst,

Soul Moving
Critically acclaimed, and now
celebrated with the ABSOLUTE
SOUND GOLDEN EAR AWARD
2000, the Reference 3A De Capo
has been recognized as the return
of a classic. Using our best ever
pair-matched wide range, Swiss
hand built, hyper-exponential
carbon fibre drivers, along with
perfectly matched silk dome
tweeters, the De Capo achieves
startling performance for its mere
$2500 USD per pair price tag.
While the De Cape's crossoverless
design makes it ideal for SET
amplifiers, it is a must-listen
when speaker shopping for all
systems, at any price point. But
be warned, our sleeping giant has
been known to raise even the
highest of expectations. Be sure
to experience the Reference 3A
De Capo before you make your
final decision.

Modular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all ah formats, equipment
and more
Free mail order brochure
(please mention Stereophile1

WARNING!!!

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

Be can-fiat with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who oiler alarge discount on the same basis.
Ik secure—pay by credit card.

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RAFES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or inote characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mad and WWW 'addresses cotant as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads mast
be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stenmhile Classified Ad Ikpamnent,
Stephen Mejias, PRIMED1A, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor. New York, NY 10011. or FAX (212) 886-280%
or SUBMIT ONLINE: dassifiedestereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.)
DEADLINE: Ads aft' due on the first working day of the
h, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to nail in the May 2002 Srinvphi/e, you must
submit it with paynient by Mardi 1, 2002. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in die next
available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.
Enclosed is payment in the amount of S
for
J Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereaphile.

words.

J Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard
My card # is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:

REFERENCE

Category heading:

3A

UI General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

1Wanted

"J Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

www.reference3a.com
Manufactured

& Distributed

by

DIVERGENT TECHNOLOGIES
342 Frederick St.. Kitchener
Ontario, Canada. N2H 2N9
519.749.1565 Fax 519.749.2863
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I- LEG RONICS 6 MORE
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Advertiser
Advertising published in Merrophile
is accepted on the premise that the
merchandise and services as offered
are ms uratelv deu ',bed. and are
available to CI1311,111t, at the advertised price. Advertising that does not
onions, tir there sundards, or that is
deeeptiVe or nmleatfing. r, rient-r
kmmingly an:a-pied. um encounter
noncompliance with thew staiulard,
plcaw unte to John B. Gourley,
PRIMEDIA, 110 Fifth Avenue,
5th Floor, New York, NY 10011.
Acoustic Dreams
Acoustic Sounds
Alpha-Core
Ambrosia Audio
Analysis Plus
Art Audio
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio Plus (1Mlab)
Audiophile Systems
Audio-Video Logic
AudioWaves
Ayre Acoustics
B&W Loudspeakers
Bel Canto
Blue Circle Audio
BMW

38
68, 84
77
69
40
125
46, 76
112
126
75
131
32
126
118
40
37
70
118
2-3

SPEAKER BUILDING
PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Index

Boltz USA
Cable Company
Cafix Technology
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio
Classé
Coincident Loudspeakers....
CSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
Digiphase
Echo Busters
EgglestonWorks
Elusive Disc
Gershman Acoustics
Goodwin's High End
Grand Prix Audio
Harmonic Technology
HCM Audio
HeadRoom
Hi-Fi Farm
Hi-Res Music
Hovland
Immedia
Induction Dynamics
InnerSound
Innovative Audio
Joseph Audio
1PS Labs
1S Audio
Kimber Kable
LAT International
Legend Audio Design

Linn
MBL
Media Access
Merlin Music Systems
Mirage
Morishita
Music Direct
Musical Fidelity/Kevro
Musical Surroundings
NAD
Needle Doctor
Nirvana Audio
Nordost
Paradigm
Parts Express
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
PSB
Reference 3A
Reference Audio Video
Rotel
Sakura Systems
Sanibel Sound
Sound by Singer
Soundex
Tact Audio
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Upscale Audio
Viola Labs
WBT-USA

64
100
34
38
24
30
124
129
104
121
123
124
56
90
123
108
125
45
94
96
59
110
42
112
26
62
95
77
62
120
25
118
50

If you like to
"do-it-yourself"
then the Parts
Express catalog is for you!
It is packed
full of products like raw
loudspeaker
drivers from
Audax, Aura,
Morel, Vifa,
Scan-Speak,
Focal, Peerless and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!

29
41
124
125
8-9
125
78
132
86
13
88-89
50
4
10
129
52
128
19
128
121
23
124
110
82
106
16
42
98
102
14
52

FREE CATALOG
1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE

High, End at CSA!
(
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exciting

SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr..
Springboro. OH 45066-1158
Phone: (937) 743-3000 • FAX: (937) 743-1677
E-mail: sales @ partsexpress.com
Web Site: wWW.parlsexpress.com
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

L

Scull

eisurc duds on? Bathrobe 'n'
pipe, 01' Yaller at yer feet and
slobberin' all over your ankles?
All's well with the world? Then it's
time for "Fine Tunes"! May audio
mayhem ensue...
This month's first tweak fits the "Fine
Tunes" bill perfectly, and is aimed at
owners of MartinLogan or other electrostatic speakers, with atip applicable to
moving-coil speakers as well.
Mark Gdovin (markgdovin@hot
mail.com), aregular contributor to the
"Soapbox" debates on www.stereo
phile.com, is crazy about the inexpensive
back-wall treatment he's cooked up for
his dipole MartinLogan Aeriuses. His
tweak is "so killer that you're going to
laugh your butt off 'cause it's so simple,
but so effective it's sick."
Remember, like all dipoles, electrostatics throw sound to the rear as well as
to the front —you must concern oneself
with the backwave and its reflection.
Mark likes the effect, but, quoth he,
"The rear wave must be tamedr Rather
Shakespearian, I'd say! The way to do it,
he hotly continued, is to diffract the rear
wave. In fact, "It needs the living crap
diffracted out of it."
He tried bookcases behind the speakers, but that didn't work out — too hard
to retrieve the books. "A pain in the
butt," as Mark once again colorfully
described it. Instead, he recommends
two 6' 6" slatted closet doors, hinged in
the middle. They're easy to paint to
match the décor of any room, and once
they're finished, you can place them
against the wall behind your MartinLogans, the doors folded at the hinge at
an angle of about 30°, their outside
edges against the wall, the hinged join
pointing toward the listening chair.
"Brother," said Mark, "for the almost
$100 this cost, it brings tears to my eyes."
He explained that part of the rearward
acoustic energy reflects toward the center of the room and part toward the sides

because of the doors' positions, and if the
doors arc sloped back form vertical, part
of the acoustic energy travels up.
This type of homemade device can
also be useful in directing the reflections
lapping around behind moving-coil
speakers. I've tried something very similar myself, and, behind his ML Prodigys,
www.stereophile.com webmaster Jon
Iverson uses blinds carefully slanted up
at his 11' ceiling. That really cleans up
the midrange, says JI.

Intimacy with
your system.
It's afine thing.
Another cheap trick—especially for
moving-coil speakers—is one Ipicked
up from the Shun Mook monks and
mentioned way back in the September
'98 "Fine Tunes": Stuff various sizes of
cardboard boxes with varying amounts
of newspaper or magazines. Stack them
across the rear wall and in the corners
behind the speakers to absorb whatever
boom may be present.
I
just love this next tweak, sent in by
reader Charles Roddy (mfuse@tele
port.com). This worthy dude used
Purolater II furnace air filters in his system. Placed on the wall behind his
speakers, these nice, narrow 20" by 25"
by 1" rectangular shapes perform diffracting and damping duties. They
come in blue or white (I'll get more information on where they can be found),
and are made with a firm cardboard
edge so you can easily cover 'cm with
cloth. Charles discovered that four filters
behind each speaker did the trick for
him. He has plaster-and-lath walls —a
stickpin in each corner and that was it!
[nele nWle] Even if it isn't perfectly
effective, the next tweak is cute enough
to be included here just 'cause it's so
goodhearted and most probably works.

Want to improve the sound in the listening room? Just get rid of all those
"rattling, reflective, glary-sounding CDs
in jewel cases," said Peter Roberts
(proberts@rockemiail.com), and replace
'em with alike number of LPs in cardboard and paper sleeves. Of course. This
kind of guy Icould get along with.
And now, from Tweaker Extraordinaire Victor Tiscareno of AudioPrism/Red Rose Music, who has
backed his many tweaks with engineering prowess: "I may have the
cheapest tweak of them all for the
turntable jockeys out there in audiophileland," he crowed (Victor rarely
does). He admitted that the idea was
originally lifted from a $50 Vinyl
Survival Kit he saw at CES. Some
folks, he pointed out, have used heatshrink tubing to eliminate resonances
in aturntable's tonearm. But if you
use Saran Wrap ...ah-ha! [Ding!' The
cost takes atumble off the cliff! And,
guesses Victor, the thickness of the
wrap hardly matters.
But Caution! ¡fat all possible, deploy
your stylus guard during this operation.
If you lunch that cantilever with Saran
Wrap, I'll change the access codes of the
"Fine Tunes" Secret Decoder Ring!
Seriously —do this only if you feel competent and your extremities don't shake.
If you Saran-Wrap that cartridge to
kingdom come, Itake no responsibility.
Once you've signed the Official
Secrets Act, cut a strip of shrinlcwrap
about 12" by 1'/.2"with aknife —that is,
if they let you mess around with sharp
objects where you are. Assuming you
use the standard-mil materials, the wrap
will add very little mass to the tube and
will probably not even require, Victor
supposes, changing the stylus pressure.
Although some among us will insist on
doing so, of course. Bless 'em. "And it
works!!!" That's Victor, crowing again.
Intimacy with your system. It's afine
thing.
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Audio Jewelry for the ears and eyes
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Stereophile Class A Rated
Platinum trim available

More recommended Stereophile components than any product in its class for a reason.
Side by side dual mono construction
NuVista Tubes
5 year amplifier warranty

Choke regulated power supplies
Upsampling CD
Unsurpassed value

"...the 30 was one of the — if not the — most involving CD players I've auditioned."
-Michael Fremer, Stereophile - October 2001

Nu-Vista 3D CD Player -Stereophile's "Joint Digital Source of 2001"
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ometimes, taking what looks like the
easy route turns out to be abust. The
line for cabs outside the Alexis Park
Resort Hotel in Las Vegas, home of the
high-end audio exhibits at the 2002 Consumer Electronics Show, must have been at
least 50 people long. So much for the post9/11 forecasts of doom that had preceded
the convention: last fall's Comdex may
have been abust, but the official CES visitor count of 100,307, posted at www.ce.org,
if alittle lower than the past two years'
attendances, still seemed respectable (and
surpassed 1999's total of 97,370).
Ihad wanted to go to the newly opened
Tuscany Hotel, where Mike Maloney's
outboardinf T.H.E. Expo was headquartered, but iIwaited for acab, Iwouldn't
make it in time. What the heck — I'd been
told the Tuscany was only acouple of
blocks from the Alexis. Isqueezed off a
quick hit from my asthma inhaler and
took off on foot.
Fifteen minutes later, Iwas wheezing and
still walking. Yes, it was only two blocks, but
I'd forgotten that the new cities in the
Southwest arc scaled in amanner friendlier
to cars than to pedestrians. By the time Igot
to the Halcro suite at the Tuscany, Ineeded
the glass of Australian red wine handed me
by the amplifier manufacturer's US representative, Philip O'Hanlon. Isettled down
in a sofa behind Wilson Audio's Peter
McGrath and let the declamatory beginning
of Brahms' Piano Concerto 2, one of Peter's
live Florida Philharmonic recordings, wash
over me. In the darkened room, Bruno
Leonardo Gelber's piano was there, hanging
between and behind the Wilson MAXX
speakers. Now this was worth the walk!
But I'm getting ahead of myself. The day
had begun at the Wilson suite at the Mirage,
where David Wilson played the Utah company's new Sophia loudspeakers for nie.
Wilson demonstrations arc always meticulously organized, and this one was no exception. The ancillary components —Audio
Research Cl) player, Spectral DM-360
monoblock power amplifiers, and aNagra
PL-L preamp — were beyond reproach.
David put on one of Keith Johnson's superb
Reference Recordings of the Turtle Beach
Chorale and Iscaled back in my chain
Something didn't seem right. Ilooked
back at the equipment rack, where Isaw
two Nagra preamps (see photo on p.73).
Well, perhaps one was being used as a
spare. Iwent back to the music. Nice, very
nice. Detailed, dynamic, agood sense of
both the musical flow and of the recording's performing space. I'm looking forStereophile, April 2002

ward to the $11,700/pair Sophias arriving
die:. Atkinson.
"Not bad, ch?" David Wilson was definitely chuckling.
"Uh-huh." Itried not to give too much
away.
"What you were listening to," beamed
Mr. Wilson, "was not the $15,000/pair Spectrais. The amp was actually the Parasound
under the table, which costs around the
same as the sales tax on the Spectralsr
We listened to the Sophias driven by
the Spectra's, then again by the $650 Parasound, the two Nagra PL-Ls being used to
match levels exactly. Yes, the Spectra's did
sound better, with more focused, more
palpable soundstaging and another halfoctave of bass extension, but the little
Parasound was not nearly as far behind as
you'd expect from the difference in price.
Which, of course, was the point of the
demonstration. As explained by new Stereo¡hile writer Paul Bolin in his CES report in
this issue (p.65), David Wilson wanted to
make the points that the loudspeaker is still
the component that makes the single
biggest difference in asystem's sound, and
that first-rate speakers will still sound great
driven by modest electronics —so if you've
been put off from acquiring apair of, say,
Wilson speakers because you can't afford to
upgrade your amplifier at the same time,
it's okay to use your current amplifier until
next year's tax refund arrives.
Convincing as the Wilson dem was, it
flies in the face of my own experience over
the years, in which Ihave found that even
inexpensive speakers blossom when driven by megabux electronics. Ishall reserve
judgment, therefore, until Ican arrange a
comparison in my own room of two identically priced systems: one with the
emphasis on the speakers, the other with it
on the amplification.
There was no question, however, about
the pedigree of the amplification driving
the Wilson MAXXes at the Tuscany. Yes,
the source was also beyond reproach —a
24-bit Nagra-D tape played back via a
Muse 296 DAC and aMeitner preamp —
but the $25,000/pair Halcro dm58 monoblocks wrung a sound from the big
Wilsons that Ifound astonishing in the
natural sweep of its dynamics. Other listeners —Kal Rubinson, for example —
preferred the sound in the other Halcro
room, where the Australian amps were
being used to drive Revel Ultima Salons.
But on the MAXXes, that Brahms concerto and the following recording —another
of Peter's live Florida recordings, "Der

See

It

Atkinson

Abschied" from Mahler's Das Lied von der
Erde, with mezzo-soprano Janice Taylor
and conductor James Judd —re-created
the original event to an extent Ihave heard
only rarely. High fidelity.
Which, of course, is what the 700 or so
products we recommend in this issue's
installment of our ever-popular "Recommended Components" try to do. But, as
you can see from Kristian Soholm's letter
(p.10), at least one reader is not impressed.
Almost all of Mr. Soholm's points have
been addressed at length before in the
magazine, so I'll point you to www.sterco
phile.com and ask you to enter the key
phrase "Recommended Components" (include the quotes) in the site's search
engine. But Iwill address Mr. Sohohn's dismissal of the way the listing is put together, and the ratings, as "silly" and "insulting."
When J. Gordon Holt first published
"Recommended Components" in the
1960s, in Von No.5, it was acompilation of
the views of one man. As the reviewing staff
expanded, their had to be away of incorporating tverptie's opinions. What Ido,
therefore, is ask the magazine's writers to act
as advocates —to tell me u4ty the products
should be recommended or not recommended, as the case may be, and what class
they would choose were it up to them.
But as much as Irespect these guys, it is
not up to them. Like ajudge, Imake note
of everything each advocate says about each
product, both in person and in reviews.
Unlike ajudge, Ialso take my own experience into account. Ultimately, it is my call
what class each component falls into. So
yes, Mr. Soholm, compiling the listing is
definitely asubjective process. Which is
why it is so important not to go only by the
ratings when you read "Recommended
Components." Which is why it is so important for you to read the blurb for each product. Those blurbs may be short, but they
reflect the opinions of everyone at the magazine who had something to say about the
product. And if you intend to buy aproduct on the list, you must read the original
reviews, many of which are available free of
charge on our website.
Iwrite these words having just returned
from a superb performance of Beethoven's "Eroica" at Carnegie Hall, with the
Orchestra of St. Luke's under its new conductor Donald Runnicles. As good as the
Halcro-Wilson system sounded in Las
Vegas, it didn't get close to the real thing.
As Brent Trafton says in this issue's
"Letters" (p.13), "a live performance is still
the best value in audio today."
3
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We're not suggesting that the all-new

Mark Levinson" Premium Sound System

Lexus ES 300 should hang in the Louvre.

at hand, quiet moments may be all too rare.

Or in any museum. But as an outstanding

In our effort to engage every one of

example of the automaker's craft, it's almost

your senses, Lexus has not overlooked the

certainly worthy of attention.

most important one: your sense of safety.

Artful design is apparent in the ES 300's

A new three-stage driver's airbag and new
full-length side-curtain airbags

sleek new body, which has been

help to provide protection

thoroughly restyled with
aerodynamics as well
as aesthetics in mind.
Inside, you will
discover awhole new

AT WHAT POINT

in the unforeseen event

BE CONSIDERED

world of luxury. The cabin

FINE ART?

itself is trimmed in fine leather: of

of asevere frontal or
side-impact collision!
Admittedly, the new
ES 300 isn't the kind of

art you want to sit and admire.

aquality normally reserved for automobiles

This car calls out to be driven. And with a

costing thousands more. Run your hand

210-horsepower V6 engine teamed with

along the sculpted contours of the driver's

its new, five-speed automatic transmission,

scat — the seams almost feel hand stitched.

it easily qualifies as performance art.

Rich, burled walnut wood accents adorn the
dashboard, console and door panels.

Perhaps the question we posed earlier
is best answered with another question.

Sophisticated new sound absorption

Where better to mull over what passes

technology makes this the quietest ES 300

for art these days than behind the wheel of

cabin ever. Although, with an available

acar that has the power to move you?

Can an automobile delight, comtbrt, fUscinate and energize you 7'
'lake lexus.com /Or atest drive. The Passionate Pursuit of Perfection.

t.JExius

lesigned to inflate in asevere frontal collision. lise side-impact and side-curtain airbags are designed to inflate in asevere side-impact collision. In all other accidents, the airbags will not inflate. lb
eatback. Do not me rearward-facing child seats in any front passenger seat. Ube force of adeploying airbag SRS may cause serious injury Please see your Owner's Manual for further instructions.
ear seat, obey all speed laws and drive responsibly For more information, call 800-USA-LEXUS (800-872-5398).
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Consumer Electronics Show 2002, Part I
This month Larry Greenhill reports on loudspeakers
under $6000/pair, Paul Bolin takes alook at
Cost-No-Object loudspeakers, and Kalman Rubinson
gives us the lowdown on digital. (Tune in next month
forJ-10 and BD on amplifiers, and RD on accessories)
2001 Products of the Year
Recipients of the "2001 Products of the Year" awards in
Las Ugas.
Recommended Components
700 high-end audio components are recommended by
Stereophile tvriters and editors.
The Search for Roy DuNann
Is he the West Coast's answer to Rudy Van Gelder? Famed jazz
engineer Roy DuNann speaks with Thomas Conrad about his
years at Contemporary Records.

p. 60

quionmilt ihoons
148

Linn Komri loudspeaker
(Jonathan Scull)

157

Snell Acoustics XA Reference loudspeaker
(Larry Greel 'hill)

169

Music Reference RM-200 power amplifier
(Michael Franc)

F-ollow-11p
181
6

Conrad-Johnson Premier 16LS Series 2preamplifier
(Jonathan Scull)
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We See It
tkinson muses on "Recommended Components" and reflects on what he
turd at the 2002 Ginsumer Electronics Show.
Reai
it longer letters; better advertising; SACD as the only musk
firmat; th
Ile Cantus CD; judging the judges of"Recommended
Components"; ye i
R2D4; kudos jik Wes's tribute to George; and a
(Tine.
Anilrew
dustry Update
di-end MIPS, including dealer-promoted seminars, plus: restrictions null the
call CDs "CD"; Adcom's consumer electronics business sold to Klein
,Group; Missions' new Pi/astro loudspeaker; the San Francisco
Symp
lid the SFS Media recordings; heads roll at EMI; Britain's High
End dot's
.
qlobal economic downturn; and areminder if why the
world will mis.
ry Kloss, Y)shiaki Sueno, Pege Lee, and kor Kipnis...

37

Sam's Space
Sam
auditions the Musical Fidelity A3 24 DAC and the Henry Kloss
Model Two stereo table radio from Tivoli Audio...he also hears why Antony
Michaelson prdi'rs CD to SACD.

47

Analog Corner
Michael Fremer reports on CES 2002: learn who's in and who's out of the
vinyl-making business (and what those in have up their sleeves in the way of
new releases); and hear the latest on turntables, toneanns, cartridges, amplifiers,
and inore.

183

185

Aural Robert
The Grate/id Dead are everywhere. Or at least that's the idea behind
Alicke) ,Hart's new surround-sound remixes if American Beauty and
Workingman's Dead,
Record Reviews
April's Recording if the Month is Words of An Angel by Trio Mediaeval. In
classical ive have the latest from Hesperion XXI, anew recording of eass music
and atrio oflesser known lirdi operas. In rock/pop there are new records by
Beachwood Sparks and Dr. John as well as the Grate Dead boxed set. And
in jazz, anew disc by Omer Avital gets an enthusiastic thumbs up.

203

Manufacturers' Comments
This month we hearfredback on reports on Musical Fidelity's A3 24,Snell's XA
Reference, and Music Reference's R11/1-200,

210

Fine Tunes
jonathan Scull hears from readers on cleaning lasers and
contacts, and one reader writes
in support ofionathan and
Silver Conductive Grease.
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"... incredible ... Iurge you to put
them on your list to audition."

Inc and Bavan Corp

-Brian Florian, Secrets of Home Theater and High Fidelity on the Studio/40

vvvvw.pa.racligm.ccem

Letters
Shrunk in the wash?
Editor:
Ithink you turned the heat up too much
when you put Stereophile's "Letters" pages
in the wash. Please read the instructions
next time: your readers will not be happy
having less to read.
Name withheld
jonniemaitnet

all parties —and sound quality would not
be sacrificed. It's good to dream, isn't it?
Frederic Aubon
aubourgebellsouthitet

Shocked
Editor:
Regarding John Marks' promotion of the
Wilson Benesch Discovery speaker in his
January "The Fifth Element" column
Sexual bias
(p.55), Ichecked out WB's website. Perry
Editor:
Mason would never have put these ugly litIam deeply offended by the baseness and
tle buggers in his home. And the hot cousexual bias of Upscale Audio's advertiseDan Evert
ment in the February Stereophile (p.94). I ple was Della and Paul.
devert@trexhawaii.com
am aregular reader of Stereophile and an
avid audiophile. Iam an active particiIam shocked into metaphorical speechlessness. Is
pant in The Audio Asylum (www.audio
Mr. Evert deranged? Della and Pais!? Paul?
asylum.com) and I interact with both
Della and Lt. Trask amillion times before
female and male audiophiles. However, I
Della and Paul once. Della and Hamilton Buram also awoman, and Iam shocked both
at the blatant exclusivity of this ad and at ger in public on apark bench &fore Della and
Paul on adesert island. Della can hardly stand to
its insulting presumption that audio
be in the same room with Paul. —John Marks
appeals only to amale audience. Iam surprised that Stereophile would foolishly
Goosebumps
make the mistake of compromising its
Editor:
quality by running such alow-class ad that
Iordered Cantus's Let Your Voice Be Heard
is very unappealing and offensive.
CD last week and it arrived yesterday. IlisIwill be contacting the Better Business
tened to it at work (generic computer
Bureau if you do not take some intelligent
CD-ROM/c-rappy soundcard) over apair
measure to evaluate and reflect on this sitof RadioShack Optimus Pro-25 headuation in apositive and constructive manphones ($40, bought many moons ago).
ner. Iimplore you to rethink publishing
Sounded neat, but work prevented me
this highly sexually biased and offensive
advertisement. You are losing some of from affording it too much attention.
Cut to home, where my stereo has
your audience to sexual bias and insulting
language.
Amy Eisenberg
been doing duty lately as apurveyor of
movie sound, video-game sound, and
Tucson, AZ
background music. Before going out to
play soccer, Ipopped in Cantus and
It's good to dream
grabbed some chow. Starting on track 4(I
Editor:
heard the first three at work), the sound
Iperfectly understand the rationale provided both by consumers and by the music industry in the CD-protection debate. What
Letters to the Editor should be sent as
Ireally don't understand is why the music
faxes or e-mails only (until further
industry has not yet considered the easiest
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
way to protect their copyrights: SACD!
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
Idon't think we will see SACD burners
marked otherwise, all letters are
for sale very soon, as the DVD-burner
assumed to be for possible publicamarket is being driven by the computer
tion. In the spirit of vigorous debate
industry. So, if music were to be available
implied by the First Amendment,
only on SACD, the debate would be over.
and unless we are requested not to,
Of course, this would mean that:
we publish correspondents' e-mail
•the music software industry embarks on
addresses. Please note: We are unable
acostly update from CD to SACD
to answer requests for information on
•SACDs should be priced at no more
specific products or systems. If you
than $15, like CDs
have problems with your subscrip•SACD players should be available for
tion, call toll-free (800) 666-3746, or
$200 or less
write to Stereophile, P.O. Box 53117,
•SACD would be the only consumer
Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
medium for music, leaving DVD for video
This would be awin-win situation for
Stereophile, April 2002

quality and its cultural diversity impressed
me. Track 5: Goosebumps. Iforgot how
to cat and had to put down my cinnamon
bread and start the track over, this time
with more volume. Wow.
Duc to my current motorcycle/car
track-day addiction, the stereo has been a
neglected stepchild as far as music listening goes. Cantus certainly changed that.
Thanks for reminding me of music's
importance in my life.
Will Clark
wclark@kick.corn
Superb
Editor:
Fantastic work on the Cantus CD (Iannary, p.61). Ihave listened to it so many
times that my family is begging me to
stop. Ihave recommended it to all my
friends. Iwill be purchasing anew system
over the next year or so and am already
fantasizing how great this recording will
sound then.
Thanks again, JA, for alerting us to this
great group, and for your engineering and
recording work. Superb.
7inn Brim
TBrinerich227.org
Glad you enjoyed the CD, Mr. Clark and Mr.
Brim. The article on the making oft/it Cantus
CD can now be found online at wwwstereo
phileishowarchivesicgi?465. And Iam recording
Cantus apin this spring, titis time in aclassical
program.
—JA
Grade inflation
Editor:
Under "Preamplifiers," October 2001's
"Recommended Components" lists 18
units in Class A, four in B, three in C, and
zero in D ... This grade inflation gives me
pause, for seemingly obvious reasons.
Please consider redefining the criteria for
distinguishing the topnotch from the next
notch.
Alm- Oliver
Charleston, SC
Unfair?
Editor:
While perusing last October's "Recommended Components," Inoticed the
inclusion of the $1995/pair Triangle
Celius loudspeaker in Class A. But as the
speaker had been reviewed in Sans
Tellies column, there were no measurements of the speaker's performance. I
assume that Sam's profuse praise of the
speaker had been the justification for
including it in "Recommended Components." Given the tremendous influence "Recommended Components" has,
9

Ifind this both not thorough enough and
unfair to other speaker manufacturers.
Will Clark
San Francisco, CA
udark@kick.com
Yes, the components reported on by Sam Tillie
and Michael Freiner in their monthly columns
are indeed eligible fir inclusion in "Recommended Gm:potions." It was my decision to put
the Ce/ins in Class A (Restricted Evreme LP),
as Mr. Tillie published and private comments
sugeested no lez. But Ido plan to obtain apair
of &buses and subject them to my usual measurement reaime

—JA

Substantial damage?
Edit :
It is my opinion that Stereophib's "Recommended Components" is both doing substantial damage to the audio industry and
completely misguiding consumers. Ifeel
this is so for the following reasons:
1) There simply is no way, given Stereophile's oft-steed and self-righteous policy
of subjective reviewing, that components
can be classified according to the startlingly arbitrary, pseudo-objective, five-tier
classifications. The editors discussing areviewer's recommendations before listing
the component many months after the
component was reviewed by one of the
reviewers is silly — even stating that this is
done is somewhat insulting to your readers' intellects. Additionally, each reviewer's
biases are, axiomatically, subjective, and
their systems/rooms/system synergies are
necessarily completely different, and will
render hierarchical recommendations
near worthless.
Also, given the variety of music used by
reviewers, some recommendations may
have any value at all only with certain
types of music. Sam Tellig, for example,
listens primarily to classical. Many of his
recommendations, therefore, don't really
apply to folks who listen to rock/pop/
electronica or other rhythmic, beat-driven
music. This can be seen in his love for
lower-powered tube gear, which is very
poorly suited for electronica, for example.
So, Sam's frequent and strong use of recommendations need to be taken with
two-three truckloads of salt.
The thing is, if you're unaware of the
reviewers' listening biases, you're likely to
be clueless as to any idea of what the gear
can do. Vie Absolute Sound has its reviewers
write about their biases and music tastes.
One person's junk is another person's
treasure — one reviewer's Class A is
another reviewer's Class C.
2) The frequent, and ethically totally
inappropriate, contact between reviewers
and manufacturers completely mars the
impartiality of many of Stereophile's reviews. In the legal world, such intimacy
between judge and party or the opposing
parties would be frowned severely upon,
and is in many instances banned outright.
10

Likewise, doctors may not have sexual relations with patients.
Yes, there arc vast differences in importance between stereo reviewing and the
legal/medical examples, but you catch my
drift. Being wined and dined in the homes
of manufacturers, among other types of
fraternizing, casts serious clouds of bias
over the reviews. Having manufacturers
come to reviewers' homes to deliver and
set up gear is stunningly inappropriate for
all manner of painfully obvious reasons. As
is said in the legal field, judges must avoid
even the appearance of impropriety, or else
recuse themselves from the proceedings. If
St/To/phi/es reviewers were attorneys,
they'd be disbarred!
3) There also seems to be avery close
relationship between advertisers and the
gear included in "Recommended Components." Far too many great, inexpensive,
and extremely high-price/performanceratio components from small manufacturers are noticeably absent from Stereophile's
pages, as these guys may not be able to
afford big advertising dollars. You like to
state that you prefer to review gear from
established makers, which policy in itself
is hugely damaging to the industry.
Of course, many manufacturers don't
like having their gear reviewed by
Stereophile precisely because of the facile
hierarchy that is "Recommended Components." If acomponent gets alow classification out of your oh-so-nuanced
four-or-five-tier classification system, it
can mean ruin for asmall manufacturer.
And, most likely, asemi-poor review is so
completely guided by the factors Imention in point 1that the review may be
meaningless. Nevertheless, the reviewed
component gets stuck in Class B/C/D
and the damage is done.
Fact is, these guys are, rightly so, afraid
of Stereophile and its "Recommended
Components" sham. It is the big, established manufacturers that spend lots of
advertising dollars who get their gear on
the list — sort of like what campaign contributions buy corporate America. k's
tough for the little guy to get heard.
4) The end result is that consumers,
wrongly, focus far too much on what gear
is on the list. This is to the chagrin of the
makers of innumerable brands of great
gear out there that never see the light in
Stereophi/e's pages. "Recommended Components" is, for many newcomers and otherwise, truly the de facto arbiter of what's
good and had out there. This is atravesty,
as it is such an extremely poor and unreliable arbiter.
5) The Absolute Sound's policy of purely
subjective reviews without rankings is far
more appropriate and fair to makers and
consumers alike. Their annual Golden Ear
Awards, where each reviewer names his
or her favorite gear of the year, is far more
appropriate than "Recommended Components," as each reviewer is not placing
Stereophile, April 2002
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Funny, with all the synthetic effects and gimmicks
available on today's home theater systems - no one is
talking about what really counts - delivering the best
sound for the dollar. The NAD T752 A/V Receiver and
T571

DVD/CD

Changer's

unique

designs

provide

everything you need to enjoy a great movie or music.
And, as with all NAD products, they maintain a reputation for true value, performance and simplicity.
NAD - to the rescue.

NAD

T571

OVO/CO

Changer

5 disc capacity, plays DVD-Video, CD, CD-R, CD-RW, MP-3, 4x10 bit 54 MHz Video DACs,
Audiophile quality 24 bit/96 kHz Audio DACs, Component, S-Video and Composite Video
outputs, Progressive Scan with 32 Pull Down, Coaxial and Optical digital outputs,
3CD Random Accoss modes, MP-3 and HOC() decoders integrated, 12V trigger input,
and remote control.
NAD

T752

Surround

Sound

Receiver

80 watts continuous power into 8 ohms (all 5channels driven simultaneously) with
PowerDriveAudioNideo'' topology, Dolby Digital, Dolby Digital EX, DTS ES, DTS NE0:6, 7.1 Matrix.
ProLogic It, EARS and Stereo Enhanced Surround Modes, preouts for all channels (2 subwoofers),
7.1 analog input from external decoder, 6 video inputs all S-Video and Composite,

pure. and simple.

Component Video on 3 inputs and 1output, 2video outputs, 6 digital inputs, 2digital outputs,
9 audio inputs, 1tape output. Soft Clipping, 2x 12V output triggers, 1x 12V trigger input,
Illuminated Universal Learning Remoto

NAD Electronics of America, 6 Merchant Street, Sharon, MA 02067
Dolby Digital and Dolby erol.ogfc ore trademark. of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation
OTS de a regtstered trademark of Digital Theater System, Inc.

800.263.4641

www.NADelectronics.com

The Power of Simplicity.

The new high fidelity multi-channel analog preamplifier from
Bel Canto enables your system to source avariety of formats
without adding additional digital signal processing. The
flexibility of the PRE6 gives you the power to source
2sets of multi-channel inputs for up to 8channels
of balanced output, while also providing ample
2-channel inputs. The PRE6 achieves anew
level of performance and system integration. Experience the power of simplicity, whether you're interested in 2channel or multi-channel audio,
the new PRE6 integrates easily
into your system, allowing
you to experience new
and exciting formats.

Bel Canto Design 212 Third Avenue North Suite 345 Minneapolis MN 55401 USA
www.belcantodesign.com T 612317.4550 F. 612.359.9358
0 2002 Bel Canto Design. PRE is aTrademark of Bel Canto Design

bel canto

gear they alone reviewed into an overall
hierarchy of gear contributed to separately by all reviewers. This is one reason The
Absohtte Sound is becoming amore refined
and sophisticated forum for equipment
reports than Stereophile (and the gap is
growing). Their focus is far more on the
emotive performance of acomponent's
performance as opposed to some general
and crude classification system.
6) So, if Stereophile had truc guts, it would
abandon "Recommended Components,"
return to true subjective reviews, and tighten up those appearances of impropriety. As
it is now, your magazine appears to be captured by the power of its own unfortunate
invention or wishes. Heed Lord Acton's
warning: "Power tends to corrupt, and
absolute power corrupts absolutely."
It is ironically contradictory, and indeed
almost funny, that Stereophile, while being
so adamant about its adherence to subjective reviewing, has built its reputation on a
pseudo-objective classification scheme
that smacks so much of the old Stereo
Repiem
Kristian Soholni
Seattle; WA
ktistian85@seattet.com
Perspective
Editor:
Stereophi/e's "Recommended Components" listing brings to mind that you
could spend over $100,000 on areference
system and it still would not sound as
good as a$70 scat at the symphony. Put in
that perspective, alive performance deserves a"$$$" for value. Iwould like to
urge readers to go out and hear the ultimate reference system: attend alive performance. It is still the best value in audio
today.
Brent Tm/ion
Long Beach, CA
brenttraft@netzeromet
It's about the music
Editor:
Many thanks for the great February 2002
issue of Stereophile! Iespecially enjoyed
"Records To Die For" and Michael Fremer's article on Sundazed's Bob Irwin. I
don't know that Iwould necessarily classify myself as an audiophile, but Ihave had a
strong passion for music for as long as Ican
recall, and Iam at the very least agearhead
by nature. The February Stereophile serves
as apleasant reminder that, first and foremost, it's about the music.
Ed Lehner
Montgomery Village, MD
pret-bsed@aolcom
A bit of history?
Editor:
I'd like to congratulate Kalman Rubinson
for having both the ears and the balls to
list the Guarneri String Quartet's disc of
Ravel, Debussy, and Fauré (Surroundedby
SBE 1004) as an R2D4. "Ears" because
this is one of the most breathtakingly
beautiful recordings available to modern
Stereophile, April 2002

man. "Balls" because it just happens to be
(in acommunity so inclined to favor all
things SACD) aDVD-Audio release —
the first of this format to be so honored,
unless I'm mistaken.
If I'm not mistaken, isn't this news in its
own right deserving of, at the very least, a
sidebar? We all understand that our hobby
generates tempests in teacups over issues
the wider world could care less about. But
it still seems wrong, at least from inside the
teacup, that such afirst could slip by camouflaged in apage full of type. While others made excellent choices, Kal made abit
of history.
Jim Bosha
New rk, NY
You're welcome
Editor:
Thank you, Paul Messenger! Thank you!
Ireceived the February Stereophile yesterday, scanned the contents, saw "Records To
Die For," and thought, oh boy, here we go!
Much to my surprise, Isaw Tool's Latera/us
on the list. Since the release of Laterahis, I
have listened to the tracks day after day,
mesmerized by the sonic quality and the
in-your-face recording of the drum kit and
guitar. Ido alimited amount of 24-bit 16track digital recording in the Pittsburgh and
Cleveland arca, and Iuse this CD's sound
as areference for my work.
In my humble opinion, Latera/us is a
quality recorded and mixed CD with a
diverse nonconforming music style that
makes Tool one of ahandful of "artistic"
bands recording today.
Bill Feduska
Jeduskahnentsx.squncedu
Not asinger?!?
Editor:
Concerning Les Berkley's comment in
"Records To Die For" (February, p.65):
"[Joan] Baez was never really asinger."
What the hell was she, arecord reviewer?
Bill Peyst7
Address withheld by request
A five-star effort
Editor:
Iam not afan of Late Soul Music, so
Shelby Lynrie's last two albums do not ring
my bell at all. But Mr. Baird does the readers a disservice when he dismisses her
entire early career output (February, p.119).
Her Temptation (1993) is, in my opinion, a
five-star effort in the bluesy torch-singer
genre. Ionly wish she had continued to put
out albums in that vein.
Vyto Babrauskas
Issaquah, WA
vytob@houttaitrom
A nowhere Gretsch?
Editor:
Icontinue to enjoy Stereophile, even your
reviews of insanely expensive gear I'll
never own. Hell, Imight as well get to
read about it. Iparticularly like the evenhanded and nonbelligerent way you treat
critical letters without resorting to trash-

Awn tn
.
A rae

Python

Feb. 28, 1995 U.S. Patent 5,393,933 r3oertc Speaker Cable
May 1, 2001 US. Patent 6,225,563 Micro Purl, TQ2
"WOW!!! The Micro Purl AG and Triode Quartz 1are
just plain AWESOME in 110 foot tall, flaming letters!!!
never dreamed interconnects could make as much
improvement as (or more so than) acomponent
upgrade. Wow guys...you done good le
Charles Stuckey loly 20, 2007
"I just installed your Micro Purl interconnects
between my CD player and headphone amp, and
my system never sounded so good. No coloration or
distortion, only an unforced, natural presentation
within a three dimensional soundstage. All this
from interconnects which cost far less than some of
the well known brands I've tried."
Paul Subny July 6, 1001

ana7:de ne.wesimenz4;
affi;fim4:..
A true balanced Symmetrical Power System
by Dick Sequerra

.9 le
9 1e
lee Alpha-Core BP30
Elbe
1000 Watts
8 Outputs
Toroidal, balanced
Isolation transformer
Electrostatic shield

Alpha-Core, Inc.
915 Pembroke Street •Bridgeport, CT 06608
800 836-5920 •(203)335-6805 •F. (203)384-8120

www.alphacore.com
Makers of GOERTZ speaker cables •Made in U 5 A
Patented Worldwide
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Arcam
High Performance
Audio Components

"It's good enough
for you."

ra
High Resolution
Audio Amplification

o

High Resolution
Digital Electronics

Aesprit, Aegis, & Aego
High Performance

Arcam CD62 CD player and A65 Plus integrated amp

Speakers

It's good enough for you? Not too

until weeks later, while conducting critical

insulting. Who came up with that one?
Well, it's a long story. It all began with a
round of beers at aCambridge pub. The

High Resolution
Loudspeakers

evening started out sanely enough discussing the surprising performance

ottingham
Analo ue

provided by the Arcam CD62 CD player
and A65 integrated amp. Toss in agood
set of bookshelf speakers, like the latest
version of the AE Aegis One, and it's

Turntables, Arms
& Cartridges

SEARCH

For addition
information,
including the
location of your
nearest dealer, visit

actually possible to assemble acomplete
system, offering true high-end

El

performance, for about fifteen hundred
bucks.

systems.com

listening tests on some improvements
about to go into production, that
everyone truly appreciated how good this
system really was. The CD62 CD player
was one of Arcam's new "T" models that
not only feature CD-Text (hence the "T"
designation), but also incorporate a
number of "tweaks" designed to push CD
performance to the limits. The A65
integrated was the new "Plus" model
which features a more linear signal path,
improved bandwidth, and better
transient response. The system really was
good enough for critical audio

All present were high end audio industry

enthusiasts (including us) who can't shell

insiders accustomed to feeding their

out tens of thousands of dollars at the

habit by begging, borrowing, or stealing
systems worth at least ten times the
price. At some point someone said,
"You know, if had to spend my own
money the 62/65 is really good enough
for me." Forty-three cocktail napkins
later we had this ad.
The next morning, sober, we tossed the
napkins and the ad was dead. It wasn't

www.audiophile

9 *

drop of a hat.
To give you just a hint of the
performance improvement offered by the
"Plus" models, here's a recent quote from
one of Britain's leading hi-fi magazines
discussing the difference between
Arcam's A75 and the A75 Plus, a model
that underwent virtually the same
changes as the 65:

[The original A751 didn't sound like aslimmed-down version of the A85, the
real star in the range. But the new model certainly does. Perhaps the most
obvious difference is that the A75 Plus has abetter integrated quality, with a
sharper, more powerful and more tuneful bass that knows how to breathe fire

CONTACT
WORLD CLASS AUDIO
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.

when necessary, and the speaker as a whole has better timing. The character
of the sound majors on clarity and precision, but without overstepping the
mark: this is always an eminently listenable design. Ishould add that it worked
brilliantly with the test B&W DM602 53 with an enormously wide range of
different music types, and at surprisingly high volume levels with the Tannoys,
while always remaining in command... An excellent buy. ****

8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658
WW1N.AUDIOPHILESYSTEMS.COM

ARCAM

ing of and insults to the writer.
However, I have to question Wes
Phillips' wonderful piece in February on
George Harrison. I, too, feel George's guitar playing is greatly underestimated, but I
find it hard to believe that he used a
Fender Stratocaster on "Nowhere Man."
The sound of that axe, to my ear, has that
unmistakable rasp of the Gretsch Country
Gentleman. Either way, it's agreat solo,
pregnant in its simplicity.
Bob Perry
robertp@abac.com

because of the qualities inherent in film
projection. Those decisions might have
been quite different had they been made
with only avideo audience in mind.
Since consumer recording media and
playback (including HDTV) are unable to
capture and re-create the dynamic range of
afilin print, skilled colorists have been able
to use the film-to-tape telecine to capture
(some say reinterpret) the essential details
of the film print for the video release.
Much of the nuance in the shadows and
highlights is discarded, as is agood deal of
the color information —especially in the
It is hard to believe George used aSeat —both
reds. Plus, only advanced film scaimers can
John Atkinson andJon berson challenged me on
capture all of the detail present in modern
film stocks, and there is currently no way
this point when Ionginally submitted the obituary — but that's what several sources 1trust say
to display the entirety of the detail in
he used. My in-house Beatles bible, Ian
motion, except (of course) by outputting
MacDonald's Revolution in the Head: The
the data back to film. Given that film holds
all of the original detail and color informaBeatles' Records and the Sixties, says qf the
"Nowhere Man" sessions, held in late October tion, and has aproven shelf life, the major
1965: "Played on his IllIV Sonic Blue Fender studios continue to invest in archiving and
Stratocaster —which, along with a rosewood protecting their filin elements.
Naturally, the most obvious distinction
Telecaster, now replaced the old Gretsches and
Rickenbackers as his main studio guitar—this
between video playback and film projecpassage with its peak on aluminous pendant
tion is image size. Iam perplexed by how
harmonic, is the high point oft& track." Iunderoften people allude to aletterboxed DVD
stand that both JA and JI have since acquired as "just like the theater." Yes, letterboxing
Beatles Gear, Andy Babiuk's encyclopedic book
is avery important step in preserving the
film's original composition, but simply
on the Beatles' instnunans, which confirms that
the Strat was used on this track.
watching something in the proper aspect
—Wes Phillips
ratio does not equate to watching something in the proper size. An 8" by 12" phoGeorge will be missed
tograph of Scuraes Sunday Afternoon ois the
Editor:
Island o/La Grandelatte is more appropriate
than an 8" by 10" photograph, but neither
Thank you, Wes Phillips, for your article
can claim to be "a re-creation of the visuon George Harrison ("Industry Update,"
February, p.16). Many of the things you
al reality" of the 81" by 120" original.
Irecently had the opportunity to see a
wrote Ihave read before, but some Iwas
70mm print of 2001: A Space Odyssey, a
reading for the first time. George's presence was sporadic over the years, but it's a movie I had previously seen only on
video. My prior vicwings hadn't preventpresence that will be missed nonetheless.
JWH ed me from appreciating the strength of
jtvh401@hotmaitcont
the picture, but this time Inoticed touches that had been glossed over in the video
Absolute issues
transfer. For example: From the outside,
one can see the figures of people walking
lulitor:
around behind the tiny windows of the
As acinematographer and Stertvphile subscriber, Iwas very surprised by one of moon base. Only after Ihad experienced
the striking detail and grandeur of the film
Andrew Singer's comments in the February
print did Ifeel that Ihad experienced the
2002 issue. He is quoted as saying "video
work as Kubrick had intended it.
has finally matured. It's as good as —and
Contemporary cinematographers arc
some people might argue it's better than —
aware that even the most successful blockfilm for the re-creation of avisual reality"
buster will eventually be seen more often
Irespect Mr. Singer's considerable wison video than on film, and frequently
dom concerning home audio, and have
enjoyed my visits to his store. However, I make adjusmients to ease the transition to
video. Iknow that Itry to supervise the
find his statement puzzling, for avideo
video transfers of the work Ihave phocopy should be considered alesser facsimile of an original film and is screened on
tographed, and sometimes have to adjust
equipment that is still unable to reproduce
the color and the contrast of images to
make them more "video friendly."
the qualities of the original print.
Iwould be surprised if audiophiles,
First of all, one must understand that,
who can often discern the most minute
for most feature filins, the film print is
advantages in audio reproduction, could
considered the ddinitiw document that the
be persuaded into overlooking the vast
director and cinematographer are hired to
gulf of quality and intent between film
create. Many decisions involving framing,
and video playback. Michael Marius Pessah
lens choice, sound design, camera movemikedp@post.com
ment, and choice of film stock are made
Stereophile, April 2002
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UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
For many years, Mission has been one
of the most successful speaker brands in
British and other audio markets. Unlike
many of its rivals, however, Mission has
kept its attention firmly focused on
mainstream models at mass-market
prices. Irecall one attempt to produce a
"flagship" model —the 767, adoubled'Appolito design with active bass drive,
and so tall and heavy we had to unpack
it in the garden and bring it in through
the French windows. Ibelieve it did
quite well in Germany.
But that was more than adecade ago.
Since then, Mission speakers have been
good-looking, practical, and thoroughly
cost-effective, if not exactly the last
word in high-end glamor —until now,
with the launch of the Pilastro m990.
The Pilastro will cost £20,000/pair in
the UK, $30,000 in the US.
I've known Mission's chief engineer,
Peter Comeau — co-founder of Heybrook and sometime reviewer for various UK magazines — for many years.
He chuckled when Isuggested that the
Pilastro is the speaker he always
dreamed he'd have the money to develop. Admitting my ignorance of the provenance of its name, Peter explained
that pilastra is an Italian term used in
classical architecture that means amajor
support column for a building. (He
acknowledged that, yes, it is difficult to
come up with new names for speakers.)
Funny name notwithstanding, the
Pilastro is avery handsome loudspeaker,
with a curved and tapered enclosure
that avoids parallel sides in ways reminiscent of certain Wilson Benesch models. The speaker's weight of 341 lbs
(155kg) is more evidence of Mission's
very serious intent, partly due to an enclosure fabricated from Granitech, a

granular, mineral-loaded epoxy compound with amarble-like finish. The
Pilastro is also relatively room-friendly,
standing 57.5" tall but only 12" wide and
20" deep.
High sensitivity is akey design criterion of the three-way Pilastro, whose
specs claim an impressive 95dB/
2.83V/m and a bass rolloff of 22Hz,
-6dB. The bass section combines four
8" Peerless bass drivers with six 8" passive radiators (all with Nomex cones)
for ahuge total radiating arca, and thus
massive headroom. All bass drivers are
mounted on the enclosure sides, the
drive-units mechanically coupled in
horizontal force-canceling opposition.
Two Vifa 7-inchers with natural hemp
cones handle the broad midrange
(110Hz-22kHz), operating d'Appolitostyle in asemisealed, "pressure-release"
section of the enclosure. A classy 28mm
annulus-type ScanSpeak tweeter extends the ±3dB bandwidth to 48kHz.
With a6ohm impedance (32 ohms
minimum, including compensation for
swings), the Pilastro suits amplifiers
rated from 15W to 500W, and is therefore a promising candidate for filling
very large rooms.
US: SAN FRANCISCO
ion Iverson
It's hard enough for established record
labels both big and small these days.
With the high-resolution audio formats
SACD and DVD-Audio still fighting
each other and struggling to launch,
picking sides is an even bigger gamble
for abrand-new label's first releases.
Despite the odds, SFS Media has
decided to do just that. The new label is
the official outlet for recordings by the
San Francisco Symphony (SFS), whose
music director, Michael Tilson Thomas,
conducts the group in Gustav Mahler's

Symphony 6for its debut release, slated
for February 5.
The disc was recorded live in concerts
at Davies Symphony Hall September
12-15, 2001, and will be available in all
the traditional retail outlets in addition to
SFS's new online retail store. Delos
Records will distribute the recordings in
North America, and Avante will market
and distribute SFS Media recordings
in Europe.
The Symphony says that all recordings
for the label will be made in the Direct
Stream Digital (DSD) format, the digital
foundation for SACD, with help from
Sony Corporation, which is providing all
necessary technology and equipment. The
new SFS recordings will be "hybrid"
SACDs, formatted to play in conventional CD as well as SACD stereo and SACD
surround formats. The initial releases will
be produced by Andreas Neubronner,
who produced Tilson Thomas and the
SFS's Granuny Award-winning RCA
Red Seal recordings, including Pmkofiev's
Rama) and Juliet (Best Orchestral Performance) and the all-Stravinsky disc featuring Le Sam' du Printemps, lise Firebird, and
Perséphone (Best Classical Album, Best
Orchestral Performance).
The SFS say they have embarked on
an ambitious Mahler recording project.
They plan to record for SFS Media all of
the composer's nine symphonies, and
the Adagiato from the unfinished Symphony 10, over the next five seasons.
Following the recording of Symphony
6, Tilson Thomas and the SFS recorded
Mahler's Symphony 1and Kinder-totenlieder with mezzo-soprano Michelle
DeYoung in concerts held September
19-23, 2001.
Tilson Thomas explains, "The Sixth
looks unflinchingly at the obsessive, destructive nature of man, the unremitting
capacity of humankind to hurt itself. In

Calendar
Society (GSBAS) holds regular meetings every other month in Southern
California. The GSBAS is dedicated to
seeking out systems that get as close to
reproducing the original event as possible. For details of upcoming meetings
and membership information, call Steve
Huber at (562) 422-1615 or e-mail
GSBAS2001@yahoo.com.
• Wednesday-Thursday, April 24-25,
the Hyatt Regency (Monterey): The
Carmel Group will host its Seventh
Annual Satellite Conference to exam18

inc the key elements of the rapidly
growing DBS and newly developing
Digital Satellite Radio markets —content, programming, partnerships,
growth, financing, legal/regulatory,
marketing, and tomorrow's pictures,
sounds, and data. There will be keynote
presentations from FCC commissioner
Kevin Martin, former TCI chairman
Leo Hindery, and David Moss, president and CEO of Canal+. Other featured speakers include Joe Clayton of
Sirius and Hugh Panero of XM. For

info, call (831) 643-2222 or e-mail
info@carmelgroup.com.
CONNECTICUT

• For information about the Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.theatom.comIcas or call Carl Richard at
(860) 745-5937.
LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio club holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
Stereophile, April 2002
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How "trickle-down"
became a"downpour".
B& W's new 600 Series 3loudspeakers have arrived in a
downpour of our best technologies.

Once reserved for our incomparable S40,000 Nautilus '
loudspeakers, our new 600 Series 3incorporates 8& W's world
renowned Kevlar drivers, Nautilus tapered tube tweeters, ail
new aluminum bass drivers, and audiophile grade air core
crossovers. The result is unmatched performance and value.

Here's your opportunity to soak up some serious sound. Hear
the new 600 Series 3at your authorized B&W dealer.
Dollar for dollar they simply can't be beat.

BEM
www.bwspeakers.com
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its final pages, it regards destiny and
realizes there will be no mercy. But
there is more than despair in these
pages. 'There is utter honesty, humor,
tenderness, and, in the third movement,
homage to the power of love. Mahler
said that asymphony should mirror life.
His entire symphonic output is atestament to that belief, and nowhere did he
realize this credo so powerfully as in his
Sixth Symphony."
UNITED KINGDOM
Barry Willis
2001 wasn't kind to UK entertainment
conglomerate EMI Group PLC. On
February 5, the company issued its second profit warning since September,
blaming a slow market for recorded
music. EMI is now predicting that pretax profits for the year ending March 31
will total $213.4 million (0245.1 million, or £150 million), far below analysts' predictions. The news caused an
immediate 6.4% drop in the price of
EMI shares on the London market.
"Despite strong performances in the
UK and much of continental Europe,
the second-half outlook for turnover in
recorded music is impacted by the continuing economic downturn in Latin
America and Asia, underperformance in
the USA, and the slippage of some
important Japanese album releases," the
official EMI announcement read.
EMI has been plagued by asagging
music market and by some unwise
strategic moves, including amuch-publicized $80 million contract with pop
singer Marials Carey, who sang the
national anthem at this year's Super
Bowl. Last year, EMI Recorded Music
paid Carey $21 million in upfront money
as part of amultiyear contract. Glitter, her
first film —and, hopefully, her last —
tanked, as did the film's soundtrack

album, which reportedly cost EMI $10
million. In late January 2002, EMI executives decided it was better to cut the difficult diva loose than risk losing the full
amount she had been promised. She was
offered, and accepted, a$28 million buyout to terminate the contract. Total cost
to EMI: $49 million, an expensive blunder in anyone's book.
There's been turmoil among the
company's upper management, too.
Nancy Berry, vice chairman of EMI's
Virgin Music Group, who was widely
credited with shepherding the Carey
deal, departed in late October, shortly
after the appointment as chief executive
of EMI Recorded Music of former
PolyGram NV head Alain Levy, known
throughout the music industry as acostconscious manager. With the second
profit warning came the resignation of
chief financial officer Tony Bates, who
had overseen finances for both EMI
Group and EMI Recorded Music since
January 2000. Former EMI Music
Publishing CFO Roger Faxon will
become the new CFO of EMI Group,
while the CFO position at EMI Recorded Music will be filled by Stuart
Ells, former CFO of composer Andrew
Lloyd Webber's Really Useful Group
entertainment company.
EMI has also announced that it will
move Virgin Records from Los Angeles
to New York, where it will be rolled in
with the Capitol Records operation
under the direction of David Munns,
who was recently named chairman and
CEO of EMI Recorded Music North
America. Alain Levy will reveal longterm plans for the company on March 20.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Much of the world economy was
already slowing down when the events

of September 11 slammed it into the
buffers. The effect on the hi-fi business
was nowhere near as dramatic as the
downturns experienced by airlines and
tourism, but it's hardly surprising that
people stopped buying hi-fi for awhile.
Most noticeable in the US and Far
Eastern markets, the slowdown seems
to have been only atemporary blip for
the UK economy and Britain's leading
hi-fi brands.
Indeed, the UK economy seems to
be determinedly bucking the global
trend: Christmas and New Year's sales
registered an overall increase of 6% over
2000-2001. Analysts attribute this to a
combination of low inflation and interest rates, firm house prices, and heavy
consumer debt.
September and October 2001 might
have seen difficult hi-fi trading, but
Meridian and Naim bounced back
strongly in November and December.
Indeed, Meridian, having reacted with
caution to September's events, found
itself short of stock in I
kcember.
Those two companies specialize in
relatively upscale products, and that
market sector seems to be performing
best. Broader-based brands report the
greatest sales activity among their more
upmarket components.
Having added a DVD player and
other AA/ components to their line in
2001, Arcam enjoyed spectacular growth
of more than 30% in that year. But managing director Charlie Brennan reported
there was much more activity among
Arcam's FMJ and DiVA components,
such as the radical new A85 amplifier,
than down among the bread-and-butter
budget amps (although budget CD players continued to sell well).
Musical Fidelity has encountered a
similar trend in the last few months, and
main man Antony Michaelson reckons

Calendar
music. Join the fun by e-mailing
zephirin@cox.net.
MASSACHUSETTS

• For details of upcoming monthly
meetings of the Boston Audio Society,
samples from their publication, The
Speaker, or membership information, visit
http://bostonaudiosociety.org, e-mail
dbsystems@attglobal.net or call (603)
899-5121.
MISSISSIPPI
20

•If you are an audiophile living on the
Mississippi Gulf Coast and would like
to participate in ahigh-end audio club,
please e-mail stokjoc@hotmail.com.

more information, please e-mail your
mailing address and telephone number
to annalogg@aol.com or to Russell
Prince at prince@sewkis.com, or call
(973) 743-5450.

NEW JERSEY

•The New Jersey Audio Society welcomes anyone interested in high-performance LP and CD playback systems to
become members and participate in
their monthly meetings. Annual dues
are $30, and include asubscription to
the society's newsletter, The Source. For

NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Long Island Music and
Video Society, call Lee Grosberg at (516)
239-9004.
• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Stereophile, April 2002

Room to Spare

:rom its intriguing, high-design aluminum extrusion cabinetry W its powerful,
:ompelling multichannel sound reproduction, AR's new coiiipct
-IC5 home theater system exudes attitude.
onfident and in control, this remarkable 5.1 system delivers a
vell-defined, accurate speaker response that makes any movie
xperience more immediate and realistic.
\II elements seamlessly combine to produce an involving
mundstage for impressive multichannel performance.

Ai

rhe AR HC5 is the perfect solution for awide
rariety of listening environments, be it a city

A1111111k-

3partment or suburban media room.

8" 100 watt
powered bass
reflex subvvoofer
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For more information about HC5 speakers, please visi our web site at www.acoustic-research.com or call 1-800-969-AR4U.
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that plenty of customers are now prepared to pay £2000 ($3000) for highperformance components of serious
build quality. This rather neatly corroborates Naim's claim of very healthy current sales of its CD-X CD player and
Allae loudspeaker, each priced at
around £2500 here in the UK.
All of which would seem to tie in
with the view, propounded by some
optimists, that at least some of the
money not being spent on travel and
holidaying is finding its way into highend hi-fi.

!doss provided the facility, acabinet- and
speaker-assembly shop he was already
operating in aHarvard Square loft. Two
other partners, Malcolm Low and J.
Anton Hofinann, son of the great pianist
Josef Hofinann, supplied $5000 in capital. That led to the AR-1, the world's first
acoustic-suspension loudspeaker system,
with its relatively small enclosure and
proportionally prodigious bass.
But Villchur remained home in
Woodstock, New York, while Kloss ran
the Massachusetts factory. The resulting
friction led Kloss, Low, and Hofinann to
break away in 1957 and put their initials
US: MASSACHUSETTS
on anew firm, KLH.
David Lander
In 1967, after producing more landHenry Kloss, whose prolific hi-fi design
marks, including the KLH Model Six
and manufacturing career spanned a speaker, the fine-sounding Model Eight
half century, died of a subdural heradio, and a hi-fi system-in-a-suitcase
matoma on January 31, three weeks
designated the Model Eleven, Kloss
before his 73rd birthday.
founded Advent to work on projection
Habitually clothed in khaki trousers
television. The speakers he built to fund
and oxford cloth shirts, their button-down
that effort quickly became bestsellers.
collars unbuttoned and their sleeves
Henry Kloss embraced innovation.
rolled, Klass (pronounced with along o,
He was quick to employ the transistor,
like dos() looked like someone familiar which was crucial to the KLH Eleven's
with tools. Indeed, he was. As aboy, he
portability, and he ingeniously comwas able to add rooms and bath fixtures to
bined previously unrelated concepts
the Pennsylvania cabin he shared with his
with two Advent firsts: acassette deck
mother and two sisters.
featuring Dolby noise reduction (which
After entering MIT in 1948, Kloss
he had prodded Ray Dolby to adapt for
worked part-time for acontractor and
consumers), and chromium-dioxide casbought woodworking tools to make fursettes. That synergy made the cassette
niture for his basement apartment.
medium truly music-worthy. Yet Kloss
Instead, he used them to turn out enclowas modest about such achievements.
sures for aspeaker system an MIT pro"Some of the particular things Ihave
fessor and his student had designed.
done.., could have and should have
Kloss dropped out of MIT after being
been donc before," he once told me.
drafted. Stationed in New Jersey, he
After leaving Advent, Kloss started
took a New York University night
Kloss Video, and in 1988 co-founded
course in high fidelity taught by Edgar
Cambridge SoundWorks, for which he
Villchur, who had conceived aradically
designed some three dozen products.
new type of loudspeaker, and in 1954
His newest radios, marketed bv Tivoli
Villchur and Kloss founded Acoustic Audio, have the simple, signature look
Research to develop and produce it.
of his KLH models, even down to their
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Society, the Audiophile Society, and
the Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• For information on Audio
Syndrome (East Meadow), amonthly
club catering to obsessive-compulsive
audio neurotics from September
through June, call Roy Harris at (516)
489-9576.
OHIO
• Friday, March 29, noon-9pm;
Saturday, March 30, 7am—lOpm: The

Midwest Audio Fest will take place at
the Veterans Memorial Civic and
Convention Center (Lima). Events will
include demo rooms, do-it-yourself
areas, system evaluations, award presentations, and aswap meet and silent
auction. For more info, e-mail Mike
Baker at mike@allannott.com.
WASHINGTON
• The Pacific Northwest Audio
Society meets the second Thursday of
each month. Usual start time is
Stereophile, April 2002
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planetary dials. [See this issue's "Sam's
Space"— Ed.]
Kloss, informed by his own muse and
unimpressed by fashion, created boldly
original, straightforward, utilitarian products that lowered the price of performance. Longevity was another criterion,.
both in what he built and in what he
bought. When he retired his second
Checker automobile after 14 years of
use, Kloss vowed to drive his new Mercedes-Benz diesel for 20. He owned it
to the end —17 years in all. For the
many people who so admired Henry
Kloss, that wasn't long enough.
Kloss's wife, Jacqueline, died last year.
A son, two daughters, and seven grandchildren survive him.
JAPAN
Stig I. Bjorgel
The creator of Koetsu phono cartridges
passed away on Sunday, January 20, just
acouple of months short of reaching the
age of 95. A wake was held in Chiba,
Japan on January 22; the funeral took
place on the following day.
A descendant of the Japanese medieval artist Honami Koetsu, Yoshiaki
Sugano was brought up in atradition of
crafting swords. As a young man he
practiced boxing, and participated in
events in China. It is said that he never
lost afight. Later he joined automaker
Toyota, where he rose to the rank of an
executive in the domestic sales division.
He retired from the auto industry at the
age of 60.
Even while working at Toyota,
Sugano was fascinated by music reproduction in the home, and he took aspecial interest in phono cartridges, first
studying and repairing broken samples

1Stig Itorge is CEO of Scati-Tech/Lyra, Tokyo, Japan.

of European imports, and later carefully
examining Japanese efforts. On retiring
from Toyota, he created his own brand
of moving-coil cartridges, Koetsu — a
name derived from that of his distant
ancestor, to whom atemple is dedicated
in the ancient Japanese city of Kyoto.
Ifirst met Yoshiaki Sugano in the
early 1980s. He welcomed me into his
home; my frequent subsequent visits
resulted in an article about his life and
his work in audio that was published in
the Danish magazine lit'eh Fidelity in
1983. What fascinated me about his
work with the Koetsu cartridges was his
keen interest in high-purity materials,
like six-nines copper and five-nines
iron. He also introduced me to platinum-iron magnets, made in small
quantities by alaboratory of the giant
Nippon Mining company. He would
then combine these high-tech materials
with natural elements like wood and
stone (ix, ebony and onyx) in asymphony that resulted in the rich, lush sound
of each Koetsu cartridge. On certain
models he would also apply the traditional Urushi lacquers ofJapan.
It is safe to say that Yoshiaki Sugano
was amaster craftsman who created the
genre of the true high-end phono cartridge. With the introduction of the
Koetsus, for the first time the status of a
phono cartridge could be said to be similar to that of the finest musical instruments, like aSteinway grand piano or a
Stradivari violin. For years, while living
within an hour's drive of Sugano's
home, Iwould listen to my Koetsu
Wood cartridge on aKoctsu toneann
via a Koetsu step-up transformer —a
rich, transparent, musical sound was always the order of the day.
Regularly Iwould visit the Master,
and often would find him occupied
with making cartridges. Iwould also
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"The Lc5.75F was a very
pleasant surprise.., asmall,
well-balanced speaker that
delivers an impressive
amount of music from a
compact, very-well-built,
reasonably priced package."
-Michael Fremer,
Stcreoldtile. tiny. 2.001

Calendar
7:30pm at 4545 Island Crest Way, on
Mercer Island. For more information,
call Jerry at (206) 416-3669 or Earl at
(206) 795-1970.
GERMANY

•For the 21st consecutive year German's largest specialist high-end
audio show will be held in June
2002. Location is Hotel Kempinski in
Frankfurt-Neu Issenburg, not far
from Frankfurt Airport. Thursday
June 9is the trade day (10am to 8pm,
Stereophile, April 2002

admission only with preregistration),
public days are Friday thru Sunday
10-12 June (10am to 6pm). Web:
www.highendsociety.de. Fax (49)
202-703700.
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Audio

2696 Lavery Court, Unit 18
Newbury Park, CA 91320
805-499-3686
www.westlakeaudio.com

A Fresh New Approach
begital and Analog
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24-bit, 96-kHz CD Player
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CD-306/200
24-bit, 192-kHz CD Player

SLP-2002
Fully Balanced Vacuum Tube Preamplifier

After years of traditional hi-fi, you've heard it played
loud. You've heard bass. You've even heard detail. But
nothing—nothing—can match the jaw-dropping, soulstirring thrill of acombined Cary Audio digital and analog component that captures the very heart and passion
of the music. Over the last several years we have been
reappraising what hi-fidelity is and can be. In this spirit,
we are pleased to announce the new generation of the
CD-303/200 and CD-306/200 CD players. These new
Cary players feature the new Pacific Microsonics PMD200 digital filters along with up sampling rates to 192
kHz. The new Carys rival any CD players available on
the market today!
When it comes to analog, nobody even comes close to
the Cary sound. The analog sound from the new SLP2002 vacuum tube preamp is absolutely spectacular. The
SLP-2002 is a true balanced preamplifier with every

feature one would desire and expect from a Cary. We
have even put output transformers on board for earphone
listening. This new preamplifier has analog, motorized
remote control and even acinema by-pass switch.
We believe in fresh and new approaches to hi-fidelity.
We hope you believe as well. Contact your local Cary
dealer for fresh new Carys.

Ike Aubio AittptiPt, 8eyoub

Coispboomioe

111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com

Industry
find him busy working on his oil paintings, another major passion. While
painting, he often enjoyed listening to
music of Christian choral performances,
which set him in the right mood for his
brush strokes.
Another positive side of Sugano was
his willingness to share and teach.
Rather than being secretive and protective, he willingly shared his ideas and
know-how. In fact, he encouraged me
to pursue acareer in making phono cartridges myself. He introduced me to
subcontractors manufacturing cartridge
parts, and even let me have, at his cost, a
stack of his valuable test records, necessary for cartridge manufacturing. This
led to atremendous respect that allowed
me to search for an alternative, aunique
direction, rather than copying the
Master. Ihumbly look at him as my
mentor and teacher.
Participating in his wake, together
with his family and his friends, made me
contemplate Sugano's wonderful human
qualities and his accomplishments not
only as acartridge designer and craftsman, but as awhole human being.
Yoshiaki Sugano is survived by several
children. His son Fumihiko Sugano has
been trained to take over the cartridge
legacy from his father. The world's audio
community is thus lucky to have acontinuous supply of Koetsu cartridges today,
even though the Grand Master himself
has achieved eternal peace.
US: LOS ANGELES
Barry Willis
Few music lovers who grew up in the
1950s and '60s were not influenced by
torch singer Peggy Lee, who died of
heart failure at her Bel Air home on
Monday, January 21. Lee was 81 and
had been in ill health for several years.
Like Dave Brubeck's "Take Five,"
Lee's great classic recording of "Fever"
was one of those spare, elegant tunes
that informed the musical zeitgeist of an
entire generation. These songs seemed
to be everywhere in the '60s —utterly
cool, with an adult sophistication we
could only dream of acquiring. "Fever"
was as incurable as malaria. Once you
had it, you had it for life. And despite
having been covered by everyone from
Little Willie John to Brian Eno, the song
will always belong to Miss Peggy Lee.
Not only fans were infected — Peggy
Lee's earthy delivery influenced innumerable singers, too. In the same way
that echoes of Ella Fitzgerald and Billie
Holiday can be heard in Lee's early recordings, her influence is apparent in
performers as diverse as Tori Amos,
Stereophile, April 2002

Fiona Apple, and British pop diva I)ido.
Audiophile favorite Diana Krall said of
Lec, "I love everything about her: her
elegance, her wit. And she is one of the
greatest influences in what Ido as an
artist." Too young to have experienced
the first or second wave of the singer's
popularity, the 38-year-old Krall came
of age when Lee was afixture on the
Las Vegas club scene.
Lee "came from abig-band era and
knew how to swing. She knew how to
sing on the beat when necessary," Cleo
Laine said the day after Lee's death. "A
lot of people don't know how to do that.
Her simplicity had alot of nuances that
other people just couldn't grasp, that
they just couldn't imitate to save their
lives." Los Angeles Times jazz critic Don
Heckman described Lee as one of those
rare singers who can find "the story at
the heart of asong" while resisting "the
temptation to distort the meaning of a
line in order to hold an attractive note."
She had asophistication that transcended trends. "Today's crop of writhing,
underdressed, navel-displaying 'singer
stars' could learn everything there is to
know about eroticism from aperfectly
still performance by Lee," columnist Liz
Smith wrote.

"The Palladians are not
conventional. They are anew
and uniquely significant step
beyond conventional...
Kimber's top model,
Palladian PK 10 A.C.
power cord, is the
best Ihave ever
used or heard.
Could there be
any chance that
an A.C. power
cord could be the
product of the year?"

Update

Discovered by Benny Goodman
when she was performing in aChicago
club, Lee fronted the clarinetist's big
band during World War II, and won
Down Beat magazine's "Best Singer"
award in 1946. She left Goodman in
1947, and by the early 1950s was securely established as asolo star. In addition
to singing, Lee was asongwriter, an arranger, and an excellent actress. She
appeared opposite Danny Thomas in
the 1953 fihn The Jazz Singer, and won
an Academy Award nomination for best
supporting actress for her performance
in the 1955 film Pete Kelly's Blues—a
film distinguished by little else.
Despite her artistic success, Lee's personal life was grim. Born Norma
Delores Eggstrom, she was the seventh
of eight children in aNorth Dakota farm
family. Her mother died when she was
four. Her stepmother was reputedly
abusive, asituation Lee later satirized in
her song "One Beating aDay." She was
married and divorced four times, and in
her later years suffered from injuries sustained in two falls that occurred while
she was performing. Lec had heart
surgery in 1985; astroke in 1998 put an
end to her performing career.
Lee was apioneer for artists' rights.

PowerKord "14 Palladian
PowerKord '10 Palladian"

Karl Lozier - Enjoy the
Music.com January 1', 2002

KIM3ER KABLE
Since 1979

2752 South 1900 West • Ogden Utah 84401
801-621-5530 • fax 801-627-6980
www.k imber. corn
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Life is different while you're listening

Experience the new Karat M 30 DC
A genuine innovation in aspeaker this size. The three-way Karat M 30 DC has detail,
clarity and bass response normally found only in larger floor standing speakers.
Large side firing woofers are coupled with Canton's aluminum tweeters and midrange drivers on narrow front
baffles to enhance both performance and appearance. Shown with optional LS 60 stands.
For more information - please contact: Canton Electronics Corporation, 1723 Adams Street NE, Minneapolis,
MN 55413-1411, (612)706-9250 Phone, (612)706-9255 Fax, www.cantonusa.com
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pure music

to be wearing awig and belonging in
somebody's attic. Itry to bring it out of
the attic." He once referred to himself as
"your basic cocktail harpsichordist,"
because he would perform in unstuffy
venues, such as college cafeterias, using
amplification while maintaining arunning commentary. He claimed that one
of his harpsichords —a French-style
instrument he liked to pack into his van
and tour with — had more miles on it
than most cars.
In later years, Kipnis also performed
on clavichord and fortcpiano — and
even the contemporary piano. In 1995
he formed aduo with Karen Kushner,
playing four-handed music in concerts
and recitals. In 1971 he took ahill-time
faculty position at Fairfield University
in Connecticut, and cut back on his
touring schedule. He was president and
artistic director of the Friends of Music
of Fairfield County for five years, artistic director of the Connecticut Early
Music Festival for 13 years, and was
head of Tanglewood's Baroque department. He also taught at Harvard, the
Peabody Institute, and the Mannes
School of Music, among other educational institutions.
Igor ICipnis is survived by a son,
Jeremy, a highly regarded recording
engineer, and aworld that, in no small
part because of his life's work, no longer
finds the harpsichord acuriosity but a
valued voice in the authentic and serious re-creation of baroque and renaissance music.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
"Upsampling" seems set to be the key
marketing buzzword for serious digital
audio components in 2002. Skeptics
may with reason ask how upsampling
differs from good old-fashioned oversampling — the two are theoretically
and conceptually very closely related.
Perhaps the distinction is that oversampiing was essentially atradeoff of ahigher sampling rate for alower number of
bits, while upsampling increases the
sampling rate regardless of (and indeed
often enhancing) the word size. Whatever the difference, even the habitually
skeptical seem to have been impressed
by the upsampling approach.
Pro-audio digital specialists like dCS
have been upsampling for some years,
as has Meridian. (For more information,
check out John Atkinson's "As We See
It" in Vo123 No.12, or the review of
dCS's consumer-oriented Purcell D/D
converter in Vo124 Nol, or go to
www.stereophile.com and type in the
Stereophile, April 2002

key word "upsampling.") However,
what may have started as a relatively
rare, esoteric, and expensive technique
is now spreading throughout the marketplace. Whereas Meridian in its 800
(Vo123 No2) and Boulder in its 1012
(Vo124 No.12) offer decidedly upmarket applications, Musical Fidelity could
well become the brand that makes
upsampling much more affordable.
The first Musical Fidelity device to incorporate upsampling was the under$5000 Nu-Vista 3D CD player. This
distinctive machine is rated as "Class A"
in this magazine's "Recommended
Components," and it received Stereophilt's
Joint Digital Source of 2001 Award.
However, as the "Nu-Vista" name indicates, the limited supply of nuvistor tubes
meant that the 3D could only be produced in alimited edition; all 500 units
have now been sold, though some may
still be found at dealers.
Although MF's Antony Michaelson
attributes part of the 3D's success to its
nuvistor tubes, he's also convinced that
these represented only part of the 3D's
sonic performance, and that other ingredients — like upsampling and chokeregulated power supplies —also played
significant roles in the player's sound.
Accordingly, Musical Fidelity is
introducing at least three new digital
components that don't include rare and
hard-to-find tubes, but do incorporate
upsampling — which, Michaelson reckons, can be worth as much as 85% of
the total sound quality. While he
acknowledges that upsampling doesn't
actually create new information, he
feels it offers asignificantly smoother,
sweeter sound, with avery worthwhile
reduction in unwanted high-frequency
digital artifacts.
First of these new MF products is a
D/A converter codenamed the A3 24
selling for less than $1500. Intended for
use with any CD player equipped with
adigital output, the A3 24 is fitted with a
large choke-regulated power supply,
and its upsampling capability includes
96kHz and 192kHz sampling rates. [See
this issue's "Sam's Space"— Ed.]
The difficulty of minimizing jitter
between the halves of two-box CD players has tended to sideline the outboard
DAC in recent years, but Michaelson
believes that reclocking the data can deal
with the jitter problems and allow the
filtering, distortion, and signal/noise
advantages of upsampling to shine
through. He believes the A3 24 will provide avery worthwhile performance upgrade for many existing CD players.
More commercially significant, per-
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Bravo

The new amplifier from Viola

—

A two channel amplifier with separate power supply
that redefines presence, transparency, and precision
in amplification.
Bravo is atwo channel power amplifier rated at
350 watts/channel in two chassis. Supply chassis
features inductor (choke) input.
The amplifier chassis consists of flexibly designed
audio sections permitting the amplifier to be configured in various modes from astereo amp rated at
350 watts/channel (a two box set) to abridged mono
block rated at 1200 watts/channel into 8Ohms
(a four box set) and 1600 watts/channel into 4Ohms.

Available Now!

For more information, call us toddy.

VII-A

AUDIO LABORATORIES

315 Peck Street •New Haven, CT
T: 203-772-0435 •F: 203-772-0569
infoteviolalabs.com •www.violalabs.com

Industry
haps, will be the A32 CD player, which
borrows heavily from the lessons
learned with the Nu-Vista 3D. Due to
hit the market this month, the A32 will
also cost less than $1500 and incorporate upsampling.
Rather more costly at an estimated
$3200 but altogether more fully
equipped, the CD-PRE24 made its debut at January's Las Vegas CES. It looks
very like the Nu-Vista 3D, but instead
of tubes, it's so stuffed with other technical bits that it combines the functions
of aCD player, DAC, ADC, and analog
preamplifier, all conveniently packaged
in one component. The press release
makes it clear that akey inspiration was
the desire to create something as capable and clutter-free as aKrell KPS-25S
at afraction of the cost.
Running three straight analog inputs
alongside two external digital inputs, the
CD-PRE24 can handle up to 100kHz
digital clock signals, and upsamples all
digital inputs to 24/96, moving unwanted digital artifacts up and out of harm's
way. Reclocking improves the jitter,
while the built-in ADC enables the preamp to incorporate adigital tape loop.
Time alone will tell whether Musical
Fidelity's new upsampling digital devices will prove as successful as the Nu-

so„s,es

Vista 31). The nuvistor might have
finally reached the end of its reign, but
the same can't be said of Antony
Michaelson's fertile imagination, which
keeps coming up with interesting new
hi-fi products.
GERMANY
Barry Willis
Can you hear long passages of music in
your mind? If so, your brain—like
those of professional musicians — may
be wired for sound.
Using magnetic resonance imaging
(M RI) machines, researchers at Germany's University of Tübingen scanned
the brains of eight professional violinists
and determined that they can do something that amateurs can't — namely, hear
music in their minds alone. The neuroscientists compared the neural activity of
equal numbers of professional and amateur violinists, who were asked to "play
back" the first 16 bars of Mozart's Violin
Concerto in G, K216, first by tapping
the notes out with their fingers, and then
without moving their fingers. The amateurs had more activity in their motor
cortexes, indicating that they were concentrating on hitting the right notes.
"When the professionals move their
fingers, they arc also hearing the music

Update

in their heads," Dr. Gabriela Scheler told
Seth Hettena of the Associated Press.
The professionals also had significantly
more activity in their brains' auditory
cortexes than did the amateurs when
they were not moving their fingers.
Professional training frees the musicians from needing to focus on technique,
according to Scheler, aformer violinist
with the Nuremberg Philharmonic
Orchestra. Like all skilled workers, professional musicians practice what physiologists call "neuromuscular patterning"
until they acquire "unconscious competence" through sheer repetition. Unlike
amateur players, they don't have to think
about the actual playing of the notes, and
thus can mentally separate hearing the
music from the process of playing it.
The MRI scans showed that the musicians were hearing the music in their
minds without any outward manifestations. The experiment was "the first time
anyone had studied music and its relationship to motor control and imagery,"
Hettena reported in November 200L
Music is one of the most highly integrated neural activities, according to Dr.
Robert Zatorre of the Montreal Neurological Institute, because it involves
memory, learning, motor control, emotion, hearing, and creativity.

TOTEM ACOUSTIC

pet'iiihme 9165, Champ D'Eau, Saint-Leonard (Quebec) ii1P 3M3 CANADA •Tel.: (514) 259-1062 •Fax: (514) 259-4968 www totemacousbc com
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SONUS FABER DEBUTS CONCERT HOME:
GET READY TO HAVE YOUR
HEART STOLEN. AGAIN.

ith its debut four years ago, Sonus faber's best-selling Concert
line stole the hearts and minds of discerning enthusiasts everywhere,
winning awards on four continents. Now we have transformed these
models, with performance born of our legendary Amati Homage
speakers, into the Concert Home:"
From Amati, Concert Home - borrows the concept of Lossless
Compression Technology:" Coupling aunique large 28mm silk dome
tweeter and new lightning-fast glass-fiber cone bass drivers with an
Sonus fiber Concert
Home clockwise from

elegantly simple crossover results in transient snap! and effortless

lefi: Grand Piano Home,

efficiency that conveys the thrill of music and movies. Added excitement

available in black

for home theater is built into the all new Wall Mainsurround - speaker

leather and piano black
lacquer at $3250/pair;
Wall.'avaikble in black
leather at $995/pair;
Concerto Home shown

and time-aligned Solo Home center channel.
Naturally, we retained our heritage, sculpting acleaner, crisper
vision of our justly famous cabinetry. Concert Home - extends the

with Fixed Height

tradition of handcrafting luscious solid walnut and black leather

stands. available in

with the excellence for which we have always been known.

black leather and solid
walnut at $2345/pair
(speakers onl.
»$1895);
and Solo Home:" available in black leather
at $950.

Concert Home?' transformed and uplifted, yet accessibly priced
(some models actually cost less than their predecessors).
For additional information contact Sumiko. Importing the finest
in European audio products.

SUMIKO
SUMIKO IS THE EXCLUSIVE NOR'l II ASli RIt AN 'MN:MIER ()I SONUS FABER AUDIO PRODUCTS
2431 FIF'rH STREET, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94710
WWW.SUMIKOAUDIO.COM

510.843.4500

843.7120 FAX
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"Let me put this as plainly as possible.
The Valhalla system from Nordost is the
least colored and most neutral cabling
ever to hit the marketplace."
"A triumph, pure and simple"
Harry Pearson
The Absolute Sound Issue 127.
Quote used with permission of The Absolute Sound.

N RDOST r'‘
MAKING

THE

"It was as though we had opened the
flood gates of a dam, but instead of
water, we realized music-unhindered
and more of it."
The Inner Ear Report
January 2001,

CONNETION

Noraost Corporation, 420 Franklin Street, Framingham MA 01702 USA.
Tel: 001 508 879 1242 Fax: 001 508 879 8197 email: noraostflatline@msn.com

Please visit our web site: www.noraost.com

Sam's

Space

Sam

I

twas 1988. What to
do about digital?
Few high-end
CD players were
available. Few digital•
to-analog processors
were on the market,
and almost all were
pricey.
Audiophiles
desperate for better
sound sometimes purchased modified players — kludges, I called
them. But this wasn't an attractive
choice, either — $200 machines
turned into $1000 wonders with
maybe $60 worth of parts and an
hour's worth of labor.
Enter Antony Michaelson, of
Musical Fidelity. He (along with
Arcam and PS Audio) introduced
one of the first affordable DACs —
adigital-to-analog converter called
the Digilog. It retailed for $995. Less
expensive processors soon followed
from other manufacturers, but for a
brief time the Digilog had little competition and was something of abargain.
In my October 1989 report on the
Digilog, Iquestioned the wisdom of
sinking much dough into digital. Better
to buy agood turntable, Ithought. Drop
too little money on digital, though, and
you had to live with crappy sound. Same
digital dilemma as now.
Fast forward to late last year.
Antony Michaelson called me shortly
before Christmas.
"I have our new A3 24 processor and
I'd like to bring it over Tuesday next, if
Imight."
"All the way from England?"
"Yes, no problem. Just hop aboard a
plane and cross the pond."
Iadmire Antony's enthusiasm. When
he's developed aproduct he's especially
keen on, he must show it to reviewers
immediately —even if it means atransatlantic flight.
Antony arrived afew days later, early
in the afternoon, processor in hand, and
we popped it into my system. Everything appeared to go well. The sound
was satisfying, if unspectacular. The
A324 sounded like agood product that
needed some time to run in.
And then.. disaster.
Stereophile, April 2002

a...grown, eat/ea...

The Musical Fidelity A3 2, DAC: plenty of
processing power under the hood.

It was every manufacturer's worst
nightmare. The product failed, not only
in the reviewer's home, but while the
manufacturer was present. Like the
Titanic, the A3 24 sank on its maiden
voyage. Ishall never forget the look on
Antony's face — like alittle boy whose
favorite toy had just broken. The
processor had lost its lock on the incoming datastream.
Antony collected himself. After all, it
might not be the processor's fault.
Perhaps the CD player. Or the digital
interconnect cable. Maybe...
We swapped digital cables. No difference.
We changed Cl) players, switching
the Rega Jupiter for the Denon DCD1650AR. Meanwhile, we had the processor turned off for 20 minutes or so.
Perversely, the processor then seemed
to work okay. Antony, my wife, Marina,
and Iwent out to dinner.
"If there's any problem, please phone
me tonight at my hotel," an exhausted
Antony said. He probably turned in
thinking all was right with the world.
And there was no problem. Not later
that night, not first thing in the morning. But at precisely 9am, at the very
moment Antony boarded his flight back

Tellig

to London, the processor
lost its lock again. I
hated to do it, but I
"gave him abell," as the
British say, as soon as
he'd arrived home.
The processor went
back to England the
next day. Meanwhile, I
can only imagine what
must have happened at the Musical
Fidelity factory in Wembley. Was
someone hanged? Shot? Drawn
and quartered? All three?
As it turned out, the problem
was minor and the fix was fast.
According to Antony, there was a
bad transistor in the input stage so
the digital signal wouldn't stay
locked. You can be sure that
Musical Fidelity will check each
unit to make sure that doesn't
happen
again.
(Apparently,
Antony was so hot to take the unit
to America that his technicians
hadn't had time to check it out.)
On Christmas Eve, no less, Ihad the
processor back in my system, enjoying
such holiday goodies with the family as
"The Santa Claus Express," by Henry
Hall and the BBC Dance Orchestra (on
The Spirit of Christmas Past, ASV Cl) AJA
5178). Somehow Idoubt this will ever
appear on SACD. Iused the Purest
Sound Systems P500 dual-mono passive
"preamp," my reference McIntosh
MC2102 power amp, and my Quad
ESL-989 speakers. A few days later, I
received the new McIntosh C2200 tube
preamp. It's been over amonth now,
and no further problems with the
Musical Fidelity A324 .
Back to the Digilog for amoment.
Like most DACs of its day, it was here
today, gone tomorrow. Come to think
of it, the A3 24 was also here today,
gone tomorrow. But the A3 24 quickly
came back!
"Over the past 12 or 14 years, alarge
number of DACs were marketed,"
wrote Antony in his press handout.
"Initially, some got excellent reviews,
but none had a market life of more
than six or eight months. With few
exceptions, they all used DAC and filter topologies similar to those of the
37

TacT Audio -now aFull Range provider!
TacT Audio -real technology
with real benefits
Tact Audio is now introducing the next generation fully digital amplifiers and room correction systems. The new amplifiers (S2150
and M2150) allow for implementation of DSP
based time delay correction, parametric
equalization and electronic crossovers with
slopes of 12 - 60 dB per octave or completely user defined crossovers. The correction systems (2.2X below and TCS) allow
for perfect integration of subwoofers and
main speakers in high-end audio systems.
All systems are software and hardware
upgradeable. TacT Audio is also delivering
the ultimate implementation of these technologies in a loudspeaker system specifically designed for use with room correction
and TacT intelligent digital amplifiers.

(If you already own high-end speakers then
the following will give you an idea of how the
new TacT Audio products will be able to enhance the performance of your existing system.)
Each section of the TacT speaker system is
measured anechoically before leaving the
factory and correction parameters
are
supplied with each speaker. The correction
coefficients and crossovers are loaded into
the TacT amplifiers to linearize the frequency
and phase response of the speaker before
room correction is applied. In this way the
response of the speaker can be controlled to
within 0.2 dB of the desired
design
parameters.
While
TacT
room
correction
yields
tremendous
benefits
with
existing
loudspeaker systems,
it is possible to
achieve even greater results with speakers
specifically designed for digital correction.
The most important benefits are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reduced distortion
Increased efficiency
Extended dynamic range
Relatively small size of cabinets
Improved
transient
response
across the frequency range
More linear response

The TacT solution is a subwoofer/mid-high
configuration with the highest quality components and cabinetry. The mid-high speaker
comes in 2 versions, MH 1is floor-standing,
Cl is a stand-mount speaker that will also
double as rear or center channel for a surround system. Each mid-high speaker is
equipped with two of the highest quality 6.5"
drivers from ScanS peak and the fabulous
new 28mm soft ring-radiator ScanS peak
tweeter capable of 50KHz
bandwidth.
These drivers have been modified to TacT
Audio's specifications to be ideally suited for
digital correction. Front panels are machined
from a solid billet of aluminum assuring a
complete elimination of spurious vibrations.

The subwoofers (W210 or W410) employ
either 2 or 4 Vifa 10" woofers specifically
designed to work with room correction. The
drivers have very powerful magnet systems
and very low moving mass. This contrasts to
most subwoofer drivers that need to have
very heavy cones to give a low resonance
frequency, and where the resonance is
generating most of the output.

The subwoofers are externally driven by the
TacT S2150 amplifier (above), but high
quality analog amplifiers can also be used.
There are several compelling reasons for
separating the bass enclosure from the rest
of the speakers. To understand the most
important reason, let us examine the normal
placement procedure for loudspeakers in
listening rooms. First, you examine the
potential placement options, taking into
account
stereo
imaging and potential
listening positions. Then you attempt to
locate the best position for the speakers for
best possible frequency response. To do so,
you have to find a location where standing
waves and cancellations are as random as
possible. Effectively, you are creating the
greatest possible time-smear in order to
obtain reasonable frequency response. In
addition, the speakers should be placed at a
reasonable distance from the sidewalls to
avoid
early
reflections.
The
major
disadvantage
of this approach
is the
resultant delay of energy at low frequencies
relative to the mid-high frequencies. To
understand what is happening, you have to
remember that conventional bass-reflex and
sealed
box
speakers
radiate
low
frequencies in an omni-directional pattern.
Once your "ideal" location is found, you will
have created the maximum number of
possible pathways for the low frequencies
to arrive at your listening position. This will
certainly even-out the frequency response,
but at the same time it spreads the energy
over a greater time-window. In fact, in most
cases
the
best
possible
frequency
response is found in the location with the
worst possible time smear, forcing you to
choose between two evils.
For the best result with room correction in
connection with conventional speakers, we
recommend placement of the speakers
closer to room boundaries to reduce time
smear. This works very well in most
circumstances. However, there are limits to
how close you can get to the corners
without the negative effects
of early
reflections. With the TacT speaker system,
the
recommended
position
for
the
subwoofers (W210 or W410) is all the way
in the corners behind the main speakers (Cl
or MH1). Place the main speakers where
they give you the desired geometry and room
utilization. Then apply room correction with
subwoofer correction in the TacT TCS or
2.2X preamplifier .

Corner placement of the subwoofers will
result in very uneven frequency response,
which the room correction system will
handle with ease. On the other hand, the
energy transfer to the listening position will
be vastly better than with any other
placement. It is well known that corner
placement of speakers generates much
higher output.The obvious reason is that
corner placement limits dispersion of the
sound from the speaker, thereby increasing
the SPL for any given excursion of the
woofer. What is actually more important is
that sound is forced forward immediately at
the onset of output from the driver. This is
why there is much faster transfer of energy
to the listening position.
Another advantage
of
corner placement is that
the sound pressure in the
room after correction will
be even more uniform
and maximum SPL will be
on
the
centerline
perpendicular to the wall
behind both subwoofers
intersecting
with
the
center listening position.
The correction software
in TCS or RCS 2.2X will
align the main speakers
with the subwoofers in
both time and frequency
domains
and
apply
crossovers with a slope of up to 60 dB per
octave.
The
standard
recommended
crossover is 100 Hz /60 dB per octave. The
very steep crossover will reduce distortion
at higher frequencies
and make
the
subwoofer
practically
inaudible
as
a
separate sound source.
With the above setup coherence between
the low frequencies
and
the
upper
harmonics is improved to a stunning degree.
Those accustomed to the improvement of
room correction can expect even more of the
same type of improvement. Your first
reaction might very well be: "Where's the
bass?", but then you realize that you are
hearing the individual instruments in the
recording with their full frequency spectrum
and none of the low frequency artifacts of
your listening room!
The complete TacT Stereo solution consists
of the 2.2X Room correction preamplifier, 2
main speakers, 2 subwoofers and 3 pcs.
S2150 amplifiers. A verage sensitivity of the
speaker system is 93 dB and 6x300 Watts is
available
from the amplifiers.
Digital
resolution: 192 KHz /24 Bits, upsampling to
192 KHz, AD converter with 122 dB S/N.
TacT true digital amplifiers runs at 98 MHz
master clock. The TacT Home Theatre
solution is based on TacT TCS 10 channel
Room correction with AC3 and DTS.
It is time to find out what music really
sounds like. It is time to audition the
TacT Digital System Solutions
TacT Audio, Inc. -201 Gates Road, Unit G Little Ferry,
N107643
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Sam's
CD players they were purported to
improve upon."
After the Digilog, Antony concentrated on CD players, and over the
years his company has produced some
of the best — culminating last year in
the limited-edition Nu-Vista 3D, which
our analog-retentive Mikey reviewed — and flipped over last October.
As Mikey reported, the Nu-Vista 3D
was originally to be an SACD player because Antony was initially very enthusiastic about SACD. In fact, Antony
said he still hopes the format will succeed. But he began to have doubts
because of the software situation. How
many "phases" of rollout would it take
for a complete Beethoven symphony
cycle to appear on SACD? Or one complete major opera recording?
"There's virtually no software available!" Antony fumed. "And look what
there is! Reissuing old analog tapes onto
SACD is bizarre. And a few tweaky
labels recording nose-flute and cello reritals in adrafty church is not proper
software availability.
"Sonically, Ithink SACD is just wonderful, and from apurely musical and
philosophical point of view, I'd like to
see it succeed. But Ithink it's just too
late. What's the bloody point if there
isn't any software?"
"What about DVD-Audio?" Iasked.
"DVD-A — 24-bit/192kHz — is
fantastic...without watermarking. But
with analog watermarking, DVD-A is
about the worst sound in existence."
Never one to mince words, Antony
described watermarked DVD-Audio
as "diabolical."
However, as Antony noted, the promise of hi-rez formats has stirred things
up —"whetted people's appetites for
increased performance," as he put it.

Contacts
Musical Fidelity Ltd., 15-17
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex
HA9 OTF, England, UK. Tel: (44)
(0)181-900-2866. Web: www.
musical-fidelity.co.uk. US distributor: ICevro International, Inc., 902
McKay Road, Pickering., Ontario,
Canada LIW 3X8. Tel: (905) 4282800. Fax: (905) 428-0004. Web:
www.kevro.com.
Tivoli Audio, One Broadway,
Suite 600, Cambridge, MA 02142.
Tel (toll-free): (877) 297-9479. Fax:
(617) 464-0008. Web: www.tivoli
audio.com.
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"Unfortunately, in practical terms, that
performance isn't available."
How many SACD titles are there
after nearly three years? A few hundred: the umpteenth release of Miles
Davis' Kind of Blue, 20-year-old, earlydigital recordings from Telarc — recordings they could likely no longer sell
at full price on regular CD. Gems like
Iiivorite Chinese Instnntientals, which you
can order from The Elusive Disc for
only $24.99.

money. Did you know that there are
two million titles in the CD catalog?
Two million!"
It was my turn to quiz Antony:
"Did you know that more CDs are
issued every hour than SACDs are
issued in amonth?"
"I wouldn't be surprised!"
Actually, as Iquickly confessed to
Antony, I'd made that up on the spur of
the moment. It's what Norman Mailer
calls a "factoid." What's the point of
being ajournalist if you can't create
facts? But it's probably true. Dozens, if
not hundreds, of CDs must be issued
"A few tweaky labels
every hour, worldwide. Meanwhile, this
is afact:
recording nose-flute and
The Naxos CD catalog (not counting
its associated labels) is larger than the
cello recitals in adrafty
entire SACD catalog (from all labels) so
church is not proper
far. Think of what inexpensive Naxos
SACDs could have done to kick-start
software availability."
the format!
Nah, Idon't see much hope for new
—Antony Michaelson
classical recordings —or much else on
SACD, for that matter. Part of the problem is the cost of "authoring" an SACD.
As John Atkinson points out, aCD can
After three years and three so-called
be authored for as little as $500. The
"phases" of rollout, there is no complete
cost of authoring an SACD is 20 times
Beethoven string quartet cycle on
higher. Not exactly feasible for aclassiSACD. No complete recording of an
cal recording that might sell no more
opera by Wagner, Mozart, Verdi, or Puccini. Frank Sinatra and the Beatles are
than 1000 copies.
not on SACD —not one bloody disc.
By all means, reread Fremees review
of the Nu-Vista 3D in last October's
I'm beginning to sound like Antony.
issue. Mikey preferred the sound of
How could the industry —the Big
SACDs played on a Marantz SA-1
Players, who presumably can hire the
Bi est Brains — have created such a SACD player to the sound of CDs
mess? It seems that they not only don't through the Nu-Vista 3D. But he found
learn from mistakes (like Betamax), but that the 3D did abetter job than the
Maranta with regular CDs.
they don't learn from their successes,
Here's how the argument in favor of
either (like CD). Standardization is
buying an SACD player goes: There
what helped CD succeed. That, and
may not be much software yet, but
plenty of software from all major record
more is coming soon. So why not buy
labels. (After three years, CDs had all
an SACD player mainly for playing
but displaced LPs from record-store
CDs and have the SACD capability?
shelves.) Idon't recall that the CD was
Seems like agood argument. Is it?
rolled out in "phases." But then, Idon't
recall hearing about phases one and two
No one disputes that SACD players
do amore than adequate job of playof SACD's rollout, either.
ing "perfect sound forever" CDs. But
According to Antony, Sony's strategy
do these SACD players maximize the
seems to be to flood the market with
millions of SACD-capable machines,
performance of CDs to the extent that
then force the software makers to prothe Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D
does ... or the new Musical Fidelity
duce software. "But that isn't going to
A324 processor? If you want to get the
work," he said.
most performance from your CDs,
Fed up with the SACD software situshould you forgo SACD capability?
ation, Antony derided to make the NuThai's the question.
Vista 3D a CD player instead of an
At $4995, the Nu-Vista 3D CD playSACD player. "What we're doing —
er is alimited-edition product. Antony
maximizing the performance of CD —
made only so many and he's not making
is far more realistic. We're helping
any more. If you want one, better buy
people get more from the discs they've
already got without having to scrap their one now or lose your chance. Or, if
you're like me, do digital on the cheap
entire collections and spend more
39
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Sam's
and buy his A324 1)/A processor for
$1195. Hang on to most of your money
and keep your present CD player.
The A324 borrows its design and many
of its parts from the Nu-Vista 31). But it
doesn't use nuvistors in the analog output
stage and it's not alimited edition.
"Look," said Antony at lunch the
other day, "we're not saying that Cl) is
absolutely as wonderful as SACD, but
it's bloody near. The A3 24 is available
now and it will work with the CD
player you've got. Don't throw away
your player. Don't throw away your
discs. In fact, buying the A3 24 will be
like buying awhole new CD library,
for only $1195."
There's no quelling Antony's enthusiasm. He told me that the A324 is the
best processor he knows how to make,
regardless of price. "If Ibuilt it to ahigher price point, there's very little extra I
would do with it," he said.
Here's what you get for your $1195:
You get aprocessor that increases the
word length to 24 bits. Like the NuVista 31), the A3 24 uses Crystal Semiconductor's CS8420 sample-rate converter chip to upsample to 96kHz. An
additional chip provides further upsampling to 192kHz.
Why the two upsampling rates?
With some digital sources — most
notably those with Sony transports—
the A3 24 sounds better upsampled to
96kHz, says Antony. But with other
players the processor sounds better
upsampled to 192kHz. Michaelson
knows of no explanation for this — but
it's true, as Iheard myself. The Rega
Jupiter uses aSony transport mechanism, and Ipreferred 96kHz. But with
my Denon DCD-1650 Ithought that
192kHz provided more space, more
air, and greater subjective dynamic
range. When you're dealing with digital, some of the stuff is voodoo.
Antony, in his exuberance, suggests
that any old CD player with adigital
output will serve as atransport. After all,
as part of the upsampling process, the
A3 24 reclocks the incoming digital datastream, suppressing jitter.
But I'm not sure things are that simple. Some transports might sound better
than others, even if not dramatically so.
First, as Antony admits, acoaxial RCA
connection provides better sound than
the optical TosLink connection. (Some
cheap players, especially changers, have
only aTosLink digital output, so the A3 24
includes a TosLink input.) And, as I
found with the Rega and Denon players,
inserting aMonarchy Audio 24/96 digital interface processor into the chain insStereophile, April 2002

proved the sound. One of the things the
DIP does is reclock the digital datastream. Why should the Monarchy DIP
make the sound even more dynamic and
less edgy when the Musical Fidelity A3 24
itself reclocks the datastream? Perhaps
reclocking twice doesn't hurt. Idon't
consider the Monarchy DIP essential
with the A324,but it helped.

The A3 24 borrows
its design and many of
its parts from the Nu-Vista
3D CD player.
The big advantage of upsampling is
that digital distortion and noise arc
pushed well out of the way — above
30kHz. So the digital and analog filters
can be shoved out of band, too, minimizing phase shift and group delay. (In
simple terms, phase shift wrecks spatial
reproduction, while group delay ruins
harmonic reproduction.) Phase shift and
group delay are why conventional CDs
often sound airless and harsh.
Upsampling as realized in the Musical
Fidelity also does something else, which

Space

regular oversampling doesn't: it adds
eight bits of random dither to the 16-bit
CD. This has the effect of better resolving the 16 bits of information that are
actually on the CD.
"You also end up with abetter signalto-noise ratio," Antony stated. "'lise
A3 24 has an A-weighted S/N ratio
somewhere in the range of 112-116dB,
whereas our older A3 CD player, still a
fine machine, had an A-weighted S/N
ratio of 105413. We're talking about an
additional 10dB." 1
"And that could help explain why upsampling results in aperceived wider
dynamic range?"
"Yes, that's part of it."
Other manufacturers use Crystal's
upsampling chip too. It's not unique
to Musical Fidelity. But some things
are unique to the A3 24 and go along
way toward accounting for its exceptional sound.
Take the chokes, for instance. Antony
claims that, to the best of his knowledge,
the A3 24 is the only digital processor that

ITo den
•the A-weighted signal/noise ratio, filters representing the filtering effects of the human car
arc inserted in front of the measuring equipment, so that
what you end up with is the ear's perception of S/N.
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uses power-supply chokes. The chokes
are the same ones that Antony uses in his
Nu-Vista M3 integrated amplifier, and
they're far bigger than necessary.
"The larger chokes give the processor
extra weight," Antony jokes, "and you
know how audiophiles love heavy
equipment. But the truth is, we'd already
had these larger chokes made, for other
products, and it would have cost us more
to put in smaller power-supply chokes."
"You know what achoke is, don't
you?" Antony inquired.
"Yes, but why not explain it for our
readers?"
"Very well. A choke is an inductance
coil, which is wound much like atransformer. It's acompletely passive device,
with four 68001/1 capacitors. A choke
cleans up the power supply —it literally
chokes off power-supply noise, be it
hum or whatever. A choke offers 0
ohms resistance to DC and very high resistance to AC —that is, signal. So when
you get noise on the power supply, a
choke acts to reject it."
"That's interesting, Antony. So perhaps there's less need for expensive
power-conditioning equipment to clean
up the AC mains coming in."
"Yes, there's much less need. Any
noise that comes off the AC mains gets
through the bridge rectifiers and creates
aripple at 120Hz, with associated highfrequency rubbish. With achoke, this
noise is canceled."
"You've listened to the A3 24 with and
without power-supply chokes. What
are the sonic benefits?"
"A choke makes adifference at the
margin," Antony said. "It's aquestion of
how much space and air there is. Perhaps there's an additional level of refinement to the harmonic structure, but I'm
not sure about that one."
Like most DACs and players, the
A3 24,took some time to run in. But it
was about three weeks before Iheard
what the A324 was capable of. If you get
one, do have patience. What Iheard during the first two weeks that the DAC
actually worked was impressive. But
what Iheard when the DAC was finally
broken in was spectacular. This may not
be the DAC to end all DACs, but for
$1195, it probably comes very, very close.
My Rega Jupiter is an excellent CD
player. It made afine transport, too. But
the A324,with upsampling, took performance to another level.
Iheard more space and air, more
low-level resolution, and, subjectively,
wider dynamic range. The sound
opened up and bloomed —almost the
way it does with SACD. Iheard har42

monic delicacy — an extension and
sweetness to the treble that reminded
me of analog at its best, the way that
SACD does.
I'll give you an example: Patricia
Barber.
Ha! Fooldjus. (That's Fall Riverese
for "I fooled youse guys." It's like
"Tobus," for "I told youse guys.")
No, no Barber. Ireached instead for a
couple of trusty Naxos recordings. Six
bucks apop, on sale. Now if you can
make asix-buck CD sound almost like
a20-buck SACD, that would be some
trick, wouldn't it? That's exactly what
the A3 24 did for me.
Take Naxos 8.554244, Telemann's
Darmstadt Overtures, performed by the
Cologne Chamber Orchestra conducted by Helmut Müller-Brühl. The recording is literally breathtaking —
when Istart any track, Ican hear the
musicians inhale in perfect unison. (I
hear it even better with asingle-ended
triode amp, like my Sun Audio SV2A3.) Compared to the Rega Jupiter
used as aplayer, the Jupiter with the
A3 24 gave me an even more spectacular sense of space.
Or consider Naxos 8.553330, Tchaikovsky's Piano Musiç VoI2, performed
by Oxana Yablonskaya. Again, with the
A3 24,the sense of space around the
piano was spectacular. Can SACD get
much better than this? (Buy this recording for Tchaikovsky's own piano arrangement of Marche Slave, Op31.)
Harpsichord recordings are a good
test. Ipulled out Bach's Goldberg Variations, performed by Ton Koopman
(Erato ECD 75472). If there's any
smearing going on, any time delay, anything amiss with the harmonics, Ihear it
in the plucked strings of aharpsichord.
With the Quad ESL-989 speakers, it
was as if Koopman were present in the
room. Pluck pluck pluck—every note
was crisp and clear, each leading edge,

each natural decay. Again, could SACD
improve much on this?
Upsampling —and the kinder, gentler
filtering associated with it —appears to
preserve phase relationships so that spatial presentation becomes more, ah...spacious. Upsampled sound also seems
more delicate, harmonically. It's not just
an easing of the hardness and edginess so
long associated with Cl). With the A324
there was arightness about the harmonic presentation. So natural was the sound
that Istopped trying to analyze the performance of the processor and simply
enjoyed the music.
"Take the processor out of the system," suggested Antony. "Then you'll
hear what it does."
Easy enough. With the McIntosh
C2200 preamp, Iran the A3 24 into one
line-level input and the Rega Jupiter, as
aplayer, into another line-level input. I
could switch between the two with the
McIntosh's remote. With the Jupiter, I
noticed a loss of airiness. Dynamics
sounded more constricted. Please note,
however, that the Jupiter is asuperb CD
player — one of the best, by Jove. With
alesser player, the improvement offered
by the A3 24 might have been much
more dramatic.
So, once again, Antony Michaelson
has promised the moon and delivered it
at a down-to-earth price. 'The A3 24
would be astrong recommendation at
$1995 —or even $2495, half the price of
the Nu-Vista 31). At $1195, it's an astonishing bargain that belongs in Class A
of "Recommended Components." I
wouldn't drop money on amore costly
digital processor without first hearing
this one. The A3 24 is agreat way to do
digital now.
Tivoli Audio Model Two stereo
table radio
The Tivoli Audio Model One table
radio, designed by Henry Kloss, which I

Tivoli Audio's Henry Kloss Model Two: the Model One on "stereo-ord."
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reviewed in March 2001, has turned into
one of audio's all-time best-sellers. It
continues to be available for $99.99, and
it's so ubiquitous it seems Ihardly know
anyone who doesn't own one. Now it's
been joined by the Model Two stereo
version, at $159.99, with amatching subwoofer available for an extra $79.99.
Ireceived the Model Two afew days
before Christmas (while waiting for
Antony's processor to come back) and
placed it along arecessed window ledge
in our kitchen: the tuner and left speaker on one side, and the right speaker (in
aseparate cabinet) on the other side of
the ledge, about 6' away. (The second
speaker comes pre-wired with 15' of

For the kitchen or the
office, the Model Two is a
fun piece of gear.
speaker cable.) An elegant little install, I
thought — far better and more convenient than having music overflow from
the upstairs listening room.
The Model Two's FM/AM tuner is
derived from the Model One. The Model
Two uses the same 3" speaker as the
Model One and the same vernier tuning
dial. An amber LED glows brightest
when astation is properly tuned. The
Model One has two source selectors: FM
and AM. (Aux engages when you plug a
source into the Aux input.) The Model
Two adds a dedicated Aux position,
which is far more convenient because you
no longer have to keep plugging and
unplugging your patch cord.
Ihooked up Marina's largely unused
Panasonic portable CD player and got
very pleasing results. Now we can have
Bing Crosby, Smith Ballew, the Boswelt Sisters, Paul Small, and Ukulele
Ike in the kitchen. Marina is not
thrilled by the music2—or by my
singing along with it — but she does
like the Model Two.
Sound quality was excellent for a
small radio. The Model Two brought in
plenty of FM stations, including many
weak ones whose signals automatically
defaulted to mono. (There is no mono
switch. The whole idea of the radio is to
keep things operationally simple.)
There isn't the convenience of station
presets —that's part of the price you pay
2"Who was Fred Waring?"
"Why, the inventor of your Waring blender, of
course." And he was.
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for the Model Two's clean, uncluttered
design. Still, Ienjoyed using and listening to the radio, with NPR every morning and Marina's CD player as amusic
source before and during dinner. The
vernier dial made tuning apleasurable
ritual — twirling aknob is far more satisfying than pushing buttons.
As with the Model One, AM reception was okay, and aconvenience, but
nothing to write home about. Actually,
Inoted that the Model Two's AM reception was slightly better than the
Model One's. Still, if you want the best
AM radio possible, you should probably
tune elsewhere. (I found AM station
markings hard to read because they're
on the underside of the vernier knob. I
made amental note that WCBS, 880
AM, was at 98.5 FM.)
The top end seemed rolled-off (not
such abad thing), while the upper bass
seemed to be boosted to make up for
the lack of bass extension below. Male
voices took on a cavernous, chesty
quality. For the most part, though, I
welcomed the boosted bass, which reminded me of the sound of classic
radios from the 1930s and '40s with
their characterful "mellow" tone. (Part
of the bass boost in my kitchen had to
do with the window-ledge positioning.
In my office, the boost was less pronounced. There are no tone controls.)
Having the second speaker means the
Model Two can fill even afairly large
room in which the mono Model One
might get lost.
For the kitchen or the office, the
Model Two is afun piece of gear, and
left and right speakers in separate cabinets provide much more convincing
stereo than two channels stuffed in one
box. The Model Two would be afine
choice to use with your computer speakers —just run aline from your soundcard to the Aux input of the Model
Two. A 12V jack on the back permits
use in acamper or on aboat, using aDC
power supply (not included).
As with the Model One, Iadmire the
Model Two for what it is, and for not
pretending to be what it isn't. So far as I
know, Paul Harvey, Charles Osgood,
and Rush Limbaugh are not hawking
this thing on the air. The cabinets are of
wood, not plastic. Don't sell your regular system — but you knew that.
Marina likes the Model Two so much
in the kitchen she might even take up
cooking one of these days. (If she cooks
the meal, she can pick the music.) A
matching CD player will be available
later this spring, but in the meantime,
use your portable CD.

THE #1
BEST SOUND
ATSHOW
At New York's HE 2001 show,
attendees cast their votes
for the Best Sound.
•
Despite the elaborate displays of
price-no-object systems,
aslender pair of speakers
in amodestly-sized rocm
stole the show by winning the
hearts and minds of the listeners.
•
Best of all, they're only 87499 per pair.
•

So now you can afford to
take the best sound home

The Amazing New losephAudio RM33si
Winner, Best Sound At Show, HE 2001.

JosephAudio
US TOLL FREE (800) 474-4434
I
NTERNATIONAL/ FAX (631) 424-7086
Box 1529 MELVILLE,

NY USA 11747

www.josephaudio.com
PRODUCED UNDER LICENSE FROM MODAFFERI
ACOUSTICAL LABS US PATENT #4771466

INTRODUCING D ESCENTim
EXPLOSIVE PRECISION— SEAMLESS I
NTEGRATION
Five years of exhaustive research in amplification, •
driver, cabinet, and acoustic control technologies,
combined with MartinLogan's unrivaled expertise
in hybrid transducer design, advance subwo/ofer
performance and system integration to néw
standards —MartinLogan Descent.
,
'
Descents innovative three-woofer 1391ancedForce'm
design nullifies cabinet vibratior35 that produce
loose, fuzzy bass—common to traclitiénal subwoofers.
Its proprietary switching ampliffer supplies explosive power and precision, wit)'( àmere 0.07% total •
harmonic distortion—at all sbund levels.
Descents advanced servo control system con
uously analyzes driver performance and corr
any deviation from the original signal, res
in pure, powerful bas throughout your lis
room or home theater Low-mass driver des
precision low-pass filters and flexible contro
cuitry enable flawless integration and optima
blending with ai
ny existing speaker system—
from MartinLogan,electrostatic to conventional
dynamic loudspea rs.

-

Experience the newiècent subwoofer at your
MartinLogan dealer.

M ARION LOGAN
%vww.marlinlogan.com
785.749.0133
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their premises, and MoFi is not
yassignment: to cover
interested in working from
analog at the 2002
copies. Let's hope this can be
Consumer Electronics
worked out, because it's adeep
Show. Want the bad news first?
catalog with many titles you'd
There wasn't any bad news. The
want to own on new AAA vinyl.
good news started with aflood
of new software. Fresh vinyl will
AcousTech Mastering
help drive hardware sales while
Regroups
preventing the industry from
Analogue Productions' Chad
trading solely in nostalgia.
Kassem announced that his
SACD, 1)V1)-Audio, MP3,
AcousTech Mastering, located in
vinyl: profit-maximizing "niche
the Record Technology Inc.
marketing" is the mantra of the
pressing plant, has been comcorporate asset managers running
pletely refurbished under the
the record biz today. They're
The new Mobile Fidelity team: (back, l-r) Tim de Paravicini, Jim
direction of former Future Disc
happy to resell back catalogs in
Davis, and John Wood. (front, 14) Paul Stubblebine and Stan Ricker.
mastering engineer Kevin Gray,
whatever format small or large
who, along with Steve Hoffman,
segments of the public desire.
was responsible for cutting
Want to release 71w Buddy Holly
DCC Compact Classics' line of
Story on 8-track? The original180gm LPs. Parts from three
cast recording of Hair on awire
recorder? No problem if you pay
lathes were combined to create
one "super" lathe, according to
the going rate. The industry desKassem, while the room and all
perately trying to reinvent itself
associated gear have been subas a dispenser of bitstreamstantially upgraded. Gray has
controlled, copy-protected digital
been cutting the Verve jazz titles
at the front door, is apparently
for Speakers Corner, including
more than willing to deal in totalthe recent, deluxely packaged
ly unprotected analog out the
boxed set of Ella Fitzgerald's 7/k•
back. What we see as black gold
Gershwin Songbook.
it sees as sloppy seconds. Good
Rockers will soon hear what
for us! Keep that vinyl coming.
Mike Hobson showing off Classic Records first mono
Gray can do with the new room:
Never mind that most of the
Blue Note reissue.
five Creedence Clearwater Recatalogs they're sitting on are anavival master tapes are currently at
log to begin with. They'll give
Patricia Barber's Modern Cool, Cali; Blue,
AcousTech, licensed from Fantasy, and
you that, but once one's been digitized it
scheduled for vinyl issue before summer.
becomes some kind of pure, sacrosanct
and NWittlub.
More AcousTech-mastered titles will be
musical DNA in need of protection. As if
MoFi announced that the Kinks'
announced soon, and Analogue ProducMuswell Hillbillies will be one of the first
kids salivating over MP3 sound will
tions will continue issuing 180gm edivinyl titles issued, followed by other
somehow recognize and reject music
Kinks kuts. Iadvised them to steer clear
tions of Fantasy OJC jazz titles using
emanating from a CD player's analog
metal parts. The first batch were "very
of the later, uneven Kinks albums and
butthole! When lawyers talk, logic walks.
successful," he told me at CES.
concentrate on the earlier stuff, especialMobile Fidelity Gears Up
ly the first bunch, in mono —although
Back to Mono for Classic Records
Castle UK, which controls the material,
Music Direct's Jim Davis, owner and
Classic Records held awell-attended
has already issued vinyl. The Castle LPs
president of the new Mobile Fidelity
press conference at their Alexis Park
were sourced from digital, and while
Sound Lab, and John Wood, MoFi's
booth, where Mike Hobson announced
not bad, they aren't that good either.
director of new technology, announced
a15-LP release of classic Blue Note alCutting and prep will be handled by the
MoFi's new GAIN 2ultra-analog vinylbums in the original mono configuraformidable team of Paul Stubblebine
cutting system, designed by Tim de
tions much preferred by collectors.
and MoFi veteran Stan Ricker.
Paravicini and soon to be installed at
Classic has been testing various pieces
MoFi also announced alicensing deal
MoFi's facilities in Sebastopol, Califorof associated gear to try to duplicate the
with Fantasy. Another deal with anothnia. It will complement the new de
look and sound of the highly soughter big label was not yet ready for public
Paravicini/Meitner GAIN 2DSD masdisclosure, but Ican tell you that so far
after originals, including reproducing
tering system used for the company's
that label will not allow master tapes off the "deep groove" record label and flat
new line of SACDs, beginning with
Stereophile, April 2002
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tricked-out Proscenium Gold
Reference 'table with Ultimate
phono section and motor controller, both with point-to-point
wiring, will set you back $39,000.
The phono section can be had
hardwired to the tonearm leads
and features a single eight-pin,
ultra-low-noise, "weapons grade"
ceramic chip made for NASA —
it's no longer available, said
Walker. He told me that there's
only one resistor in the signal
path. Since the phono section has
to be returned to Walker when
you change cartridges (DC offset
needs to be hand-tweaked),
Walker told me that only "true
fanatics" go for the hardwiring.
"Normal" buyers get cryogenically frozen silver-plated RCA
jacks and plugs.
In the Immedia suite at
T.H.E. Expo, Audio Physic's
Joachim Gerhard showed me
the new AP Strada phono section ($2500), abattery-powered,
DC-coupled, single-ended classA design in awooden case. The
battery goes into charge mode
automatically when you lift the
stylus off the record. Ididn't get to hear
it because of severe RF interference
which had not been apparent in Germany. Iwas promised aunit for review
once acure has been found.
Immedia's Allen Perkins told me that
while he'd planned to stop making the
difficult-to-make Revolution turntable,
orders for adozen of the expensive design
had shown up, five from Japan alone; he'll
continue building them to order. Perkins
is still working on the new, easier-tomachine 'cable he first told me about at
Home Entertainment 2001. Meanwhile,
the less expensive ($3000—$5500), upgradeable Immedia Rpm-1 is still in production and was in use in all three
Immedia moms and elsewhere at the
show. On one RPM-1, Scan-Tedes Jonathan Carr had mounted aprototype of a
new top-of-the-line cartridge ($5500).
This replacement for the Lyra Parnassus,
tentatively named the Titan, is essentially
atitanium Helikon, he said, but would
require more critical setup. (The popular
Helikon was designed to be "user-friendly" and therefore somewhat "off the leading edge" of what's possible.)
Just as Iwrote that last sentence, the
latest installment of Phonogram Digest'
appeared in my e-mail inbox. It included asomber note from Jonathan Carr:
"This morning we received the sad
news that Yoshiaki Sugano of Koetsu
50

Audio Physic Strada phono section

Halcro dm 10 preamplifier with built-in phono stage

passed away on Sunday, January 20,
2002, Japan time. Sugano was the forerunner of the audio industry in handcrafting and marketing high-quality
MC phono cartridges, and set the industry benchmarks, not only in his continued use of the latest high-tech and
exotic materials, but also in his high
standards for sound, aesthetics, and personal craftsmanship.
"Sugano was also afriend and mentor
for Stig Bjorge, my business partner and
founder of Scan-Tech. Sugano is consequently adirect 'reason' why Scan-Tech
is in the cartridge business today, and
over the years, he gave us many business
introductions and pieces of advice that
shaped our own evolution as acartridge
manufacturer.
"His dedication as an artist and his
generosity as a human being will be
sorely missed."
Down the hall, HyEnd Audio's Leo
Massi wanted to show me the brandspanking-new Lehmann Silver Cube
phono section ($295), but couldn't: It
had been "lost" in shipping after having

1 Monogram is an e-mail—based vinyl discussion
group. To subscribe to and receive Phonogram in "real
time," send an e-mail to majordomo@phonogram.net
with the words "subscribe phonogram" in the body of
the cuessage. To subscribe to Phoneme: Digest, which
collects the best of the posts. send an e-mail to the same
address with the words "subscribe phonogram-digest."

been logged in as landing in
Las Vegas. When Iasked Leo
how it sounded, he said he
didn't know —it was so new
that he'd never heard or even
seen it. The Lehmann Black
Cube ($599) and a new,
optional PSX upgraded power
supply had arrived, along with
anew line of Blue Note analog gear Massi is importing
from Italy. He ran me through
the Blue Note turntables,
which start at $595 — the
Deck Basic. 'This least expensive model features aplatter
driven by a ceramic-impregnated belt and a24-pole synchronous motor. There's an
intermediate model ($735),
the Bellosguardo ($1295), and
the top of the line, the
Belvedere ($2495). The latter
two feature Michell Gyrodec—like brass cylinders attached to the bottom of the
platter. Blue Note also makes a
$395 unipivot toncarm and
one for $1595. Then Massi
showed nie three Blue Note
phono sections: the Phono 1
($395), which can be had as MM or
MC; the vacuum-tubed Alpha ($849);
and the top of the line, the solid-state
Cylinder ($1775). Blue Note also has
three cartridges, priced from $395 to
$1595. All this from acountry everyone
tells me is not into vinyl.
Speaking of the Michell Gyrodec:
Artech's Dave Lang, Michell's importer,
chose not to bring one to CES this year.
He told me there was no point: he can't
get them in fast enough because he's
selling more Gyrodecs than he did in the
1970s. And speaking of numbers...as he
showed nie his latest turntable, the
MMF-1 ($199), which comes complete
with a Musical Magic version of the
Goldring Élan cartridge, Music Hall's
Roy Hall claimed that he'd sold more
than 2000 MMF 'tables in 2001.
Most intriguing was the Halcro
room, where Igot to hear designer
Bruce Candy's prototype preamplifier
with built-in phono section. Something
had malfunctioned in the MC stage, so
Iwas "forced" to listen to the MM section amplifying a Clearaudio Reference Insider on the Clearauclio Master
Reference turntable. Ihave to admit
that the playback of Classic's 33 1
/
3 edition of Dave Brubeck's Time Out was
about the best I've ever heard in ternis
of low-level resolution, quiet background, and liquidity. The rest of the
Stereophile, April 2002

Iknow you love the
sound of tubes but want the
stability, bass, and power of
solid-state. Why don't you
listen to the SMART?

eSgeg S

The 2X1 50VT amplifier has earned 6 major reviews

in the short time it has been available. We invite you
to read what the reviewers have to say about this
outstanding product by visiting our website at
www.smart-cinema.com, or contact us for reprints of
the reviews. The 150 Watts per channel rating is
very conservative. The Art-Deco styling will fit
almost any decorative environment, and the stainless steel top cover is an excellent magnetic shield to
your other components. There is nothing else like it
on the market. Sold at selected audiophile dealers.

eceîee

Vacuum tube input and MOSFET output devices makes this hybrid amplifier the perfect choice if you like silky
smooth highs and solid, tight bass.

5945 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, Georgia 30071 -U.S.A.
(800) 45-SMART or (770) 449-6698
email: HTinfo@smartdev.com

Proudly Made in the U.S.A.
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system was the striking-looking Halcro
monoblocks and Revel Salon speakers.
Across the hall, Halcro electronics had
the Wilson Audio MAXXes sounding
absolutely spectacular. Halcro is anew
premium audio company worth watching; it's definitely not about looks alone.
Over in the Stanalog Audio room at
the Alexis Park, van den Hul importer
George Stanwick had some news: the
vdH Ultimate phono preamp ($5000).
No cartridge news from vdH —at least
Stanwick didn't tell me any —but Joe
DePhilips of Discovery, the new
Transfiguration importer, showed me
the latest cartridge upgrades from Seiji
Yoshioka: the Temper Supreme MILV
($3800) and abrand-new Spirit ($1500),
asample of which he gave me to review.
The Supreme Mk.V marks areturn to
copper coils and makes use of anew
high-precision coil winding mechanism.
The Rogue Audio boys, best known
for their tube amps and preamps, have
gotten into analog in abig way: they now
distribute the swell-looking and beautifully built Avid turntables in America,
and showed two new Rogue phono sections, the solid-state MM/MC Stealth
($795) and the hybrid MM/MC Stealth
Reference ($1795). The Reference is a
neat-looking design with enough gain in
"pure tube" mode for 0.9-1mV cartridges, with up to 30dB of solid-state
boost adjustable in 5dB increments for
lower-output MC cartridges. Of course,
it features adjustable resistive loading and
capacitance for MM cartridges.
I apologized for not recognizing
Avid's designer, Conrad Mas, who reintroduced me to the Acutus ($10,000) and
Volvere ($4000) turntables. A new Avid
toneann will be introduced in June. Mas
was happy to tell me that aNew York
City dealer had sold enough Acutuses to
keep him "very busy" for some time.
In the Cardas Audio room Iwas surprised to see, from the irrepressible Judy
Spotheim, a new and unusual-looking
toneann sitting atop an SPJ La Luce CS
C,entoventi turntable ($12,000), which
features aplatter 120mm tall. The new
unipivot arm can be fitted to any
turntable and sells for $5000. (Spotheim's
original arm cost $8500.) George Cardas
told me he'd sold 10 of the original SPJ
La Luce turntables —a number that surprised even he. Irequested achance to
review the new 'table/arm combo (even
though JS reviewed the original!).
Acoustic Signature displayed its
Final Tool line of turntables, sold direct
by Needle Doctor (www.needledoc
tor.com), including the three-motor Impact ($3000). Three-motor designs arc
52

Clearaudio Maximum Solution turntable with Master TQ-1 and Graham 2.2 arms.

popular in Germany but not
with me —I contend that
three motors equals three
times the noise, among other
disadvantages.
Designer
Gunther "give the people
what they want" Frohnhoefer was on hand to explain why the Impact's three
motors are fixed rather than
freestanding, but did not disagree with me. He claimed
that the advantage of three
motors can be gained only by
precise placement — almost
Rogue Audio Stealth Reference MM/MC phono section
impossible without being
fixed. More interesting to me were
the Samba ($1600) and the Analog
Mk3 ($3500). These 'tables strike
me as being among the best buys
out there today, partly due to the
direct distribution, and partly due
to the quality of design and
machining. Got mass? These
'tables do! Acoustic Signature also
showed the Tango MM/MC
phono preamp ($400), with outside adjustable gain and loading
and outboard power supply.
Even Thorens has been resurrected. Iwas supposed to meet
with the company's Heinz Rohrer,
Slel La Luce CS Centoventi turntable with new SPJ arm.
but every time Ishowed up he
wasn't there. Though there were afew
familiar with these arms will tell you.
Thorens 'tables, most of what Isaw was The 9" model 3300 will set you back
either the simultaneously resurrected
$3000, while the 12" model 4400 retails
Dual line, which will be familiar to
for $4000. There are "light" and "heavy"
many Stereophile readers, or Dual-looking versions of each, respectively optimized
'tables with Thorens badges on them.
for suspended and unsuspended turnHow real is the Thorens resurrection? I tables. Both feature adjustable VTA on
hope to get the story soon.
the fly, dual-point pivots, oil damping,
three diameters of interchangeable
But Wait! There's More!
annwands, and even an S-shaped ami
Two analog hotbeds were the Musical
with detachable headshells. After hearSurroundings and Axiss Distribuing about the Audiocrafts for so many
tion rooms. At Axiss, Art Manzano
years, these Igotta hear.
announced the reintroduction of the
Axiss is also importing, from Gerlegendary Audiocraft tonearms from
many, Trans-Rotor's extensive line of
Japan. This is major news, as anyone
turntables. As with their competitive
Stereophile, April 2002

THE KOMRI.
PREVIOUSLY
UNHEARD
TECHNOLOGY.

This uncompromising full-range loudspeaker
is designed to let you hear every pure note
and every subtle nuance of the live musical
performance captured by the recording.
The Komri five-way loudspeaker utilises newly
developed loudspeaker technology for the sub-bass,
bass, midrange, high-frequency and super highfrequency drivers. Two completely independent
servo controlled bass drivers incorporating [inn's
Class-V Active Servo Bass technology drive the
lowest frequency range. The four upper range
drivers have been mounted closely together in
an optomised acoustic array.
To find your nearest Linn specialist
where you can experience
the Komri for yourself visit
vvww.linninc.com
or call 888-671-LINN.
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must be working fine in other
cousins from Clearaudio, going
systems. Fair enough!
over the line and all of the
Next door, I found A.J.
options would take an entire
Conti with the complete line
column. Igot atour of the exotof Basis turntables and the
ic Tourbillon, a three-motor
intriguing Vector tonearm
design ($22,000); the entry($2475), which is finished and
level Leonardo ($2000), comshipping. Though its bearingplete with modified, VTAcup configuration resembles
adjustable Rega tonearm; a
the Immedia arm's, the Vector
$3500 step-up for the Leonardo
is aduo-pivot design with the
called the Doppio (why not the
second bearing bathed in siliDiCaprio?), which adds aseccone and angled so that when
Trans-Rotor Tourbillon with the legendary Audiocraft 3300 tonearm.
ond plinth, a60mm platter, and
you change azimuth you're not
an isolated motor; the Pianta
changing the stylus' relation($5995), which has the belt
ship to the groove walls. The
driving the bearing, not the
only other arms that do this are
platter rim; and the Orfeo, with
the Spotheim and those with
its 80mm platter ($8500).
rotating headshells. To describe
Over at Musical Surroundall of the engineering would
ings, the distributor told me that
take half acolumn; Ihope to
business was up 50% since
do that sometime soon.
they'd taken on Clearaudio's
Rega showed an updated
lines of cartridges, turntables,
version of its top-of-the-line P9
and accessories. New and on
turntable (ca $3200). The new
display were the upgradeable
P9 features awider, more rigid
Champion and Solution lines of
plinth frame, the mass of which
Clearaudio 'tables, including the
has been reduced by acenter
Solution ($1600), the Master
cutout. The plinth material has
Solution ($3200, based on the
The Basis 2500 turntable with new Basis Vector tonearm and
been improved for better enerplinth design of the top-of-theBenz Micro LP cartridge.
gy evacuation, the power supline Master Reference, also on
ply has been upgraded, and
display), and the Maximum
there have been some signifiSolution ($6500). The three
cant changes to the P9's RB 900
Champion 'tables range in price
arm, including atotal redesign
from $1000 to $2200. Clearof the vertical bearing-housing
audio's Classic line of'tables was
base, which is now made from
also displayed.
asingle piece of stainless steel.
Clearaudio also debuted its
The cueing mechanism is now
new Unifi unipivot arm with
stainless as well. Effective arm
carbon-fiber armtube, expected
mass has been decreased "a
to retail for $925, and a neat
great deal," and the bearing
strobe record ($40-$50) that lets
assembly has been extensively
Updated Rega P9 'table with redesigned RB 900 tonearm.
you account for stylus drag by
reworked, including the use of
setting speed with the stylus in
an engineering adhesive filler to fill gaps
Rega or Graham mounting, so you can
the groove. Clcaraudio's Robert Suchy
where there arc high spots on the ball
upgrade when ready. Bob Graham also
showed me the Basic MM-only phono
bearings. Far greater rigidity is claimed
section ($400) and the MC-only Balance
introduced the 2.1 Basic tonearm($1995),
which features an aluminum version of for the RB 900, which is now wired
MC phono stage ($1350), which features
the 22 bearing cap, brass side weights,
with one continuous run of wire. That's
both balanced and single-ended outputs.
and output cabling from the Robin series.
one joint I'm glad to see gone!
Musical Surroundings also showed
The Japanese Zanden company
It can be upgraded to full 22 status for the
me the new Benz-Micro LP, an ebonymakes some expensive, superb-sounding
bodied, top-of-the-line cartridge expecdifference in cost, which means when
tube phono sections, including a$15,000
you've spent atotal of $3200, you're there.
ted to sell for around $5000 and available
MC I'm currently auditioning. They
Also on display in the Musical
in three output levels, 03mV being the
took aroom at the Alexis Park, but a
Surroundings room was apreproduclowest. Aesthetix designer Jim White
tion version of the new WKarlson
death in the family prevented the princishowed me aprototype of the new modtonearm from Norway, which should pals from attending. Hundreds of people
ular Saturn electronics, which includes
still got to hear the phono section,
retail for around $5000. Strictly for the
the full-function Janus preamp as well as
adventurous, I'd say. Iwant to thank
though: Iwent around the show with a
separate Rhea phono and Calypso line
CD-R Ihad burned using the mono
Phonomena phono-stage designer
stages with dedicated power supplies.
Helikon cartridge, the Graham 22 toneMichael Yee for his graciousness,
The fully balanced Rhea has selectable
despite my less-than-glowing review of arm, the Simon Yorke turntable, and the
gain up to 70dB, and nine-position loading adjustable via the remote control.
his design (in the January 'Analog Zanden phono stage, and it wowed
Corner"). "Sorry it didn't work in your 'ern — especially some early Columbia
Graham Engineering's Robin toneann ($795) is finished and available for
system," he said. But based on sales, it Duke Ellington tracks played back with
54
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classic Swiss timepiece, an antique roadster, avintage wooden runabout—

ownership sets you apart from the crowd. Over the years, Accuphase products
have attained the same reverence among the audio elite. A leading audio
reviewer stated of the DP-100/DC-101, "...the Accuphase combo delivered
ambience like nothing I've ever heard in our system before. Totally
remarkable."
The DP-85 continues the tradition. The Super Audio CD player is aseparate
CD transport and processor in one elegant cabinet. It features a single
lens/twin pick-up, high-speed access mechanism, as well as the most
advanced digital processor designed to allow use of future formats, and four
option board slots for added versatility. The unit utilizes the HS-Link ultra highquality digital audio interface designed and developed by Accuphase
engineers. Employing a low voltage differential signaling principle allows a
single dedicated HS-Link cable to transmit signals between components using
complex formats such as 2.8224 MHz/1 bit or 192 kHz/24 bit.
The true test of aproduct's place in history is the ability to maintain its value

The
Accuphase
DP-85

while delivering the same outstanding performance year after year. Perhaps
more important is the ability, upon seeing, hearing or touching, to emit adeep
emotional reaction that engenders genuine pride of ownership.

Digital
Audio at
its Best

›fccupkase
AXISS Distribution, Inc. Gardena, CA 90248
310.329.0187

info@axiss-usa.com

The Confidence C2 is more than a consequent improvement of the
legendary
)
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Dynaudio

driver

technology.

innovative new Esotar 2 tweeter.
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more

than
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The Confidence series is in itself a

wholly revolutionary concept. A unique Dynaudio concept embodying a
refined design comprised of a functional background. Uncompromised

construction was formed from clear-cut aesthetics to deliver state-of-the-art sonic
performance,

offering

visùal

beauty

and

audible

perfection.
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expertise. The Confidence C2 by Dynaudio.
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Brochures: Dynaudio North America, Phone 630 238 42 00. Detail: The new Esotar 2
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V.Y.G.E.R. Indian turntable

Columbia's EQ, which the Zanden
offers. Ipredict more phono stages offering alternative phono equalization curves
so vinyl fanatics can get the most from
their precious old records.
The massive, beautifully built, highly
regarded, German-made Brinkmann
Balance turntable was displayed. Ownerdesigner Helmut Brinkmann told me he
was looking for an American distributor.
Since then he's found one, and soon all
three Brinlunann turntables — the LaGrange ($8000), the Balance ($9000 in
brass), and the Balance stainless
($10,000) — will be available here, along
with the Brinkmann toneann ($3500)
and the Brinkmann EMT-based MC
cartridge ($2100). The Balance's bearing
is heated to maintain temperature and
tolerances at all times.
Back at T.H.E. Expo, three of the
amazing-looking V.Y.G.E.R. air-bearing
linear-tracking turntables were in use.
The quality of the machining has improved enormously, and the armtube
and headshell design have evolved to
the point where I'm about ready to ask
distributor Fanfare's Victor Goldstein
to schlep one over for me to review.
Other toneann news: Isaw the ingenious Sdiriider in some room or other.
The design uses magnetic repulsion as
part of its bearing strategy. Audio Advancements' Hart Hutschens is the
new American importer. He brings in
the Morch Unipivot line as well, which
Ihope to have for review sometime this
year. Hart e-mailed before the show to
tell me that, for the first time since 1986,
he wouldn't be attending — he was too
busy. Also too busy was Hans Henrik of
Merch, whom Hart told me has had
trouble keeping up with the demand for
his toneanns.
Sumiko displayed in the new
1,000,000-square-foot Las Vegas Convention Center South Hall. The company's Jim Alexander ran me though the
Stereophile, April 2002

New Pro Ject RM9 turntable

Corner

Loricraft phono section

new line of Pro-Jed turntables, including the RIV19 ($1500), which has an
MDF base, acrylic platter, carbon-fiber
armtubc, standalone motor, and heavy
clamp. 'The bearing uses an inverted
ceramic ball. Also in the line are the
RM4 ($495), the Wood Classic ($749;
probably sells to Buick owners), and the
Perspective ($995), which Alexander
told me was the second-best seller behind the inexpensive 2.1.
Alexander also told me about the cartridge Sumiko will soon have for "around
$750" —a high-output (2.5mV) movingcoil design with abomn cantilever. Its
working name is the Blue Point
Reference, but Itold them that at this
price they should shuck the oysters and
go for anew name.

Isat down at the Show with the enigmatic Wally Malewicz, who told me
he's now devoting himself full-time to
producing Wally setup devices, such as
the Wallytraktor alignment gauge. He
promised on-time delivery for all orders
and showed me two precision electronic stylus-pressure gauges he'll be marketing starting at $150.
And finally, this: at aDTS press conference, Graham Nash announced that
Classic Records' LP edition of Crosby,
Stills & Nash marks the first time the
master tape has been used. By the time
the album was first released, the music
veterans making up the supergroup
were so wary of record-company chicanery that they kept the master out of
Atlantic Records' hands.

More Analog
Dynavector importer Mike Pranka
showed me the brand-new, low-output
(023mV), semi-open-bodied XX-2 cartridge, which uses alnico magnets, a
boron cantilever, and aline-contact stylus — all for $1650. Red Rose Music
has anew two-piece MM/MC phono
section called the Rosette 2, ConradJohnson has aSeries 2 version of its
superb-sounding Premier 15, and
Loricraft, which rebuilds Garrard
turntables and offers aswell LP-cleaning machine, has aseries of phono sections as well.
Audio Note Japan showed aprototype Kondo M7 MC phono section with
matching power supply and anew stepup transformer. Both arc sure to be expensive, and Ibet they'll sound great. I
heard something about anew $800 cartridge, the Shelter 501 Mk2, being imported by Wavelength Audio's Gordon
Rankin, but didn't get to sec it —or the
Tangent battery-powered phono section, or the RS Labs Al toneann
Rankin is bringing in and keeping hidden from me. Oh well.

Best Sound at Show?
1was su busy chasing analog leads that I
didn't get to hear as much as Iwould
have liked. Iflat-out had to skip rooms I
really wanted to hear, but couldn't because Iknew they contained no analog.
Of what Idid hear, easily the best sound
was in the Rockport Technology (speakers)/Tenor Audio room. Second was the
Halcro/Wilson Audio MAXX display,
third the Halcro/Clearaudio/Revel
Salons, fourth the Immedia RPM-1
'table/Helikon cartridge/Audio Physic
Avanti III speaker/Audio Physic monoblocks room, fifth the VP! TNT/JMW
12.5/Joule Electra/Merlin room (what
else is new?), and sixth the Rega room
(which surprised the hell out of me), featuring four Axon monoblodcs and the
Cursa preamp, Jupiter CD player, and
Ela speakers. At about $8000 without
the P9 turntable, the Rega system wasn't
cheap, but it sounded like the "poor
man's" tricked-out NAIM system.
Beyond those, though there were
some other fine-sounding rooms, it all
turned into ablur for me —as it probable;
has for you, having read this report!
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SOME DAYS
YOU'LL THINK YOU'RE
IN THE CINEMA.
ON OTHERS,
YOU'LL SWEAR YOU'RE
IN THE CONCERT HALL.
It's all a Mirage.
Mirage Omnipolar.
Home Theater with a 360*
sound stage that takes you to
all your favorite places... and others
you've never heard before.
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Larry Greenhill on Loudspeakers

under $6000/pair
knew things were different the moment the transfer bus pulled up to the Las Vegas Convention
Center's (LVCC) South Hall. The new wing, which
had just opened the day before, was now the location of the LVCC Press Room and of many specialty audio manufacturers.
Other changes had occurred to CES in the post-9/11 era.
Show days were now Tuesday to Friday rather than over the
weekend. The outboarding T.H.E. Show, renamed T.H.E.
Expo, had moved first to the Rio and then to the Tuscany,
losing show exhibitors in the process. Their Industry
Sourcebook dropped from 194 pages in 2001 to 66 pages this
year, and exhibitor listings dropped from 233 to just 130.
Just after getting off the bus, Iencountered another
change: My photo bag was searched. Whatever the reasons,
attendance at the Alexis Park and LVCC was lighter than in
earlier years during the two days Iwas there, which meant it
was easier to speak to more manufacturers and audition

PAUL
60

BOLIN,

more loudspeakers under $6000/pair, my show assignment.
[Overall, attendance at CES was not as bad as had been expected
following the wasteland that was the 2001 Comdex.— Ed.]
Below, listed alphabetically, are the loudspeaker exhibits I
found exciting. Unless noted otherwise, all speaker and stand
prices are per pair.
Iwas delighted to learn that Roy Allison is remanufacturing a1974 design, the three-way, 8ohm, dynamic-driver

LARRY

GREENHILL,&
Stereophile, April 2002

Allison One loudspeaker

Allison One ($5000). Chris Blader, Allison's engineer, reviewed the speaker's then-revolutionary use of room boundaries. Playing my favorite Eva Cassidy album, the Allison
Ones produced awell-defined image of the vocalist, with
quite pleasing midbass warmth.
kitties' Orpheus ($5900) sounded dynamic and fast driven
by Audes NS1 tube monoblocks ($3600), which produces
7W with two EL34s in parallel single-ended operation.

KALMAN
Stereophile, April 2002

RUBINSON

Dieter Burmester and 1enjoyed Eva Cassidy's vocals on
"What aWonderful World" as
played by the Burtnester 961
dynamic loudspeaker ($7000).
Smaller than the company's
B-99 flagship, the newly
modified 961 uses a faster
midrange driver and aredesigned crossover that
makes better use of its
folded-ribbon tweeter.
Canton's Richard Stefaniak proudly showed off
their audiophile-grade
Ergo RC-A ($3500),
which uses acomputercompensated crossover
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TAKING POWER TO THE NEXT LEVEL.

Left to right: Gershman Cameleon; Jamo A 410PDD satellite system; Krell LAI-2 with the Krell subwoofer.

and apowered (350W) twin woofer system with alow cutoff frequency of 18Hz — far deeper bass than its physical volume would allow in passive designs.
Dynaudio's Al Fileppelli and Mike Manessoulis stood
alongside the company's new $6000 Confidence C-2. The
two-way Confidence C-2 uses two 7" mid-woofers and two
dome tweeters to achieve a90dI3/m/V voltage sensitivity
and a-3d13 downpoint of around 30Hz. Iwas impressed by
the computer-controlled cutting of the C-2's front baffle and
the exact milling of its aluminum tweeter baffle.
Eoss's Chris Field and Ed Onglao explained the Eoss
Soundpole technology behind their Musiko speaker ($4495).
Each tall, thin satellite contains eight Kevlar dynamic drivers
in aplanar-like array that uses the front membrane as part of
the radiating system. The system is claimed to expand the
usual "sweet spot" into a5'-wide "sweet space."
The lovely Ofra Gershman presented Gershman
Acoustics' Cameleon, a$1795 two-way with an 8" woofer
and aI" dome tweeter. The column's triangular shape, similar to the Allison One's, allows it to be positioned in corners,
and its reflex-aligned triangular port allows floor coupling. We
listened to Eva Cassidy sing "Bridge Over Troubled
Water," reproduced with quick bass, three-dimensional
imaging, and satisfactory dynamics. The high sound
quality suggested good value for the price.
Jamo was showing its new 1)830 two-way satellite
($2500) and D8 powered subwoofer ($1900 each). For
those who desire asmall satellite system, Jamo presented the A 41011)1) five-speaker system ($6900),
which can be positioned vertically or horizontally.
Their 35.5" stands ($1000) string the loudspeaker
cable from base to top, like an archer's bowstring.
JeffJoseph ofJoseph Audio was proudly showing
his new RM22si Mk2 Signature floorstander ($2499)
and RM7si Signature Mic2 monitor ($1799). With
their inclusion of the next-generation Infinite Slope
crossover with very low stored energy, these models
join Joseph's Pearl, RM33si, and RM25si Mk2. They
also feature larger-basket woofers, which give additional headroom for large bass transients; the RM7si
now has additional cabinet bracing as well.
Although Krell's Dan D'Agostino was driving an
electric cart because he'd broken his leg, he was more
than pleased to show off his new two-way, all-aluminum
Stereophile, April 2002

LAT-3 ($6750): two 7" midbass drivers and a1" tweeter in a
90-lb enclosure. Mike Piazza, power hitter and catcher for the
New York Mets, was on hand for the Krell press conference
and posed for photos with Primedia writers.
Legend Audio Design presented the Legend Mk.II, a
4ohm, pyramidal monitor ($4000) designed by Von Gaylord.
The display sample's unusual green Chameleon finish shifts
among five different colors, as Necole K. Chu showed me by
taking it out in the sunlight. Whatever their appearance, the
Legends sounded most impressive, creating sonic of the best
imaging Iheard at CES 2002.
The Professional Monitor Company's Tom Baron filled
me in on the company's newest product, the sub-TLE1 powered subwoofer ($2495 each). Featuring a150W amplifier and
two 6.5" drivers, the sealed-box system has aresponse down to
22Hz. PMC's FB-1S two-way speaker, also rated down to
22Hz, uses an aluminum-alloy dome tweeter and a 6.8"
doped-paper-cone woofer with a magnesium-alloy basket.
The FB-1S has mounting points for US distributor Bryston's
acclaimed PowerPac 60 or 120 monoblock power amplifiers,
with which it becomes aneat, effective powered loudspeaker.
'There has been good buzz on the street about
the Quad ESLs, now manufactured by IAG.
IAG's Jack Wright showed me the new finishes for
the ESL-988 ($6000) and the taller ESL-989
($8000), whose bass is boosted by two additional
hill-range panels. Also on silent display was Quad's
IIL dynamic two-way speaker ($2000). IAG's
Julian Murdoch gave me afull listening session
with the ESL-989s, driven by KT88-powered,
40W Quad Il amplifiers. Iwas impressed, hearing
more inner detail and microdynamics than ever
before from Quads. If the '989s sound as good to
other reviewers, they should set anew benchmark
for imaging and detail.
Snell Acoustics was showing their new ICS
Sub24 ($2500). The ICS (for In Cabinet System)
was designed to meet THX's rigorous Ultra2
specification, which requires following atarget of
aLinkwitz-Riley sixth-order crossover topology
to within ldB from 20 to 200Hz. The Sub24's
130-lb cabinet uses two 12" woofers and anew
The "audiophile-grade" Canton Ergo RC-A.
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The highest expression of our art,
created to get you closer to your music

The VTL TL-7.5 Reference Line Preamplifier
The perfect complement to the musical control,

•
Simple, direct audio circuitry -emotional connection with your music

clarity and dynamics of the VTL Reference Power

•
Fully differential balanced circuit design -superior noise rejection

Amplifiers. Designed over aperiod of 5years to
sonically outperform any existing preamplifier
design, the TL-7.5 Reference Line Preamplifier

•
Hybrid technology -the music of tubes, with the power to drive any cable
•
Low impedance output stage -an ideal match with any power amplifier

offers truly outstanding technical performance,

•
Zero digital activity in the audio chassis

while bringing all your music to life in the way

•
Full featured remote control

that only VTL can.

•
Multiple separate fully regulated power supplies

VOL

Call now for the name of ademonstrating dealer near you, and hear the TL-7.5 for yourself soon
www.VTL.com, mail@VTL.com, 4774 Murietta Street, Ste 10, Chino, CA 91710 USA Tel (909) 627-5944 Fax (909) 627-6988

Left to right: "the tiny" Vienna Acoustics Berg speaker; Re! Studio III subwoofer; Quad III dynamic two-way.

450W amplifier in areflex design to output 117dB at 80Hz
with low distortion. I
joined Snell's David Smith and THX's
John Dahl and Laurie Fincham to experience the rumblings
and explosions of the pod race from aDVD of Star Wars —
Episode I: The Phantom Menace.
It was delightful, as always, to visit with Surniko's John
Hunter and catch up on the news of the birth of his new
daughter, Campbell Ryan Hunter. John introduced me to
Vienna Acoustics' designer, Peter Gansterer, and Gansterer's
wife, Renate Korbel, who quickly presented their newest
speaker, the Strauss ($6500). Vienna was also showing some
extremely well-made smaller speakers designed for European
apartments: the Schoenberg ($2500), the Webern ($2000),
and the tiny Berg ($1000). Meanwhile, Sumiko announced
that Sonus Faber's Cremona ($8000) and REL's $9000
Studio III subwoofer (which goes down to 9Hz!), had each
been awarded aCES 2002 Design and Engineering Award.
I was pleased to finally meet TacT Audio's Peter
Lyngdorf, who presented the new MH-1 satellite ($4590)
and W410 subwoofer (down to 13Hz, $3690 each).
Lyngdorf explained that TacT had designed the two for use
with their room-correction technology and
Intelligent digital amplifiers. Playing Eva Cassidy
into the open space of the LVCC South Hall, the
TacT system sounded better than most other systems Iheard at CES 2002.
Ijoined editor John Atkinson and designer Jim Thiel at apress conference to
hear Thiel's CS1.6, teamed with the company's SW-1 subwoofer. The CS1.6 is a
3e-tall, two-way, 4 ohm floorstander
($2390 in standard wood finishes, $1900
in black) whose most interesting feature
for me is the long slot of its bassreflex port, which extends most of
the width of the front baffle. Flared
inside and out, the slot reduces unwanted port noise and grille-loading effects. The 38-lb speaker's
high voltage sensitivity of 90dB
is the result of its high-output,
Verity Audio's Julian Pelchat with the
Tamino loudspeaker.
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aluminum-dome 1" tweeter and 6.5" metal-diaphragm woofer.
Thiel also announced that the SW-1 subwoofer powered by
an internal 1000W amplifier, was finally shipping. The SW-1
has rear-panel controls to adjust for room placement; 'Thiel's
SmartSub crossover-controller ($4800) for the SW-1 will
appear later.
Totem Acoustic's Vince Bnizzese was showing off his
latest design, the two-way, 36"-tall, floorstanding Hawk
($2395). Iwas greatly impressed by this tiny column's ability
to reproduce the macro- and microdynamics of Eva Cassidy's
pile-driving performance of "Take Me to the River."
Verity Audio's Tarnino ($5000) wowed me with their ability to re-create the deep, wide soundstage of the chorus singing
Rutter's Requiem on Reference Recordings. Verity's Julian
Pelchat explained that the spaciousness and dimensionality
came from its ScanSpeak dome tweeter and arear-mounted
6.5" SEAS woofer tuned to enhance the in-room bass performance.
Von Sdniveikert's new DB-99 ($5995) should cause singleended-triode fans to rejoice. Its Audax midrange driver and two
1" soft-dome Vifa tweeters have been designed to be 100dB
sensitive, suggesting its use with low-powered SET amplifiers.
Similarly, the Zu Cables Druid ($3600) is atwo-way design
incorporating a10" full-range driver and 1" supertweeter to
achieve avoltage sensitivity of 101dB for its 12 ohm load.
Though attendance might have been lower and the sec-urity checks more frequent, the high quality of less expensive
loudspeakers made CES 2002 definitely worth the visit.

Paul Bolin on Cost-No-Object
Loudspeakers

W

hen so many fascinating new major speakers show up in one place, where does one
start? Burmester Audiosysteme is abetter place than most, and the German manufacturer was showing the striking and beautiful B99 fullrange speaker system ($47,800), along with their complete
line of stunning (and mostly stratospherically priced) electronics. Dieter Burmester and Udo Besser have somehow
mastered the difficulties of show conditions and provide consistently excellent sound. The B99 produced a delicate
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Left to right: Amphion loudspeaker; Phoenix horns; Odeon loudspeakers

refinement with orchestral music and adelectable palpability
with female vocals. Larry Greenhill will be reporting on the
B99 in an upcoming Stereophile, the lucky dog.
The semi-legendary Rockport Hyperion ($87,000) was
tremendously dynamic and most impressive in tandem with
some lovely looking (and sounding) OTL tube amps from
Canada's Tenor Audio. While the Hyperion sounded a
shade dark, it's asuperspeaker that's focused more on balanced overall performance than on simply blowing the listener out the door. The lucky few who can afford it should
be very happy indeed.
EgglestonWorks, now under the direction of Michael
Sabre, took the wraps off the completely re-engineered
Andra II ($18,900). While to outward appearances
the new Andra is only modestly changed, save for a
considerably larger woofer chamber, the speaker has
been totally reworked to incorporate developments
from the larger Savoy ($40,000) and Ivy Reference
($100,000) models. The Andra II was exceptionally
musically compelling paired with Pass Labs' latest
electronics, the XA-200 amp and X2.5 preamp. J10 can rest assured that Iwill pester him until apair
of Andra Ils arrives in Minneapolis for review.
Nearfield Acoustics' Pipedreams ($45,000)
have been revised, with new cabinetry and other
tweaks. Sound from the 6' Pipes was superlative as
driven by MSB digital electronics and Plinius
amplification, including the new SA-102 125Wpc
power amp. 'The Pipes were also making wonderful sounds in the VAC room.
Horn-based designs were plentiful in the upper
reaches of speakerdom this year. Rethm's unique,
sculptural Second Retlun ($6000) uses aLowther
DX4 driver as ahill-range transducer (other options are available) in a"divided rear horn-loaded"
configuration. "Though quite shy of low bass, the
Rethms, assisted by Diva tube electronics, produced an airy and spacious sound. Taiwan's Calix
Technologies exhibited the massive Phoenix
Signature Grand ($60,000), which also uses horn
loading for all five drivers. The big Phoenixes were

Pipedreams speaker
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very dynamic and threw amassive soundstage. Their looks arc
unique — Ifound the retro design to be arefreshing change
from the endless array of what the late Harvey Rosenberg
used to call "monkey coffins."
The Lowther driver also appeared in ahorn design from
Britain's Carfrae, the Little Big Horn ($17,500), which augments the Lowther with apowered subwoofer. This speaker
had impressive wallop on several large-scale organ-and-chorus
recordings and was generally alot of fun to listen to. Its appearance is on the unusual side, but Ifound its oddness more
endearing than off-putting. Classic Audio Reproductions
showed their T-1 Project $24,000), an upgraded and modern
version of the long-revered JBL Hartsfield. Powered by AtmaSphere's ever-classy MP-1 preamp and MA-2 Mk.H2 OTL
amplifiers, the T-1 had virtually no horn colorations and put
some serious deep bass into the room.
Victor Goldstein's Fanfare International is now importing the Jean-Marie Reynaud's line of speakers as well as
the Italian Pearl line. Paired with the new Furioso subwoofer ($1900), Reynaud's wonderful little Offrandes
($4300) served up fine sound indeed in conjunction with
Metronome digital and Vyger analog front ends and electronics from Germany's Audio Valve. The Furioso offers
the eminently sensible feature of making both the crossover
point and the subwoofer level adjustable from the listening
chair via aspiffy little remote control. Pearl showed several
speakers, but the $11,900 Theatrum caught my attention
with its very tasty musical presentation. A four-way tower
with an upward-firing woofer under an integral "satellite"
that's part of the saine cabinet, this speaker bears watching
and hearing.
Wisdom Audio exhibited the audacious Million Dollar
System, based on Tom Bohlender's $650,000 (you read that
right) Infinite Wisdom Grande Line Source speaker system
driven by 16 (!) Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 10
amplifiers, two Rowland 8Ti amps, aRowland Coherence preamp, and Accuphase CD gear. The 14'-tall mid-tweeter line
sources were so tall that the system had to be set up in the theater of the Clark County Library. It certainly was abig sound,
but it wasn't possible to get ahandle on what these monsters
might sound like in areal-world environment, if there is one
that could accommodate them. At the other end of Wisdom's
size and price spectrum was the new Baby Adrenaline
one-box at aconsiderably more practical $8500.
Stereophile, April 2002
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Exceptional Sound
No Exceptions
Rotel's separate components
have long been regarded as
exceptional. Why should our
receivers be anything less? The
RSX1065 surround sound reciever
is an uncompromising, all-inone, multi-channel amplifier,
tuner and preamp-processor
designed to deliver everything
you expect from Rotel. Loaded
with performance, the RSX1065
features a true 5 x 100 watts per
channel (8 ohms, all channels
driven, 20Hz -20kHz @0.03%THD),
seven channels and second
zone capability, RS232 interface
for custom installation
applications and plenty of audio
and video inputs and outputs to
satisfy the most demanding
videophile. The RSX1065 provides
exceptional sound in an elegant
space-saving design. Hear it at
your authorized Rotel dealer.

www.rotel.com

Joint Digital Source of 2001:
Accuphase DP-100/DC-101 SACO
transport/processor, accepted by
Jim S. Saito.

Joint Digital Source of 2001:
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 30 CD
player, accepted by Ross and Kathy
Ginn of Kevro.

Joint Digital Source of 2001:
dCS Purcell DID processor,
accepted by Derek Fuller (I) from
Jonathan Scull.

Amplification Component of 2001:
TacT RCS 2.0 digital
equalizer/preamplifier,
accepted by Peter Lyngdort

Joint Accessory of 2001: ELAC CARA 2.0
room acoustics computer program,
accepted by Kristin VanVrankyn of
Rhintek and Dr. U. Franz Thomanek.

Joint Accessory of 2001: Stax SR-007
Omega It headphone system,
accepted by Collin Imai and
Tats Yamanashi.

Soliloquy 6.5

The Linn en white WhiteLight ($38,000) and
WhiteFlame ($24,000) were impressive. Combining a
cabinet that from above looks like aBurgundy bottle and
afull complement of ceramic drivers from Germany's
Thiele & Partners, the Lumenwhites were powerful yet
fast and delicate as driven by Vaic single-ended triode
(SET) amplification. The WhiwLight was perhaps even
more impressive paired with the gorgeous-sounding
Edge Signature One preamplifier and NL Signature
One monoblocks.
Soliloquy's new 6.5 ($6395) exhibited awell-conceived
balance of finesse and power —the former particularly
noteworthy on the voices of Sandy Denny and Emmylou
Harris, the latter with Alex Gopher's trip-hop funk. The
6.5 is the latest flagship speaker from Phil Jones, wellknown for his design work for Acoustic Energy, Platinum,
and Boston Acoustics.
Many familiar names brought new and noteworthy
additions to their lines. The Alón Lotus Elite Signature
($7995) with stereo Thunderbolt subwoofers ($1695 each)
provided much more than ataste of
the scale and power found in Alón's
$125,000 Exotica Grand Reference.
Joseph Audio, best known for
exceptional performance at affordable prices, debuted the new
Pearl ($20,000) in the Ayre
room. The lusciously finished
Pearl — a WATT/Puppy-like
two-boxer using SEAS's top
drive-units — showed impressive transparency and subtlety
in tandem with Charlie Hansen's always-exceptional electronics and CD player.
Coincident Speaker Technologies brought along their
new Total Victory ($11,500) —
aserious statement speaker featuring the ribbon tweeter
Coincident debuted in the
smaller Victory, and four sideJoseph Audio Pearl

Editor's Choice of 2001: Bel Canto eVo 200.2 power amplifier,
accepted by John Stronczer (1) from Jonathan Scull.
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Joint 2001 Product of the Year and Loudspeaker of 2001:
Revel Ultima Studio, accepted by Kevin Voecks and Dave Nauber.

Joint 2001 Product of the Year and Loudspeaker of 2001:

MartinLogan Prodigy, accepted by Rafael A Nevares and David Allen.

2001 Stereophile
Products of the Year

The

I

nits December 2001 issue, Stereophile recognized components that proved capable of
giving musical pleasure beyond the formal review period by naming its "Products of the
Year." To be acontender, aproduct had to have been reviewed in Stereophile between the
November 2000 and October 2001 issues, in afull Equipment Report, aFollow-Up
review, or in Sam Tellig's or Michael Fremer's regular columns. All the reviews mentioned are available free of charge in the www.stereophile.com "Archives."
The awards were presented at the 2002 International Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas
by Stereophile editor John Atkinson, publisher John Gourlay, and senior editor Jonathan Scull.
The photographs were taken by JA and J-10.
Joint 2001 Products of the Year &
Joint Loudspeakers of 2001:
MartinLogan Prodigy ($10,995/pair, reviewed
by Larry Greenhill, Vo124 No.7 July 2001) and
Revel Ultima Studio ($10,995—$11,995/pair,
reviewed by Kalman Rubinson &John Atkinson, Vo123 No.12 & Vol.24 No.1, December
2000 &January 2001)
Amplification Component of 2001:
TacT RCS 2.0 digital equalizer/preamplifier
($2950—$4248;
reviewed
by
Kalman
Rubinson, Vo124 No.9, September 2001)
Joint Digital Sources of 2001:
Accuphase DP-100/DC-101 SACD transport/processor ($27,990; reviewed by
Jonathan Scull, Vo124 No2, February 2001),
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD player
($4995; reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo124
No.10, October 2001), and dCS Purcell D/D
processor ($5995; reviewed by Jonathan
Scull, Vo124 No.1, January 2001)

Stax SR-007 Omega II headphone system
($6140—$6265; reviewed by Jonathan Scull,
Vol.24 No.7 July 2001)

Analog Source of 2001: SME Model
10 turntable, accepted by Kathleen
Thomas of Sumiko.

Editor's Choice of 2001:
Bel Canto eVo 2002 power amplifier ($2395;
reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vo124 Nos3
& 11, March & November 2001)
Joint Budget Components of 2001:
Creek 5350SE integrated amplifier ($1500;
reviewed by Robert J. Reina & Sam Tellig,
Vol.24 Nos.3 & 4, March & April 2001),
Perpetual Technologies P-3A D/A processor
($799; reviewed by Robert Deutsch, Vol.24
Nos.1 & 10, January & October 2001), and Polk
RT25i loudspeaker ($320/pair, reviewed by
Robert J. Reina, Vo124 No.9, September 2001)

Joint Budget Component of 2001: Creek 53SOSE
integrated amplifier, accepted by Roy Hall (I) and
Mike Creek (r) from John Atkinson.

Analog Source of 2001:
SME Model 10 turntable ($5995 with toneami;
reviewed by Michael Freme4 Vo123 NoA &
Vo124 No.1, April 2000 &January 2001)
Joint Accessories of 2001:
ELAC CARA 2.0 room acoustics computer
program ($49.95; reviewed by Kalman
Rubinson, Vo124 No.9, September 2001) and
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Joint Budget Component of 2001: Perpetual Technologies
P-3A D/A processor, accepted by Walter Liederman.

Joint Budget Component of 2001: Polk RT2Si

loudspeaker, accepted by Al Ballard (I) from
John Gourlay.
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Left to right: Dynaudio Evidence loudspeaker; Coincident Speaker Technology's Israel Blume and the Total Victory loudspeaker, and
EveAnna Manley with her Snapper 100W tube monoblocks; Sonus Faber Cremona loudspeakers.

mounted 8" woofers per cabinet. The Total Victory —a fullrange speaker in the truc sense of the tenu —sports atubefriendly nominal impedance of 10 ohms, and partnered
perfectly with the new Manley Labs Snapper 100W tube
monoblocks, even taking into account EveAnna Manley's penchant for ear- and speaker-busting volumes. Manley and
Coincident's Israel Blume were justifiably proud of their new
audio babies.
Silverline served up its usual room full of speakers, with
the La Folia ($7995) and the Sonata II ($6495) sounding as
splendid as ever. New from Silverline was Alan Yun's latest
design, the massive Sinfonia ($19,990), which features frontand rear-firing 12" woofers and seriously full-range response.
With sensitivity claimed at 96dB/W, the Sinfonias were
capable of flexing the walls with the 20W available from
Viva's Aurora SET amplifier.
The Rosinante Dulcinea ($6395 including stands) has
become afamiliar and welcome presence at CES, but this year
something new was added: The Sancho powered subwoofer
($3200) added amodicum of bass to the easygoing but highresolution Duldneas, which sounded excellent driven, as usual,
by Art Audio Jota monoblocks and Gill Audio's snazzy
Alana preamp and Elise DAC. The Sancho can accept
mono or stereo inputs and features an isobaric design.
Over at the Convention Center silent displays
reigned, but new high-end speakers were thick on the
ground. Krell showed their top-line LAT-1 ($37,000)
and its stand-mounted little brother, the LAT-2
($10,000), though the primary focus of their exhibit
was home theater. A nice plus for baseball-loving
audiophiles was New York Mets star Mike Piazza
doing low-key PR for Krell. Piazza is aserious music
and home-theater enthusiast and avery nice guy.
Also focusing on home theater were Mirage and
Meridian, though neither slighted two-channel audio.
In addition to awide, deep range of home-theater
speakers, Mirage exhibited their well-established
0M-9 ($1299), 0M-7 ($1999), and 0M-5 ($3500)
omnipolar designs, and announced the forthcoming
0M-1 superspeaker. At aprojected price of $35,000,
the 0M-1 will feature an omnipolar main panel plus
stereo subwoofer units, each with four 10" drivers, each
of these driven by its own 375W amplifier, for atotal
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of 3000W of subwoofer power! When it appears inid-year, the
0M-1 will be aspeaker not to be missed. Meridian has
expanded its line of digital powered speakers downward, to
much more affordable levels. The top-shelf DSP8000 ($49,000)
has been joined by the DSP5500 ($13,695, and featuring four
128x-oversampling converters and four 75W amplifiers per
speaker) and the DSP5000 ($7645, with four 128x-oversampiing converters, three 75W amps per speaker). All can be fully
integrated with Meridian's extensive line of home-theater gear.
Dynaudio's ultra-high-end Evidence and Temptation speakers have not only drawn rave reviews—not least from our own
Larry Greenhill —but have provided the springboard for the
new Confidence series. Incorporating lessons learned from
those models, the Confidence C-4 ($16,000) and C-2 ($12,000)
are slender towers of distinctively Danish Moderne design,
though their elegant fonns arc derived purely from function. By
Lull 2002 the C-4 and C-2 will be joined by big brother C-7
($25,000), which will incotporate powered woofers; Dynaudio
asserts that a20W amp will drive the speaker superbly. All
Confidence speakers incorporate 1)ynaudio's new Esotar2
tweetel developed just for the Confidence line. Ithink another
call to J-10 will be in order about the time the C-7 appears.
Sundko introduced new models from Sonus
Faber and Vienna Acoustics. Sonus Faber's Cremona (ca $8000) is a typically stunning Franco
Serblin design —a deep, narrow floorstander
based on technology and cabinetry first used in
the Amati Homage, aMichael Freiner favorite.
Though lacking the elaborate cabinet bracing
that contributes to the $22,000 price of the
Amatis, the Cremona looks to be amore-thanworthy addition to the Sonus Faber family. From
Vienna Acoustics came the Strauss ($6000), a
slightly smaller version of the flagship Mahler.
Rounding out my visit to the Zoo, JMlab has
continued the expansion of their affordable
Electra series, which is topped by the 946
($7500). All Electras benefit from considerable
trickle-down technology originally developed
for the Utopia series, including JMIab's proprietary "W" cone materials.
Dynaudio Confidence C-2
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Touch Screen Learning Remote Controls
Automate your home entertainment system with the innovative, stylish and
intuitive Marantz line of interactive, programmable remote controls. The
RC9200, RC5200 and RC3200 incorporate acustomizable, illuminated touch
screen panel with back lighting, advanced functionality and a trend setting
ergonomic design. Sophisticated setup, PC connectivity with downloadable
software at marantz.com and alarge memory capacity make programming and
learning abreeze. Shape ideas, take your creativity to anew level and enjoy
the endless control in Marantz style.

Complete Control
Marantz America, Inc. 1100 Maplewood Drive, Itasca, IL 60143 •800-270-4533, Ext. 701 www.marantz.com

SENNHEISER AND STEVE GREENE

Steve Greene's fluid style
of jazz guitar covers the
entire emotional and audible
range
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whisper

to

shout And whether he's in
the studio or listening at
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Sennheiser.
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Sennheiser sounds better.
See us on the web, or died
us out at your local audio
boutique.

HD 600
Our flagship dynamic
headphone. Stereophile
Class A and afavorite of
music lovers worldwide.

Recommended Component

HD 280 PRO
Sealed studio monitor
headphones. Reference

Grab aFREE copy of
the Steve Greene Trio's
Acoustic Living CD!

quality with excellent
isolation.

We have alimited quantity, so act fast
No strings attached.
Just go to out web stte:
Well hem sending them til we run out.

www.sennheiserusa.com
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Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371
Telephone 860-434-9190 •Fax 860-434-1759* Web httpl/www.sennheiserusa.com
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Left to right: Audes The Blues speaker; If you thought it was the Spectral power amps in this rack that were driving Wilson's Sophia speakers—
you'd be wrong; Tannoy Dimension speakers use aseparate supertweeter.

Khanna continued their tradition of exhibiting with
Lamm electronics, and amore fortuitous and musically rewarding synergy is difficult to imagine. Kharma's Exquisite
Extended Reference 1A ($97,000) is an improved version of
the Exquisite Reference 1B, with better extension in the bottom octave and aredesigned crossover. With aWalker Proscenium turntable providing the tunes and Lamm's LP2
phono preamp, L2 line stage, and four 1.1 power amps, the
sound was epic in scale and breathtaking in its tonal fidelity.
The marginally less imposing Grand Ceramique GR-CE 1.0
($47,000) was powered by the scrumptious ML1 amps and
also sounded wonderful.
The O'Heocha D2-lso5 ($8000) were the most visually
striking speakers Isaw. Milled from solid aluminum —the
enclosures look like chess pawns standing on three aluminum
legs —these little speakers from the west of Ireland had surprising bass and impact as driven by Nairn electronics. The
O'Heochas threw astunningly open and spacious soundstage.
The Living Voice Avatar OBX-R ($7000) was avery
pleasant surprise. At first blush an unassuming medium-sized
floorstander, the OBX-R produced amazing bass and dynamics that would be the envy of many much larger speakers.
Designer Kevin Scott claims that mounting the crossover
outside the speaker in ahefty box is largely responsible for
the OBX-R's slam and coherence. A costly ScanSpeak
Revelator tweeter provides the silky top end. This is aspeaker well worth going out of one's way to hear.
The most relaxing and luxurious demo at CES 2002 was
undoubtedly that of Wilson Audio, who were ensconced in
a 39th-floor penthouse in the
Mirage. One or two writers at a
time were ushered in to hear the
new Sophia ($11,700 in standard
Wilsongloss finishes) and enjoy a
soda served by none other than
Sheryl Lee Wilson. Amid the palatial but homelike surroundings,
Dave Wilson demonstrated the
Sophia's virtues with aselection of
CDs and explained why the speaker is the most important element of
the audio chain. He capped his preTacT RCS2.2X
sentation with asupreme "Gotchar
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by revealing that the delicious-sounding Sophias were being
powered not by the prominently displayed Spectral DM-360
amps, but by a$650 Parasound amp. Then he switched over
to the Spectrals to give the hoi polloi alittle taste of the premier cru. Meanwhile, Wilson's venerable WATT/Puppy 6
was making stirring sounds in the VTL room teamed with
MB-750 Reference monoblocks and aprototype of the stunningly fine 7.5 line stage.
While the Virtual Bass Tech subwoofers, at only $750
apiece, were not part of my assigned beat, these 14" by 14" by
5" slabs took the grand prize for sheer fm — the little monsters
managed to generate honest-to-Pete 30Hz bass. That such
great bass could come from such atiny box proves that there is
indeed more than one way to skin the low-frequency cat.
While traffic was alittle slow on the first day, by midWednesday the walkways were crowded and many wonderful sounds were being heard. CES 2002 wasn't the largest
CES ever, but was certainly chock-full of interesting gear and
brimming with good times.
—Paul Bolin

Kalman Rubinson on Digital

W

hile there were plenty of new digital products
at CES, there was apervasive sense of stasis.
SACD and DVD-Audio are still duking it out
for supremacy or survival, but more than afew
plain-vanilla "Red Book" CD players appeared, despite stories of
the medium's impending demise. We arc, however, starting to
see the arrival of afew pioneering
systems that offer high-resolution,
multichaimel-compatible digital outputs so that audiophiles can use
external DACs, decoding, bass management, and equalization. And
make of it what you will: SACD was
almost ubiquitous in third-party
demo rooms, while DVD-A seemed
confined to the moms of its committed proponents.
Indicative of the trend were
Sharp's prototypes of the snazzy
second-generation two-channel
EQ/preamplifier
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exceptionally low noise and distortion, wide operating bandwidth, and the pace, rhythm and
timing for which Naim amplifiers are known -our classic NAP
250 Power Amplifier has been
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Words tell agood story, but the
proof is in the music. Find out
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Naim Audio North America
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Left to right: Rack of dCS/Nagra components; Nagra's D II features 24-bit/96kHz operation; MSB's Platinum series upsampling CD player and DAC.

updated versions of their digital amps: the eVo2 (120Wx2,
SM-SX200 digital amp (a new version of the SM-SX100 that
was reviewed by Michael Fremer in July 2000) digitally con$2900), eVo4 (120Wx4, $3900), and eVo6 (120Wx6, $4900),
all with beefed-up power supplies and greatly streamlined
nected to the multichannel DX-SX200 CD/SACD/DVDappearances. Joining them is the matching PRE6 analog preVIA player, which converts PCM formats to DSD (used by
amp-controller with two six-channel and five two-channel
SACD and the amp's preferred input format). In addition,
inputs (ca $3000), and the sleek new eVo2i integrated (ca
the SO-SX200 multichannel control center can decode other
$3200), based on the eVo2.
formats, including Dolby Digital and DTS-ES, and route
In addition to their digital power and control amps,
them, as DSD, to as many as four SM-SX200 amps.
TacT showed the RCS22X EQ/preamplifier ($4420),
Meridian, too, has asolution to the digital-connection
which expands on the 2.0, which Iso love. The RCS2.2X
problem with its "DVD Forum approved" MHR Smart
handles up to 24/192 signals (with available ADA up to
Link. In the latest (Version 3) Reference 800 DVD player,
24/192) with greatly increased processing power, digital
DVD-A is decoded (two channels up to 24-bit/192kHz, up
crossover and control for up to two subwoofers, and an
to eight channels at 24/96) and passed to the Reference 861
enhanced control and display interface. Ialso got ademo of
pre-pro via aset of digital links, each conveying two of the
the CARA 2.1 Plus, afaster and much-enhanced version of
two to eight channels. In addition, PCM, DD, and DTS
the room-modeling software that Ifind so useful. The
sources can be decoded and upsampled in the 800 for transGerman developer, ELAC, tells me that they'll be hosting
mission over the same interface. Sharing the stand with the
alibrary of user-submitted speaker models on their website
Reference series were the new 588 ($3895) and 507 ($2150)
to supplement the models included on the CD-ROM.
CD players, each with two-channel 24/192 DACs. Back in
ClarityEQ showed aprototype of their evolving room
the SACD camp, dCS demonstrated their digital output
transport, the Verdi ($8995), which uses an encrypted IEEE
EQ/speaker EQ/digital crossover box, which made aconvincing case for its effectiveness with NHT speakers.
1394 Fire Wire link to either the Elgar or Delius DAC. The
Immediately following CES, NHT announced that it will
impressive Verdi also sports multiple digital outputs for CDs,
be developing an as-yet-unnamed reference speaker system
including the professional format, SDIF-2, which features a
with Clarity's EQCalibrated technology, to be introduced
separate connection for the clock signal, to eliminate datain the third quarter of 2002.
related jitter.
Moving on to DACs and
Spectron demonstrated an
players, Birdland Audio's
updated version of their twoOdeon-Ag ($1390) offers
channel class-D Musician II dignull phase shift, up to
ital amplifier, along with the
24/192 processing, and a
Premiere, a five- ($6495) or
motorized volume control
six-channel ($6995), 450Wpc
compatible with universal
monster with the option of
remotes. Support for
remote-sense speaker cables
multichannel and SACD
that extend the feedback
is promised through
loop all the way to the
future add-on daughspeaker terminals. Even
tercards. Along with
more intriguing was the
the Platinum LinkTroubadour ($2495), a
DAC Plus ($3995), a
two-channel,
125Wpc
dual 24-bit, 100MbitIs
(into 4 ohms) integrated
ladder DAC with 4x
amp with single-ended,
upsampling, MSB debalanced, and S/PDIF
monstrated the PlatQuad CD player
inputs. Bel Canto has
Stereophile, April 2002
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Nothing Else
Comes Close!
Since the introduction of the first High Gain Servo system in 1983, Velodyne's
servo-controlled subwoofers have defined— and redefined—the state of the art in
low-frequency performance. With the introduction of the HGS Series Il subwoofers,
the standard has been raised once again. Our patented 3000 watt "ERS" digital
amp; Kevlar reinforced, multi-layer resin speaker cones; exclusive "Dual Tandem"
voice coil with over two full inches of linear travel; and the latest generation of
patented High Gain Servo technology assure that these subs are ruler-flat to below
20 Hz with afraction of the distortion delivered by our nearest competitors. The full
technology story would take pages, but the proof is in the listening! Experience the
state of the art HGS Series Il subwoofers at selected dealers worldwide.

HGS Series II
Veloci)ne, where great things come from innovative technology.

Velodyne
Technolog). Lnequalled Performance!
1070 Commercial Street, #101
San Jose, CA 95112
Phone (408) 436-7270 Web wwwvelodyne.com

Left to right: Wayne Morris and Gina Harmon at the Lexicon/BMW unveiling; Ayre Acoustics' "upcoming" CX-7 CD player; the exhibit hall.

J-10 reviewed, universal players like this have the potential to
subvert the format wars. (This one Igotta get!) In addition,
there was asilent display of aprototype Pioneer DVD-A player with FireWire digital output.
But are you ready for this? The world's first tubed-outputstage SACD player (ca $1500 plus your player at www.mod
wright.com), the ModWright version of Sony's SCDXA777ES, incorporates an Audiocom Super Clock,
numerous Bybee filters, and a new Electraprint transformer on its custom power-supply board. Sound?
Intriguing, but there should have been astock 'XA777ES for
comparison at the demo.
Less familiar names were also showing elegant players.
Talk Electronics from the UK demonstrated, to great
effect, their Thunder 1.1 player ($999, with the $999
Cyclone amp and Spendor S3/5 speakers). This player has
Burr-Brown 24/96 DACs and astylish steel case shared
with its big brother, the Thunder 3.1 ($2995), which uses
the Anagram Technology DSP (as do the Nagra DACs) to
upsample CDs to its 24/192 Analog Devices DACs.
Cyrus Electronics is known for excellent products with
defined upgrade paths, and its DVD7 is no exception. For
full audiophile credentials, this tidy DVD-A player can be
enhanced with the PSX-R external power
supply and equipped with Q7 dual-mono
DACs and differential analog filters to
become the CD7 player. Jacques
Riendeau, late of Oracle fame and
now representing some similarly
sexy products, introduced me to
the graceful Stello CDA200
from April Sound. This
$2250 Cl) player's plug-in
modular construction
lets it keep up with
the state of the art,
selectable
upsampiing, and, glory be, an
IEEE 1394 input for
connection of a similarly
equipped SACI) or DVD-A player!
And Music Hall's beautiful new MMF CD-25

($595) player was making surprisingly lovely sounds in a
$1500-total-cost system. How does Roy Hall do it?
Gryphon Audio Designs is returning to US distribution
via Dynaudio North America with the impressive Adagio
CD player ($6500). Upsampling, independent master clocks
for transport and DAC, dual-mono construction, and asexy
weight for the CD platter only begin the list of features.
Audio Analog showed products in sophisticated new styles,
including the Maestro CD player-processor ($2495). It
includes adigital EQ loop, and its 24/96 dual paralleled
DACs can accept external inputs. Copland's stylishness is
expected, and their CDA822 ($2495) did not disappoint.
This clean design features upsampling and balanced and singleended outputs. Ayre Acoustics unveiled their upcoming
CX-7 Cl) player with slot-load transport for easy and secure
handling, multistage upsampling, differential DACs, zerofeedback analog circuitry, and balanced outputs. Estimated
price is under $3000 but the CX-7 looks as if it should cost
much more.
Finally, in what is really anew category of digital component, Outlaw Audio introduced their IR1000 Internet
Radio Tuner ($299). Needing no computer and only alink
to your ISP (by broadband or built-in modem, if necessary),
the IR1000 operates much like an RF tuner but gives access
to hundreds of program sources. It offers the
convenience of 40 presets,
stereo RCA jacks,
and aremote control. Why hasn't
anyone thought of
this before?
— Kalman Rubinson
New month: Jonathan Sad! and
Brian 11 llll Inner on
and Roben Dainch on accessories.

Steil° CDA200
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by Thomas Conrad

You've
heard about
Rudy Van Gelder.
Now meet
Jazz' other
legendary
engineer.

don't remember the
year, but Iremember the
moment when I first
became intensely curious about Roy DuNann.
It must have been about 1975, right after Imoved to Seattle.
Ibought aSonny Rollins LP called Way Out West, took it
home, cued it up on my Thorens turntable, dropped the
toneann, and suddenly Iwas in aroom with Rollins and
Shelly Manne and Ray Brown. It was ashipping room with
records stacked on shelves all around the musicians, but I
wouldn't know that until many years later.
The song was, improbably, "I'm an Old Cowhand," and it
began with Shelly Manne striking awoodblock in the right
channel, and the blows carried in aperfectly defined acoustic
space that included me. Then Rollins' tenor sax came in, so
real in the left channel that Ibelieved Icould walk up and
touch it. Deadpan, Rollins bit off the notes of Johnny
Mercer's cowboy melody, the details of his pronunciation
audible in his reed: now raspy, now clarion-clear.
The label was Contemporary, and the back of the album
Stereophile, April 2002

jacket said, "Recorded at Contemporary's Studios, Los
Angeles. Produced by Lester Koenig. Sound by Roy
DuNann." What made the sound truly astonishing was the
recording date: March 7, 1957.
Ifound other Contemporary albums, and discovered some
extraordinary music, such as Art Pepper Meets the Rhythm
Section and Sonny Rollins &the Contemporary Leaders and Teddy
Edwards' Teddy's Ready!. The sound of these albums had anaturalness and sense of space that Ihad never heard before —
except in live music. And that purity of sound was achieved
in the very early days of stereo, in 1957 and 1958 and 1960.
Who the hell was this Roy DuNann?
It was not easy to find out. Lester Koenig, owner of Contemporary and producer of all of its sessions, died in 1977. He
had typically provided voluminous liner notes for each
album, but none of them talked about recording techniques
81
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or the engineer. Reliable reference works and histories, such
as Jazz: The Essential Companion by Carr, Fairweather, and
Priestley, and the scholarly West CoastJazz by Ted Gioia, never
mention DuNann, though the latter repeatedly affirms the
historical importance of Lester Koenig and his label.
The most comprehensive reference work of all, The Neiv
Grove Dictionary of Jazz, contains no entry on DuNann,
though it covers the Contemporary label in detail, even
praising Koenig's "high standards" and "concern for
quality" — without ever mentioning sound. It was easy to
find references to Rudy Van
Gelder. Van Gelder's quantity cer÷ That purity
tainly exceeded DuNann's, since
he engineered hundreds of faof sound was
mous sessions for the Blue Note
label in the 1950s and '60s, and has
achieved in the
remained active to the present day.
very early days
But the quality of Van Gelder's
early recordings, with their fuzzy
of stereo,
pianos and flat soundstages, is not
in the same class with Roy's.
in 1957 and
The only people with whom I
1958 and 1960.
could share my enthusiasm for
DuNann's work were jazz engiWho the hell
neers and producers. Jim Anderwas this
son knew about Roy DuNann.
He's one of the most respected
Roy DuNann?
engineers on the current scene, responsible for the lick-your-ear
sound of Patricia Barber's recordings, and he absolutely lit up (over
the phone) when I mentioned
DuNann. Anderson remembered
his college days at Duquesne,
when he first heard some of the
DuNann Contemporaries in a
friend's dorm room and was
stunned by their "beautiful
golden round bloom."
Joe Harley knew all about
Roy —or rather, Roy's sound.
Harley is the producer of several dozen sonically exceptional recordings for labels like AudioQuest and
Groove Note and Enja. He had been aDuNann fan since he
was in high school in the late '60s. But, like everyone else who
admired Roy's work, Harley mused, "I wonder whatever happened to him. Iwonder if he's still alive." Harley was the first to
tell me that DuNann's last known whereabouts were Arizona.
My respect for DuNann's achievements reached anew
level in spring 2001, when Ireceived abatch of Contemporary titles on the JVC XRCD label. They included classics
like Art Pepper + Eleven, André Previn's West Side Story, and,
yes, Way Out West.
For the XRCD reissue program, JVC engineers Akira
Taguchi and Alan Yoshida micromanage every element of
the mastering and manufacturing processes in order to get
the highest-quality transfer from the original master tape. In
its XRCD version, Way Out West was sublime. Another title
in the batch was Art Pepper Meets the Rhythm Section, and it
made me laugh out loud. No recording from January of 1957
had any right to hit me in the face like that — Pepper's alto
fiercely alive and dancing on air, Paul Chambers' bass hitting
deep and hard. Ihad to find Roy DuNann, and ask him how
he'd done it.
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It was not easy. There was, as far as Icould discover, not a
single DuNann living in the state of Arizona. There were
DuNanns in southern California, but no Roys. Fantasy, Inc.
in Berkeley, California, current owner of the Contemporary
catalog, couldn't help.
The breakthrough came by way of Bernie Grundman, the
well-known mastering engineer who runs the BGM mastering studio in Los Angeles. Ilearned from Joe Harley that
Grundman had briefly worked under Roy at aPhoenix recording studio in the mid-'60s. When Ireached Grundman,
he had some interesting things to say about Roy, and one
stopped me cold. He said that Roy had moved to the Seattle
area many years ago because his children lived there. "I'm
pretty sure he's still in Seattle ... if he's still alive."
Icalled Seattle Directory Assistance and got his number
immediately. A high, clear, rather inflectionless voice answered
on the second ring. Iasked to speak to Roy DuNann.
"Speaking."
"Is this Roy DuNann, the audio engineer?"
There was amoment of silence. "I
er meets': used to be."
eetion
I suddenly did
mil Chambers
not know what to
say next. "I've been
looking all over
for you," Ifinally
told him.
"I've been right
here," he responded in his dry, logical
engineer's voice.
lqrlyJOe.70M, 1
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oy DuNann lives about 20 miles from
me, up along, curving, gravel driveway
in alog-cabin house surrounded by tall
conifers and leafy trees, in Bothell, Washington, a
northern suburb of Seattle. On aSaturday afternoon in the late summer of 2001, Isat with him
and his wife, Dorothy, around their dining-room
table while Roy talked into my portable Sony
tape recorder.
Roy and Dorothy are both 81. Dorothy is neatly
turned out in sweater and slacks, with beautiful hair
and awarm smile. The fact that someone from amagazine
(even one whose name she does not know) is there to write
about Roy makes her smile frequently. Roy is more skeptical — virtually no one has asked him about his work at
Contemporary for at least three decades —but willing to
make his best effort to remember those years because, on the
phone, he has agreed to do so. Roy is compact and light on
his feet, with hearing aids in both ears, dressed in clean jeans
and awestern shirt. His blue eyes sparkle with alertness. He
gathers his thoughts before he answers each question, and a
smile plays around the corners of his mouth when he
encounters certain memories.
Roy was born in Oakland, California, and went through
high school in Piedmont, an Oaldand suburb. He got interested in electronics in the early 1930s, when he was in junior
high school. The fact that he was aham radio operator plays
into this story in several ways.
"That's probably one thing that blew out my ears —wearing
headphones all the time," Roy speculates in his matter-of-fact
tone. He attended the University of California at Berkeley
Stereophile, April 2002

The Search for
Rov I) uN ann
but joined the Navy before graduating. "Pearl Harbor came
along shortly after Isigned up," he remembers. Along with
10 other American hams, Roy was sent to England to learn
about aradical new technology called radar.
After the war, one of Roy's Navy buddies (Warren
Birkenhead, also aham) got him ajob with ayoung company
in Los Angeles called Capitol Records. Roy's first job was in
quality control —not with recordings, but with the PackardBell 78rpm record players (including one crank-up model)
-> More than
that Capitol was providing to
50 years later,
record stores for demonstration
purposes. They needed aQC
Bernie Grundman
guy, Roy relates, because the
Packard-Bells "had many probremembered
lems." All day, Roy "listened to
Roy as a"natural
one chorus of Peggy Lee and
some test tones."
engineer" who
He was rescued by Capitol's
"could look at
decision to set up its own recording facilities. Capitol had
acircuit and
been using independent studios,
but by 1947 they were selling a
intuitively know
lot of records, and they wanted
what change to
their own. They needed some
technical types to outfit the new
make to create a
studio and set it up for them,
and Roy and his friend Warren desired response."
Birkenhead were drafted.
More than 50 years later, when Italked to
Bernie Grundman, he remembered Roy as a
"natural engineer" who "could look at acircuit and intuitively know what change to
make to create adesired response." Roy's experience at Capitol was typical of apattern
that applied to his entire career. He was given
achallenge, not because he had prior experience in technologies like radar or recording,
but because, somewhere up the chain, someone believed that this "natural engineer"
would figure it out. Through rare engineering
instincts and old-fashioned American ingenuity, Roy always did. But these are not virtues
Roy would claim for himself. He is the most
humble of men, genuinely puzzled by the interest in his work of so many years ago.
Roy and Warren set up four lathes for lacquer mastering in Capitol's new studio on
Melrose Boulevard in Hollywood. They designed an innovative system connecting two
lathes with a12" aluminum bar, which could
record two originals simultaneously. Roy remembers that, even before they were finished setting up the studio, Capitol acquired an Ampex
single-track tape recorder, serial number 3.
The first engineer whom Roy saw use alot of mikes for a
session was John Palladino. Roy "thought it would be fin" to
work in the studio because he liked country and western
music, and Capitol had artists under contract like Tex Ritter,
Tex Williams, and, later on, Tennessee Ernie Ford. From
Palladino, Roy "picked up how to mike different things" and
also how to operate Capitol's 10-channel tube console. In
those days, Roy emphasizes, "The engineer did everything. I
set up the studio, put the chairs out, put the mikes out,
punched the Record button on the tape machine, mixed the
Stereophile. April 2002

session, edited the tapes, cut the master.. everything. The
console had nothing in it but mixing controls. We did very
little modification of the signal in any way except volumewise. The final tape would be it—you couldn't modify it.
Except with scissors."
Roy became Capitol's studio manager, and in the days
before engineers were identified on record sleeves, he did
hundreds of sessions. He recorded Nat "King" Cole, Frank
Sinatra, Dean Martin (including "That's Amore"), Peggy Lee,
Kay Starr, Jo Stafford, and Stan Kenton. He says, "I never
heard anything louder than standing out in front of the
Kenton band. No wonder Ideveloped hearing problems."
Capitol rented its recording facilities to other labels, and
also cut masters for them. One was aDixieland label called
Good Time Jazz, owned by Lester Koenig. "Lester was a
very fussy guy, aperfectionist, and he thought Capitol was
the best mastering facility," Roy remembers. It's easy to
understand why Koenig would want to hire Roy away from
Capitol, but it's more difficult to understand why Roy would
accept the offer. But life as studio manager for alarge label
was becoming stressful. "The business guys" at Capitol were
starting to come around the studio too much. Roy liked
Lester and liked Dixieland —almost as much as Tex Ritter.
Almost immediately after Roy went to work for Koenig in
1956, two things changed. Koenig decided to begin recording modern jazz, and he decided to set up his own studio.
Roy knew little about the former and alot about the latter,
but his experience at Capitol had not prepared him to set up
astudio in the absence of money and space. Once again, he

Roy and Dorothy DuNann at,their Seattle home, 2001.

had to figure it out. Koenig had an office in alittle building
on Melrose Place, ashort street off Melrose Boulevard, and
in the back was alittle shipping room where "a couple guys
worked shipping out Good Time Jazz records." Right off the
shipping room, across anarrow hall from one another, were
two tiny offices, one vacant, one occupied by apublicist who
wrote amonthly newsletter. In acorner of the shipping room
was an Address-O-Graph machine, for the newsletter.
"Lester decided he wanted to try recording jazz groups in
the shipping room," Roy remembers. "There were records
stacked all over the place on shelves. We needed alittle control room so we could listen on loudspeakers without feedback
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The Search for
Roy 1) uNann
move. Once again he set up astudio, this time for "a guy with
money who wanted to get into the music recording business."
But the studio, called Audio Recorders, ended up doing radio
commercials. It was here that Bernie Grundman went to
work when he got out of the army, because he knew Roy's
Contemporary recordings and "idolized" him. Grundman relocated to Los Angeles, briefly worked at Contemporary himself, then moved over to A&M to run the rapidly growing
label's mastering studio. Howard Holzer also worked at A&M
by this time, and the two of
them persuaded Roy to move
-> But thanks to
back to Los Angeles and join
Alpert's label. Roy was put in
Roy DuNann,
charge of equipment: finding it,
we
possess vivid
maintaining it, rebuilding it.
He did not record any sesknowledge of what
sions for A&M — by this time
Sonny Rollins
he wore hearing aids in both
ears. Over the years, while he
sounded like
cared for the equipment used to
record groups like the Carwhen he was 27.
penters, those late nights in
And Art Pepper
Lester Koenig's shipping room
faded into the shadows of histoin his prime. And
ry for almost everyone, includOmette Coleman
ing Roy. When his first wife
died, he retired and moved to
as he sounded
Seattle because all three of his
children lived in the area. He
before he came
met Dorothy at asquare dance
East and turned
and married her in 1987.
It seems fitting that Roy
New York
DuNann's hearing aids are
on its ear. <remote-controlled, with adjustable EQ and balance, and directional mikes. But he cannot hear today what makes his
Contemporary recordings so special. When he left Contemporary, he took none of the LPs with him. He was unaware
that there had been audiophile reissues of his albums, such as
the Analogue Productions LP of Way Out West. He had never
heard of the JVC XRCD series. Roy is embarrassed when
extravagant praise of his work is read to him. When Ipoint
out that, over and over, such audio authorities as Joe Harley
and Jim Anderson mention how Roy's recordings "put you in
the room" with the musicians, Roy just smiles.
"It doesn't compute. We never tried for anything like that.
We just tried to balance the instruments, to keep separation
so people would think it was stereo."
Roy's modesty cannot obscure his achievement. Eric
Dolphy once said, "When you hear music, after it's over, it's
gone in the air. You can never capture it again." Until the
mid-'50s, that was pretty much true. Music, especially improvised music, is avery different art form from painting or
literature. Its preservation beyond the moment is dependent
on its delivery system — the recording. Charlie Parker died in
1955, and those of us who never heard him live will never
know much about what he sounded like.
But thanks to Roy DuNann — thanks to his genius for mixing on the fly at 3am, thanks to his intuitive respect for aclean
signal path, thanks to his willingness to set up the studio fresh
for each session, thanks to his constant fussing over his equipment, checking, tweaking, rebiasing — we possess vivid
knowledge of what Sonny Rollins sounded like when he was
27. And Art Pepper in his prime. And Omette Coleman as he
sounded before he came East and turned New York on its ear.
Stereophile, April 2002
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Before Iput away my Sony portable recorder and gather
up the CDs spread over the dining-room table, Iread Roy
and Dorothy aquote from Bernie Grundman: "Roy did alot
for this industry. He showed us all how good it could be. His
best recordings are notjust good for their era. They are some
of the best-sounding recordings of all time."
Roy shakes his head, but Dorothy, smiling to hear her own
convictions confirmed, says, "I always knew my Roy was
smart."

A Selected Roy DuNann Discography
Originally released on Contemporary, reissued on
JVC XRCD
Barney Kessel/Ray Brown/Shelly Manne, The Poll Winners
JVCXR-0019-2 (1957)
Art Pepper, Art Pepper Meets the Rhythm Section, VICJ60087 (1957/1997)
Art Pepper + Eleven, Modern Jazz Classics, VICJ-60245
(1959/1998)
André Previn/Red Mitchell/Shelly Manne, 144.st Side Story,
JVCXR-0209-2 (1956/2000)
André Previn/Leroy Vinnegar/Shelly Manne, My Fair Lady,
VICJ-60216 (1956/1998)
Sonny Rollins, Sonny Rollins & The Contemporary Lemier,
VICJ-60244 (1958/1998)
Sonny Rollins, Way Out West, VICJ-60088 (1957/1997)
Originally released on Contemporary, reissued on
the Fantasy/Original Jazz Classics
Omette Coleman, Something Else!, OJCCD-163-2
(1958/1988)
Omette Coleman, Tbinorrow Is the Question, OJCCD-342-2
(1959/1988)
Bob Cooper, Coop! Die Music of Bob Cooper, OJCCD-161-2
(1957/1988)
Curtis Counce, Sorukty,* CC1)-7655 (1956-58)
Curtis Counce, You Get More Bounce with Cue C.ounce,
OJCCD-159-2 (1956-57/1988)
Teddy Edwards, Teddy's Ready!, OJCCD-748-2 (1960/1982)
Victor Feldman, The Anival of Victor &Arian, OJCCD-2682(1958/1986)
Hampton Hawes, All Night Session, Vols. 1-3, OJCCD-6382, -639-2, -640-2 (1958/1991)
Hampton Hawes, Four!, OJCCD-165-2 (1958/1988)
Barney Kessel, Easy Like, OJCCD-153-2 (1953-56/1988)
(*. Not in Original Jazz Classics series)
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omponents listed here have been formally reviewed in Stenvphile and have been found to be
among the best available in each of four or five quality cbsses. Whether acomponent is listed in Class A or Class E, we highly reconunend its purchase.
Each listing — in alphabetical order within classes — is followed by abrief description of
the product's sonic characteristics and acode indicating the Stereophile Volume and Issue in which
that product's report appeared. Thus the March 2002 issue is indicated as "Vo125 No)." Relevant
• reviews that appeared in our companion Stereophile Guide to Home Theater are indicated by "SGHT.1
No.1"; ie, the component was reviewed in the Stereophile Guide' to Home Theater, Volume 1Number
1, which was published in December 1994. (Vol.1 No2 of the Guide was published in September
'95; Vol2 Nos.1-4 in 1996, Vol) Nos.1-4 in 1997, Vol.4 Nos.1-10, Issues 11-20, in 1998, Vol.5,
Issues 21 through 30 in 1999, Vol.6, Issues 31-40 in 2000, Voll, Issues 41 through 50 in 2001.)
Please note that dedicated home-theater products are no longer included in this listing but arc part
of Stereophile Guide to House Themes's "Recommended Components," the most recent version of
• which was published in that magazine's March/April 2002 edition (Issue 53, Vol.8 No.3).
Some products listed have not yet been reported on; these are marked (NR), for "Not Reviewed."
We recommend that you read any product's entire review before seriously contemplating apurchase
(products without reviews should therefore be treated with more caution) — many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and caveats appear in the reviews, but not here. To obtain back issues of the
magazine, visit our website: www.stereophile.com. We regret that we cannot supply photocopies or
e-mail copies of individual reviews. Some reviews are reprinted in our website "Archives" Section:
these are marked "WWW." More arc added each week, so check the on-line listing.
In general, components do not remain listed for more than three years unless at least one of the
magazine's writers and editors has had continued experience with them. Discontinuation of a
model also precludes its appearance. In addition, though professional components — recorders,
amplifiers, monitor speaker systems —can be obtained secondhand and can sometimes offer performance that would otherwise guarantee inclusion, we do not generally list them. Stereophi/e's
"Recommended Components" listing is almost exclusively concerned with products currently
available in the US through the usual hi-fi retail outlets.
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NOW REeOMMENDIITIONT RITE DETERMINED
The ratings given components included in this listing are based entirely on performance — it', accuracy of reproduction — and arc biased to an extent by our feeling that things added to reproduced
sound (es, flutter, distortion, colorations of various kinds) are of more concern to the musically oriented listener than are things subtracted from the sound (ig, deep bass or extreme treble). On the
other hand, components markedly deficient in one or more respects are downrated to the extent
that their deficiencies interfere with the full realization of the program material.
We try to include in "Recommended Components" every product that we have found to be
truly excellent or that we feel represents good value for money. Bear in mind that many different
tastes arc represented. The listing is compiled after consultation with Stenvphik's reviewing staff and
editors, and takes into account continued experience of aproduct after the formal review has been
published. In particular, we take account of unreliability and defects that show up after extended
auditioning. The fact that aproduct received afavorable review cannot therefore be regarded as a
guarantee that it will continue to appear in this listing.
The prices indicated are those current at the time the listing was compiled (February 2002). We
cannot guarantee that any of these prices will be the same by the time this issue of Stereophile
appears in print.
Where we have found aproduct to perform much better than might be expected from its
price, we have drawn attention to it with a$$$ next to its listing. We also indicate, with ae, products that have been on this list in one incarnation or another since the "Recommended
Components" listing in Vo122 No.10 (April 1999). Longevity in ahi-fi component is rare
enough that we think it worth noting (although it can also indicate that the attention of design
engineers has moved elsewhere).
A note on editorial style is in order. When apassage is quoted from the original review, the past
tense is used. But when the comment is taken from amore recent private conununication from a
reviewer, the present tense is used. For example: "Sounded so good Ihad to cry," said JA of the original version of the Symphonic Bombast A-123 in his review. ST demurs, however, saying that the
current Mk.VIa makes his reference speakers "sound like the woofers are disconnected!"
We are not sympathetic toward letters complaining that the Symphonic Bombast A-123 that we
recommended heartily two years ago no longer makes it into "Recommended Components."
Where deletions are made, we endeavor to give reasons (there are always reasons). But remember:
Deletion qf acomponent from this list does not invalidate abuying decision you have made.
Individual reviewers mentioned by their initials are: Larry Archibald, John Atkinson, Lonnie
Brownell, Martin Colloms, Brian Damkroger, Robert Deutsch, Shannon Dickson, Jack English,
Michael Fremer, Corey Greenberg, Larry Greenhill, Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt, Larry 13.
Johnson, Lewis Lipnick, Paul Messenger, Thomas J. Norton, Russell Novak, Dick Olsher, Wes
Phillips, Robert (Bob) J. Reina, Kalman Rubinson, Markus Sauer, Donald A. Scott, Jonathan Scull
(J-10), Chip Stern, Steven Stone, Sam Tellig, and Barry Willis.
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Turntables
A+
Rockport Technologies System III Sirius:
$73,750
What can you say about aS73,750 'table and arm? The
Sirius III is all air-driven, exquisitely constnicted, and
550 lbs in its stocking feet, with a"captured" lineartracking, high-pressure. low-flow arm and bearing. It
took all of 30 seconds for MF to realize that "it was in
every way laughably better than anything else I'd ever
heard." How so? "Its overall presentation was so much
bigger, more focused, solid, three-dimensional, surefooted, dynamic, and seamless, that Ilost my footing.
Literally. Iwas floored!" It rotates the LP with utter
precision, "puts the stylus on astraight and mie path
across the record surface, while allowing for precise
adjustment of all parameters, which it then reliably
holds indefinitely." Hey, what's that look in Mikcy's
eye? "I have 10,000 LPs. If Iplay them all on the Sirius
III, that's only six bucks aplay!" (Vo123 No.8; also see
"Letters" in Vo123 No.I0 WWW)

Basis Debut Mk.V: $8200
This belt-driven 'table with fluid-damped spring suspension "floated abig, three-dimensional soundstage
of well-defined images against asonically black backdrop," says 'table maven MF. "I found the tonal balance of the Debut to be as dead-neutral as I've heard."
He decided that low-frequency extension was not
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quite as deep or powerfid as his reference Yorke. but it
was still "among the most satisfying I've experienced."
As for the midrange, he found it plusk airy, and liquid.
While the Basis's image focus and transparency were
slightly diminished compared to the Yorke's, MF still
declared it "clearly among ahandad of the world's
great mrntables." Price with vacuum holddown (not
reviewed) is 510,600. Basis record clamp costs $250.
(Vo123 No.1)
Forsell Air Force One Mk.II: $30,000 ú
Sophisticated two-chassis, air-bearing Swedish 'table
with thread drive and parallel-tracking, air-bearing
toncann. J-10 enthused over its 3-D image solidity,
tight, deep bass, super-plush midrange, and "enormous palpability. factor." Very similar Forsell Air
Reference (515,500) lacks the air-bearing Flywheel
drive system; it uses an internal motor and asiliconembber belt. (Vol.17 No.!)
Simon Yorke Designs Series 7Precision
Analogue Disc Transcription System:
$10,000
This built-to-order belt-drive, suspensionless turntable
is MFs current reference —and that of the Library of
Congress. MF: -The complete system ...is aformidable analog playback system, amasterful work of visual and sonic art that's hard to fault. It provides agloriously cohesive, always musical sound —a superbly
balanced sonic picture that combines deep. tightly
focused bass_ with extended, detailed edge- and
etch-free high frequencies devoid of brightness or exaggeration._ 'There's nothing "hi-ti" about the Yorke

combo; it just sounds musically 'right' whether handed hard rock or Heifetz." Stereophik's -Analog Component of 1998." Package including Active Vibraplane:
S11,500. (Vol.21 No.(m)
Spotheim La Luce: $8000
This 'table's elegant clear-acrylic and stainless-steel
fonn will stop audiophiles -dead in their tracks. - said
J-10, and provide "sparkling. pellucid, articulate
d. - Both turntable and motor should be placed on
their own solid platforms; mice set up. they're "stable
and easy to use." (Vo121 No.10)
VP! TNT Mk.V: $6000 e
Modular design allows owners of older models to upgrade easily and inexpensively. or lets the im pecumous
start with the TNT Jr. and upgrade as finances allow.
Slightly on die warm side of neutrality, asserted MF,
but "big, full, weighty, .and rich." lise massive 'table's
speed stability and ultra-low noise floor -floated' the
sound so far beyond the reality of astylus in agroove,
it liberated it from the mechanical world to the living.
breathing, real musical world." WI' a long-time
Linnie, feels the current iteration finally swings realistically and concurs with LA, RJR, and MF: Definite
Class A. Includes air suspension, flywheel, and bearing
attachment. Mk3 upgrade is $1400; bearing attachment upgrade is $400 phis old bearing. The Hot Rod
version of the TNT V ($8000) conies equipped with
aJMW-12.5 tonearm and St/S, but drops the threepulley subchassis and removable annboard. Fans of
the TNT Vshould not be alarmed by the changes. BD
assured us. The soundstage was deep and wide, the
tonal balance slightly W.11 111, and die blIdi1111 end exceptionally tight and fast. (Vol.19 No.11, Vo122 Nos2
Vo124 No.12 WWW)
:
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Carefully read our descriptions here, le original reviews, and (heaven forbid) reviews in other
magazines to put together ashort list of components to choose frOm. Evaluate your room, your
source material and front-end(s), your, speakers, and your tastes. With luck, you may come up with
aselection to audition at your favorite dealer(s). "Recommended Components" will not tell you what to
buy any more than Consumer Reports would presume to tell you whom to many!
Class A
Best attainable sound for a component of its
kind, without any practical considerations; "the
least musical compromise." A Class A system is
one for which you don't have to make aleap of
faith to believe that you're hearing the real
thing. With the recent launches of Super Audio
CD and 24/96 DAD, and the imminent introduction of DVD-Audio, we have created anew
Class, A+, for the best performance in those
digital categories. Class A now represents the
best that can be obtained from the conventional 16/44.1kHz CD medium. We also created a
Class A+ category for 'turntables, to recognize
the adúvement of the Rockport Sinus,
Class B
The next best thing to the very best sound reproduction; Class B components generally cost
less than those in Class A, but most Class B
components are still quite expensive.
Clime C
Somewhat lower-fi sound, but far more musically nátural than average home-component
high fidelity; products in this class are of high
quality but still affordable.
CL.. D
Satisfying musical sound, but these components
are either of significantly lower fidelity than the
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best available, or exhibit major compromises in
performance — limited dynamic range, for example:Bear in mind that appearance in Class D
still means that we recommend this product — it's
possible to put together a musically satisfying
system exclusively from Class D components.
ChM E
Applying only to loudspeakers, this "Entry
Level" classification includes products that may
have obvious defects, but are both inexpensive
and much better than most products in their
mid-fi price category.
Class K
"Keep your eye on this product." Class K is for
components that we have not reviewed (or
have not finished testing), but that we have reason to believe may be excellent performers. We
are not actually recommending these components, only suggesting you give them alisten.
Though' the report has yet to be published in
certain cases, the reviewer and editor sometimes feel confident enough that the reviewer's
opinion is sufficiently well formed to include
what otherwise would be an entry in one of the other classes, marked (NR).

Acoustic Signature Final Tool: $1699
Perhaps the greatest mid-priced bargain in analog
today, sex MF. Ruggedly built, with precision-machined, 2411m damped aluminum platter. Should last a
lifetime or even two. Sophisticated motor controller,
ultra-smooth running motor, 3-ann/3-motor capable.
Muscular sound, but not for those who like their analog -warm." and -lush." (Vo124 No.9)
Linn Sondek LP12 with Lingo power supply:
$3350-$3425, depending on finish SU e
Compared with the Valhalla model. the Lingoequipped version minimizes the LP12's propensity for
aslightly fit mid-bass, subjectively extending the low
frequencies by another octave. The Lingo upgrade
alone costs $1550. The Trampolin suspension reduces
the effect of the support. Cirkus bearingísidschassis,
fitted as standard costs $645 including labor AS an upgrade kit. and further extends and tightens the
turntable's kiss, leading to aborderline Class A rating,
according to MC. JA, and LG (as long as agood support is used, adds MC). -A deeper. more profound
silence." enthuses WP over the Cirkus mod, adding
that what mined him was "the extent to which surface noise receded into insignificance. - Superbly kiss'
measured rumble and excellent speed stability reinforce the feeling of maximum musical involvement
offered hv this classic belt-drive turntable. Good isolanoms foil's shock and vibration. While the felt mat
doesn't offer the greatest degree of vibration suppression within the vinyl disc, what absorption it does offer
is uniform with frequency. Despite flirtations with
other decksJA remains true to the basic design he has
used now for almost 25 years. Version with internal
Valhalla power supply costs $227542350, gives Class
C sound; with the Basik power supply it costs 52070.
(Vol.7 No2, Vol.13 No), Valhalla; Vol.14 No.1, Vol.16
No.12. Vol.17 No.5. Vol.19 No2. Lingo WWW)
Michell GyroDec SE: $1795 $$$
"I've always found spring-suspended turntables sound
more 'plush' than non-suspended rigs, and the Michell
didn't disappoint." averred MF. This 'table sounded
slightly warm. but bass extension and control were
"very good." he reported, "with just aslight mid-bass
bloom that never obscured fundamentals or transients"
91
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"The Rogue M-120 is aworld class amplifier that Istrongly
recommend you audition in your system."
Rich Rogers, Bound for Sound
"Kudos to the Rogue Audio design team.
The sound is open ,
detailed, tight, yet tube smooth"
John Gatski, The Audiophile Voice
"It is alot of mono for the money."
Neil Gader, The Absolute Sound, Issue 123

Rega FtB300: $425 US
Rugi. RB600: $695
The Reg.' driers very good detail. depth. midrange
neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging. almost
creeping into Class A. Works well with the Rep and
Robust 'tables. Audio Advisor also offers it as apackage with the VPI HW-19 Mk.III and Jr. turntables.
Lacks any form of height adjusnnent. however VTA can be adjusted only by adding spacers under the
base. Similar but closer-toleranced R13600 is "the budget arm for now, worth spending the extra over the
R.B300 to get the better cabling. etc: sez Mikey.
(Vol7 No.¡Vol.10 No.l. Vol.19 No.12, R13300; Vo122
No3, R13600)
Editor's Note: There are curtvntly no Class C or I)
toix•arms

Phono Cartridges
A
Audio Note Kondo 10-J/silver: $15,000
The "silver" 10-J has An aluminum cantilever and
body an elliptical diamond stylus, and pure-silver coil
wire that's been sitting idle on the shelf for 20 years according to the literature. wound over agold-plated iron
yoke. The motor uses two alnico magnets and outputs
amere 150uV - you'll need alot of gain. Comes hardwired with cartridge-shell leads. "The 10-J/silver into
the AN-56('Z step-up transformer was big, dynamic.
rich yet detailed velvet-smooth. dean, .111d robust," says
MF. Easy to listen to, said The Analog One, "yet extremely exciting and enveloping. Nothing polite about
the Rondo ¡or Tremendous mid- :mil deep-bass slam,
with superb control and focus, he noted. "The top and
Ixetoin were ever so slightly tipped up," which added
to the "exciwinent factor." No edge on top, no 'looniness below. The midrange? "Absolutely luscious,"
quoth MF. Also available direct from Sounds of Silence
for $10,000. (Vo123 No.11)
Clearaudio Discovery: $3300
The moving-coil Disowery leatures acustom nugnesham body and aboron cantilever with IWO
diameter gold coils wound directly onto it. Relatively
heavy at 9.81.m,i, the I
)iscovery does have atapped top
plate. but the unusual threads require use of the manuficturer-supplied screws. Healthy 650µV output at recommended 47k ohm loading, and tracked well at
2.5m. "Si
led fibulous out of the tube fit didn't
come in abox)," deadpanned MF, "and only Unproved
as it broke in." Liquid and open, with a"big, generous,
voluminous picture dues well-focused but not unnaturally so." Natural transient performance. plenty of bite
and snap -"suave: as Mikey characterized it. "Bass
Stereophik, April 2002

EMT TU-3: $3200
The coils are hand-wound. Price is with SuperFineline
stylus; price with Geyger Sstylus is $2995. The TU-3
almost doubles the Claw B TU-2S's output, to 210µV.
and (lie printouts showed that both versions were somewhat flatter, "the Idli slip idling between 2kHz and
61:11z,3dli up between 15 and 20k117." Still, MF found
neither to ix' bright, and both sounded "like more
refined versions of the TU -2S. with greater mid-bass
overall three-dimensionality. and high-fiequency clarity without added edge." Ile also thought the
Geyger Swas ".1 sottie knockout right out of the box...
In either version, but especially the Geyger S, it ended
up being among the most enjoyable cartridges I've had
the pleasure of auditioning." (Vo123 No2)
Koetsu Urushi: $4000 c•
Another good looker in the Koehn line, with coils
wound front six-nines copper and aprice that makes
potential buyers think at least twice. But, as MF said,
those who value "image solidity and three-dimensionality, harmonic richness, liquidity, and tonal opulence...will gravitate towanl the Koetsu -lush, yet
revealing. harmonically suave." Retip and refurbish:
$1800. (VoI21 No.10; Vol.24 No.10)
Linn Arkiv B: $2200
Low-output. low-compliance, 4000./ MC with ceramic/Ixiron pipe and "tidied-up" coil lead-out wires. According to PM, it worked "superbly" right out of the
box, the top end "cleaned up to aremarkable degree"
by the new cantilever
"More information and
detail. hoist deeper down in the mix...Ix-net focus."
Not romantic or euphonic; ahnost "unvinyl-like," Ile
declared. and "very neutral, with awide dynamic range
that revealed remarkably little of its own sonic signa
titre" Trackability only avery slight problem in this latest version. PM's and JA's reference. (Vo123 No.3)
Lyra Helikon: $1995
Lyra Helikon SL: $2195
MF says that, even at the price, the aluminum-chassis
Helikon from Scan-Tech is asteal. "A well-balanced
performer with little character of its own compared to
most other cartridges... Nuit as fast and exciting as
some, but smooth, transparent, and ultra-detailed." He
also noted "an addictive. plush, creamy midband and
total freedom from edge. grain. and 'ineclunicalness: Detailed and seamlessly articulate. with unrivaled palpability. Mono version (Vol.24 No.6) opened MFs
eyes to what treasures had been captured on singlechannel recordings. A high-gain. low-noise phono section is mandatory for the high-resolution, low-output
(220µV) SL version of the Helikon. "Offers more
detail, spatiality and focus than the original: says
Mikey "but all will ix' lost if your phono section isn't
up to the job." With the Helikon, Scan-Tech has come
up with its most cleverly balanced cartridge yet. Not
the ultimate, but for most analog lovers, and with most
associated equipment ultimate enough! Retipping
costs $1995. (Vol.23 Nos.8 & 11, Vol.24 Nos.6 & 12)
Lyra Parnassus D.C.t: $3495
The most "revealing, derailed, and transparent cartridge" MF had ever heard in lis system; ideal for those
who value "transparency, 'speed,' retrieval of inner
detail, and stolid but exciting neutrality: lie sums (up:
"I )ynamic and detailed from tip to Wittig'', yet ultracoherent. The seams don't show." PM demurs, however, finding the presentation somewhat on the "hi-fi"
side. Retip: $1850. (Vol.21 No.10)
van den Hul Black Beauty: $4000 o
Titis moving-coil cartridge generates 500µV. said Mr.
Scull. and is best suited to a low-noise, solid-state
phono preamp with lots of gain. Ile thought it offered
"an extraordmary sense of air," "rich harmonics," and
"lots of body." commed to J-10's rekrence, the

Grasshopper IV GLA. the Black Beauty sounded
"slightly more restrained, alittle more harmonically
fleshed out throughout the frequency kind and a
touch snore fix-giving on top." A variant (not reviewed,
55000), with "a mighty 1
inV output," might he Ixtter
suited to hybrid or all-tube phono preamps. Note: vdFI
will adjust any Black Beauty or Grasshopper cartridge
to suit your tonearm or turntable. Standard rebuild.
$500. (Vo122 No.5)
van den Hul Colibri: $6000
"Ultra-lightweight design is spectacularly fast and
detailed without sounding lurd or overly etched," said
MF, "but hit some the midrange will not lx' as hilly
fleshed init as they'd like." He found it "rhytlunically
assured, %yids Émustic transient response and highfrequency resolution." He called it "thel cartridge for
percussion-loving audiophiles." Dial it in exactly or
fiwgedabouslit, he warned. "It's not the Cadillac of cartridges, it's the Lamborghini!" Adept, "overlung-fiee"
bass, with explosive dynamics from top to bottom, plus
"superb" contn4. Excelled in soundstage re-creation, a
neutral and open midband, and "seat-of-the-pants
drive." Some question about unit-to-unit variation in
build quality and sound. New. higlwr-nuss versions of
the Colibri are nimored. (Vo123 No.8)
van den Hul Grasshopper IV: $5000 :',
Now distributed in the US by Stanalog Imports. the
hand-built Grasshiptxt IV Mils significantly limn earlier %omits and incorporates Al van den Hul's latest
thoughts on cartridge design. Changes simificantly during break-in, after which it is not as analytical-sounding
as the Symphonic Line RG-8, but "balanced
•
toward die relaxed, rich, and musical" decided J-I0. The
vil halso features a"very wide and ciwelopingly deep
soundsuge." Compared utith the Graulionx•r, dw Black
Beauty Wils "more round, almost opulent. midi huge
amounts of air and aray strong sense of the original
recorded acoustic: while the IV was "sharply hicused,
layered, startling, and dynamic." (3.ks1.18 No.7)

Clearaudio Aurum Beta Mk.II: $350 SSS
High-output miwing-magnet with 3.4111V output.
"The uuimust naniral midrange of any cartridge I've auditioned: pmclaimed BIB. Then he went out on alimb:
"Articulation alld Terillit16011 of transient> and 1111(TOdynamics in the league (*.the best moving-cods." unit
a"initially accurate extension of high frequencies"
and "nice midrange." Somewhat limited definition al's'
extension in the bass, some compression of high-level
dynamics -but hey, it's only $350! "Extraordinary:
Bp summed up. The current lead-bodied iteration of
the Sversion of this excellent cartridge retains the deuil resolution. transparency, midrange naturalness, and
high frequency extension of the older plastic-bodied
Aurum Beta but without the high level dynamic compression and bass exte ll si llll limitations of that cartridge.
Trade-in/package price is $280; retip/exclunge costs
$175. (V0123 N0.4, V0124 Nok)
Dynavector 20X L: $525 US
MF prefers this trasonably priced cartridge to the original, more expensive XX-I L. The medium-compliance 20X features anude elliptical diamond and outputs 250µV. (A high-output version, not auditioned,
puts out 10 times as much) Well-engineered, ti
ght
MF. and it sounded really wild - no serious sonic
bunions, and it did afew things Isi' well. Tonally very
smooth. overall abut dry, not :IS lush or "tactile" as premium cartridges. and the lite on top didn't take his
head off Bottom-end control was "somewhat hollow
as opposed to rock-solid." but by TIO uuie,uuus -111111/1Xlry. Gxxi extension, very goixl dynamics. slightly "fused"
details in the upper octaves. The 20X impressed MF
utith its overall balance and "musical excitement without brighmess." (Vo123 No.11)
EMT TU-2S: $2195
EMT TU-2: $1795
Based on the classic Ortofon SPU. the handmade
"nude" EMT, from Gemiany use a cross-coil, softiron-magnet generator wound with copper mire and .1
95
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NUN full-bodied, almost voliirmous, but without losing
its form or rhythmic integrity: and he liked its silky':
smooth harmonic balance. "A great cartridge." he coneluded. "if not up to the Insider's magical spell, but
possessing the same liquidity and ease." Trade-in/package price is 52640; retip/exchange costs $1650 (Vol.
24 No3)
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lush midrange. ultra-smooth top end, and rock-solid
imaging and soundstaging. "Subjectively," he observed. "it scented to have lower distortion than any
other pivoted ann ive heard. but part of that might lx'
the result of its sm0000th frequency balance. Inner
detail was outstanding." However, he added, "I think
there's aslight mid-bass exaggeration that may be part
of' the spreading warmth above this range, and which
gives this arm its inviting midrange." BD says of the
12" version. "lowers the original's already low distortion. Tbe background is blaiier and the arm seems to
float an infinite well of inner- and low-level details.
The tonal balance is more neutral, but combined with
the TNT III or IV, is still wann and inviting." With
the 12.5, Harry Weisfeld nude small but important
modifications to the 12" JMW that resulted in heightened rigidity, areduced center of mass, nid improved
damping. What BI)
Imost impressive was the
"obvious-once-you-see-it" touch of the small Vg,nxive
that has been machined into the top of the headshell.
This allows the user to more easily gauge headshell tilt
while setting azimuth. "Neat!" MF adds: "Luxurious
midrange, low distortion, and ease of set-up and use
make this avery attractive arm if your 'table can handle the length." Additional anti assemblies cost 54(K).
(VoI20 Nisi, V0124 N0.12, Vol2S NO3 WWW)

HOVLAND

SAPPHIRE

"...the Sapphire got the music right —
its harmonic and textural presentations
were world-class."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile
March 2002

Seen and heard at the finest audio salons worldwide. Phone 209.966.4377 for apersonal referral. www.hoviandcompany.com
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Ortofon Kontrapunkt A: $600 SU
Though it can't quite match up to more expensive cartridges when it conies to depth and resolution of lowlevel details, MF said, "The Kontrapunkt A exhibited
none of the bright, thin, hashy sound you sometimes
get" from other cartridges in this price range. 'What you
do get is acartridge that offers "rich, extended bass that
is very well-controlled and tuneful as hell." Even at
twice the price. MF would call this "a superbly musical
perfomier" and "a genuine bargain." (Vo124 No.11)
Sumiko Celebration: $1500
As MF succinctly said about this pearwcxxl-bodied cartridge with an alnico magnet, astiff, boron cantilever,
and an elliptical stylus: "With its 0.5mV output, the
Celebration joins the Lyra Helikon and afew other
cartridges in what seem to be recent attempts by
designers to give vinyl lovers MC cartridges with sufficient output to yield great sound when used with lessthan-top-shelf moving-coil phono sections." Tracked
best for Mikey in the Graham 2.0 ants at the recommended 2ton VTF. His final analysis: "Remarkably
well-balanced and easy to listen to. With its rich harmonic presentation, its fine transient response, its
robust bass, and its bold imaging, it should easily win
over many analog lovers." lise price, tots, is something
to celebrate. "A real sweety," he chortled, adding that
the Celebration might even sneak into Class A under
the right circumstances. (Vo124 No2)

Benz Micro Glider L2: $795 US
Improvements to the original Glider include alowmass stylus, ahigh-tech 0-ring damper, and changes to
the rear pole-piece assembly and tracking angle. MF:
"The original Glider was competent. sweet-sounding,
and reasonably detailed, lise Glider 12 is so much
better overall that it wouldn't have been out of line to
have renamed it altogether." He went on, "The 1.2
proved afar more interesting cartridge than the original Glider. The top end was more extended and more
detailed, with more shimmer to cymbals and bite to
brass. It was still ois the smooth, slightly warns side, but
this balance struck nie as ideal for the kinds of systems
and turntables it's likely to be used with." Body-less
design makes installation abit tricky, however, and no
stylus guard mewls unwanted fingers have an easy way
in. (Vol.19 No.8, original version; Vo125 No3, L2)
Stereophile, April 2002

Editor's Note: There are currently no Class I)
phono cartridges listed.

Benz-Micro Ruby Two, Grado Statement.
Deletions
Clearaudio Insider, Koetsti Rosewood Signature
Platinum, Rega Exact, Shure VI5VxMR not auditioned in awhile; Win Research SMC-10 Super MC
discontinued; Transfiguration Temper Supreme and
TianstIguraM'n Spirit no longer available in the US.

Phono Accessories &
Record Cleaners
Allsop Orbitrac 2(model #77500) record
cleaner: $49.99
MF considers this indispensable for optimum vinyl
hygiene - he uses it to clean records &jive using avactuun-operated cleaning machine. Otherwise, he maintains, the machine's intake pads become contaminated
and, in turn, contaminate every friture record cleaned
upon it. Refills (model #22923) cost $7.99. (Vo120
Nos.1 & 4)
Audio Physic cartridge demagnetizer: $399 *
MF found this expensive device most effective in
maintaining that "like-new" quality of his MC cartridge. He recommends placing the stylus in the
groove of astationary record when using in order to
center the coils in the magnetic field. (Vo1.18 No.12)
Cardas Sweep Record: $24 *
Inexpensive "degaussing aid" for cartridges that also,
it is claimed, ultrascsnicallv cleans the stylus. The
record features blank, tangs:awed areas that facilitate
antiskating adjustments - or, for linear-tracking
arms, leveling. MF found it effective, especially when
considering its price. "Wouldn't he without it!"
enthuses J-10. (Vol.18 No.12)
Clearaudio Outer Limit Turntable Ring:
5700
Heavy, stainless-steel ring acts as aspeed-stabilizing flywheel, damps the record, and flattens outer-groove
warps. However, MF cautioned, its weight means that
you can use it only with turntables with massive platters and/or very powerffil motors. MF also noted that
acentering template would be ahappy addition to the
package. Ilse Outer Limit was "a pain to center."
Nonetheless, it "blackened backgrounds, solidified
images, and made theirs 'pop' in three dimensions."
(Vo124 No.10)
DB Systems DBP-10 protractor: $49 *
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangenc-y. JA's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
Express Machining "Ile Lift": $89.95 *
Pricey mechanical device that lifts manual toneanns at
record's end. "Once Ihad all of the parameters properly adjusted, it worked flawlessly and reliably," MF reports. Current production has changes that address the
criticisms MF made in his review. (Vo120 No.5)
K-A-B SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph
Speed Readout: $99.95 *
Easy-to-use strobe disc simplifies precision adjustment
of turntable speeds from 33 1
/
3to all of the variations on
"78." "It's just fantastic," effused J-10. "It looks cool,
and it's asnap to perfectly set the speed." (Vol.19 No2)
LAST Power Cleaner for LPs: $34.50/ 34-oz
bottle with applicators A
This small bottle of Freon-free cleaner is enough to
treat 75 LPs. JE found just three drops sufficient to remove dirt, dust, and grime from garage-sale records,

though he discovered that asubsequent wash with his
VPI HW-17 was still required to reduce groove noise to
acceptable levels. "A viordiwhile companion to LAST's
wonderful Record Preservative." (Vol.17 No.5)
LAST Record Preservative: $35.5012-oz
bottle A
Significantly improves the sound of even new records,
and is claimed to make them last longer. A 2-oz bottle
contains 60 treatments. (Vol.5 No.3)
LAST STYLAST Stylus Treatment:
828.50/ 1
4 -oz bottle e
/
Stylus treannent designed to reduce friction between
groove and plioncs cartridge. Some manufacturers caution against it, claiming it migrates up the c.unilever and
attracts dust-thus clawing the armature. Oise reader
suggests applying nrannent ro bnish rather than stylus,
which would reduce the possibility of overapplying.
MF has found STYLAST effective, but expresses colleens over possible cartridge damage. (Vol.18 No.12)
Loricraft record-cleaning machine: $3200
"Speaking of expensive. ..how 'bout a$3200 vacuum
record-cleaning machine?" MF smacked his forehead.
"It's basically aKeith Monks machine that uses avacuum and athread to clean the record." Splash cleaning
fluid on the disc, brush, set the ann to the end of the
record, switch on the vacuum, and let er rip. Runs
quiet, but takes about aminute to traverse the LP.
When done, the unis lifts, and afew millimeters of
string are advanced so the next record is uncontaminated. Leaves aclean, dry, sparkling surface with no
gunk to he later troweled up by the stylus. A hit fidgety
in operation, but "ass attractive, viable alternative to
'velvet-lip' record cleaners." "Watch it in action and
you'll either fall in love and immediately want one, or
you'll go running back to your VPI/Nitty Gritty in a
heartbeat," sums up Ivhkey. (Vo123 N0.11)
Lyle Cartridges alignment tool: $14.95 $$$
Inexpensive but invaluable -this sliver of mirror has
alignment markings and aspindle cutout. Slip it into
place on your platter anti use the classic two-point grid
system to make sure everything's aligned. The 'limn
is the trick - it allows you to sight the cartridge's position against the markings themselves. "An essential
tool," declares WP. (NR)
Lyra SPT: $40/5m1 bottle
Includes asmall, wedge-shaped applicator with which
MF brushed adrop of titis fluid canfilly, hack to front,
along the stylus. Damn get any on the cantilever, he
warned, and wait 10 seconds before playing arecord.
Pricey fluid said to lubricate the stylus, to improve S/N
ratio and trackability, and to last for one side's playing
time. Mike' thinks Ise noted aslight sound softening
effect, but wouldn't Iset the fans on it. (Vo123 No.11)
May Audio CA 22D2 record brush: $25 *
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle
against the approaching grooves and slowly slid off
the record), these are the most effective dry recordcleaners available. "When used in aconscientiously
applied program of regular vinyl hygiene," MF asserted, "these brushes... are very useful for manicuring
loose, dry dust from already cleaned records. Irecommend giving even the cleanest record in your collection aonce-over." No substitute fist an occasional wet
wash. Originally called the "I)ecca," "Hunt-WA,"
"Goldring," or "Statibrush" bnish. (Vol.10 No.8,
V01.19 No.11)
Nains Armageddon LP12 turntable power
supply: $1300
A 430VA low-impeilance transformer designed to
drive the Linn L1'12 11asik turntable while isolating it
from powerline noise. WP was enthusiastic, citing the
impnwed pace and energetic presentation of the
music over his Valhallid LP12. "The snap and surge of
the rhythms that propel the song along were better
served," he asserted. However, this cattle at the cost of
ultimate bass extension - atradeoff that many would
not undertake willingly (JA, for one). Highly recommended -MC agrees wins WP that the Armageddon
L1'12 is aClass A turntable - but audition belere committing your Linn to surgery. (Vol.19 No.2)
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Grado Reference Sonata: $500 SSS *
"Represents aleap of perfiinnance beyond the IGradol
Platinum, and hints at what an expensive MC can do,"
said RJR. listing its advantages as "less upper-midrange
forwardness and a mon: seductive midrange." "linproved detail, transient speed, and decay, and improved
hall sound were very noticeable... No cartridge reproduces afemale voice better than this... It may be difficult to rationalize spending much more for acartridge."
He adds that "it competes with all hut the best of today's
moving-coils." On sonic turntables, bum inay be audible at the end of records -check before buying. (VoI21
No.6, Vo123 No.4)

Grado Reference Platinum: $300 $5$ ss
"The new Grado 'sound' is more mortar dtm the old,
By said. Tendency to "push the upper midrange forward during high-level passages," said RJR, "hut nice
midrange." Lively, somewhat ripe mid-bass dynamics,
less high-level compassion than the Clearaudio Aurum
1k-ta, bin not as resolving and pure, he decided. "The cartridge of choice for the most cost-constrained." On some
turntables hunt may he audible at die end of records check before buying. (Ms121 No.6, Vo123 No.4)
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die-cast aluminum "generator-carrier." Mounting
flanges are untapped, so get your nuts out The TU-2
has amedium output of 150pV, aSuperFanatic stylus,
and arecommended VTF of 2-3gin. Licked the detail
and resolution MF considers essential, but he also noted
a lush frequency balance and a"really he souradstage.
Ultra-low-output "S" version with van den Hul stylus
(SuperFineline also available) shows "greatly improved"
detail and resolution, per MF, while "maintaining the
big stage." Output is only 110µV; you need lots of clean,
quiet pin, he warned. Supplied response graph shows a
dip of 1dB from around 500Hz to 5kHz with then a
"typical MC boost" to almost 4dB above that at 151cliz.
Yet MF found "it sounded neither wants and soft... nor
bright," but had "deep, fidl-bodied, very solid bass; lush
sweet roads; and outstanding detail and snap on top
without brightness or edge." All this with a"deep and
airy soundstage" and "an overall feeling of liquidity and
asoothing background quiet." Trades aha of analyneal
perfection for "intoxicating" musicality with inner detail
from complex arrangements. (Vo123 No2)

Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record-cleaning
machine: $877 st,
Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi Vacuum record-cleaning
machine: $625 e
Nitty Gritty L5H record-cleaning machine: $555 çà
rli, Mini Pro is aSCIIILIMOIllatIClaChIlle that deans
both disc sides simultaneously. The 1.5 ei identical to
the 2.5 but substitutes black-vinyl woodgrain for the
latter's genuine oak side panels Instead of avacuuming "unlearnt," as on the professional Keith Monks
machine. the NG cleaner uses avacuum slot, with the
record cleaned by fixed, chassis-mounted "lips."
Gunk-laden fluid is yam tttttttt off. Cleaning is efficient and as good as Nitty Gritty's Pro, at asignificantly lower price, though it tikes twice as long, cleaning
each side of an Li' in turn. Don't smear the scluuutz
from one record to another, MF warned; he counsels
manual pre-cleaning of records for best results. While
the van
-cleaning Nitty Gritty does anearly equivalent job on dusty albums as the similarly priced VP1
IW-16.5, CG felt that the VI'l's hard-bristled brush
slid better with really dirty Ll's than did NG's velvet
one. He found the effect of both was to produce aless
colored, more detailed
lbansl sound from Li's, as
well as provide the expected reduction in surface
noise. (Mini Pro, Vol.8 No.1; 2.5Fi, Vol.7 No.5, Vo1.8
No.1, Vol.23 Nok; 1.5Fi, Vol.17 No.5.)

PHONO PREAMPS

PHONO ACCESSORIES

Nitty Gritty Model 1.0 record-cleaning
machine: $282 $$$
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II: $199.95
Both of these machines (the latter is mantiftctun•d for
Audio Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units dut
offer the least-expensive way to effectively clean Ll's.
Record I
kictor II differs from the original in dut it has
aroller bearing to make turning the Ll' easier when
the vacuum-cleaning motor is on. The earlier model
can be fitted with aroller-bearing accessory -available
for 5117 including S&H front K-A-B Electro-Acoustics,
P.O. Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-2922 - which
fits beneath the existing platter. The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is
also available as the oak-finished 2.0 for $329. (NR)
QR/DNM Design Ringmat MkJ1 XLR
turntable mat: $90 e
,
Itp found this paper/cork mat (available in three
thicknesses) to both reduce gmove noise and increase
detail resolution when used on his Lingo'd Linn. ST
had some mmil difficulties with the cork nne detaching, but he Mond the Ringmat turned his AR into a
more detailed, more neutral-sounding 'table. Changes
in the cork rings and their spacing result in "greater
clarity, focus, slightly tighter bass, and awider, sleeper
mundstage," according to ST, who proclaimed it "lite
only mat that matters." MF points out that, while it
changes the sound of glass-plattered 'tables such as the
Rep, not everyone will find the change MI improvement. Distributed in the US lw Music Ifall. (Vol.17
No.5, Vol.18 Nod, Vol.19 Nos.6 & II)
Rega cartridge torque wrench: $125
Expensive, hut amust, MF felt, "for serious analog
addicts and professional installers." Agreed, ser ST, but
-for God's sake be careful with this thing, especially
with the new Grado wooden-lxxlied cartridges ...best
used with very strong-bodied cartridges-such as
licga .," (V01.19 No.I I)
Shun Mook record clamp: $1800 e
The best record weight J-10 has used on his Forsell
turntable. "bar none." Ridiculously expensive, however. (Vol.17 No2)
The Disc Doctor's Miracle Record Cleaner:
$21.95/pint plus $5.50 S&H
clwinist Duane Goldman, the Disc I
Xxtor, claims
dut his Cleaner -a mixture of micron-filtered water
and separately micron-filtered +99.5% 1
-propanol
alcohol - leaves no residue on the stylus or cantilever.
Comes with astiff brush for the first cleaning of the
stylus. After that, the good Doctor recommends an
artist's brush (synthetic or natural) that's kin) cut
down at an angle or been even acrew cut, as Mikey
put it. One quart of fluid: $33.95 phis
S&H; half
gallon: $54»5/59.25 S&H; size A LP brushes:
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$34.95/pair; size B for 45s: 125.50/pair. replacement
pails for brushes: S11.95/4. MF also uses non-alcoholic
Tonnuat TM 7-XH Record Cleaner Solution mostly
to clean noisy or scratched Ll's.
SCCM to benefit from its slight lubricating action." (Vo120 No.3,
Vo123 No.11, Vo124 No.7)
VPI HW-17 record-cleaning machine:
$1100 •
•
VPI HW-16.5 record-cleaning machine:
$485
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring
quality, the VPI '17 cleans one side at atime, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty. -Best I've
used," says LA. Latest version has aheavier-duty vacuum system. The '16.5 is amanually operated version
with anoisier motor. Adjusts automatically to thickness
of record; gets hot quickly. Of the I
MF says,
"Fast. convenient, beautifidly constructed, and can be
used indefinitely without overheating, the fan version
of the 17 is well worth the extra money for those post
garage sale/record convention, analog orgies when
only cleaning the whole pile will do." "The 17F is
probably the best record-cleaning machine available,"
MF concluded; "a trite workhorse." (Vo1.8 N0.1, V01.19
No.6, Vo123 Nok,
Vol.5 Nos.7 & 9, orignal
HW-16; Van No.5, Vol.19 Nok, HW-16.5.)
VPI VTA adjuster for Rega toneann: $150
"Seems to maintain the desired rigidity while allowing
for about afull inch of vertical adjustability It's nicely
machined from aluminum and has asturdy mounting
collar." Its only downside, reported MF. is that it won't
fit into astandard Rega opening. Drill it out yourself
or send your annboanl to VPI. (Vo123 N(i.6)
Winds ALM-1 stylus downforce gauge:
$5
Wi
9nd:
9
ALM-01 stylus downforce gauge:
$799 er
There are IWO 1110dCIS Of this electronic stylus-pressure
gauge: one measures in tenths of agram: the more
expensive one in hundredths.
spirit-level a
plus. -Absurdly expensive, but the last word in accuracy -especially the model that measures to the hundredth of agram," MF ser. -If you can afford either,
get one." (Vo120 No.1)

Hannonix TU-812 record clamp, Record Research
Labs LP*9, Clearaudio Dia lllll nd Cleaner stylus
cleaning fluids, Benz/Aesthetix MC demagnetizer.
Deletions
1
li-Fi News & Record Review Test LP no longer
available; Lewis Electronics Absolute Polarity Control,
Walker AC motor turntable drive not auditioned in a
long time.

Phono Preamps/Moving-Coil
Step-up Devices
A
Audio Note AN-SFZ: $7500
"Aside bum being the bCtit-S0t111,1111g ti ti st ruiler rye
heard, the Audio Note is the most.flexible," averred
MF. One can precisely match its input with the internal impedance of the aSSOCiatell cartridge, load the output, or select abypass input with alow (I ohm) internal impedance for Audio Note's 10 cartridges. which
allows adjustment for balanced or unbalanced signal
input. While this transhinner isn't priced in the real
world of most ,cop's% MF pointed out that it sounded
red exxl with AN's 10-J/silver cartridge. When used
with more familiar cartridges, Mr slid. it produced
amazing dynamic range. tubelike tond richness (particularly in the midrange), and an overall purity and
freedom from grain and edge that set it apart from any
other Icartridgel I've heard." One downside: "It can induce unbelievable hum in your preamplifier if you
don't position it properly." Also sold direct via Sounds
of Silence for 55000. (Vo123 N0.11)
Audio Research Reference Phono: $6995
Eleven 6922/61es power the 11111NiC. with a5A1t4 for

ink. regulation. Premium Jensen transtimners inSist
the output to 69d11 with no transistors in the signal
path. Low-gain input optional. MF stood his ground:
"If you want 'bloomy' and lush; you'll have to look
eltewher. If you want 'plush; you'll get plenty of that
with the Ref." East .mtl detailed, he called it, without
sounding hard or etched. Also: relaxed top-to-bottom
ease, neutral tonal balance, rich lunnonics, clarity,
background quiet, and unrestricted bass response ami
dynamics. "... among the most effectively balanced
prmlucts I've ever heard." he decreed. and one that set
"new performance standards." Another of our reviewers who hides his true feelings! (Vo123 N(i2)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15: $4795
A vanium-ndie phono preamp with suitcluble subsonic filter that MF said is as "rich ansl seductive as C-J
tubed products tend to be, yet detailed and rhythmically organized." Few preamps will be as "well-balanced
and musically satisfying...It was neither sluggish nor
'speedy,' didn't sound sympy or clinical. and didn't suf .
ter from any obvious tonal • alies." JA felt the '15
had obviously been designed by engineers "who know
what they're doing." Ihs be carefial what you place it on.
Series 2contains beer diodes, impnwed regulators and
upgraded resistors and intend wiring. J-I0 found the
bass to be "tighter. more articulated, more harmonic.
more palpable." the midrange to be "more detailed and
textural," and the upper midrange and highs to be
"more extended .ind linear." While the Series 2was just
SIN quiet as the original, it seemed to lack the original's
bloom fmni top to bottom, he decided. Original 15s call
be upgraded to Series 2status for $575, which includes
afresh set of mites (Vo122 No.7. V,125 No.3 WWW)
Herron Audio VTPH-1MC: $3250
Straw, versions for MC and MM applications to avoid
sonic compromise; higher-gain nuxlel aFET/tube hybrid. Star grounding, a"rigid" power supply. separate
regulated tube bias supply, four levels of high-voltage
regulation, :Ind aregulated soft-start I
)C filament supply all besmiak the VTP11-1MC's careful desim. Much
like the Audio Research Reference Phono, it "threaded
the needle between the analytical... and the lush." Not
as pinpoint, pristine, and finely layered as the Res Ono,
or as lush as the Conrad-Johnson Premier IS. Forthright and shwa. and at its best When matched to
Ilemnis VTSP-1 line stage. said MF. when it achieves
true Class A performance. Price is for MC version:
MM-only version costs 52750. (Vo123 No) WWW)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Cadence: $3300
SI )'s reference for LP playback: "True reference-quality sound." Usually powered from the battery supply
of the matching Coherence line preamplifier. Optional standalone battery power supply, $3400; optional standalone AC supply (if Coherence not used),
5950. (Vo122 No.9)

Linn Linto: $1600 SU e
This solid-state, direct-coupled MC phono preamp, a
JA fave, doesn't offer aloading network - your sole
input impedance choice is 150 oluns. Nor does it °Kr
much in the way of gain matching -54d11 and 64‘111
are your only options. But WI' thought it was about
the quietest phono section he's heard to date. and
raved about its natural timbre and powerlid bass. I'M
cites its "sheer euttoruuiuial impact" and comments, "It
really does sound 'direct-coupled; with an immediacy
dues quite different from in-yer-face exaggeration,
and it's super-quiet too." Even so, he reports, he'll stick
with his reference Naim. (Vo121 No.6 WWW)
Manley Steelhead: $7300
The transfonner-coupled Stec:the:1es multiplicity of
gain, loading, and other options prompted MF to deem
it "the most flexible, user-friendly phono sectiim" he'd
ever encountered. While it's almost impossible to categonze the specific sound of the Steelhead. MF noted a
few constants: "unusually low noissi, spectacular transient speed, rhythmic certainty, clarity of musical line.
breathtaking transparency, and positively astounding
dynamics." Though its flexibility is perhaps its most
striking feamre. it might Ass) he the Steelhead's flaw:
Smite audiophiles niight be left hirever wondering
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"Why ICried When the Music Ended"

Icouldn't help it. The song was so

Plus, the Avantgardes arc the ultimate stress fighter.

sad. Ilooked over at my wife. Sure

You'll look forward to playing some music and let-

enough, there were tears streaming

ting its therapeutic effects adjust your attitude...

down Pam's face as well. In my 30
years as an audiophile, Icouldn't remember this ever happening to ine

Can you keep asecret?
Does it ever bother you when some company
touts its "Top Ten Secrets to Better Sound," but when

Why real men cry...
The Avantgarde Hornspeakers,

you actually look at what they offer, it's alist of stuff
they sell?

perhaps alone among speakers, com-

On the following page, you'll find an excerpt from

municate better than anything else

our acclaimed FREE 31 Secrets to Better Sound. You

I've ever heard. You'll hear your mu-

don't have to buy anything. Be sure to check it out.

sic with all the emotional impact the
composers and performers meant for
you to have.

Now, listen...
In case you've been away for the past two years,

Why? It's the effortless dynamics.

the Avantgardes have received awards and (glowing)

The music has afreedom, aquality

reviews at aphenomenal rate, far beyond that of any

of just "floating" over to you.

other "high-end" loudspeakers.

A composer or performer intends
to speak to you through the music.
The way that happens most often is through dynamic

Isn't it time you found out why?
Best regards.

shifts, sometimes extremely slight in nature.
Listen, most speakers need at least 30-50 watts
just to "come alive." By comparison to the Avantgardes (that need just millitvatts to speak to you),
some high-end speakers are almost deaf to the gentlest subtleties in phrasing, tone, and emotion.
They're simply unable to convey the intended tuessage of the music.
Never spend another boring night at home

It's About the Music...

As one respected reviewer recently told me, With
other high-end speakers, it's as if the performance is
in abubble over by the speakers. You keep trying to
lean forward to 'get it.'
"But, with the Avantgardes, you're in that bubble!
It's amuch more intense and involving experience."

Avantgarde-USA lax
111

6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming, GA 30040

With your Avantgardes, you'll always be eager to

770-777-2095

get home and listen. It's like having your own concert

InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537

on demand. And the effect doesn't wear off. In fact, it

E-mail: hornguys((/ aol.com

grows on you...

www.avantgarde-usa.com
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whether their chosen setting is the correct one.
Nevertheless, the "fast, fast, fast, ultra-quiet" Steelhead
is now MFs reference. (Vo124 No.12)
Pass Labs Xono: $4200
For MF, listening to great recordings thniugh the Pass
Labs Xono became "an overwhelming experience."
While retaining the same basic design, the 76dli-gain
Xono excels in areas in which its predecessor, the Aleph
Ono, faltered. The Ono's soft bass is now finit, and a
threadbare midrange has been fleshed out nicely. "One
of the most accomplished-sounding phono stages" MF
had ever heard. Its ultra-low noise floor, transparency,
resolution of detail, ambience retrieval, and tonal neutrality were "absolutely Class A." (Vo125 No.1)
Sonic Frontiers Phono I: 51999
lirian I
hmknyer characterized this hybrid tube/solidstate phono preamp as "quiet" and "neutral." It did "a
very good job of reproducing asoundstage and of locating the images in it," but he felt its greatest strength was
in how well it pulled everything together: "The overall
picture was so coherent and well balanced that the tendency was to ignore it altogether." (ViiI22 No.5)
Zanden Audio Systems Model 1000: $15,000
"Looking sleek, solid, and unique, its wised at the
connoisseur of vintage vinyl who owns awide selection of monophonic LPs pressed before the RIM
curve was adapted worldwide in the mid-1950s," explained All Things Vinyl Mr. Freiner. Designed and
hand-built by Kazutoshi Yamada, the Zanden is MM
only, with 33cill of gain and three EQ curves to choose
from. With separate mono and stereo inputs, frontpanel-selectable loading, "fixed-impedance phono
equalizer," and adirect-coupled tubed output stage.
"Fabulous and quiet," said MF, with the "midband
transparency and purity the single-ended crowd
(nives." The top end was sweet, smooth, and ultraextended, "with just the right amount of bite and
detail." "Dream-like, liquid, detailed sound," he sums
up. New improved tube complement said to make it
even better. (Vo123 No.10)

AcousTech PH-1: $1200 tr
WI' called this Rots Sutherland-designed solid-state
MM/MC plum° preamp "a winner when it canse to
producing dynamic shadings...
conceded little to
the best in the areas of pace and rhythm... never
inmosed its own rhythmic signature on the music....
[and] had incredible bass extension." (Vol.21 No.6)

NI

Camelot Technology Lancelot Pro: $995 $5$
I>esigned by Doug Goldberg of Audio Alchemy fame,
the Pro features internal DIP switches for MM/MC
setup. Rechargeable battery pack links dual phono
boards in separate aluminum chassis. The battery pack
plays for 10 hours, but MF "never ran out of enthusiasm for the sound." lis some ways, the Pro mimicked
the best he's heard: "Big, wide soundstage, on which it
placed believably solid, three-dimensional images."
Original version had only 44d11 of pin in MC mode,
barely enough for 50011V cartridges. However, aresistor change in production increa.ses the Pro's MC: output to 54c111, bringing this longtime favorite of Mrs
even closer to his heart. Compared to the Musical
Surroundings Pho lllllll cna, he found the Pro to be
"more coherent, mom refined, and easier to listen to."
(Vo123 No.10, Vo1.25 Nol)
J.A. Micisell/Trichord Delphini: $1295
For those who need lots of (selectable) gain and highquality sonic performance, advised M F. Sounded similar
to but in most respects better than the Lehmann Black
Cube, said MF: "More dynamic, with better depth, instrumental layering, three-dimensionality, and harmonic
development." But not neke as good as the Cube, even
though its price is. Perfect, however, for ultra-low-output
cartridges. The Pm power supply adds S1195, or buy the
whole package for 12395. (Ve123 No.10)
Lehmann Black Cube (Improved):
$595 $$$
"The improved Cube is one of the High End's greatest valises," Mikey says firmly. "It's as good as most
100
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phono sections costing twice as much — hut don't
expect miracles. It doesn't reach the exalted levels of
the best in Class A, especially in terms of dynamics
and resolution of inner detail. But what do you want
for [the pried? Quiet? Harmonic riches? Flexibility?
You got it. (VoI21 No.10, Vo122 No.9, Vo123 No.10)
McCormack Audio Micro Phono Drive:
$595 $$$
This well-made unit uses awall-wart power supply
and is somewhat load-sensitive; MF thought 100
ohms was best with his preferred cartridges, when "it
retained its impressive speed and detail, and everything else improved. Image specificity, focus, and
three-dimensionality were noticeably enhanced, and,
most important, music seemed infused with a rich
harmonic 'rightness.'" Gain 55dB with high-gain setting, but Mikey liked it better in MM mode. A wellbalanced all-around performer. (Vo123 No.10)
Monolithic Sound PS-1/HC-1: $658 $5$
Very well built, observed MF, with an "unusually wellendowed" power supply for the price. MM/MC, gain,
loading, and capacitance adjustable via rear-mounted
DIP switches. Also has asubsonic filter. MF thought it
sounded more accomplished with the optional HC-1
1)ual Mono Power Supply (1259) substituted for the
standard wall wart. "...got asolid dynamic grip on the
music ... well-developed and extended bass.., fast,
detailed highs without brightness or etch., slightly on
tue dry side." Good value with genuinely exciting
sound. PS-1 costs $399. Upgraded HC-1 power supply
to bring it to Class Bstatus costs $259. (Vo123 No.10)
Musical Surroundings Phonornena: $600
Michael Yee's Phonomena design offers "a reasonably
satisfying amount of the main event while glossing
over the subtle spatial, harmonic, and textural details
that make music sound alive." Nevertheless, what MF
found most important was the fine balance between
its strengths and weaknesses. A soft, opaque tonal balance was offset by areasonably fast and clean transient
response. Extended listening left him with a"slight
sense of cardboardiness, and of arestriction of the liquidity and flow of live music." Adding the
Phonomena's battery pack doubles its price, but
replaces the cardboardy quality with a"relaxed musical flow." (Vo125 No.1)
Nains StagetMe: $1250 with Flatcap 2power
supply
Solid, inviting-sounding $350 phono section with
choice of power supplies. Smooth yet detailed sound
quality has the warmth and richness of tubes with the
control, resolution and rhythmic aptitude of solidstate. "Three-dimensional imaging, quiet, no hardness,
edge or glare," according to MF. Lack of user adjustments may be ais obstacle to some, but for those who
want to "get it and forget it," the Stageline fills die bill.
HiCap power supply ($1900) is claimed to give higher performance, while MF noted improved dynamic
performance, bass extension, and control with the
SuperCap supply ($4450). In addition, everything the
original did well was repeated, "only more emphatically," said MF. Still, the Stageline is not characterized
by lots of air, fast transients, or soundstagc width. Nor
is it known for flexibility in resistive load, gain, or
capacitance. (Vol.24 No.6, Vo125 No.1)

BacK Phono 10: $698
Competently engineered, fully configurable phono
preamplifier, with A/1) converter for both recording
and playing analog in ahome-theater environment.
Lacks "magic," however, concluded M F. Solid Class C.
(Vo124 No.6)
Final Laboratory Music-4: $3700
hi order to get "the most delicately drawn, nonmechanical, yet perfectly focused, almost effervescent
sonic picture ever to tickle your tympanic nerve," MF
suggested coupling the Music-4 with amoderate-gain
low-output MC like the Hclikon. Michael raved
about the purity of sound generated from the Music4. Nevertheless, its modest MC gain (40dB) was just

too much of ablemish to be overlooked. Large-scale
dynamic swings and realistic SPLs were missing. "Very
quirky product with barely sufficient gain for low output MCs, but very pure sound: he sums up. Requires
either tubed ($2750) or C-cell outboard power supply
($450), which makes it toy expensive for the sound
quaky. (Vo125 No.1)
Rega Fono MC: $395
Unimpressive appearance, plastic construction, and a
wall-wart power supply, but wait till you plug it in, chortled MF: "A $295 MC phono section has no right sounding this good." Quiet, no user adjustments, 63(1.13 of gain,
pre-loaded at 100 ohms. Lacked the gain and edge
"commonly found in inexpensive, higher-pin phono
stages," he said. Some softness and loss of detail, but
"damn good for the money.... You could live with this
happily for longer dun you might dinkr (Vo123 No.10)

D
QED DS-1 Discsaver: $79
Plastic box with wall-wart power supply is snictly for
those who find themselves "financially strapped and
need the money to buy aturntable and cartridge," MF
decreed. "I)oesn't do anything too wrong, but don't
expect too touch," he adds. (Vo123 No.10)
Deletions
Audio Research PH3 and PH3 Special Edition not
auditioned in too lung arinse to be sure of rating: Pass
Labs Aleph Ono discontinued.

SACD, DVD-A, & CD Players
Editor's Note: SACD and DVD-A player ratings
are based on how they sound with their respective hitez media, not Cl).

A+
Classé Omega: $12,000
Separate signal paths are used in this two-ch
1
SACD player for standard "Red Book" CI) and SAO)
datastreams so that the best possible perfonnance can
he extracted from either medium. J-10 found both that
the Omega perfomwd well with "Red Book"
)s and
dut SACDs were conununicated with an exquisite
"superiority of playback." In SACD mode, J-10 noted a
"midrange lusciousness," while CI )s were played with
"sharp focus" and "dynamics up the hoo-hah."
Characteristic of both formats was sound that
remained "big, full, dramatic, colorful, detailed, and
airy." .1-10 reconunended running the Omega balanced
for best results in each format. "If Ididn't already have
the Accuphase and the Linn and the dCS, the Classé
would be my choice for the one machine that does it
all." (Vo124 Noll WWW)
Meridian Reference 800: $17,000-$19,000,
depending on options
The transport is acomputer 1)V1)-ROM drive with
three memory buffers and three layers of error correction: the back-plane topology has room for another
drive and multiple plug-in cards for audio and video,
as well as pnwision for analog inputs (A/I)) and outputs (1)/A), gain/system control, upsampling, and
'inure tnultichannel audio and I)SP room correction.
KR used it mostly as asource for the Reference 861
1)igital Surround Controller in his Meridian surroundfor-music exposé: "Via the analog outputs from the
1)/A plug-in, it was as good as digital gets today."
Clarity and impact were beyond reproach, with
notable bass definition and treble purity. Superior with
24/96 discs, its 882kHz upsampling of "Red Book"
CDs puts other players at adisadvantage, feels JA. Also
has both in-the-clear and encrypted 96k data output.
But as KR summed up: "lus consideration of its performance as aplayer and its configurability as asystem
controller, the 800 can be considered areally attractive
value. Superb as atransport; why look elsewhere for
the IMC?" (Vo123 No2 'WW)
Sony SCD-XA777ES: $3000
"The XA777ES is atop-class CD player whose price
might be justified without regard to its SACD capabilities," enthused KR, who appreciated its "ability to
communicate astaggering dynamic range without
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"Please don't ask me for your FREE '31 Secrets'
unless you're serious about your sound..."
Could your system sound better? What

Part One—"Optimizing your System's Performance"

if you could improve it without spending

I Should you be sour on awide 'Sweet Spot?'

adime? If you'd like to enhance your

2 How to fine tune your tonal balance with
stereo separation and toe-in

musical enjoyment, and do it without
a"wallet biopsy," you need to listen...

4 A simple three-step speaker installation technique for satisfying results
Where NOT to place your components

31 Years =31 Secrets?
Have you ever met someone who
has "30 years of experience," but you

13 All about bi-amping
25 Vinyl and VTA

just know he learned the same year's
worth of stuff over and over for thirty

Part Two—"Thinking Outside the Box"

years? He knew so much that he

30 Is wide dispersion agood idea?

hadn't learned anything new in the

31

Is digital room "correction" really agood thing?

past 29 years?
Well, I've got adifferent kind of

Get yours...

30 year story to tell you. These 31

When you call our toll-free InfoPak Request Line,

Secrets to Better Sound came slowly

you'll get your FREE 16-page 31 Secrets to Better Sound,

(sometimes the hard way) from over

plus we'll give you our 50-page InfoPak, which includes

30 years of solid high-end audio in-

Avantgarde literature, our TOP 100 CD list, and Avant-

stallation and live music recording ex-

garde pricing and dealer info.

perience. After hearing the results, cli-

Call 800-944-9537 or e-mail hornguys@aoLcom

ents and staff often asked, "Why don't you write that

to get yours today. Where else can you get useful, proven,

stuff down?"
Frankly, Inever thought it was any big deal. But
as the years have gone by, there's still not much that's

FREE audio advice that'll
improve your musical
enjoyment with-

been said or written about some of these topics. Fi-

out having to

nally, the time seemed right...

spend a
dime?

16 acclaimed pages of FREE helpful hints
Are you serious about your sound? Then, you're
likely to find 31 Secrets to Better Sound to be pretty
good advice. In general, it's applicable to almost

It's About the Music...

every system, at all levels.
If you're an advanced audiophile and music lover,
you may already know about afew of these tips. But,
there's bound to be several that you'll definitely want
to take advantage of.
What do you know?
Here's just afew of the topics you'll learn about,
taken from the index on the back page of 31 Secrets to
Better Sound.

its

Avantgarde-USA
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6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming, GA 30040
770-777-2095

InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537
E-mail: hornguysv/ aol.com
www.avantgarde-usa.com

Redefining affordable state-of-the-art.

Ayre

Introducing the AX-7 Integrated Amplifier. The first
iii

anew series of unprecedented, high performance,

high value pmducts from Ayre.

Ayre Acoustics, Inc.

www.ayre.com

2300 II Central Amur Boulder Colorado 80301
Phone 30 i442.7300

Fax 303 442.7301

"
CABLE CHANGES EVERYTHING"
"With Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway II interconnect in
place of the old cable, there was a significant change:
The bass firmed up and rejoined the music, the midrange
took on a richer, more full-bodied texture, and the top
remained extended, detailed, and ultra-revealing, but not
Stereophile
"Recommended Components"
October 2001
Hari:

rlic Technology

•Pro-Silway
•Pro-9 Plus

•Magic Woofer
•Truth-Link

quite as bright."
"Later, Iinserted the Harmonic Technology Pro-9 speaker
cables, and things improved even further in the same
directions."
"Finally, Isubstituted Harmonic Tech's Magic Woofer
speaker cables, which are intended for full-range use and
for the woofer half of a bi-amped or biwired system."
"The sound had grown more musically satisfying with
each cable upgrade, but with the Magic Woofer cable,
the system finally began to communicate the music's
emotional center...."

(0)
102

Michael Fremer, Stereophile,

HARMONIC
TECHNOLOGY

January 2001

13200 Kirkham Way Unit 118 Poway, CA 92064 USA
Telephone: 1-858-486-8386 FAX: 1-858-486-6633
e-mail: info@harmonictech.com

website: www.harmonictech.com
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apparent distortion of the musical illusion." The
XA777ES presented itself as "transparent, uncolored,
and even ruthless in exposing detail in every disc,"
and "increased the clarity and openness to an almost
startling degree." KR went on, -The XA777ES's
uncompromising nature could be disadvantageous —
brightness in the source was not curable with either
(:I) filter... Dr] was definitely in the 'accurate' rather
than the 'euphonic' camp." Nevertheless, KR found
the XA777ES to "establish anew standard for SAC»
reproduction. The step from CI) to two-channel
SACD was rewarding, the step up to multichannel
was addictive and polarizing.. .How could Ihave
been so happy with less?" (Vo125 No.1 WWW)

A
Balanced Audio Technology VK-D5SE:
$6000
This straight 16-bit/44.1kHz machine uses 6H30
SuperTiabes instead of the BAT VK-135's 6922s, an upgraded power supply, and a24-bit DAC section and
digital filter. While J-10 noted that the VK-D5SE's
highs -bumped up against the limitations of 16/44.1,"
its bass had -excellent definition, leading-edge snap,
roundness, fullness of toile, and afine integration of the
entire bass region into the soundscape." lise midrange,
too, was "very detailed, warns, flowing, attractive, alluring." J-10 concluded, "It was awn. than fine. For use,
however, it was alittle opaque and somewhat less pellucid up top than what I've become accustomed to."
Nevertheless, "If dropping abazillion bucks on much
more expensive up-over-around-and-through oversamplers isn't an option for you. Ihighly reconunend
Balanced Audio Technology's VK-D5SE" (Vo121
No.5. orignal version; Vo125 No.3, SE)
Li/I/1 Sondek CD12: $20,000 *
"Somehow, this CD player just seems to exalt the
music — it's easily the finest Cl) player I've had in my
system: says WP "But ouch, is it ever expensive!" Not,
perhaps. asane purchase, but aplayer good enough to
drive you more than abit crazy. Its measurements
were "about as good as Ihave seen from aCI) player,"
understated JA, who deems the L'
he finest-sounding Cl) source he has had in his system. Srereophile
"Digital Source of 1999." (Vo122 No2 WWW)

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D: $4995
The Nu-Vista 31) employs achoke-regulated power
supply, atransport from Sony, aBurr-Brown 24-bit
DAC, and aCrystal Semiconductor CS8420 samplerate converter chip, and, of course. the 6CW4 nuvistor
tube. Though MF sensed "the usual CI) mechanicalness and atrace of upper-midrange
or brightness,"
he was also surprised to note apresentation that was
"transparent, liquid, and etch-free." MF was happy to
find that the Nu-Visu made listening to CDs "exciting," "remarkably non-fatiguing," and "surprisingly
involving." JA points to this player's superbly natural
low-frequency presentation and the non-fatiguing balance. Needs many hours of break-in. unfortunately.
Sectrophile "Joint Digital Source of 2001." "A poor man's
Liens CD12?" asks MF. (Vol.24 No.10 WWW)

rd,

Nains CD5: $2250 SSS
Mr. Analog felt that while "the CD5 had afew shortcomings, it proved me easy player to enjoy because it
nude music without apology. ..The CD5 may not have
sounded as 'exciting' as the CDX, but in more relaxed
sound nude listening to music more inviting and compelling, not less: There was more texture and color within the notes, and the sonic picture was more fleshed-out
Itymonically, giving music avelvety richness I'd not
previously associated with Naim players." Slightly dry ois
top, with ahint of transient softness, this offset by atotal
lack of grain, edge, and glare. However, the CDS does
Naim's "rhythm and pacing" thing as well as you'd
expect. No digital out in the era of CD-R might be a
stopper for some, but Nains contends that aS/PDIF
output degrades sound. The Flucap 2 power supply
adds $900, but MF decided you get your money's worth
with it. "The Flame', 2didn't fundamentally change the
CD5's winning personality. but reinforced it in ways not
so subtle and very useful" (Vo124 No.4)
Stereophile, April 2002
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Nains CDX: $4250
According to MF, the HDCD-equipped CDX possessed Naim's usual sonic attributes: "On good recordings the sound was fast, tight, rhythmically certain, and
spectacularly open and transparent, with an case of
presentation bordering on swagger. Most important,
the sonic picture hung together seamlessly, resulting in
convincing-sounding music." But it wasn't until he
tried it with the optional XI'S power supply ($3900)
that he found himself engaged enough to "indulge in
an orgy of disc-pulling." This combo "demands equally accomplished associated equipment and recordings," he said. (Vo122 No.5)
Oracle CD 2500: $9845
Remote-controlled Cl) player/transport that's less a
machine than awork of art. BD: "Equal thirds Buck
Rogers, James Bond, and MoMA, with an attention to
detail and fit'n'finish that scream exquisite handcraftsmanship." Suspended main chassis is built with restsliance control in mind. "This thing's a chameleon!
Every rinse Ithink Ihave afix on it and change asurrounding component to make sure. whatever character
I'd associated with it vanishesr reported the usually
mind:fled Mr. I). The Oracle liad slightly fineshortened
sounclstage depth and was abit less dimension.s1 than
other top players he's auditioned. Still, "the bottons line
es rlut it did just about everything so well diet sr simply
tided into the lllll sic...A uniqui• blend of superb performance and incredible style tlut, in my opinion, justifies its price," sununed up BD. CD 2000 transport
version costs $7645. (Vo123 No.10)
Pioneer DV-AX10: $6000
With onboard Dolby Digital and MS decoding and
Hi-Bit Legato Link Conversion, the DV-AXIO is the
first of Pioneer's "universal" disc players launched ill
the US. It plays two-channel SACD, multichannel
DVD-Audio, DVD-Video, CD, and CD-It. discs.
Intrinsic to all modes were transparency, tonal balance,
and palpability, though SACD performance was not as
good as either DVD-A or SAO) sound from other
players. J-10 was struck by asoundstage marked by
-linearity, bass authority, sweet and open higlis, and a
midrange to make the average audiophile plotz with
pleasure." Nonetheless, this was offset by a"slightly
forward treble region." (Vo125 No2 WWW)
Simaudio Moon Eclipse: $5295
The Moon Eclipse is Simaudio's first "statement"
digital product. "Everything about it — technology,
build quality, user interface, cosmetics — reflects
careful thought and lavish attention to detail,"
declared BI). Has an external 24-bit/96kHz digital
input. Why? Jumpering the digital output and input
bypasses the HDCD digital filter, the data being
passed instead to aBurr-Brown filter. "Although the
market demands HDCI) capability, the filter
degrades the Eclipse's playback of non-encoded discs,
slightly decreasing resolution and focus," said BD. "If
you want to hear what this player can do, take my —
and Simaudio's —advice: Bypass the HDCI) chip."
Summing up. BD thought that the Eclipse's performance was "excellent its nearly every regard, and
tndy exceptional in some.. While it wasn't perfectly
neutral, it was awfully close, and its deviations— a
slight lack of low-bass power and aslightly cool overall toisai balance —were mi lllll and very easy to live
with." (Vo124 No.4 WWW)
Sony SCD-0555ES: $1200 in
LG found this five-disc carousel cltueger for SACDs
and CDs to be "cosnpetent, fast, dynamic, and forceful: with outstanding "punch and rhythmic drive." Ile
loved it its two-channel SACD mode, noting a"width
and depth elot heard before....There was an open,
extended, and effortless quality that had aremarkable
smoothness and liquidity." Multichannel sound was
-seaniless, extremely clear and effortless...very seductive." Built-Us multichannel bass management provided
only rudimentary moons interaction adjustments, however. LG swooned: "The SCD-0555ES rendered timbre and musical color with far greater depth than I've
ever heard from atwo-channel system..
lllll sical

jÇ

values Iheard were not just good, but breatimikimz. (Vo124 No.10 WWW)
Toshiba SD-9200: $1499
Listening to tisis DVD-Audio/Video player in twochannel CI) mode, CS found dut the SD-9200's laidback presentation and smooth treble "proved just :is
inviting" as his reference CAL DVD-20. "Given dte
quality of this sleek. sexy. straightforward perfismier.
the attention Toshiba has devoted to details under the
lxxxl and the SD-9200's DVD-A capability. there
exists apalpable appeal for audiophiles." Examining the
'9200's DVD-A performance, KR kamed about tise
complex control and menu systems found in multichannel components. But the Toshiba was "superb
wins multichannel DVD-Audio discs.... Perhaps because of its analog outputs, two-clunnel or six-channel
were significantly smoother.
That it also did such
nice jobs with movies. CDs, Ill )CDs, and everything
else made the Toshiba 5D-9200 an all-around winner."
"All in all this is impressive measured performance."
intoned JA. (Vo124 No.6, Vo124 No.7 WWW)
Wadia 861: $7950
With its premium components and its painstaking
attention to detail the 861 was adelight to use and listen to, finind BD. The sound was incredibly dean and
clear. weds a"precise reproduction of dynamic transients." -Ilse piano and cymbal didn't seem louder wins
the Wadia than with other players; they were simply
more vivid and lifelike." B1) noted, however, aslightly
forward presentation that did not always complement
the music. Though Muges were -more three-dimensional and their edges were ntore clearly defined," the
Wadu somenmes created a perspective dut "Mule
quite meds the venue." Along with the Wadia's wanit
tonal balance, this characteristic established a"vivid, engaging presentation." (Vo125 No3 WWW)

Adcom GCD-750: $1400$$$
Four dtul-diKrential 20-bit Burr-Bniven PCM-17021'
DA('. are at work in this cost-effective machine. along
with the PMI )-100 HI )C11) decoder/filter. III) found it
"a solid, consistent performer" with "good overall balance and superb dynanucs.... It extends its excellence
much further toward the frequency extremes dun discs
its competition." On the minus side, "it doesn't quite
snatch the best in tenets of mutsparency, dimensionality,
and reproduction of low-level and inner detail."
Nevertheless, he'd "unhesitatingly recommend it to
someone shopping for aCD player in the sub-52000
range." 1999 Soup/ear "Joint Budget Component of
the Year." (Vo123 Nod)
Arcam FMJ CD23: $2199
This repackaged Full Metal Jacket version of the wellregarded Alpha 9lus new features tlut are more than
skin-deep, reported LB as Ise hummed (wet the vibration-damping. upgraded power supply and redesigned
analog output stage. The CD23's 24-bit Ring DAC is
virtually identical to that of the $121( Elgar. Gets the
low-level details right, sez LB: outstanding performance
with more detail and less usez. "Your last CI) player?
You betclu," he quipped, scoping the rapidly clunging
digit:el landscape. "Which is why rm buying the review
sample. I
need akiller (:I) player now." (Vo122 Nes.l. 2.
8: 4, Alpha 9; Vo123 No.7 WWW, FMJ CD23)
Integra DPS-9.1: $1800
lus two-chatmel mode, CS "was impressed by this
DVD-Audio player's speed. transparency, clarity, and
bass extensi llll ." Throughout the review, phrases
popped up such as, "gave avery good account of itself"
and "pleasantly surprised by the DPS-9.1's first-rate
performance." CS pointed to rise way the Integra handled "orchestral swells and transients, its resolution of
low-level infomution and illu lll Marion of individual
images, and the overall clarity and depths of its soundstage." And don't forget the "resounding low-end slam
and ease of presentation, and its open, airy soundsuge
and vivid depiction of images as both localized
acoustic events and as parts of agreater blend," which
he found "most satisfying." A "Follow-Up" on the
103
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modular flexibility, and compatibility with awide variety of two-channel software." He also gave the Muse
the nod for "accurate transient definition, image focus,
resolution of harmonics, and localization of instruments." JA found the 296 to be very smooth-sounding.
BD and MC are less impressed, however, the latter
finding the presentation to be roo smooth. According to
SD, anew and improved power supply, among other
updates, "solidifies its topflight ranking" and justifies its
inclusion in the highest class. (Vol.22 Nos.4 & 10)
Wadia 27ix: $8950 SSS
RH found that the original No27 "presented apalpability and immediacy Ihadn't heard in my system
before towing to its extraordinary transparency. resolution, and sutural reproduction of timbre." The 27's
adjustable input -controlled in the digital domain allows you to drive apower amplifier directly from the
2.7 without the need fur apreamplifier. RH concluded
that "miming straight into die amplifier took me asignificant step closer to the music - the last step between
great sound and goosebump-raising inaWc." Current
"Ls" version can handle 96kHz data and can be slaved to
aWadia 270 processor via aseparate cloddink connection -"Class A with a bullet!" exclaimed John
Atkinson about this combination, which produced a
sound that was "jaw-dropping" when hooked up directly to his Levinson monoblocks. "Mick were smooth,
textured, sexy, and delightful" J-10 wrote of a2001
sample driven by aclock-linked Wadia 270. Wadia is
now owned by Audio Video Research. Upgrade from
27 to 27ix, $450 plus shipping and handling. (Vol.19
No.10, Vol.22 Nos.4 & 10, Vo125 No.1, WWW)

Camelot Technology Uther v2.0 Mk.3:
$2995 $$$
"Simply the best DAC I've used to ,late," said KR in
1998.11e elaborates: "When used without preamp and
with its own analog gain control, the sound quality (not
the cosmetics or the user interface) of this DAC qualifies it for Class A. In this twilight of the Red Book standard, Ihaven't heard aDAC that gets more from it."
Latest Mk.3 vets
offers improved remote control
(the rest of the circuitry is the same). "A remarkably
sweet and musical 20-bit DAC, as well as afull digital
controller with an excellent stepped analog volume
control," sums up Mr. R. Owners of Mk.1 or Mk2 versions may upgrade to Mk3 at no cost by sending their
unit in with an RA4é. (v2.0 is now shipped with the
new remote at the sanie price.) The 24/192-capable
Mk.4 (not yet auditioned) costs $3995. For Mk.1-3
owners, Mk.4 upgrade available factory-direct for
$995. (Vo121 No.4, Vol.22 No.12)
Mark Levinson No.360: $5000
Class A. says KR, "ceding by only the finest of margins
to the $10k+ DACs. The 360 is at the point of inflection of the price/performance curve: 24/96, HDCD,
and all that jazz." KR continued: "The staggering
dynamic range seemed absolutely effortless... Middle
and top imites had aglorious ring to them... The music
just seemed to be there in my room." His final word
on the matter: "no obvious defining character."
(Vol.22 No.12 WWW)
Musical Fidelity A3 24 :$1195 $$$
(See Srs review in this issue.)
Perpetual Technologies P-IA: $1099
The F-1A digital/digital processor can enhance resolution to 96kHz and 24 hits now, and eventually will
output 192kHz. It will also correct loudspeaker amplitude and phase (and the acoustics of your room as
well). RI), once he figured out the P-IA's multifunction buttons and myriad flashing lights, found that
"the timbral qualities of instruments seemed more
nue to lilt', with less of the synthetic 'digital' character
that many audiophiles dislike about Cl) sound." He
much preferred the sound of the P-1A/P-3A together
than the I'-3A alone (see "Digital Processors"), finding
the pairing more detailed, with greater clarity and a
smoother, more wain-free upper midrange and treble.
"Enabling Resolution Enhancement (Output Bit
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Density set to 24) took performance to ahigher level
still," he enthused, voting for Class A for the combo,
despite the apparent and significant worsening of the
measured perfomiance compared with the l'-3A
alone, particularly with respect to jitter. This worsening was even apparent with thc theoretically better 1
2S
connection between the P- IA and P-3A. Another
sample has been requested for further technical probing. This recommendation is therefore provisional.
(Vo124 No.1 WWW)

Apogee Electronics PSX-I00 SE: $3995
This 24-bit pro-audio, two-channel, A/I )-1 )/A converter features up to 96kHz sunpling, with 24-bit data
outputs and UV22 processing to 16 bits for archiving
LPs and other analog sources. Extensive input and output switching and format conversion. A "reasonably
priced high-quality A/I) for archiving to 24/96 using
inexpensive ADAT, TASCAM MDM recorders, or
24-bit WAV files on a hard drive said MF, who
thought it even made agood standalone MA converter. "Deep, well-focused bass, snappy pacing,
detailed transient performance, and atonal balance
that is, overall, neutral if somewhat dinical," said The
Analog One. Nor was he ak,Intely crazy about the results of UV22 processing, his reservations king mostly timbrai and textural. Review sample sufkred from
interaction between the A/I) and D/A clocks when
set to different frequencies., current production said to
he fixed in this regard. (Vo123 No.6)
Bel Canto Design DAC I: $1425
Single-box 1)/A processor uses aCrystal sample-rate
converter chip to bump the input up to 24 bits and
96kHz. Smooth, easygoing, musical, non-fatiguing,
and analog-like, thought RD - the antithesis of forward, clinical Cl) sound. The DAC 1"illustrates how
far moderately priced digital processors have come in
just the past few years." A more-than-credible performer, he s
lllll med up, if not his favorite inexpensive
24/96 upsampler, due to an overall rather bland presentation. JA measured abit of hum and sensitivity to
noise. (Bel Canto says that aforthcoming power supply improvement will address that aspect of the DAC
l's sound.) (Vo123 No.12)
GW Labs DSP Sample Converter: $399
Using Crystal's "fourth generation" CS8420 sampleconverter chip, the DSP Sample Converter upsamples
and reclocks the 44.1kHz datastream from your Cl)
player or transport. Upsampling revealed "more space,
more air, and smoother, sweeter treble." ST s
llllll narized, "The GW Labs DSP is way recommended. You
can't go wrong." (Vo125 No2)
Monarchy Audio Digital Interface Processor
24/96: $249 US
This jitter-reducing device uses aI'LL to recover the
MaSter clock, suppress as issu ch jitter as possible, encode the new data, and clock into afresh datastream.
The Mk.11 DIP handles 24/96 signals and passes all
digital surround formats including AC-3 and !YTS,
and includes anew AC line filter. ST liked the added
samiothness and freedom from edginess, as well as the
more dynamic sound. "Takes your Class C player and
turns it into aClass A transport? Well, maybe not but agreat way to get good sound from an ordinary
player, maybe even aCI) changer with only aTosLink
digital output," he adds. (Vo124 No2 WWW)
MSS Link DAC
5499-$995 $$$
The Link III offers user-installed upgrades, including
upsamphng ($199), HDCD decoding ($199). and the
MSB I92k Network (includes upsampling and
AES/EBU input, $285). Full Nelson version ($899,
factory-only) adds 2% Wima l'P caps, low-inductance
Caddock ceramic resistors, ultra-high-speed op-amps.
Roderstein 1% helical metal-film resistors in the siwialpath, an improved power supply, as well as the MSB
I92k Network. KR: "The charms of the origin:Ws
transparency and immediacy were retained, joined by a
newfound smoothness and sense of ease in the upper
frequencies." No downside to upsamphng. KR felt:

?ie

"The obvious upgrade route for ail the aged but functional CI) players still doing yeoman's duty." The
P1000 Power Base ($299) extends and reinforces the
nether regions, and AES/EBU (when it worked properly) earned adouble Wow for its "musical and impressive" pet-firma:ice over S/PDIF. "Unbeatable value."
sununed up KR. ST tried the Link DAC III without
the Full Nelson upgrade, but was more positive about
the upsampling option (realized with the Crystal chip):
"With upsampling, the overall tonality was richer, riper,
fuller...I heard cellos take on more kidy, more bloom.
The sound had more weight -like me. This added
richness was accompanied by more apparent low-level
detail." He thought every recording, when upsampled,
seemed "more natural, often spectacularly so." RI) is
also an MSB fan hut ultimately prefers the Perpemal
combo. (Vol.22 Nos.I & 12, W \VW. original version;
Vo123 Nos.9 & 12, Vo124 No2, WWW,
Perpetual Technologies P-3A: $799 SU
This high-performance 24/96 1)/A converter is based
on the latest Crystal C54397 DAC chip and C58420
sample-rate converter. "One of the best-measuring
D/A conveners Ihave encountered," declared JA,
while RI )warned that the P-3A, in combination with
the P-IA, reached alevel of playback "that must have
manufacturers of multi-kilobuck digital processors
hoping that not too many customers find out about it."
RI) found that the P-3 Power Plant power supply, available for $349 from Monolithic Sound. improved the
sound. ModWrighes Dan Wright wrings Class A
sound from the P-3A by substiniting parts in its analog
stage and power supply. The clunges are fully endorsed
by PT, who extend heir warranty to the modified
units. RI) noted "a drop in background noise, which
resulted in music emerging from the background with
greater clarity. The treble became more open. detailed,
and :siry. with no added edge or hardness Mere was
also an enhancement of dynamics." New unit direct
from ModWright costs $1099; upgrade only costs
$300, plus return shipping and insurance. (Vo124 Nosl

& vvww)

Creek OBH-14: $350 $55
lise OBH- 14 is a1)/A converter using a1-bit, Crystal
C54390 chip, to which has been added ahigh-quality
volume control. It has just "one pair of RCA inputs. No
balance control. No remote-controlled volume. Basically,
no nodin"cept good, clean sound." said ST "Sound that
is "rich, fill, ripe, fill-bodied." Ile considered it an ideal
upgrade fuir CI )players that conic across as "somewlut
thin and lunnonically undernourished." (Vol.22 No.5)
Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe: $399
PCI-interface computer soundcard that JA described as
"smashing the boundaries between component categories." I
landles two channels of balanced analog I/O
on TRS ''4" phone jacks and two channels of S/PI )IF
digital on RCAs. Offers up to 24-bit word lengths and
sample rates of up to 96kHz, and has extension port to
sync with other Cardlkluxe cards to .issemble ahi-nez,
inexpensive multi-track digital recorder. Saves music
data as two-channel PCM WAV files, so use fast, biggig hard drives. JA thought àsounded full-lxxlied, with
good low-frequency extension and definition. Astonishing performance for the money (especially at die
new lower price): "the most cost-effective way of making a PC an integral pan of a high-end system."
Ultimate sound quality will very much depend on the
host PC. Optional AES/EBU adapter costs $50, but
lowest jitter and noise floor with external 1)ACs will be
achieved with aTosLink connection. (Vo123 Nos.9 &
II WWW)
RME Digi96/8 Pro: $530
RNIE Digi96/8 PAD: $599
Computer soundcard with P(..:1-bus interface for Macs
and PCs offers one pair of unbalanced analog outputs
on 1'4" TRS jack, digital input and outputs (S/PDIF
coax and optical, AES/EBU. ADAT optical), and useful kindled software. Supports 32, 44.1, 48, U, and
96kHz, and up to 24-bit resolution. JA made use of its
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Onkyo MSE-U33HB USB: $199
'This iMac-like plastic box hooks up to your Mac or
PC and includes "built-in I-bit A/D and WA converters and apreamplifier, as well as three convenient
front-mounted USB ports...Onkyo bundles lit] with
BIAS, Inc.'s Peak LE, which allows easy and very convenient CD-quality (or lower) hard-disk recording
from analog systems. Peak LE can also read and encode MP3. Shockwave, and RealAudio files.... You
can digitize LPs or cassettes, and there's even amicrophone input." However, said ME "The MSE-U33HB
is worth getting just for the improvement in sound."
The only drawback is that it doesn't include digital
inputs and outputs. (Vo124 No.10)

Chord I
MC64.
Deletions
Entech Number Cruncher 2032 and 2052, Sonic
Frontiers Processor 3not auditioned in too long atime
ht . stirs'

CD, DVD, &
SACD Transports
A+
Accuphase DP-100: $12,995
Built like agolden tank, this impressive transport plays
CD, CD-R, and SAC!) single-layer, dual-layer, and
hybrid (SACD/CD) discs. S/PD1F output is for CDs
only, with SACD signals appearing on the proprietary
RJ-45-based HS-Link. Use of a Sony mechanism
means the sanie long disc-read times as the SCD-1.
This suave performer has become Mr. Ten's reference
transport, beating out even the pump-driven, air-bearing Forsell Air Reference. His usual setup runs HSLink to the Accuphase DC-1M processor for SAC!)
playback, and the S/PDIF output to the dCS 972 or
Purcell/Elgar Plus combo for the Very Best of All
Possible Worlds. (Vo124 No2 WWW)
Meridian Reference 800: $17,000-$19,000,
depending on options
As well as playing DVDs and CDs, it upsamples its output to 882kHz (CD) or 961cliz (DVD). See "SAC!).
IND-A, 8c CD Players." (Vo123 No2 WWW)

A
47 Laboratory PiTracer: $25,000 with one
Power Humpty
Idiosyncratic CD transport from Japan where the
entire laser pickup housing moves over the rotating
disc. You can run the PiTracer with one 47 Lab 4700
Power Humpty power supply, or use asecond Humpty
($1800 each) to run the two sections separately. J-10
gushed: "My immediate impression of the PiTracer,
later backed up by many hours of contented listening,
was of sonic clarity....1've heard this kind of presentation so far only from SAC!): The backgrounds were
Stereophile, April 2002

blacker than black, resulting in an enhanced sense of
imaging. And running it directly into the Elgar Plus,
then to the Krells, gave me more of that special ease I
crave, and which Iassociate with high-bit-rate, highsampling-rate machines." (Vol.24 No.9 WWW)
Burmester Reference Line 969: $27,500
Why abelt drive? For amore precise and quiet bearing.
Burmester says. "The rear panel has every sort of digital
output imaginable in a consumer machine," KR
effused. While the 969 was "beyond reproach," its sinplat advantage over other transports was in its synclocked clock mode with the 970 DAC "I feel alittle
queasy suggesting that adding a$27.5k [CD-only] transport to a$33k 1)AC is agood idea, but that's the only
way to get all of the best out of the 969." (Vo122 No.12)
Mark Levinson No.3L5: $10,000 er
Upgrade to the original No31. "A 'reference' component if ever Iheard one," insisted JA. "... asupreme
example of astate-of-the-art, potentially future-proof
CI) transport." The improvement offered over the
No3I transport was substantial, he said. "With the
'31.5 recovering the bits.. .1 [heard] the best Ihave yet
to hear from the 16-bit digital standard." "However,"
he cautioned, "even the cheapest upgrade to '31.5 status, replacing as it does everything other than the chassis and half the power supply, is quite expensive at a
hair under $3000." (Vol.16 No.6; see also RH's response to areader's letter in Vol.16 No.9, p25, No.31;
Vol.19 No.10 WWW, No31.5)
Mark Levinson No.37: $4500 er
TJN compared this transport to the firmly ensconced
Class A No.31.5 and found the less expensive
Levinson "a little more open and airy, with more
apparent depth and alittle tighter bass.... It sounded
better. To me." However, he pointed out that others
might prefer the more relaxed presentation of the
'315. The important thing, as he saw it, is "the price of
state-of-the-CD-art is coming down." (Vo120 No.1)
mbl 1621: $15,500
just couldn't keep my hands off it!" KR crowed.
"Operating the lid was strangely and deeply satisfying...1 kept on choosing the 1621 when Iwanted to
play music rather than audition equipment." Although
hard to single out on the basis of sonic performance in
comparison to other heavy-hitter transports, it allowed
"all the wonderful characteristics" of the mbl 1511HR
DAC to shine through. "Draw your own conclusions,"
he counsels. (Vo122 No.12)
Muse Model Eight: $3500 tr
A provisional recotmnendation only, because this
DVD/CD transport has undergone amajor redesign
since SD's enthusiastic review. See "Digital Processors." SD is working on a"Follow-Up". Necessary
13W3 able for use with Two Ninety Six DAC costs
$200. Price with DVD-A multichannel capability is
$4500. (Vo122 No.4)
Wadia 270: $7950 er
The 270 is physically identical to Wadia's 850 and 860x
CD players, but has an updated CD transport mechanism, a digital output, and a Mode button on the
remote that steps the pair through three states of "resolution enhancement." "The sheer vividness of the
Wadia 270's presentation driving the Wadia 27ix coupled with laid-back high frequencies that resembled
nothing so much as the real thing, made this the best I
have ever heard from any digital audio technology," JA
concluded. With the ClockLinked 270 and 27ix
together, J-10 found that "bass was extraordinary, the
transitions upward smooth, the rnidbass to midrange
easy, the midrange itself quite tasty and textural. For
the most part the highs were sweet and engaging, offset by only the tiniest hint of digititis on top." However,
J-10 warned, without the Clocklink engaged, "everything just collapsed and got strident." (Vo122 No.4,
Vol25 No.1 WWW)

Linn Kivor Tunboks hard-disk music server:
$20,000 in typical setup
See "Complete Music Systems." (Vo124 No.12 WWW)

Editor's Note: There arc currently no Class C or 1)
CI) transports listed.
Deletions
Forsell Air Bearing Mk.II, Meridian 500.

CD Accessories
Annie Illu lll i
l
iator $39.95
According to LB, "It's two Cl) tweaks in one, with a
black felt pen that you apply to the edges and agooey
fluid that that you spread on the playing surface and
buff off with the supplied cloth. The fluid is claimed
to improve the optical properties of the surface. Maybe
so, given that treated CI)s have greater focus and clarity (sonically, that is)." (NR)
Compact Dynamics CD Clean!: $9.95 cleans
250 CDs er
The essential accessory for those who frequent used'
Cl) huts. (Vol.17 No.11)
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digital inputs and outputs almost exclusively, running
the signal to extenril AID and WA processors, but
was surprised to find aTosLink connection smoother
and less grainy in the highs than his usual AES/EBU
link. However, he found the RME's analog output
rather hashy-sounding. Revised sample, typical of
2000 production, featured much improved DIA performance. According to JA. "The new card's analog
output certainly sounded much better than the original's -cleaner, with less of aclangorous quality to
recorded piano," this perhaps due to the "big improvement" in jitter specs. Add-on cards ($195-$225)
provide up to 8channels of analog A/1) and D/A conversion, while aWord Clock Module ($130) syncs
multiple boards for multichannel work. The $599
l)igi96/8 PAD (see Vo125 No3) is essentially the
same as the Pro, but with an A/D input, which
worked "marvelously," according to WP. "For what
really counts -accurate and easy recording and playback of your own music," he concluded. (Vo123
No.11, Vo124 No.1. Vol.25 No.3 WWW)
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Compact Dynamics CD Magic: $14.95 treats
200 CDs
Rescues badly scratched CDs. "For damaged CDs, this
stuff really is magic!" enthuses JE. 1>iscwasher and
RadioShack market similar products. (Vol.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics Optrix: $16.95/2-oz
bottle treats 100 CDs
CD-DVI) disc cleaner and antistatic spray that does a
great job of eliminating fine dust and dirt, says SD,
while preventing the return of dust with its long lasting antistatic properties. Even makes most new CI)s
sound subtly better, perhaps by removing molding
compound left over from disc manufacture. (NR)
Furutech RD-1 CD "demagnetizer": $349
"In every case," declared RI ), "after the demagnetization treatment the Cl) sounded fresher, with cleaner
highs and abetter sense of space." (Vol23 No.4)
Nordost Eco 3antistatic spray: $39.99/8-oz
bottle er
"Spray it on, wipe it off ashot of this on CDs, electronic equipment, and cables will clean up a surprising
amount of sonic smog," claims BW. B1) and BM concur.
WP adds, "Frustratingly audible when applied to the
¿Al side of C1)s." He hates when that happens. (NR)
Deletions
I
)isewasher CI) Laser Lens Cleaner discontinued.

Music Surround-Sound
Components
A
Meridian Reference 861 surround controller:
$16,000419,000, depending on options
Multimedia controller with video, DSP-based decoding for matrixed and discrete multichannel audio
sources. See "Preamplifiers." (Vo123 No2 WWW)
Myryad MDP 500: $2695
As well as nine pairs of analog stereo inputs and six digital inputs, this multicharmel processor has a"7.1-chaimer
analog input that is fed directly to the analog volume control and output stage. "The general impression was one of
clarity without glare or brightness," said Kit, who preferred feeding the Myryad with digital signals, when it
was elevated into "an entirely glorious realm of transparency and openness.... It also offered consistent power
and warmth from all the players Itried, even though each
of these had more 'personality when fed to die MDP's
71' input via their DACs." With LITS or Dolby Digital
CDs and DVDs, "the Myryad's decoding was stable and
clean." Summing up, KR "found little to criticize about
the Myryad MDP 500's performance. It's a hang-up
multichannel ptramp-procrssor with all the digital and
analog inputs and modes needed for almost any audio
and/or video source out there. (1)olby-EX and DTS-ES
capabilities are in the works)" In addition, purists can use
die bypass capability of die "7.1-channel" input/output.
which ILI felt was the equal of the highest-quality analog
components. "As an analog pass-through controller, it is
thoroughly transparent and in the A class." But as atwochaimel digital ',tramp or aDAC, it probably deserves a
B, he decided, (Vo124 No.6)
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Sony TA-P9000ES multichannel preamplifier: $700 $5$
Sony describes the TA-P9000ES as "a pure audio multichannel preamplifier equipped with two sets of inputs
for 5.1 analog multickumel audio sources, enabling
selection. volume control, and amplification." W
wrote, "The TA-P'9000ES's fien'finish are tops-1
loved it." Ile was especially pleased by all of its many
control functions, "rarely found on preamplifiers three
dines the price." KR was also impressed. Provisional rating, pending full review.(Vo124 No.10)

Lexicon MC-1: $5995
Remote-controlled digital audio/video controller
that'll do Dolby AC-3, TUX, DTS, surround-sound
synthesis, .ind 24-bit A/I) and 1)/A conversion. The
MC-1 digitizes the two-ch.usnel analog inputs, there
are no multichannel analog pass-through inputs for
multichannel DVD-A or SAC), and video fans will
find no video switching for component video inputs.
But how did it sound? LG: "It delivered a dean,
punchy audio signal... that remained dynamic at both
moderate and high volumes...1'm convinced—surround sound is hem to stay." Tire MC-1 brought out
the very best from DVI )-Audio and DTS 5.1 surround
musical sources, he felt. PM, however, finind the MCIto sound too "digital," which inay correlate with the
high level of jitter JA found on the testbench. Use
TosLink rather than electrical connections. Ire advised;
and shut off the front-panel display, which apparently
sprays RH around the chassis and worsens the measurements significantly! (Vo124 No.3)
Deletions
Bryston 9111-THX amplifier discontinued.

Preamplifiers
Editor's Note: Apart from the Blue Circle, ConradJohnson, Herron, Hovland, Napa, and CAT, all the
Class A preamplifiers offer balanced outputs. And
unless noted, the preamplifiers listed do not have
phono stages. Note that the Z-Systems rdp-1 tmly
accepts digital sources.

Adcom GFP-750: $1400 SES
"The preamp for the audiophile who hates preamps,"
proclaimed WP impressed by the Nelson Passdesigned GFP's "unembellishing" openness. "When a
product is designed honestly, constructed with intel,Mty and performs superbly. you've just got to give it
proper recognition." Such conclusions were matched
lw the measurements, which JA said indicated "good
engineering." "An holiest gem —solidly built, cleverly
designed, and offering sound that compares to the best
preamplifiers Iever heard. What's not to like?" sums
up WP. (Vo122 No3 WWW)
Ayr° K-3x: $3700 $$$
The K-3 solid-state preamp with optional phono board,
MF said, Is acity close cousin to the K-1...11tI was
dead quiet .." But what really got the analog kid's juices
flowing was the optional phono section: "The K-3's
vinyl playback pertronuance was among the finest I've
ever hard.. bass perfisrmance WaS as good as Pve
heard._ But what was more important than any one
facet of die K-3's phono performance was the overall
picture, which held together seamlessly and effortlessly
from top to kmoin." Upgrading from the K-3 to the
"x" version ($450) brings modifications in the outboard
power supply (including RF filtering), atotal reconfiguration of the grounding scheme, and new feet. MF
wrote, "The K-3's basic duratter remained aconstant,
but almost every perfiemance parameter was
improved.. There W:LS greater clarity, focus, image
specificity. transient speed, and —especially —transparency. .Tbe Ayre K-3x is aclear improvement over
the K-3." Remote control adds $250; phono stage adds
$1000. (VoI21 No.7, Vo124 No.I
Balanced Audio Technology Vif-40: $4000
Like all RAT preamps, the solid-state VK-40 features a
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single pin stage, im electronic-shunt volume control,
zero negative feedback. and no buffers, followers, or opamps in the signal path. An optional phono board is
available. "Getting ahandle on the VK-40's sound was
fairly tricky, according to RD. "When Ilook back at the
totality of my experience with the VK-40, the word that
for me captures its most salient sonic characteristic is
'dynamic: In fire, Ithink of this characteristic as ainajor
part of the BAT 'sound.'"Attire end of the day, tite VK40 "had power, emmess, and the type of quickness that
makes listening to lllll sic acompelling egierience....
Allied with the dynamic quality was ahigh degree of
resolution and transparency" He thought the $500
price for the internal; VK-P20 phono stage was very
reasonable. mid called it "a smooth, assured perfismier."
Winding up, "It sounds abit soft and laid-back, forgiving rather than hyper-detailed, harmonically rich with
plenty of warmth." Opcional remote control adds $500;
optional Six-Pak capacitors, $500. (Vo124 No.7)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE: $7500
A mie statement pnxluct, the dual-mono VK-50SE is
built around the new-in-the-West high-performance
Russian 6H30 SuperTube. Add extra Super-Pak
power-supply capacitance, stir in aSix-Pak of cost lllll
oil-filled capacitors, plus acomprehensive and well
thought-out user interface, and isidit J-10 described it
as "a charger" that got the cuen'thrust and timing just
right. He fisund it linear, involving, and engaging.
with alute soundstage and a"powerful, transient-rich
bottom end." The upper midrange and treble were lit
up with "just the right number of lumens. ..1f you
understand that wild desire for mere and beam and if
you can afford it —make sure to check out the VK505E....You may find it the most revealing audio
experience of your life." Extended break-in required
before it sounded anywhere near its considerable best,
he warned. LG comments. "Both times I've heard this
unit, it sounded spectacular." Upgrade from standard
VK-50, $2500. VK-R3 remote control adds $500. The
$1950 SE upgrade of BATs venerable VK-5i includes
much of the leading-edge technology found in the
VK-50SEJ-10 found. More transparent, with adeeper soundstage and tidier, more textured highs, he
thought,
•gup. "Highly recommended for Si
owners of every musical stripe." I3JR was quite taken
with the smooth and linear tonal balance of this preamp as well as by the lighming fast articulation of
transients. (Vo122 No.12. '50SE; Vo123 No.7, '5iSE)
Blue Circle BC3 Galatea: $4650
This class-A triode dual-mono design has point-topoint wiring, five line-level inputs, and atape loop —
all in achassis that impressed CS with its understated
elegance and red-cherry hardwood knobs. Each channel's volume control is a31-step tnie-mono resistor
ladder. CS: "firm, laid-back musicality...sweet and
silky., yet quick and sl
•g!" The midrange was
"warm and glowing." yet never shortchanged resolution, rhythm, or pacing. Excellent soundstage depth
and layering. The Effulgent One also found it airy and
extended —"inunersive," as he put it. "Supremely
musical and non-fatiguing" about sums it up. It's a
keeper Inverts absolute phase. Price includes BCG3.1
power supply. (Vo123 No.8 WWW)
Boulder 1012: $15,000
Tins all-in-one line-level preamplifier and DAC
achieves amaximum sampling rate of 768kHz. J-10
advised: "You want it fast and furious? Mate the
Boulder 1012 with afast amp like the Linn Klimax.
Want something abit more sensual? Go for amps like
the Krell FPB monoblocks" The Boulder's sound via
its atulog inputs was "all about the good side of
descriptors like 'charity' 'transparency"speed;
leading-edge transients launched with shityeriate detail,"
J-10 raved, rioting that it, analog sc ction outclassed the
digital section. "The Boulder 1012 sounds great
through its own very special high-speed DACs [but]
sounds clear, transparent, and colorful thnxigh its linelevel inputs. Find away to feed it low-jitter 24/96 data
and it'll give your system alittle more of that wonderfulness we're all searching fist." (Vo124 No.12 WWW)

Classé Omega: $11,000
This line-level preamp is dual-mono, hilly balanced.
fully symmetrical, and fully remote-controlled. "While
it does have an identifiable character, titi doesn't have
much of avoice of its own," said JS. "That's exactly as
it should be. Open, fast, transparent, and extended, it
always controlled the associated amp with alinear, hillrange sipul." TJN declared that the measured perforII1311Ce indicated Impeccable operation." A synergistic
partner for the Canadian company's Omega power
asup. (Vo122 No.7 WWW)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 16LS: $8295
The single-ended 16LS rISCS six 6922s to fiirm its "composite triode" circuit, and C-J says the 16LS is "very
nearly asingle-chassis stereo version of the ART." Attention must be paid to loir-capacitance cables and
keeping them as short as possible (no longer than 3m,
they smest). No catluxle followers means output
impedance is alittle on the high side, and it also inverts
polarity. It all sounded :rust terrific to J-10: "Presented a
sonic melding of the long-promoted but rarely heard
'best of both worlds' scenario... Aparagon of solid-state
and tube sound transmogrified into one whole musical
presentation." Ilc noted "tine extension at top and bottom, gtxxl control down deep, a nicely and attractive
midrange, and sometimes sweet but never euphonic
highs. Good depth, nice air, easeful in presentation —in
that way, SACI)-like — with tremendous palpability, a
certain mundness of imaging usually associated with
tubes, and alovely, slildidy smoldering, lit-fmni-within
quality that was less easy to clefine, kit was perhaps best
heard on female vocals." And not euphonic in the PV5way —"the infismution was there, deep down in the
noise floor
— which.
, as mentioned, is mighty low in
level." Startling palpability, kit perhaps a luir mom
restrained dyna • Ily than some more expensive preamps. A certain "organic bloom" was present, as J-10
put it. "Transpartricy to the source," he decided. (Vo124
No.8, Vo125 No.4 WV/W)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS: $4495
The I7LS's circuit is configured as asingle Mock stage
using four paralleled 6922s with no glokd or local negative feedback. There's also no cathode follower, 131)
dierefore kept cable mirs as short aS possible and avoided high-capacitance wires. 'lire I7LS never seemed to
get in the way of what Iwas listening to, or for," he
said. "It was not overly lush, vivid, or forward.., tit was)
sweet is' the captivating ways that alive instrument is
or awonderful acoustic space can be, with rich. dense
tones arid exquisitely. intricately layered harmonic
smtctures." Soundstage was very slightly recessed and
the 171.5 didn't have quite the punch :Ind impact of
other pre:traps he'd reviewed, "but there sr us definitely more and finer inner detail with the 171,5 in the system." It also seemed to have better resolution of tonal
nuances. Overall. BD found, "the C-J's top end was
lovely... Sweet, luscious, clean, defined, detailed,
coherent, .ind clear." "Sensible engineering, in my
opinion: added JA. (Vo124 No.5 WWW)
-

Convergent Audio Technology SL-1
Ultimate: $5950 c
,
JE found the Mk.I version tithe tubed CAT both harmonically accurate and able to endow music with
"glorious midrange splendor." J-10 called it vividly balanced and "ruthlessly revealing." Phono stage is quiet
enough to work with the AudioQuest 700Onsx.
Mk.I II upgrade changes tube complement, making it
"definitely quieter," said RD. "More lively, yet better
behaved than in its previous incarnation. The Ultimate
is the Mk.III with snort capacitors, more consponents,
and anew circuit board. RI) said the Ultimate "sounds
nuire relaxed, more liquid, and draws nine more into
the music. There is also an impnweinent in dynamics,
the music see •gto 'breathe' with greater freedom."
131) demurs, however. (Vol.9 No.7, SL-I; Vol.15 No.12,
Vol.17 Nord, 9, & II, Vol.18 No.12, Signature; Vol.19
No.I2, Signature Mk.II; VoI21 No.3, Mk.111; Vo122
No.8, Ultimate, Vo124 No.7.)
Herron Audio VTSP-1: $3995
Line-level preamplifier using firm- 6922s, system-
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Perreaux.The name sends shivers through audiophiles who wish they could
afford the best from ahi-fi legend. And now you can. Mature technology, innovative
circuits, and stunning design unite in Perreaux's brand new E-Series components
— now brought to you at consumer-direct prices by Audio Advisor!

Perreaux E160i High-Current, High-Power Integrated Amp.

Perreaux E160 "Professional Iluality" Power Amp.

Remote controlled high-current 160WRMS MOSFET power

tivc years ago, Perreaux started out making rugged amps

Twenty-

amp offers stunning sound with astunning chassis. Black

for local rock bands. The new E160 continues this tradition

finish: $1,495. Bright-Chrome finish: $1,595.

of durability — then adds startlingly clear audiophile

Perreaux ECO2 CD Player.

sound. Black finish: $1,495. Bright-Chrome finish: $1,595.

Built using only the best-

sounding digital audio components, then torture-tested

Perreaux [JR "Audiophile" AM/FM Tuner.

for maximum reliability, the ECD2 lets you fall in love with

tional reception, remarkable sonics, and full remote control.

your CDs all over again! Black finish: $1,495. Bright-Chrome

Black finish: $995. Bright-Chrome finish: $1,095.

finish: $1,595.

Order Direct and Save!

Perreaux EP "True Wireless" Remote Preamp.

You won't find these outstanding values in any

With wireless remote and virtually wireless circuitry, the EP preamp gives new meaning to the
term wireless! Black finish: $995. Bright-Chrome
finish: $1,095.

Offers excep-

store (not at these prices!), but you can order them
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directly online or by calling 800-942-0220.* All
products are covered by our exclusive 30-Day
Money-Back Guarantee.

Call (800) 942-0220 For More Information.
Or visit the Perreaux Store online at: www.audioadvisor.com/perreaux

*Hours of telephone operation: Mon -Tues 9-8PM •Wed-Fri 9-7PM •Sat IEI-5PM •Sun I2-5PM. All times are EST.
Audio Advisor, Inn. 47I7A Broadmoor SE, Kentwood, MI 49512-5361 •Phone:(616) 656-9584 Fax: (GIG) G56-9592 •salesfiaudioadvisoncom

matched to VTPH-1MC phono preamp. Trick
"downshifting" attenuator offers wide range of volume
settings with shunt-circuit balance control, six inputs,
and amono switch. MF ftiond it "sweet yet detailed
right out of the box, with no trace of glare, edge. or
grain." He shivered with pleasure at the "silky-smooth
controls," noting that the switches had a"solid, reassuring ficel." and found the VTSP-1 dead quiet even when
cranked up, its tonal balance "impressively neutral"
from the lower midrange up, "particularly on top,
where it sounded liquid and effortlessly open and natural, yet extended." Impressive bass and dynamics, although abit softened, and perhaps atad more liquid
and lc, sparkly on top in comparison to his reference
Ayre K-1. The mil were "harmonically rich and fullbodied... not artificially 'bloomy' or overly lush." He
summed it up as "an organized" preamp, focused and
three-dimensional... serious and well thought-out."
BJR praises it for encompassing a "seductive holographic midrange and grain-free, pure, and extended
high frequencies — more so than any preamp Tye
heard." Holds its own against the cost-no-object contenders, he says. (V0123 No.3 WWW)
Hovland HP-100: $6495 with MC
phono stage
Vacuum-tube full-function preamp with built-in
phono stage and MC step-up transformer. No remote
but fabulous looks and amonocoque chassis (!) that
"exudes tasteful luxury and authoritative simplicity,"
gurgled MF, who bought the review sample. Three
separate compartments contant the three-tube phono
section, the three-tube line stage, and the solid-state
power supply. "Tube sound? Not here —unless by
'tube' you mean luxurious liquidity, sensuous liquidity,
wrap-around-your-eardrums liquidity, all accomplished seemingly without politeness, sluggishness, or
high-frequency runoff:" Plus "Seemingly limitless
high-frequency extension, supple and airy delicacy,
and previously unheard-of transient resolution." Only
downside: abit of hum MF couldn't get rid of, this
turned out to be sample-specific and the sample MF
bought does not have the problem. Linestagc alone
costs $4995; price with MM phono stage is
$5995.(Vo123 No.11, Vo125 No3 WWW)
Laissais Industries L2 Reference: $13,690
Dual-mono, tubed, line-level preamplifier with separate, choke-filtered power supply and specially
selected, superlinear, high-voltage MOSFETs and no
overall negative feedback. Both chassis were rather
resonant, meaning that J-10 insisted that attention be
paid to damping. "The extension and sweemess, plus
the dynamics, detail, and tonal color, mesmerized
me... It seemed to give the music passing through its
circuits that extra sense of roundness that tubes do so
well." He even called the midrange "flawless." The
mid-bass was controlled and detailed, yet rich and
resonant with harmonics and overtones. If acomplaint could be leveled, it would be that the L2
sounded abit light in the bass. Nevertheless, "the L2
has soul, baby, and lots of it—but without being
obvious or euphonic about it." JA: "A well-engineered preamplifier with a sensibly arranged
gain/distortion structure." (Vo124 No.5 WV/W)
Mark Levinson No.32 Reference: $15,930
J-10 loved this line-level preamp with optional phono
modules, the first one to carry ML's "Reference"
moniker. Future-forward design stuth the power supply, control circuitry, and display into one chassis, with
the ultra-sensitive audio circuits in aseparate, "clean"
box. AC power regeneration feeds the voltage gain
stages, microprocessor controls offer lots of flexibility,
and a new high-tech attenuator and a wonderfully
ergonomic user interface make life easy. You can
change cartridge loading on the fly! "The totality of
music as presented ... was astonishing... engaging,
rich, rife, extended, airy, smooth, and oh so palpable."
He was also "floored by...the MO/MOW amount of
unforced information passing through its circuits...
The enormous level of utterly natural detail was evident throughout the audible frequency range." He
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went on (he does go on): "the sound was not analytic.
you understand, or dry, just there." It "delivers on that
promise of More and Better like nothing I've heard to
date...Bravo." LG breathlessly adds, "lise sotties with
a Levinson reference system on the Dynaudio
Evidence was tops." JA was sorry when he had to hid
adieu to the review sample. Optional phono modules
add $2500. (Vo123 No.1 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.380S: $7000 e
While the circuit, pch material, and remote-controlled.
MI)AC-based, 0.1dB-step, balanced volume control
are the sanie as those in the earlier No.38S (as is the
price), the substitution of 106 passive components left
.
1A searching for words. "How do you describe something that's superficially identical to your reference, but
better?... There was amusical rightness to the sound of
the '380S that Iconsistently preferred. Stereo images
seemed better defined, and individual sonic objects
within those, images had more of arounded, fleshedout character." But even he had to admit that compared
with the groundbreaking No32, the '380S "sounded
less informative, more 'gray' —as if afuie screen was
washing out some of the sound picture's inherent contrast, as if the system's color-saturation control had
been backed off a notch.... Don't get me wrong."
(heaven forbid!) "the '380S still does ahnost everything
Ineed from aline-stage control preamplifier" —such
as, he noted, its signature expansive, enveloping soundstage. "Yep, die No32 is aspoiler." admits J-10. (Vo120
No.11, Vo123 No.1 WWW)
Meridian Reference 861 surround controller:
$16,000-$19,000, depending on options
Multimedia controller with video. DSP-based decoding
for matrixed and discrete multichannel audio sources.
%tenons as analog preamplifier/controller, digital and
video controller, and A/I)-1)/A converter. Built-in,
reprogammable decoding of multichannel sources
(Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital, DTS, Ambisonic,
etc.), plus TI-DC and Trifield output front two-channel
sources. All inputs digitally processed. Of Trifield's synthesized front-three-channels output, KR observed, "I
came to regard the loss of air and the narrower soundstage as acceptable concomitants of the richer, tighter,
better-defined central images. 'Audiophile air' began to
seem an artifact rather than an enhancement." Ins and
Dolby Digital 5.1 music recordings "injected" ambiences whose acoustics superseded his room's.
Multichannel is inunersive, but our 10. would rather
not sit in the middle of astring quartet or orchestra. For
two-channel, "equal to the best...beyond significant
reproach." Multichannel. Ile declared, is the hinny, and
Meridian is ready now! Complicated if logical setup and
option procedures entered via PC; heavy dealer involvement is key to getting the best from this ultimate component. (Vo123 No2 WWW)
Nagra PL-P: $9500 *
Full-function, battery-powered tube preamplifier with
transformer-coupled MC phono stage and headphone
output. "It so scrupulously avoided imposing anything
of its own on die sound that, in effect, dut absence of
a signature became asignature itself," said J-10. "A
rather forward-placed soundstage... enhanced the
sense that Iwas hearing what the mikes heard.... The
Nagra's strength was die way it :nuked the simal, bringing out all manner of inner detail." Also, "it was rather
cool and analytic, yet that very clarity allowed all manner of tonal color to develop. Bloom, yes, but not too
much — nothing artificial, no preservatives." (Vo121
No.1, Vo122 No.4 WWW)
Simaudio Moon P-5: $3995 *
"Should be considered arnois the finest line prearnps
available today," KR said resolutely. It "worked well
with every source and system" and had "transparency,
very low noise, and flexibility of control." Class A if
combined with the appropriate components/systems,
those that are alittle bit assertive, he warns. Comes
with an "imposing" retnotc-control wand. KR is
working on a"Follow-Up." (Vol.22 No.3 WWW)
Sonic Frontiers Line 3: $4999
After he'd reviewed it, Kit's Line 2was unexpectedly

replaced with aredesign and upgrade: the Line 3. "I
wasn't asking for more, and, at the time, didn't think I
wanted more!" lie says, but the Line 3"is much more
complex and elaborate, with component selections
that go beyond compulsiveness." Cathode-follower
design with two dual triodes per signal phase per
channel, for atotal of eight 6922s in the output stage,
for lower output impedance. BI) wondered in the
April 2000 "Recoi lllll ended Components" (Vo123
No.4) if the Line 3was so neutral it might be missing
something. KR volleyed, "Like the Line 2, die Lille 3
is not an exciting preamplifier, it's merely exact." He
found that it had great authority, finning up the 2's
mid and extreme bass and removing "residual traces of
grain throughout the spectrum." KR's reference tool
of choice for assessing other components. He bought
it. (Vo123 No.7)
Z-Systems rdp-1 reference: $5000 e
--rhe tone control for the digital age," KR insists. "A
fully transparent digital preamp, the nip-1 is also a
flexible and friendly parametric equalizer. The best
way to correct tonal imbalance in speakers and source
material." Only accepts digital inputs. Current production will handle 96k sources. "Editor's Choice" for
1998. (VoI21 Nos.7 & 12 WWW)

Blue Circle BC21: $1500
Tubed line preamp uses two 6SN7 tubes and matched
well with companion BC22 amp, said KR, but also
complemented the Sonic Frontiers Power-3 and McCormack DNA-1 to create "a big, macho sound."
Great power and depth its the sub-100Hz range: tight,
clean, extended. Throughout the rest of the frequency
range it had "dynamics, clarity, and soundstaging far
beyond my expectations ... an excellent and satisfying
performer." As good as KR's heard from asub-S2000
line stage, but remember the rich bass when matching
it to a power amp. Its technical performance impressed JA. (Vo124 No2)
Musical Fidelity A3CR: $1593 $U
Unusually, all of die gain is applied before the volume
control. Dual-mono power supplies and choke regulation offer asolid basis for the output stage, explained ST
"All die advantages of an active line stage without any
significant loss of information." Close to the state of the
art for ilot much money, he thought, hut the piton°
stage is less than perfect Nonetheless, "As with the
matching power amp, its sound quality and value for
money are off the scale." Handsome looks match those
of mat power amp. (Vo123 No.10, Vo124 No.6)
Rogue Audio 66LSR: $1295 $$$
Tube line stage with two 12AU7 rubes in ceramic sockets, separate power supply, and audiophile-quality parts.
Two versions available for the same price: choose a
tubed phono section or remote-control operation. CS
claimed that you non have your cake and eat it, too. A
real mense of ease and musicality, he said; not "slobbering triode my-fi, but tautly focused hi-fi." Extraordinary
layering and soundstage depth. Proved "a supple, compliant silent partner for every amp Ihad on hand." If
you're in the market for a"good, modern, cost-effective
tube preamplifier, the Rogue is asuperb team player."
(Vo123 No.10 WWW)
YBA 2: $2750 *
With its MC transformer module (S650), this ultraquiet
French prearnp gave the best sound from vinyl JA had
experienced in his system since he retired his Audio
Research SP-10. The line-stage is merely good. While it
has great clarity, aliquid-sounding midrange, and excellent low-frequency weight and definition, it sounds abit
lean overall and has less image depth than, for example,
the Classe Six. Both line and phono stages invert polarity, meaning that what will be an optimum setup for LP
playback will require an additional polarity inversion for
CDs. (Vol.17 No.7, Vo123 No.10 WV/W)

Creek Audio OBH-12: $325 $$$ e
ST said this remote-controlled passive preamplifier
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FOR THE FIRST TIME, these
classics have been issued on
180-gram virgin vinyl and
pressed at RTI.
11 STORY

JOHN
LEE

L

ORIGINAL
GENDARvAll JAZZ cutssIcs

Les

John Lee Hooker That sMy Story
LP =AAPB 538 520 00

.10111•11VIT GIZIFFUIV

pr

Sonny Rollins Way Out West
SACD =CAPJ 7530 $25.00

Sonny Rollins Saxophone Colossus
SACD =CAPJ 7079 $25.00

Bill Evans Trio Waltz For Debby
SACD =CAPJ 9399 $25.00

Miles Davis Quintet Cookin*
SACD =CAPJ 7094 $25.00

The analog transfers on these
using the latest
third-generation
Analog-to-DSD

specially-modified for Doug Sax

( Ill

ACOUSTIC QA!TYP_S_ri
PO Box 1905 •Salina. KS 67402 1905
PH 785-825-8609 •FAX 785-825-0156

S.

PRESTIGE 7109

at The Mastering Lab. These

Fantasy catalog.

Thelonious Monk Thelonious Alone
In San Francisco
LP =AAPJ 231 S20.00

percy heath. kenny clarke

titles are among the best-selling
and most-legendary in the

Bill Evans Trio
Sunday at the Village Vanguard
LP =AAPJ 140 $20.00

sonny rollins, milt jackson
thelmuous monk, horace silvt.:

converters by Ed

Meitner of EMM Labs, They were

Gene Ammons Blue Gene
LP =AAPJ 192 S20 00

BAGS GROOVE
MILES DAVIS

Super Audio CDs were done

SUPFR AUDIO CD

Johnny Griffin The Little Giant
LP =AAPJ 136 $20.00

Chet Baker Chet
SACD =CAPJ 1135 $25.00

Miles Davis and the
Modem Jazz Giants Baga Groove
LP AAPJ 245 S20.00

Sonny Rollins and the
Contemporary Leaders
LP =AAPJ 340 S20.00

To order SACDs or LPs, call Acoustic Sounds today. Ask for aFREE catalog.

1-800-716-3553 wvvw.acousticsounds.com
Exclusive mail-order dealer

Editor's Note: There are currently no Class I) preamplifiers listed.

VAC Renaissance Signature, VTL 5.5 and 7.5, Krell
KCl, Jeff Rowland Design Group Synergy Ili,
McIntosh C2200.
Deletions
Aothslo HU IL not auditioned in along tinte.

Power Amplifiers
Editor's Note: liccaow 01 the disparity between
typical tube and solid-state "sounds," we have split
Class A for separate power amplifiers into two subclasses. Nevertheless, even within each subclass, Class
A amplifiers difter sufficiently in character that each
w ill shi ne i
n an appropriate system. Careful auditioning with your own loudspeakers is therefore essential
Except where stated, output powers are not the specified powers but rather thow we measured into an 8
ohm resistive load. All amplifiers are stereo models,
except where designated.

A (Solid-State)
Accuphase M-2000 monoblock: 533,000/pair
Powerhouse monoblocks guxxl for 250W into 8ohms,
500W into 4, and 1000W into 2. Run them bridged
for four times the power. J-I0 diought they'd best serve
alistener with "an appreciation of nuance, elegance,
and style —most emphatically 110I a headbanger."
Natural. unforced detail in the mids; and above, the
"crown jewels": the sweet upper mids and treble. His
bottom line? Expensive. sleek, seductive, capable. civilized —"refinement personified" —the M-2000s coalesced 111.111y finely crafted smaller events into alarger
whole. BD demurs. (Vo123 No2)
Bel Canto Design eVo 200.2: $2395
Solid-state 120Wpc atop with switching "class-T" output stage. "(Liss-T," said KR. "is 'claimed] to dither'
the switching frequency, adjust the 'dead time' tu, suit
the output devices, and modulate the switching frequency with the signal." Well-finished, said KR, and
"unimpressive in the best possible way: it did not call
attention to itself, and did not color the harmonics or
dyn.
sot the music." Unequivocal Kai: "It's one of
the best on the market. Its bass performance is stateof-the-art. Its high resolution and lack of grain are
exceptional Its mild reserve in the midrange will
exactly complement many speakers and systems, and
should not be terribly sipificant with the neutral
(tnes." KR finand that apair used as bridged
blocks "sounded
-h like one of its own stereo chanStereophile, April 2002

Boulder 1060: $19,000
"Cin la $19.000) power amplifier be a bargain?"
mused ST. "Can a$19,000 wristwatch?" He then paraphrased George Orwell's Animal Emit: -All amps are
neutral, but the Boulder 1060 is nu« neutral than
others." "Detailed. dynamic, contmlled, with ahar111011iC presentation that rivaled tubes at their best,"
said ST about the 300Wpc 1060, but also "breathtakingly fast, bracingly cleami. ails' harmonically
putts-. lout nut have it all: awesome power, headrixon,
dynamic drive, control, detail, sweetness, sensuality." "I
have not heard solid-state get better than this —effortless power combined with superb transparency...Class
A for sure," he sums up. (Vo123 No.I1)
Bryston 7B-ST monoblock: 55260/pair $U
This 500W monoblock captivated L(; with its speed,
drive, slatn, and superb control of the mid- and upperbass. "Open, exciting, transparent, dynamic, effietless." he inventoried, calling the 711-ST "an amplifier
that can handle any loudspeaker load, play widedynamic-range music effortlessly, and excel in inuOng
and soundstaging." A must-audition for "anyone who
needs a neve amplifier for driving high-impedance
electrostatic loudspeakers, or dynamic speakers that
seem somewhat bas,-shy." When KR compared it tu,
the Moon W-5. he f 1the big Bryson, nude large
dynamic contrasts "more seamless." 20-year warranty!
(Vol.19 No.lff Vo122 No.3)
Classé CAM 350 monoblock: $7000/pair
billow solid-state monohlock putting out àhefry
350W. 111) described it as., "smooth, highly sophisticated design incorporating the very lutist in circuit and
device developments. ..The execution is enough to take
au audiophile/engineer's breath away." Resolution of
detail was also "setweringly good, as was their retrieval
of ambience cues." Fast, clean, precise, transparent,
open, effortless, dynamic, anti it,inttomtic.sliv rich --all
tripped off Ill )'s tongue ms he described their sound. "A
superb amplifier —pretty
lu everything Iwanted
when Iwished for my ideal 'really gouxl. big solid-state
amp: "he omcluded. (Vo124 No.I WWW)
Classé Omega: $17,000
If you can carry the price -.And the :11111 , (it weighs
250 lbs) — you've got yourself two separate amplifiers
in asingle chassis that can run class-A tap
110Wpc
and class-Ali up to frighteningly high power levels:
506Wpc into 8ohms. 3425Wpc into 1olun! It's also
capable of delivering a"inusia tkpth," as J-10 put ir,
"one born of beautifully developed fundamentals coupled with full, rich harmonics." JA said that, when
bridged and driving the JMIab Utopias, the Omega's
"bass quality was among the best I've ever heard." J-10
thought that though the bridged amps "sounded awesome." the Omega was "sweeter, .tud closer to its true
nature" when used singly. (Vo122 No3 WWW)
Lanun Industries ML! monoblock:
515,990/pair
"'They've' got soul, baby, - enthused JS of thew hybrid
140W monoblock 'miser amps; "the magic that
nukes it all worthwhile." Ile also admired "the enormous, extremely airy, and transparent soundstalw they
threw...The bass was nothing short of phenomenal...
deep, taut, terrifically impactful, redolent with tonality
and individual: ."For the wham of Lamm, you can't
beat 'them'," said ST. They had "excellent resolution,
a natural presentation, and lots of dynamic drive.
Powerfid bass, nxs. Thew amps can reproduce very
minute details. and place them precisely within a
broad, deep soundstage." CS: "The 1.1 puts the -end
back in single. It's one of the inost 11111%1C.11 .1111pS I've
ever heard; single.ended-triode purity. but with realworld drive." (Vollfr No.4. V0122 No.7)
Linn Klimax 500 Solo: $19,000/pair
HO fell deep and bard for these neat'n'petite switchmode power-supply monoblocks. They're rated at
290W into 8ohms and ahefty 500Wpc into 4. What

does a Klimax mean to J-10? "Ease, power. transparency, speed, focus, air, tonal color, liquidity, control,
and awesome, awesome bass." Explosive dynamics and
slam, plus a"yu
y" midrange and highs that were
"revealing, open, fast, illuminated, sweet and extended" make us wonder yet again —how does he really
feel? Otte of Stereo/Ai/A 1999 "Amplification Products
of the Year." (Vo122 No.10 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.334: $6400
Its "superb souks" and "ability to deliver the trenwinious
bass control and depth ptrvicsusly heard only in muchhi ldwrix,wered monoblock,," led LC; to adopt die
125Wpc baby of Levinson's No33 series as his reference. For larger 11/0111S. Ile wants, the power provided by
the 250Wpc No335 or 350Wpc 336 might be necessary—or "get another 334 and nut them in avertical
biamplification configuration." I
kfinitely read the mitaittiti
trying to instill this heavy. shags-finites' errantry. Of the more powerful No.335 ($7900), MF fimod
that, compared to the Are V-I, the No.335 "excelled at
controllmg the present:Moat focusing the picture, and
achieving asense ale:unless sonic stability, though in a
somewhat cool and reserved was. He summed cap that
die Levinson was an amp that "went for the head" rather
than the heart. (Vo122 No.9 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.33H monoblock:
521,000/pair
"Ill go on at length about how great the 1150W1 '3311
'sounds' I'm fieced to admit it has a%tome kvetched
WI' "Soundstaging ...was phenomenal —deep, detailed, holographic. Tonal lialance was natural, and
possessed purity and clarity galore. Low-level detail
never leapt out at me. but existed naturally within the
musical gestalt ...Paradoxically, the No.33H exists on
.1 plane where the news isn't alxott more, it's about
less. It had no grain, no grit, no electronic character
that Icould detect. It had no 'wanoth: ..
no MOSFLT Hut no transistor etch. no tulwy euphony...k
was practically nonexistent -except that it did what it
did Iwtter than anything else I've ever heard." JA's reference (he bought apair). (VoI21 No.1 WWW)
McIntosh MC1201: 515,000/pair
Hiny solid-state monoblock using Mac's patented output transh,rmers is rated at astartling 1200W. Very
much the Ilarley-1)avidson of power amps, though*
10, transfixed by their huge, blue, backlit meters,
which look pretty dramatic in adarkened room. "147
gut-busting pounds of stainless-steel chassis and beautifully finished, black-shrouded transfinmers and
heafrinks," he whistled in admiration. "They made a
BIG sound in our loft. ...I'm talking gobs of bass,
effortless power .ind dynamics.. and ahuge, floaty,
billowing soundstage." lite highs did sound "slightly
tipped up at the top," but "No overhang in the highs at
all aclean and detailed midrange tilting toward the
lush side, and adu:finitely big, lush bottom end uith
heavy-hitting goon, power. and sweep," he summed
up. JA was agog at the "h lllll ongous gobs of low-distortion power it can deliver." (Vo124 No3 WWW)
Musical Fidelity AJCR: $1595 SES
"Astonishing transparency is what makes this the only
$UMO amp to get aClass A rating," woofs ST. Chokeregulated power supplies clean up the power —with
great results: "Pristine —smooth, sweet, exquisitely
detailed, and most important of all. harmonically
right." Tlwre's no bass .1t first, he warned, so let it
warm up. though it remains .1 little lean when compared with afew solid-state bruisers Srs lwen cruisin'
of late. Nevertheless, "astonishingly fast" and sounds
like amuch more expensive amp to discerning Monsieur Tellig. veho urged biamping apair if possible. "A
stunning aehievementr (Van No.10)
Pass Labs X1000 monoblock: 524,000/pair
Acconling to J-I0, if you'w a"power user %yid' ataste
for the revealing," you should try these "supersymmetrical superamps." He discovered that they delivered
"shattering levels of dynamics" while maintaining "a
lightness. adeemess of initial transient and follow-on
It:mimic bloom that belied the XIOM's huge existence
and its powerful sound." He recommended working
115
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Quicksilver Line Stage: $1095
"Like its power amplifier', Quicksilver's Line Stage
preamplifier endsodies the company's philosophy of
simplicity: only one 12AX7 tube per channel," said
ST 7fie parts quality is high, he noted. but no remote.
Inverts plum... which must be ace tmt ed for elsewhere
in the system. C.onsulering the price, an excellent little preamp. he thought. if not as quiet as he might
have liked anul not the last word in transparency, "but
it did sound very neutral, avoiding the excessive
wanoth of some tube !swamps and the hardness of
many inexpensive solid-state units.... The choke-regulated power supply undoubtedly helped," ST
%
lllll toed up: "I don't know of abetter line-stage preamp for around akilobuck," even if it wasn't "the last
word in transparency." (Vo124 No3)

nets, but with seemingly limitless power...7he longer
Ilistened, the lllll re my concerns faded, until only my
smile remained:Stereo/elide "Editor's Choice of 2001."
(Vo124 Nos3 & 11 WWW)

St131dIldINV tI3MOd

"isn't really apreamp at all but aswitching box with
vol
•control" Fair enough. Ile was impressed by its
transparency —"is; in Inv robbing the system of resolution...while providing the convenience of remote control" WI' cotieur,: "1 lard to believe anything this tiny
could sound so good." "It's transparent e gh to reveal
the characteristics of upstream and downstream devices
.md cables," said 11W "The price tag seems abit high.
but the minimalist 01311-12 is all the iireamp many
music steers will ever need." Long cable nuts between
the Creek and the amplifier are not advised, but. a,
observed, "one of the bemefits of remote control is that
you can keep your cables short." (Vo121 Nos.1 & 4)
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"superior resolution, astunning way with transients,
and harmonic purity" of the kind he associates with
single-ended designs. Plus it added liquidity and resolution. Overall, he found the ML2 to be the "finest
amplifier" he has heard to date. his only difficulty was
with "the Ipricej of such perfection." (Vo122 No.7)

McIntosh MC2000: $15,000
ST went honkers over this limited-edition, 50thanniversary, KIII8-powered stereo amp. "In aword,
it's glorious—so much so that it. hard to decide what
to rave about first." lie found "outstanding bass.. arid
adelicacy of sound that's difficult to describe." He
finally settled on "breathtaking." J-10 concurred:
"Wow!" quoth The Literary One. "The air is incredible! So is the imaging. A
uy sound, rich in the
bass, nicely extended, though it's atouch distended in
the punchbowl of the mid-bass." Ile went on: "The
amp itselfis astar of stage mid screen: vivid, round, airy,
sexy. powerful. and palpable — a little bit of
Hollywood." He called die Big Mac "a classic." SAM.
phile's "Amplification Component of 20()." (Vo122
No.10, Vo123 No.3 WWW)
McIntosh MC2IO2: $6000
It's big, it's got meters. and it retails less than half the
price of the MC2000 50th Anniversary Special Edition
so overwhelmingly lauded by ST and J-10. Four
Svedana KT88s —6550s can also be used —provide
the power for each channel: 100Wpc into 8. 4, or 2
ohms. ST said the M(2102 produced aslightly softer.
gentler sound than its sibling; "less dynamic, less dramatic, but easier on the ear." But he "warmed to the
gender, less i
llll nediately impressive. possibly less insisteumt +mind of the MC2102." Our Sam concluded that
the M(2IO2 had "tube magic" without its bass sounding loose or soggy. It gave me McIntosh bass: extended.
tight, and above all. tuneful. He so: lllll ed up: "For the
first tinie, tlw Mac circuit has appeared in afully modem state-of-the-art design. delivering clean, clear
sound, natural harmonics, extended highs, and bass
with balls." Go Mac Go! (Vo124 No.5 WWW)
Music Reference RM-200: $3450 SU
(See MFs review in this issue.)

POWER AMPLIFIERS

Nagra VPA monoblock: 512,400/pair e
"Respect the VPA as the hot-running. high-voltage device it-is and It Will Provide," exhorted Ha This dim.
30-lb, 60W vacuum-tube ensembles& has aclass-A
push-pull output stage and a balanced input stage,
which made for "unambiguous" presentation, sonic
qualities that "wrap around" you, and ima l,ing that was
"extremely holographic without being flashy." Though
it didn't take well to being overdriven, the sound was
"altogether extraordinary" when combined with the
Nagra I'L-P (sec "Preamplifiers"). (Vo122 No.4)
Red Rose Model IReference monoblock:
525,000/pair
When J-10 reviewed the amplifier, it was sold as the
AudioPrism Mana Reference, before AudioPrisin was
acquired by Red Rose Music. Because of its "lush
midrange," "powerful and fidsoine bottom cud." and
"sweet-natured, airy treble," J-10 declared that this
amplifier (complete with switchable ultralinear or triode output stage) was "perfectly crigawng, and ajoy to
experience nmsic through." 1le did note that triode
"eventually lost its pip" when he cranked the volume
to "critical mass and drive," and that the amp was best
"into afairly efficient speaker" (88cIB sensitivity and
up). (Vo122 No.9)
Sonic Frontiers Power 3monoblock:
59999/pair
BD was less impressed with the 200W (tor 3% Till))
Power 3numoblock than the stereo Power 2, mandating auditio ll i
ll g by prospective purchasers. hi his
"Follow-Up" to liDs full review. KR begged to differ:
"I don't shire Mall% expressed tolerance for small
'emits to the WaF111, liquid side?... Ilike things tight
and clean." Ile agreed with liDs assessment of the
sound, but claimed it provoked adifferent reaction in
him, sounding like .1 "steel list in avelvet glove," with
clarity and image depth adding to neutrality. The
Power 3s could be atad dry in the
Irange with ter-
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tain speakers, but their accurate-to-life dynamics ehorys
"blew his audiophile hat off?" Kit: have bought both
of SF's top-of-the-line offerings for my reference system." (Vo123 Nos.4 & 7)
Sun Audio SV-2A3: $1436.20
3.5Wpd "Underpowered or not, there's amagic about
this amp." gurgled ST The SV-2A3 is self-biasing, with
no loop negative feedback and asi
Ithat's "Glorious!
Superb resolution of low-level details Spacious soundstage and pinpoint imaging... great bass...harmonic
presentation to die for...a lovely liquidity that Ican
describe only as ravishing, especially with woodwinds
and female vocalists." You get the idea. Price is for kit:
assembled version costs $2199.80. (Vo123 No.6)
Valve Amplification Company Renaissance
30/30 Mk.III: $7800
ST enjoyed this push-pull cathode-bias class-A Iainplifier so much he had ahard time letting it pi. Its 1,0Wer
132Wpci was the key: "1 knit assume that this is asmall
amp...11t1 has the power to drive avariety of teal-world
speaker loads without the dynamic compression so typical at, say. 8Wpc." You get your choice of Golden
Dragon 4-30(83 output tubes from China or J.J.
Electronic 30013 tubes from Slovakia; ST fixind die
Slovaks to be "somewhat leaner and more incisive." the
Chinese "
•lush and annospheric." With the latter
in place, he declared that tlw Mk.111 "gets you as far as
you can go with push-pull 30011 sound." Upgrade from
Mk.1, $1309; upgrade from Mk.11, $859. (Vo122 No.6)
VTL MB-450 Signature monoblock:
$9000/pair
MF compared aper of MB-450s to (aonrad-Johnson
Premier Twelves and finind they "created a bigger
sounslitage and did abetter job of giving the listener the
sense of being in alarge space — when dut was the
ve •...Overall, the 450s sounded wanner, riper, .uul
more laid-back, particularly in the mid-bass." lite
monoblock for those who need lots of clean tube
power to drive large speakers," summed up MF, "and
Wain a dependable pair of amps that deliver abig, rich,
three-dimensional sound mt a(relatively) bargiin price."
"Slant
id still more emir cries CS, who is working on a"follow-Up." (V01.19 No.7 Vo122 Nos2 & 4)

vn. MB-750 Signature monoblock:
514,490/pair
Vacuum-tube mosuiblock amplifiers with switduble
750W terrocle/350W triode push-pull output stage.
Power Wa, uit aphmdisiac for BD: "It adds adynamic
punch and precision that injects music with more of
the snap it has live. Sharp transients, subtle dynamic
shadings, thunderous crescendos —they're all reproduced effortlessly and accurately. Images are detailed
without being overblown or °wretched: they're wonderfully three-dimensional, and firmly fixed within a
soundstage and acoustic dut draws the listener into the
ori kMial space." However, be added, they're "shaded a
bit toward the nmuntic, or warm and liquid side of
transparency _land] lacked the unit degree of refinement in their reproduction of low-level detail."
Reference version, not yet auditioned, costs
$20,000/pair. (VoI20 No.I2 WWW)
Wavelength Gemini monoblock: $5000/pair
Low-powered —2W-5W depending on single output tube —single-ended triode with zero negative
feedback. so needs to lx• paired with high-sensitivity
speakers for the best sound, said RD. Hum must be
minimized with apotentiometer on the monoblock's
base. Tulx• rectification and AC tube heaters are said
to result in more realistic sound. However, RD found
that "lite noise...was considerably higher than I've
been used to, and tweaking the hum pots didn't help."
lise solution required changing the ground hookup
inside the amplifier, which will be incorporated into
future production. Some reliability problems with the
NOS 45 tubes but not with any of the 2A3s. "The 45
mix- may be an antique, but its sound in the context of
the Wavelength Gemini was anything but," said RD
"Apart from the limitation of output level, the sound
with the Sylvania 45s was wide-ranging, with open,
extended highs that minimized high-frequency nastics

while allowing both detail and the overtones of treble
instruments to lw presented in anannal manner. Bass
was deep and well-controlled, with hardly atrace of
the added warmth/mid-bass emphasis and softness
that many people think of as 'tube some" (Vo124
No.5 WWW)

A (Integrated)

Cary Audio Design CAD 300-SEI: $3995 e
RH regarded the ultra-smooth, liquid sound of the
300SE1 to be world-class, manifesting awamith and
lwauty unmatched by any electronics he's had in his
system. "It's actually a tone control. and an unpredictable one at that," JA grumps (though he will admit
under pressure that the sound of his li&W Silver
Signatures driven by the Cary was first-rate). WP also
got great sound using it to drive ProAc Response One
SCs. When writing his reviews, the ever-spoiled J-10
now uses the 11Wpc Cary CAI) 300-SE1— with aset
of Western Electric 30013 output tubes, of course! — to
drive Sennheiser HD 600 headphones. Classic tube
d. if not the most dynamic Mr Scull has heard;
pod bass, ahit pl
poverall, with "everything grand
in the midband. Oilly a glutton could ask for
incee."(Vol.18 No9, Vo123 No.12 WWW)

Chord CPM 3300: $8950
This really hot-running 290V/pc model with aswitching power supply had a"high-end heart and hometheater brain," according to MF. Lousy instructions
made Mikey cranky. MF filmic' the British Chord's
sonic presentation big, vivid, and exhilarating.
Compared to his reference it sounded "somewhat
sandier, while offering up more body and solidity to
images and greater transient snap." The Chord was
fast, sporting "an intense rhythmic drive and alean,
taut bass that added excitement to very familiar
recordings.. The (TM 3300 reproduced it all without sounding mechanical, bright, harmonically
bleached, or antiseptic. Did it deliver the wanuth and
harmonic tidiness of agood tulx• amp? No. Do most
tulx• amps deliver the Chord's transient speed, dynamic drive, and taut, well-damped bass? No. If you like
your musical presentation big. dramatic, dynamic, fast,
and exciting, the Chord will give it to you without
adding the usual negatives. Integra leg option — essential for optimal cooling — adds $550. (Vo124 No7)
Creek 5350SE: $1500 $$$
Solid-state, remote-controlled 85Wpc integrated with
passive preasup stage and extensive switching capability. Headphone output, but no balance control. By
found the SE neutral thmughout the frequency range,
with "lifelike, delicate, yet forceMI transient articulation...organic reproduction of low-level dynamic
nuances and subtle ambient cues," and "a degree of
kiss definition, articulation, clarity. and Ixetoin-end extension unlike any I've heard from any amplifier in this
price range and/or power raring." ST thinks the little
integrated is just as transparent and, subjectively. almost
as powerful as the Musical Fidelity
Non-SE version has 75Wpc and sonic lower-quality parts for $250
less. Four optional plug-in phono boards available:
MM for $95 or $60 (SE and non-SE, respectively). MC
for $120 or $95. (Vo124 Nos3 & 4WWW)
EAR V20: $4595
The V20 knocks out 24Wpc into 4, 8, or 1(t ohms using
ten I2AX7s per channel in push-pull configuration in
"enhanced triode" unruly. Luisit rich, textured, and
bloomy, per CS, and nuit abit lugubrious about it either.
He found its control of low-level infimnation effortless
and detailed. Best used with coherent high-sensitivity
two-ways. CS said it compared iworably with some of
the finest tube separates. "Slani fittor and concert-level
VI/1MM are iess 1111pOnallt issIles than purity of expression, and such listeners will lie more than satisfied with
the V2O's laid-back yet solid bottom end and smooth,
natural portrayal of the top end." (Vo122 No.10)
Magnum Dynalab MD 208: $2975
Remote-controlled I(X)Wiw solid-state receiver with
all-analog FM tuner section, five line-level inputs, and
separate wand and preamp outputs. lite MD 208
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single-chassis amp of such seemingly unlimited
power." The DNA-225 produced clean sound "at
unconscionable, painful, downright tumeighlxsrly levels" well beyond those of the original D NA- 1. Large
dynamic shifts could be enormous, he noted. None of
the mid-bass warmth of the DNA-1 and abit lean in
comparison, but also more accurate, with taut power
and slain in the bass. The upper range, fluid and clear,
was laid bare," eliminating the DNA-1's tizziness.
"There's no question the DNA-225 is abetter amp...
One of the best big amps around." A classic reborn,
declared KR. McComuck Audio Corp. is now owned
by Conrad and Johnson. (Vo123 No.11)
Musical Fidelity A300cR: $3195
krived both from M Fs A3,1, power amp and from the
Nu-Vista M3 integrated, —without the nuvistor tubes,
of course —this 220Wpc amplifier houses its dualmono supply transformers in aseparate case. For $3195,
ST said, "the A300('e is afine power amp. There was
tight control in the bass and the amplifier appeared to
have plenty of dynamic headroom. Impressive. But coinpared with the less-powerful but Class A A.3 ,1, ,ST felt
he was missing something. -Iheard slightly less resolution. Transients scented less crisply defined. Iheard
slightly le, 4.11•C of arecording's acoustical environment." he summed up, 1 think the A300ue is astrong
recommendation in Class B—which is where you
might expect agood 220Wpc, $3000, solid-state stereo
amp to pLice in the scheme of things." (Vo124 No.6)
Quicksilver Mini Mono: 5998/pair US
This update of the original 8417 monoblock sports a
simple topology with solid-state rectification and only
two gain stages, and is rated at 25W. "Chrome-plated
transformer covers, which transfisrin each :imp from
drab to jewel-hke, will set you hack an extra $100/pair,"
tempted Stylemeister Tellig. ST didn't recall the 8417
monos sounding as transparent or as resolving as the
new Minis, and "the new amp's bottons end seemed
tighter (unless Ipushed them into clipping), the top end
more extended and crystalline." And "Tube-rollers will
be in heaven!" hooted ST "You can use KT88, 6550, or
6L6 output tubes without doing anything to each amp
besides putting in anew matched pair. Hell, you can
also use KT66 or ICT77 output tubes, if you can scare
tip any." Detailed, transparent, reasonably dynamic,
"with just atouch of the warmth and sweetness so typically pnwided by tubes. Could Ihave used more
power? Yes, but Iwasn't seriously underpowered," said
Power Ranger Sans. (Vo124 No.3)
Rotel RB-1090: $1999
Rated at 380Wpc into 8ohm, but when asked, du.s bruiser cut put out 7(X)Wpc into 4. RD felt it sounded best
singe-ended, where "the level of listening fatigue engendered...is one of the lowest i'VC encountered in asolidstate amp." Its other nujor strength, he found, was its -harmonic accuracy." I
>clad was -good without being overly
analytical," with adeep, wide soundstage. Its appeal goes
beyond its reasonable price, RI )mused. (W123 Nod)
Smart Devices 2X150VT: $2250
"A moderately powerful, warm-sounding, tube-MOSFET amplifier that avoids sounding soft and mushy and
certainly doesn't sound bright, hard, and sterile, as some
solid-state amps at this price cari." MF made it dear that
though this 150Wpc amp may look very much like an
old Hailer DH-200, similarities between the two go no
further than cosmetics: "There was no comparison: The
1)11-200 sounded constricted, threadbare, mid cloudy. It
sounded soft and dry, while the 2X150VT gave afar
more generous impression of musical flow :Ind overall
liquidity." MF noted, however, that the SOUR 111(1tillCd.
together instrumental lines occurring in the same tonal
space.... Ryon crave crystalline clarity, razor-sharp transients, and an 'exciting' presentation, the 2X150VT probably isn't for you." (Vo125 No.I WWW)
.

Sonographe SA-250: $1195
From Courad-Johnson: 125Wpc, all discrete circuitry,
no ICs, less than 16d13 of negative feedback, J-FET input, and two pairs of bipolar output transistors per side.
Ilse SA-250 doesn't try to itittisic the sound of atube
amp, noted ST enthusiastically. Good resolution open
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and airy, -neutral, ban 'tonically pleasing." Not a"rich"
but aslightly thin sound that, he said, reminds you that
this is not aC-J tube amp. Nevertheless, "outstanding
for the price." (Vo123 No.5)
VTL ST-85: $1750
Need astereo amplifier with awell-defined upgrade
path? If so, "step right up," said LB, who backed this consmand with: 'The VTL ST-85 is solidly built and abreeze
to use
offers outstanding performance driving realworld speakers [and Sri imparts a3-1) sense of the original event while retaining truth of timbre, aonnbination
that very few components can match, at this or any price."
Measured output power was ahealthy 64Wpc. Used as
monoblocks, the ST-85 jumps into Class II, decided LB,
as did CS. Now includes triode/terude switch. (Vo122
No2, Vo124 No2 WWW)

B (Integrated Amplifiers)
Arcam DIVA A85: $1499
The A85 uses discrete bipolar output devices, whereas
older Arcam amps used MOSFE7s. It took about 200
hours of break-in for the A85 to give signs of its mie
potential. CS: "Once the A85 was well along in the
burn-in process, Ifound it exceptionally musical...11t]
was cool, quiet, refined, and rather neutral in character,
its overall sonic signature defined by abeguiling midrange quality." While its pwsentation may seem too
polite for some, CS reminded us that "Politeness
shouldn't be mistaken for reticence... Ultimately, it is
the epic openness, transpawncy, and low-level detail of
the midrange that would inspire me to seriously consider this integrated amp as the steam engine for my
audio choo-choo." (Vo125 No2 WWW)
Arcam FMJ A22: $1999
Solid-state, remote-controlled, Full Metal Jacket
update of Arcam's Alpha 10 with surround-sound processor, multi-room controller, and seven line-level inputs. Same basic sound and performance as Alpha 10,
but with updated cosmetics and sturdier build, LB
reported. "The design is simple, clean, and elegant. The
FMJ says 'classic,' whereas the Alpha chirps 'trendy.'. ..I
don't think you'd go wrong with either." Optional
phono board adds 5100. (Vo123 No.4)
LFD Mistral LE: $1495
The ,srignal version of this 50Wpc solid-state Unmated
was "proof that simpler is better," according to ST "Ilw
openness and airiness is the thing here Good resolution
too. The story hew is simplicity Get asimple circuit that
works and tweak it to (leads, then QC die production like
crazy. \VP heard it at Saisis place and was also smitten.
The Limited Edition features new capacitors and resistors, alarger mains transfitnner, and areduction of global feedback by 4cIB. A relined, delicate sound with very
good low-level resolution. Sam said, 1 found the LF1)
Mistral LE simple and delightful] to use. As Idid the standard edition's Iloved die LE's harmonic presentation,
which liad an almost SET-like cgulity of being 'lit from
widin: As for PRAT (pace, rhythm. acceleration, timing), this ainp is probably not the champ. But so what?
The music sounded so o
from one pair of output
MOSFETs per side." (VoI21 No»; Vo124 No.11, LE)

rt -

Linn Classik K: $1950
Remote-controlled 75
.Wpc (into 4duns) CI) receiver
witls MOSFET output stage, clock, AM/FM
three line-level inputs, tape loop, and headphone jack. A
-neat and complete all-in-one Linn system," enthused
CS. High-density surface-mount PC boards keep it
pain: as well. On FM. CS found "very good stereo separation and imagng, freedom from crosstalk, a very
musical depiction of drumics, a warm and open
midrange, alack of top-end sibilance, and no apparent
huskiness in human voices." The
)section impressed
with "a very clear, deep midrange, with remarkable bass
extension and asmooth, open top cud—very detailed
without being edgy or italicized." Little to gripe aim«,
he summed up: "in combo with adecent power cord,
some better speaker cables, and agood pair of loudspeakers, for $3000-$4000 you have aserious, no-compromise high-end system." Price is for black finish;
colors add $45. JA is working on a"Follow-Up" of the

current multizone version; he shares die (hipster's
enthusiasm. (Vo123 No.11 W)W)
Manley Stingray: $2250
of this petite, 50Wpc tubed integrated, CS says,
"There's an aesthetic dimension to the Stingray that
transcends high-end audio and borders on modern
sculpnire." Ile was knocked out by "the pin and dynamic range" produced by the quartet of EL84s per side.
The Stingray is "carefully thought-out, lovingly designed.. .with abig, open
dstage, ashimmering.
crystalline top end, aclear, tidily detailed midrange,
and alean, liscused, articulate bass." (Vo122 No.12)
Musical Fidelity A300: $1695 $$5
"It sounds so good for so little :stoney that you
shouldn't fret...withotit adoubt, one of the greatest
values of all rinse. And it looks like amillion
bucks." Once again, ST hides his true feelings.
Remote. MM/MC phono stage, tape loop, five hue'
level inputs, and 150Wpc into 8ohms or 250 into 4.
Harmonic accuracy is what it has, said ST, in spades.
But it's alive, he warned: "voices reached out and
grabbed me without assaulting nie." Only falls short
"in terms of spatial resolution and ultimate low-level
detail." Alter Cl) sound with different inputs: the
CI)-in has an extra gain stage. "It succeeds and pleases on its own terms." (Vo123 No.3, Vo124 No.6)
Rega Mira: $950
Sun Ser: -The Reg.' Min integrated amplifier matches
Regis PLinet 2000 in size, styling, and price. Same Sniss
caw — smooth as afine watch. Rein really Isas impnwed
die fit and finish of their electronics: outstanding without being ostentatious. Good taste, clanunitr Remote
control, of course, and amoving-magnet phono stage as
stunLiril equipment. Tise 61Wpc Mira is apurist design:
no tone or balance mums's, no speaker selector switch,
no headphone output. Warm, rich, hill-bodied sound,
with lots of dynamic drive, reported ST, and very smooth
and sweet throttles the midrange, with no grain. "Gad, I
loved it," he gushed. He felt the phono stage was killer,
considering the price: "excellent detail, great dynamics."
Ile wound it up with "It's something of asmall miracle!"
(Vo124 No.4)
VAC Avatar: $4000 with remote
Push-pull dcsi i.
.m, nitli selectable ultralinear/triode operation. Borderline Class A sound, says CS: -musical,
inviting midrange, crystalhne top end, and taut, rounded bass." Crank die Avatar's volume past midnight and
noise becomes an issue, but it "still drove the Joseph
11M7si with plenty of balls at 10:30 or so, with acceptable losses in the noise floor." Very seductive sound, he
chortled: "a supple, supremely assured performer." His
sample blew tip big-time on the test bench, alas. When
they got the unit back. VAC claimed that abad tube had
taken down ascreen resistor. When CS listened to the
repaired unit, he found its sound "every bit as intoxicating and involving as before." (Vo123 Nos.4 & 11)
VTL IT-85: $2750
Itemote-controlled (volume/mute), vacuum-tube,
80V/pc integrated amp with push-pull tetrocle output
stage and active preamp and headphone output. "1 was
struck by idle IT-85'sl midrange %weenies, mud smooth
top-end extension," said CS, who also admired its "surprising level of rhythmic authority." It delivered "a convincingly deep soundstage, realistic dynamics, and rockstable images, with the kind of aged-in-oak Balsamic
midrange bouquet that fans of EL34s and coherent twoways hanker after." CS recommends using VTI:s gainmatched ST-85 power amp ($1750 — see "Power
Amplifiers") in a nifty biamp setup with die IT-85.
-Always wanted afine tube rig?" asked Stern. "Look
your n:tailer in the eye, say 'Hit me,' and draw 21 oil the
nose by thnnving down for the TT-85/ST-85 combo.
Then walk away from the table flush with the glow of
good sound, found money, and the inner contentment
that comes from knowing you really don't need much
more thus this," (Vo124 No2 WWW)

Assemblage SET-300B: $799
"Kst. Wamia own agreat 31)011 amplifier cheap?" whis-
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pers St Has he got adeal fin you in an earthshaking
8Wpc!"I've heard other 30011 amps, sonic of them more
than double the price, that don't sound all that much better!" ST got sound that was "immediate, vivid, alive, and
sincxxli through the midrange." The "ultimate" resolution went missing, :mil there was less "magic" in the raids
than widi 2A3 amps, ST pouted, but "A great value. with
excellent build and putts qualities for die price." Price is
fir kit without 300B tubes (two required). Assembled
version, 5999: premium parts, add $299. (Vo123 No.6)
NAD 218THX: $1199
The THX-certified, 250Wpc NAD has a"soft and
forgiving tonal balance, coupled with arich dimensionality, which makes it avery easy amp to listen to
on awide range of program material," Robert Reina
said, though its "killer bottom octave is offset by two
shortcomings: athick mid-bass and limited high-frequency resolution." his conclusion? "The NAD isn't
perfect, but it's an extraordinary performer for its price
and power rating." TJN: "a fine set of measurements
for one very powerful amplifier" — especially into low
impedances. adds JA. (Vo122 No.8)
Rotel FtB 1080: $5199
KR was impressed by how this 200Wpc solid-state
stereo power amp was able to drive speakers even 10
times its price: "Widi everything hmatched it with —
whether fairly or unfairly —the Rotel did adequately to
superbly." Though die
1080 lacked soundstage
openness and remained slightly withdrawn in die midto upper-treble range, sheer power was not alinntation.
And though, at low volumes. its overall presentation was
lacking in dynamics and presence, at high volumes "the
Rotel was capable of truly impressive performance." KR
concludes, "Only die nth degrees of treble grain and reticence separate it from the very best power anylifiers.
emit think oían amp for even twice its price that I'd prefet" JA's measurements concurred: "Considering its
modest price, this is one powerhouse of an amplifier. But
tone) best used widi speakers whose impedances don't
drop much below 2ohms." (Vol.25 No3)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)
Cambridge Audio A500: $450
The A500's appearance is deceptively plain. Its 85Wpc
into 6ohms, four line-level inputs (one of diem aMM
R1AA plum cant), two sets of speaker binding posts, and
defeatable tone controls make for a"good buy" at die
mice, said St instmdy liked die A500's sound," he enMimed. Clean, decided, dyn.uinc sound with alifelike but
not overly lush harmonic presentation: very smooth :Ind
fire of harshness and gain." He found its bottom end "especially impressive." Not for difficult speaker km/ or big
nxims, he cautioned, with aphono stage "as good rs it
needs to be." ST figures the A500 aims to ingatiate, "but
not at the expense of being abore." (Vol23 No.9)
Legend Audio Design Starlet: 62995
Striking looks, an active prramp section. and aclass-A
triode output stage powered by four 6550s, yield
40Wpc. CS was "immediately captivated by its quiet
backgrounds and exceptional tonal balance" and "solid
overall resolution at very low volumes." He also found
asweet, airy soundstage, and sound that was lush and
euphonic "without being syrupy...." Measurements
revealed extreme levels of vol
•control-dependent
distortion — the manaicturer claims that abad preamp tube was to blame. Recommendation provisional,
therefore, depending on the results of the forthcoming
"Follow-Up". (Vo123 No.12 WWW)
NAD C370: $699
"A real blue-collar champion offering an honest day's
work for an honest day's pay." CS found this 120Wpc
amp to offer smooth, authoritative, solid-state sound,
delivered with conviction: "wami, dry, and solid, never
edgy or fatiguing." (Vol.25 No.1)

Yamaha CAV1T RP-U100: $299
Intended to be set next to your monitor, this plug'n'play
receiver mincers to your computer's USI1 port. Once
the software is installed, it offers 208 AM/FM tuner pre-
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sets with soundfield syndiesis anine-band ±6dB graphic equalizer, two degrees of signal compression plus
uncompressed, and six DSP modes (including Virtual
Dolby I
)ital) to enhance envelopment and spatial realism using only two speakers. JA: "Fed digital audio from
an external Cl) transport. die Yamaha put out surprisingly robust sound. Despite its modest footprint, this is
no wimpy, sonically compromised piece of kit" Driving
the digital input with the S/PDIF output of his computer's soundcard using WAV files yielded good results,
but "changng to the USB connection for computer
audio was disappointing." Computer games were fine,
though. Playing DVDs from aseparate player, results
varied with the type of music. And JA had difficulty getting any real sense of envelopment out of the DSP
modes. But, he noted. "The experience of reproduced
music has never approached this level of satisfaction
before—at least at work! ...I can heartily recommend
the Yamdu RP-U100 as the audiophile's essential desktop companion—I'm buying die review sample." SD
suggested leaving your high-end expectations behind
and judging the Yammy on its ability to enhance
nearfield computer-audio reproduction. "On dut score,
confident you'll find the improved spatial quality...
an encouraging step in the right direction." (Vo122
No.12, Vo123 No.1 WWW)

Simaudio Moon i-5, Quicksilver Horn M0110, VTL
Reference MB-750, Halcro dm58 monoblock,
Manley Labs Neo-Classic 250, GW Labs 270, Theta
Intrepid and Citadel.
Deletions
Anthem AMP I. Audio Analogue Puccini Special
Edition, Audio Refinement The Complete, Bel Canto
Design SETi40, Boulder 2050, Bryston B-60, ConradJohnson CAV-50 and Premier Twelve, Creek 4330,
Electrocompaniet Neill° and ECI 3, Sonic Frontiers
Power 2, Pathos Acoustics Twin Towers (C), '(BA
Passion 1000, all not auditioned in too long atime to
be sure of rating Arcam Alpha 10, Bryston 911-ST
THX, Cary Audio Design CAD-300SE LX20 and
CAD-572SE, Forsell The Statement, discontinued;
Krell FP13 250Mc. FPB 350Mc, and FPli 600c all
replaced by new models not yet auditioned.

Loudspeaker Systems
Editor's Note: Class A "Loudspeakers" are sufficiently idiosyncratic and differ enough from one
another dut prospective customers should read Sterrophiles orignal reviews in their entirety for descriptions
of the sounds. Ihave therefore just listed every system
or combination that at least one of Stint/Mlle's reviewers feels, as aresult of his or her experience, approaches die current state of the art in loudspeaker design.
(Note that, to be eligible for inclusion in Class A, the
system mint be lidl-range — iv, feature bass extension to
20Hz. It must also be capable of reaching realistic
sound-pressure levels without any feeling of strain.)
For those unconcerned about the last few hertz of
low-bass extension, we have created "Classes A, B. and
C (Restricted Extreme LE)" for those speakers that am
state of the art in every other way. Cmdidates for
indusim in this class must still reach down to at least
40Hz, below the lowest notes of the four-string double-bass and bass guitar.
In addition, such has been the recent progress in
loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that we
have an extra class: E, for "Entry Level." Someone
once asked me why Srensiphile bothers to review inexpensive loudspeakers at all: lui effect, aren't we insulting our readership by rem lllll lending that they huy
inexpensive models? Remember: It's possible to put
together amusically satisfying, truly high-end system
around any of our Class D and E recommendations.
That's why they're listed — and why you should consider buying them.

A
Acarian Systems Alan Circe :612,000/pair
(Vo122 No.5, Vol.23 No.4, Vol.24 No.10 WWW)

ONEN
Avantgarde Uno 2.0: $10,970-$12,970/pair,
depending on finish
Includes SUB225 powered woofer modules. Stenvphile's
"Joint Loudspeaker of 2000." (Vo123 No.9 WWW)
B&W Nautilus 801: $11,000/pair
Steteorhi/e "Joint Loudspeaker of 1999." (Vo122 Nos.1
& SWWW)
Dynaudio Evidence Master: 685,000/pair
Sfinvphde "Joint Loudspeaker of 2000." (Vo123 No.5
WWW)
Dynaudio Evidence Temptation: 630,000/pair
(Vo124 No.12 WWW)
Infinity Prelude MTS: 610,000/pair $ES
(Vo123 No.5 WWW)

JMIab Utopia: 630,000/pair
(VoI21 No.4 VJWW)
Linn Komri: 640,000/pair
(See .1-10's review in this issue.)
Meridian 8000 digital active: 649,000/pair
(V0124 N0.11 WWW)
Meridian DSP6000 digital active: 619,950/pai'r
Center-channel version costs $10,495 each. (Vo123
No2 WWW)
Revel Ultima Salon: 616,995-$18,995/pair,
depending on finish
Stereophi le's "Joint Lorid.speaker of 1999." (Vo122 No.3
WWW)
Revel Ultima Studio: $10,995-$11,995,
depending on finish $66
St ereoph les "Joint Loudspeaker of 2001." (Vol.23
No.12, Vo124 No.1 WWW)
Snell XA Reference: $25,000-$30,000/pair,
depending on finish
(See L(;'s review in this issue.)
Sonus Faber Amati Homage: 622,000/pair
(Vo122 N0.6 WWW)
Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX:
638,900/pair a
(Vo122 No.5 WWW)

A —Restricted Extreme LF
Audio Physic Avanti III: 510,995/pair
The firmrstanding Avanti III sports anon-ferrofluid,
dual-concentric ring-radiator tweeter developed by Vifa
that is spec'd all the way out to 40111z. Two pairs of
side-mounted, 61
/
2"woofers—font units per side—in
push-push configuration allow anarrow front baffle.
The Ill sits on apair of metal stabilizer cross-braces and
setup is critical, MF emphasized, to getting best results.
"If cleanliness is next to godliiiess, the Avantis were next
to godlike —so clean, so detailed, so revealing," he
noted, yet, when everything (including the source
material) was right, they sounded "so rich. so Muriamenully correct and sinsfitng." "finial coloration was
impressively low and the Avanti III offered "superb
dynamics at both ends of the scale and iwver sounded
compressed. even when played at ultra-high SPLs."
Aside from aslight brut very noticeable leanness in the
mid-Isass — this will be offputting for those needing
warmth and tidiness, he cautions — the Avanti ranks
with the Infinity Prelude •IN. subjectively, the least-colored speaker MF has reviewed. Price is for black finish,
veneers add $1000/pain (Vo124 No.8 WWW)
B&W Nautilus 803: $5000/pair
"Ever notice that middle children tend to get the least
attention?" inquired Papa Tellig. Sanie with hi-fi, he
avowed. Enter the "smack in the middle" N-803s:
904.1B sensitivity with anominal 8ohm impedance Mat
drops to 3ohms, so SETs need not apply. Minimum.
SOW per 803: ST doubts 50 tube watts would do it,
"but you don't have to spend afortune on amplification." Ovular shape and Matrix bracing avoid boxy
sound. explained ST. "Ali, what asound...neutral from
top to Isottom," he sighed. "Massed strings are handled
with weight and authority...excellent definition .
bass
delicate and beautifully delineated.... Idon't think
you'll find aspeaker for less money that's this refined,
this beautifully voiced, and nus seamlessly integrated
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HIGHLY RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
FROM ATRUSTED NAME: AUDIO ADVISOR

The Best In High-End Audio Right To Your Door
Established in 1980, we are the industry's oldest, largest,

}Umber Kahle, LAST, Lovan, Magnum Dynalab, Mistral,

and most trusted direct mail high-end audio retailer. Call

MIT, Monarchy, Monster Cable, MSB, Music Ilan, Nakamichi.

us toll-free at (800) 942-0220 to consult with our highly
experienced sales staff, or visit us online for over 2,0(10

Niks Audio, Nitty Gritty, Panamax, Parasound, Perreaux,
Philips, Pioneer, PS Audio, Record Doctor, Roksan, RPG,

audiophile/home theater products including:

Salamander, Sanus, Sennheiser, Shure, SME, Sonex, Sound

Acoustic Research,Adcom,AMC,Analysis Plus,
Apollo,Atacama,Athena Technologies, Atlantis,
Audio Power,AudioPrism,Audio-Technica,
AudioQuest, Bag End, Billy Bags, Boltz, Bright
Star, Caig, Cambridge Audio, Camelot, Cardas,
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from top to bottom" (Vo123 No3)
Infinity Intermezzo 2.6: $2200/pair SU
(stands necessary)
Stylish two-way satellite with powered woofer and a
single-band. variable-fiequency parametric equalizer
that can attenuate the "nusin 1 p" that most listening
spaces have between 20 and 80Hz. MF proffered that,
once set up properly. the Intermezzos offered "outstanding bass response without mucking, up or slowing
down the "lband." Overall perfornitmce, he decided,
"was so satisfSing that Icould live with them, at least
for pop and small-combo jazz. But for full orchestral
weight and the suggestion of the hall space, you do
need those bottom few octaves." Top-end response
sounded "free of grain, natural, and not at all bright or
sizzly. Iii fact listeners used to peaky tweeters might
find the sound lacking in detail and transient snap until
their ears adjust, at which point the enormous amount
of inner and low-level detail the Intermezzo's tweeter
is capable of revealing will become apparent." JA
decreed "This is yet another in aseries of superbly
engineered, high-quality loudspeaker designs emanating from Harman's Northridge plant. It is atribute to
its designers. and to the research and testing facility set
up there by Floyd Toole." Matching stands cost
5199/pair. (Vo124 No.6 WWW)
JMlab Mezzo Utopia: $14,000/pair
Three-way, floorstanding, reflex-loaded, dynamic
loudspeaker —a "superb all-around performer with
no serious chinks in its armor," Paul Messenger noted.
He particularly liked the way it "managed to combine
the sort of intimate musical coherence and com lllllll
cation of ahigh-class, two-way design with the typical
scale and weight of afull-size floorstander." Superbly
transparent upper mids and highs but lower mids can
be aweak area. (Vo122 No.7)
JMlab Micro Utopia: $5000/pair
(stands necessary)
Bass-reflex, two-way nuni featuring the saine inverted
Tioxid (black-oxide-coated) tweeter as the Utopia.
"Think tubes perhaps. Or very-high-quality solidstate: said Sam. Great transparency, he noted; "somewhat lean, exquisitely detailed and open through the
midrange," but never hard or harsh. "A feast for the
eye as well as the ear," he concluded. adding "Class A
(limited bass extension) for sure!" PM endorses ST's
enthusiasm. "Perhaps abit bright, but I've added it to
my handful of core references—it's down to that exceptional Utopia tweeter." Matching stands cost
51000/pair. (Vo124 No.1)
Joseph 12.6433si Signature: 67499/pair
CS raved, "Jeff Joseph ansl Richard Mocliferri have
achieved something special with the RWL33si," an
"Infinite Slope" design that allows the woofer to roll off
quickly while the tweeter comes on gradually. CS was
impressed: "the RM33si suggested acomplex flavor —
like afine old Bordeaux revealing layer on layer of body
and bouquet... to reveal aweb of heretofore unimaginable sensations." However. JA was bothered by finding
the '33si's sensitivity significantly lower than the specified 88de and was concerned by ameasured lack of
integration between the midrange unit and the woofer,
both which might have been due to acomponent being
damaged during CS's listening sessions. However.
where Chip said that "It's easy to misconsmw the
1114433si's extraordinary levels of clarity and resolution
as being cool, dry, bright, or analytical." JA decided that
"In my MOM with my ancillaries, there was simply too
much treble energy." But JA did agree with CS that
"The RM33sis slid present an astonishing wealth of recorded detail, and their soundstaging was simply
superb!" "Not awarm speaker to be sure, but layered
and revealing, and involving," adds CS, arguing for a
Class A ranking. (Vo124 No.1), Vo125 No.1 WWW)
Krell LAT-1: $37,500/pah•
Krell's first loudspeaker is six-driver, three-way floorsunder in a25011, all-aluminum enclosure. The LAT1's rated sensitivity is above average at 91.5dB. After
he'd put pedal to metal. LG was moved to label the
LAT-1 atopnotch perfonner: "Its bass response had
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plenty of speed, power, and drama," but deeper bass
"was not as promi ll ent" LG found the midrange
"transparent and timbrally accurate, with nss smearing
or congestion," the treble "clear and extended. with no
brightness, hardness, or edge." The LAT-1's lack of
compression or distortortion allowed LG to enjoy "the
greatest musical dynamic range I've experienced ut illy
listening room to date." The Krell is for "Anyone who
demands the absolute peak of midrange clarity and
bass speed," LG summed up. JA's measurements
revealed that abig, beefy amp is best to drive it. JA: "It
appears that, with his first speaker design, Krell's Dan
)'Agostino has worked hard at achieving asuccessful
balance." (Vo124 No.8 WWW)
Magnepan Magneplanar MG3.6/R:
64200/pair OS
01) declared this three-way planar dipole "sensational:
and that it ne all his expectations with its huge soundstage and superb front-to-back layering with "continuous ambience field." hie MG3.6/11's Isottom end is an
improvement over the MG3.5's BD noted, with no
obvious transition from its excellent upper midrange to
the ribbon tweeter. "Pure, articulate upper-bass and
midrange, airy detailed highs.., and explosive dynamics." Slightly less forgiving than earlier models but with
ahigh level of transparency, and best driven by apowerful amplifier. "In sonic respects. it's the best speaker
I've heard. periodr Price is for oak finish; cherry
veneer adsh 5300/pain (Vo123 No.8 WWW)
MartinLogan Ascent: $4195/pair
"Great engineering, superb industrial design, worldclass fit and finish, excellent detail and resolution,"
summed up Si', who found this electrostatic to have a
"nearly seamless" sound. However, "doe assume that
the Ascents will work best where other, conventional
speakers have worked well for you. Try to place them
in amom like my listening room, which allows for lots
of placement options." Best matched with tube amps.
Price dependent on finish. (Vo124 No.12)
MartittLogan Prodigy: 610,995/pair
The "imposing" Prodigy couples aproprietary electrostatic panel with achunky bass module, using technology that is trickled down from the company's flagship
$70,000/pair Statement Evolution2.
"ForceForward" woofer array is intended to reduce LF room
interactions. Stensythile webmaster Jon Iverson agrees
with LG that the Prodigy requires asignificant amount
of break-in. "Sure: said LG, "overall Iwas swayed by
the usual electrostatic attributes—low distortion, dinbrat accuracy, and deep, wide soundstaWng that took
my breath away — Ism music I'd always loved came
alive in abrand-new was.. Instrumental timbres and
colors became much more vivid, intense, and startlingly realistic." He also noted that "Its bass blossomed
when driven hard," sounding "forceful and taut, the
instnttzlctizs ssp.trttcsl and nuire distinct----Solid, clean
bass extended down to 31.511z." The woofer meshed
well with the electrostatic panels, he felt, and the
midrange was "transparent, timbrally accurate, and free
of congestion and distortion. The treble spectmm was
smooth and beguiling, with no brightness, steeliness, se
metallic edge.
Pmdigys were also able, W reported, to maintain image stability at high volumes. What
impressed hint the most? The Prodigy's Big Time
Dynamics. Stereophile's "Joint Loudspeaker of 2001."
(Vo124 No.7 WWW)
Merlin VSM Millennium: $8150/system
"Strip away its exotic accoutrements," suggested MF,
"like the automotive clear-coat finish and the metal
inlay strips, and the VSM Millennium is y
basic
two-way vented box —a floorstanding lll i
ll i
lll onitor."
Outboard 13AM bass equalizer, available in both single-ended and balanced configurations, applies 52tIB
boost at 35Hz. A chamber at the bottom of the cabinet is filled at the factory with 23 lbs of sand, and
unusually, an outboard Zobel network, consisting of a
series Hovland capacitor and aresistor, is placed across
the speaker terminals. Millennium Edition VSM is
distinguished by the buyer's choice of wiring harnesses
and anumber of other changes desiped to musimize

its perf.
onnance with solid-state ("S" version) or tube
("T" version) electronics. Ss
d? MF: "What drew
me in first was Ithe VSM's1 smooth, airy, graceful top
end, delicate yet detailed. It sounded downright luxurious without being syrupy or unctuous." The VSM's
retrieval of microdetails "was among the best I've ever
heard from ally speaker at any price." And with no
glare or congestion. Dynamics? "It conveyed plenty of
macrodynamic punch. though it didn't pack areally
big wallop," decided MF. Price is for premi lllll finish
and single-ended BAM with rechargeable battery
(Vo124 No.9)
PBN Montana EPS: 67995/pair
BW found this 92u111-efficient, three-way, reflexloaded floorstander's midrange to be its most immediate strength. He described the midband as "cool rather
than wann," but thought the Montanas "consistently
kicked celestial butt." The ultra-low bass, he found,
wasn't the speaker's strong suit, but he gave die nod to
their slynamic-s. power handling. frequency extension.
and image size and depth. Many custom finishes available for abit extra. (Vo122 No.11)
ProAc Response 3.8: 67200/pair
These reflex-loaded three-way floorstanders raised
LG's eyebrows with their "incredible spaciousness and
ope 'is." He found the frequency balance free of
anomalies and colorations, rich but natural. The
Response 3.8 is possessed of a"phenomenally clean"
midrange over "outstanding" bass, he noted, along
with effortless dynamic range. I
kmanding of associated components, with atouch of compression —but
only in comparison to much more expensive speakers.
That didn't prevent LG from no lll i
l
uting it for inclusion in Class A. "Am Ibewitched?" Yes, he is. PM is
not so impressed with the 3.8's dynamics, but adds,
"Unlike the vast majority of cc llllll weal speakers, it
remains beautifully open through the presence
re0on." (Vol23 No.1 WWW)
Quad ESL-988: 66000/pair
Full-range electrostatic that, for the most part, is an
updated version of the classic Quad ESL-63 (WWW).
Wrote ST, "What more could an audiophile want dun
apair of ESL-988s? You get world-class resolution.
Superb, stable soundstaging. Spectacular transient
response. And
d as neutral as it gets. The only
thinp you don't get are very deep bass, the ability to
play crazy loud, and sexy styling." Impnweinents over
the ESL-63 include astiffer, more rigid frame, betterquality wiring in the delay hoes, and higher-quality
copper in the electrodes. ST Mund that these changes
resulted in more top-end extension and better bass.
Nonetheless, he felt that diese are not speakers for hard
rockers. But those who eiijoyed the ESL-63 will surely hie fond of the '988. Larger 989 (NR) felt to be not
as integrated acmss the band. (Vo124 No.11)
Revel Perfortna M20: $2000/pair SU
(stands necessary)
Two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Although "the
M20 didn't have that last vestige of bass definition that
you get front an optimally aligned or even slightly
overdamped sealeshbox design," JA still fi llll id that "the
M20 offered enough bass extension to sound Isigger
than it really is." Bass reproduction was clean, free from
overtones and overhang; the midrange was "free from
coloration and exceptionally revealing of recorded
detail." While the top treble octaves were "as characterfree as its midrange," JA noticed that some high piano
notes were "presented a little more forward in the
soundstage. and the overall balance was on the slightly
bright sisk." Still. JA misted them so mudi for their
clarity and stereo imaging that he decided to use them
for most of die monitoring during the mixing and mastering of C.antus' Let ii,ur Vare Be Heard Cl). "Pamieres1
with high-quality components and set up in not too
large amom. the Performa M20 offers vim:ally Class
A performance at an affordable price." Matclúng stands
cost 1200/pair. (Vo125 No.1 WV/W)
Sony ES SS-M9ED: 616,000/pair
JA: "Other than the addition of akill-shaped stillertweeter module ansl ahigh-gloss Licquer finish. Ithe SS-
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M9ED] looked very similar to the SS-M9, which Ihad
favorably reviewed in the September 19% Sterniphile."
But both cabinet .ind drive-units are different, redesigned
to get the most from SACD. "Giherent" was his first
impression of the big Sony. "and it only deepened as my
auditioning proceeded." "Superbly clean-sounding treble
relster overall." he thought, "completely Inc from
grain." Sununing up. he said, "Other than its fundamentally lean balance, Inv Sony's] level of coloration is vanishingly low, and its perbirmance at the frequency
extremes is almost beyond criticism. especially in the
treble. Its dynamic range is enormous, aided by imperceptible levels of gain and distortion. Its stereo imaging is accurate and precisely defined, and die result is
deep, stable soundsuges. The sonic window the pair
opened up onto the recorded acoustic is one of the most
trampatent Ihave exiwtienced from amoving-coil box
design." (Vo124 No.8 WWW)
Thiel CS7.2: $13,500/pair
Although. with its "luscious veneer" die CS72 looks very
similar to die CS7, according to BD,
the drivers and
crossovers are different mid now nude by Thid. 131) felt
the CS72 emphasized the very lowest bass relative to die
upper-bass and lower midrange, but still, bass drums had
"breathtaking drive Mkt
11111 Wen: "011eitanding:
amid "die top end was clear, sweet, nid detailed" Inueng
was outstanding: dense mid focused, the presenution
"precise and acairate." Quibbles? "1 )ynamic contrasts
weren't quite as Luge in the treble as in the midrange or
bass," and the speaker lacked "the last bit of dynainicresolution at its vety loudest levels." (Vol.18 No.10, Vol.19
No.1, CS7; Vo123 No2, CS72 WWW)
Triangle Cellos: $1995/pair $$$
111c only drawbacks ST could couic up widi were the
Cebu.' hioks its king break-in nine, arid the tendency °fits
somewlut lightweight haLince to become hard :Ind congested at very high volumes. Other dian these minor
dc•ttils, he was simply overwhelmed by di., kaur-driver,
three-way six-aker. "Great dynamics, open, fie, almost
electrostatic sound, superior low-level resolution," he
writes. "A M000/pair speaker should know its placewhich is to sound much less good than a$5000/pair speaker. The ('clins did not know its place .Its sound was, ilia
word, breathtaking." Takes kindly to tubes. (Vo124 No.10)
Verity Audio Fidelio: $8000-$9000/pair
ST effused that die "glory" of the three-way Fidelio lay
in its "electrostatic-like" midrange: "smooth, uncolored, and coherent. Remarkably so." A nominal impedance of 8ohms-dropping only to 5.7 ohms, with
9.5 ohms from 35Hz to 100Hz -means a benign,
easy-to-drive load at 89d13 sensitivity. Essentially neutral, Sam averred -and what counts is amplifier quality, not quantity. Price is for piano-black finish; optional
makore finish adds $750/pair. (Vo122 No.10)
Vienna Acoustics Mailler: $9800/pair
This three-way, reflex-loaded thxirstunler has two sidemounted ltr hoiwycomb woofers per side, plus two 7"
pulp-cone midranges and a1.2" silk-dome tweeter. It's
"gorgeous," purred RD, with excellent power handling
and exceptional dynamic capability. It's easy and
smooth, but also expert at tracking transient peaks, and
large-scale orchestral works are its best friend. RD
enthused. The soundstage is exceptionally wide and
deep, focused, transparent, with high resolution and
precise isnaOng,. The midrange balance was just about
ideal, said he, despite aroom-related peak at 5011z. "In
every other respect, the perfiinnance of the Mahler is
state-of-die-art." (Vo123 No.4 WWW)

Editor's Note: Note that all he full-ruige Class 1.3
recommendations, except for the Aerial 7B, Totem
Acoustic Main-2, and Vandersteen 2Cc Signature (with
optional or necessary stands), arc tloorstanding models.

B -Full-Range
Aerial Acoustics Model 7B:
$4400-$5400/pair, depending on finish $5$
(stands optional)
RI) commended this speaker for its "top-level engineering and craftsmanship at afair price," qualities he
Stereophile, April 2002
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finds typical of designer Michael Kelly's work. In addition to what RD considered its major asset - soundstaging - he said, "the 713 is always nue to the
and its sonic personality would particularly complement systems that would otherwise sound lean, cold,
and clinical." JA agreed that it was "superbly well engineered," and wasn't at all surprised that RD "liked its
sound so much." Optional spiked stanch, S400/pair.
(Vo122 No.7)
Dunlavy SC-IV/A: $8995/pair
A three-way, dynamic improvement on the SC-IV
that RD said "has reached the point where - with the
best source materials and associated equipment-it
sounds less like aspeaker and more like the music
that's being reproduced." It had, he added, "timbral
accuracy," "tremendous coherence," "exceptional top-tobottom integration," and "stupendous" bass. Both
runlavy and RD suggest placing these speakers along
along wall, widely separated. The SC-IV/A's in-room
power response chezJA showed abroad depression in
the lower midrange, "the result of the complex interactions among the four widely spaced woofers and the
mom boundaries," he explained. JA did come to
appreciate the Dunlavy's superbly defined, extended
bass, but noted that "there was simply too much treble
energy apparent." He thought the upper mids and
highs "somewhat shelved-up," precluding aClass A
rating. (Vol.17 No.4, Vol.18 No3, original version:
Vo121 No.11, Vo123 No.8, IV/A WWW)
Joseph Audio RA122si: $2499-$2899/pair,
depending on finish $$$
Chip Stem first encountered this "sweet, clear, articulate floorstanding design" at the 1998 CES; since then
he has added to his description the phrases "airy,
dynamic, and uncolored" and "holographic, precise,
and nonfatiguing." He warned that those who like a
lusher sound may find the RM22si "kind of dry at
first," but also said it "should provide plenty of thrills
and chills to fans of acoustic music searching for the
ultimate in two-way coherence, but who don't require
slain speakers." (Vol.21 No.11 WWW)
Magnepan Magneplanar MG1.6/QR:
51675/pair $$$
Three things especially impressed BD with this thinmint-style speaker: First, it was "eiijoyable" for the
music lover while being something adie-hard audiophile "could assemble akiller system annind"; second,
"it manages to retain all of the traditional Magnepan
strengths- the coherence and the wonderful disappearing act-- while spectacularly impnwing on the...
areas of dynamics and resolution of detail"; and dUrd,
Magnepan has "achieved this level of performance in
aspeaker that retails for S1475/pair." (Vo122 No.1)
Meridian DSP5000 digital active: $6950/pair
Two-way active design taking adirect digital input up
to %kHz sample rates. Sounded much like the Class
A DSP6000 to KR, but the bottom end was not as
"profound and impressive" as the more expensive
speaker. No evidence of any upper-bass deficiency, but
abit less airy and open. Nonetheless, he thoroughly
enjoyed them when used as astereo pair, and suggests
that five of them may be easier to accommodate in
many moms than the '6000s, while ceding "little to
the hinter system except at the very bottom end." (A
Meridian active sub would take care of that) (Vo123
Nos2 & 3WWW)
Nain NBL: $10,750/pair
Three-way, floorstanding, near-rear-wall design.
Elegant enclosure features "nested" and &coupled driver boxes with avariation on sealed-box bass loading and
two separate bass enclosures. Extra setup care required.
PM: "It proved an astonishingly good loudspeaker in
many respects, most notably its wonderfully wide
dynamic range and aremarkable freedom front 'boxy'
effects." A certain le:unless and forwardness made for a
lack of warmth, which will be more of aproblem in
large or absorbent rooms. Nevertheless, very articulate
and dyiumic, he concluded, adding that "despite the tad
wayward balance. the NHL would probably be muy personal choice at the price." Price is without crossovers for

use with Nairn hue-level crossover and tri-amping.
Optional outboard passive crossover networks cost
S1200/pair. (Vo123 No.10 WWW)
NHT 2.9: $2500-$2675/pair depending on
finish $5$
C.an you have your cake and eat it too? According to
1)N, "The NHT 2.9 is not as much of ,u gmundbreaker.
but for alot less money -and in aconsiderably smaller cabinet -you can get 80% of the perfeimunce of
NHTs flagship 33. Icall that avery good deal." 7)N
also noted dut this four-way floorstandcr's highs could
be atouch bright on material that's already tipped-up
and etched. As for the bass, "lui overall bass capability,
the 2.9 can still compete with alot of pricier products
and come out on top." (Vo122 No.11 WWW)
OLS Kharrna Cerarnique CE-2.10:
$10,799/pair
Three-way reflex-loaded floorstandcr with series-type
crossover, concave ceramic-cone midrange. and
Nornex/Kevlar woofer. KR was impressed with the
"glistening, nearly crystalline" lacquer finish and heavily braced. rear-ported design. The Ceramiques
induced him to "just relax and enjoy the performance." Pure, unforced treble with "respectable" bass
produced a"wami and reticent" sound that. KR observed, slightly emphasized the ceramic cone's
200-500Hz range. "Tonal bias at the expense of presence," concluded KR; "the performance is superb despite the slight lack of liveliness." (Vo123 No.10)
Paradigm Reference Studio/I00 v.2:
51900-$2400/pair depending on finish $$$
"There's much more to the 'v.2' designation than
meets the eye," RD discovered of this redesign of
Paradigm's three-way, four-driver, reflex-liuded floorstander. The v.2 has new tweeter and midrange
drivers, curved side panels, changes in cabinet construction and bracing, and is 23 lbs heavier.
"Exceptionally unfiissy to set up," RD found, and
"top-to-bottom tonal balance is exceptionally even."
The midrange is neutral and the top end is on apar
with others at the price. The v.2 fixes the slight edge
in the earlier version's mid-treble, as reported by TJN,
and its first-rate bass approaches that of the $8995/pair
Dunlavy SC-IV/A, declared RD. Good power handling and other Audiophile Family Values, noted RD.
JA concurs: "excellent measured perfomunce at avery
competitive price." (Vo123 No.6 WWW)
ProAc Future One: $9800/pair
Biwirable three-way, floorstanding, "next-generation"
technology with ribbon tweeter. open-baffle midrange
driver, and ported bass loading. Needs lotsa break-in,
and toe-in is important; MF found it best when the
tweeter axes converged just behind his cars. More
lean, fast, and nimble than previous big ProAcs, he
suggested. while still managing to sound sweet and
rich. Overall balance "on the trim side," with superb
bottom-end pitch definition. Midrange rich with
"electrostatic-like clarity," said Mikcy; the only minor
glitch was a"nippy" sound in the upper nil& due to a
blend pmblem with the open-air midrange cone driver. "A speaker that draws you in with its smooth detail
and overall finesse. Seemingly expensive for what you
get (anti' you examine thc cabinetry and sit down for a
listen," sums up Mike); (Vo123 No.1(l)
Revel Fed0mila F30: $3500/pair SSS
This three-way floorstander is "genennis but not
imposing in size," KR reported. Its wide dispersion
requires careful wnip and room matching, but the
result can be awide. stable soundstage, good imaging.
and a midrange that was aiming the best KR has
heard. The F30 hail no grain and ahigh degree of clarity and transparency, but lacked some heft in the bass
unless pushed. Kal said: "Dynamic and detailed; offers
aClass A midrange at aGendemen's C price." Superb
measured results, reported JA. (Vo123 No.5 WWW)
Snell XA9Ops: $7000/pair
LG describes the Snell as a "superbly engineered,
remote-controlled, full-range floorstander, appropriately priced." Mellow-balanced, thought JA. While
LG "highly recommends it," the powered subwoofer
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failed to reach down to 20Hz in his listening room.
"Misses (lass A by ahandful of Item," he concludes.
(Vo122 No.7, SGHT.5 No.6 WWW)
Thiel CS2.3: $3600/pair
lise first speaker tioturing Thiers new compound
driver, in which the I" tweeter and 4" midrange are
mounted coaxially and driven by asingle voice-coil.
found that the CS23 exceeded his usual expectations for lhid products in ternis of "flat frequency
response. tine and phase coherence, low energy storage, and low distortion," and although it "favored coherence ever so slightly over definition" and had a
slightly narrow soundstage, it was "superb." West
Coast price is $3690/pair. (Vo122 No.1 WWW)
Totem Acoustic Forest: 53000/pair
Two-way. 3.-high tower loudspeaker. Ilse Claw is standard: aself-centering ball-bearing support is available
separately for $395/set of 6, as is the optional Beak
Tuning Pod ($100/pair). LG hum(' that the Forest produced clean bass down to 4011z in his room. ne sound
was generally "solid. transparent, and dynamic without
being edgy, and the bass response was controlled and
eminently detailed." Ile siso thought the
lunge Was
"Wry NetillaWe: it excelled with votol. clarinet, and
piano recordings, voices and instruments floating free of
the speaker isositions...land] provided awealth of lllll sical detail, nuking it easier to delineate spatial positions."
The Forests' imaging. L(; found, was first-rate with a
wide and deep soundstage, even though the sweet spot
was small. (Vo124 No.4 WWW)
Totem Acoustic Mani-2: $3995/pair
(stands necessary)
JA's effusive encomium noted that the Mani-2's "combination of clean treble. transparent midrange, natural
dynamics, and powerful extended bass allowed the
speakers is step to use side, allowing the
sic to communicate in amost effective manner: While $4000 for
apair of small stand-mounted speakers may not appear
good value, JA pointed out that the Masi-2 produced a
sound that belied price and size, noting that it would
pertium admirably in monis unsuitable fin more physically hamming speakers. 2001 samples of the M.1111-2
were marked by acombination of clean treble, natural
dynamics and powerful, extended bass. Apia' re lll i
ll iscent of the earlier sample. however, was alose sensitivity and a forward-balanced midrange resulting in
"some very-high-frequency 'wispiness on souse recordings." Nevertheless. wrote JA, "The overall balance
was expansive and grain-fret% aided by an enormous
but still well-defined soundstagc... A solid Class It
loudspeaker." (Vol.19 No2. Vol.24 No.10 WWW)

like and mac, if slightly sweetened, and big orchestral
swells were handled with enormous power and conviction." Some compression at lease-busting levels.
The key is the matching equipment, Clip revealed.
Bottom hue: a warm, deeply extended, musically
engaging presentation. Optional stands add 5125/pair.
(Vol.16 Nos.4 & 9 WWW, 2CE; Vo123 No.10
WWW, 2CE Signature)

B -Restricted LE
Audio Physic Spark III: $2495/pair
At 39" high with anarrow Milt% the smallest least expensive floorsunder in the Audio Phssic line is best suited fist small- to medium-size atouts. "No one could say
that the Spark is topped-Mr chortled Sam. "Yet the hies
were not tipped-up, either." With abalance slightly on
the dry side, it worked best with the liquidity of tubes,
fisund SE "If isossible, listen with dse speakers in front of
your room\ long wall," ST advised. Halfivay Mas his
room. "the lo, finned up and dynamics greatly improved: with especially dynamic (but not overdone)
mid- to upper-bass. No stridency or peaky quality in the
treble, but it wasn't tlw most refined treble ST, heard "I
could luve done with greater definition, more delicacy but I'd probably live to pay more... The big things were
the soundsuging mid imaging, of course - nothing short
of sisectutdar." (Vo124 No.7)
B&W CDM1 NT: $1200/pair
(stands necessary)
It&W's earlier (:1 )M and Cl M 1SE designs were
longtime favorites of Si's. This latest version adds ais NT
(Nautilus Technology) tweeter in aproprietary teardrop
enclosure. ST thought the NI' had greater top-end
opennes,s, airiness, and clarity thin the SE "Its midrange
and lower treble voiced very sweetly, in the B&W manner," making them, he thought. agood duice ii,r classical
sit. Flu also heard "mtprisingly good" bass for
such asmall maxim% bass that extended "well below
60Hz in our living moils. Deep kuss, obviously was
:absent; you night want to use asubwtusti•r." A tad slow
rhythmically until he switched limn a I25Wpc to a
300Wpc poseer amp. "Them it sprasig to life in aquick,
explosive dynamic way': Impressive perfonnance for the
money. "Self-etfuing. delicately transparent and lice
firma unwanted 'boldness'." adds PM. Matching stands
cost $350/pain (Vo123 No.11)

Triangle Antal: $1545/pair $$$
This four-driver three-way, popular with French
reviewers has no crossover in the midrange/tweeter
lundoff I
ksigner de Vereent% ST reported, "likes to
keep crossovers out of dais critical area." "Cellulose"
(doped paper) ham and mid-driven designed and built
in-house. Give 'cm rinse to break its, warned Sam; after
he did so, the bass was "hill, rich, generous, and dynamic." For those who want "speed, delicacy, and finesse:
ST intoned, these speakers proved "agile" and "let the
notes go exceptionally well." SET-friendly, too. He
liked 'cm and he bought 'cm. "A fine sounding speaker
at A surprisingly adiudible price," agrees PM. "It's not
the sweetest, smoothest or prettiest contender amund
but it has bags of headroom and an involving dynamic
expressiveness that's rare at any price." (Vo123 No.8)

B&W Nautilus 805: $2000/pair
(stands necessary) 55$
The driver, of the two-way 805 are derived directly
from the N-80I, with alower 120W system power
rating. LC: loved 'em. "The N-805 quickly swept use
into the music, and Iround myself listening with my
eyes closed. It Was as if a special light had lx•en
switched on its my mind," he swooned. "This is aterrific loudspeaker, and ass example of what Ireally love
about high-end audio." LC; found uut, punchy midbass and "stunningly transparent" highs, plus asweet,
dynamic midrange "made for alint-rare liste ll i
ll gexperience." Powered subs recommended for sustained,
very deep bass, but otherwise not required. One of
LG's "all-ame favorites." ST weighs in with "MI second u;'5 recommendation!" PM says it has a"wickedly clean treble, alovely luck of Waxiness, loads of detail,
and looks very stylish indeed." Co-winner, 1999 Siam',bile "Joint Budget Component of the Year." Matching
stands cost $600/pair. Original Class A rating abit
optimistic, feels ST, compared with the Nautilus 803.
(Vo122 No.10 WWW)

Vandersteen 2Ce Signature: 51549/pair US
(stands optional)
To CS, the current version of Richard Vandersteen's
bestselling three-way design sowed "the bloomy
barley scent of-sturdy Guinness Stour, the deep earth
tone, of heavy brown bread dipped in honey; your
grandmother's meadoaf accompanied by mashed
['mimes with roasted garlic, caramelized onions, gobs
of butter, and heavy cream - in a word, comfort
foods." lise laid-back top end isn't for everyone. lie
thought, and errs on the side of bass and midrange.
Bass "believable and musical," even if not the most linear or focused CS had ever heard. "Timbres were life-

Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Special Edition:
53499/pair o (stands necessary)
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk.11: 52399/pair
(stands necessary) $U
The "Special Edition" is aluxury edition of I
)ynaudio's
classic 13 Mk.II two-way. ST recommends avoiding tiny
sing,le-ended triodes for power -the SE is only 85.111
sensitive at anominal 6duns. "When partnetrd with a
hefty amplifier, this little speaker can do lug bass," ST
averred. The sound was "authoritative"; he felt it played
loud while remaining refined. natural and fiebodied.
Ihe modes' ti their "ability to deliver ahull. rich tonal balance" when played well out intts the room. Voiced
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"beautifully," they "deal with dens:aiding dynamics on a
recording" wins no trouble. Of the (MOM 13, RN exhorted, "Among the vers' few loudspeakers at any price
that are, as near as Icould tell, totally uncolored." Of the
less-expensive Mk.II, _IA thought it, driver integration
umsitive to ear height and its tonal balance on the cool
side, with abit too much energy' in the 4-10kHz octave.
"But oh, what ahuge. stable . Image with ahigh
degree of transparency and refinement." PM agn•es:
"combines ahigh standard of neutulity with surprising
power weight and drive," though he cautions that anomutably powerful amplifier is advised. MasterStands add
$399/pair, Ultinu.Sunds add $699/pair. (Vol.19 No.11,
Mk.1; Vo123 No.8 WWW, Mk.II; Vo122 No.12,
WWW, SE)
Soliloquy 5.3: $2199/pair
KR found that this speaker deserved to Ise judged
"solely ois the basis of its stilled, pertismunce and construction, and on its suitability for your mom. Its spatial
presentation is excellent, and voice and instrumental
balances are natural and satisfsing. Mated with asympathetic amplifier and decent source materials, the 53s
can be an open window inm the recording ve •
lhen dyna lll i
ll limitations are a bit restricting with
post-Romantic blockbusters, but that is merely concomitant with dwir size." (Vo122 No.9 WWW)
Triangle Titus: 5495/pair
(stands necessary) $$5
This stand-mounted "
has the same basic
"house" sound as Triangle's Antal and now-discontinued Zephyr, and hit our ST "(Online WI
defiiitire like aclap of thunder. No $500/pair speaker should
resolve like this." The Tatus had definition, delicacy,
and detail -ST has heard more expensive speakers
sound
•
constipated! Could use .1 sub. he counsels,
but offers "neartield magic" in "soundstage city: Minimalist crossover makes it tube- and even SET-friendly.
Next to the full-range Astral and Q•litis, this is ST"s
favorite Triangle. Add $295 for stylish Boomerang
stands. (Vo123 No.8, Vo124 No.5)

C -Full-Range
Athena Technologies S3/P3: $1800/pair
"Flexibility of configuration is the idea." explained ST.
You can inix'n'inatch between three monit,,r, and three
powered subs (pits, acenter-cliannel) us site Athena
line. everything shielded. llse P3 sub has .111 integral
150W MC)SFET amp. Patent-pending "dockim; system" for anaching 53 satellite to h'3 sub is "devilishly
clever," se', ST, who noted the system's elegant looks.
leck hill review for Sam's wiring tips and Neils:Min'
issues The 53 and h3 integrated well. Si' declared: no
SU,. sus
just seamless sound with deep baw.
Sweet, maybe rolled-off at till' Wry tOp. kit 'S11100(11,
nonaggressive: said he. Upper midrange is alittle mite
but "not aWriOlIS ilAW: he decided. 53 Lucked ultimate
refinement, bust then, it only costs $600/pair when sold
on its own! P3 powered subwooti•r costs S1200/pair
when sold separately. (Vo123 No.4)
B&W CDM9 NT: $2600/pair
The largest motlel in B&W's Ch M line, the '9 NT
was felt by ST to Luck alittle spark, "but it was asound
Icould easily live with." A rich, ftill bottom end, a
somewhat liquid, full-bodied sound overall, .111d a
sweet upper midrange and treble. "A slight bit of highfrequency peakiness, though." he noted. "I )o give
them enough amplifier power," ST warned, su llllll ing
up thin the '9 has "rather asafe, corporate si
I."
(Vo124 No.7)
Mirage MRIN-1: 52500/pair
(stands necessary)
The MitM-1 is designer lan
statement in the
high-performance, nvo-way, stand-in lllll ited, reflexloaded minimonitor stakes. "
Ilse drive-unin are hi-reels
in conception and consmiction," said JA, who commented on its tonsideraltle bt clean top-octave enery.r,y: -nor
brightness as sucls, Inn more nigh-frequency air." The
MItM- 1WaS "
sttupnsstighv big-lxitomed." "excelling" its
the all-important midrange and lacking gain "or any
kind of gritty edge." He also noted its stable precise imagStereophile, April 2002
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DISPLAYING THE FINEST
IN HI-END AUDIO & VIDEO
69 South Moger Avenue Mount Kisco New York 10549 •Tel 914-666-0550 •Fax 914-666-0544 •www.audiooutlet.com

How to turn a$10,000 investment
into a$40,000 system!

People are unique. As much as we may seem alike superficially, our
tastes, moods and styles vary as do the sands in the desert.
That's why the cookie-cutter, one-size-fits-all sales approach
just does not work. Bringing together people with the audio/video
system of their dreams calls for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer we custom tailor our business to fit your needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning the world's most enjoyable
audio video easy.
How to Buy a $40,000 System for a $10,000 Investment

-Nobody can get the gear you want into your home easier than
Sound by Singer. Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you get what
you want now with alimited initial investment. You can buy your
dream state-of-the-art component surrounded with blue-chip demo
components (fully warranted, of course) which you can trade in item
by item towards your next desired component for up to two years
from the date of purchase. Our payment plans fit your needs and
your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment Trade Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25% of retail value? Sound by
Singer has away to help realize cost savings of up to 45% and help
save the world at the same time. Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the road not taken. With our Zero

Error In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare. Buy both
and evaluate them for up to seven days in your
home and return the one you don't want for a
full refund. With our Preferred Customer Demo
Plan,we can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!
Now 6 Months 0% Interest Fmancing!

'Delivery *Super System Set-up
*Custom Installation 'Home Theater
Design 'Audio/Video Cabinetry
'Home/Office Trials
'Customer Service Programs
AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: 1CCI PHASE, ACOUSTIC
ENERGY. AIM. AMX. Arcam. tL DID PHYSIC. AudioQuest.
AVALON ACOUSTICS, AVID. BLACK DIAMOND RACING.
& K. BASIS. BENZ MICRO. BILLY BAGS. Blockhead.
BOt LDER ANIPLIFIERS, Cardas Audio. CARY AUDIO.
Chang Lightspeed. CLEAR AUDIO. CONRAD-JOHNSON.
CONVERGENT AUDI() TECHNOLOGY, Creek. Crestron.
DES EIGAR, Denon. Elite by Pioneer. F‘ROIDJA. FIM
(: ‘1311 .s. Gallo Acoustics. Grado, GRAII
iI0\EARMS,
110\ I. %ND. INNERSOUND. JAI IAILS11019 \s, JPS
CU11.11S. kiflE
I
.
D10 1RTS. KRELL Al 1110/111)1:0. KRELL
INDUSTRIES. KRELL ‘i ‘STER REFERENCE. I.\
1)10. Linn
Products. Lome. I
à
CARTRIDGES (CLU IS). M %GM NI
DYNtIAB. NIU:à1)0‘11.‘RE. Monster Cable. MI SIC %I,
‘cu‘. W. Parasound. PIPE DRIANIS.
PolyCrystal. Proton, PS AUDIO. Rega. REL. RO(.( E Al DIO.
!HMO. Salamander. SCHROERS & SCHROERS, SME, Solid
Steel, Smilax ,.Sound Anchos, Standesign, Stewart Filmscreen.
Straight Mfr. Sumiko, SYNERGISMC CABLES, 'Paget, THETA
DIGITAL. Thiel. Valve Amplification. Vandersteen, àelodyne,
VERITY PARSIFAL.
ZSYSTEMS. ZOETHECUS.
liold Listings available in Nev. tOrk City exclusively at Sound By Singer.
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RECOMMENDED
mg but was concerned by the laid-back mid-treble and
lack of ultimate dynamic range. Price is for black ash
veneer, cherry veneer, add $100/pair; tigerwood. add
1200/pair. Matching stands, $500-$600/pair depending
on finish. (Vo123 No.6 WWW)
Mirage 0M7: $2000-$2200/pair, depending
on finish
LB found that the soundstage created by the floorstanding, reflex-loaded. Omnipolar 0M-7s was solid:
"The soundstage didn't change much with changes in
my position in the liste "gseat —or even as Imoved
around the room." He was most impressed by the
depth and power of the 0M-Ts bass: "True, concussive, feel-it-in-your-chest animps were not unusual."
His recommendation: "If you've got aroom that can
handle deep bass and isn't too lively, and you like a
more sutural, relaxed take on the stereophonic imaging thing, then the 0M-7 is definitely worth alisten."
(Vol.24 No.I I)
Monitor Audio Silver 9i: $1999/pair
LB found dut this rear-ported, video-shielded, two-way
flcxirstmder sounded comfortable right out of the box —
"like putting on afavorite pair of well-worn jeans or
sneakers." Somewhat ffinvard perspective, he thought,
the midrange and above were prominent but not bright
per se, just detailed and exciting. He noted the Silver 9i's
affinity for vocals, plus "an excellent sense of place" that
put him relat in the frame. It handled high volumes without disappoimment, with "excellent" bass "within the
expectations of asystem of this size." Not perfect, but
"pretty dimmed good" arid "a heck uf .1 &A." Sand can be
added to mass-load the cabinet. (Vo123 No.12 WV/W)
Monsoon FPF 1000: 51199/pair SU
Ihrec-way, reflex-loaded, floorstanding loudspeaker
with low-compression port. KR marveled, "So pleasant
was the overall spaciousness and imaging that only rarely
was Iaware of the specific presence of the speakers
themselves." JA found, however, that the tweeter was a
little isolated, which contributed to KR sensing die
sound of snug bells emanating directly from the tweeter positions. The major difficulty KR luid with the PPP1000s concerned their midbass range, but this was more
than made up for by their power handling and spacious
soundstage. With cardid positioning and attention to
room interactions, die FPF-1000s can provide "a genuine glimpse of high-end sound in agraceffil, inexpensive, and easy-to-use package." (Vo124 No.10)
Regs Jura: $995/pair
Small for afloorstander at just over 32" high, reported
ST, "But don't let its size fool you: this speaker is capable of putting out sonic adult bass — well below 40Hz
in my listening mom." "As is usually the case with
Rep, simplicity is the Juras thing," said Sam. A wide
variance in impedance may make for abad match
with single-ended triode amps. The sound, said ST,
featured a"smooth but slightly recessed midrange and
very generous bass.... The treble was nicely extended,
in asoft-dome sort of way." The midrange was excellent, he said, with "natural wamith and an appealing
sweetness of tone on up into the treble. Easy on the
car." "A fair measure of dynamic grip and tension,"
adds PM, "though the bass is alittle too foil, and the
treble atad strong." (Vo124 No.4)
Triangle Zerius 202: $1095/pair
"The anus worked the customary Triangle magic:
very good low-level resolution and avery tight, fast,
controlled sound overall." Compared to the more
expensive Celius, however, ST found the three-way
Zerius lacking refinement in the upper midrange and
treble. Nor did it handle power quite as well.
Nonetheless, the low-level resolution was about as
good as ST has heard for under $1500, and imaging
and soundstaging were excellent. He recommends
tube amplification for best results. (Vo125 No3)

C — Restricted LF
Joseph Audio R/d7s1 Signature:
$1799-$1999/pair, depending on finish
(stands necessary)
JA asserted that the original '7si was a mellow-
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balanced —but naturally detailed — minimonitor that
represents good value. Of the Signature version, the
word that popped up most often in JA's notes during
auditioning was "sweet." He also noted that the
RM7si's "rich, big-hearted balance" and "smooth treble...laid hare all manner of recorded detail without
spotlighting." Excellent dynamics and imaging. if abit
plump down below — hut not "one-notey," our Ed.
Noted. CS chimes in about one of his longtemi references: "Pinpoint resolution and detail; excellent transparency and soundstaging; remarkable bass extension;
adeep, articulate, uncolored midrange; asmooth top
end; accurate without being analytical, non-fatiguing —
perhaps alittle dry for some tastes -and relative to the
clarity of the frill-range RM33si, perhaps atouch laidback in the midbass." Borderline Class B. (Vol.23 No.8)
Paradigm Reference Studio/20:
$650-$900/pair depending on finish
(stands necessary) $$$
"Prom the upper-bass to the upper midrange, the harmonic structures of sounds, their timbres, were as natural as I'd heard from any speaker," RJR said. "The
reproduction of vocals, woodwinds, and brass instruments on well-engineered acoustic recordings was
spooky in its realism." Minor quibbles: "HF range was
slightly highlighted, giving the su
d arather crisp
presentation," and, while the bass was "extended, natural, quick, dynamic, tuneful," it had "a slight
dness or warmth in the 60-80Hz range." Still, "by a
wide margin, the finest speaker under $1000/pair I've
ever heard." Matching Premier stands cost S179/pair
(Vo121 No2, Vo124 No2, Vo125 No.5)
ProAc Tablette 2000 Signature:
51700/pair (stands necessary)
"in anutshell, very dynamic sound —lots of punch,
even when driven with a3.5W amp!" declares ST "A
lively sound with adelicate, sweet, and smoothly extended treble that lacked the midrange refinement of
the more costly Response models." The 2000 Signatures rocked and kicked butt, but were "a bit brash,"
he concluded. The imaging was less outstanding but
still quite good. Regular Tablette 2000 costs SHOO/pain
(Vo123 No.5)
Thiel PCS: $3000/pair (stands necessary)
A three-way, stand-mounted, reflex-loaded design
with anodized alu lll i
lll
drivers (including acoaxial
tweeter-midrange unit using a single motor and
mechanical crossover). JA heard no deep bass, and the
upper-bass didn't have the "rounded" quality he
prefers. Some doubling at lower frequencies, and "port
chuffing" that can sound "gruff." he warned, "But it
was higher in frequency that the PCS lived up to its
pedigree." He found it "easy, open, natural and unforced, and oh, the su
d.stagingr The extreme highs
were less well-defined than the lower frequencies, he
felt, and the tonal balance was somewhat forward. The
PCS is handsome and beautifully made, JA pointed
out, but sensitive to cables and really needs to be used
with a subwoofer for full-range satisfaction. West
Coast price is S3030/pair. (Vo123 No.6 WWW)
Westlake Audio L4.-5.75F: 51799/pair
(stands necessary)
This two-way stand-mounted, reflex-loaded speaker
had MF pleasantly surprised by its sound. He found it
"relaxing and easy on the cars.... The Lc5.75Fs combine apleasing, oixm frequency balance, fine low-level
resolution, an authoritative and coherent rhythmic
presentation, and superb imaging and soundstaging.. The key to its success was a balance of
strengths unmarred by such serious deficiencies as
consistently audible frequency blemishes, doubling or
other gross forms of distortion at high SPLs, or
dynamic compression." JA agreed: "As MF found, the
Lc5.75F may appear to have some measured blemishes, but these have been arranged not to interfere with
the manner in which the speaker reproduces music."
MF: "As long as you don't press the Lc5.75Fs beyond
reasonable limits, you'll be amazed by what these
well-engineered little speakers can do—so long as
you provide them with a clean environment and
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appropriate associated equipment, including the right
stands." (Vo124 No.11 WWW)

Acoustic Energy Aegis One:
$299/pair (stands necessary) $5$
Two-way, stand-mounted, reflex-loaded, 1" silk-dome
VIFA tweeter and 5" alloy-cone woofer. Somewhat
more refined-sounding than P511 Alpha A/V. thought
JA, ssidi deeper, more defined bass, dims rich. The highs
are clean but lacked some air —whaddaya want for
$299? Excelled in the midrange, with precise imaging
and good detail, but lacking in ultimate dynamics. PM:
"an easy neutrality dut demands respect" JA: "Its problems are minor, its virtues many." (Vo123 No.5 WWW)
Athena Technologies S2: $375/pair (stands
necessary if used without subwoofers) 555
"Iii many respects, the S2" —with its more precise,
focused imaging and a more seamless transition
between drivers —"pleased me even more than the
S3," reported Monsieur Tellig. But he recommends
the S3 if you want abigger sound; the 52 ain't much
for being overdriven. The 52 has good looks, resolution, neutrality, and tonal balance, but it's bass-shy on
stands sans subwoofer, with (like the s3) asomewhat
attenuated extreme treble. ST: "Good sound. Clever
engineering. Terrific value." (Vo123 No.6)
B&W LM-1 Leisure Monitor: $350/pai'r SSS
These cute li'l guys are available in an array of attractive
colors, and sport a1" polyester-dome, ferrofluid-cooled
tweeter and a 5" polypropylene bass-midrange unit
The tweeter sits up top, partially exposed, and the cabinet is heavily braced. The base can be adjusted to allow
for vertical or wall-mounting. The LM-1 delighted ST
right out of the box: "The sound was absolutely gorgeous!" he bubbled. li&W recommends at least 25W,
"but ignorance is bliss," proclaims ST, grooving along
with 5W Audio Electronic Supply SE-1s. "What sound!
So smooth, so sweet, so able to fill the mom... The treble extension was remarkable, as was the openness and
airiness of the presentatMn.... You don't need stands.
That's audiophile stuff. Just place the speakers atop afiling cabinet or bolt them to the wall" Si) uses them as
PC speakers and seconds Sam's enthusiastic reconunendation for their clarity, tonal balance, and "surprising"
dynamic-s. (Vo123 No.1)
JBL Studio S38 II: $599/pai'r
(stands necessary)
Ennui the start, it was clear to BJR that the three-way,
poned S38 was afar cry from JBLs of yore. "Vocals
and piano highlighted the speaker's superb reproduction of lower and middle midrange timbres, which
were as natural and as transparent as those of any
speaker rve heard for under $1000/pair." However,
the JBL exhibited an emphasis in the upper midrange
and lower high frequencies that manifested itself differently, he found, depending on the instrument
involved. "All pernission sounded natural, but on wellrecorded jazz discs...ride cymbals sounded more
closely milieu] than they actually were." The speaker's
emphasis in the upper midrange and lower highs may
not be to everyone's taste. BJR comments, but he was
less equivocal alxmt the lows: "The S38's bass performance was mighty impressive. In my large listening
room, Iwas able to achieve tight, clean bass extension
down to 35Hz, although Inoted slight emphases at
around 50Hz and 100Hz... There were two areas in
which the S38 performed better than any speaker
under $2000/pair I've ever heard: First was its ability
to play at extremely loud volumes without coloration
or strain.... Second, the S38 had the widest dynamic
contrasts of any budget speaker I've heard." (Vo124
No.6, SGHT.7 No2 WWW)
JMIab Chorus 706: 8450/pair
(stands necessary)
The two-way, reflex-loaded 706 had "the most intriguing and paradoxical tonal balance of any inexpensive speaker I've heard," said RJR. Though he noted
that the "lower high frequencies were somewhat
sweetened," this was offset by its "glorious" midrange.
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Overture is world renowned for selecting only the best components
and achieving "ultimate" performance from them. We've searched
the industry to bring you the "best of the best" in performance and
value, from companies with ahistory of excellence. Congratulations
to the winners of Overture's ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE
AWARDS. We salute these companies for continuing to advance
the art and science of music and film reproduction.
BEST PRE-AMP... Spectral DMC-30SL
A musical ''masterpiece." Unmatched realism,
clarity and dimension. The DMC-30SL will
transform your audio system and take you on a
magical journey. Absolutely the "ultimate"!

BEST MULTI-CHANNEL
SYSTEM...
Elegant design,
exotic car finish, unmatched
performance, and virtually futureproof design make Meridian the
system of choice for the
"ultimate" multi-channel
experience.

BEST STEREO AMPLIFIER...
A breakthrough! Spectral's unique high-resolution
signal amplification is now available for critical
applications in all studio, multi-channel, or music
surround systems wherethe"ultimate" in
performance is required.

1

BEST NEW DYNAMIC
SPEAKER UNDER S10,000...
Revel Performa F50
The all new F50 is the "flagship" of
the extraordinary Performa
Series. Beautiful styling, high
resolution, accurate timbre, low
distortion, and seemingly
unlimited dynamics make the F50
the perfect choice for music and
theater enthusiasts. The F50
represents the "ultimate" level of
value and performance in its
class. (No mail order).

BEST NEW MODULAR
MULTI-CHANNEL SPEAKER
SYSTEM... Aerial Acoustics
LR5/CC5/SW12. "Ultimate"
performance, superior build
quality and value make this one
of the year's most exciting and
versatile speaker systems. Can
be used near wall, or in wall, for
awesome performance.

BEST NEW MULTI-CHANNEL AMP...
Classé CAV-180. Power, resolution,
awesome dynamics and value make the
CAV-180 the "ultimate" in its class. Its
180 WPC x5handles the most demanding
music and soundtracks with ease.

BEST PLASMA DISPLAY MONITOR...
Runco Plasmawall PL-61cx, with PFP
Controller. This is the "biggest and best"
plasma television available. Its huge 61"
diagonal image is unmatched in the industry.
HDTV and DVDs are reproduced with
breathtaking realism.

BEST NEW ELECTROSTATIC
SPEAKER... Martin-Logan
Odyssey."Ultimate"performance,
gorgeous design, and superb
value make the Odyssey atop
choice for music and multichannel systems. The Odyssey is
aremarkable achievement, from
the leader in electrostatic
technology.

BEST NEW DYNAMIC
SPEAKER... Avalon Eidolon
"Diamond." Rare, exotic, and
available in extremely limited
quantities, the "Diamond"
features new technologies that
make this the "ultimate" dynamic
speaker for the music enthusiast.

BEST SPEAKER CABLE AND
•INTERCONNECTS... MIT Oracle.
Unprecedented clarity, dimensionality, and
imaging. Startling realism and focus. The best
bass reproduction, period. And the most natural
reproduction of timbre. Absolutely the "ultimate"!
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Wilmington, Delaware 19803
800.838.1812 302.478.6050

Home of sales tax free shopping

www.elusivechsc.com

One call, one click for all your audiophile LP CD, SACD, DVD, Hardware & Accessory needs!
Best Products, Best Prices, Best Service...Guaranteed!
New Featured Audiophile Recordings!

Audiophile LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's. Visit our webstore for more!

Groove Note Records

AUDIOPHILE LP'S
Analogue Productions Lp's •S17.49 8. up!
Classic Records 33.45rpm Lp's -517.99 8. up!
Decca 180g Lp's -SCULL!
DCC 180g Lit's •SCALL!
EMI Alto/Testament 1p's -529.99!
Groove Note Records 180g Lp's -529.99!
King Super Analogue Lp's -SCULL!
Mobile Fidelity 1.2 speed Lp's -SCULL!
Premonition Lp's $29.99!

6991011 Jacintho/Lush Life
The beautiful and talented lacintha's new
recording features her signature, seductive
voice painted against the silky background of a
full string section and the superb instrumental
artistry of Bill Cunliffe (piano), Anthony Wilson
(guitar) and Dmitri Malheny Ilugelhorn) in
several highlighted solos Available on dual layer.
multichannetstereo SACD $24.99, 180g 2LP set
Jacintha's voice with string
(33w/bonus 45rpm) $29.99! 8. Alum. CD 515.99!
accompaniment'

Classic Records 180g LP's

SR52032 Count Basie/Chairman of the Board $26.99
SR52074 Armstrong E. Ellington/Together for the First Time $26.99
CS8192-0 Dave Brubeck Quartet/Time Out $26.99
CHS1483 Muddy Waters/Folk Singer $26.99
RTH2001 Various Artists/Almost Famous Motion Picture Soundtrack $39.99

Other upcoming releases
TELSAM60532 Sinatra 8 Riddle/Nice 'n Easy $24.99 (SACD)
GRVI010 Benny Wallace/Moodsville $24.99 (SACO) $29.99 (2 180g LP's)
BMG743218 Belafonte At Carnegie Hall SCALL (SACD)
FIM048 Five Great Songbirds (Jacinth°, Patricia Barber, ....I $24.99 (SACO)
GRVSAI008 Anthony Wilsœu'Our Gang $24.99 )SACD)

Visit our website or coil for complete music listings!

New Turntables, Cartridges & Headphones!
Clearaudio Turntables

e. •
Clockwise Champion 2, Champion, Solution

Clearoudio's Champion.
Champion Level 2and Solution
tables combine fine German
craftsmanship with
outstanding value! All tables
feature acrylic platters 8
plinths, outboard motors and
awesome sound The Champion
can be upgraded to the
Champion Level 2, while the
Solution supports up to 3
tonearms and con be upgraded
to the Master Solution. Please
call or visit the webstore for
incredible values on these
outstanding tables!

Clearaudio Phono Cartridges -German,
precision made Aurum Bela SMOI) phono cartridge
from Clearaudio features o3.5mV output, special RF lead
body and possess an immediate, direct sound that is full
of energy and excitement! With acartridge trade-in
program available, pricing is extremely competitive' We
carry the entire line of Clearaudio moving coil and moving magnet phono
cartridges. Visit our webstore or call for complete pricing and information.

Grado Headphones

Grado headphones can reproduce

os natural asoundstage from stereo recordings and provide
os much listening pleasure as ogood pair of speakers do
With Grado headphones, you will hear recordings with
greater clarity and with deeper bass thon others' Grado
headphones are the antithesis of mass production, as each
Grado headphone is hand-assembled and closely scrutinized
to meet full performance specifications in the U.S A
Pricing for Headphones starts at only 39.99! Grado Phono
Cartridges starts at just $34.99! We carry the full Grado line
of products, call or visit our webstore for the complete list.

Grado RS-1
headphones,
the pinnacle of
headphones!

Speaker's Corner 180g Lp's -SCULL!
Simply Vinyl 180g Lp's -$29.99!
Vivante Records 180g Lp's $29.99!

AUDIOPHILE SACD'S •Multichannel 8 Stereo
Analogue Productions SACD's -524.99!
Audioquest SACD's •$22.99!
Chesky SACD's SCULL!
Delos SACD's -S24.99
dmp SACD's -SCALL!
First Impression SACD's -$24.99 .5 up!
Groove Note Records SACD's 524.99!
Sony SACD's SCULL!
Telarc SACD's •524.99!
Turtle Records 8. Opus 3SACD's -$27.99!
Water Lily SACD's -$24.99!

AUDIOPHILE 21 96 Music DVD'S
Analogue Productions DAD's -$29.99!
Chesky DAD's SCULL!
Classic Records DAD's -S24.99!
AUDIOPHILE DOD-AUDIO DISC'S
Surrounded By DOD-A's -S24.99!
!elan &Chesky DOD-A's -S24.99!
Labels also available, Alto, Blue Note, CBS Half Speed, European
Imports, M8K, Mosaic, Nautilus, Three Blind Mice, d2d, half speed,
Out of Print Lp's and more! Don't see it, please contact us! Prices
shown reflect most single title. in-print releases! Prices may vary!

Analog/Digital Hardware & Accessories! Visit our webstore for more!
PHONO CARTRIDGES-Call for trade-in 8package pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) starting at 5174.99!
Clearaudio (all models) •starting at S249.99!
Grado (all models) -starting at S34.99!
Koetsu (all models) -starting at $1499.99!
Lyra Cartridges (all models)
Sumiko BPoint BPoint Special, Celebration -SCALD
Let our Analog specialists design apackage with you!

TURNTABLES 8. TONEARMS -Call for package pricing!
Basis turntables)Rega tonearms -starting at $1399.99!
Clearaudio Turntables •starting at S999.99!
Music Hall 2.1 57Turntables -starting at S269.99!
Sumiko Project 12, 2, Wood Classic 8Perspective -SCULL!
VPI HW- 19 (all models) w Rego or AO tonearms -SCALE!
VPI Aries w JMW 10 or 10.5 tonearm SCALE!
VPI TNT (all models) w JMW 12 or 12.5 tonearm SCALE!

PHONO PREAMPS Coll for package pricing!
Phonomena Benz-Lukaschek PP1 T-9 •SCALE!
Clearaudio phono stages -starting at $399.99!
Creek 01311-8 9OBH•8SE 9SE -starting at 5169.99!
Sumiko Phono Box $119.99!

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 1.5. 1.591, Mini Pro 1(vinyl finish) SCALE!
Nitty Gritty 2.0, 2.5. 2.5FI, Mini Pro 2(wood finish) -SCULL!
VPI HW-16 5Semi Automatic Cleaner -SCULL!
VPI MW-17F Fully Automatic Cleaner SCALE!

AMPS, CD PLAYERS 8. TUNERS
Creek CD-43 MKII CD Player -SCALE!
Creek CD-53 CD Player -SCALE!
Creek 5350SE Integrated Amplifier -SCALE!
Creek 143 FM Tuner -SCALE!

CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audioguest Interconnects (al) models)
Audioguest Speaker Cable (all models)
Audioguest Video Cable (all models)
Audioprism Foundation Power Cords •SCALE!

ANALOG ACCESSORIES
100 Pack Anti-static Inner Sleeves •S29.99!
100 Pack Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves -529.99!
Audioguest Carbon Fiber Brush •S14.99!
Benz-Asthetix Cartridge Demag •S179.99!
Cardin Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in 8Demo Lp •S22.99!
'Cardas XI.R8. RCA. Signature Cops -529.99 8. up!
Cartridge Man Digital Stylus Force Gauge -5299,99!
Clearaudio Alignment Gouge 5149.99!
Expressimo Audio Rega AO heavyweights •579.99!
Gruv Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!
Hi -Fi News &Review Test Lp •$29.99!
KAB Speed Strobe 579.99!
Milty lerostat Gun •S54.99!
Orbitrac II Record Cleaning System -S34.99!

DIGITAL ACCESSORIES
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -S16.99! 3or more $14.99 ea!
Audioprism CD Black Light Mat •S34.99!
Auric Illuminator CD System -S36.99!

Record Research Labs LP#9 Stylus Cleaner -524.99!
Record Research Labs Vinyl Wash 32or -$24.99!
Record Research Labs Deep Cleaner .5oz -$24,99!
Vibiapod Isolators (for all components) •55.99 each!
VPI Synchronous Drive System 8Record Clamps SCALE!
'VPI Dropped Counterweight for all1MW arms -579.99!

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-782-3472
•
•

'4020 Frontage Rd.
Anderson, IN 46013

AUDIOPHILE CD'S
Analogue Prod. Alum Gold Cd's •S15.99/S29.99!
Audiophoric Alum Gold Cd's -$15.99/524.99!
Audioquest Aluminum Cd's -S13.99!
Chesky Aluminum Cd's -$13.99!
DCC Gold Cd's SCULL!
First Impression Gold HDCD's -S19.99!
First Impression xrcd2 Cd's $24.99!
Groove Note Gold Cd's -$24.99!
JVC xrcd/xrcd2 Cd's •$25.99! 4or more $2499m,
Mobile Fidelity Gold Cd's -SCULL!
Premonition Cd's -$14.99!
Reference Recordings Cd's -$13.99!

Fax: (765)608-5341 Info: (765)608-5340
Hours: M-F 9am-6pm & Sat 11am-4pm EST

e-mail us at:
elusales@netdirect.net

Bedini Dual Beam Ultra CD Clarifier •SCALE!
Purist Audio System Enhancer -$109.99!
POWER FILTERING 8CONDITIONING
Audioprism Foundation I, II 8Ill •SCULL!
Audioprism Quiet Line MK2 Filters •S24.99 each!
Audioprism AUK Amplifier Filters -SCALL!
Quantum Products Symphony Symphony Pro -SCALE!
Quantum Products ElectroClear AC Filters -SCALE!
LOUDSPEAKERS 6HEADPHONES
Epos Mt? Bookshelf Speakers -S799 99!
Epos MI5 Floor Standing Speakers SCALE!
Grado Headphones (al) models) RA-1 Amplifier -SCALE!
Call or visit our webstore for more hardware, accessories
8tweaks! •denotes new items this month!

CURRENT }
FREE WITH ORDER!!
CATALOG
DOMESTIC SHIPPING. (Average cost based out weight)
UPS Ground/Priorily Moo
•:
.
LP CD SOc ea.
UPS 3-Day Select: I-3 LP, CD. $11)-51 2 ,aati. LP. CD S1.00 each)
UPS 2nd Day
1-3 LP/CD SI 5-S17
LP CD S1 50 each ,
FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL, E-AWL
OR FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND COSTS:
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Overall, "its minor colorations were consonant with
the lllll sical experience." RJR was most impressed by
its "sophisticated and involving character." (V0125
Nol WWW)
PSB Image 4T: $649/pair $$$
Video-shielded, front-ported floorstander with metalcone/dome drive-units. A lot of technology for the
price, declared By, who found asmooth, natural tonal
balance that sounded superb with vocals: lots of body
and no colorations. A transparent midrange revealed
inner transient detail, and Bob says the Image loved
woodwinds. "Its bass performance was uncanny, with a
bottom-end extension Ididn't think possible from a
speaker of this size and price." The upper treble could
get atad ragged on some higher-frequency passages,
but dynamics were astrong suit. "Kicked major butt,"
as By put it. The speakers didn't call attention to
themselves, the PSlis disappearing into the wide, deep
soundstage. They also did little wrong, offering a
coherent and neutral sonic presentation, sununed up
RJR. Borderline Class C. (Vo124 N0.2, WWW)

E
Acoustic Energy AEG02: $399
MF shook his head in wonder at this neat'n'petite. simply es-unordinary-sounding powered sub and satellite
speaker system that you can hook up directly to your
(:I) player. "Every so often aproduct shows up that
surprises the hell out of me... What poured forth was
what Iwould have to call high-end audio. It wasn't perfect. but it was way superior to any other small sat-sub
system I'd heard -particularly in terms of low coloration, but in every other some department as well."
He found "an absolutely stunning, detailed, and believable midhand," and asurprisingly large soundstage that
was "free from the constraints of the tiny boxes." J-10,
too, is mightily impressed. "Hey, where're you hidin'
the mil speakers?" he only half-jokes, looking for the
man Isehind the curtain. (Vo124 No3)
Mission m71: $250/pair SSS
(stands necessary)
Two-way reflex-loaded miniature loudspeaker that
replaces the Mission 7311 but at alower price. :intl. in
RJR's opinion. with greater pertOnnance. ItJlt enthused,
"lite m71 exhibited levels of detail resolution, transparency, and low-level thisamic articulation in the ttnbrally natural midrange beyond anything I've heard thus
far from any speaker costing less than $1000/pair ... The
m71's bass definition. extension, and dynamic bloom
exceeded die perfonnance of any other bookshelf speaker I've tested." But "Be careful to pair it with highquality electronics; otherwise, its midrange resolution
and bass reproduction will not lx' hilly realized." PM
eves that the m71 is impressively free from "boxiness,"
but its weakness, in his view, is alack of dynamic "grip"
and drive. which keeps it from Class I). Mission Stance
stands cost $200/pair. (Vo125 No2 WWW)
PSB Alpha Mini: $199/pair
(stands necessary) $$$
LBJ liked this small two-way, reflex-loaded speaker's
"warmly voiced, smartly matched" sound. "There's a
place and aneed for arewarding system on this scale,
and the PS11 package filled the bill." Wide, even, lateral dispersion, but sit with your ears on or just slightly above the tweeter axis. CS found the Mini just
remarkable: "Sweet, open. full-sounding, clear, holographic. non-fatiguing, bass extension tight and linear,
harmonics and overtones so dead on -so musical, so
inexpensive... more than held its own in an extreme
neartield setup." CS called it an ideal match for the
NAD L40 CI) receiver (see "Complete Audio
Systems"). If you're going to use them without asub,
CS counsels placing them afoot or so in front of the
front wan. (SGHT.3 No.3, Vo123 No.6)

Impact Technologies Airfoil 5.2, PSB Alpha It B&W
Nautilus Signature 800. Ilia CS1.6, Gershman
Opera Sauvage, Meadowlark Hot Rod Shearwater,
Wilson Benesch Discovery, Bumwster B-99, Totem
Model 1Signature, Paradigm Atom 3, Wilson Audio
Stereophile, April 2002
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Specialties Sophia.
Deletions
Acoustic Research AR-1, Aerial Acoustics Model 8,
Dynaudio Contour 3.0. Mission MS-50, PSB Stratus
Goldi, ProAc Response One SC, Revel Ultima Gem,
Tannoy Churchill, Totem Mite-T. not auditioned in
too long atime to be sure of rating; Acarian Systems
Akin Petite, Audio Physic Virgo, Paradigm Active/20,
Polk Audio RT25i, MI Alpha A/V. Red Rose Music
R3 discontinued.

Subwoofers & Crossovers
A
Velodyne HGS-18: $2999
Ille HGS-18 runs $400 more th.01 the (posinvely
reviewed) FSR-18 powered subwoofer it replaces. You
get aclassier, piano-black finish and asub that still goes
down to I5Hz. A closed-loop-accelerometer servo
control and built-in 1250W RMS class-I) amp do the
trick, with single-ended and balanced inputs, selectable phase and volume controls, multiple staggered
low-pass crossovers, and ahuge (18") dual-voice-coil
driver. LG's judment: "The sonic equal of the discontinued FSR-I8...tinsurpassed in dynamics, control,
weight, pitch, slam, and pace: (Vo122 No.10)

Paradigm Reference Servo-15: $1500-$1750,
depending on finish
This compact, self-powered, servo-corrected subwoofer has multiple control settimp, and so offers
IlliillerOlIS setup options. LG says it is well-engineered
and "gives no sign of the distortion, overload, or bloat
that is heard with so many subwoofer units." He also
says, "Combined with dynamic loudspeakers or
dynamic satellite speakers, it delivers borderline Class
A stunts; Class Bwith electrostatics." Price is for black
.tsh laminate; light cherry or rosewood adds $250.
(Vo122 No.8)

Hsu Research TN1225HO: $359 $5$ ss
MF said, "While the IIsu is impressive at providing
deep, room-shaking bass at areasonable price, it doesn't perform miracles. Even with the crossover set to
40Hz - the lowest setting-I was able to identify the
sub's location with greater ease dun with any of the
other subs I've had in the room... For this reason, I
think the Hsu is better suited as a'last two octaves'
subwoofer coupled with speakers extending down
to 4011z or so. (SGIITA No.5)
PSB Alpha SubSonic 5subwoofer: $449
This self-powered sub with a lo" poly-coated fiber
cone and variable crossover in abass-reflex enclosure
is cost-effixtive, quick. and articulate, said CS, with
more dynamic control than the old SubSonic I-and
it costs the sanie! Helped "snap" the soundstage of the
Alpha Minis into sharp focus, adding to their presentation more "live" mom mes, and greater detail and
stability. "Musically involving and emismiteittly affordable," he summed up. (Vo123 No.6)
Editor's Note: Then: are currently no Class I) subwoofers listed.
Deletions
REL Acoustics Q100E discontinued; Revel SUB-15
not auditioned in along unie.

Headphones &
Headphone Accessories
A
Cary Audio Design CAD 300-SEI: $3995
The ultimate (tube) headphone amplifier. See "Power
Amplifiers." (Vol.18 No.9. Vo123 No.I2 WWW)
HeadRoom Max: $1599 e.
Designed to take advantage of new surface-mount
parts, Max is the finest headphone amp yet from
Headkixim, WI' maintains. While he Wild it fist,
transparent, articulate, and unusually capable of exploiting the frequency extremes, he praised above all its

"coherent articulation of the essence of music.... With
this amplifier and astate-of-the-an headphone such as
the Sennheiser HI) 600. dynamic headphone technology has conic: of age," and "Electrostat no longer
outperhsnn their competition." Sallie circuit employing adifferent volume control. is available in more utilitarian chassis as the Maxed-Out Hon w Ileadltoom for
$999. (Vo120 Nos2 & 12. VoI21 No2 WWW)
Sennheiser HD 600: $449.95 e
WP, KR, and Si' are ummimous in calling these the
hest dynamic headphones they've ever heard. "The
only ones with which Ihave ever been physically or
sonically comfortable," says KR. "Sennheiser has kept
all of the qualities that made the HD 580 among the
best of its breed, and in several areas has even managed
to better it impressively," according to WI' Sin ST,
"The magic of the HD 600s is their midrange -a
purity of tone, especially when driven by tubes, that is
quite special." JA concurs. (VoI21 No2 WWW)
Stax Omega 007 System II: $6265
Stax Omega 717 System II: $6140
The $4030 Sit-(X)7 Omega 11 Enspeaker electrostatic
headphones can be powered with either of two "energizers": the newer, solid-state SRM-717 ($2875) or the
similar-kxsking tubed SRM-007t ($2945). The 007t
was "a bit more immediately colorful, with softer and
rounder bass and not as extended atop or bottons -but
was sweeter and more engaging. The solid-state 717
also displayed ahill tonal palette: its bass was tighter, its
highs 1110Te extended and. SC'. less sweet. But it was
quite good in the midband. winchs was something of a
welcome surprise. J-10 summed up: "The Omega II
headphone system is an outstanding choice for those
who want clean, clear, fast, revealing sound. If Ihave to
go thmitth life with only one of the Stax amps, give me
the tubed SRM-007t." Soften the sound slightly by
going for the mbes or keep the greater extension and
lovely midrange of the solid-state SRM-717. (Vol.18
No3, original Omega; Vo124 No.7, System II)

HeadRoom Supreme: $449 US
beautifidly made. battery-powered solid-state
amplifier based on aproprietary surf:we-mount mtttxlule and featuring switchable intrachannel cross-feeding
and time delay to render headphone listening to stereo
pmgrams less artificial-sounding. The effect of this is
surprisingly subtle in AM comparisons, but proves
much less fatiguing in long-tenn listening sessions.
Includes a treble-boost switch. Drives dyiumic leadphones to high levels with authority and excellent clarity, uithout this being associated with any brighmess.
JA bought aSupreme to drive his Sennheiser HD 580s,
with which it makes avery musical-sounding combination. His subsequent auditioning of the $549 Cosmic
version suggests dut it is, indeed, cosmic. (Vol.17 Nos.1
& 2. Vol.19 No.7, VoI21 No2 WWW; see also WI's
review of the $129 HeadRoom Traveler Bag in Vol.18
No.10 WWW.)
Sennheiser HD 580: $259.95 US c't
Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open-back dynamic
headphones with full, extended low frequencies. Alvin
Gold found the HI) 580s to be "too civilized," and
WP comments that some audiophiles miss the grain
and other "hi-ti" signifiers that the Sennheisers simply
do not exhibit. Comfortable. JA's dynamic headphone
reference till lie heard the Sennheiser '600. (Vol.17
No.12; also see "Industry Update," Vol.17 No.1, p.41;
TJN's headphone review in Vol.17 No2, p.I14; and
SS's review of the Sennheiser IS 850 headphones in
Vol.18 No».)

Creek OBH-11: $199
"1/1/0.0nic, detailed, snuxith, controlled its the bass, and
extended in the treble without being twerbright: said
ST "The 01111-2 power supply ($100) makes it sound
even faster. clearer. and more dynamic." (VoI21 No2)
Grado SR60: $69 US
The SR60 often arather dark-toned balance, with a
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FM TUNERS

RECOMMEND
full bass and excellent resolution of detail. A more forward midrange, however. Uncomfortable. The 5150
SR125 -not reviewed -is a JA favorite. (Van
Nos.6 & 10 WWW)

Itere are currently no Class I
)headphones listed.

Sony MDR-7506.
Deletions
Grad° Reference Series One not auditioned in along
time.

FM Tuners

SIGNAL PROCESSORS

FM ANTENNAE

A
Fanfare FT-1A: $1595
The FT-IA improves on the earlier Fr-I in its ability
to scan both up and down the FM dial in stereo mode
by remote, and its use of firmware that allows easy field
upgrades. Like the previous model, the tuner is an analog-tuned model with digital frequency display and a
choice of wide or narrow IF bandwidths. Listening
tests revealed that the FT-1A gave up none of the FT.
l's strengths, including excellent sensitivity, good quieting. and thoroughly musical souks (Vo124 No.10)
Magnum Dynalab MD 108: $5850 e
"Gets 'radio stationsi even after they've signed off,"
marveled DAS. Tuner offers balanced mode, the
sound of which, he thought, "did justice to the finest
FM stations. In unbalanced mode, the audio quality
had less refinement but was still very gocxl." 1.5t1.13
capmre ratio is "adequate for all but the most stubborn
cases," although sensitivity in Super-Narrow bandwidth position was lower than spec. Stereophi/e's
"Analog Source of 1997." (Vo120 No.5)

Myryad MT 100: $1095
LG enjoyed this remote-controlled tuner's "sleek,
snazzy, art deco design and functional and elegant construction." It "sorted out" the stronger stations and,
iising its automated circuitry, pulled in weaker signals
(when there wasn't too much
Itipath), making it a
good choice for suburban areas with medium-stnugth
signals. If you're out in the sticks, you might need features found in more expensive tuners. He found a
good balance of bass, midrange, and treble, with no
"undue colorations" or SCA birdies. LG's final assessment? A definite thumbs-up. (Vo122 No.11)

"rivoli Audio Henry Kloss Model One table
radio: $99.99
"The Tivoli Model One is aradio stripped to its essentials: no stereo, no station memories, no remote control, no tone controls," said ST This Kloss design didn't
like being played very loud. ST discovered, but was
''plenty loud for atypical office, and, ultimately, loud
gh for inc." He heard "a richness, awarmth, a
gawrosity of tone, and aclarity that made for enjoyable
listening. Iwas never fatigued." (Vol.24 No3)
Tivoli Audio Model Two stereo table radio:
$159.99
(See "Sam's Space" in this issue.)
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FM Antennae
Editor's Note: No indoor antemu can compete
with agood roof or mast-mounted outdoor antenna,
but because apamnent dwellers often don't have a
choice, we list the following indoor models that we
have found to work well: AudioPrism 8500 ($499,
Vol.14 No.6), AudioPrism 7500 ($299, Vol.12 No.5),
Magnum Dynalab 205 FM Booster ($350, Vol.10
No.6), RadioShack amplified indoor FM antenna
(529.99, Vol.19 No.11), and Fanfare FM-26 ($89.95,
Vo120 No.12). Outdoor antennae we have reviewed
and recommended are the Antemu Perfomunce
Specialties Sniper ($595) and Antenna Performance
Specialties APS-13 FM ($199), the original versions of
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which were reviewed in Vol.19 No3,

Complete Audio Systems
A
Linn Knekt Kivor hard-disk multizone music
system: custom pricing dependent upon
configuration
The Kivor comprises the limboks hard-disk server and
the Oktd multichannel DAC. Like the Timlsoks, the
Oktal can be used in sandalone fashion it .1 single system or in conjunction with the Linn Kivor Tunboks nid
Intersekt control center in al:01110CW Liiiii KWIC( multizone system. A slightly lightweight balance but afreedom font treble grain and asoundstage that was wide
and deep, JA found. However, there were acouple of
inconveniences: "The only way Icould get the Oktd to
recognize an S/PDIF input was to unplug the RJ-45
jack...I couldn't get it to lock on to adatastream midi a
96kHz sample rate." The Tunlioks cm store an astounding 57 days, 7hours of uncompressed
)-quality music.
"In theory," noted JA, "it should be possible to port those
files from my PC to the Timboks via its USli or Ethernet
jacks. In practice-at least for now -the ,rnly way I
could get those files into the Tunboks was to atril them
as uncompressed WAV files omito CI Mir., then rip them
with the Tunboks, subjecting them to asecond mund of
MI'3 encoding ...and potentially further degrading the
sound quality" Nevertheless as part of the Knekt systensile found that the Tunboks offered both "access and
quality." (Vo124 No.12 WWW)

D
NAD Music System: $799
Based on the remote-controlled, 20Wpc, $599 NAD
L40 FM receiver with integral Cl) player, two pairs of
line-level inputs and outputs, and tone controls. CI)
section based on NAI )522, amp section our NAD 310.
It lllll aculate craftsmanship and performance, raved
CS, with "a nice, meaty sound" augmented by a
smooth top end, aclear and open midrange, and good
dynamic headroom. "Lived up to its NAD 3020 heritage," sez JA, noting the L40's rising power into lowimpedance loads. CS was enthusiastic: "Why tarry,
aural pilgrims? This price is right and this is fun!"
NAD Music System includes apair ot PSB Alpha
Minis (see "Loudspeakers") and 6' nuns of Phoenix
Gold speaker cable. Add $449 for the PSII Alpha
SubSonic 5for full-range performance. (Vol.23 No.6)
Deletions
I
knon I)-M30 System not auditioned in too long a
tittle to he sure of rating.

Signal Processors
A
TacT RCS 2.0 digital equalizer/preamplifier:
$4248
See "Room Acoustics Treannents." (Vo124 No.9
WWW)
Z-Systems nip-1 reference: $5000 eA digital preamp, but, as KR points out, "a flexible and
friendly parametric equalizer" as well. "The best way
to correct tonal imbalance in speakers and source
material. life tone control for the digital age." However, he cautioned, it is not a universal Band-Aid.
"While the nip-1 can modifi the amplitude response of
la) speaker, it cannot correct phase interactions between
drivers, nor can it change the radiation pattem of PI
speaker." But used judiciously, "it is avaluable tool."
After making it his 1998 "Editor's Choice," JA bought
one of the review samples. (VoI21 No.7 WWW)
Deletions
Ti S Passive Harmonic Enhancement System (now
the AR TDS202) not auditioned in too long atime.

Recording & Test Equipment
Editor's Note: We luve deleted all the recording
and test equipment recommendations pending areorganization of both sections. These will return, fully
revised, in October 2002.

S'

Miscellaneous
Accessories
Audiodharma Cable Cooker v.2.5: $649
Breaks in virtually every kind of cable there is in order
to "enrich and Warm up" its sound. MF found the
Cable Cooker to alleviate new cables of their "objectionable constriction and brittleness" Fie said, "I don't
know how many audiophiles would be willing to drop
$649 our acable break-in device, but any audiophile
club ought to consider it. For areviewer, the Cable
Cooker is essential." (Vo124 No.12)
Audio Research Tube Damping Rings:
$3.95 each
bmping rings for all AR products arc now available
to the public at large. They're made of aproprietary
polymer immaterial that converts kinetic energy to heat,
and their improvements are not subtle, exclaims RJR:
tighter, cleaner, deeper, more dynamic bass; more
coherent transient attacks; crisper.
•extended
highs; plus "improvements in the repmduction of
subtle gradations of low-level dynamics." Give 'cm a
whirl - the cost is mi ll i
lll al. (Vol.23 No2)
AudioPrism Noise Sniffer RFI/EMI
detector: $199.95
An "electronic detective in the campaimi to eliminate
noise," said Chief Willis. "Simply plug it ill and turn
up the volume - its small built-in loudspeaker will reveal where your problem outlets are." Then you can
turn to AudioPrism's QuietLine Parallel AC line filter
for acure. "A must-own product, period," says BD.
"10-4," adds J-10. (VoI21 No.12)
AudioQuest binding-post wrench: $9.95
Agreat idea impnwed--sintilar to the Postman, but with
ametal sleeve reinforcing the sockets. (Vo120 No.9)
AudioQuest RF Stoppers: $49/8 (Jr.),
$69/4 (Sr.) e
Si' found these ferrite rings to improve the sound
from Cl) when clamped over the interconnects between player and preamp. Ilc also found the sound
impnwed -less grit - when aring was clamped over
the coaxial data lead between transport and processor,
though we would have thought that this would
increase jitter. Best used with AC power cords, JA
feels. Equivalents can also be obtained from
RadioShack. (Vol.14 No.1, TI )K version)
Digital Recordings Audio-CD Hearing Test:
TI1is
$24.95
systein permits useful evaluation of hearing
thresholds with only aCI) player and apair of headphones. KR reported that it reveals any significant gaps
in your hearing. (His own results were "close to ideal,
especially considering my age and usual haunts."
Whew.) "Ever wonder why txhers don't hear what
you do? This simple test will tell you, even though you
may not like the answer." Such acard. (Vo123 No.1)
Dynadear Postman Binding-Post Wrench:
$8.95
lire ideal way of tightening five-way binding-post
connections without twertorquing. The reviewer's
friend. (Vol.17 No.11)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator:
$99
Provides effective antenna and cable-feed isolation for
those whose video systems have hum problems. A
splitter version is available for $149. (Vol.15 No2,
Vo124 No.6)
Shakti electromagnetic stabilizer: $230
Passive component containing passive circuits intended to absorb and dissipate the EMF generated by
active audio gear. J-10 and WI' finund them effective
to varying degrees, depending on the components
they were used with. J-10 discovered that "focus, transparency, clarity, and speed were better, as was the sense
of pace." RI) found that the Sourie Frontiers SFD-2
Mk.II sounded better -less timwr-midrange grain with the Shakti placed on the chassis above the transformer. WP uses them on his power amps, but cautions that using too many in asystem will close it
down and make it sound dull. (Vol.19 Nos2 & 4; see
Stereophile, April 2002
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also industry Update" in VoL21 No.4)
Sound Alignment Systems by Checkpoint P770 laser alignment tool: $189.95
-Ile Meal device for
sun hut.' speakers," RI )said
energetically, agreeing with Lit that it should he "in
the tool chest of every audiophile who wants to get
the best sound from loudspeakers." It's easy to use just turn it on, hold it against the speaker's front panel,
then adjust the speaker's position until the "appropriate toe-in and vertical orientation are obtained" -and
is much more effective than "eyeballing the speaker
from the listening position." (VoI21 Nos.1 &
Vo124 No.8)
Thor Audio The Phono-Burn: $350
An MI' isve. - Bums in phono stage and entire systems
for those who can't wait, and especially kw reviewers of
an.s4 gear." Just plug it into aCl) player and sour
phono section, set the player on "repeat" for either the
MM or MC CI) track, and let it cycle for aday or so. If
the phono section is co:meted to your system, it can
also "boni in" your entire system, he pointed out. "No
audiophile club should be withs nit one." (VoI21 No.10)
WBT 0101 RCA plugs: 593.80/4 or
$22.40 each e,
The best, although the original steel locking collet,
•replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. WEST
0144 RCA plugs out $80/4. Distributed in the US by
Kindler Kahle. Both now include acomplete set of
strain-relief ferrules and alength of WBT 4% silver
solder, hence the price change. (NR, but see "Industry
Update," Vol.12 No.9.)

Jensen Isolation in-fine transfiemers, Caig ProGold
contact enhancer.
Deletions
Shun Mook Mpingo I
)iscs not auditioned in too long
anine; Audio Advisor Elfut AC polarity tester discontinued.

Power-Line Accessories
Accuphase PS-1200V Clean Power supply:
$8900
The 82 lb PS-1200 regenerates clean 6011z AC trom
the will. Six outlets are provided, but J-10 used it as a
dedicated conditioner for the Accuphase M-2000
monoblocks. He noted that, as aresult, the big moms
sounded more quiet expressive, subtle, and refined,
with tighter and
•transparent bass; "the mids
glowed even
•invitingly than before, the highs
were that much more sweet." There were slight
reductions in punch and dynamics. but the sound was
"definitely less sweet and refined" going straight into
the will. (Vol.23 No2)
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Ultra
116 power conditioner: $1589
Wes Phillips described this balanced AC line conditioner as a"well-built, intelligently thought-out solution to the problems of power-line-Ixsrne noise and
the vagaries of ground-loop 1111111." Though he cautioned that you shouldn't look for any hue filter to
compensate for abent% component, if your system is
refused enough. the 116 "can take it to an even greater
resolution." lis this context, it got Isis emphatic recommendation. (Vo1,22 NoA)
AudioPrism LF-1 Mk.11 Quiedine Parallel
AC line filter: $224.95/8 e.
An important step in the war against noise. According
to liW, these devices look like AC adapters 'slims the
wires, and contain "extremely effective noise-suppression circuitry that works by shunting all the noise to
the 'neutral' side of the power line." In his h se. all
1101Se "vanished instantly as soon as the QuietLine was
plugged in." Use the filter ois the same circuit as the
offending device for best results. (VoI21 No.12)
Electra Glide Fatboy AC cable: $2000
"That a6 length of cord from wall socket to component should nuke such abig difference don't make no
sense!" mused MF.
)on't ask iiie why AC cords
should nuke any kind of significant some differences.
Stereophi/e, April 2002
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But they do!" While reviewing the Chord integrated
amp. MF noted "the expensive and very stiff Fatboy
proved best overall in showcasing the Chord's astonishing speed and delivery of detail and transients....
Bottom line: With arich-sounding tube amp. I'll bet
the Fatboy would sing.... If you're addicted to speed
and detail and can drop two grand, you'll appreciate its
perfonnance." Of Electra Glide's less-expensive Reference Glide AC cous] (SHOO), MF said it "increased
blackness, focus, bass solidity, detail, and dynamics."
(VoI21 No.11, Reference; Vo124 No.7, Fatboy)
Kimber PowerKord 10: $10/ft plus $120 for
termination
ST uses Kindler Kords throughout his system, and
noted tremendous diffewnces with aJadis 1)efy-7. But
try before you buy, he warns. (NR)
PS Audio Lab Cable: $600
Lush, thought MF of RI )'s reference AC cable, noting
how similar it sounded to Wireworld's Silver Electra
Series III+. "It tamped down hiss and noise while creating a blacker background behind plush images.
While the picture was somewhat softer overall. the
transients of Earl Wild's piano still sounded impressively fast and natural, and overall three-dimensionality and image depth were superb. The differences
thew cords made to the overall sound of my system
were not subtle." (Vo123 No.12, Vol.24 No.7 WWW)
PS Audio P300 Power Plant: $1195
1)i:scribed as a "regenerative AC synthesizer," the
Power Plant is atwo-channel class-A/B bipolar balanced design with nvin transformers-essentially, an
audio power :imp with a (variable) single-frequency
output and aregulated output voltage. It is intended for
use with source components at amaximum load of
2(K)W. RI) was much smitten: "lise benefits ...were
suds that it took areal effort of will .to uke it out of
the SySte111." Ilse most striking effect sels ill the upper
midrange and ah oye, which was "stripped of 'electronic' OVeriay .Recordings old and new sounded fresher,
more immediate -more like real music." Other pluses: enhanced resolution, greater depth, better
pare'n'rhythm. Raising the AC frequency (50 to 12011e
available) produced "a startling sonic improvement"
that improved the sound of every component RD tried
with the l'300. Runs hot, Ise warned, but gets his vote
for Steno/she. Product of the Year 2000. JA is equally
impressed. finding that the P300 illuminated the slightly gray presentation of the Mark Levinson No380S
(which the N(i32 Reference avoids wins internal AC
regeneration). "I can now live with the '380S for awhile
longer," Ise sighed. Ease and liquidity seduced Isis car
and backgrounds were more black. RI) says of the
MultiWave update that it "nukes such adifference that
consider it anhusdarnry option well worth the extra
5250." (Vo122 No.12, Vo123 Nos.5 & 12 WWW)
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet: $299
"For those unfornmate souls whose audio systems are
still powered by AC as it comes out of the wall socket,"
wrists' RD, "I recommend PS Audio's Standard
Ultimate Outlet as the least expensive pnxlitct that demonstrates the audible benefits of PSA's approach to
power-line conditioning." With the Standard UO,
transient crispness was heightened, dynamics were increased, the focus ot 1111.1g, Wit lun the tiOtilltiStage was
improved, and the music. in general, became more
involving. Upgrading tis the $399 High Current U()
brought greater improvements to dynamics, deepened
dse soundstage, acid increased bass clarity. (Vo124
No.12 WWW)
Synergistic Research Reference AC Master
Coupler: $650/Sit
"Brinp out the best in whatever components you hook
it up with," declares J-10 of the AC cord. "Lets the
music through more effortlessly." More expensive
Master Coupler Squared -$1800 for 51-is stiff and
unwieldy. but one of the best out then, says J-10.
Particolarly suited to amplifiers and for other high-current applicanons. The more expensive Designers'
Referena2 Master Coupler AC cord ($2000/5') is a
J-10 favorite. (Vo124 No.11)
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Wireworld Silver Electra Series 111+ AC
cable: $750
Lush, wids lots of
kind delicacy, found MF of his
current favorite all-around power cord. He noted its
similaritv of sound to PS Audio's Lab Cable. "I feel
foolish writing that an AC cord is 'intoxicating,'" he
writes, "but there you go!" (Vo124 No.7)

Equi=Tech 2Q Balanced Power Transformer, Monster
Cable Power AVS2000 Voltage Automatic Voltage
Stabilizer, JPS Labs Al, Custom Power Cord
Top Gun and HCFi.
Deletions
Cinepro PowerPRO 20, AudioPrism ACFX and
Power Foundation III AC line conditioners not auditioned in a long time; Aural Symphonies Missing
Link Cubed V3 AC cable discontinued.

Stands, Spikes,
Feet, & Racks

Good Speaker Stands
There arc too many possibilities, bcut, briefly, agood
stand has the following characteristics: good rigidity;
pikes on which to rest the speakcr. Or SOMC secure
clamping mechanism; die availability of spikes at the
base for use oil wcxxlen floors; if die stand is steel, provision to keep speaker cables away from the stand to
avoid magnetic interaction; anti the correct height wIsen
combined midi your particular speakers (correct height
can be anything from what you like best to the manufacturer's design height for best drive-unit integration).
Though Srinophi/e hasn't reviewed speaker stinds, it's
not because we think they're unimportuit -for speakers that need stands. every dollar spent on gixxl stands
is worth $5 when it comes to sound qualiw. Brands we
have fisund to offer excellent performance are Arcid
Rigid Riser, Merrill (see Vol.18 Nod. p.39), Sound
Anchor, Sanus Systems Steel and Reference. and Linn.
(Sound Anchor also makes an excellent tun liable stand
reports IJN.) Interfice material between die speaker
and the stand top plate is critical: Inexpensive Blii-Tsck
seems to reduce the amplitude of cabinet reuxunces
the most (see Vol.15 No.9. p.I62).
Arcici Suspense Rack: $2299
This expensive five-level stand with hybrid pne lllll atic/pendulum suspeuiscoui impressed SI) no end. -If
you're moving up from the average rigid stand or
purely decorative rack, the sonic impact of the Suspense Rack should be avery pleasant surpris'... You'll
likely hear greater openness, and an overall presentation dues relaxed yet more dynamic." SD also found
more midrange and upper-frequency clarity, resolution of fine detail, and delicacy of harmonics. "Looks
great, and works well at keeping bad vibes at kw,"
adds RD. (Vo123 No.1)
Audio Points by Star Sound Technologies:
$35.99-$89.99/set of 3
Highly polished solid milled brass point, developed
along the thcories of Coulomb Friaiisn, it is said, transfer resonant energy through the virtual point away
from the component. 28 sizes and thread combinations
available. (NR)
Audio Selection Cones (formerly German
Acoustics): $11 each
These effective brass-colored steel cones have removable hardened tips. (NIL hot see Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
Audio Stream Premier R-series rack system:
from $139 .(aSystem consists of 12-30 Expandable Rack, $179; R-ES
Expansion Shelf, $49; R-CC (Ask Channel kit, $35;
and R-ho Amp Stand S.69. Excellent value, luxe(' SS, but
not rigid enough for use with aturntable. (Vol.16 No.10)
AudioPrism !so-Bearings: Small (2.5nun),
$59.95/3; large (3.3nun), $89.95/3
Squishy, nonreactive polymer balls with plastic cups
are recommended by CG for elletrive acoustic isolation. (NR. but see Vol.15 No.9, p.I62.)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet e
Now ill a IleW bright blueJnore reactive fonnulation,
139
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"It is by far the most significant piece of audio equipment that Ihave ever listened to.

I AM IN COMPLETE

CE'.7

r_)V

—Mot Mixtvovoà..

MANLEY

"After the Steelheacl warmed up, it
had so much slam it mode my old
preamp sound closed down in
comparison. I'm still shaking
my head over what Iheard
tonight."

"Oven211, the Steelhead delivered the
best vinyl playback rue heard from my
system. It combined speed, frequency
extension, resolution, harmonic
structure, focus, air, stage depth,
image specificity, and, most
important, overall musical
coherence in away that
made the music seem to
fly from the speakers
unrestrained by mechanical
or electrical bounds."

THE NEW REFERENCE

VACUUM TUBE
PHONO STAGE

— Bob Ludwig,
Gateway Mastering Studios

* Revolutionary front-panel adjustable impedance and capacitive
loading switches perfectly optimize ANY cartridge. Hear the
changes on the fly. No more soldering or fumbling with internal
dip-switches.
* Plenty of extremely quiet gain —up to 65dB for your MM pickups
and up to 77dB for the lowest output MC cartridges.
* Variable line out can be used to directly drive
an amplifier for the ultimate in purist phono playback.
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* Huge outboard power supply keeps
radiated magnetic fields and resonances
far away, yielding asuper-quiet noise floor.

— Michael Fremer,
Stereophile, Dec. 2001

* The last and only phono stage you will ever need to purchase.
No need to upgrade — ever again!
For pricing or more
information, call
Richard at Acoustic
Sounds today.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDSe
Exclusive mail-order dealer

S
— Sam Tellig, Stereophile

Designed with adjustable gain
and load settings to fit any cartridge.
ENDORSED BY THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS.

"The PH-1 had incredible bass extension and eus
capable ofsorting out details íd never heard in 20
years ofplaying this record."
"...it packed with high-quality components."
"The PH-1 threw atight and tangible soundstage filled
with living, breathing space."
"The AcousTech eux awinner when it came to
reprsxhicing dynamic shadings.**
— Wes Phillips, Stereophile. June 1998

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'"
'0 Box 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905
.••:
: :
,

"The AcousTech PH-I is marrelous and magnificent...a
bargain at twice the price. It is aphase coherent phono
stage the he to right channel R1AA phase matching is
perfect und the quiet passages really come alive. This
unit has awarmer low end than nn' tube pre-amplifier
The PH-I is certainly well made. nice and stable."
—.
Stan Ricker, Man Ricker Mastering
"...my refèrence Acouskch
AcousTech
offered superior dynamic contrasts, better low-level
resolution, and, subjectively at least, alower noise
floor... .damned-near-state-of-the-art .•I(VIISTech PH-I."

Sam Tellig, Stereophile, October 2000

"I have heard nothing better at less than $4.000. Iii fact
it is up their with the best at anyprice."
Larry Kay. Fi Magazine
"Sonically the unit is exceptional"
"This is the kind ofproduct that makes mefrel proud of
the high end."
"...the PH-I is aSpartan-looking, intelligently
engineered, and very well built piece of equipment... Wayne Garcia, Fi Magazine,May 1998
'Your Phono stage is brilliant.' .tly mast humble
respects to you both. RS & CK"
Jagdeep Singh, Singapore

For pricing or more information, call Richard at Acoustic Sounds today.

1-800-716-3553 www.acousticsounds.com
Ask for aFREE

.
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CDs, SACDs LPs and accessories.
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these feet are the best means of isolating components
from vibration. A set of four Big Feet costs $79; four
Little (CI)) Feet, $49. (NR)
Billy Bags 1823/1824 amplifier stands:
$389/$279
Billy Bags 4802 component stand: $849
standard; $1198 custom t
,
Billy Bags Design 5505 series component
rack: $1098
RI had nothing but praise for these solidly built - and
sand-filled - welded nietal component racks. Available
in stock configurations, or custom-built for specific systems. RH cites tightened image focus, treater dynamic
contrasts, and increased resolution of low-level detail as
results of using the Billy Bags stands -although he
noted that mmtables may require additional, or difkrens, isolation schemes. (Vii1.17 No.12, Vol.18 Noll)
Black Diamond Racing Pyramid Cones:
$20 each
"Expensive, but very effective," according to J-I0.
WP and JA. who generally use these whenever they
need to support electronic components, concur.
(VoI21 No.6)
Black Diamond Racing The Shelf:
$440-$875
Heavy, costly, but extremely free from torsional flex,
this loaded carbon-fiber isolation platform impressed
WP with a "marked increase in perceived silence"
when placed under equipment. He also noted that
low-level musical information became more prominent with the support in his systein. J-10 said, "Transparency was greatly enhanced, coupled to agreater
sense of air and original acoustic." WP maintains that
when he "wants to really hear what acomponent is
doing -as free as possible front the effects of its environment - it ends up on The Shelf." (Vol.19 No2,
VoI21 No.6)
Boltz CD 600 storage rack: $269;
expansion kits, $159
Stiffing the Net - wsvwboltz-usa.com -MF found
these do-it-yourself racks: each is 48" high, 24" wide, just
6" deep, and holds 600 CDs! You can double or triple
the capacity with the expansion kits, and the racks are
now available pm-assembled. Now available as equipment racks, TV stands, and LP shelves. MF bought the
record racks, which consist of aheavy base and three
shelves; S439, fire shipping. Additional shelves (3' wide
by 10" deep) run $119 each, and you can stack 'ens to the
ceiling! "Really well-made and incredibly study," reported The Analog One. (Vo122 No.11, Vo124 No.1)
Bright Star Air Mass 3: $99 e
Ingenious, inexpensive, and effective air-bladder
product that damps out floor and air-borne vibrations. MF said. WI' agrees. Originally called Air Mass
1. (Vo120 No.2)
Bright Star Audio Rack of Gibraltar 1
equipment stand: $1495-$1595
Bright Star Audio Big Rock 1: $175-$199
Bright Star Audio Little Rock 1 Isolation
Pod: $149-$165
Bright Star Mini-Rock FVPI isolation base:
$129
A very effective isolation system for control of unwanted vibrational energy. Individual components float
on asand bed for energy dissipation, and are weighted
down with the Little Rock to minimize spurious vibrations. Sonically, the payoff is enhanced resolution of the
music's nuances, says DO. RN adds that this system
consistently tightens the bass, increases sonic transparency. and smooths treble hash and grain. The Bright
Star TNT Big Rock is a$275 sand table specially sized
to support the TNT. WP MF, BD and lijli all tase one
under their VI'ls, as they provide astable surface asid
offer such sonic benefits as a lower noise floor and
increased bass. The Mini-Rock Fis specially sized for
use under the TNT's flywheel. (Vol.16 No.5; Vol.18
No.11, Mini-Rock F; Vol20 No.4, TNT Big Rock.)
Bright Star Rack of Gibraltar 2equipment
stand: $1995
Rigid, super-stable platform for audio equipment, and
Stereophile, April 2002

the "carrier" for the Ultimate Isolation System: airbase (Air Mass) and sand-filled damping platform (Big
Rock) makes a"sandwich" of sorts. The Gibraltar 2,
with its two-wide/three-high widely spaced laree
shelving, isn't quite ready for MoMA, and it boasts no
neon lights, but "in its simplicity and quality it's attractive, even elegant," said BD. He recalled Louis Henri
Sullivan, who immortalized the phrase "form ever follows finiction." Suitable for turntables, superbly built.
and the best BD has ever used. (Vo123 No.5)
Bright Star Ultimate TNT Isolation System:
$941 *
Simple, affordable, effective isolation system for the
Viti TNT that combines astatic pneumatic isolation
mount with mass loading. WP noted that "high frequencies seemed clearer, less smeared -harmonics
leapt off strings and floated independent of the fundamental.... Bass sounded more deep and taut, especially sustained notes or anything in the bottom two
octaves of the piano." BD agrees, finding that the Isolation System lowers the TNT's (already low) background noise, resulting in subtle but noticeable
improvements in image dimensionality, ambience, and
inner detail. (VoI20 No.7)
Ebony Pyramid footers: $30/set of 3t
At the original price of 145 for aset of three," J-10
said, "these guys are areal bargain, and highly recoinmended as an antidote for lean, harmonically threadbare systems." (VoI21 No2)
ECS ball-bearing isolation devices:
$59.95/set of 3 e
Felt pads on the bottom may keep feet from marring
wooden floors. ST said, but they may also cause your
gear to slide around on slick shelves. Possibly not as
effective on carpet as on bare floors, he surmised. Price
is for version to go under electronic components;
threaded version (for speakers and stands) costs
S69.95/set of 4. (Vo1.20 No.12)
G-Flex MI vibration damping devices:
$195/set of 3
With the M Is in place, J-10 thought "the sound was
tight and transparent, the speed and clarity building up
from the lower to the upper mids and up into the
lower treble The highs were open, quick, and
extended." Bass seemed less controlled than with the
best footers he's used, however. (Vol.21 No.3)
Golden Sound DH Cones, Squares,
and Pads *
With the Cones alone, J-10 "noted alift in overall
transparency, with aslightly tighter focus." Using the
Squares alone, the sound was softer than the
Cone/Square combo. hut nevertheless got high
marks for asweet and pleasant presentation." And in
combination? "The highs and upper midrange were
beautiful and open. the midrange had just the right
amount of juice, the lower midrange wasn't txximy at
all, and the bass extension was excellent." ST is also a
fan, particularly of the Pads, which "wrought quite an
improveinent in sound under my Cary SE300Bs."
Super Cones cost $100/set of 3; Jumbo Cones cost
$70/set of 3; large, $50/set of 3; medium. $40/set of 3;
small, $20/set of 3. Squares cost $30/set of 3; $40 set of
4; Super Pads cost $250 (19" by 17" by 'i2"thick);
Golden Sound Pads cost S150 (12 'i" by 17 1:s" by '2"
thick; Acoustic Discs $120/set of 12. (Vo120 Nos.11 &
12, Vo124 No.5)
Grand Prix Audio Monaco Amplifier
Isolation System: $999
With hi-tech build quality combining lightweight
race-car composite materials with the proper use of
Sorbothane and mass damping where it's useful, this
expensive amp stand works as promised and looks
cool too, decided MF. (Vo124 No.7)
Lovais Classic Il Modular Racks: $484-$672
based on shelf size and board color
An elegantly simple, adaptable, and absolutely rigid
rack design consisting of spiked three- or five-footed
modules designed for stability and for stacking in combinations of high and low height modules. Supporting
columns can be filled for additional stability. KR% dou-

ble-width AVR rack shelves needed alayer of DynaMat to completely deaden them. (NR)
Magro 24 Component Stand: $448 tr
These elegant, unique stands lean against the wall.
Highly reco lllll tended by WP, who found that his system sounded better (presumably because the stands
are nonferrous). Magro 24 Console costs $218; Magro
24 Cl) Holder costs S68. Magro 35 Radius Video
Stand costs $498. (Vol.18 No2)
OSAR Selway & Magruder equipment racks:
Selway complete system, $895; other Selway
options, $230-$385; Magruder options:
$2954445 ti
Wes Phillips found these items noteworthy for their
consmiction: three well-made racks nest together to
give "the tappearancej of being asingle unit." Options
include the ability to damp the frame with lead shot or
sand, the possibility of adding Sorbothane pucks Or
brass cones, and, of course, choice of colors and proportions. The Selway series is sized for "standard audio
components"; the Magruders are "perfect for larger,
heavier power amplifiers." (Vol.22 No.6)
PolyCrystal-coated Brass Spikes: $49.95/4
(1.25"), $79.95/4 (1.75") t
Tall and slim, the spikes are made of brass encased in
PolyCrystal and have '4"-20 threaded shafts, which
allow them to be substituted for the stock threaded
spikes on electronic components or speakers. J-10
found them effective, calling the resultant sound "beautifidly open, clear, and lovely" - if "a touch darkersounding" than some others. (VoI21 No.4)
PolyCrystal-coated equipment racks:
$499.95-$899.95, depending on size and
number of shelves
The reference standard for rackage din Scull, reports
J-10. The stands are easy to set up, rigid, well-braced,
very attractive, and serve as "delivery systems" for
PolyCrystal shelving. They're made of amaterial consisting of diverse components ground down to acrystalline state and suspended in a hardened polymer.
Especially in conjunction with 'Crystal cones and footers, J-10 says, the Racks "made big improvements in
overall clarity and freedom from the intick'n'inire of
everyday resonances." He advises checking their tightness after afew days; after that, they should stay tight
as adrum. (Vo123 No.11)
Salamander Designs Archetype System
equipment racks: $109.95-$499.95,
depending on size and finish
Remarkably versatile system of equipment/accessory
racks that had WP redecorating like crazy. Extremely
handsome wood finishes make these easy to integrate
into real homes. Those desiring the utmost in stability
and rigidity will need to seek other solutions. (Vol.20
No.9, VoI21 No.10)
Salamander Designs Synergy System
equipment racks: $249-$899,
depending on size, options, and finish
Modular audiophile timinire "just brimming with
options, and so handsome' that it stopped WP in his
tracks. Its versatility stems from the four posts that
securely support top and bottom, and are grooved to
acconunodate the optional doors, side panels, shelves,
and drawers. WI' said lie got "that sense of clarity and
detail" when he placed equipment on the shelves with
spikes or rubber pads instead of on the top plate, which
"tended to add avery slight degree of haze." Extremely
solid and stable - recommended for anyone looking
for asolution to audio clutter. (VoI21 No.10)
Sanus Systems CF-4/CF-5 component
stands: $519.99/4, $569.99/5
Latest VCI S1011ti ot component racks of four and five
shelves that TJN recommends as being agood value.
Assembly required. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.16 No.10)
.

Silent Running turntable base: $60041100,
depending on finish *
Multidensity, multilayerecl, resonant-damped, self-leveling. rigid low-mass platfonn designed specifically for the
Clearaudio Refenuce turntable. "Absent aVibraplane or
other active air support." MF says, "I wouldn't Wallt to
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oven the highly microplic ))) ic ClearAudio 'table and ann
without this sophisticated isolation stand." I
)cluxe version costs S1500. .my color. Limited "Ohio Class" edition
costs 52(8)0. (Also produce custom isolation bases
(IsoBASE) for any component.) (Vo120 No.11)
Sound Anchors Cone Coasters: $14 each e
A machined stainless-steel/Kevlar/polyester sandwiched disc designed to prevent speaker spikes from
mining your floors and to prevent vibrations from
being tra ll s
lll Wed through wooden floors. By found
that using them with his Alón Vs resulted in greater
perceived detail and "faster" kiss. (NR)
Symposium Acoustics Energy Absorption
Platform: $499
This laminated alumni lllll /fiberboard/foam shelf
MI' with the "top-to-bottom authority, focus,
and slam - that his system gamed when the platform
was installed under lus turntable. Price is for 19" by
14" site, 5629 for 19" by 21". (Vo12(1 No.5)
Symposium Rollerblocks: $349/set of 3,
$449/set of 4 e
For improved resolution front your CI) player (or .inc
other digital equipment), Sam Tellig recommended
these precision-machined items, which consist of a
block with akill bearing set in Ahemispherical depresskin. OHO: they're in place. he said, the sound "just
tightens up. cleans up, clears up. Ihear more low-level
information. Imaging improves. T •g, too.... Traitstems are crisper. Ihear improvement in just about
every respect." The only drawback (outside of cost) is
that the player inight "roll around alittle" when you
load adisc or hit Play. Si) concurs with ST. enthusiasm Mr the RollerbMcks while MF became abeliever
ut the "Ingh-roller" phenomenon when he put his
Virgo, on similar-acting Yamannara speaker bearings.
(Vo122 No.4)
Ultra Dynafœt: $22,5/set of 3
Si) found these isolation feet - made of machined
brass and ebony and equipped with apolished ball
lscaring - to work well with A wide range of components. Similar to Symposium Rollerblocks they're
available through Arcici and Music I
)irect. (NR)
Vibraplane Model 2212 Active-Air
Self-Leveling Air Table: $4950 e
Isolation plithinn designed to stabilize electron
microscopes and other precision laboratory gear that
SD enthusiastically endorses for use in hi-ti systems.
"Unlike many improvements that blend into your
normal expectation after afew weeks of acclimatization, you'll appreciate the visceral presence that the
Vibraplane adds to both digital and analog playback
every time you spin some wax or plastic," he predicted. Ile was .also chuffed by improvements in imaging.
micmdynamics, tiiiibral told'. and percussive impact, claiming that "every aspect of the sonic
presentation rook on new life." J-10 found the
Vibraplane to work well with Cl) players and transports. Active system includes air compressor. The 2210
Passive-Air version, which needs to be pumped up
manually. costs $1695. (Vol.17 No.5. Vol.18 No.11,
VoI20 No.5)
Vibrapods: $6 each; available singly or
in packs of 4 e
A KR favorite. "Placed under CI) players/transports,
1
)AC:s and preamps, the small (<3" diameter), formed
Vibrapods isolate and enhance performance. Five different models rated for loads of 2-28 lbs; match the
quantity to the component. Ikeep a box of them
around so that no component goes without." (NR)
Vistek Aurios MIB component supports:
$299/3
RD highly recommends these footers. New version
1.2 (not received yet) is supposed to nuke leveling less
(Vo124 No.5)
Walker Valid Points: $295/set of3 large cones
and 5discs; other sizes available
Heavy brass-alloy-and-lead cones, with points that rest
atop large, brass-ringed. lead-filled "tuning discs."
"Definitely worth checking out," MF said, "and
Walker will rebind your money if you're not satisfied.
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(You must return the set within 30 days in the original
condition.)" MF adds that "not only do Ilike them a
lot they're well worth the price -as Iclearly found
when iput aset under the Ayre K-1 and added afew
of the discs on top." Combined height may be too tall
fir some racks. Super Tuning Kit includes three large
cones, five discs, and hiur 1" discs for S425. (Vo120
No.5, VoI21 No.11)
Zoethecus audio stands: $569-$1682,
e.Shelves, $34 each; z.Pods, $140 each;
z.Slabs, $200 each
Attractive frames carry eShelves (al lllll i
l
ium-topped,
medium-density fiberboard), z.Pods (nine-layer, constrained-layer-damped, and/or solid zSlabs, which
rest on phenolic corner crossbraces dotted with 1st,discs to "isolate the shelves from floor- and airborne
vibration." Shelves are best for mechanical devices like
turntables and transports, Pods for electronic ones.
According to MF. "the isolation part works extremely
well... the energy-draining shelves seem to work as
well," though he now says they "can impart aslightly
'squocishy' sound ro some components." (Vo122 No.7)
Deletions
Arcici electrostatic speaker stands no longer available.

Room Acoustics
Treatments
Argent RoomLens: $399 each, $1195/3 l'a•
These room-oming devices "act as asingle broadband
resonator," J-I)) reported their designer as saying.
Wiled he hear when he tried them? "The Lens, first
and hiremost, let through more intormation about the
recorded venue. The byproduct of this was aheightened sense of articulation. both in the micm and macro
senses. Pace and timing were somehow enhanced...
Transparency was definitely improved, so the palpability factor was higher. All the usual audio suspects tighmess and articulation in the bass; clarity and harmonics in the midrange; extension, linearity, and
sweetness in the highs -were nicely served." RD was
thrilled with the RoomLens, saying the system is "easy
to place, takes up less space than most other roomneatment devices, and looks cool." And, oh yeah, it
allowed him to "hear more of the recorded aMbience
and less tithe listening room." (Vol.21 Nos.8 & 11)
ASC Cube Tower: $529 e
"A smaller, more cosmetically acceptable, more affordable version of the classic Tube Trap," writes BJR.
"Very effective at taming mid- and upper-bass room
anomalies. Looks like an attractive Vandersteen speaker sitting there in the corner." (Nit)
ASC Studio Trap: $315 e
Adjustable tripod-mounted room-tuning device that
represents the "latest in TrapThink from ASC,"
according to J-10. veho uses an array of Studio Traps to
great effect in his Manhattan loft. The front half is nettle-reflective for abrighter sound, while the back side
is treble-absorptive Mr adrier acoustic. He highly recommended the Traps for "anyone whose family will
allow them to populate the listening room with
gofios." (Colitis are "si
1-absorbing panels used to
surround performers in [wording studios.") Stem ,
phi/us "Accessory of 1999." (VoI21 No.12)
ASC Tube Traps: $248-$798,
depending on size and style e
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective roomacoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up low-to-high
bass standing-wave resonances like sponges. WP
agrees, using Traps to optimize the acoustics of his
mom for MartinLogan SL3 electrostatics. while BD
used 'em to optimize his room while auditioning the
Thiel CS72s. Using the Music Articulation Test Time
(MATI') from Stenvphile's Test CD 2(STPH004-2), he
first positioned them for smoothest overall response
and articulation, then "dialed-in depth, dimensiotulits%
and ambience." A chart recorder graphically showed
the changes. In the end, "The sound was fantastic,"
quoth BD, who recommends them unconditionally.
(Vol.9 No.3, Vol.15 No2, Vol.16 No.12, Vol.19 No 1,
Vo120 No.5, Vo123 No2 WWW)

RPG Diffusor Systems "Acoustic Tools for
Home Theater"
Effective method of adding diffusive and absorptive
treatment to alistening mont. 8FG Diffusor Systems
offers complete room-treatment packages, called
"Acoustic Tools few Audiophiles I& II," which can be
installed in a matter of hours. RPG also offers its
"SoundTrac" package for no-compmmise home-theater instillations, working directly with the client
architect, and/or acoustic consultant. (Vail No.4.
Vol.16 No.5; see also TJN's article on listening rooms
in Vol.14 No.10 WWW.)
TacT Audio RCS 2.0 Digital Room
Correction System/Preamplifier: $4248
The DSP-based TacT measures how die speaker SySton and mom together repnxluce test signals, determines the differences, in both the frequency and time
domains, between the original test signals and the
measured ones, and develops and applys acorrective
filter. According to KR. "Because it also has the ability
to control pin (or, more properly, attenuation), signal
polarity (for each channel individually!), and to select
among its digital and analog inputs, it can also, with its
tiny, lightweight remote control, function as the preamp/control center for ahill system." You'll need a
long RS-232 cord to the laptop or PC on which the
TacT software is installed. though this is not needed
for daily operation," assured KR. Kal wasn't very
happy with the setup infomution provided, and the
I
help file didn't give much. Another big issue for Kal:
"The TacT system provides no useful verification or
assessment of the success tif the corrected system
response. There is afacility for comparing the correction filter with the original measurements onscreen,
but no way of remeasuring the supposedly corrected
system/mom.... Nonetheless, the flexibility of the
RCS system permitted me to create the response I
needed." But, he concluded, "subjectively, the final
result was my perception of vastly improved resolution of detail across the speumm. Initially, Ithought
the bass seemed ahit less full. It was, but, with continued listening. it became apparent that a pervasive
bloom associated with the listening room's low-frequency resonances had been removed. Consequently,
the bass was exposed with greater definition and
impact... Instead of hall sound. the RCS let me hear
this hall's sound, and transmitted the instruments with
uncanny immediacy....The longer Ilived with the
TacT Audio RCS 2.0, the more Iwas convinced that
it brought me much closer to the sound of live music,
and that room correction should be amandatory part
of any serious audio system." Price includes A/I)
($699) and 1)/A ($599) modules; RCS 2.0 DM with
neither costs $2950. (Vo124 No.9 WWW)
Deleted
Cambridge Signal Technologies SigTech TF 2020 not
.tutInionctl III .1 long tiinc.

Loudspeaker Cables
& Interconnects

Editor's Note: Rather dun place cables in the usual
"Recommended Components" classes, we've just listed those cables that members of the magazine's review
team either have clown to use cm along-term basis or
have found to offer good value for money. They are
therefore implicitly recommended. Where acable has
been finind to have specific matching requirements or
an identifiable sonic signature, it is noted in the text.
"Try before you buy" is mandatory with cables; many
dealers have aloaner stock to make this easier.

Interconnects
Alpha-Core Micro-Purl: $78/1111 pair (Cu),
$127/lm pair (Ag)
BD found that all the Alpha-Core cables shared
some common characteristics: "powerful, slightly
forward, atouch cool, and having great extension and
power at the frequency extremes." Detail and
dynamics were very good at the louder end of the
scale. Very-low-level detail, however, was lost.
Similarly, wrote BD, "While the soundstage as a
Stereophile, April 2002
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whole was reasonably deep, the individual images
lacked dimensionality." While the Ag interconnects
lacked the Cu's slight bass prominence and forward
perspective, the Cu had awanner tonal balance and
more expansive soundstage. BD: "Their failings...are
in dealing with alevel of subtlety that's likely not a
huge consideration with the gear they're priced to
match... Iunhesitatingly recommend their inclusion
in any budget system, and strongly suggest that anyone cabling even an upscale system give them aserious audition." (Vo124 No.10)
Alpha-Core Triode Quartz: $186/1m pair
BD found this silver-conductor interconnect to sound
much more like a"super version of the Micro-Purl
Cu," bin with "a lot of the inner detail and textural
nuance that the Micro-Puns lacked." Whereas the
Micro-Purls proved to be agreat budget cable, the
TQ2s "are astep beyond 'good for the money' and
well into the realm of 'good at any price.' Coupled
with their still very modest cost, their performance
represents atrue bargain —one of those undiscovered
gems." Price is for unbalanced interconnect with
RCAs. (Vo124 No.10)
AudioQuest Python: $525/1m pair;
$250/pair each additional meter
AudioQuest Anaconda: $1050/1m pair;
5650/pair each additional meter
Since Kt, uses 7-8 meter lengths between preamp
and amp, the contribution of interconnects is crucial and the Pythons are the Yin to the JPS's Yang.
Both are dead quiet but the lighter but not brighter
Python matches the tube amps better while the JPS
works for the SS amps. One meter of the heftier
(and more expensive) balanced Anacondas are totally satisfying for pivotal link from DAC to preamp.
Compared to the panoply of over-elaborate interconnect, these flexible and simple-looking but
internally sophisticated interconnects are asimple
pleasure. (NR)
Cardas Golden Reference: $917/1m pair *
"Low-energy-storage" balanced or unbalanced cables
with three types and layers of shielding, and thin-wall
tubing surrounding copper Litz conductors coated in
urethane enamel, with alow capacitance of 7pF/foot.
"Gave me the color, air, transparency, and liveliness I
so much enjoy, while banishing any and all mechanical/electronic effects," J-10 enthused. "Relaxed, forgiving, but entirely virtuoso.. .can work wonders in
the right setup." (Vo123 No2)
Harmonic Tedmology Pro-Silway II:
$439/1m balanced pair; $399/1m single»
ended pair; $240/additional stereo lm pair
A hybrid of two filaments of copper and two of 6Npure (99.99997%) silver. The braided copper outer
shield is plated with pure silver and insulated with
Teflon tape or air-foamed PE (polyethylene with air
bubbles as the main dielectric). The connectors are
"NASA grade," according to Harmonic Tech. Caused
a significant change in the sound of the Audio
Research VTM200 MF was reviewing: "The bass
firmed up and rejoined the music, the midrange took
on a richer, more full-bodied texture, and the top
remained extended, detailed, and ultra-revealing, but
not quite as bright." Mikey's new reference. (Vo124
No.1 WWW)
Harmonic Technology Truth-link: $299/1m
pair balanced, $249 single-ended
SD found the well-made Harmonic Technology line
of cables and interconnects competitive with the best
he's heard, "and areal bargain to boot." (NR)
Hovland Music Groove 2tonearm cable:
$795/any length up to 1.5m pair with RCA or
straight DIN terminations; $835 with 90°
DIN connector tr
This silver-plated copper cable -- MFs reference for
the Graham tonearm — embodied a"relaxed, warm,
'physical' "sound with "detail, depth, dynamic authority, and three-dimensionality." It sounds rolled-off
only if you're accustomed to bright, he said, rolling his
eyes. XLR preamp connector adds 560. (Vo121 No2,
Stereophile, April 2002

Vo123 No.5, Vo124 No2)
JPS Balanced Superconductor 2: $1399/1m
Gold Neutrik XLR-terminated,
$200/additional 0.5m *
These unwieldy double-mus of the already stiff Superconductor2 coax have become KR's resident balanced
interconnects as of early '99. Eerily quiet backgrounds
and silky and detailed highs even with 75m runs in
noisy NYC. (NR)
Kimber Kahle KCAG-147: $460/1m pair,
XLR or WBT-RCA connectors *
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent, and offering
improved image focus and even lx•tter clarity when
compared with !Umber's Mil AJE and TIN favorite.
(NR, hut see V01.16 No.7)
!Limber Kahle PBJ: $84/1m pair, RCA or
XLR termination SSS
Unshielded cable that CG found to come very close to
KCAG in his system, citing its IIF detail, air, clarity,
and tonal accuracy. For those with RFI problems,
Kimber's KC1 ($116/1m pair, RCA or XLR termination) is the same cable with awounded shield, but
doesn't sound quite as good. (Vol.16 No.7)
Kimber Kahle Silver Streak-I47: $240/1m
pair with WBT-RCA connectors, balanced:
$330/1m pair *
This low-impedance, low-resistance cable "represents
amajor performance breakthrough for the price," ST
averred. Its secret? Only the signal-carrying portion of
the braid is silver—the returns are copper. ST reported gains in clarity and quickness. "The sound is cleaner, quicker, less confused.. .1 suggest you run with the
Streak." 11W adds that the Kimber's excellent resolution of detail and transients lus to be balanced against
the fact that it might add too much "zip" to already
bright systems. (Vol.19 No.11)
'Limber TAK tonearm cable: $250-$600/1m
pair, depending on material
TAK Ag is similar in tonality and texture to Silver
Audio's Silver Breeze. Its overall sound is "smooth,
detailed, and slighdy cool," with "unsurpassed natural
clarity and freedom from edge." Might be too much of
agood thing in systems that are already very smooth,
in which case the similar-sounding TAK H has amore
"golden glow" from the midrange up, and more "transient traction and solidity." TAK Cu's glow is even
more golden, if leu liquid than the silver-based versions. All three have good low-level resolution and
pitch-black backgrounds. (Vo123 No.5)
Madrigal CZ-Ge1-1: $495/1m pair *
JA finds this balanced interconnect to be spacious and
easy on the ear, if not quite as dynamic-sounding as
AudioQuest Lapis x3. (NR)
MIT MI-330 Proline Shotgun: $849/lm pair;
$1289/251t pair
mirs network boxes are "designed to control the
energy storage and release in the audio band,"
explained BD. "Tonal purity, precision, a huge
soundstagc, holographic detail and ambience recovery, and dense, dimensional images" were all part of
the mix. Other interconnects and speaker cables
could sound atouch blurred at the edges in comparison, he noted. "Without adoubt, they were akey
piece of the best system I've had in my 20 years of listening." Guess he liked them. Impedance-matched
to system. (Vo123 No3)
MIT MI-350 Twin CVTenninator Series 11:
$1495/1ni pair
ISJIt's reference interconnect. "Transprent, dynamic,
and impressive perfomunce at frequency extremes."
says he. (NR)
Nirvana S-L Series: $750/1m; $860115m
BI) says, "The Nirvanas arc slightly laid-back in character, perhaps just abit soft on sharp transients and at
the frequency extremes, but with anatural coherence
and ease that make alot of other cables sound slightly
strained. Other strengths include ahuge soundstage
and images that are detailed and tangible, but not the
least bit etched or spotlit." (NR)

Nirvana S-X Ltd.: $1180/0.5m pair,
$200/0.5m additional meter
The S-X is not areplacement for the S-L, but was
designed to carry very-low-level signals with
reduced noise, explains BD. Litz construction with
"95 isolated, multi-gauge, multi-strand, oxide-free,
Lab Grade fibers per conductor with FEP insulation." Hand-assembled and extensively tested, each
cable takes a full day to make. The soundstage is
wide and deep, with space between and around
instruments very apparent. One of the best cables
BD's heard, and significantly better than the already
fine S-L. "One sensational interconnect," he
admired. (Vo123 No.8)
Nordost Blue Heaven: $199.99/1m pair
(unbalanced); $215/1m pair (balanced) tr
The Blue Heavens are the least expensive of
Nordost's premium line. Compared to the very best
(including Nordoses own Red Dawn and SPM),
they're alittle splashy in the upper midrange, notes
BD, accentuating transients at the expense of inner
detail. Their tonal balance is also tipped slightly
upward. However, he found they have aspeed and
openness that's unusual in this price range. "They can
really boost the goosebumps factor of an entry-level
system," he said, adding that "[these interconnects are]
the new reference in reasonably priced and/or smallsystem
(VoI21 No.8)
Nordost
$3300/m pair with RCA
termination; balanced (XLR) configuration,
$60 extra; additional length, $1000/m
Although these cables are "insanely expensive," BD
was sure that you'll love what they do for your system, lissages were detailed, distinct, and densely
filled-in and three-dimensional. The soundstage
moved out farther than BD had ever experienced.
However, while it was obvious that the Valhallas were
special, it was also obvious that they had adistinct
tonal signature. BD wrote, "The system always had a
lighter, drier sound with the Nordost — the tonal balance was shifted slightly upward, and the overall presentation was atouch cooler than with other wires."
"Expensive, but, boy, are they good!" adds RD.
(Vo124 No.11)
Pure Silver Connection (PSC) PST 8:
$450/1m pair
Balanced interconnects featuring solid, silver-plated
6N copper and round conductors. W reported that
they reduced system hum problems and were "highly
recommendedr (NR)
Silver Audio Silver Breeze tonearm cable:
$400/1.2m DIN-RCA/XLR; RCA-RCA:
$475
This cable's "sheer, almost 'electrostatic' purity...
imparted agossamerlike quality to the music," said
MF. "Edge- and grain-free, the sound was impressively liquid, with perhaps a touch of upper-midrange
emphasis that gave it amildly cool tinge. Backgrounds
were pitch black, and the resolution of low-level detail
was particularly impressive." (Vo123 No.5)
Straight Wire Serenade: $350/1m pair;
$180/additional meter
"Crystalline, extended highs," crowed CS, "lightly
bloomy raids, and good bass focus. But it's the
soundstaging that stood out at this price point."
Exceptional bass focus and control with pinpoint
harmonic detail and anice, clear, airy midrange. A
solid all-around system performer, the Chipster concluded. (Vo123 No.4)
Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling:
$199/1m pair; $250/1m pair with Active
Shielding with Mini-Power Coupler
With the Alpha Sterling's Active Shielding engaged,
CS became suddenly aware of "a wealth of spatial
cues — stupefying dimensions of soundstage layering. The heightened sense of dimensionality was
intoxicating." And with the Mini-Power Coupler, CS
found the soundstage to extend beyond the rear wall,
"conveying greater depth and dimensionality."
(Vo124 No.II)
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Synergistic Research Designers' Reference:
$200011m pair; $500/pair each additional
0.5m
These interconnects do everything superbly, says
11D, who found that they're eswittially neutral in
terms id tonal balince and dynamics across the frequency spectrum. l'articulai areas of excellence. he
tillIIIN up, include arealistic balance of inner detail
and coherence, image dimensionality, and ambience
recovery. J-I0 agrees, noting that the Synergistic is
"wide-band, ultradyn: • (micm'aimacro), colorful,
harmonic, detailed, !with] lots of air in ahuge soundstage, deepest bass, beam-mop de midrange resolution
and texture, land' highs as sweet as your equipment
can dish out." However, he did find it "a touch
biased toward the large-gestured and grand radier
than the small and well-formed." J-10 reports asignificant improvement in refinement and power handling with a Master Control Center and Active
Shielding. CS found that adding Active Shielding
"seemed both to dim ll i
ll ate and deepen the soundstage and generally firm things up." Timbres were
more natural, with enhanced bass energy, which
translated into deeper, more holographic soundstaging, greater front-to-back imaging and locus.. and
greater retrieval of ambient information and microdynamics." (VoI21 No.1, Vo124 No.11)
Synergistic Research Resolution Reference
Mk.II (Active Shielding): $1000/1m pair;
$350 each additional 0.5m
's declares, "If Discrete Shielding represented asignaticant improvement in the performance of
ISynergistic'sj old Resolution Reference Mk.II
mums, then the upgrade to Active Shielding is profouud. Imagine your soundstage illu lll i
l
lilted from
within, as if you were used to filtering white light
hr ugh aprism and getting the three primary shades,
whereas now you've got dozens of different luttes and
colors no one knows the names of." He was also overheard muttering about soundstage layering it• "snipelYing" di lllllllllllllll CS reports similar results with the
speaker cable, and promises more later. Additional
(On), $350. (NR)
Wireworld Equinox 111+: $200/1m pair;
$62.50 each additional 0.5m
Relatively inexpensive cable with "an impressively
clean midrange" and atop end that is "unencumbered
of grain and edge," decided MF. (Vo123 No.10)
XL0 The Limited: $2200/1m pair;
$1600 each additional lm/pair
Having much the same sound as the entire The
Limited line, these i
llllllllllll carry on XL0's tradition of extension, speed. clarity. and transparency
notes J-10. But they also embody a"beautiful array of
tonal color, harmonic fullness, and sweemess in the
highs that are just beyond the reach of their previous
best efforts." Bass is outstanding as well. (NR)

Kimber Select.
Deletions
Alpha-Core Goertz Sapphire, Cardas Neutral
Reference, MIT MITennitutor 6, Nordost Reference
SPM, Precision Interface Technology 1)IN-to-RCA
cable, TARA Labs ISM Onboard "The One" Analog,
all nor auditioned in along time.

Loudspeaker Cables
Alpha-Core Python MI2: $W/8ft biwirc pair
Ill ): "Of all the Alpha-Cores. the Python MI2 speaker cables simian! the
.- like a budget cable...
Unlike the interconnects, the M12's tonal balance was
somewhat to the warm, dark side of neutral. Their
bottom end was full and powerful, but lacked abit of
dynamic snap and precision. On top. there was a
noticeable lack of air and extension.... The midrange
lacked dimensionality and inner detail....'Their
dstage was also foreshortened in depth.... The
bottom line: The Python is agood budget cable but
no
... Icertainly reco llllll end that they be
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considered for inclusion in alow- to midpriced system." (Vo124 No.10)
Analysis Plus Oval 9: $347/8fi pair
Ilollow oval cable designed "by physicists and engineers who helped NASA, Motorola. Mitsubishi, Mid
others," claims the documentation, which also states
that all members of the design team "hold advanced
degrees in electrical engineering or physics" and that
their specialty is "the art of computer simulation." The
best relatively inexpensive speaker cable Mikey has
heard yet. "You won't be disappointed." he sums up.
(Vo124 No.1)
AudioQuest CV-4: $25/ft pair, RI -titillated
Rather stiff but basically lieu I
bd -core
cable that JA recommetels highb
iii Ii ahuid bright
with the wrong speakers. (N R)
AudioQuest Everest: $5700/61t pair;
17600/8ft pair
These physically heavy speaker cables are at the top of
AtidioQuesis speaker line. Simply put, J-10 says, he's
crazy about them. Extended, linear, with powerfid
bass. aclear and hannonically pellucid midrange, and
beautifully sweet highs, lie reports. What more do you
want except atruckload of cash to buy'em? It's hard to
do better, he sighs. (NR)
AudioQuest Gibraltar: $76/ft pair,
terminated; $152/ft pair, terminated
double biwire
For the past 6months. KR has settled on a6foot double biwire nui of Gibraltar as his standard cable for
speakers that permit biwiring. The set consists of two
full-length runs sharing only the amp-end terminals
and is priced, appropriately, at twice the price of single
runs. Thew ordinary-appearing cables are transparent
and quite characterless in comparison to many others.
JA also finds the Gibraltar an excellent value. (NR)
AudioQuest Type 4: S120/10fi pair $U ro
"The best cheap speaker cable tun the market, and
much better-moulding than F14," claims CG. "Try this
stuff lx.fore laying down long green for expensive
cables." (NR)
Cardas Golden Cross: $1428/5ft pair
with standard spades
A good match for the Golden Reference interconnects, advised J-10, and sporting the same Cardas
Family Values sound. The antithesis of hard and
grainy, yet never mushy or too euphonic. Lots of air,
big soundstage, good focus and imaging, but lacked
the razor-sharp edge-definition of some other cables.
"Relax and enjoy the muster (Vo123 NO2)
Harmonic Technology Magic Woofer:
$2000/8ft quadruple set; $250 each additional
fllquaci
See Pm-Silway II interconnect fie build details. All
Harmonic Technology cables arc said to take advantage
of "amazing" discoveries in metallurgy that eliminate
what they call "crystalline barrier distortion." While
reviewing the Audio Research VTM200s amps, MF
said, "With the Magic Woofer cable, the system finally
began to con lllllllllllll the music's ellllllllllll center.
It was as if aswitch had been thrown. Iknow th.at
sounds abit dramatic, but it was unmistakable." Ilis
new rekirnce. (Vo124 No.1 WWW)
Harmonic Technology Pro-9 Plus:
$888/811 pair
See -Interconnects." (NR)
Kimber Kahle BiFocal-X: $13130/8ft pair
with WBT connectors
A different Kimber cable design, the ItiFocal-X ofkrs
"a well-balanced mix of characteristics that should
mate beautifully with a wide range of systems."
according to ill). He adds, "These cables do just about
everything right and are ;uiiioutg the very best I've
heard." (VoI21 No.5)
Kimber Kahle BiFocal-XL: $1920/811
pair with %VBT connectors
The XL version of the BiFocal cable doubles the lllll
bet of connectors, and "in the right system is abig step
up in every way," reported Millie improvement, he

says, "adds just abit of tangibility, and slightly better
extension and accuracy at the frequency extremes."
(VoI21 No.5)
MIT MH-750 Shotgun: $999/81t
pair plus terminations
Output-Specific Speaker Interface with built-in termination network and holm interchangeable screw-on
connectors. Immlance-matched to the system they're
used with. See MIT MI-330 interconnect for sonic
description. (Vo123 No3)
Naim NACA5: $6/fi $EE
Inexpensive spaced-twin cable that ST f dto work
well with the Spendor SUM loudspeaker. Worth investigating as agood-value cable, thinks JA. (NR)
Nirvana S-L Series: $1185/2m, $1620/3m or
A III )ïworite. See "Interconnects." (NR)
Nordost Blue Heaven: $49912m pair
with spade or banana plugs or
The Blue Heaven speaker cables are sonically very
similar-sounding to the interconnects, notes 111). with
aslightly tipped-up tonal balance. "Exceptionally good
low- to midpriced...speaker cables." BD said. "Their
distinctive design promised —and &limed —a fast,
clean, dynamic mitand... Within their price range and
in the systems for which they are intended, they're
nothing short of magical." (Vol.21 No.6)
Nordost

$4200/m pair with

banana-plug or spade termination;

additional length, $1900/m
lute Valhalla contains 40 silver-plated copper micromonofilament conductors, each polished and wrapped
with amonofilament spacer prior to encapsulation in
the Teflon riblxm. Similar to the Valhalla interconnect,
the speaker cable's overall presentation was "clean,
airy and detailed." according to BD. "without ever
being over-etched or harsh The portrayal was
incredibly compelling from top to bottom, lint the
midrange...seemed al
holographic...1They1
sounded almost relaxed —but still clean and precise —
and their images were dense. detailed, atol dimensional." (Vo124 No.11)
Pure Silver Connection (PSC) R50:
$1250/3m pair
Features bissiring via silver-plated, solid-nipper spades
in tandem with gold-plated banana plugs. Optimized
speaker response in LG's system. "They're solid-silver
riblxins, incorporating 'Cuiletto l' ribbon for the highs
and R30 ribbon for the lows." Again, "highly recommended!" (NR)
RadioShack 18-gauge solid-core hookup
wire: $3.99/60ft spool US c>
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet ST
reports that this cable is okay sonically. You have to
choose for yourself whether to space or twist apair for
best sound (or even whether to double up the nuis for
less series impedance). (NR)
Straight Wire Maestro 11: $680/10ft pair;
$60/additonal foot
CLUJ And tight with little residual brightness after
burn-in. ioutes KR. In the 6' lengths he MC,, they're
extremely revealing of amp and speaker foibles. (NR)
Straight Wire Serenade: S980/10ft pair;

580/additional foot
in tandem with the matching interconnects," CS
expounded, the Serenade speaker cables proved profoundly involving and musical. "While Iwouldn't
characterize their pertiurmance as 'flat,' it yeas quite
natural and nicely detailed, with excellent bass resolution and dynamic presence. atransparent midrange,
and asparkling top end." (Vo123 No.4)
Synergistic Research Alpha: $350/10ft pair
See "Interconnects." (Vol.24 No.11)
Synergistic Research Designers' Reference:
$6800/1011 pair ,.,
Like the 1)esigners' Reference interconnects. III )finds
these speaker cables to be essentially neutral. "They
add so little character of their own to asystem's sound
that they'll likely seem unimpressive on first listen," he
warns. CS agrees, adding that he was "impressed with
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the way they just get our of the way and let you zero
in on the
Ithcyl throw agood image with a
lot of air in it. natural highs. smooth midrange, and
nice, tight uncolored bass." J-10 concurs: "mw of only
ahandful at the very top of the cable hill?' (VoI21
No.1, Vo124 No.11)
Wireworld Equinox 111+:
$812/2.5m biwire pair
Good value. See "Interconnects." (Vo123 No.10)

Straight Wire Virtuoso and Concerto, Kimber Select.
Deletions
Alpha-Core Goertz AG2 Veracity and MI2 Veracity,
AudioQuest F14, Cardas Cross and Neutral Reference, Kimber Kahle 4PR, 4TC. and 8TC, Nordost
Reference SPM. ()COS cable. TARA Lib. "The
One." XL()
"'LI Edition The Speaker Cable, all
not auditioned in along time; Dunlavy Audio Labs
1
)AL-Z6
!‘11T MITenninator (s discontinued.

Digital Data
Interconnects
Editor's Note: Extensive auditioning by RI Isuggests that all the coaxial data cables listed below are
better than conventional. TosLink-fitted, plastic
fibemptic cables, which in general don't give as tight
abass or as focused asoundstage (see the introduction to "Digital Processors"). "You don't get that
essential sharpness of image outline,, the sound
becomes more homogenized," quoth he. However.
we have found that TosLink interconnects are preferable in some situations where high levels of RF noise
can exist, such is in the CAW of computer soundcards.
JA also points cnit that die specific character of any
particular cable will depend heavily on die transport
and processor it connects.
Apogee Electronics Wyde-Eye: $37.95/0.5m;
$47.95/1m; $51.90/2m; $59.90/3m;
$73.90/5m; $89.90/10m
"
"If you haven't heard this 110 ohm balanced data
calsle, you're missing out!" exposndates LL adding
that it's "more transparent. more lllll sically honest
than any I've heard - :Ind it's ridiculously cheap!" JA
is uso impressed. and uses 50' lengths for his
Stereophile recording sessions. KR, however, while
agreeing that Wyde-Eye is an excellent value, notes
that it is less transparent-sounding than the (much
more expensive) Illuminations, Also available for the
sanie price in a75 ohm version for S/PDIF applications. using Ciliate's true 75 ohm RCAs. (NR)
AudioQuest OptiLink Pro 2: $350/1m
with AT&T-ST termination
Expensive ST datalink that JA and JE recommend
highly. Excellent bass performance, with power. clarity,
and dynamic contrast, says JE. Rich sound. ST wnninations can be fragile, adds JA. (Vol.16 No.11)
AudioQuest VSD-4: $325/1m
Rather stiff S/1'1)1F (unbalanced) datalink, that JA
feels is the best he has used. Price is for 1m; add $75
for each additional 0.5 meter. Can be ten ll i
ll awd with
either RCA. MC. or "F" connectors. (NR)
Canare Diginex Gold model RCAP003F:
approx. $11.32/3ft o
lichee you try any of the expensive coaxial links,
CG advises trying this inexpensive, mie 75 ohm
cable with Callare crimp RCA connectors. He rates
it as his first choice in adigital cable at any price,
even preferring it to the Kindler A(;1)LJA uses the
110-ohm version in various lengths for CD mastering. (Vol.1(m No.7)
Kimber D-60: $290/1m, RCA or BNC
termination $$$
les. bard In get StereOphile writers to agree on anything.
but Ka RI), J-10, KR, LB. RR, and WI' all tuse this
S. PDIF digital interconnect, originally called
Illuminati D-60, as their reference. "Sometimes mercilessly revealing: KR maintains, "hut never harsh."
"Fast. open. ant'l detailed," raved J-10. "Focused and
nuanced: concurs WE "Smooth yet highly detailed.
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spacious soundstage, and lack of hardness and edge,"
says RH. (Vol.19 No.5)
Kimber DV-75: $180/1m, RCA, BNC,
or "F"-type termination ta
LB finds that this video-S/PDIF datalink gives, in his
system at least, performance on apar with the D-60
for afraction of the price. (NR)
Kimber Orchid: $560/1m si
Expensive. but the best AES/EBU link JA has used.
J-I0 loved the Orchid's midrange liquidity and detail,
but preferred Illumination's S/PDIF cible overall. Si)
(almost) doesn't equivocate: "Probably the best out
there for now... A stunnerr RH and RI) are also fans.
New lower price usefully brings this cable in reach of
more music lovers. (Vol.19 No.5)
Madrigal MDC-1 digital datalink:
$285/1m
Excellent soundstaging and image focus, reported JE,
when this AES/E13U datalink was used between the
Mark Levinson Nos.30 and 31. a, well a, an opensounding, extended treble. JA concurs, feeling that
the Madrigal is only bettered by the Illuminations
Orchid and AudioQuest Digital 2AES/EBU cables.
(Vol.16 No.11)
Synergistic Research Designers' Reference
Digital: $1000/1m, $1250/1.5m
The AESiEBU-tenninated version of this datalink
"reigned supreme over all other AES/EBUs" J-10 has
tried. "Ham was tight and controlled.., tile midrange
was colorful, textured, and graciously harmonic on
many recordings" .dthough perhaps not it Opel>
sounding as the best 5/PDIF cables he has heard.
"Thy BNC coax proved afirst-class perfrinner, more
revealing than the trick AES/EBU version (which
nonetheless showed deft chant, on less-than-stellar
recordings)." (VoI21 No.1)
Deletions
XL0 Limited Edition Digital. TARA Labs ISM
Onboard "The One" Digital. not auditioned ill a
long time.

Books &
Computer Software
CALSOD loudspeaker system opti lll ization
program, version 3.10: $269 with
on-disc manual
User enters measured drive-unit response. impedance and wnsitivity, and target response; program
designs appropriate crossover filter networks. Latest
version handles double-ported bandpass enclosures
and can calculate the effects of LF room gain, enclosure leakage. and absorption losses in waled-box,
vented-box, passive-radiator, and bandpass systems.
Thiele-Stuall parameters cats be calculated from two
impedance measurements, and data can be imported
fmin the IMP PC-based measurement system.
Standard 1.40 vets
costs $69.95. Available from
Old Colony Sound Lab, P.O. Box 243,
Peterborough, NH 03458. Tel: (603) 924-6526. Fax:
(603) 924-9467. (Vol.13 No.11)
ELAC Technische Software CARA REL 2.1
computer program: $49.95
To use CARA, one must create afull three-dimensional model of the listening mom. using the program's CARACAD module. KR: "By 'full,' Imean
that all room dimensi llll sand surfaces are defined:
doors, windows, furninire, soffits, hays, etc." Kal
found it tisse-effective to reduce the complexity of
the model (eq. remove smaller objects) and the order
of reflections (3-4) for the early iterations, at which
point the
her of possible speaker and user positions is large -an 800MHz Pentium Ill can take 48
hours or lllllll to nin even duu modest aset of variables. "Several simplified nins will tell you which
arrangements deserve more investigation. After that,
you can limit the range of positions for speakers and
listener while pmgressively increasing the number
of reflections and adding more feature details, as a
confirmation of the optimum arrangetnent."
Checking predictions against the results with ETF

or with TacT RCS measurements confirmed
CARA's conclusions to an amazing degree. He sums
up, "Wouldn't you like to know how well aspeaker
might work in your room before you buy it? 1
would." RlIIIS under Windows. Web: www.cara.dc.
(Vo124 No.9, WWW)
ETF 5.x room response software: $149 so,
KR says, "This 'Windows 95 program is the most
cost-effective and critical way to assess your room
and system acoustics and monitor your adjustments
to them. Unlike modeling programs, ETF actually
measures room responses and modes, and is an
essential tool for users of equalization and correction
systems." J-10 and SI) concur. Compared with
Acoustisoft's ETF 4.0 software, which was reviewed
by KR. ETF 5.0 contains arevamped imstece.,mfmili
M LS-based signal generator/analyzer with both post
process and pseudo real-time capabilities. Very easy
to use and requires only a decent duplex sound
card and microphone. www.etfacoustic.com. (VoI21
No.7 WWW)
LEAP 5.0 Enclosure Designer (Windows):
$5
Hg1
Highly
by 1)0 and 'much used by
professional designers. LEAP imports raw drive-unit
data (it accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA files as
well as data produced by Audio Teknology's own
$1395 LEAP 4.0 Loudspeaker Measurement System)
and optimizes aspeaker system's crossover network
to meet the user's target specifications, either on- or
off-axis. (It also averages responses to give aspeaker's
power response.) Available from LinearX Systems.
Inc., 95(8) SW Tualatin-Sherwood Road, Tualatin,
OR 97062. Tel: (503) 612-9565. Fax: (503) 6129344. Web: www.linearx.com. (Vol.13 No.11)

RPG Diffuser Systems Room Optimizer
Software: $99.99 so
MF recently moved to anew home with hare, reflective walls - where to plunk the speakers? RING,
Diffuser Systems' Room Optimizer Software available from. among others, Audio Advisor - to
the rescue. Plug in the room's dimensions (they must
be rectangular) and the program will output the location where the modal response is flattest and the
speaker-boundary interference is minimized. It'll
also tell you where to sit! (Vo122 No.11)
SpectraLAB 4.32 rev.15: from $795
An outstanding computer-based FFT analyzer suited for both acoustic and electronic measurements.
Capable of 24-hit, 96kHz sampling and awhopping 1million FFT points when paired with an
appropriate sound card such as the Lynx0NE or
Digital Audio Labs' CardDeluxe. www.soundtech
nology.com (N R).
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio:
$29.95 (softcover) plus $5.00 Sedi
Written by erstwhile Stereo/iliac writer Robert Harley,
71te Complete Guide lo HUA-End Audio offers explanations of how to listen critically, how to optimally set
up your system, and how to get the best sound for
your buck. It will also give you the background and
technical information you'll need to get the most
f
rom rea di ng stermphile. Belfinning audiophiles
A
read the appendices first Hardcover edition costs
$39.95 plus $4.95 S&H. Second edition (not
reviewed) was published in the fall of 1998. Available
from Acapella Publishing, P.O. Box 80805,
Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805. Tel: (800) 848-5099.
(Vol.18 No.3 WWW)
Visual Ears: $89, plus $3 S&H o
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for PCs
and Macs. Available from KB Acoustics. PO. Box
50206, Eugene, OR 97405. Tel: (541) 935-7022.
Allows an audiophile to move siuiutmlared loudspeakers and asi lllll lated listening seat around asimulation of his or her room (in three dimensions) to
fund the position that gives optimal performance
below 200Hz or so. (Vol.13 No.12, DOS; see
"Industry Update" in Vol.19 No.4 and "Fine Tunes"
in VoI21 No.8, Windows.)
CI
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o doubt about it — Linn's topof-the-line Komri loudspeaker
is aqueer-lookin' duck. It's a
large, boxy thing, fairly deep, and
weighing ahefty 176 lbs, including the
base. Whew. I'll put it this way: rap your
knuckles, break your hand.
The Komri's most obvious feature is
Linn's "4k Acoustic Array Mid-Treble
Section." The supertweeter, tweeter, and
midrange unit, with protective screens
covering their domes, arc mounted in a
narrow, sealed, bridge-like assembly of
polymer, in front of the polymer-cone
upper-bass driver. This "pod" is designed,
tooled, and molded by Linn in what
looksjust like aluminum, and is shaped to
minimize diffraction problems. It also
enables the drive-units to be mounted
very close together. The acoustic centers
of the four passive drivers are nearly
coincident. In practical terms, this means
that, from 100Hz to 40kHz, the Komri's
acoustic center appears to be asingle
point source with, according to the manual, almost identical horizontal and vertical dispersion patterns.
The four upper-frequency drive-units
arc integrated with afourth-order passive
crossover using Solen polypropylene
capacitors and Litz-wound inductors.
Within ayear or two the passive Komri,
as reviewed here, will be upgradable to
full active operation.

Description: Five-way, sealed-box,
floorstanding loudspeaker with "Active Bass Servo" powered woofers.
Drive-units: 1
/"polymer-dome super2
tweeter, 1" polymer-dome tweeter,
3" polymer-dome midrange unit, 6"
polymer-cone upper-bass driver, two
10" black anodized-aluminum cone
woofers powered by dedicated 750W
amplifiers. Frequency response:
20Hz-28kHz, ±3dB, 10Hz-40kHz,
-6dB. Nominal impedance: 4ohms.
Sensitivity: 87dB/m.
Dimensions: 45.8" (1163.5mm) H
by 16.5" (420mm) W by 20.5"
(520mm) D.
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The Komri's specs indicate afrequency range of 20Hz-40kHz. Why even
bother going out that high, where even
the most beautiful of women cannot
hear? (It's awell-documented fact that
women hear better than men.)
"Well," says Brian Morris, Linn's
Man in America (if based in Manchester, England), "it makes abig difference
in what you actually do hear. Cover the
supertweeter with your hand while
playing and you'll be shocked to hear
the difference." Itried this myself and
was surprised at acertain lack of openness in the highs that was easily heard.
Active Bass Servo
Set lower in the cabinet, beneath the
polymer bridge and drivers, are "two
active servo 10" "ultra-long-throw bass
drivers" with "ultra-powerful motors,"
each powered by an internal 750W
switch-mode power amplifier and handling the range from 120Hz down. The
ABS system uses an accelerometer
mounted in the driver's voice-coil to
precisely measure its motion, which it
then compares with the original audio
signal. ABS can, if necessary, modify the
output to the power amp to compensate
for any nonlinearity in the bass driver.
The result, Linn claims, is afrequency
response down to 20Hz that's ruler-fiat,
even at high volume levels.

Weight: 176 lbs (80kg) each.
Finishes: maple, black, cherry.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
6544695, 6544696.
Price: $40,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 130.
Manufacturer: Linn Products, Ltd.,
Floors Road, Waterfoot, Glasgow G76
OEP, Scotland, UK. Tel: (44) (0)141307-7777. Fax: (44) (0)141-6444262. Web: www.linn.co.uk. US distributor: Linn Inc., 8787 Perimeter
Park Boulevard, Jacksonville, FL
32216. Tel: (888) 671-5466, (904)
645-5242. Fax: (904) 645-7275.
Web: www.linninc.com.

The audio input is derived from the
passive crossover, and this, Linn claims,
ensures aperfect match of phase and level
with the rest of the loudspeaker. An alternative line-level input is provided, selected via a"soft switch" on the speaker's rear.
As described by Linn, "soft switching" is
an electronic multifunction switch and
display. After the Komris are turned on,
you can adjust three parameters with the
soft switch, pressing the buttons in prescribed ways to show and change operating parameters. For example, Gain can be
run from -7 to +7 You can also choose
between internal and external bass
crossovers, as well as among single-ended,
inverted, or balanced running. The amplifiers can be set to shut off after aperiod of
no signal, or be left always on. There's a
nicely designed low-profile hcatsink on
the speaker's back, but it got only slightly
warm to the touch.
Setup, or Who's Got the Keys to the
Forklift?
Well-thought-out though the Komri
might be, setting up apair of 'em is no
one-person operation. Enlist the assistance of your dealer: You have to turn
the cartons upside down, remove the
endcaps, take out the stands, attach
them, and then —otefi— get the Komris back upright and hooked up. Nothing complicated, but all of it heavy.
We used K-10's Old Towels trick:
"Walk" each speaker onto an old towel.
Then they can be easily pulled around,
especially with someone else pushing
from the other side. Zippadee doo-dah,
it really worked — the Komris slid
around as if on skates.
The stand is secured to the speaker by
screws and washers. Back upright, the
four corners use lock nuts that literally
scream "Bugatti" — or, per the more contemporaneous K-10, "Alesi." With an
adjusting spanner locking tool (that
screamed Phillipe Starck, the high-tech
design guru), you set in stone whatever
leveling shaft height you want. We
screwed the substantial spiked shafts
into all four corners until they tucked
up into the stands, nothing showing, to
position them easily.
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Linn Komri loudspeaker

Spade connectors and ferrules are included with which to transform your
bare-wire Linn cable and turn the ends
into spade lugs. Iwas asked to use (and
did) the quadwired cable bundle that
Stereophile, April 2002

Brian Morris set up tor me. Two flat biwire K400 speaker cables of perhaps 3'
length were plastic-tied together, with
the appropriate speaker termination. Or
that was the idea.

While it was relatively easy to prep
the bananas, it was something else again
to twist all the wires at the other end
together and load 'em into the positive
and negative binding posts of the Linn
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Linn
Klimax Solo 500 amplifiers, which I've
been using with the JMIab Utopias and
a variety of gear with great success.
Well, you can't have everything.
You can plug the Komris in using
Linn's generic Belden-like power cord,
or find yourself adouble length of that
AC audiophile cable you've been enjoy-

ing so much lately. We used the brandnew Unlimited Power Cord from XL0,
the Klimax being quite fussy about the
size of connector used. The sound was
not much affected by changes in power
cords, but from my experiences with the
Klimax, Iexpect that's the case with
switch-mode power supplies.

Komri

With four sets of binding posts, the
possibility exists for one connection
plus the supplied jumpers, or quadwiring, which Iused. You can also
biampibiwire with one amp driving
the upper base and midrange units, the
other the tweeter and supertweeter.
And last, you could run aquad-amped

Measurements
I ike the massive Snell XA Reference loudspeaker, also reviewed
in this issue, the Linn Komri was too
bulky to lift off the ground for the
usual set of quasi-anechoic measurements Itake with the DRA Labs
MLSSA system. The presence of a
floor reflection will therefore limit
the fartield measurements' resolution
in the midrange. However, Iwas able
to lift the Komri (but not the 210-lb
Snell!) onto my Outline speaker
turntable, so Icould examine its offaxis behavior in detail.
Iestimated the Komri's voltage
sensitivity to be just under 87dB
(B)/2.83V/m. This was both to
specification and right in the center
of the range Ihave encountered in
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Linn Komri, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

my measurements (see www.stereo
phile.com/showarchives.cgi?99).
The Komri, however, is arelatively
difficult load for an amplifier to
drive. Fig.1 shows how its impedance magnitude and phase change
with frequency. First, the magnitude drops below 3 ohms above
3.5kHz, reaching aminimum value
of 1.7 ohms at 10.9kHz. This in
itself will demand alot of current
from the amplifier with music that
has appreciable high-treble content.
But look also at the dotted trace in
this graph. This is the electrical phase
angle, and it reaches quite a large
value in two regions. The first, in the
middle bass and below, is due to the
crossover between the Komri's passive upper-frequency and poweredwoofer sections. In general this angle
will be benign, as the passive drivers
will experience very little drive signal
in the affected band. But the phase
angle still becomes fairly extreme in
the crossover region, where the
speaker will be handling large input
voltages. At 107Hz, for example, a
lowish impedance magnitude of 3.67
ohms coincides with a capacitive
phase angle of 54°. The situation is
similar in the low treble, where there
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is acombination of 54° phase angle
and 3.6 ohms at 3.14kHz. Amplifiers
incapable of easily swinging large output currents will get hot driving the
Komri to reasonable levels.
The impedance traces, however,
are free from the usual glitches that
indicate cabinet resonance problems.
Examining the output of aplastictape accelerometer fastened to the
various enclosure surfaces revealed
very few vibrations. Fig2, for example, is a cumulative spectral-decay
plot calculated from the accelerometer's output when fixed to the
Komri's top panel. Two modes can be
seen in the 360Hz region, but these
are very low in level. They were even
lower in level on the speaker's sides.
The Komri largely behaves as anonresonant box, which is commendable.
Turning to the speaker's acoustic
behavior, fig.3 is acomposite graph
showing the Komri's farfield response averaged across a30° horizontal window on its supertweeter axis,
spliced to the complex sum of the
lower-frequency units and superimposed on the individual nearfield responses of the powered woofers and
the upper-bass driver. The powered
section covers the bandpass between

20.0
Spectral

Decay

100.0
low Frequency

-14.85 dB, 359 Hz

1000.0
- Hz

8.888 nsec

Fig.2 Linn Komri, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
top panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Linn Komri, anechoic response on
supertweeter axis at 50", averaged
across 3e horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response,
with the nearfield active woofer and
lower midrange responses and their
complex sum plotted below 500Hz,
350Hz, and 300Hz, respectively.
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setup with one amp for each driver.
Ah, da life o' Reilly!
After plugging the Komris in and
turning them on, then lighting up the
Klimax amps on their cut-to-size and
amazingly effective Silent Running
stands, Morris tweaked the speakers'
positions with music. They wound up

about afoot farther back than where we
usually place the Utopias.
Morris used abig, flat-bladed screwdriver to level the speakers by turning
their hefty leveling shafts and using that
special tool to lock them in place. We
were ready. The Mark Levinson No32
Reference preamp was ready, and the

dCS Purcell D/D converter, dCS Elgar
Plus D/A converter and the Accuphase
DP-100/DC-101 CD transport/DAC
were just waitin' for it.
Meister der Musik
Hey, that's what it says here on the
album cover of Virtuoses Cello, works

Measurements
25Hz and 90Hz, with rapid fourthorder rolloffs visible above and below
that region. While small peaks at
200Hz and 450Hz can be seen in the
woofers' out-of-band response, these
are low enough in level that their
effect on the speaker's sound quality
should be minimal.
What alarms me, however, is the
fact that the passive upper-bass driver
extends down too far in frequency to
smoothly cross over to the active section. There is also aslight peak be-

tween 70Hz and 80Hz in the driveunit's nearfield behavior before it rolls
off very steeply at 24dB/octave. The
result is aslight measured excess of
energy in the midbass that might
obscure low-frequency clarity. On the
other hand, it might add asense of
bass "power."
Moving higher in frequency, the
Komri's on-axis balance is smooth but
not flat. The curve can be viewed in
two ways, depending on what frequency regions the listener's ear seizes
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Fig.4 Linn Komri, lateral response family at se, from back to front: differences in response
90°-5° off-axis, reference response on supertweeter axis, differences in response 5°-90°
off-axis.

dB

on as areference and what kinds of
music he or she prefers. Most probable, in my opinion, is that the equivalence of the acoustic levels in the
midrange and mid- to high treble will
make the region between, which is
suppressed by 2-5dB, be perceived as
recessed or distant. The result will be
that the Komri's sound will lack immediacy. Alternatively, the listener
could perceive the gentle slope down
in the response from the midrange
through the presence region as being
the Komri's predominant character,
with then the elevated mid-treble
adding "sparkle" and clarity. Certainly
that's what Iheard with pink noise,
the 6—I21cHz octave sounding isolated
against asmooth background when
the speaker was in an open space.
However, when aloudspeaker is listened to in areal room as opposed to
an anechoic chamber, its on-axis response is not the only factor that influences the perceived sound quality.
The manner in which the speaker excites the room's reverberant field,
which will depend on how it behaves
off-axis, will also be amajor contributor to the perceived balance. Fig.4
shows the Komri's lateral dispersion. It
can be seen that the speaker has very
wide dispersion in the same presence
region where the on-axis response
lacks energy, and narrower dispersion
in the regions above and below.
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Fig.5 Linn Komri, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in response
20°-5* above tweeter axis, reference response, difference in response 5° below tweeter
axis.
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Fig.6 Linn Komri, step response on
supertweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Linn
on LP from Boccherini and J.C. Bach
by Anner Bylsma auf Originalinstrumental. It's an old Telefunken release
(Royal Sound SMT1210). Iadore old
Telefunkens — with many, you get a
certain kind of midrange and lower
treble that arc just killer. And the
Komri was no disappointment, show-

ing incredible detail yet awide, expansive sound. Ithink the human mind is
programmed to move toward that
sound, just as hearing asaber-toothed
tiger or bear growling in the forest
moves SUV-Man's wa-wa up to his
many chins as he runs to his vcc-hikewl, instinctively groping for the keys.

Komri

What sprang up in my listening room
was the room in which Virtuose Cello was
recorded. Inearly fell off my chair. The
air, the detail, the way the players set up in
the acoustic environment, the advanced

The highs...yes the highs.
Wow, did those Komris
light up like arocket
and orbit Mars.

In rooms of small or medium size,
particularly rooms with fairly lively
acoustics, this will result in asomewhat bright reverberant field that will
balance the laid-back on-axis response. It's possible, therefore, that in
all but very small rooms (where it
might sound too bright) and very
large, highly damped rooms (where it
will sound too laid-back) the Komri
will actually sound fairly neutral in
the treble, despite its apparently lessthan-optimal measured frequencydomain performance.
In the vertical plane (fig.5), alarge
suckout appears 10° above the
supertweeter, equivalent to an axis
level with the top of the cabinet. But
as long as the listener's ears are at a
height between the center of the
upper midrange unit and the bottom
of the recessed upper woofer, the
balance will not change too much.
The supertweeter, by the way, is 34"
from the bottom of the enclosure,
which means that when the Komri
is used with its bases, this drive-unit
will be at almost exactly the 36" listening height indicated as average
for seated listeners by work done for
Stereophile in the early '90s by
Stereophile Guide to Haine Theater editor Thomas J. Norton.

In the time domain, the Komri's
step response (fig.6) is complex. As
best Ican tell, what you can see in
this graph are very short, positivegoing steps from the supertweeter,
tweeter, upper-midrange unit, and
upper woofer. The powered woofers actually appear to be connected
in inverted polarity, but their slowrisetime contribution cannot be
seen in this graph. Note the various
ripples between the 4.5ms and
5.5ms markers in this graph; Isuspect these are due to reflections of
the sound from the drive-unit
"gantry." When you look at the
Komri's waterfall plot (fig.7), there
appears to be quite alot of hash
throughout the treble. However, I
believe that this is due to these
reflections, not to resonances per se.
On the face of things, some
aspects of the Linn Komri's measured performance look somewhat
disappointing, particularly when you
take into consideration its price of
$40,000/pair. But Isuspect that the
speaker's in-room behavior is actually better than you might think. What
did bother me was its very demanding impedance characteristic, which
mandates the use of beefy amplifiers.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Linn Komri, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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tonality of real instruments in areal acoustic —all seemed there. To expect all
this is asking alot from even the most
advanced machines. Yet that's what
you're paying your 40 grand for, no?
Ilistened to Dead Can Dance's Into
the Labyrinth (4AD DAD 30130) and
Spiritchaser (4AD 6008), and "Autobahn"
from Kraftwerk's album of the same
name (Vertigo VEL-2003) on the Forsell turntable. All three of these records
have astounding sound. Deep, powerful, impactful bass that the Komri
woofers drove without breaking a
sweat. Especially on Spiritchaser, which
goes down deep and with great power,
the Komris held their own and belted it
out. Deeper, tighter, and more defined
than the JMLab Utopias was capable of
doing. And the detail, even down in the
Stygian depths, was beyond belief.
Here was atotally enveloping space, a
certain kind of natural surround no digital algorithm can ever create. Ikept
spinning my head around on that album
looking for the rear speakers which must
be there, but no, all there was were the
two Komris in front of me.
At the saine time as offering this vast
soundstage and deep, pounding bass,
the midrange acquitted itself quite well,
although not as smoothly as the $30,000
list Utopias. There was, in the midrange, enormous detail, some kind of almost...beyond reality reproduction that
gave the mids and above aslight disadvantage to the Utopias on poorly recorded material. What can Isay? The
French can be more forgiving. Look,
one of them married me!
The highs ...yes the highs. Wow, did
those Komris light up like arocket and
orbit Mars. And with the saine extraordinary detail as the midrange. The
Utopias were more forgiving up there,
with something more smooth and
insouciant about them that personally, I
find more attractive. But if your taste
runs to really entertaining extension and
detail that'll scare the horses, the Komris
will fit right in.
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Linn
That analog listening session could
have gone on all night, and almost did. I
discovered and heard things Inever
knew existed on those old bastions of
the LP art. Clear, deep, extremely layered,
with tonalities all very true to life.
But whether Bach or Kraftwerk, the
wonderfully neutral Mark Levinson
preamp and 'Climax amps allowed the
Linns to let through aclean, unmolested, unvarnished, twilled musical signal.
The Komris were fist — don't forget,
this is vinyl I've been talking about up
till now —but open, fast, clear, delineated, defined, set in space, reverberating
my heart.
Iwas alittle wrung out from that listening session. I'd not heard vinyl offer
so much speed and energy, so much
get-up'n'go, while retaining the resonating beauty of a lightly stroked cello
playing Boccherini on Virtuoses Cello to
the synth riffs on Autobahn.
Time for alittle CD. How about upsampling The Timekeepers: Count Basie
Meets Oscar Peterson (JVC JVCXR-02062)? When Iplay this disc, Iautomatically
head for track 3, "Rent Party." Ilove to
listen to it so much Ican't stand it! Akira
Taguchi and Alan Yoshida have been
doing wonders with their XRCDs, but
I've never heard this one so laid out, so
explicated, so detailed from top to bottom and wrapped up with leading-edge
energy, the music so separated from the
rather noisy noise floor. Really thrilling.
That was through the dCS Purcell/Elgar Plus front-end via TARA Labs
The One cable. The Accuphase DP100/DC-101, in comparison, was sex on

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Forsell Air Force
One turntable and tonearm, van den
Hul Grasshopper Gold IV cartridge.
Digital source: Accuphase DP-100
transport and DC-101 D/A converter, dCS Purcell D/D converter, dCS
Elgar Plus D/A converter, Linn
CD12 CD player.
Preamplifiers: Lamm L2, Mark
Levinson No32 Reference.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB
350mc and Linn 'Climax Mono 500
monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: JMIab Utopia.
Cables: Interconnect: Synergistic
Research Designers' Reference Discrete and Active Shielding, TARA
The One ISM Onboard, Cardas
Golden Reference. Speaker: AudioQuest Everest, Cardas Golden Cross,
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Komri

wheels. The way the Count and Peterson communicate without speaking
when they duet, like lovers, fills me with
joy to hear. Yes, the Komris were uncompromising in their retrieval of detail but
the Accuphase duo did the best with
them, filling out every nook and cranny,
giving asofter and sexier presentation.
Even the rough stuff was part of the
music. Better to hear it than not.

would fare with these super-detailed
speakers, Iput on Patricia Barber's Companion (Premonition/Blue Note 5
22963 2). I've listened to Barber's recordings from the start, and have enjoyed them very much. The CD left me
breathless with its openness and sparkle
in the highs, with amidrange we all
wish we could enjoy 24/7, plus terrific
bass. Nope, no problems there, or with
any of the many Lou Reed and Patti
Smith recordings Iown: sweet highs, no
over-chestiness with the boys, and
There's beauty in truth,
smashing bass.
and nothing tells the truth
Wondering if the Komris would
break down under assault-level SPLs, I
like the Linn Komris.
spun Bernstein and the New York Phil's
SACD of Mahler's Symphony 1, the
"Titan" (Sony SACD SRGR 718). It was
After Brian Morris had left, Inoticed
huge, it was fabulous, nothing fell apart,
everything held together, dynamics
that he'd left the bass gain at zero. Typwere superb, and Imust say Inever
ical Linnie, Ithought. And Idid find the
sound on some recordings the slightest heard Lenny and the NYP sound so
bit acerbic. So Iexperimented abit.
good, so dynamic and alive. Then I
Raising the bass gain to +1 on vinyl and
couldn't help spinning "Malletoba
+2 on CD seemed to do the trick. In
Spank" on Ellingtonfazz Party (Columbia
both formats, it seemed to flesh out the
CK 40712). HUGE space, delineated to
mids and lower mids just enough to
the nines, instrumentals, air — great
smoothly flare into the upper bass for a draughts of it —wide and high soundnaturally "larger" sound.
stage, every fart and foot stomp laid
You see the beauty of it? Just sit
bare. Dizzy Gillespie's trumpet roared,
around, play something with heavy bass Johnny Hodges's Saxophone seduced,
content, change the woofer gain by like
and Jimmy Woode's bass rocked —
increments, and find out which one
what atrip!
floats your audiophile boat and works
Ihad another wonderful evening
best in your listening room. Isuspect playing the same CDs through the Linn
CD12. Once again, Iwas bowled over
the truly committed (and committable)
by how absolutely fantastic it sounded.
might want to change the bass level for
Of all the 16-bit/44.1kHz machines, the
each recording.
Wondering about how female vocals
CD12 is the only one to stand comparison with the upsamplers.
Iclosed this note-taking session with
Ultra Chilled (Ultra UL1110-2) and let
the trip-hop vibes wash over nie. The
XL0 the Limited. AC: PS Audio Lab
pounding bass, the wonderful midrange, and the enveloping presentation
Cable, Synergistic Research Designblew me out of the chair again. It was so
ers' Reference Master Couplers2,
detailed it almost sounded like the voice
Coincident CST, Audience Powerof God, but it never quite fell into any
Chord, First Impression Music.
kind of hardness in the highs. Badly
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
recorded albums sounded worse on the
Argent RoomLenses, API Ultra EnKomris than on the Utopias. But there's
hancers, PS Audio P300 and P600
beauty in truth, and nothing tells the
Power Plants with MultiWave uptruth like the Linn Komris.
grade, AudioPrism Quiet Lines and
Isobearings, Signal Guard II platWell, should you wrap 'em up?
forms, Silent Running VR series
If accuracy is your bag—if you don't
platforms and isoDomes, Black Dialike euphony at all and want the unmond Racing cones, DH Labs cones
varnished truth no matter what —and if
and Squares, Nordost Pulsar Points,
you've got an Aston, ahouse in the
Bright Star Air Mass and Big Rock
country, hunting dogs, and keep an
combo, Cardas and Ensemble Power
accounting firm busy all year...well, a
Point power extenders, PolyCrystal
pair of Linn Komris might be just what
amp stand, equipment racks, cones,
you're looking for. If not, mortgage the
cable towers.
—Jonathan Scull
kids and buy 'cm anyway.
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Snell Acoustics XA Reference
Tower loudspeaker

S

ay "Type A" to agroup of psychologists and they immediately think
"hard-driving, workaholic executive." Speak the same phrase among
audiophiles, and the late Peter Snell's
(1946-1984) flagship loudspeaker comes
to mind. The model reviewed here is the
seventh iteration of Snell Acoustics' Type
A, and this is the 12th published review
of the product in American audio magazines. (The last one published in Stereophile was in March 1996, Vol.19 No3, of
the Type A Reference.)
Peter Snell might not recognize the
new XA Reference Tower's distinctively
thin columns as his Type A at all. Long
gone is Snell's "upright brick of polished
wood and stretched cloth" (The Audio
Critic, Vol.1 No.4,1977, pp38-39). In its
place is David Smith's thin, 73"-tall, 210lb floorstander, with which he's attempted to meet three design goals: uniformly
flat amplitude response between the
speaker and the room boundaries, powerful reproduction of deep bass, and uniform vertical dispersion.
History

Ifirst heard the original Snell Type A
22 years ago, at the Listening Room in
Scarsdale, New York, when Iwas introduced to its tall, thin, bearded designer, Peter Snell. In the next two
decades Snell Acoustics changed hands
three times, from Snell to William
Osgood to Peter Lyngdorf to, finally,
Boston Acoustics.
Along the way, Ireviewed many
Type As. First came the Type A/III
system (July 1984, Vol.7 No.6), followed in 1989 by Kevin Voecks' Type

Description: Four-way floorstanding
loudspeaker with 7-element "eXpanding Array" line source and rearfiring tweeter. Drive-units: two 1"
(25mm) titanium-dome tweeters (one
front, one rear), two 4.5" (112mm)
midrange drivers, four 8" (205mm)
reflex-loaded, black-anodized aluminum-cone woofers. (Alternate ports
and port blanking plates are supplied.)
Crossover frequencies: 300Hz, 2.4kHz
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Snell XA Reference loudspeaker

(9kHz for rear tweeter). Crossover
slopes: second-order electrical, fourthorder acoustical. Controls: 3-position
switches for Lower Mids, Upper Mids,
Lower Treble, Upper Treble, Rear
Tweeter. Frequency response: 27Hz24kHz, ±3dB. Impedance: 4 ohms
nominal, 3ohms minimum. Sensitivity:
87dB/W/2.83V/m.
Dimensions: 72 3/
4"(1850mm) H by
17 3/
4"(450mm) W by 21 3
/
4"
(550mm)

D. Weight: 210 lbs (95kg) each.
Finishes: Black Painted Oak, special
order addl. $5000 and up.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
12385, 12386.
Price: $25,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 150.
Manufacturer: Snell Acoustics, 143
Essex Street, Haverhill, MA 01832. Tel:
(978) 373-6114. Fax: (978) 373-6172.
Web: www.snellacoustic.com
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Snell
A/III Improved (March 1990, Vol.13
No.3). Next was the 605-1b, $18,999
Type A Reference, designed by Voecks
(March 1996, Vol.19 No.3) and shipped
in 12 cartons. Setup involved positioning and connecting four loudspeaker
cabinets, two external passive crossovers, one active electronic crossover,
two stereo amplifiers, six interconnect
cables, and 32 speaker cables. But the
Type A Reference rewarded all that
setup with amajestic sound, excellent

soundstaging, deep and powerful bass
extending to well below 20Hz its subwoofer met early THX deep-bass specifications for a9000-cubic-foot room),
and an ultra-transparent midrange. It
served as my reference for alarge loudspeaker system for many years.
Creating awider sweet spot
With the David Smith-designed XA
Reference Tower, the Snell Type A
returns to its original three-way, single-

XA

Reference

cabinet design with acomplement of
seven forward-facing drivers: a1" titanium tweeter, two 4.5" midranges, and
four 8" aluminum woofers. Its main
innovation is Smith's eXpanding Array
of drivers, to deliver very broad and
even vertical dispersion, an array first
developed for the Snell XA9Ops (July
1999, Vo122 No.7) to produce awider
sweet spot.
The term eXpanding Array refers to
the increasing distance between drivers

Measurements

The

sheer bulk of the Snell XA
Reference -a box more than 6'
tall weighing 210 lbs -proved to be
an obstacle in obtaining acomplete
set of measurements. Icould not lift it
off the ground for the frequencyresponse measurements, or even onto
my Outline speaker turntable to do a
set of horizontal off-axis measurements. So bear those omissions in
mind as you read on. Note also that I
measured it only with the long reflex
ports, as used by Larry Greenhill in
his auditioning.
With all the tone-control switches
set to their central positions, the XA
Reference's sensitivity was 88.5dB
(B)/2.83V/m, a little higher than
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specified. Its impedance depended on
the switch settings, and was not, surprisingly, lowest overall when the
switches were set to their maximum
positions and with the rear tweeter at
its maximum level (fig.1). Even so, the
impedance dropped below 4 ohms
only in the midrange and above
10kHz. In itself, this shouldn't lead to
any drive difficulty for the partnering
amplifier. However, you can see from
fig.1 that the electrical phase angle
becomes quite extreme in the middle
bass region, reaching a maximum
value of -72° at 47Hz. The impedance magnitude at this frequency is
just above 9ohms, which will ameliorate the effects of the phase angle.
However, half an octave higher in frequency, at 70Hz, the combination of
4.7 ohms magnitude and 52° capacitive phase angle will mean the speaker needs to be used with agood, beefy
power amplifier.
Fig2 shows asimilar plot taken
with the switches set to their minimum positions and with the rear

tweeter turned off. The impedance
magnitude now hardly drops below 5
ohms and the demanding combination of phase and magnitude in the
midbass has improved somewhat, to
5.3 ohms and -41.5°. Even so, I
wouldn't suggest driving this big
speaker with anything other than a
true high-end amplifier.
The traces in figs.1 and 2 have a
couple of wrinkles that indicate the
presence of resonances of various
kinds. The one at 26.3kHz will be
due to the tweeter's primary dome resonance, but those at 190Hz, 290Hz,
and 530Hz might be associated with
cabinet problems. Nevertheless, the
)CA Reference's enclosure felt solid as
arock to the "knuckle-rap" test, and
the output of asimple plastic-tape
accelerometer fastened to the various
surfaces revealed very few vibrations.
Fig.3, for example, is acumulative
spectral-decay or "waterfall" plot calculated from the output of the accelerometer when it was fastened to the
center of aside panel about 12" from

•71
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Fig.1

Snell XA Reference, all switches set to
"+2dB" and rear tweeter on, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
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Fig.2 Snell XA Reference, all switches set to
"-2dB" and rear tweeter off, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
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- - -- - - Fig.3 Snell XA Reference, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to
side panel 12" from base. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth,
2kHz.)
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the lower their assigned frequency
range. The XA Reference's drive-unit
lineup begins with what Smith calls the
"MTM array," for the central midrangetweeter-midrange elements. Computer
modeling generated the exact crossover
topology and the necessary spacing
between the two optimize the speaker's
vertical polar pattern. The XA Reference's owner's manual states that its
"constant vertical directivity means that
the system has avery wide sweet spot

with virtually no change in frequency
response or perceived balance."
Smith said that for speaker design he
uses "a very complete system and crossover simulator. It takes driver magnitude
and phase curves, driver impedances,
crossover topologies, crossover values,
and physical system layout to give an
accurate system response simulation onand off-axis." In the case of the XA9Ops,
the computer modeling smoothed the
vertical dispersion to within
varia-

le

tion through ±15°. Outside that zone,
the array's vertical polar pattern drops off
by 4-5dB at 40°, which reduces the
energy that bounces off the floor or ceiling. Instead of the XA9Ops's two 2.5"
upper-midrange units bracketed by two
6.5" midbass drivers, the larger XA Reference has four 8" woofers—set at 43x
and 6.8x the distance between the
MTM units — to extend the Reference's
smooth vertical dispersion pattern down
to 60Hz.

Measurements
the base. A very-low-level mode can
be seen at 290Hz, but the plot is
otherwise clean. Snell's use of damping and bracing in the construction of
the XA Reference's cabinet is obviously very effective.
The saddle at 23Hz in the magnitude traces of figs.1 and 2 indicates
the tuning frequency of the long
ports and coincides with the notch in
the four woofers' outputs, shown to
the left of fig.4. The output of the
twin ports is the bandpass curve centered on the region between 18Hz

100

100D

10000

Crewer., 1
1'

Fig.4 Snell XA Reference, all switches set
to "07 anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30*
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the
nearfield midrange, woofer, and port
responses plotted below 500Hz, 750Hz,
and 250Hz, respectively.

II

and 50Hz, and suggests excellent
low-frequency extension, as indeed
LG noted. The crossover between
the woofers and the midrange units
seems from this graph to be set approximately between 200Hz and
300Hz, with smooth out-of-band
rolloffs evident, these featuring symmetrical 18dB/octave slopes.
To the right of fig.4 is the Snell's
farfield response, averaged across a
30° horizontal window on the
tweeter axis and taken with all the
switches set to their central, "0" positions. This is flat overall, but avery
slight energy excess can be seen in
the upper midrange, and equally
slight depressions are evident at
4kHz and in the top octave. The
tweeter's dome resonance gives rise
to a20dB peak at 26.3kHz. While
this should not have any subjective
consequences with signals limited to
the audioband, such as from CDs,
the resonance might be excited, with
unpredictable subjective results, by

the wider-band signals from SACD
and DVA-Audio, or by vinyl playback using aphono cartridge with an
ultrasonic but undamped tip-mass
resonance in the same region.
As Icouldn't lift the speaker off the
floor for my acoustic measurements, I
wasn't able to look at the action of the
lower-frequency tone-control switches. (The reflection from the floor will
obscure the response curve in the midrange, where these switches have their
effect.) However, Icould look at the
upper-frequency switches, set to their
boost and cut positions (fig.5). In each
case, the curves arc normalized to the
on-axis response with the switches set
to "0." The red traces show the effect
of the Upper Treble switch. Basically, it
shelves the response up 1d13 or down
2dB above anominal hinge frequency
of 5IcHz, the former being just about
right to compensate for the tweeter's
reduced top-octave dispersion in a
large room. The blue traces are the
Lower Treble switch, giving auseful
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Fig.5 Snell XA Reference, effects of Upper
Treble switch (red) and Lower Treble
switch (blue) set to their maximum and
minimum positions (1dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Snell XA Reference, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in
response 20*--5* above tweeter axis, reference response, differences in response 5°-20°
below tweeter axis.
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Snell
"I tried a number of alternative
schemes," said Smith, "but none of these
alternative systems looked promising, so
amore conventional symmetric array
was settled on...The simulations showed
that constant directivity came from having aconstant element spacing relative to
the crossover frequency. That is, if the
highest crossover frequency is six times
the next crossover frequency, the mid-totweeter spacing should be one sixth the
woofer-to-tweeter spacing. Both of these

±1dB of boost/cut centered on the
presence region.
As Isaid earlier, the XA Reference's bulk made it impractical for
me to examine its lateral dispersion
in detail. However, it did look wellbalanced off-axis (not shown). And
in the vertical plane (fig.6), as Snell's
David Smith predicted and LG
found, the XA Reference does offer
superbly wide dispersion for a
design with an array of widely
spaced drive-units. The tweeter-axis
response is maintained over awide
vertical window —just as well, con-

00

o
•
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Fig.7 Snell XA Reference, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

spacings should be one third (at most,
one half) the crossover wavelength. In
practice, this means the mids had to be
placed very close physically to the tweeter, and the top crossover point should be
as low as practical.
"The one breakthrough was finding a
high-output, low-resonance tweeter
from Audax that has acompact-diameter magnet structure. By rear-mounting
this driver on acomputer-cut aluminum
MTM plate, the Vifa midrange units'

sidering that the tweeter is ahigh
42.5" from the floor.
In the time domain, the Snell's
step response (fig.7) indicates that the
tweeter and the midrange units are
connected with the same, negative
acoustic polarity. Although it is obscured in this graph by the inevitable
reflection firm the floor (the glitch
just after the tins mark), the slow rise
of the woofers' output begins just
after the return to the time axis of the
midrange units' output step, and is
positive-going. Other than the veryhigh-amplitude ridge of delayed
energy just above 26kHz, due to the
tweeter's dome resonance, the XA
Reference's waterfall plot (fig.8)
shows avery clean decay throughout
the midrange and treble, something
that always correlates with asmooth,
grain-free presentation.
It used to be said that "big speakers have equally big faults." But as far
as its measured performance is concerned, Snell's big XA Reference appears to be almost beyond reproach.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.8 Snell XA Reference, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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frames can overlap the tweeter's magnet
structure to keep the center-to-center
spacings minimized."
The XA Reference's crossover points
arc 300Hz and 2.4kHz. Smith noted
that the crossover filter characteristics
"are mostly electrical second-order except for the tweeter high-pass, which is
quasi-third, more for the phase shift
than the rolloff slope. Like the XA9Ops,
they arc all Linkwitz-Riley and in phase
in nature. But my latest simulations
show the vertical directivity is more
even if the high-pass sections (roll-in)
are higher slope or "squarer" than the
low-pass sections (rollouts). This means
that the tweeter is squarer, higher-order,
at 2400Hz while the mids roll off with a
more gradual slope."
The XA Reference is avented system
with a low crossover point for the
woofers, and Smith found that the upper
impedance bump of the vented woofers
made crossing over difficult. A conjugate
network was added to the crossover that
fixed the impedance to flat. Some verylarge-value parts, such as a70mH inductor, were used.
Tuneable Tower
As David Smith completed the design of
the crossover network, he discovered that
ahandful of crossover component values,
if varied, could control the XA Reference's balance across the acoustic spectrum. For example, the primary tweeter
input capacitor, if varied, modified the
output between 1500Hz and 71d-lz. By
using five switches on the XA Reference's back panel, the owner can vary the
response of the entire system ±1.5-2dB
in four frequency bands, from 100Hz up,
in order to tune the speaker to be truly
neutral despite room effects and associated equipment. The lower-mid switch
compensates for the effects of floor
bounce and floor-to-ceiling dimensions
on bass response. The upper-mid switch
adjusts for room midrange reverberance.
The upper- and lower-treble switches
can compensate for the perceived hardness of electronics or sources, and can
modify the listening perspective.
In addition, there are three physically
different woofer-tuning options: port
tubes of two different lengths, to give
22Hz or 32Hz tuning frequencies, and a
blanking plate to give sealed-box operation when the XA Reference is used
with asubwoofer. (The system is shipped
with the long ports installed, others
included.) These tuning options were
included to compensate for rooms with
walls and dimensions that give too little
or too much low bass.
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Snell
Each XA Reference Tower is 18"
taller, 6" wider, 2" deeper, and 70 lbs
heavier than the ca 1995 Type A Reference's treble-midrange tower. 'The XA
Reference's massive cabinet has heavily
damped walls; its internal and external
layers arc bonded with ahighly lossy
polymer adhesive that absorbs resonant
energy. The three-layered front baffle
is contoured to smooth the drivers'
acoustic output. Besides the reflex ports,
tone control switches, and second tweeter, the rear panel features four goldplated WBT terminals for biwiring.
Overall, the XA Reference Tower's
fien'finish is superb. The review sample's "figured Cherry" veneer equals
or surpasses finishes on all previous
Snell loudspeakers. Hardware, switches, and connections are sturdy and easily accessible.
Setup
The XA Reference loudspeaker arrived
on abright Sunday afternoon. David
Smith and his wife, Melinda — avery
good sport and unexpectedly strong for
aslender pastry chef—worked with me
to move the XA References into the listening room. Rocking them to and fro,
we managed to position the 300-lb, 7'
crates so that David could unscrew the
covers and carefully move the tall,
smooth, slippery speakers out into the
sunlight. With the three of us working
very hard (child psychiatrists don't
always pump iron; we should), we managed to move them up aflight of stairs
and into my listening room.
Smith moved furniture so the Reference Towers could be walked to the
back of the room. In the next hour he
positioned them 48" from the back wall,
36" from the side walls, and 89" apart
(measured from the tweeter centers),
facing the full length of the narrow
room (26' long, 13' wide, and 12' high,
with asemi-cathedral ceiling), and toedin to focus on the nearfield listening
position. (The other end of the room
adjoins a25' by 15' kitchen through an
8' by 4' doorway.) This large listening
area — more than 5000 cubic feet —
works best with afull-sized loudspeaker
system like the )CA Reference.
Playing Test CD 3 (Stereophile
STPH006-2) to identify channels and
check phase, Iadjusted the speaker
positions until Icould hear the in-phase
pink-noise signal as atightly focused
image centered between the Towers.
Imaging and soundstaging were optimized when the speakers and my listening chair formed the apices of an
isosceles triangle measuring 91.5" wide
Stereophile, April 2002

(between the speakers) and 108" from
each speaker (measured from tweeter
centers) to the chair.
Even though its voltage sensitivity is
lower than average, the XA Reference
produced good sound-level output when
connected to three different solid-state
amplifiers: a200Wpc Mark Levinson
No.334, an 800Wpc Bryston 1413-ST,
and a1200Wpc Krell FPB 600e. Each
amplifier added its characteristic sound:
the Krell was fast and dynamic, with tight
bass; the Levinson was detailed, transparent, and sweet; and the Bryston was neutral and had ample bass slam.

Pink noise did not
change in tonality when
Imoved around during
the "sit down, stand up,
walk around" test.

First, Idrove the XA Reference Towers with low-frequency warble tones
from Test CD 3, using aRadioShack
SPL meter resting on the ami of my listening chair. 'The XA Reference's deepbass output was flat to 31.5Hz, shelved
down by 2dB at 25Hz, and was —4dB
down at 20Hz. As the signal dove below
25Hz, Ifelt atightening pressure surround me like acloud, accompanied by
floor vibrations. With the exception of
the Revel Salon, this was the deepest
bass frequency response Ihad measured
from a loudspeaker in my listening
room. Despite driving the amplifier
hard on these warble tests, Iwas unable
to detect any port chuffing.
Pink noise did not change in tonality
when Istood up in the near- or farfield,
or moved around during the "sit down,
stand up, walk around" test. At 42", the
XA Reference's tweeter center was 4"/.,"
higher than my seated ear height. In
most loudspeaker systems, the tweeter
is lower; I'd wager that JA's tests will
prove that the XA Reference has superb
vertical dispersion.
Smith made minor adjustments during his visit, increasing the Lower Midbass by 2dB with the toggle switch. Later,
Iused pink noise to learn more about the
XA's crossover adjustment switches.
They produced only subtle changes, so I
left the Upper Treble, Lower Treble, and
Upper Midbass switches at OdI3, the
Lower Midbass at +2dB, and left the rear

XA

Reference

tweeter on. Icompared the bass responses of both port tubes and preferred the
longer. For listening tests, Iremoved the
XA Reference's front grilles, which improved the imaging.
Listening
The Snell XA Reference Tower arrived
on the heels of aseries of reviews of
large, expensive loudspeakers, including the hybrid electrostatic MartinLogan Prodigy, the all-aluminum Krell
LAT-1, and the Dynaudio Evidence
Temptation. (All three reviews are
available in the www.stereophile.com
archives.) Their costs and sizes allowed
these systems to do many things well, as
revealed by the transparency of the
Prodigy, the midrange clarity of the
LAT-1, and the deep-bass extension of
the Evidence Temptation.
'The XA Reference didn't make comparisons with those speakers easy, because the Snell refused to emphasize
any one segment of the audio spectrum.
Its strengths were uniform; it produced
tuneful, solid bass, atransparent midrange, and extended highs. It could by
turns sound analytical, seductive, dry, or
liquid, depending on the source material. No single sonic profile emerged.
Bass for Pipe Organ Enthusiasts:
The XA Reference's bass reproduction
was dynamic and quick, producing what
JA called, in his review of the Sony ES
SS-M9ED speaker in August 2001
(p.95), "a sharply defined edge to the
onset of the bass sound, with then aliterally visceral impact." This is what I
heard from the Snells; it increased the
emotional impact of such moments as
the explosive bass-drum beats that open
the "Prelude and Aztec Dance" from
Owen Reed's La Fiesta Mexicana (CD,
Reference Recordings RR-38CD). I
was blown away by the throbbing synthesizer notes that underlie Randy
Elman's "Something's Wrong," from
the My COUSill Vinny soundtrack (Cl),
Varèse Sarabande VSD-5364). Rhythm
and pace were accentuated by the driving kickdrtun pulses heard on Emmylou
Harris's "Wheels," from Spyboy (CD,
Eminent EM-25001-2).
What surprised nie even more, however, was that the XA Reference played
deep-bass notes most clearly from CDs
that Iusually reserve for reviews of
aftermarket subwoofers. Iclearly heard
the sub-30Hz synthesizer pulses that
dominate "No Sign of Ghosts," from
the Casper soundtrack (Cl), MCA
MCAD-11240), the final organ chords
from Elgaes 71se Dream t/ Cero
Part
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Snell
1on Test CD 2(Stereophile STPH0042), the repetitive bass-drum beat on
"Cosmos Old Friend" from the Sneakers
soundtrack (CD, Columbia CK
53146), and the spine-tingling, deepbass synthesizer chords in "Assault on
Ryan's House," from the Patriot Games
soundtrack (CD, RCA 66051-2). The
XA Reference reproduced the eerie
mix of deep earthquake rumblings,
brilliant chimes, and high-pitched hissing that gives the last recording its
oppressive, sinister ambience.
The deep-bass response extended an
octave lower than that of most other
loudspeakers I've auditioned. With the
long port tubes in place, the XA Reference's bass response was pitch-perfect. I
could easily discern the stairstep descent
of Marcel Dupré's organ pedals in SaintSaëns' Symphony 3(CD, Mercury Living Presence 432 719-2). Sustained pedal
notes shook the air, creating apressure
wave I've only previously heard in my
room from the Revel Salons and from
separate subwoofers. "Gnomus," from
Jean Guillou's transcription of Mussorgsky Pictures at an Exhibition (CD,
Dorian DOR-90117), produced thunderous bass. As the air in the room shuddered, Iheard and felt the solidity of
each 32' organ pipe. The XA Reference
should make lovers of pipe-organ
recordings rejoice!
Vocalists: The Snell XA Reference
Towers arrived about the time Iwas
swept away by Eva Cassidy. Ihad never
heard ayoung singer with such range,
power, phrasing, and slow, controlled
delivery. It was easy to hear her pinpoint

intonation, effortless control, and "dynamics that range from the opalescent
caress of ballads to full-throated, roofraising blues and gospel shouts" (from
Joe Siegal's liner note).
But it wasn't until Itook Cassidy's
albums to the 2002 Consumer Electronics Show and played them over different
loudspeaker systems that Irealized how
key arole the XA Reference had played
in my conversion to wild-eyed Cassidy
fan. More than afew of the Show loudspeakers flattened her dynamic range,
but back in my listening room, Ionce
again heard the difference between her
feathery touch on Harburg and Arlen's
"Over the Rainbow" to the powerhouse
belting of Penn and Moman's "Dark
End of the Street" (from The Other Side,
CD, CBD Music 02253). Listening to
Cassidy's super showstopper, "Bridge
Over Troubled Water," from her Live at
Blues Alley (CD, Blix Street G2-10046),
the singer was asolid, holographic presence right there in the room, conveying
the rage and sadness she must have felt
at the time of the recording, knowing
that she was dying.
Cassidy and other vocalists maintained good vocal timbre and image size
when played over the Snells. Despite
the Towers' height, the voices were rendered life-size and three-dimensional,
with none of the Wizard-of-Oz image
inflation I'd heard from other flagship
speakers, such as the now-unavailable
Mark Levinson HQD system. Blues
singer Chris Smither's warm, soothing
voice and liquid guitar playing remained
intimate on his Live As I'll Ever Be (CD,
Hightone HCD8120-2).

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek LP12
turntable with Lingo power supply,
Linn Ittok toneann, Spectral movingcoil cartridge.
Digital sources: Krell KRC-28
CD transport, Sony SCD-0555ES
multichannel SACD player.
FM tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Rotel RI-I-10, Magnum Dynalab MD-102, Fanfare FF1A, Model 205 Sleuth RF amplifier.
Preamplification: Krell KCT,
Sony TA-P9000ES, Mark Levinson ML-7A with L-2 phono section; Conrad-Johnson Premier
18LS, Duntech MX-10 phono preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.334, Krell FPB 600c, Bryston
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14B-ST, Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks).
Loudspeakers: Dynaudio Contour
3.0, Revel Ultima Salon.
Cables: Digital 75 ohm coax: Silver Starlight, Ultralink. Balanced
Interconnects: Krell CAST, Bryston, Krell Cogelco Yellow, PSC
Pristine R-30 silver-alloy. Singleended Interconnects: Randall
Research, Mark Levinson HFC
with Camac connectors, Totem
Acoustic Sinew, Coincident CST
Interface, UltraLink Performance
Audio. Speaker: Mark Levinson
HFC-10, PSC Pristine R-50 biwired double ribbons, Ultralink
Excelsior 6N OFHC, Coincident
Speaker Technology CST 1.
—Larry Greenhill
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Male vocalists were conveyed with
exceptional emotional power. Take The
Blind Boys of Alabama (Real World 8
50918 2) singing "Amazing Grace":
Rather than aJudy Collins lament,
these blues artists belt out arousing
march, and their stomping beat and
emotional intensity were rendered
beautifully by the XA References. José
Carreras' clear tenor voice remained
pure during the Kyrie of Ariel Ramirez's
Misa Criolla (CD, Philips 420 955-2).
Harry Connick, Jr.'s "Don't Get Around
Much Anymore," from the When Hany
Met Sally... soundtrack (CD, Columbia
CK 45319), was transparent and clear,
whether unaccompanied or mixed with
afull orchestral fortissimo.
Instruments and voices retained their
distinctness, even during crescendos.
Maggie Boyle's soprano, the accompanying flute, and the 35Hz bass synthesizer chords did not blur together in the
"Main Title" music of Patriot Games.
Richard Thompson's voice kept its distinct timbre on "Why Must IPlead,"
from his Rumor and Sigh (CD, Capitol
CDP 795713 2), and was not altered by
the relentless pounding of the kickdrum.
Large Sweet Spot, Palpable
Imaging, Transparent Treble: The
XA References' imaging was enhanced
by their large sweet spot. Sitting in the
nearfield, Ididn't have to move my head
to find the sweet spot, as I've done with
other flagship systems—the image was
always there, even when Imoved back
to my farfield listening position. This
ensured my enjoyment of Suzanne
Vega's "Tom's Diner," from her Solitude
Standing (CD, A&M CD5136). Vega's
voice sounded palpable and threedimensional. On his Across the Borderline
(CD, Columbia CK 52752), Iwas able
to determine that Willie Nelson was sitting slightly above and to the right of
Bonnie Raitt in their duet, "Getting
Over You." Such was the Towers' ability
to image.
Their soundstage width was outstanding. Iparticularly enjoyed hearing
the Jerome Harris Quintet's version of
Duke Ellington's "The Mooche," from
Rendezvous (CD, Stereophile STPH0132). The XA References followed JA's
liner notes faithfully, placing the vibes
stage left, the trombone just right of
center, the sax far right, the bass guitar
and kickdrum center, and the drum kit
across the width of the stage. On "Lord
Make Me an Instrument of Your
Peace," from Requiem (CD, Reference
Recordings RR-57CD), the XA References spread the Turtle Creek Chorale
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The World of Headphones Exhibit Hits the Road!
Lost year, HeadRoom brought their "World of Headphones to the Home Entertainment Show in New York City.
Never before hove human eyes seen, nor human ears heard, such ogathering of the world's best headphones and headphone amplifiers. Attendees were able to hear the incredible, and now unavailable, $12,000 Sennheiser Orpheus electrostatic headphones.
They had their Adam's apples wobbled by the amazing HeadRoom Blockhead with Cardos -wired, balanced Sennheiser HD600s. In fact,
they were able to hear every headphone and headphone amp worth hearing, all in one place. It was not to be missed!
But that assemblage didn't do you much good if you live in Atlanta, or Phoenix, or anywhere else but the Big Apple. If you're feeling a little
left out, never fear! This summer we're hitting the road to bring the HeadRoom World of Headphones to a city near you, so check the dates
below. Dotes and locations could change, so visit our website for further details on coupons and giveaways. See you soon!
1. Moy 15

.Denver

Courtyard Denver Downtown 934 16th Street Denver, CO 80202

Phone 1-303-571-1114

2. May 18

Dallas

Courtyard NW Highway at Stemmons/I-35E 2383 Stemmons Troll Dollos, TX 75220

Phone 1-214-352-7676

3. May 19

Austin

Courtyard Austin central 5660 North IH-35 Austin, TX 78751

Phone 1-512-458-2340

4. May 22

New Orleans

Courtyard New Orleans Convention Center 300 Julia Street New Orleans. LA 70130

Phone 1-504-598-9898

5. Moy 25

Orlando

Courtyard Orlando-Maitland/ Altamonte Springs 1750 Pembrook Dr. Orlando, FL 32810

Phone 1407-659-9100

6. Moy 28

Atlanta

Courtyard FltIonto Executive Pork 1236 Executive Pork Drive Atlanta, GR 30329

Phone 1-404-728-0708

7. Moy 30

Nashville

Courtyard Nashville Airport 2508 Elm Hill Pike Nashville, TN 37214

Phone 1-615-883-9500

8. June 2

,St. Louis

Courtyard Saint Louis Creve Coeur 828 N. New Gallas Road Creve Coeur, MO 63146

Phone 1-314-993-0515

9, June 5

.Chicago

Courtyard Chicago Oakbrook Terrace 6 Transom Plazo Drive Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181

Phone 1-630-691-1500

10. June 6

.Detroit

Courtyard Detroit Southfield 27027 Northwestern Highway Southfield, MI 48034

Phone 1-248-358-1222

11. June 9

.Buffalo

Courtyard Buffalo Amherst 4100 Sheridan Drive Buffalo, NY 14221

Phone 1-716-626-2300

12. June 12

. Boston

Courtyard f3oston Norwood 300 River Ridge Drive Norwood, MA 02062

Phone 1-781-762-4700

13. June 16

.New York

Courtyard Tarrytown Greenburgh 475 White Plains Rd. Ate. 119 Tarrytown, NY 10591

Phone 1-914-631-1122

14. June 18
15. June 19

.Philadelphia
.Washington D.0

Courtyard Philadelphia Plymouth Mtg. 650 W. Germantown Pike Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Courtyard New Carrollton Landover 8330 Corporate Drive Landover, MD 20785

Phone 1-610-238-0695
Phone 1-301-577-3373

16. June 23

.Pittsburgh

Courtyard Pittsburgh Airport 450 Cherrington Parkway Coroopolis, PR 15108

Phone 1-412-264-5000

17. June 26

.Minneapolis

Courtyard Minneopolis/ Roseville 2905 Centre Pointe Drive Roseville, MN 55113

Phone 1-651-746-8000

Courtyard Salt Lake City Sandy 10701 SHoliday Pork Drive Sandy, uî 84070

Phone 1-801-571-3600

18. July 8

Solt Lake City .

Courtyard Phoenix North 9631 North Block Canyon Phoenix, AZ 85021

Phone 1-602-944-7373

20. July 13 .

19. July 10 .

,los Angeles .

Courtyard Los Angeles LAX/Century Blvd 6161 W Century Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90045

Phone 1-310-649-1400

21. July 14 .
22. July 17

.Son Francisco .
Portland

Courtyard Foster City 550 Shell Boulevard Foster City, CR 94404
Courtyard Portland N. Harbour 1231 N. Anchor Way at Marine Dr. Portland, OR 97217

Phone 1-650-377-0600
Phone 1-503-735-1818

Courtyard Seattle/ Sea-Toc Area 16038 West Volley Highway Tukwila, WA 98188

Phone 1-425-255-0300

23. July 19

Phoenix

Seattle

23. Seattle

Bozemon
17. Minneapolis
12. Boston
10. Detroit
13. New York
18. Solt
Lake City

9. Chicogo

1. Denver

14. Philadelphia

16. Pittsburgh
15. Washington D.C.

8. St. Louis
hville
Happy headphone

19. Phoenix

listeners last May in

2. Dollos

New York City

6. Atlanta

3. Austin
4. New Orleans

5. Orlando

http://www.heaclphone.com/worIcJofheacJphones

521 East Peach St. Bozeman, MT 59715 800.828.8184 406.587.9466 fox:406.587.9484

Snell
across adeep, wide stage and permitted
the clarinet, organ, harp, and male and
female choirs to be discerned and followed. Iwas moved in closer to the
chorus than I'd been with other loudspeakers, and could easily focus on individual singers. Ihad aclear sense of the
concert hall's perspective listening to
Leopold Stokowski conduct the Chicago Symphony in Shostakovitch's
Symphony 6 (CD, RCA LSC-3133).
This saine resolution of sonic layers in
the soundtrack of Glory (LP, Virgin
90531) spread the choir's voices from
wall to wall; many distinct voices were
discernible, even through crescendos.
Transparency and effortlessness were
key components of the XA Reference's
sound. An adjective such as "majestic"
describes these systems playing an orchestral fortissimo, and has more to do
with the speaker's neutrality, transparency, and dynamics than with its
ability to play loud.
Orchestral timbre and spatial definition were rendered exceptionally well
playing FM music. This was evident
when our local classical music station,
WQXR, broadcast a live recording
from New Year's Eve 1999, of Kurt
Masur conducting Beethoven's Sym-

phony 9. Iwas struck by the exceptional
tone and power of the tenor, who stood
stage center, the huge chorus spread out
behind him deep in the soundstage. The
massed strings were sweet, the woodwind resonances warm. There was
ample air around the instruments. The
trumpet coming from stage left had a
rough, brassy quality, while atimpani
playing low notes sounded far back on
the stage to the right. This was FM
stereo at its best!
The treble response was also clear and
extended. The XA Reference delivered
open, effortless highs. It conveyed treble
detailing ofJoe Beck's vibes on "Unspoken Words" (CD, The Journey, DMP
CD-481), allowing me to hear its harmonic overtones. These speakers made
me more aware of the instrumental clarity of bells, cymbals, and treble piano
notes. Iparticularly noticed the sound of
the struck cymbal fading away in the
"Chorus Line" overture of Frederick
Fennell and the Dallas Wind Symphony's Beachcombers (HDCD, Reference
Recordings RR-62CD).
Conclusions
With aprice of $30,000/pair, the Snell
XA Reference Tower is an expensive

XA

Reference

loudspeaker. Whether its many
strengths — unusually smooth vertical
dispersion, wide sweet spot, superb
imaging, first-class bass response —justify the price is adecision each audiophile will have to make. Although its
cabinetry and fien'finish were exceptional, the XA Reference Tower remains aphysically imposing, massive
loudspeaker best suited to large listening rooms, an owner with considerable
upper-body strength, apatient, helpful
dealer who will install the speakers and
store their shipping crates, and an
understanding spouse.
Despite these caveats, the XA Reference Tower proved to be an outstanding
loudspeaker. Its deep, powerful bass,
transparency, imaging, and large sweet
spot define what Iwant in aflagship
speaker design. Despite aconventional
exterior, the XA Reference incorporates
forward-thinking engineering in its
expanding Array for control of vertical
dispersion, its multiple reflex-aligned
woofers, and its ability to be tuned for
the room. I'm sure if Icould arrange a
séance with the late Peter Snell, he
would second my strong vote for the
newest flagship from the company that
bears his name.
gl

The McCormack MAP-1 delivers something
that surround sound processors leave behind...
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...the music.
SACO and DVD-Audio players can provide 6audio channels, each with higher resolution than CD audio.These machines are capable of
remarkably realistic musical performance -if you can get the best from their 6analog outputs. Now you don't have to degrade their
musical performance with asurround sound processor. Introducing the McComack MAP-1, an audiophile quality 6-channel analog
preamplifier. Select between 2multi-channel sources,and up to 3stereo sources (including optional phono).A switchable Ambiance

r

Retrieval Mode enables you to extract multi-channel information from your stereo recordings. Pair with aDVD-Audio or other DVD
player with built-in decoding for an easy to use home theater. Contact your
McCormack Audio dealer to learn how the MAP-1 can bring simple home theater
and natural multi-channel music to your home.

2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, Viginia
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Three of Modjeski's earlier designs —
the Counterpoint SA-4, the now-discontinued Music Reference RM-9, and
its replacement, the RM-9SE — are still
held in high regard by audiophiles.
Modjeski doesn't pump out new models every year or offer expensive upgrades to the ones he's already sold, so
there's little in the way of news to attract
magazine coverage. As Modjeski says in
the RM-200's manual, "[Music Reference] products are designed and built
with the thoughtfulness to allow reliable use for 100 years."
Introduced in 1998, the compact,
easy-to-use, meticulously built RM-200
gives every indication of being such a
long-lived product. With its attractive
wooden frame, brushed-aluminum
chassis, and transformer enclosure of
polished stainless steel, the RM-200 is

easy on the eyes. Its looks aren't quite as
dramatic as the Hovland Sapphire's, but
then, few amplifiers' looks are.

"Music Reference products
are designed and built
with the thoughtfulness
to allow reliable use
for 100 years."
—Roger Modjeski
The RM-200's fully balanced hybrid
design (full power is also available in
single-ended use, which is how the amp
was reviewed) uses ahigh-voltage bipolar transistor input stage and tube

(6BQ7) driver and output stages. (Chinese KT88s are standard; Russian 6550s
can be supplied for an additional $200.)
The input device has no voltage gain.
That's handled by apair of high-voltage
transistors cascoded above it in the circuit. Modjeski claims that the tight
matching of input devices and aonetime trim-pot adjustment to zero out
resistor tolerances result in very high
common-mode rejection for the RM200's low-noise operation — which, he
says, is "close to the performance of the
best input transformers."
Modjeski claims more than 100Wpc
from each pair of tubes, and says that,
unlike other tube designs, as the load
impedance drops, the RM-200's output
actually increases. The manual claims
that, from its 8ohm taps, the amplifier
will deliver 112W into 8ohms, 145W

Measurements

O

ne amplifier, three separate
transformer outputs, balanced
or unbalanced drive, and two choices
for output tubes—to measure every
combination offered by the Music
Reference RM-200 was not practicable, so Iused balanced drive and what
Iassumed were the Chinese output
tubes MF preferred (they were only
identified as "RAM Labs" tubes).
The amplifier was non-inverting,
with pin 2of the XLR jack wired as
positive. Its single-ended input impedance measured 15.4k ohms at 1kHz,
this rising slightly at the edges of the
audioband and doubling when driven
balanced. The voltage gain into 8
ohms was anormal 27.75dB from the
8ohm output transformer tap. This
dropped to 24.8dB from the 4ohm
tap, but to alow 192dB from the 1
ohm tap. However, the I24V required
to drive the RM-200 to clipping from
this tap is still well within the output
capability of any normal preamplifier.
The tradeoff for the low gain from
this tap is ausefully lower output impedance than is usual for atube design.
The RM-200's Iohm output offers a
source impedance of 0.35 ohm over
most of the audioband, rising slightly
at very low and very high frequencies.
As aresult, any modification of the
amplifier's response due to the interaction between the amplifier's source
impedance and the manner in which
the loudspeaker's impedance changes
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with frequency is small. The output
impedance from the Music Reference's 4ohm tap is 0.75 ohm in the
midrange, rising to 1ohm at 20kHz.
Even so, the response modification
with our simulated loudspeaker load is
still afairly modest ±0.55dB (fig.1).
The 8 ohm tap has amuch higher

source impedance, at 125-1.6 ohms,
resulting in ±1dB response variations.
The RM-200's frequency response
is flat within the audioband, and down
by just 02dB at 20kHz. Despite the
steeper-than-usual ultrasonic rolloff in
fig.1, the shape of alkHz squarewave
(fig2) is excellent. However, note the
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Music Reference RM-200, 4ohm tap,
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into dummy
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8ohms, 2W
into 4ohms, 4W into 2ohms (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Music Reference RM-200, 8ohm tap,
small-signal 10kHz squarewave into
8ohms.
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Fig.2 Music Reference RM-200, 8ohm tap,
small-signal lkHz squarewave into
8ohms.
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Fig.4 Music Reference RM-200, 1ohm tap,
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into dummy
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8ohms, 2W
into 4ohms, 4W into 2ohms (right
channel dashed, 5dB/vertical div.).
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Music
into 4 ohms, and 125W into 2 ohms.
According to Modjeski, "typical" tube
amps yield 100W, 65W, and 40W into
those loads. However, the manual also
states that the claimed power represents
the amplifier's "True Music Power, not
the typical RMS rating." As Iwrite, how
the RM-200's True Music Power numbers will translate on JA's test bench
remains to be seen.
In describing his circuit to me,
Modjeski advocated the use of low
screen voltages and higher-than-usual
plate voltages in the output stage. The
RM-200 runs the screens and plates of
its carefully matched set of four output
tubes at 350V and 750V, respectively.
The bias and transconductance of each
tube is noted on its box; the owner is
instructed to note these values in a
grid on the last page of the manual,

should the need to order replacement
tubes arise.
Modjeski also made apoint of telling
me that he's worked to cure the problem of grid leakage, or "gas," as some
companies call it. He claims that tubes
no longer usable in other brands because of grid leakage (up to 1000i.tA)
will work fine in his amps, with no drift
in bias or loss of performance —which
is one reason he claims far longer tube
life than many other manufacturers.
The RM-200 is fully balanced from
input to output. About 10dB of feedback is returned to the input via four
Roederstein resistors, these arranged in
what Modjeski calls a"current summing" circuit. This is said to ignore the
nonlinearity of the input amplifying device, relying instead on the linearity of
the four resistors. "Additionally, there is

slight overshoot on the wave's leading
edges in this graph. Though this can
also be seen in the amplifier's reproduction of a10kHz squarewave (fig3),
it appears to be critically damped,
which will count against any potential
stability problems.
Overshoot on squarewaves is often

associated with an ultrasonic frequency-response peak. Icouldn't find any
such peak with the RM-200's output
from its 8and 4ohm taps. However,
the expanded-range graph of the 1
ohm response (fig.4) shows aslight
peak in the right channel's output at
180kHz, and the implication of aleftchannel peak above the 200kHz limit
of the Audio Precision System One
measurement set. As implied by the
squarewave response, these peaks are
well-suppressed.
The Music Reference amplifier was
very quiet, with an A-weighted signal/noise ratio of 95.4dB ref. 1W into
8ohms from the 8ohm tap. Even the
wideband, unweighted S/N ratio was
astill excellent 878dB. Channel separation was better than 90dB below
1.5kHz, but above that frequency
decreased (at the usual 6dB/octave
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Music Reference RM-200, channel separation (R-L dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).
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high-frequency feedback taken from
the plates through small handmade
Teflon capacitors that are adjusted in
value for each output transformer to
give total stability for all reactive loads.
This amplifier will not oscillate, even
into the small cable capacitance of
0.0111F that is often encountered in
audiophile cables."
The details of the power supply's
design could eat up afew more pages; all
I'll say here is that Modjeski recommends against line conditioners — he
claims his designs are "line-voltage tolerant" and do not need protection against
voltage spikes. "Save your money and
buy music," he says. He also told me that
"There are no regulators to ever go
wrong, as there are none in the amp. I
don't need them and neither do you!"
There are plenty of fuses, though: seven,

rate) to astill good 62dB (L-R) and
65dB (R-L) at 20kHz (fig.5).
Figs. 6, 7, and 8show how the RM200's small-signal THD+noise percentage varies with frequency from
the 8, 4, and 1ohm output taps, respectively. Three points can be noted
from these graphs:
•When its output transformer is
matched to or less than the load, the
RM-200 offers superbly low distortion from the upper bass through the
midrange to the mid-treble.
•With lower-impedance loads, the
distortion rises significantly with the
degree of mismatch between the output tap and the load.
•There is amodest rise in THD in
the low bass, presumably due to the
transformer core starting to saturate.
At the other end of the spectrum,
however, the distortion rises to more
trey. mc•
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Fig.6 Music Reference RM-200, 8ohm tap,
THD-FN (%) vs frequency at 2.83V into
(from bottom to top at lkHz): simulated
loudspeaker load, 8ohms, 4ohms,
2ohms (right channel dashed).
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Fig.7 Music Reference RM-200, 4ohm tap,
THD+N (%) vs frequency at 2.83V into
(from bottom to top at IkHz): simulated
loudspeaker load, 8ohms, 4ohms,
2ohms (right channel dashed).

Fig.8 Music Reference RM-200, 1ohm tap,
THD+N (WO vs frequency at 2.83V into
(from bottom to top at IkHz): simulated
loudspeaker load, 8 ohms, 4 ohms,
2 ohms (right channel dashed).
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Sonic Horizon

Giving the word "Value" anew meanin. i
the world of High End Audio Cables

Skyline v2.0 Interconnect Cables
Sonic Horizon
$ 1 79. 95 IIlleler

pair

Skyline v3.0 Power Cord

Through the end of May 2002 we
will be once again be accepting
trade-ins of your old interconnects
toward the purchase of the
exceptional Sonic Horizon Skyline
version 2.0 interconnect. Skyline is
unquestionably the highest value

interconnect in the line, with sonics and features normally found in far
more expensive cables. It features HSO-EGC silver/copper
conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, MSC conductor technology, the
proprietary STAT-CORE technology, and genuine WBT precision
machined locking RCA plugs. Call or e-mail for the trade-in value of
your current interconnect. All brands accepted.

The Skyline power cord is an incredible value! It makes other $300
power cords look like.., well, you know what we mean. It features
HSO-EGC conductors, dual independent ground isolated shields
with double RFI-Zero noise suppressors, Teflon dielectric, and the
proprietary Z-Stat treatment. And then there are the plugs, the part
that some cord manufacturers really try to avoid talking about.
Skyline is fitted with the state-of-the-art Audio Grade WattGate 330
AC plug and the WattGate 350 IEC plug. You simply can't get bette
plugs than the WattGate. When purchased alone the plugs retail fo/
$180, and they are worth it! For more information on the Skyline
power cord and the WattGate plugs, please visit
www.sonichorizon.corn

Daybreak v3.0 Speaker Cable
•Silver/Copper HSO-EGC Conductors
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•MSC -Multi Spectrum Technology
•Z-Stat Treatment
•Direct Silver BFA bananas or spades

Sonic Horizon

Sonic Horizon

$169.95 8' pair

$299. 95

2 meter

THE LEGENDARY LINE OF SOTA TURNTABLES GETS OUR HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
Package Price $569

SOTF1 moonbeam

SOTfl Comet

package

The Moonbeam is an astonishing Product! Every
aspect of this machine was designed to extract
the highest possible performance obtainable in
this price range. From its unique platter design, to
the internally damped plinth, the Moonbeam is
clearly top of its class. When you buy our special
Moonbeam package you get the following....
• SOTA Moonbeam turntable •SOTA VLMT tonearm
• Goldring 1000 Cartridge •LAST Stylus Cleaner
• AQ Carbon Fiber record brush • Professional Setup

•SOTA Comet w Goldring 1042 Cartridge
•LAST Stylus Cleaner
•AudioQuest Carbon Fiber brush
•Professional Setup

package

More of agreat thing. The
Comet maintains the same
design goals as the Moonbeam,
refined to a higher level of
precision. It's fitted with their
ultra-high molecular weight, one
piece platter and the highly
acclaimed S-250 tonearm

Package Price $839
Regular price...$1320

It's Back! enic Horizon
Handcrafted Audio Cables

Hurricane AC Power Cord
Only
$499.95

SI99.9

J 1/crei.

Sonic Horizon
We once again have a limited supply of the unbelievable N.E.W. A20.1
power amps. This little 20 watt Class A amp designed by Nelson Pass
compares with bigger amps costing many thousands of dollars. For low
power applications, we have never heard anything that even begins to
approach the wonderful sound of the A20.1 for this kind of price. Last
time we had these amps there were many extremely disappointed
audiophiles when we ran out. Act quickly so you're not left out. It's an
extremely unique piece of equipment. It's covered by a 1year warranty
from the builder.

HCM

Audio

•Huge 11 AWG design w[CC Conductors
•Dual Independent Ground 'so Shielding
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 8215 Hospital Grade AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IEC Connector

Daybreak AC Power C'erd

$99.95 2 Meter
Sonic Horizon

•Big 13 AWG design wEGC Conductors
•Dual Isolated Independent Shields
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 5266 AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IEC Connector

877-234-3465 •530-891-8326 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: salesehcmaudio.com
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We ship
anywhere in
the world!

Music
The RM-200's overall presentation
was far closer to my Nu-Vista 300 than to
any of the other amplifiers I've surveyed
this year —especially in terms of spatiality and in the amp's ability to delineate
individual instruments. The Kora Cosmos' presentation was expansive and fast
(some might say "bright" on top, but not
I), while the Hovland was somewhat
slower and thicker (some might say
"leaden," but again...). When Isubstituted the Nu-Vista for the RM-200, the
overall presentation was remarkably similar, with two noticeable exceptions: the
Nu-Vistas bass performance was deeper
and tighter. "Ibis translated, for example,
into more dynamic, firmly focused, and
drier-sounding timpani, with more of
the kettle and less of the skin. And, of
course, the organ plumbed the depths
and shook my listening room. The RM200's bass presentation was more palpable in terms of presenting skin and mallet. This gave it agreater sense of realism
in some ways, but the foundation was
somewhat weaker.
The other big difference was in the
mids. Where the Nu-Vista 300 tends
toward dryness and perhaps abit of arecessed quality, the RM-200 bloomed
gently forward, giving strings an intoxicating but not overly ripe presentation.
It's the midrange tube lovers crave, even
if it comes at the expense of an ultrasolid foundation. That most impressed
me about the RM-200's presentation
was its overall similarity to the Nu-Vista
300, not how it was different. Ifelt very

little had to be given up in bottom-end
authority, with much to be gained in the
middle — unlike the Kora Cosmos,
which was weak on bottom, or the
Hovland, which had trouble expressing
depth and air.

The RM-200's overall
presentation was far closer
to my Nu-Vista 300 than to
any of the other amplifiers
I've surveyed this year.
Each of those amplifiers had admirable traits, and the Hovland's overall balance still strikes me as among
the best I've heard in terms of not letting the scams show. But its deficiencies, for me, were too obvious for my
long-term listening satisfaction. Ifelt
more comfortable with the RM-200's
overall performance.
Idon't know what the RM-200's
power output will measure on the test
bench, but it never ran out of power
driving the Audio Physic Avanti
even with the most explosive orchestral
crescendos at very high SPLs. It always
kept its composure, maintaining its
even-keeled tonal balance and spatial
presentation at high and low SPLs. And
it was sulljectively quiet.

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke, VPI
Aries Extended turntables; Graham
22, Irnmedia RPM2, VP! JMW 12.5
tonearms; Lyra Helikon, Helikon
LE, Helikon mono, Benz Micro
Glider L2, ZYX R-100FS phono cartridges.
Digital sources: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 3D CD player, Marantz
SA-14 SACD player.
Preamplification: Hovland HP100 preamplifier, Manley Steelhead
and Zanden 1000 phono sections.
Power amplifier: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Avanti III.
Cables: Hovland Music Groove
DIN/RCA, RCA/RCA phono.
Interconnect: Discovery Essence,
Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway II,
Wireworld Gold Eclipse. Speaker:
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Discovery Essence, Harmonic Technology Magic Woofer. AC: JPS Labs,
Electra-Glide Fatboy, PS Audio Lab,
Wireworld Electra Series III, Synergistic Research Designers' Reference.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
P300 and P600 AC regenerators,
Sounds of Silence Vibraplane active
isolation platform, Symposium
Rollerblocks (Tungsten and Grade 3
SuperBall), Grand Prix Audio
Monaco amplifier stands, Symposium Acoustics Ultra shelves,
Audiodharma Cable Cooker 2.0,
Walker motor drive, Finite Elemente Pagode and Zoethecus equipment stands, A.R.T. Q dampers,
Walker Valid Points, ASC Tube
Traps, Shakti Stones and On-Lines,
RPG BAD and Abffusor panels.
—Michael Frenier

Reference

RM-200

Toward the end of the review period
Igot around to auditioning afabuloussounding hybrid SACD, Four in One, by
the Misha Mengelberg Quartet (Songlines SGL SA1535-5), recorded by the
great Joe Ferla (another believer in the
power of power cords). Cross Harpo
Marx with Victor Borge and add atwist
of Keith Jarrett (or atwisted Keith Jarrett) and you have Mengelberg, who
plays here with fellow Dutchman Han
Bennink on percussion, Brad Jones on
bass, and trumpeter Dave Douglas (who
also produced the set). Through the
Marantz SA-14 SAC!) player, the
SACD layer produced some of the most
pronounced 31) instrumental images
I've heard. On the Marantz or on the
Musical Fidelity 3D CD player, the
disc's CD layer tended to flatten, mushMg the images together. The RM-200's
ability to distinguish the two presentations was yet another indication of its
impressive spatial abilities, and probably
of its good signal/noise ratio.
Changes
As the RM-200 came set up for them, I
did most of my listening with the Chinese KT88s —or, as Modjeski described
them to me in an e-mail, "the muchmaligned KT88s." Ialso used my reference Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway
II interconnect and Magic Woofer
speaker cable, as well as Synergistic
Research's ultra-detailed Designers' Reference Coupler AC cord. Before trying
the more expensive 6550s, Iexperimented with some cables.
Ineed to digress for aminute. Recently, apress liaison for amainstream
speaker manufacturer paid avisit, bringing with him anew $1500/pair fullrange speaker to hear in my listening
room. When Itold him Iwanted to
change an AC cable, he scoffed, especially since it would be plugged into the
PS Audio P600 (which Iused during
the review because it always makes
things sound better). But he went along,
humoring me. After the switch, it was
obvious to me that there was more detail, air, high-frequency extension, and
greater stage width.
"So, did you hear anything?"
"You know," he said with great hesitation, "I could swear it sounds brighter,
with more air, and the soundstage appears wider, but Icould be imagining it."
"Well, we both imagined the saine
thing independently," Ishot back. He
may not be convinced, but he's certainly
thinking about it!
Switching to the JPS Labs Kaptovator
AC cord tightened up the RM-200's
175

Wilson Audio now back in Chicago
Featuring the WATT/Puppy 6and new Sophia loudspeakers
with the Naim Audio NAP 500 reference stereo power amplifier
Musically stunning —and now on permanent demonstration

ProMusica was established in 1983 with the ultimate
purpose of providing audio equipment of quality, value,
and above all, musicality.

Pronnufica

AUDIO IPECIRLI/11

2236 North Clark Street •Chicago, Illinois 60614
Telephone: (773) 883-9500

Naim Audio has been our absolute benchmark for
electronics since our inception; we are now proud to
introduce Wilson Audio as our reference standard loudspeakers.

Owned and operated by:

Ken Christianson, John Schwarz, Mark Torma

bass slightly at the expense of abit of
top-end extension, speed, and detail: a
worthwhile tradeoff. Ithen substituted
the Discovery Essence speaker cable
and interconnect and gained back the
speed and detail without giving up
much of anything else. These were subtle changes, but the result was an improved foundation and aslight gain in
speed and transparency on top, with not
much taken off the cushy midrange.
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'We carry L A T International cables

The RM-200 is
areal sleeper at a
real-world price.

who are continually gaining recognition
for the highest performance to price
'
ratio of any wire and cable company.
'Customers tell us L A T Intl cables are
sonically equal to (or better than) any of
the competition and at afraction of their
iprices.

Roger Modjcski told me that the big
problem with the Chinese KT88s is
quality control. He carefully selects the
ones he sells. Substituting 6550s adds
$200 to the RM-200's price, and Idon't
recommend it. Ifound the 6550s hardened the sound and added an unwanted
glare to the upper mids, robbing the
presentation of agreat deal of its harmonic and textural magic.

We offer a 45 day money back'

guarantee. Also, ask for literature that
Idemystifies

wire & cable technology.
& MORE

COMPONENTS
CD Players, DVD Players
'
,Amps,

Pre-amps, integrated amps

Conclusions

,
Line conditioners

Of the four power amplifiers I've reviewed in the past half year, the Music
Reference RM-200 is my favorite. I
admired its conservative looks and
seemingly bulletproof design. It may
not have been as dramatic- or bigsounding as the Kora Cosmos, or as
weighty and tightly wound on bottom
as the Hovland Sapphire, but it sang
sweetly and with great delicacy while
still managing to grip the signal with
enough authority to do justice to every
kind of music. Its spatial presentation
and overall transparency were exemplary, and on apar with my reference
Nu-Vista 300, which excels in those
arcas. It was especially adept at layering
31) images in three-dimensional space
without spotlighting or tacking on artificial "edge definition." In addition, the
RM-200 costs avery reasonable $3450.
The RM-200 may or may not meet
its rated power specification, but in my
system it delivered the dynamic goods
at both ends of the scale. If it can manage 100Wpc from two pairs of KT88s,
that would be apleasant surprise —as
would overall positive test-bench results! Whether or not its power is sufficient to your needs Ican't say, but I'm
mighty tempted to own the RM-200 as
asecondary reference. It's areal sleeper
at areal-world price.
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Rega

Jupiter $1,895
200? Digital
Component Of the Year
Runner-up" -Stereophile

Acoustic Signature Final Tool
List 53.500/Sale Price $1.699
"2001 Analog Product Of the
Year Runner-up" -Stereophile

Creak
5350 SE
$1,500

•

7001 Budget Component
Of The Ye ir -Stereophile
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clearaudio
Koetsu
Insider Gold $7.600 Urushi 54.000

EMT
TU-3
$3.200

Benz
Ruby 2 $3.000

Lyra
Helikon $1.995

VIP

Transfiguration
Spirit $1,500

clearaudio Sigma
Wood $1.200

Benz-Micro
Glider 5795

clearaudio
Virtuoso Wood
5750

Dynavector
DV-20X $525

Grado
Sonata $500

Dynavector
DRT XV-1
$3.500

Transfiguration
Temper $3.800
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Lydian B 5995

clearaudio
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5450

Sumiko
Celebration
51.500

Ortofon
Kontrapunkt B $950

e

Grado
Master S800

•

Rega
Exact $595

Benz-Micro
ACE 5550

Kuzma

513 000

Creek
CD53 $1895
"This is Mike Creeks best
work ever - -J. Raskin

Beale
Debut Vacuum $10.600

clearaudio
Maximun Solution $E500

Acoustic Signature
Analog One MK II List $5.500
Pore 523199

Rega
Super Elys 5395

5‘
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Tango Phono Preamp mm/mc
List $1.000 Sale Price $600

Grado
RS 1$695
RS 2 $495

Sennheiser
HD 600 5349
HD 580 $199

moilM
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Design 4
$399 4shell
Design 5
$449 5shell

Standesign
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4shelf
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5shelf

4
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+ee
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Mini Pro Fully Auto.
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1.5 Semi Automatic
$395
Record Master Manual $259
1.0 Manual
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III
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S895 pr
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\\\\
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mingiu
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lin pr
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'11 1(
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Denon
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4 shelf

Sound
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Z560 $350
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Bias 5175
Music Hall
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XI-MC .5 /45

Denon
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681EEE S130
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*
414.41.
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Red 5110

Audio
Technica
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Shure
M97xE $99
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Shure
M785 S60
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e2

$650

Plateau
XT A4 529e
4shell
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5 shelf
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$199- 4shelf
GS A5
5270 5shell

Plateau
SE A4 5259
4shelf
SE A5 5350
5shelf
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idigaillie —
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I,n pr

AO Sidewinder S35

1m pf

AO G Snake 520
m

1
m pr

aillar
emigru

KX Silver Streak 5240 m pr

Kimber Hero 5150 m pr

1=eGaie2U321

Kimber PBJ 584 m pr

New

Human kardon

CDR 20

,,' • r.
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eflYE
I
V DLE
I
DOCTOR
v 800.229.0644
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Kuzma

Rega
Planet 5950

VS 36
5499
VS 34

r

$399
Stabi S
Standesign

51.200

2001 Budget Component
Of the Year Runner-up"

Ear
834P Chrome inmzmc $1.295
834P Black ITIM
834P (min only)

MC

. .

S995
5795

Diamond VS
—

clearaudio

Grado
SR325 ...$295
SR225

Exact
5400

..5200

SR125 ...5150
SR80

595

SR60
SR40

s3e

$69

-

Sennheiser

DTV 36

RS 65 5189"
900 MHz
Wireless

$399
DTV 40
$499

ZeroDust
$69
Stylus Cleaner

Standesign
OUi:
110CejeSt

reek 4330 mk2

$595

reek 4330 R mk2

5695

•1.101l eel

Standesign
Design TV
clearaudio Champion $1000

$349

AO Carbon Fiber Brush 515
Hunt EVA MK 6
525

3 shelf

Lehmann Audio
Black Cube Inn? roc ...S595

London Decca

$25

530
$350

New harman hard,'
VR 520 A/V 75w x 5
VR 320 A/V 55w x 5
VR 220 A/V 45w x 5

$899
$699
$499

370 70w x2 Receiver

5299

.udioPrism
Juiet Lines
$25 ech

Music Hall MMF-5 .

.5499

Music Hall MMF-2.1
Music Hall MMF-1

.5299
.5199

quiet

Sound
Organization
Monolithic
PS-1 Min inc

5399

HC-1 Power Supply

5259

Plateau
XT-V3
5329'

Sennheiser

HD 477 549'

HD 280 Pro

HO 457 529"
HD 433 $24

$99

line

Rega

Plateau

Planar 2 $495

ell

VIBRAPOO
$6 each

SE-V3

Discwasher
04 Brush System
04 Record Fluid

520
$3-

LAW

6219"
Creek OBH-9 rnc
$249
Creek OBH-8SE mm... 5325

‘0 RF Stoppers SR $60 'pc

Creek OBH-8 mm
Phono Box mm/mc

10 RF Stoppers JR $39 .qoc

$199
6120

Vestax
BOT-2500 $450

AO Little Feet
$45 4pc

Plateau

AO Big Feet

GS-V3

$69" 4pc

S164'

AO Self-Stick
Sheet $20
Blu-tak $10
Plateau

Kontak
Cardas TC2 Torumat

. 520

IA Michell bearing oil . 517
Tape Head Cleaning Fluid $10
Caig ProGold

$9"

Caig Deoxit

$6"

Caig Cailube
XLO TPC

$6"
S1 each

Pro-ject 1.2

5319

71

RB-900

S995

RB-600

$695

RB-300

5425

RB-250

$325
clearaudio
Turbo 5100

DB DBP-10 Protractor ..549
clearaudio Protractor ..5150

Sota Reflex Clamp .

5189

Sota I-Clamp

$68

J.A. Michell Clamp

$50

Counterweight

Easy Riser ‘401

549

Easy Riser Nut

512

559

Plateau
$90

H-23

V-23

Bedini

5115

5220

Clarifier

ba

,

AO

...V?' 100

12 - Poly/Paper .

..522 100
1 4e, 12 - Paper Inner
• ...I
12 Card Board Jacket 51ea
Resea fable Flap

...$30 100

M BP-221 Banana

12" Poly Outers

..$20 100

Cardas SLBR RCA
M RP-137T Locking RCA

$3 pr

4 Shelf
Z-5A $225
5 Shell

Stylus Cleaner
$24"
Allsop Orbitrac
Record Cleaner

539"

Record Research Lab
LP #9 Stylus Cleaner ...525
Lyra
SPT Stylus Cleaner ... $45
clearaudio

CO Scratch Repair Kit
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CD Stop Light
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CO Laser Lens Cleaner 517"

Plateau
SL-4A $169"

S25
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5 Shelf
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6 Shell
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#3 Record Cleaner ...
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.. . 5203
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$40

534 -

#1 Power Cleaner

#2 Record Preservative $212
RingMat
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4 Shelf

4 Shelf
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5 Shelf
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Follow-Up
Jonathan
Conrad-Johnson Premier 1615
Series 2line-level preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson's Premier 16LS preamplifier and Premier 15 phono stage
were recently upgraded to Series status.'
Like the Premier 15 Series 2 that I
reviewed in our March 2002 issue, the
changes to the 16LS include the use of
faster diodes in the main power-supply
rectifier and the main regulators are
replaced with higher-current jobbies
with aquarter of the "on" impedance,
according to C-J's Lew Johnson. In addition, resistors that C-J had felt to be
"noncritical" with respect to sound quality were found to be of sonic importance after all, and have been upgraded.
The 16LS retails for $8295, the upgrade
to Series 2runs $500 plus shipping.
When Iwrote last month's "FollowUp" on the Premier 15 Series 2phono
stage, Iconcluded that that unit sounded
slightly quieter, cooler, faster, and more
extended, with slightly less bloom, than
the original version. Now while the 16LS
Series 2also sounds slightly more quiet
and cool, and perhaps atad less lush in
the midrange, it's actually less changed in
its overall sonic character than the
Premier 15 Series 2. But whatever —the
two revised C-J units sounded fantastic
together. Bottom line: The Premier 15
S2 is aphono stage with arather cool
cast, more precise and detailed than the
earlier version. It is best matched with a
very slightly warmish prcamp like the
16LS S2, which was revealed in every detail by the Linn Komri that Ireview elsewhere in this issue.
To get the ultimate in transparency,
speed, air, openness, and surprise-factor
dynamics from the 16LS/15 combo,
you'll want aquick and fast turntable/
tonearm/cartridge combo. The Forsell
Air Force One with atweaked van den
Hul Grasshopper IV GLA cartridge
worked perfectly. As did the Koctsu
RSP — nice stiff cantilever.
Duke Ellington's Blues in Orbit
(Columbia CS 8241) reminded me of
how vast agood LP can sound. The lay-

IIreviewed the original 16LS in August 2001 (Vo124
No.8). Conrad-Johnson Design, 2733 Alerrilee Drive,
Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax (703) 5605360. Weh: www.conradjohnson.coin.
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Scull

Conrad-Johnson Premier 1615

ering was amazing, the width and depth
astounding, along with a wonderful,
joyous swing. And an old LP of the Bill
Evans Trio's Trio '65 (Verve V6-6613) reminded me of what "intimate" means.
It made me shiver with pleasure.
If you're strictly digital, then, again,
something slightly fast and rich in transients might be called for — the original
16LS could be a tad Victorian and
somewhat polite at times without ever
overcooking it, and more so than the
16LS Series 2.
The 16LS S2's full-toned richness was
without excess, and on the Linn Komris
Iheard every speck of it. On the Utopias, Ienjoyed it all, specks notwithstanding — an important distinction. The
16LS S2, especially with the Premier 15
S2 and one of today's high-performance
cartridges, could deliver areal thrill.
Back to listening. The piano tone on
the SACD remix of lhelonious Monk's
Straight, No Chaser (Columbia CK 64886)
is magnificent, and Monk's presence
behind the keyboard is palpable. Lay alot
of that at the feet of the outstanding clarity and transparency of the 16LS Series 2.
Or play Debussy's First Rhapsody, from
Florent Héau and Patrick Zygmanowski's hybrid SACD/CD of French
Music fir Clarinet and Piano (Lyrinx
LYR2195), for lushness of tone and harmonics along with space and air. Gorgeous music played as alive.
Naturally playing some of the same

music Iused during the "Follow-Up"
on the revised Premier 15, Ifound the
bass even deeper and tighter on Air's
10,000 Hz Legend (2 LPs, Source/
Astralwerks 810332 1). The midrange
was in fact atad less textural on Schubert's Trio 1in B-flat, Op.99 by the
Stern/Rose/Istomin Trio (Columbia
Masterworks MS 6116), but exquisitely detailed. And the upper midrange
and treble were even more extended
and linear listening to the Modern
Jazz Quartet's The Last Concert (2 LPs,
Atlantic SD2-909). Like the Premier
15 Series 2, the 16LS S2 was obviously
more linear and more detailed than
the previous version — during The Last
Concert, Milt Jackson's vibes died out
into an acoustic space that gave me
fewer goosebumps on the SE version
but knocked me out with its clarity
and duration.
Is the upgrade worth it to you?
Depends on your taste and what you're
looking for. You might be surprised and
find, on careful listening, that you already have what you want—in which
case, be happy. But if you're still looking
for sonic nirvana, the combination of
the Series 2versions of the Premier 15
and 16LS might be just the ticket. The
latest Conrad-Johnson front-end products are more accurate, with slightly less
bloom and more detail. The best components continue to move toward each
other in sound.
—Jonathan Scull
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JVC Disc America is pleased to announce the next two additions to
our catalog of classical releases culled from the vaults of RCA/BMG.
The period between '1955 and (963 has long been considered the "golden era" of sound and
music at RCA by knowledgeable audiophiles and music critics. Over the coming months
we will be releasing many more of these classic sessions in glorious XRCD sound. You may
very well be familiar with some of these recordings, but wait till you hear them on XRCD!
XRCD allows the listener to hear the recordings as the artist and producer intended ... to hear the
sound of the original master tape. The gains in clarity, transparency, dynamics and warmth can be
heard by all, on every CD player, without the need for any add-on converter or additional equipment.
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This is the jewel in the Living Stereo crown! Fritz Reiner and the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra convey the listener on amagic carpet of spectacular
sound to mythic Arabia, guided by one of Russia's greatest orchestral masters. The performances are breathtaking, the woodwinds are gorgeous,
the brass and percussion climaxes are thrilling, and the strings sensuous.
This is truly one of the finest classical music recordings of all time.
JMCXR-0045
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Orchestral Hall. The performances are impeccable. This is one of the most
popular and acclaimed recordings of the Reiner era at RCA. A must for
every music lover!
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hey were spur-of-the-moment things: over budget, overtime, we were running back
on the road. We just really weren't that
interested in records back then. They
only had so much value to us. Who knew
they could become gems?"
Mickey Hart is speaking of Workingman's
Dead and American Beauty, apair of Grateful
Dead studio records that occupy acrucial
place in the band's long history, and which
have just been reissued by Warner
Bros./Rhino on DVD-Audio in Hart's
5.1-channel surround-sound remixes.
"Everyone was flying on psychotropic
drugs, so just to have anything on tape was
a miracle," he laughs. "We left it for
someone else to complete. No one wanted to deal with the mixes. We didn't have
that much input in them. Isalute those
who did the work. Now, after all these
years, Iknow what the songs sound like."
Released five months apart in 1970,
these albums represent acrossroads in the
band's history. Their rootsy, homespun
sound marked the band's transition from
acid blues band to folk rock jam band.
Many people who couldn't or wouldn't
relate to the band's previous studio
album, 1969's Aoxomoxoa, were touched
by this pair. With tunes like "Uncle
John's Band," "Casey Jones," "Friend of
the Devil," "Sugar Magnolia," and
"Tmckin'," they also became the basis for
the band's subsequent concert repertoire.
They also mark some of the final appearances of singer/Iceyboardist Ron "Pigpen"
McICernan who died in 1973 at 28 of
liver disease. In an odd turn, as the Dead
became better players, they became aless
interesting band. Workirenan's Dead and
American Beauty also mark the beginning
of their slide into professionalism.
Hart left the band in 1971, just after
these albums were recorded, but returned
in 1974. Since the band's demise following
Garcia's death in 1995, Hart has fashioned
asuccessful solo career whose highlights
include apercussion soundtrack to Apocalypse Now, as well as producing various
world-music projects for Rykodisc. As the
band dispersed in the wake of Garcia's
death, Hart has become its loudest and,
often, most controversial voice. As aresult,
he's also reportedly become the member
most estranged from his former bandStereophile, April 2002

mates. Going back to these tapes to do the
remixes, however, has reawakened Hart's
awe for his past.
"I was kind of removed from it because I want to go on, want new
thoughts to enter my mind. Ididn't want
to keep reliving it. But once Istarted
cracking open the tracks, Ibegan falling
in love with the music all over again."
Remixing to 5.1 is nothing if not an
individual art. There are as many theories
and different-sounding remixes as there
are engineers. Not surprisingly, Hart has
strong opinions about the possibilities
inherent in this new format that has yet to
succeed in music.
"Mixing is not ateam sport. You gotta
have areal vision. Lay it down dirty and
play it back clean, baby. I'm good at it.
You hear these records as if you were at
the drummer's feet, the very center, the
root, the heart of the band. They are from

Baird

the perspective of the rhythm machine.
"The thing about 5.1, psychologically
speaking, is that it unnerves people. It's
fight or flight. Things that come from
behind are usually bad — elephants, cars,
things you can't see. To listen to 5.1, people need to relax the ear."
To diagram what he'd actually done
and to illustrate surround sound's capabilities, Hart took me through one of his
mixes step by step. For simplicity's sake,
we chose "Easy Wmd," aPigpen tune
from Workingman's Dead.
Sure enough, at the very center of the
mix are the band's two drummers: Hart
is panned right, Bill Kreutzmann left.
Jerry Garcia's vocals are both left of center in front and left of center in back.
Guitarist Bob Weir can be heard right of
center in front and in the rear channel.
Pigpen's harmonica is at the center of
the room, in front, and Phil Lesh's bass is
in the center, in the subwoofer channel.
"I mixed them for Robert Hunter and
for Jerry. Idefinitely felt Jerry looking
over my shoulder. He might disagree
with me on some of the choices Imade,
but it's payback time. This is where you
belong in the mix, not where you want to
be," he says with agood natured laugh.
"When he was mixing the original
albums, I'd complain and say things like,
'You've got the drums up so loud in the
mix.' He'd just look at me and smile and
say, 'Scare ya?'
"Now, it's like 'you weren't around. If
you had lived, you could have something to say about it.' "
During the remixing process, Hart
uncovered anumber of tracks that he
added to the final mix of these DVDAudio discs. In several songs, backing
vocals by Jerry Garcia appear for the first
time. A bit of scat singing by Garcia now
ends "Candyman," on American Beauty.
There's arhythm guitar part by Bob Weir
in Pigpen's "Operator" that wasn't in the
original final mix. There are also deuils
like Garcia's pedal-steel guitar playing,
which reached its peak on American
Beauty. In "Sugar Magnolia," for example,
Hart placed it in the center of the mix.
"Jerry didn't think he was a good
pedal-steel player, and now people copy
his style. Literally every song [on these
remixes] has agem that wasn't there." El
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Recording of the Vonth
TRIO MEDIAEVAL: Words of The Angel
Anonymous: Messe de Tournai. Moody: Words of The Angel. Misc. 13thcentury monophonic and 14th-century polyphonic works. Trio Mediaeval:
Anna Maria Friman, Linn Andrea Fuglseth, Torunn Ostrern Ossum, sopranos
ECM 1753 (CD). 2001. John Potter, prod.; Peter Laenger, eng. DDD. Ti: 65:45

***..
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y
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Performance *****
Sonics

he development of amethod of notating music in
asophisticated manner — one that could measure
time and rhythm — at the end of the 13th century was nothing short of revolutionary. It allowed areligious ceremony to be treated as an art form, and for
choir leaders to be treated as artists. The earliest known
Mass by asingle, known composer is the Messe de Notre
Dame by Guillaume de Machaut, dating from about
1350; the Mass recorded here, recent studies have
shown, probably predates Machaues by aquarter century or more.
The Tournai Mass was discovered only in 1862 by the
Tournai Cathedral's archivist, and consists of polyphonic
settings of the Ordinary (the standardized portion of the
Roman Catholic liturgy) — the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo,
Sanctus, and Agnus Dei — as well as afinal movement, Ite
missa est ("Go —the mass is ended"). The Tournai is important for many reasons: It is not only the first known
complete polyphonic Mass, but because its different sections were probably written by different composers, its
several styles range from the uncomplicated to the lavish.
The Tournai Mass is astunning, fascinating look into early
polyphony. Think of it as the aural equivalent of visiting
an early Gothic cathedral to which architectural changes
were made —and remained visible —for the next 50
years, years in which the levels of complexity and taste
changed drastically.
The Tournai's Kyrie, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei are musically far simpler and more direct than the Gloria (with its
bouncy contrapuntal staccatos) and Credo, in which the
composers take far greater chances with rhythms and harmonies. The lie missa est is even more daring: A profane
French chanson is juxtaposed with an impassioned prayer,
and long notes are sung by one voice while other rhythms
go on around it. In other words, three texts are being sung
simultaneously at different tempos. (ECM unfortunately
finds it unnecessary to include in the booklet translations
of any of the texts; listeners would have appreciated being
enlightened.) This performance of the Ordinary is interspersed with other pieces from the same period, some
polyphonic, some chant-like. There are three solos, one for
each member of the Trio Mediaeval.
Courageously, near the end, before the lie missa est, is
inserted a five-minute piece by the contemporary
British composer Ivan Moody, in English, of words
from the Greek Orthodox Easter liturgy. Though clearly composed six centuries later, Words of The Angel
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Trio Medimal: (I-r) Torunn Ossum, Anna Friman, and Linn Fuglseth

blends to make this disc agorgeous whole. Angel differs
noticeably from the Tournai only insofar as the tessitura is concerned (it takes one of the sopranos up to a
high D) and in its number of dissonant kinks (although
the Ite missa est is about as "modern"-sounding as apiece
can get, and dissonances abound in the other sections as
well). Moody's harmonic riffs on the word shine are ravishing; elsewhere, Words of The Angel is by turns pious,
Arvo Part-like, and simply beautiful. Tempos are quick
for the Mass parts, but the harmonies and rhythms are
never blurred.
Women, of course, would never have been permitted
to sing this music at the time it was written; we are luckier nowadays. The three Norwegian and Swedish
women who make up Trio Mediaeval came together in
1997 while studying with the Hilliard Ensemble — impeccable credentials, indeed — and the Hilliard's John
Potter is this recording's producer. If you like Anonymous 4, you're in for areal treat: These three women
have astonishingly beautiful voices, with individual timbres that nonetheless mingle seamlessly, whether in the
simple, chant-like moments or in the high-flying Moody
piece. And while Anonymous 4can occasionally sound
faceless, the Trio Mediaeval sings with feeling, depth,
and—dare Isay it? — soul. This is amagnificent disc,
exquisitely recorded with no artificial ambience, and not
to be missed.
-Robert Levine
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HESPERION XXI
Ostinato
Hesperion XXI; Jordi SavaII, dir.
Alia Vox AV 9820 (CD). Nicolas Bartholomée, Nicolas
de Breco, prods., engs. ODD. TT: 72:55
Performance ****
Sonics ****

hat the “statefull instrument
Gambo Violl" has its finest modern exponent in Jordi SavaII appears self-evident to this reviewer. To
anyone who doubts this, Isay only: he
keeps getting better. If you require further proof, buy this CD, on which SavaII
and his cohorts give ademonstration of
virtuosity that will silence all critics. As
the English composer Christopher
Simpson wrote in The Division Viol
(1659), "A Viol in the hands of an excellent Violist may (no doubt) be reckon'd
amongst the best of Musical Instruments. To Play ex tempore to aGround
is the highest perfection of it." If you
also doubt this excellent received wisdom, the proof may be found in the
same place: on this disc.
Precisely what does it mean "to Play
ex tempore to aGround"? A ground —
or here, specifically, an ostinato — refers
to a simple figure in the bass (often
called in the Renaissance the "tenor
Stereophile, April 2002

line") that forms the underlying musical basis
for aseries of improvisations in the treble.
Pachelbel's celebrated
Canon (performed here
by Hesperion XXI
without M. Savall) is an
excellent example. It
was expected of Renaissance and Baroque
virtuosi that they could
play such improvisations to many popular
songs and dances, some
of which were used
throughout
Europe.
Fortunately for modern
re-creationist performers, a few of the best
musicians of the past
printed versions of their
own ex tempore performances, either as lessons for aspiring violists or as (I expect) a
bit of self-promotion.
It is these printed variations that Sayall uses as the jumping-off point for the
performances on this disc, but his own
consummate musicianship is everywhere in evidence. Not only does he
improvise on the earlier improvisations,
he and the group add alovely eightminute original extemporization on the
ground called "Canario," adance tune
supposed (with some degree of likelihood) to have originated in European
observations of native melodies and
dances in the Canary Islands (and quite
arisqué affair it must have been!). If all
of this begins to sound abit like jazz,
neither you nor Iarc the first to think
so. To my ears, there is very little difference between Savall's wonderfully
played "Greensleeves to aGround" and
agood jazz guitarist's take
on Harold Arlen or Johnny
Mercer, except that even
"All the Things You Arc"
hasn't yet held up for
500 years.
I admit to having neglected comments on sonic
quality in some of my recent reviews, but this CD is
absolutely outstanding in
this regard. All of the subtle
nuances of tone found in
the early instruments are
clearly enunciated, and performers are perfectly placed
on arealistic soundstage. In
fine, there is absolutely no
reason not to buy this CD.
—Les Berkley

Reviews

DENNIS JAMES
Cristal: Glass Music through the Ages
Music of Apell, Eister, Fauré, Mozart, A. Scarlatti,
Schmittbauer
Dennis James, glass armonica; Linda Ronstadt,
vocals; Ruth Ann Swenson, soprano; Ted Koide,
alto; Michael Horton, tenor; Emerson String
Quartet; others
Sony Classical SK 89047 (CD). 2002. Linda Ronstadt,
John Boylan, prods.; Shawn Murphy, Ellen Fitton,
Jim Brady, others, engs. MD. TT: 73:25
Performance ***V:
Sonics ****

Inven

ted by Benjamin Franklin in
the 1760s, the glass annonica, a
series of glass bowls that lie on their
sides on aspindle turned by afoot pedal,
is best known via two works Mozart
wrote for this musical curiosity. The
Adagio in C, K356, and the Adagio and
Rondo in C, K.617, are both included on
this oddball compendium of music performed by glass armonica virtuoso
Dennis James and produced by singer
Linda Ronstadt.
In an essay that describes the annonica's sound as "elusive" and "cunning"
and ends with references to Rumpelstiltskin spinning gold and heaven
opening up, Ronstadt makes clear her
genuine fascination with the instrument's musical properties. Ronstadt
also lends her still superb voice, one of
the finest to ever grace pop music, to
three songs here: David Apell's late19th-century "Non temere alma itnmortale," Alessandro Scarlatti's earlier
"0 Cessate di piaganni," and, in partnership with soprano Ruth Ann
Swenson, Faures Pavane, Op.50. The
Emerson Quartet, one of the busiest
classical ensembles ever formed, lend
their talents to the disc's sole modern
work, Garry Eister's Quintet for Glass
& Strings (1952).
At the center of it all are James and
his instruments: On the opening "Irish

Hearts of glass: Dennis James and Linda Ronstadt
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prod.; Everett Porter, eng. DDD. TT: 91:38
Performance ***',
Sonics ***
Aroldo
Neil Shicoff, Aroldo; Carol Vaness, Mina; Anthony
Michaels Moore, Egberto; Roberto Scandiuzzi,
Briano; Julian Gavin, Godvino; others; Orchestra e
Coro del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, Fabio Luisi
Philips 462 512-2 (2 CDs). 2001. Anna Barry, prod.;
Everett Porter, Roger de Schot, engs. DDD. TT:
2:06:41
Performance ***
Sonics ***

LINDVONSTADT
JOHN

BOYLAN

Otello
Charles
Craig,
Otello;
Rosalind
Plowright,
Desdemona; Neil Howlett, lago; Bonaventura
Bottone, Cassio; others; English National Opera
Orchestra 8, Chorus, Mark Elder
Chandos CHAN 3068 (2 CDs). 2001. John Fraser,
prod.; Stuart Eltham, eng. DDD. Tr: 2:18:06
Performance ****
Sonics ***

Lullaby" he plays seraphim, and on
three other cuts aglass instrument of
later vintage called the Cristal Baschet.
The sounds, particularly of the armonica, arc an eerie, ringing mix of the ethereal and the unsettling. While the
armonica is sweet (the quality that first
charmed Franklin) and calliope-like in
bits like the "Song" movement of
Eister's Quintet, it also cuts into the
senses in unfamiliar ways. It is jarringly
otherworldly in the Quintet's other
movements, "Dance" and "Brisk"; like
that of the Theremin, the armonica's
sound remains an acquired taste.
This disc's charming idea of voiceand-glass duets comes to fruition only
in the Apell song, in which Ronstadt,
alto Teri Koide, and tenor Michael
Horton gorgeously mix their voices
with the resonant glasses. In Fauré's
lush Pavane (arranged by Eister), the
Cristal Baschet is barely audible above
Ronstadt, Swenson, asix-voice chorus,
and nine instrumentalists.
As Ronstadt notes in her essay,
recording these instruments required
unorthodox microphone placement.
Given the armonica's reverberant possibilities, it's hard to judge how successful
these efforts were other than to say that
when asolo arrnonica piece such as
Joseph Schmittbauer's »era is closely
miked, the glasses' rolling tones are full
of presence.
In their endless quest for projects that
will cross over to non-classical listeners,
Sony may have struck achord with this
curio.
-Robert Baird
VERDI
Alzira, Aroldo, Otello
Akira
Marina Mescheriakova, Alzira; Ramon Vargas,
Zamoro; Paolo Gavanelli, Gusmano; others;
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Choeur du
Grand Theâtre de Geneve, Fabio Luisi
Philips 464 628-2 (2 CDs). 2001. Wilhelm Hellweg,
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fVerdi's 27 works for the stage
(28, if one counts the Requiem),
about aquarter are household
names, half of the rest are known to true
fans, and the remaining quarter have
landed somewhere near oblivion. But all
have received studio recordings, and
other, "private" recordings circulate as
well, so we're in agood position to judge
this great composer's entire output.
Widely considered his biggest dud
(even he said so), Verdi's eighth and
shortest opera, Alzira, is, to be sure,
commonly plotted: Christian Spaniards
vs "noble savage" Incans in 16th-century
Peru, love interest between them, anger
and forgiveness. The music, too, follows
strictly conventional lines: each scene
consists of introductory chorus, recitative, aria or duet, recitative, cabaletta/
finale. There are no surprises. If you
want to hear how bad it can get, listen
to the idiotic, inadvertently funny chorus that begins Act II; for Alzira at its
best, try the soprano-baritone duet that
immediately follows, with its exquisite,
soft baritone melody — or the opera's
finale, which, for all its predictability, is
still effective. In fact, much of Alzira is
"effective" despite its oom-pah, rumturn-rum rhythms; Verdi was aman of
the stage, and it invariably shows.
This brand-new, well-engineered set
boasts exciting leadership from Fabio
Luisi and fine playing from his Swiss
band and chorus, and some fine, characterful singing. Paolo Gavanelli as the
Peruvian governor's son, Gusmano, has
asmooth-grained baritone that doesn't
ring the way you may be accustomed to
from Verdi baritones (Milites, Tibbett,
Merrill, Warren), but he's glorious at
the soft, long-lined singing required of
him here; only under pressure do we
notice any problems. Ramon Vargas
might be considered abit light for the
tenor hero, Zamoro, but he sings with
passion, urgency, and beautiful tone,

almost making us care for this stock
character. Marina Mescheriakova has all
the notes for Alzira's pyrotechnics and
throws herself into the role, but her
tone has anasty, non-Verdian edge to it
at times that distracts. Still, this Alzira is
anecessity for Verdi completists, and a
tad better than its competition, on
Orfeo, despite that recording's lovely
Ileana Cotrubas in the title role. Oompah or not, Alzira stirs the blood.
Aroldo, which premiered in 1857, is a
more complex opera and amore complex issue. It is are-working of the composer's 1850 opera Stelio, which had to
be withdrawn because of the censors'
(and the audience's) horrified reaction to
its plot, in which the eponymous character, an evangelical preacher, forgives his
adulterous wife during asermon from
the pulpit. In Aroldo, the action has been
moved back to the end of the 12th century, and Aroldo (Stiffelio) is now a
Saxon warrior, thus putting an end to the
religious issues. There is much new
music, including an entirely new final
act, in which Aroldo, like Stiffelio, forgives his wife, but only after she and her
father have accidentally come upon his
place of hermitage (they're caught in a
storm because they've been wandering
since her father murdered her lover; he's

VERDI

gROL
Solcoff V
Michaels-Moore tScandiuzsi
Orchestra ecoro del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino
Fabio Lutai

cHmin
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there out of grief at her adultery) on
Loch Lomond (D. There's great excitement in both scores, and Aro/do, despite
its main character's weird vacillations
between warrior and forgiving, peaceful
man, has much to recommend it. In
addition to handsome arias, ducts, and
ensembles, the new final act contains a
storm that presages OteIlo; in fact,
Aroldo's exclamatory vocal line foreshadows Otello's as well.
This performance is terrific and highly recommended. In the title role, tenor
Neil Shicoff emotes madly, but he sings
with true Verdian line and expresses
Aroldo's conflicts with clarity and dynamism. Carol Vaness as the unfaithful
Mina turns in what is probably her
finest recorded performance to date.
Not only is she properly tormented, she
handles Verdes difficult vocal line with
certainty and clean attack: The aria and
cabaletta that open Act II arc true showpieces, and Vaness does them proud. As
her father, Egberto, baritone Anthony
Michaels-Moore is filled with love for
his daughter and rage at the situation at
once — Verdi supplied this character
with abeautiful aria and apotent cabaletta at the start of Act III, and MichaelsMoore gets them both exactly right,
right down to the breathless finale of
the cabaletta. Julian Gavin does what he
can with the role of Godvino, Mina's
lover. Fabio Luisi takes the opera seriously, and it shows; he and his players
and singers turn Aro/do into amajor dramatic event.
What, you may ask, is Ole//o doing
among these rarities? Well, in the case
of this recording, taped live in 1983, it
isn't just that it's sung in English. What
we have here is aso-so performance of
Verdi's masterpiece, with a forced,
uncomfortable Otello in Charles Craig,
agood enough lago in Neil Howlett,
and, to set them off, Rosalind Plowright's magnificent, insightful Desdemona and Mark Elder's thrilling leadership. The rarity comes at the end of Act
III: For the opera's Paris performances,
Verdi simplified the great ensemble
begun by Desdemona so that Iago's
lines would be better heard. It works, to
be sure, but the result is not nearly as
effective as his ideal and dramatically
and musically complex original. For the
curious, then; true Verdians have a
handful of Otello recordings to choose
from that are finer. But any ideas the
composer had —especially this late in
his career —are still of interest, and this
is the only recording that allows us to
hear this afterthought.
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rock/pop
BEACHWOOD SPARKS
Once We Were Trees
Sub Pop SP545 (CD). 2001. Thom Monahan, prod,
eng.; Michael Deming, eng. AAD? TT: 51:25
Performance
Sonics ****

I

covery of their nascent power over
their environment, writing and playing
post-teenage symphonies to God with
anot-so-contradictory blend of philosophical reserve and instrumental
abandon. Trees does have one obvious
touchstone: the Byrds' epochal 1968
album, Notorious Byrd Brothers. You can
hear this partly in the seamless stylistic
combination of country, folk rock, and
psychedelia, but also in the amazing
sonic textures that make the listening
experience so creamy. Phasing, echo,
backwards effects, whispery sound
effects, subtle segues, false endings —
all swirl and coalesce in a miasmic,
prismatic mix —a dreamy, late-summer acid trip for which you never have
to leave the safety of your headphones.
Armed with the aforementioned
instruments plus occasional keyboards
and asinger who convincingly marries
Roger McGuinn's soft drawl to Ray
Davies' woozy tenor, the Sparks also
pull off the impossible: arecord with
no extraneous material. If required, one
can single out ahandful of diverse highlights — the honky-tonk lope (complete
with tack piano) of "Hearts Mend," the
jet-set psych of the title track and
"Confusion is Nothing New," the Neil
Youngish banjo and harp stylings of
"Old Manatee" —even the altogether
unexpected tender folk-rock treatment
given acover of Sade's "By Your Side."
And capping it all is an astounding instrumental, "Jugglers' Revenge," that
beams down from Paul Kantner's Blows

es important to dispel the myth
right away: Despite the steel guitar,
long hair, sideburns, and occasional
flirtation with Nudie-styled haberdashery, L.A.'s Beachwood Sparks are not the
Flying Burrito Brothers reincarnated.
Sorry to disappoint all you Gram Parsons fans out there, but, when naming
their desert-island discs, the Sparks are
more likely to bring up UK gloomsters
Joy Division or snotty hip-hoppers the
Beastie Boys. That said, it's pretty clear
that the Sparks arc making something
that can only be called
"cosmic American music,"
and no doubt St. Gram is
right now somewhere
grinning his big sleepyeyed, mischievous grin.
Just as Parsons worked tirelessly to arrive at ahybrid
style meaningful to him
and his peers in his time,
Beachwood Sparks' sound
is suffused in a sincerity
and soulfulness that only
coincidentally includes the
twang, hum, and chuckle
of Telecaster, pedal steel,
and banjo.
Once We Were Trees, the
Sparks' second album and
easily one of 2001's best,
indic or major, has aspark
(no pun intended) that's
been missing from modern music for some time
now. It's the sound of
young musicians in the
Space Cowboys:
throes of the childlike dis190

(from top left, clockwise) Aaron Sperske, Brent
Chris Gunst, Dave Schuer.

Against the Empire spaceship commune
to land smack dab in the middle of
another significant Byrds tract, this time
ca 1970 at the Fillmore West, where
strings are bent, twanged, and otherwise
abused like all get-out in the ensuing
electric raveup. Countrified space-rock
doesn't get much better than this: you
can bet Clarence White is up there
somewhere too, standing next to G.P.
and grinning the same big grin.
In the hands of Beachwood Sparks,
this particular musical hybrid is as alive
and kickin' as the proverbial mule.
— Fred Mills

DR. JOHN
Creole Moon
Blue Note 5 34591 2 (CD). 2001. Mac Rebennack,
prod.; David Barard, Herman Ernest Ill, Renard
Poche, asst. prods.; Tony Daigle, eng. MD? Tr:
68:14
Performance ****
Sonics *** 1
/
2

T

here's something wonderfully
comforting about a new Mac
Rebennack record. For starters,
the man is still out there, alive and writing and playing music — which is more
than can be said for most in the everthinning ranks of irreplaceable New
Orleans musicians. Thanks to longevity
(and the fact that he started out very
young), Rebennack, once the Night
Tripper, has now become the high
priest and elder of the Crescent City
musical tribe.
After that, there's the fonk. Despite
an alarming number of hohum albums and outright
missteps over the years,
Rebennack has always
rung truest when he's returned to his N.O. R&B
roots, as he does on Creole
Moon. Of all the indigenous American musical
forms, none has the deep,
dark, absolutely right funkiness of New Orleans
R&B, and at this late date,
no one can do it quite like
the good Doctor. Here,
backed by avery Meterslike trio of superb musicians — bassist
David
Barard, guitarist Renard
Poche, and drummer
Herman (Roscoe) Ernest
Ill—and assisted by saxophonist David "Fathead"
Newman, slide guitarist
Sonny Landreth, fiddler
Michael
Doucet, and
Rademaker,
trombonist-arranger Fred
Stereophile, April 2002

Wesley, Mac turns in another keeper.
The twin barometers for any Rebennack record are the same. First is the
issue of his spirit, which here is highsteppin' and focused from the opening
chords. Then there's the writing: the
more originals, the better the album
usually is. Mac wrote or co-wrote all 14
tracks of Cnvle Moon; even better, four of
them come from his fruitful partnership
with the late, very great Doc Pomus.
To say they don't make 'em like this
anymore is an understatement. From the
opening vamp of "You Swore" to the end
of "One 2A.M. Too Many," Cnvle Moon
is afunk romp, and the Doc's voice is at
the center of every tune. Second-line
rhythms lurk behind "In the Name of
You," James Brown's ubiquitous "The
One" groove drives "Food for Thot," and
"One 2A.M. Too Many," in which the
protagonist is "drinking less and feeling it
more," is prime, lowdown Dr. and Doc at
their very best.
At times in the past, when he was
searching for anew sound, Rebennack
strayed into the kind of overly glossy
funkjazz that could make even his
most faithful cringe, but everything here
is real—to the point of, in atune like
"Bruha &tube," digging down into the
African roots that underlie most New
Orleans music. The title track is as
glossy as Croo/e' Moon gets; in his liner
notes, Rebennack defines it as "atmospheric, trysting music."
While the imaging is a bit too
cramped in spots, particularly for araucous funk band, the overall sound is
glowing and secure, the obligatory
low-end thump balanced by lots of
high-hat tingles.
Once again, the Dr. is in.
—Robert Baird
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fairly accessible sound. The vocals are
more disciplined than at any point until
Workingman's Dead, five years later. The
tight arrangements work within the rules
of 1965 pop, from the strict folk-rock
reading of Gordon Lightfooes "Early
Morning Rain" to the Blues Magoosmeets-James
Bond
concoction
"Mindbender (Confusion's Prince)," the
Merseybeat-influenced "The Only Time
is Now," and the Dylanesque talking
blues "Can't Come Down." "Caution
(Do Not Stop On Tracks)" closely follows Them's "Mystic Eyes," but it's safe
to say that both Pigpen and Van Morrison's hannonica raveups were copped
from the same mother lode of Sonny
Terry licks. The 1965 "I Know You
Rider" is uncannily close to the one the
group would later codify. Garcia's virtuoso guitar playing is already evident on
this track, although the rhythmic flow of
the rest of the group is still abit lumpy.
The next group of demos, from July
1966, is designed less to show off the
band's songwriting abilities and more to
capture its spirit. Pigpen is featured
more prominently, right from organ
lead-in to Gus Cannon's "Stealin',"
which brings to mind the Dave Clark
Five and the Tex-Mex Sir Douglas
Quintet. "Don't Ease Mc In" is particularly sharp, a signature proto-Dead
recording cast very much in the shadow
of the guitar-driven folk-rock hits then
being crafted by the Lovin' Spoonful.
"You Don't Have to Ask" is most
notable for Garcia's terrific guitar break
and the vertiginous raveup that accompanies the extended out chorus. Pigpen
gets a long, slow blues workout on
"Tastebud," "I Know You Rider" is
given another showcase, and abeautiful
version of the great "Cold Rain and
Snow" closes out the session.
Then there's the terrific collaboration
with jazz vocalist Jon Hendricks, "Fire
in the City," from March 1967, amatch
so fine it seems ashame that aband that
always meshed so well with jazz instrumentalists didn't try more experiments
with jazz singers.
Although these tracks are indelibly
stamped as West Coast music, it's interesting to note how similar they sound
to such New York bands of the era as
the Spoonful and the Blues Project—
and to at least one Chicago group, if
you consider what the Butterfield Blues
Band was concocting, particularly the
similarity in approach of guitarists Mike
Bloomfield and Jerry Garcia. Both of
these monster players exploded conventional song structures with soloing
concepts drawn from the blues at its
194

new conscripts are still signing up. The
reissue is fleshed out with additional
material: "Good Morning Little School
Girl," "Sitting on Top of the World,"
"Morning
Dew,"
"New,
New
Minglewood Blues," and more live
material, including another topnotch
"Viola Lee Blues." Recorded a week
after the legendary Human Be-In in
Golden Gate Park, lin' Grattjid Dead is a
snapshot of the cincrama live performances that Dead shows had become
since the Acid Tests. The spirit of the
times oozes out of these tracks, offering
ataste of one of the most fascinating
moments in American history.
By the time the 1)ead next visited a
studio, pianist Tom Constanten and
drummer Mickey Hart had joined.
Anthem (Y.the Sun still sends achill down
every Grateful Dead fan's spine with its
mind-expanding opening track, "That's It
for the Other One," which suffers from a
dramatic drop in gain approaching
Garcia's first solo passage but is still an
aural delight. This album was patched
together from amillion shreds of tape in
an effort decidedly ahead of its time. Listening to Anthem often feels like opening
most transcendent, modal jazz àla John
some archaic musical box that yields scinColtrane, and the wildest trance-music
tillating bits of refracted starlight in the
program concocted by Garcia's guitar and
folk traditions.
Garcia's improvisational genius is most
Constanten's piano, all driven along by
the gorgeous interlacing of Lesles bass
evident in the extended live tracks, such
and the loping duple and triple meters of
as the jam on the trusty "Viola Lee Blues"
included on Birth of the Dead. This live
the Hart-Kreutzmann drumming collective. Although subsequent live albums
material, all from 1966, is strikingly difhave obscured the point, Anthem is most
ferent from most of the concert tapes
important for offering the first fullDead fans arc familiar with. Pigpen's harfledged recorded example of the group's
monica playing is featured prominently,
and he's at his most elemental on "Pain in
instrumental prowess on extended tracks
My Heart," "Big Boss Man," and "Next
like 'lise Other One" and "Alligator,"
Time You Sec Me." The band has a and for introducing Garcia as one of the
great rock improvisers. If you thought the
loose, rouglen'ready approach on "Don't
Ease Me In," "Sitting on Top of the
Allman Brothers first came up with the
idea for a"Mountain Jam" on Donovan's
World," and "Keep Rolling By." A spirited version of "It's All Over Now, Baby
"First There Is aMountain," check out
the end of Garcia's solo on "Alligator"
Blue" anticipates the crucial relationship
The sonic experiments took on anew
the band would develop with the songs
of Bob Dylan. The selection is topped off aspect with Aoxotnoxoa, taped on one of
with such rarities as Garcia's "Standing on
the first 16-track machines. Here the
the Corner" and aversion of the eerie
complexities turned inward, from the extraditional bluegrass "In the Pines."
quisite detail of"St. Stephen" and "China
71w Gratffid Dead is one of the most Cat Sunflower" to the mutant ragtime of
eccentric debut albums in history. Re"Dupree's Diamond Blues" and "Doile
corded in four days, much of the album
That Rag" and the densely delicate
is played at such high-tempo, nitrous- soundscapcs of "Rosemary," "Mountains
voiced delirium that it sounds as if it was
of the Moon," and "What's Become of
cut at the wrong speed. But that's 1967
the Baby." Perhaps most important,
for you. "The Golden Road (To UnAoccomoxon marks the full assimilation
limited Devotion)," recorded separately
into the group of lyricist Robert Hunter,
after the rest of the album was in the
whose mythopoeic visions grace all of
can, is the perfect statement of purpose
the albunes songs.
for the band and its scene: "Join the
The evolution of the band was bringparty... every day." Generations later,
ing the 1)ead's mystic Acid Test visions
Stereophile, April 2002

Record
into phase with the growing rock culture
that they had helped create, and several
studio jams included on the expanded
Auwomma (along with awonderful live
version of "Cosmic Charlie") indicate
that the truc Grateful Dead experience
would not be limited to live performances much longer. "Clementine
Jam," and
especially "Nobody's
Spoonful Jam," show Garcia experimenting with Eric Clapton—like tonalities, and The Eleven Jam" offers an
exhilarating glimpse of the near future,
when the band self-actualizes on the
epochal Live/Dead.
It's impossible to contextualize the
importance of Live/Dead to younger
audiences who grew up experiencing
the orgasmic ebb and flow of Grateful
Dead concerts via the tape-trading trees
and numerous authorized live releases
that have been available for 30 years
now. With the release of Live/Dead, they
proved to the outside world that all the
hype about how great the band was live
was indeed justified. Though the record
is assembled from two concerts, its original two-LP release featured side-break
fade-outs and fade-ins that created the
illusion that "Dark Star," "St. Stephen,"
"The Eleven," and "Turn On Your Love
Light" was one continuous piece of
music, arock symphony to rival Beethoven's Ninth, with Pigpen's take on
Bobby Blue Bland's "Love Light" as the
"Ode to Joy." Appropriately, no additional live material is appended to this.
Releasing adefinitive live album freed
the Dead to concentrate on making astudio album that owed nothing to its concert-hall legend. The 1970 result, Wrkite
man's Dead, is acollection of great songs
that de-emphasize improvisation to present the bandmembers as craftsmen in a
classic country group. Here, Garcia's steel
guitar and banjo are as important as his
electric guitar. The vocals, enhanced by
some tips from Crosby, Stills & Nash,
take on new presence and compleudty.
But most of all this album is about the
songs, the greatest collection of GarciaHunter compositions —"Uncle John's
Band," "Casey Jones," "New Speedway
Boogie," "Dire Wolf," "Cumberland
Blues" —and Hunter's great blues setpiece for Pigpen, "Easy Wind." The set is
augmented by an alternate mix of "New
Speedway Boogie," alive "Dire Wolf'
from 1969, and live 1970 versions of
"Black Peter," "Easy Wind," "Cumberland Blues," "Uncle John's Band," and
"Mason's Children," aversion of which
was cut for the album but left off the final
version. Garcia is in monstrously great
form on these live tracks, especially "Easy
Stereophile, April 2002

Wind" and "Mason's Children."
Workingman's Dead gave depth and
scope to amaturing Grateful Dead aesthetic that called for further elaboration.
American Beauty followed later in 1970
like the next pea in the pod, an essentially acoustic outing with even more of
Garcia on steel and featuring such enduring classics as "Sugar Magnolia,"
"Truckin'," "Friend of the Devil,"
"Candyman," and "Ripple." The live
tracks included here arc also mostly
acoustic. The two 1970 albums mark a
high point for the Dead in the studio,
and arc lustrous gems in these remastered versions.
In 1971 the Grateful Dead were adifferent group from the one caught on
Live/Dead: down to asingle drummer
after Mickey Hart's departure and increasingly without input from Pigpen,
who was in ill health. The band was
lighter, more song-oriented, and actually
commercial, with ahuge new audience
after the success of the two studio discs.
The live Grate Dead showcases this
group, which more resembles the band
that future generations have come to
know. The fast-paced, nimble "Bertha"
kicks off this extremely well-recorded
set, which also features the newly written
anthem "Playing in the Band" and the
enduring piece of Hunter Americana,
"Wharf Rat." Garcia's guitar playing is
very country-influenced on arecord that
includes "Mama Tried," "Me and My
Uncle," and "Me and Bobby McGee."
Though Pigpen wasn't making all the
gigs, he's caught here in good form on
"Big Boss Man," and sharing vocals with
Garcia on "I'm aHog for You."
After Grate/ii! Dead became the band's
first gold album, Warner Bros. had little
problem with the band deciding that the
next album should be live as well. They
abandoned a proposed studio album,
Rambliw Rose, which would have included the newly written Hunter lyrics
"Ramble On Rose," "Mr. Charlie," "He's
Gone," "Tennessee Jed," "Brown-Eyed
Women," and "Jack Straw." Instead, the
tunes show up on the massive Europe '72
(originally released on three LPs), along
with awhole mess of old favorites and
Pigpen's swan song (this was his last
tour), "The Stranger (Two Souls in
Communion)." The latter is one of
seven additional tracks on this mammoth reconfiguration, including an
18:30 raveup on "Good Lovin'."
The Grateful Dead finished out their
contractual obligation to Warner Bros.
with History of* the Gratitl Dead, Val
(Bear's Choice), yet another live album.
This material, from early 1970 at the
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Fillmore East, was hand-picked by the
band's sound man, Bear (aka Owsley
Stanley, the legendary LSD chemist),
who considered it atribute to Pigpen,
who is also featured in the four bonus
tracks included here. If you want even
more, check out the 3-CD Dick's Picks
lame R)ur, which covers the rest of this
magnificent Valentine's Day gig.
The Golden Road defines an era. By
1974, the sea changes of the 1960s were
being replaced by the very "show business" values the Grateful Dead challenged. Arena rock, fusion, disco, and
punk loomed on the horizon as the
music business busily consolidated itself
into an international corporate juggernaut. But the Dead's legacy continued
to be played out in the jams of the
Southern rock groups, not to mention
in the band's own continuing incarnations, while young bluegrass and jazz
musicians with unjaded cars took in an
influence that would shape the music of
ageneration to come. MTV nearly succeeded into turning rock into amadefor-TV movie, but slowly a backlash
against rock's Hollywood values developed, epitomized by bands like
Widespread Panic, Phish, and Blues
Traveler. This movement has turned
into atidal wave of improvisational jam
bands in the new millennium. The
blueprint for every one of them is in this
box.
—John Swenson

short takes
THE DERAILERS: Here Come The
Derailers
Lucky Dog CK 85793 (CD). 2001. Kyle Lehning,

prod.; Jason Lehning, eng.; Sandy Williams, Chris
Scherbak, asst. engs. MD? TT: 39:31

Performance ****
Sonics ***

Bands like Austin's The Derailers walk a
thin line, on one hand trying to break
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MUSIC

Bringing Higher Fidelity To A Digital World
2channel 96kHz/24-bit
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Wayne Horvitz
HRM2001

A:ocE

"

Ellis/Pass/Brown/Hanna
HRM2006

Mofro
HRM2002

Robert Walter
FIRM 2003

The Larry Goldings Trio
HRM2004

Herb Ellis
FreddeG r7e-

.)
Ben Allison
HON 2001

Herb Ellis/10e Pass
HRM2005

RHYTHM WILLIE

d

Alexander/Brown/Ellis
HRM2008

Laurindo Almeida/Charlie Byrd
HRM2009

Herb Ellis/Freddie Green
HRM2010

Visit our website for ordering information: www.hiresmusic.com

AUDIO NEXUS
please visit our Online Seminar Series and listen to lectures and interviews
ffrom world-famous audio/video manufacturers over the Internet. More

information is available at http://www.audionexus.com/online.shtml

AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable "Class A" speakers you
will ever hear. The new Tempo Illi and Virgo Ill are now available.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Come
audition the brand new VT-I 00 Mk Ill amp and the LS-25 Mk II preamp, both of
which use the 6H30 super tube we've been raving about.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use that fabulous 6H30 tube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clarity to your music. The VK-75 and VK-75SE tube amps and
the VK-6200 multi-channel amp are their newest offerings.
BRYSTON Want great, yet affordable electronics? They offer afull line of

AUL/I0

VI0.0

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
power amps, preamps, and integrated amps, including their newest, the
9BST 5-channel amp and the SP-I theater processor. Many are critically.
acclaimed, and all have an unmatched, 20-year warranty.
CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding, the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to audition their brand new
Premier 1713 preamp, and you'll soon understand what che term "musical"
really means.
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
REVEL It's so hard to find speakers which are both musical and accurate,
but Revel excels in both areas. They have bookshelf, floor-standing, center
channel, subwoofer, and surround models for building either an audio or
home theater system. Their sound is spacious, dynamic, and powerful, and
the reviews have been great. Come discover them for yourself.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship Model 5will engulf you
in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC- I
center channel and VSM- Isurrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Prole«
PSB •Richard Gray's Power Co. • Revel •Rogue •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

•Trade-ins Accepted 0 Consultations 0
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We Ship Anywhere 9082770333
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Record

THE OMER AVITAL GROUP
into country radio while on the other
trying to retain their roots rock/aftcountry cred. Here singer-guitarist
Tony Villanueva, guitarist Brian
Hofeldt, bassist Ed Adkins, and
drummer Mark Horn — arguably
the finest contemporary honky-tonk
band (as distinguished from solo performers) —offer 12 more slices of
their usual mix: afull-on "Swinging
Doors" honky-tonker, "Bar Exam"; a
Ventures-styled organ-and-guitar
instrumental, "Country A Go Go";
the Orbison-flavored "I See My
Baby"; and the inevitable sad, slow,
on-my-knees plea, "My Angel's Gettin'
Tired." Three covers of songs by underrated Nashville singer-songwriter Jim
Lauderdale are sure signs that this band
knows quality when they hear it, and
ditto for a bouncy cover of Dallas
Frazier's "Mohair Sam."
Guests include Delbert McClinton
(harmonica), John Jarvis (piano), Dan
Dugmore (guitars), and Bekka Bramlett
(vocals). This well-sung, well-played,
and happily well-recorded collection is a
potent antidote to the notion that all
country music is mainstream and therefore dreck.
—Robert Baird

Jazz

4
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Avishai Cohen and Peter Bernstein.
Most of them, like the young cats on
Think With lbw Heart, are still mostly
unknown outside New York. But in the
creative cross-pollination at Smalls they
have developed prodigious individual
skills and abroadly shared vision. The
Smalls crowd lives on the line that
divides tradition and structure from
freedom, and moves back and forth
across this border with impunity.
Avital descends from the Mingus
family tree of bassist-leaders: he writes
strong tunes and does not need to display his monster chops through solos in
order to imprint his personality on his
ensemble. Rather, he is his band's throb-

bing heart and calculating mind.
The instrumentation is bass, drums,
and from four to six reeds. Avital
uses all the resources of his saxophone choir. The soloists are framed
and contrasted and motivated by
dense harmonies, complex backdrops, flowing counterpoints, and
kick-ass riffs.
And those soloists smoke. Jay
Collins on tenor tends toward the
raw and plaintive on songs like
"Make Believe." Myron Walden on
alto also reaches rasping outcries on
"Marrakesh" (derived from North
African trance music), but gradually,
through twisting, ascending figures. Joel
Frahm (on the only standard, a stunningly reconfigured "Stella By Starlight")
is more self-contained, but his ideas still
sweep and stream. Greg Tardy and
Jimmy Greene (both double on soprano
and tenor) create in away that confirms
the album's apt title, displaying musical
street smarts informed by heated emotion.
The sound, by Joe Ferla, is incisive
and balanced. The Fresh Sound New
Talent label is asmall independent, and
you may not find Think With Your Heart
the first place you look. Keep looking.

OMER AVITAL GROUP
Think With Your Heart
Orner Avital, bass, vocals, daps; Myron Walden, alto
sax; Jay Collins, soprano& tenor sax, flute, bamboo
flutes; Joel Frahm, tenor sax; Greg Tardy, tenor sax,
bass clarinet; Jimmy Greene, soprano 8. tenor sax;
Joshua Levitt, nay flute, vocals, claps; Daniel
Freedman, drums, percussion, bells, vocals, daps;
Marlon Browden, drums
Fresh Sound New Talent FSNT104CD (CD). 2001.
Orner Avital, prod.; Joe Feda, eng. ODD? Tr: 70:02
Performance ****
Sonics ****

Bob Kirk - Stereo Maestro
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-Thomas Conrad

Music stirs your soul. Fills
your heart. Opens your
mind. And no music can
move you like live music.
Unfortunately, you can't
enjoy live music every night.
But with asound system
from Archive Audio, you can
enjoy the feeling of being in
the concert hall whenever
the spirit moves you.

I

fsomeone were to ask me, "Does
the jazz art form still thrive?" (no
one has, but, as Miles said, so
what?), Iwould respond, "Check out
Think With Your Heart by the Omer
Avital Group." It's the freshest, most
intelligent, most intense, flat-out hippest
jazz album of the still-young new year.
Born in Israel of Moroccan-Yemenite
heritage, Avital is a bassist-composerarranger-bandleader-provocateur now
based in New York. More specifically,
Avital is based out of Smalls, the funky
after-hours cellar club in west
Greenwich Village that has become the
most vital nerve center of the current
jazz scene. Some of the players who
started at Smalls have gone on to larger
reputations, such as Brad Mehldau and

Reviews

Based on over three decades
of home-audio experience,
Bob Kirk has personally
selected those brands of
stereo equipment that can
best recreate the sound,
power, and emotion of live
music -simply by pushing
the button marked -PLAY."

ARCHIVE AUDIO
Columbus, Ohio
Superbly performing products.
sensibly priced
Analysis Plus •Antique Sound Lab • Audio Analogue • Audio Refinement
Cambridge • Chang • Creek • DH Labs • EDGE • Eminent Technology
Harmonic Tech HOVLAND •Jamo • KEF • Krio • Living Voice •Meadowlark
MonarchyNAD/Silver Series •Onkyo • Reference 3A • Rogue Audio

PHONE/FAX

(800) 267-2305

Sherwood Newcastle •T.G. Audio •Totem •Von Schwelkert •Wisdom Audio
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Exclusive US distributor:
May Audio Marketing Inc
2150 Liberty Drive, Unit 7
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
Tel: 716-283-4434
Fax:716-283-6264

Email: rnayaud,o1- ,dol

com

www.mayaudio corn

GutWire Audio Cables
9019 Bayvieve Ave ,
Suite 28-183
Richmond Hill,ON
Canada 148 3M6
Tel:416 930-3118
Email gutwireegut.re corn
WWW

gutw,re.Com

Transcribe what the ear perceives
Translate what we imagine
Blend the above
And share the passion

SILVER ELECTRA 04 POWER CORD

e

TRIANGLE
ELECTROACOUSTIQUE

www.triangle-fr.com
www.vmax-services.com

'
Silver Electra III+
Power Cord:
"Lush, with lots of
midband delicacy",
found Michael Fremer
who named it his current
favorite all-around power
cord. "1 feel foolish
writing that an AC cord is
'intoxicating — ,he writes,
"but there you go!"
Stereophile Rectum
Components, Octo

SUPERNOVA RI, GLASS TOSLINK OPTICAL

Model shown:
Cnlius at $7,995 por pair
VMAX Services, P.O. Box 570, Chazy, NY 12921
Tel: (800) 771-8279 or (514) 932-7786
Fax: (514) 931-8891 Email: info@vmax-services.com
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CAELE TECHNOLOGY
9SW 53rd St. #201 •Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33330 USA
Tel. 954.680.3848 •Fax 954.680.1525
esoundewireworldaudio.com • www.wireworldaodio.com
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seakers
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Exceptional Service and
tomer Satisfaction
Or over 30 years
Authorized Distributor for Canada & U.S.
#7 I3-2895 Derry Road East
Mississauga, Ontario L4T IA6 Canada
Grand Prix Audio equipment isolation systems Were born from the
desire to produce asuperior, performing and appearing, audio video equipment stand utilizing state-of-the-artenglneering and racecar technology.

949-587-1065

www,giandprixaudio.corn

Voice: 416.244.6200 Fax: 4I6.246.0829
Email: info@morishita.net

www.morishita.net
Hi Fi Review Presents

BEST BUY OF THE YEAR
2001 AWARDS
Accessories

AURIOS MIB

OTAL
ECLIPSE

III Fi Review Presents
Best Buy Of The Year 2001 Awards

Loudspeaker

COINCIDENT
Speaker Technology
www comcidentspeakercom
Tel (905) 886-6728 fax (905) 886-2627
F°reign distributor inquines welcome
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State of the Art
Audio Video Power
Conditioners
from the company that
invented it --

)

HOME PAGE

LE NEW CATEGORY OF STEREO COMF'ON

Tice Audio

STEREO
WORKSTATION

gem'illed •
SpimierSne.

NO MATTER HOW GOOD YOUR SYSTEM IS

www.TiceAudio.corn
Tice Audio Products
Ph:
,eAudio Vocleo fecnnoiogre.

N

omatter

Fax:

561-575-7577
561-575-0302

ticeaudio@aol.com

YOU STILL NEED A STEREO WORKSTATION
VISIT THE REST OF THIS WEB SITE AT

digiphase.com
TO FIND OUT WHY

how exotic your audio system may be. its

success will depend on your room's ability to allow

the re-creation of the original acoustical space.
Echo Busters will help you realize the full potential of your
system with our complete line of treatment packages.
Pictured below:
5Echo Buster panels
4Corner Busters
$639. enough for most average rooms

Pictured above:
4Bass Busters
$215 each

merlin

music systems inc.

"I have tried many accessories that Ican't imagine being without, but the Echo Busters
are more indispensable than any ol them."
— Dr Kelly Tang

BUSTE

DICORATIVE ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS

Call 1(888) ECHO BUST (1-888-324-6287) or (631) 242-6100
940-D Grand Blvd., Deer Park, NY 11729
Fax: (631) 242-7717
E-mail: info@echobusters.com
vfflAv.echobusters.com
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Tel 716-367-2390
Fax 716-367-2685
Post Office Box 146
4705 South Main St.
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
www.merlinmusic.com
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If it looks
expensive
and it sounds
expensive,
it must be
expensive.
Right?
WRONG!!!

Introducing

CAM
ÉON
speaker

In aluminum, glass, hardwoods and steel.
•
,-tedia types in any combination.
CDs, 250 DVDs or 140 VHS.
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Contact us to recenre our new full color brochure or interactive

888-577-8843

TEL: (905) 669-5994
wvvvvgershmanacoustics.corn
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V.AN S LYKE ENGINEERING
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DH LABS, INC.
The industry leader in quality and value since 1992!
(561) 745-6406

www.silversonic.com
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High, End at GSA!
B&W
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M'att/Puppy
6System -now oil display.

Come see the exrilittg
new B&W 800 Series

11›01 mu» lb. new tlIi it Lii Ae wfi

the Soi)ititi.

oil display.

Nautilus
802

conrad-johnson come II"r what all lite
reviewers are ravin

new Krell

,

FPB 350S

al snit !lhe Premier

Premier 17LS

ALSO FEATIRI.N G:

ILine opreamplifiers.
ttL.)

ANALOG BY: Nottingham, SME, Stuniko.

ARCAM

(SI ADO
MUSIC &THEATER SYSTEMS

UII

dri firm ion

Naomi

pan. tuait

Tenspen11. ele...
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series.

I
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LIKES Bl': Siheeh, Transparent ludio. Straighwire. Lanhts. eh -...

193 BELLEVUE AVE., UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

973-744-0600

HOURS: Mon, Fri, Sat &Sun 11-5 Tues, Wed, &Thurs 11-8

Exclusive North American Distributer

G

May Audio Marketing Inc.
2150 Liberty Drive Unit #7
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
Tel. (7161283-4434 •Fax (716) 283-6264
Toll Free: (800) 554-4517
Email: mayaudiol @aol.com
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Manufacturers'
finally, its interaction with the load.
Rather than tune my amplifiers to fly
through the HF IM test, Itrade off some
linearity above the audioband, where it
won't do you any good, for something that
will do you some good — namely, stability
into all reactive loads, smooth clipping and
overload recovery, and (at the low end)
full-power output (-1dB) to 25Hz. Just
because an amplifier is stable into the standard 2pF IHF load, there is no assurance
that it will be stable into much smaller
capacitances — like the 0.01-0.1p.F present in many high-end cables.
If you want to sec some ringing squarewaves, give those values atry with a1
kHz
squarewave from zero to full level. At best,
you will see oscillations that top the
squarewave by 50%, or obliterate the test
signal with full-level oscillation. At worst,
you will see smoke, the test will he rapidly
terminated, and there will be gnashing of
teeth followed by much sadness over the
dead amplifier. There are all too many of
these "conditionally stable" amplifiers out
there, and this is my explanation for many
cable/amplifier interaction problems.
How about testing with simple capacitive
loads from 0.01 to 10p.F (that's what Ido)?
Sure, some amplifiers would go back to
the manufacturer broken, but in the long
run, we might get more stable amplifiers.
Iencourage JA to add these tests to his
arsenal, and let my amp be the first. The

eus

RM-200 will take any load you want to
throw at it and never break into oscillation. Conditionally stable amplifiers arc an
accident waiting to happen, and the bigger
the amp, the bigger the accident. Ithink of
them as the Tasmanian Devil, just waiting
for the right conditions to oscillate and
then watch out — there go your tweeters,
there go your woofers, smoke billows, and
you are left with asmoldering heap.
Ithank Michael for taking the time to
read the manual and for his generous
quoting from it. One part he did not mention, which Ithink is of all the more importance in today's world, is the subject of
power consumption. Other than using the
argument that if you can afford the fancy
sports car you ought not to complain
about the gas or maintenance costs, we
should consider the proper use of energy.
Are we justified in consuming akilowatt
to listen to afew watts of music? Not to
mention the cost of the additional load on
the home AC system. All MR amps draw
less than their rated power at idle (which
is where you do most of your listening).
The RM-200 draws just under 140W at
idle, and at loud levels will budge only
another 30W (Remember, the average
power of unclipped music is between 0.1
and 0.01 of the peak power.)
Living in the "shadows" for the last 10
years, Ihave had time to think more about
what amplifiers should be, to explore

FOR MUSIC LOVERS,
BY MUSIC LOVERS
303 S. Broadway (Rt. 28)
Salem, NH 03079
tel (603) 894 -4226

ww .fidelisav.com
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architecture while teaching at Talicsin, to
throw pots, study the Tao and right livelihood, consult for two local guitar-pickup
companies, and finish an electrostatic
speaker that has been gestating since
before I
joined Harold Beveridge. Frankly,
I'd rather consult than produce. I'd rather
further the industry by consulting on
designs for major manufacturers than by
naming names and admonishing them for
their engineering oversights. My passion is
invention and design — solving problems
that have long been awaiting solutions. As
always, my services are available to any
manufacturer, consumer, or those who
want to get started building fine audio
equipment and know that good design is
the product of alifetime's study.
If you live in Santa Barbara or care to
travel here on Tuesday nights, you can
attend my classes in "Consumer Electronic Equipment Repair" or "Basic
Electronics from aHistorical Perspective"
at the local Adult Education Center. If you
come next semester, you can learn (AE
administration willing) how to build your
own tube amp and voice it to your pleasure. Hey, if you're really dedicated to
audio, come out here and start acompany
to build my designs so Ican do more
research.
Roger A. Modjeski
Music Rifirotce
PS. Don't .finga to visit us at wunvrandabsintisicrdi'rence.cont.
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hi-end audio •home theatre

Acoustic Energy •Analysis Plus
Antique Sound Lab •Arcam
Art Audio •Avantgarde •BAT
Bi Tanner •Cambridge Audio
Clearaudio •DIVA •Echobusters
FMS •Integra Research •Gamut
Jeff Rowland •JM Labs •Loewe
Musical Fidelity •NAIM • Quad
Rogue •Seleco •Sound Application
Symposium •Totem •Verity Audio
Vulcan •Wharfedale

Comments

<DV i

Components
that define
the present

Systems that
anticipate
the future

introducing
(800) 947— 1
‘
,
1
4
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LP 81 LD STORAGE

Authorized dealer for the finest audio & video brands:
ADA
Adcont
Athena

DODO
Epos
Energy Ventas

MI T
Monitor Audio
MSB

Ail
Atlantic Technology
Audio Control
Audio Power
Auchoquest
Bag End

Fanfare
Faroudja
Focus Enhancements
Fujitsu
Goerly
Grado

Nordost Flatline
Parasound
Perpetual Tech
Pioneer Plasma
ProAc
PS Audio

Balanced Audio
Bello
Bright Star
Elryston
Cary Audio
Celestron
Cinepro
Clearaudio
Creek
Dreamyision

Haller
Harman Kardon
Harmonic Tech
Jamo
Johda
REF
'timber Sable
Magnum Dynalab
MAI<
Meridian

Rega
Rey°.
Salamander
Sharp
Sony
Straightwire
Thorens
Tice
Toshiba
010
and more

local 310.517.1700
Our 24' year!
fax 310.517.1732
wrow.referenceay.com
rav@reference-ay.com
2861 W. 234th St .Dept SR Torrance, CA 90505

Upholding the valued quality
and design integrity of our
STORAdisc line of fine furniture
we now offer custom shelving
for your LPs and LDs.
The shelves are strategically
angled to easily view acollection
for daily access or permanent
archival use. Multiple shelves in
various dimensions are available.
800.848.9811
www.storadisc.com

davidson-whitehall
290 M L K Jr Dr . SE A5 Atlanta GA

30312
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Music Systems & !fume Theatre.

/VIRIDIAN
New on display!
Meridian Digital Theatre With New
Version 3 861 Reference Processor
and 800 Reference Player, with
DVD-A and 7.1 Upsampling!
New!
Meridian DSP-8000
Speaker Sysytem
Meridian 588-CD Player
Meridian 596 DVD-CD Player

T
i
e ece
Fine Music &
Home Theater Systems

Delve Audio

has combined

the THREE most significant
Home Theater products to date,
together in one grand system.

Electronics &Surround Processors

Krell •Audio Research •Pass •Pass-x •Theta
Wadi.] •Aragon •Attu us •Rega •Adcom •Johda
Sony ES •Pioneer Elite •Arcam •Fanfare
Magnum Dynalab •Creek •ISystems
Snakes
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Marlin Logan
Definitive Technology •Audio Physics •Epos
Tannov •Slereostone •Niles

Theil
PowerPoint,'
surface-mount
speakers

Turntables &_Cartridges

New!
6B-ST MutliChannel Amplifier

Basis •Rega •'media •Beni
Grail() •Shure •Lyra!,Music h

Sub_woolers

Velodyne •Wilson Audio •Thiel
Definitive Technology •Audio Physics

Tact TCS
Theater
Correction
System

Video

Pioneer Elite •Sorry •Proton •Phillips
>an •Faroudo •Sorry DSS

Accessories

New on display!
N 383 Integrated Amplifier
N 360S Digital Processor
New N 390S CD Processor/Transport
N 380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N 32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N 33 Relerence Monoaural Amplifiers
N 336, 335. 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

Harmonic Technology •Synergistic Research
Tubular ies •Ocos •Audloguest •Niles •Sound Anchor ,
Audio Points •Cinepro •Tice •Audio Access
Richard Gray Power Co •Monster Cable
American Speaker Stands

Furniture

Salamander Designs •Aroci •Zoethecus •Bully !'
Sanos •Lovan •Pineau

All displayed
on Set ecos
HT 300 DLP

We Offer Financing, Custom Design & Installation

Digital Ear
JEFF ROVVL ANC)
,
S'Orius

mtmAnnum

REVEL
rj

I

Subwoofers

faber

On Display:
Amati Homage

Call Oliver at.

17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106,Tustln, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903
e-mail hifl@dlgitalear.com
www.digitalear.com

THIEL
[VIM amemmalikal

New on display!
Temptation,
Confidence C2 & C4

www.jsaudio.com

BLUE CIRCLE
Simplicity Artistry Music

)
1C

Tube preamplifiers
Le
Sony DVD •Sony Mtdditan
•
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Filmbereens •Thiel •VP!

Line Conditioners
Solid state and hybrid
power amplifiers

One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020

tax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Visa
Mastercard
American Express
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Manufacturing quality hand crafted
electronics and accessories for the
discerning listener since 1990
Blue Circle Audio Inc.

ph: 519-169-32IS

RR 2Innerkip, Ontario
Cot: 51u-169-3782
CANADA NOJ IMO
entait: heircleni bluceircic.com
fur more information about our complete line of products

www.bluecircle.com
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA—Franchised dealer for N.
Audio, Spendor,
QuadJA Michell. Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark,
Roark, Koetsts, Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation,
Goldring, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way hack in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
wumenertibinaudio.com.
ATTENTION SPENDOR AND QUAI) OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio. www.chapteraudio.com. QS&I)
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or
Rand» QS&D, (540) 372-3711, lax (540)372-3713, e-mail
asaudd@aotrom. 14.44r www,mUldwon
WE ALWAYS l'ef BETTER! Dejtiet go i;"1:YeS:itARC. Aragon, Cello. Krell, Mark Levinson.
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Supen-a- Products,
(310) 826-3686, .lax (310) 826-8577, Sennie

hull
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We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
BRUN ItY SPEARS NAKEI) is a dream. These
dreams are obtainable: Alón, AMC, Anthem, Antique
Sound Lab. Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Audio
Research, Benz, CAL., Cambridge, Clearaudio, Creek,
Hovland, JA Michell, Manley, Music Hall, NORIOSt,
ProAc. PS Audio. Quad SME, Synthesis, Quicksilver,
Wavac, Wireworld. more! AriZ011a
(480) 9219961

mrr,

PREM ILK TUBE AN I
)ANALOG: Déjà Vu Audio

AUDIO ART. EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio

more. Custom h •theater and HDTV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. DC's leading
source. (703) 734-9391, ummajaowandio.tom.

components dedicated to serving lllll sic. Avalon,
Cardas. MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland.
Classé, Theta. Basis-Benz. Aerial. Richmond, la
14sice/.4v (804) 358-5300, mnail AudioArtlISA(@rotrom.
AUDIO UNLIMITED offers Accophase. Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix. Air Tight. Anthem. ASC,
Audio Note, Audio Refinement. Avalon Acoustics,
Basis. Benz-Micro. Boulder. Bunnester, Cary Chang.
Clearaudio, Conrad-Johnson. EAR, Electrocompaniet
Grad. Grado, Graham, Koetsm Kuzma, Loewe HI )TV,
Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Muse, Nagra, Pathos, PS
Audio, Reg.', Shunyata Research, Soliloquy. Spendot
Ta llllllll TARA Labs, Totem, Transfiguration, XL0,
YHA, Zoethecus, and more. Call John Barnes at (303)
691-3407, lax (303) 922-0522, 2341 W Yale .4mt,
Englewood, *
CO 80110.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA —Fanfares FM-2G is
the only Stereophilc-recommended (October 2001) vertical dipole antenna. Built to outpedisrm and outlast all
others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-8637, Oilier Meales
inquire (716) 683-5451, lax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at 11117411101re.COM.
The Fadire FM tuner is state-of-the-art... soon to

Ltd. Alibi'. Audio Note. Benz-Micro, Cary, EAR, Fi,
Hovland, Koetsu, Myryad, Naito, Roksan. Rega,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Transfiguration, XLO, and much

COUNTERPOINT UPG RAI )ES: 24-bit/96- 192k1 lz
upgrade for DA-10. Sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 651\17 triode upgrades for
SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. .So wtowaltarishunalio.com.
MICHAEL ELLIOTT'S NEW AltIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These are listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranties. Sold
direct, no dealer markup! Call Mike at (760) 945-0356
or VW: IINVIMdlidaldittr0111.

VACUUM TUBES ANI) HIGH-END AUDIO in
South Florida!!! Low-noise matched sets our specialty!
New Tesla KT88, Valve Art EL34. 6922 Mil-spec
(6H23n-EB), 1000s of tubes in stock!!! Art Audio amps
and preamps. highly reviewed, on display! Luxor power
cords, interconnects, and conditioners, Morch toneantis and Amazon turntables. Auditions by appointment. ATS1 Mummy Tube Sewnes, Like 1Vonh, FL, (561)
434-3799, WWWillbrellAILCOM.

include AM.
CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver. BEL, Audio Physic,
EAD, Iinmedi.i. Vibrapods, Lyra, Wirewodd, Klyne.
Power Snakes. Acoustic Energy. Richard Gray, YBA,
Needle Nectar, Herron Audio, Analysis Plus, MYA,
Arcam, Edge Electronics. Aurios. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. More info at
or (503) 643-7512.

WWW.C.MT

cUldittCOM

MUSICAL CONCEITT'S — respected for quality
modifications. "Making the best better since 1979." Products modified this year include ARC, Boulder,
Levinson, Krell, vintage McIntosh and Marantz,
Spectral, Rowland, Counterpoint. Rotel. VAC, Magnuns Dynalab, and many
We have specialized
mods for Haller. I)yna. Adcom B&K, Pioneer CI), and
others. New, great-sounding DV1 ) players! Musiod
Omegas, 49.1ason Gnm, S,. Cluules, MO 63304, (636)447°040, latest newsletter at wwwantoicalconcepts.com.
Mc-CORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding upgrades are availalsle tie all DNA amplifiers, TLC and
ALI) preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or see wwwSMeAudio,com.
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RATES: Private. $1.60 per word; Cornmerdai. $5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or
more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on
either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads
must be prepaid with order, by check or credit
card: MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO:
Stereo/Mile Classified Ad Department, Stephen
Mejias, PRJMED1A, 110 Fifth Ave., 5th Floor,
New York, NY 10011. FAX: (212) 8862809. ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance
of the issue in which your ad will appear. For
example, if you want your ad to run in the June
2002 Sramphile, you must submit it by April I.
2002. Please Note: Phoned-in ads arc not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of
the section. No refines.

Mart

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St. Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Akin,
Argent, Art Audits, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note,
Audio Refinement Basis, 13DR, Benz-Micro. Cary,
Chang, Clearaudio, Echo Busters. Goertz, Graham,
Harmonic TechnologyJM Reynold. Loth X. Magnum
Dynalalt Marchand, Oracle, QS&D, Reference 3A,
Silverline, Soliloquy, Stax, Thor, Transfiguration,
Wavac, Wavelength, YHA, and more! (510) 732-1204,
umwscoundgallerpon
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your leisure! Showcasing Millenni lllll series. Travel reimbursement with
purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, 'Thor, Wolcott, Inner
Sound amps, JoLida, Walker Audio, Magnan, Shunyata
Research. Analysis Plus, Warner Imaging, Clayton,
Gradient, Cliffhanger. Private auditions. AndoKinesis,
(504) 866-1730, www. lllll
EUROLAB PREMIER TURNTABLE, Morel' DP-6
tonearm, both recipients of TAS's Golden Ear Award,
2001. Review in PIS 132! New: the magnificent DPS
mmtable and SchrOder tonearms. Phono stages: Art
Audio, Phonogen, PhonoMax, and Consonance. Audi,'
Adraneemans LLC, (973) 875-8705, andadv@earthlinkitet,
www.audioadramements.eom.
ATTRACTIVE PRICES—BEST QUALITY stereo
and home-theater components: Audio Research, Close.
Collins, Gryphon, Krell. Levinson, McIntosh. Meridian,
Proceed, Totem, Thiel, Revel, JMIab, EntlestonWorks,
Dynaudio, Dorland, B&W, Aerial, and others. Factorysealed with manufacturers' warranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Halm:« Audio, (310)891-6866.
MARANTZ SA-14 SACD/CD PLAYER, mint condition. $2100. Pete, (281) 218-6713.
NESTOROVIC TYPE SAS full-range stereo speakers:
4" planar tweeter, 4" hybrid dome midrange, new 8"
and 10" woofers. Oak finish, excellent condition,
$1500. Call (603) 889-0728 for more info and photos.
SALE! SALE! SALE! Our clearance feanircs deals on
select new, demo, and otherwise: Castle; MIT
750/330; Conrad-Jolmson; Classé Audio; Aerial loudspeakers; Meridian 568, 588, 596; Bryson'. Super
Specials: Totem Rokk/Mite-T, NIB, $6294559;
Bryston 713-ST, 913-ST SP-1; Conrad-Johnson MV60,
PV-14L; Classé CDP1.5, $1400, and CRCD. Audio
Awriatc, (601) 898-3727 or hiliadvantagetunt.ront.
SALT LAKE CITY AREA! Aris Audio defines stateof-the-an. Featuring: Audio Analogue, Belles, Chord,
Creek. Epos, Goldring. Grado. Lehmann. Mistral,
Music Hall, NAD, PS Audits, Quadraspire, Rega,
Roark, SOTA, Triangle, Vandersteen. Wasatch Cable
Works, and more! (801) 272-1690, wwwarisandio.rom.
FADEL ART Acroflex Reference RCA interconnect,
5.5m, $500; Goldline speaker, 2.8m, $3000. Donald,
(253) 566-9069.
BAT VK-50SE, $4495; VK-110, $2295; VK-60, $22(0;
VK-3i with phono. $1295; Krell ICAV-300i, $1295;
1CST-100, $1200; Classé CA150, $1295; B&W Nautilus
801, $7500. Offers, trades, credit cards. (914) 216-1497

LPs, CDs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAI1) for classical and jazz LPs.
Will travel. Please contact Albert ten Brink at A Classical
Record, (201) 488-9323, or e-mail aelaunr@aolsom.
VISIT WWWAUDIOPHILE-LP-CDDE collection.
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Wanted

.%

TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Altec, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (850) 3140321jax (850) 314-0284, e-mail SonnySound@aolcont.

L
td

Triangle' Celites 202
Starrop hi Ir

CASH PAID FOR USEI) AUDIO/VII)E0 equipment. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for AudioQuest, ICimber Kahle, Lexicon, Minim, Monitor
Audio. Panasonic, Paradigm, Paradigm Reference,
Phase Technology, Sherlsourn, SunFirc. Toshiba. Stem
lidding Outlet (Sine. 1984), 320 Old làrk Rd, Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.
Winne catalog: www.tsto.cotn. E-mail: woo:esteem

s

LEGACY FOCUS SPEAKERS, (818)769-8345.

The RACKIT" System
Modular, stackable oak fumiture
for your home, office and studio
holds all ak formats, equipment
and more
Free mail order brochure
1plea ,cmention Siereophilc

WARNING !!!

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.

www.rackittm.com

New York City's

Audio Mart Order Form

exclusive

NEW RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Comsiniercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with a space, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fisic numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must
be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile Classified Ad I
kpartment,
Stephen Mejias, PRIMED1A, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY KM. or FAX (212) 886-2809,
or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc credit-card only.)
DEADLINE: Ads are slue on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad ro iun in the June 2002 Sternrhile, you must
submit it with payment by April I. 2002. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next
available ¡Vet:. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.

Triangle Dealer
Come see Triangle Loudspeakers
and our other fine equipment at
Home Entertainment 2002
in rooms 710, 717, and 718

is payment in the amount of $
for
to pay by check, nude payable to Starephi/e.

words.

Liiciused

Authorized Dealer for:

—I Iprefer

J Iprefer to pay by -1
-̀ Visa U MasterCard
My card # is

Acoustic Energy
Apollo
Atacama
Audio Analogue
Cairn
Cambridge Audio
Chang Lightspeed
Conrad-Johnson
Creek
Denon
DeVore Fidelity
Epos
Gold ring

Komuro
McCormack
MUSIC Hall
NEC Plasma
Nottingham Analogue
Quicksilver
Sennheiser
Sonance

Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

J General

J CDs/L.Ps/Tapes

J Wanted

'
-I
- Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Straightwire
Target
Triangle Acoustics
Tributaries
Vandenhul

13 East 4th Street,
New York, New York 10003
(212) 979-1273
www inlivingstereo com
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Exp. date

Signature

Name

Company

Street
State

City
Zip

let.

Fax
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Advertiser
Acoustic Dreams
Acoustic Sounds
Aerial Acoustics
Alpha-Core
Ambrosia Audio
Analysis Plus
AR/Acoustic Research
Archive Audio
Art Audio
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio Plus (1Mlab)
Audio Plus (YBA)
Audiophile Systems
Audio-Video Logic
AudioWaves
Avantgarde
Axiss Distribution
Ayre Acoustics
B&W Loudspeakers
Balanced Audio Technology
Basis Audio
Bel Canto
Billy Bags
Blue Circle Audio
Boltz USA
Bryston
Cable Company
Cambridge Soundworks
Canton
Cardas Audio
Cagy Audio
Chesky Records
Classé

92
114, 140
76
13
209
90
21
197
198
112, 126
202
196
131
211
2
14
192
180
99, 101
55
102
19
44
106
12
177
206
110
62
154
116
30
96
26
192
24

Classic Records
Coincident Loudspeakers
Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
Delve Audio
DH Labs
Digiphase
Digital Ear
Dynaudio
Echo Busters
EgglestonWorks
Elusive Disc
Fidelis Audio
Galen Carol Audio
Gershman Acoustics
Goodwin's High End
Grand Prix Audio
Gutwire
Harmonic Technology
HCM Audio
HeadRoom
Hi -Fi Farm
Hi-Res Music
Hovland
Hubel Designs
mmedia
mpac-tTechnology
nfinity
n Living Stereo
nnerSound
nnovative Audio
ntegra
oseph Audio
PS Labs

Profflufica

RUD/O/PECIRLI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END,
Arcorn

Nairn Audio

Rego

Acoustic Energy

Meadowlark

Sound Org.

Beyerdynarnic

McCormack

Surniko

Cambridge

Paradigm

Sunfire

Carver

ProAc

Theta

Creek

Premier

Tributaries

Dunlavy

Quadraspire

VAC

Dynaucho

Quad

Wilson AudIO

Grado
Denon

184
199
108
204
164
205
206
201
200
206
56
200
122
136
205
209
201
156
199
198
102
174
166
119
196
96
201
202
168
49
208
180
189, 191
43
45
22

JS Audio
JVC Disc of America
Kimber Kable
Koch Jazz
Lamm Industries
LAI International
Lexus
Linn
Lyric Hi -Fi
Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
MartinLogan
May Audio
MBL
McCormack
Media Access
Merlin Music Systems
Mirage
Mordaunt-Short
Morishita
Music Direct
Musical Fidelity/Kevro
Musical Surroundings
NAD
Naim Audio
Needle Doctor
Nirvana Audio
Nordost
Overture
Paradigm
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
ProAc
ProMusica
P513
Reference 3A

wally am no inten_sted i
mak ng the quick, one ime s
Rather, Iwant you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to th 's
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Galen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
California Audio Labs, Soliloquy, Totem,
Plinius, Magra, Wavelength, Art Audio,
Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, EAD, Jolida,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Silverline, Dunlavy,
Alps, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rega,
Pass, Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, Bybee, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

P.O. Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217

www.gcaudio.com

INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614
773 883 9500
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206
182
27
184
31
177
4-5
53
150
104
71
46
204
15
167
199
200
58-59
29
199
120
212
144
11
74
178-179
94
36
134-135
8
106
208
84
176, 209
23
168

Once Is Not EnouLli. .
.
—

(210) 805-9927 Fox:(210) 805-9928
ernoil golemegatudio.com

EXPERT ASSISTANCE

Index

GALEN CAROL
A-11•D•I•0

Reference Audio video
Richard Gray's Power Company
Rogue Audio
Rotel
Salamander Designs
Sanus Systems
Sennheiser
Shunyata Research
Siltech
Silver Audio
Silverline Audio
Simaudio
Smart Devices
Sonus Faber
Sound by Singer
Soundex
Straight Wire
SurroundedBy
Sumiko
Symposium Acoustics
Synergistic Research
Tact Audio
Tice Audio
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Upscale Audio
Van Slyke Engineering
Vandersteen Audio
Velodyne
viola Labs
VMAX Services
VTL
WBT-USA
Westlake Audio
Wilson Audio
Wireworld

205
104
94
67
10
128
72
92
28
41
108
40
Si
34-35
132
125
80
184
34-35
90
143
38
200
33
186
158
201
86
78
32
198
64
86
25
16
198

Audio & Video
We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

ei r

MIEPABBI•

V32

[A's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist
ACOUSTIC ENERGY •AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCM •ARICI
•ATLANTIS •BASIS •B&K •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •
CLASSE •CRE STRON •DRAPER •DUNLAVY •DUN •EGGLESTON. ELAN •EQUI=TECH •ESP •FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA
•GRADO •GRAHAM •GRAND PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
TECHNOLOGY •HERRON AUDIO •JEFF ROWLAND •KIMBER
SELECT •LEVINSON •MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •
ORACLE •POE RELITE •POLYCRYSTAt •PROCEED •PS8.
REL •REGA •Ri .EL •SONANCE •STEWART •SUMIKO •
THETA DIGITAL • RANSPARENT •VIDIKRON •AND MORE

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Mee-fri 10-1 Sat 10-5:30
2337 Resteme Rd.Ste.6.Bel All. CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.ambrosia.com
information &large selecuon of pre-Owned electronics
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Fine

Tune

Jonathan

Scull

i, Jonathan," Bob Matthews began his e-mail to
"Fine Tunes" (matthew
sr@hqamc-exchg.army.mil). "I enjoy
reading your column every month, and
enjoy hearing from other people about
some of their cheap tweaks!"
Isnapped off aspiffy salute. Nothing
like some positive feedback to make
my day. Bob had a good cleaning
tweak of his own to share, but you've
got to be careful and gentle — which
leaves me and most of you out!
It seems Bob purchased abig projection TV and aDVD/CD player, and
was knocked over when he tried the
player in his main system. It sounded so
much better than his regular CD player, aPioneer Elite PD-65. The Pioneer
sounded blurred and distorted in comparison, he was shocked to hear.
Thinking something had to be
wrong with the Pioneer, he opened its
top and removed the three Phillipshead screws holding down the upsidedown laser assembly. He first cleaned
the laser lens with Windex and aQTip. (I suggest a product available
here on the East Coast called Cinch,
which leaves no residue.) He then
dipped aclean Q-Tip in asmall bottle
of denatured — and, I hope, anhydrous (no water) — alcohol, and
gave the laser lens athorough cleaning. (You can also use camera-lens
cleaner, which works just as well.)
After some gentle rubbing, Bob took
athird clean, dry Q-Tip and buffed
the lens abit to remove any residue.
He warns sternly that, should you try
this, you should be very cartful. The
laser lens and actuator are fragile
mechanisms and can be damaged easily if you apply too much pressure
when cleaning. Gently does it! (Courtesy of YBA Ihave one of those puffbulbs with long bristles; it's just about
perfect for keeping that ol' laser in
tiptop condition.)

Even though the Pioneer's lens
points down at the disc, it had still evidently picked up a lot of dust and
schmutz. And Bob's a non-smoker!
(When Dr. Peter Forsell visits K-10
and Iand sees the condition of the filters on our turntable, there's always a
pause as he ponders how anything
could survive in such adirty atmosphere.) Following this simple treatment, Bob heard ahuge improvement
in the PD-65's sound. "It was like a
new CD player," he chortled. "I got
up early this morning and listened to
Diana Krall's new CD before going to
work. I've got to tell you that now my
PD-65 sounds better than when I
bought it!"
Cleanliness is next to Godliness,
Bob. Check out "Fine Tunes" #6 at
www.stereophile.com/showarchives.
cgi?186 for other system-cleaning tips.
On another note, you'll no doubt
remember from February's "Fine
Tunes" that there's some controversy
over use of Silver Conductive Grease.
(I originally mentioned the grease in
July 2001,www.stereophile.com/show
archives.cgi?396.) Reader Jim Bosha
(Jim_Bosha@campbell-mithun.com)
reported that when he tried it the
grease migrated up his cables and blew
some of them out. (I laid on awarning
about its use in the same column.)
So when an e-mail from geno42@
qwest.net (no name given) popped
into my in-box Iwas pleasantly surprised to see him jumping to my
defense regarding the riot act I'd been
read regarding the Grease being alittle
too conductive.
Geno42 offered an "opposing viewpoint." He's used Silver Conductive
Grease on virtually all his audio and
video connections, "and every connection has been improved. The most significant improvements have been to
the video and digital connections, possibly due to the higher frequencies

Storeophile (ISSN: 0585-2544)13425 No.4, April 2002, ¡SSW N

involved." He reports that he's never
had a single short from "migrating"
grease. His technique for application is
simple: Using asmall artist's brush, he
literally paints the grease on the most
accessible parts of the connectors —
the outer, negative barrel of singleended RCA plugs, and the inner pin
on the male side of the connector. "I've
tried anumber of your tweaks so far,
and this one offers the most improvement I've seen. Keep those tweaks
coming!" You bet!
Just in case you still want to try
Silver Conductive Grease (at your own
risk), here's that pesky Web address:
www.hmcelectronics.com/cgibin/scri
pts/display.cgi?product_id=15300141&cat_id=1530-0141).
Now avisit to the Doctor — the
Needle Doctor, that is!' Jerry Raskin's
going strong, and sales associate Brian
Dolny did agreat job of laying the subject of contact cleaning out for me.
My favorite cleaner is Kontak ($39 at
Needle Doctor with aset of pipe cleaners), followed by asqueaky rubdown
with XL0's TPC contact cleaner. For
99 cents apop, TPC rates highly with
nie. As it solidifies, it apparently fills in
the microcaverns created during the
metal plating process.
The Doc also carries Cardas TC2Torumat contact cleaner ($20.50 for J/3
oz.), and those great Signet/RCA tools
for cleaning connectors, now also reintroduced by Music Direct ($11.95/set
of four). To tell the truth (always!), I
prefer a stiff pipe cleaner, but these
molded-plastic cleaners arc excellent.
Old, stiff, cleaned toothbrushes arc also
good for getting into those cableconnector nooks and crannies with the
chemical of your choice.

1 The Needle Doctor, 419 14th Avenue SE,
Minneapolis, MN 55414. Tel: (800) 229-0644, ((,12)
378-0543. Fax: (612) 378-9024. Web: www.needledoc
tOLCOM.
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Proud

ELECTRA JUST A GLANCE REVEALS
THEIR HERITAGE: A DIRECT DESCENDENT
OF OUR GRANDE UTOPIA - UTILIZING
OUR

REMARKABLE

TWEETER,

INVERTED

"W " SANDWICH

DOME
CONES,

AND "FOCUS SYSTEM" TIME ALIGNMENT.
A RARE
I
MAGINE:

MUSICAL
THE

ACHIEVEMENT.

MUSIC,

IMMERSING,

ENVELOPING, CARRYING YOU TO DISTANT
SHORES

OR

DRAWING

INTO YOUR SOUL.
TO

CREATE

YOU

DEEPER

I
T'S OUR MISSION

LOUDSPEAKER

SYSTEMS

THAT EASE YOUR PASSAGE.
THE SPIRIT OF SOUND

US -Audio Plus Services
Tel 800-663-9352 -www.audioplusservices.com
Canada -Plurison
Tel. 450-585-0098 -www.plurison.com

Pedigree

•

Vuscal Ficelity

Audio Jewelry for the ears and eyes

Stereophile Class A Hated
Platinum trim available

More recommended Ster.eophile components than any product in its class for a reason.
Side by,side dual mono construction
•
NuVista

Tubes

5 year amplifier warranty

Chokè regulated power supplies
Upsampling CD
Unsurpassed value

"...the 3D was one of the — if not the — most involving CD players I've auditioned."
-Michael rremer, Stereophile — October 2001

Nu-Vista 30 CD Player -Stereophile's "Joint Digital Source of 2001"

MUSICAL FIDELITY
www.kevro.com 9Ó5-428-2800
I

